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processing, modern cognitive experimentation, neuropathology,
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echolocation by bats, or Ludwig Wittgenstein.
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— Philip Morrison
Scientific American

"This extremely ambitious book

is

the payoff for many years

of communing with neurobiologists, cognitive psychologists,
and various artificial-intelligence types in a search to
understand the mind-brain. The result is the best kind of
philosophical writing: accessible, but not trivializing; witty, but
serious; well-informed, but not drowning in the facts."
— K. Anthony Appiah
Village Voice

"How unfair for one man to be blessed with such a torrent of
stimulating thoughts. Stimulating is an understatement. Every
chapter unleashes so many startling new ideas that in the hands
and probably will — be
of an ordinary philosopher it would
spun out to fill a whole book."
— Richard Dawkins
Author of The Blind Watchmaker and The Selfish Gene

"He is a witty and gifted scientific raconteur, and the book is
full of fascinating information about humans, animals, and
machines. The result is highly digestib'e and a useful tour of the
field."
— Thomas Nagel
Wall Street Journal

"A remarkable meditation on consciousness — in part
deconstruction, in part construction
by one of our most
outstanding synthesizers."

— Howard Gardner
Author of The Mind's New Science and The Shattered Mind

"What turns a mere piece of matter from being mere matter
into an animate being? What gives certain special physical
patterns in the universe the mysterious privilege of feeling
sensations and having experiences?

"Daniel Dennett's Consciousness Explained

is a

masterful

tapestry of deep insights into this eternal philosophical ridd'e.

Deftly weaving together strands taken from philosophy,
neurology, computer science, and philosophy itself, Dennett
has written a profound and important book that is also clear,
exciting, and witty; Consciousness Explained represents
philosophy at its best.
"While demolishing all sorts of simple-minded
'commonsense' views of consciousness, Dennett builds up a
radical rival edifice of great beauty and subtlety. Dennett's view
of consciousness is counterintuitive but compelling; indeed,
like any revolutionary theory, its power and its unexpectedness
are deeply related. While Consciousness Explained is certainly
not the ultimate explanation of consciousness, believe it will
long be remembered as a major step along the way to
unraveling its mystery."
— Douglas R. Hofstadter
Author of Gödel, Escher, Bach
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PREFACE

My first year in college, I read Descartes's Meditations and was hooked
on the mind-body problem. Now here was a mystery. How on earth
could my thoughts and feelings fit in the same world with the nerve
cells and molecules that made up my brain? Now, after thirty years of
thinking, talking, and writing about this mystery, I think I've made
some progress. I think I can sketch an outline of the solution, a theory
of consciousness that gives answers (or shows how to find the answers)
to the questions that have been just as baffling to philosophers and
scientists as to laypeople. I've had a lot of help. It's been my good
fortune to be taught, informally, indefatigably, and imperturbably, by
some wonderful thinkers, whom you will meet in these pages. For the
story I have to tell is not one of solitary cogitation but of an odyssey
through many fields, and the solutions to the puzzles are inextricably
woven into a fabric of dialogue and disagreement, where we often learn
more from bold mistakes than from cautious equivocation. 1m sure
there are still plenty of mistakes in the theory I will offer here, and I
hope they are bold ones, for then they will provoke better answers by
others.
The ideas in this book have been hammered into shape over many
years, but the writing was begun in January 1990 and finished just a
year later, thanks to the generosity of several fine institutions and the
help of many friends, students, and colleagues. The Zentruin für Interdisziplinare Forschung in Bielefeld, CREA at the École Polytechnique in Paris, and the Rockefeller Foundation's Villa Serbelloni in
Bellagio provided ideal conditions for writing and conferring during

xi

xii
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the first five months. My home university, Tufts, has supported my
work through the Center for Cognitive Studies, and enabled me to present the penultimate draft in the fall of 1990 in a seminar that drew on
the faculties and students of Tufts and the other fine schools in the
greater Boston area. I also want to thank the Kapor Foundation and the
Harkness Foundation for supporting our research at the Center for Cog-

nitive Studies.
Several years ago, Nicholas Humphrey came to work with me at
the Center for Cognitive Studies, and he, Ray Jackendoff, Marcel Kinsbourne, and I began meeting regularly to discuss various aspects and
problems of consciousness. It would be hard to find four more different
approaches to the mind, but our discussions were so fruitful, and so
encouraging, that I dedicate this book to these fine friends, with thanks
for all they have taught me. Two other longtime colleagues and friends
have also played major roles in shaping my thinking, for which I am
eternally grateful: Kathleen Akins and Bo Dahibom.
I also want to thank the ZIF group in Bielefeld, particularly Peter
Bieri, Jaegwon Kim, David Rosenthal, Jay Rosenberg, Eckart Scheerer,
Bob van Gulick, Hans Flohr, and Lex van der Heiden; the CREA group
in Paris, particularly Daniel Andler, Pierre Jacob, Francisco Varela, Dan
Sperber, and Deirdre Wilson; and the "princes of consciousness" who
joined Nick, Marcel, Ray, and me at the Villa Serbelloni for an intensely
productive week in March: Edoardo Bisiach, Bill Calvin, Tony Marcel,
and Aaron Sloman. Thanks also to Edoardo and the other participants
of the workshop on neglect, in Parma in June. Pim Levelt, Odmar Neumann, Marvin Minsky, Oliver Selfridge, and Nils Nilsson also provided
valuable advice on various chapters. I also want to express my gratitude
to Nils for providing the photograph of Shakey, and to Paul Bach-yRita for his photographs and advice on prosthetic vision devices.
I am grateful for a bounty of constructive criticism to all the participants in the seminar last fall, a class I will never forget: David
Hilbert, Krista Lawlor, David Joslin, Cynthia Schossberger, Luc
Faucher, Steve Weinstein, Oakes Spalding, Mini Jaikumar, Leah Steinberg, Jane Anderson, Jim Beattie, Evan Thompson, Turhan Canli, Michael Anthony, Ma!tina Roepke, Beth Sangree, Ned Block, Jeff
McConnell, Bjorn Ramberg, Phil Holcomb, Steve White, Owen Flanagan, and Andrew Woodfield. Week after week, this gang held my feet
to the fire, in the most constructive way. During the final redrafting,
Kathleen Akins, Bo Dahlbom, Doug Hofstadter, and Sue Stafford provided many invaluable suggestions. Paul Weiner turned my crude
sketches into the excellent figures and diagrams.

PREFACE

xiii

Kathryn Wynes and later Anne Van Voorhis have done an extraordinary job of keeping me, and the Center, from flying apart during
the last few hectic years, and without their efficiency and foresight this
book would still be years from completion. Last and most important:
love and thanks to Susan, Peter, Andrea, Marvin, and Brandon, my
family.

Tufts University

January 1991
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PRELUDE: HOW ARE

HALLUCINATIONS
POSSIBLE?

1. THE BRAIN IN THE

VAT

scientists removed your brain from your body while
you slept, and set it up in a life-support system in a vat. Suppose they
then set out to trick you into believing that you were not just a brain
in a vat, but still up and about, engaging in a normally embodied round
of activities in the real world. This old saw, the brain in the vat, is a
favorite thought experiment in the toolkit of many philosophers. It is
a modern-day version of Descartes's (1641)1 evil demon, an imagined
illusionist bent on tricking Descartes about absolutely everything, including his own existence. But as Descartes observed, even an infinitely
powerful evil demon couldn't trick him into thinking he himself existed
if he didn't exist: cogito ergo sum, "I think, therefore I am." Philosophers today are less concerned with proving one's own existence as a
thinking thing (perhaps because they have decided that Descartes settled that matter quite satisfactorily) and more concerned about what,
in principle, we may conclude from our experience about our nature.
and about the nature of the world in which we (apparently) live. Might
you be nothing but a brain in a vat? Might you have always been just
a brain in a vat? If so, could you even conceive of your predicament
(let alone confirm it)?
The idea of the brain in the vat is a vivid way of exploring these
questions, but I want to put the old saw to another use. I want to use
Suppose evil

1. Dates in

parentheses refer to works listed in the Bibliography.
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it to uncover some curious facts about hallucinations, which in turn
will lead us to the beginnings of a theory — an empirical, scientifically
respectable theory — of human consciousness, in the standard thought
experiment, it is obvious that the scientists would have their hands full

providing the nerve stumps from all your senses with just the right
stimulations to carry off the trickery, but philosophers have assumed
for the sake of argument that however technically difficult the task
might be, it is "possible in principle." One should be leery of these
possibilities in principle. It is also possible in principle to build a
stainless-steel ladder to the moon, and to write out, in alphabetical
order, all intelligible English conversations consisting of less than a
thousand words. But neither of these are remotely possible in fact and
sometimes an impossibility in fact is theoretically more interesting than
a possibility in principle, as we shall see.
Let's take a moment to consider, then, just how daunting the task
facing the evil scientists would be. We can imagine them building
up to the hard tasks from some easy beginnings. They begin with a
conveniently comatose brain, kept alive but lacking all input from the
optic nerves, the auditory nerves, the somatosensory nerves, and all
the other afferent, or input, paths to the brain. It is sometimes assumed
that such a "deafferented" brain would naturally stay in a comatose
state forever, needing no morphine to keep it dormant, but there is
some empirical evidence to suggest that spontaneous waking might
still occur in these dire circumstances. I think we can suppose that
were you to awake in such a state, you would find yourseif in horrible
straits: blind, deaf, completely numb, with no sense of your body's
orientation.
Not wanting to horrify you, then, the scientists arrange to wake
you up by piping stereo music (suitably encoded as nerve impulses)
into your auditory nerves. They also arrange for the signals that would
normally come from your vestibular system or inner ear to indicate that
you are lying on your back, but otherwise paralyzed, numb, biind. This
much should be within the limits of technical virtuosity in the near
future — perhaps possibie even today. They might then go on to stimulate the tracts that used to innervate your epidermis, providing it with
the input that would normally have been produced by a gentle, even
warmth over the ventral (belly) surface of your body, and (getting fancier) they might stimulate the dorsal (back) epidermal nerves in a way
that simulated the tingly texture of grains of sand pressing into your
back. "Great" you say to yourself: "Here I am, lying on my back on
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the beach, paralyzed and blind, listening to rather nice music, but
probably in danger of sunburn. How did I get here, and how can I call

for help?"
But now suppose the scientists, having accomplished all this,
tackle the more difficult problem of convincing you that you are not a
mere beach potato, but an agent capable of engaging in some form of
activity in the world. Starting with little steps, they decide to lift part
of the "paralysis" of your phantom body and let you wiggle your right
index finger in the sand. They permit the sensory experience of moving
your finger to occur, which is accomplished by giving you the kinesthetic feedback associated with the relevant volitional or motor signals
in the output or efferent part of your nervous system, but they must
also arrange to remove the numbness from your phantom finger, and
provide the stimulation for the feeling that the motion of the imaginary
sand around your finger would provoke.
Suddenly, they are faced with a problem that will quickly get out
of hand, for just how the sand will feel depends on just how you decide
to move your finger. The problem of calculating the proper feedback,
generating or composing it, and then presenting it to you in real time
is going to be computationally intractable on even the fastest computer,
and if the evil scientists decide to solve the real-time problem by precalculating and "canning" all the possible responses for playback, they
will just trade one insoluble problem for another: there are too many
possibilities to store, In short, our evil scientists will be swamped by
combinatorial explosion as soon as they give you any genuine exploratory powers in this imaginary world.2
It is a familiar wall these scientists have hit; we see its shadow
in the boring stereotypes in every video game. The alternatives open
2. The term combinatorial explosion comes from computer science, but the phenomenon was recognized long before computers, for instance in the fable of the emperor
who agrees to reward the peasant who saved his life one grain of rice on the first square
of the checkerboard, two grains on the second, four on the third, and so forth, doubling
the amount for each of the sixty-four squares. He ends up owing the wily peasant millions
to be exact). Closer to our example is the plight of the
of billions of grains of rice
French "aleatoric" novelists who set out to write novels in which. after reading chapter
1. the reader flips a coin and then reads chapter 2a or 2b, depending on the outcome,
and then reads chapter 3aa. 3ab, 3ba, or 3bb after that, and so on, flipping a coin at the
end of every chapter. These novelists soon came to realize that they had better minimize
the number of choice points if they wanted to avoid an explosion of fiction that would
prevent anyone from carrying the whole 'book" home from the bookstore.

6
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for action have to be strictly — and unrealistically — limited to keep
the task of the world-representers within feasible bounds. If the scientists can do no better than convince you that you are doomed to a
lifetime of playing Donkey Kong, they are evil scientists indeed.
There is a solution of sorts to this technical problem. It is the
solution used, for instance, to ease the computational burden in highly
realistic flight simulators: use replicas of the items in the simulated
world. Use a real cockpit and push and pull it with hydraulic lifters,
instead of trying to simulate all that input to the seat of the pants of
the pilot in training. In short, there is only one way for you to store for
ready access that much information about an imaginary world to be
explored, and that is to use a real (if tiny or artificial or plaster-of-paris)
world to store its own information! This is "cheating" if you're the evil
demon claiming to have deceived Descartes about the existence of absolutely everything, but it's a way of actually getting the job done with
less than infinite resources.
Descartes was wise to endow his imagined evil demon with infinite powers of trickery. Although the task is not, strictly speaking,
infinite, the amount of information obtainable in short order by an
inquisitive human being is staggeringly large. Engineers measure information flow in bits per second, or speak of the bandwidth of the
channels through which the information flows. Television requires a
greater bandwidth than radio, and high-definition television has a still
greater bandwidth. High-definition smello-feelo television would have
a still greater bandwidth, and interactive smello-feelo television would
have an astronomical bandwidth, because it constantly branches into
thousands of slightly different trajectories through the (imaginary)
world. Throw a skeptic a dubious coin, and in a second or two of hefting,
scratching, ringing, tasting, and just plain looking at how the sun glints
on its surface, the skeptic will consume more bits of information than
a Cray supercomputer can organize in a year. Making a real but counterfeit coin is child's play; making a simulated coin out of nothing but
organized nerve stimulations is beyond human technology now and
probably

3. The development of Virtual Reality systems for recreation and research is
currently undergoing a boom. The state of the art is impressive: electronically rigged
gloves that provide a convincing interface for manipulating" virtual objects and headmounted visual displays that permit you to explore virtual environments of considerable
complexity. The limitations of these systems are apparent, however, and they bear out
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One conclusion we can draw from this is that we are not brains
in vats — in case you were worried. Another conclusion it seems that
we can draw from this is that strong hallucinations are simply impossible! By a strong hallucination I mean a hallucination of an apparently
concrete and persisting three-dimensional object in the real world —
as contrasted to flashes, geometric distortions, auras, afterimages, fleeting phantom-limb experiences, and other anomalous sensations. A
strong hallucination would be, say, a ghost that talked back, that permitted you to touch it, that resisted with a sense of solidity, that cast
a shadow, that was visible from any angle so that you might walk around
it and see what its back looked like.
Hallucinations can be roughly ranked in strength by the number
of such features they have. Reports of very strong hallucinations are
rare, and we can now see why it is no coincidence that the credibility
of such reports seems, intuitively, to be inversely proportional to the
strength of the hallucination reported. We are — and should be — particularly skeptical of reports of very strong hallucinations because we
don't believe in ghosts, and we think that only a real ghost could produce a strong hallucination. (It was primarily the telltale strength of
the hallucinations reported by Carlos Castaneda in The Teachings of
Don Juan: A Yaqui Way of Knowledge [19681 that first suggested to
scientists that the book, in spite of having been a successful Ph.D. thesis
in anthropology at UCLA, was fiction, not fact.)
But if really strong hallucinations are not known to occur, there
can be no doubt that convincing, multimodal hallucinations are frequently experienced. The hallucinations that are well attested in the
literature of clinical psychology are often detailed fantasies far beyond
the generative capacities of current technology. How on earth can a
single brain do what teams of scientists and computer animators would
find to be almost impossible? If such experiences are not genuine or
veridical perceptions of some real thing "outside" the mind, they must
be produced entirely inside the mind (or the brain), concocted out of
whole cloth but lifelike enough to fool the very mind that concocts

them.
my point: it is only by various combinations of physical replicas and schematization (a
relatively coarse-grained representation) that robust Illusions can be sustained And even
at their best, they are experiences of virtual surreality. not something that you might
mistake for the real thing for more than a moment. If you really want to fool someone
into thinking he is in a cage wfth a gorilla, enlisting the help of an actor in a gorilla suit
is going to be your best bet for a long time.

8
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2. PRANKSTERS IN THE BRAIN

The standard way of thinking of this is to suppose that hallucinations occur when there is some sort of freakish autostimulation of
the brain, in particular, an entirely internally generated stimulation of
some parts or levels of the brain's perceptual systems. Descartes, in the
seventeenth century, saw this prospect quite clearly, in his discussion
of phantom limb, the startling but quite normal hallucination in which
amputees seem to feel not just the presence of the amputated part, but
itches and tingles and pains in it. (It often happens that new amputees,
after surgery, simply cannot believe that a leg or foot has been amputated until they see that it is gone, so vivid and realistic are their
sensations of its continued presence.) Descartes's analogy was the bellpull. Before there were electric bells, intercoms, and walkie-talkies,
great houses were equipped with marvelous systems of wires and pulleys that permitted one to call for a servant from any room in the house.
A sharp tug on the velvet sash dangling from a hole in the wall pulled
a wire that ran over pulleys all the way to the pantry, where it jangled
one of a number of labeled bells, informing the butler that service was
required in the master bedroom or the parlor or the billiards room. The
systems worked well, but were tailor-made for pranks. Tugging on the
parlor wire anywhere along its length would send the butler scurrying
to the parlor, under the heartfelt misapprehension that someone had
called him from there — a modest little hallucination of sorts. Similarly,
Descartes thought, since perceptions are caused by various complicated
chains of events in the nervous system that lead eventually to the
control center of the conscious mind, if one could intervene somewhere
along the chain (anywhere on the optic nerve, for instance, between
the eyeball and consciousness), tugging just right on the nerves would
produce exactly the chain of events that would be caused by a normal.
veridical perception of something, and this would produce, at the receiving end in the mind, exactly the effect of such a conscious perception.
The brain — or some part of it — inadvertently played a mechanical trick on the mind. That was Descartes's explanation of phantomlimb hallucinations. Phantom-limb hallucinations, while remarkably
vivid, are — by our terminology — relatively weak; they consist of unorganized pains and itches, all in one sensory modality. Amputees don't
see or hear or (so far as I know) smell their phantom feet. So something
like Descartes's account could be the right way to explain phantom
limbs, setting aside for the time being the notorious mysteries about
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how the physical brain could interact with the nonphysical conscious
mind. But we can see that even the purely mechanical part of Descartes's
story must be wrong as an account of relatively strong hallucinations;
there is no way the brain as illusionist could store and manipulate
enough false information to fool an inquiring mind. The brain can relax,
and let the real world provide a surfeit of true information, but if it
starts trying to short-circuit its own nerves (or pull its own wires, as
Descartes would have said), the results will be only the weakest of
fleeting hallucinations. (Similarly, the malfunctioning of your neighbor's electric hairdryer might cause "snow" or "static," or hums and
buzzes, or odd flashes to appear on your television set, but if you see
a bogus version of the evening news, you know it had an elaborately
organized cause far beyond the talents of a hairdryer.)
It is tempting to suppose that perhaps we have been too gullible
about hallucinations; perhaps only mild, fleeting, thin hallucinations
ever occur — the strong ones don't occur because they can't occur! A
cursory review of the literature on hallucinations certainly does suggest
that there is something of an inverse relation between strength and
frequency — as well as between strength and credibility. But that review also provides a clue leading to another theory of the mechanism
of hallucination-production: one of the endemic features of hallucination reports is that the victim will comment on his or her rather
unusual passivity in the face of the hallucination. Hallucinators usually
just stand and marvel. Typically, they feel no desire to probe, challenge,
or query, and take no steps to interact with the apparitions. It is likely,
for the reasons we have just explored, that this passivity is not an
inessential feature of hallucination but a necessary precondition for
any moderately detailed and sustained hallucination to occur.
Passivity, however, is only a special case of a way in which rel-

atively strong hallucinations could survive. The reason these hallucinations can survive is that the illusionist — meaning by that, whatever
it is that produces the hallucination — can "count on" a particular line
of exploration by the victim — in the case of total passivity, the null
line of exploration. So long as the illusionist can predict in detail the
line of exploration actually to be taken, it only has to prepare for the
illusion to be sustained "in the directions that the victim will look."
Cinema set designers insist on knowing the location of the camera in
advance — or if it is not going to be stationary, its exact trajectory and
angle — for then they have to prepare only enough material to cover
the perspectives actually taken. (Not for nothing does cinema verité
make extensive use of the freely roaming hand-held camera.) In real

10
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life the same principle was used by Potemkin to economize on the
show villages to be reviewed by Catherine the Great; her itinerary had
to be ironclad.
So one solution to the problem of strong hallucination is to suppose that there is a link between the victim and illusionist that makes
it possible for the illusionist to build the illusion dependent on, and
hence capable of anticipating, the exploratory intentions and decisions
of the victim. Where the illusionist is unable to "read the victim's mind"
in order to obtain this information, it is still sometimes possible in real
life for an illusionist (a stage magician, for instance) to entrain a particular line of inquiry through subtle but powerful "psychological forcing." Thus a card magician has many standard ways of giving the victim
the illusion that he is exercising his free choice in what cards on the
table he examines, when in fact there is only one card that may be
turned over. To revert to our earlier thought experiment, if the evil
scientists can force the brain in the vat to have a particular set of
exploratory intentions, they can solve the combinatorial explosion
problem by preparing only the anticipated material; the system will be
only apparently interactive. Similarly, Descartes's evil demon can sustain the illusion with less than infinite power if he can sustain an
illusion of free will in the victim, whose investigation of the imaginary
world he minutely
But there is an even more economical (and realistic) way in which
hallucinations could be produced in a brain, a way that harnesses the
very freewheeling curiosity of the victim. We can understand how it
works by analogy with a party game.
3. A PARTY GAME CALLED PSYCHOANALYSIS

In this game one person, the dupe, is told that while he is out of
the room, one member of the assembled party will be called upon to
relate a recent dream. This will give everybody else in the room the
story line of that dream so that when the dupe returns to the room and
begins questioning the assembled party, the dreamer's identity will be
hidden in the crowd of responders. The dupe's job is to ask yes/no
questions of the assembled group until he has figured out the dream
narrative to a suitable degree of detail, at which point the dupe is to
4. For a more detailed discussion of the issues of free will, control, mindreading,
and anticipation, see my Elbow Room: The Varieties of Free Will Worth Wanting. 1984,
especially chapters 3 and 4.
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psychoanalyze the dreamer, and use the analysis to identify him or her.
Once the dupe is out of the room, the host explains to the rest of
the party that no one is to relate a dream, that the party is to answer
the dupe's questions according to the following simple rule: if the last
letter of the last word of the question is in the first half of the alphabet.
the questions is to be answered in the affirmative, and all other questions are to be answered in the negative, with one proviso: a noncontradiction override rule to the effect that later questions are not to
be given answers that contradict earlier answers. For example:
Q: Is the dream about a girl?
A: Yes.

but if later our forgetful dupe asks
Q: Are there any female characters in it?
A: Yes [in spite of the final t, applying the

noncontradiction over-

ride
When the dupe returns to the room and begins questioning, he
gets a more or less random, or at any rate arbitrary, series of yeses and
noes in response. The results are often entertaining. Sometimes the
process terminates swiftly in absurdity, as one can see at a glance by
supposing the initial question asked were "Is the story line of the dream
word-for-word identical to the story line of War and Peace?" or, alternatively, "Are there any animate beings in it?" A more usual outcome
is for a bizarre and often obscene story of ludicrous misadventure to
unfold, to the amusement of all. When the dupe eventually decides
that the dreamer — whoever he or she is — must be a very sick and
troubled individual, the assembled party gleefully retorts that the dupe
himself is the author of the "dream." This is not strictly true, of course.
In one sense, the dupe is the author by virtue of the questions he was
inspired to ask. (No one else proposed putting the three gorillas in the
rowboat with the nun.) But in another sense, the dream simply has no
author, and that is the whole point. Here we see a process of narrative
production, of detail accumulation, with no authorial intentions or
plans at all — an illusion with no illusionist.
The structure of this party game bears a striking resemblance to
the structure of a family of well-regarded models of perceptual systems.
5. Empirical testing suggests that the game is more likely to produce a good story
if in fact you favor affirmative answers slightly, by making plq the alphabetic dividing

line between yes and no.
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It is widely held that human vision, for instance, cannot be explained
as an entirely "data-driven" or "bottom-up" process, but needs, at the
highest levels, to be supplemented by a few "expectation-driven"
rounds of hypothesis testing (Or something analogous to hypothesis
testing). Another member of the family is the "analysis-by-synthesis"
model of perception that also supposes that perceptions are built up

in a process that weaves back and forth between centrally generated
expectations, on the one hand, and confirmations (and disconfirmations) arising from the periphery on the other hand (e.g., Neisser, 1967).
The general idea of these theories is that after a certain amount of
"preprocessing" has occurred in the early or peripheral layers of the
perceptual system, the tasks of perception are completed — objects are
identified, recognized, categorized — by generate-and-test cycles. In
such a cycle, one's current expectations and interests shape hypotheses
for one's perceptual systems to confirm or disconfirm, and a rapid
sequence of such hypothesis generations and confirmations produces
the ultimate product, the ongoing, updated "model" of the world of
the perceiver. Such accounts of perception are motivated by a variety
of considerations, both biological and epistemological, and while I

wouldn't say that any such model has been proven, experiments inspired by the approach have borne up well. Some theorists have been
so bold as to claim that perception must have this fundamental structure.

Whatever the ultimate verdict turns out to be on generate-and-test
theories of perception, we can see that they support a simple and powerful account of hallucination. All we need suppose must happen for
an otherwise normal perceptual system to be thrown into a hallucinatory mode is for the hypothesis-generation side of the cycle (the
expectation-driven side) to operate normally, while the data-driven side
of the cycle (the confirmation side) goes into a disordered or random
or arbitrary round of confirmation and disconfirmation, just as in the
party game. In other words, if noise in the data channel is arbitrarily
amplified into "confirmations" and "disconfirmations" (the arbitrary
yes and no answers in the party game), the current expectations, concerns, obsessions, and worries of the victim will lead to framing questions or hypotheses whose content is guaranteed to reflect those
interests, and so a "story" will unfold in the perceptual system without
an author. We don't have to suppose the story is written in advance;
we don't have to suppose that information is stored or composed in
the illusionist part of the brain. All we suppose is that the illusionist
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into an arbitrary confirmation mode and the victim provides the
content by asking the questions.
This provides in the most direct possible way a link between the
emotional state of the hallucinator and the content of the hallucinations
produced. Hallucinations are usually related in their content to the
current concerns of the hallucinator, and this model of hallucination
provides for that feature without the intervention of an implausibly
knowledgeable internal storyteller who has a theory or model of the
victim's psychology. Why, for instance, does the hunter on the last day
of deer season see a deer, complete with antlers and white tail, while
looking at a black cow or another hunter in an orange jacket? Because
his internal questioner is obsessively asking: "Is it a deer?" and getting
NO for an answer until finally a bit of noise in the system gets mistakenly amplified into a YES, with catastrophic results.
A number of findings fit nicely with this picture of hallucination.
For instance, it is well known that hallucinations are the normal result
of prolonged sensory deprivation (see, e.g., Vosberg, Fraser, and Guehl,
1960). A plausible explanation of this is that in sensory deprivation,
the data-driven side of the hypothesis-generation-and-test system, lacking any data, lowers its threshold for noise, which then gets amplified
into arbitrary patterns of confirmation and disconfirmation signals, producing, eventually, detailed hallucinations whose content is the product of nothing more than anxious expectation and chance confirmation.
Moreover, in most reports, hallucinations are only gradually elaborated
(under conditions of either sensory deprivation or drugs). They start
out weak — e.g., geometric — and then become stronger ("objective"
or "narrative"), and this is just what this model would predict (see,
e.g., Siegel and West, 1975).
Finally, the mere fact that a drug, by diffusion in the nervous
system, can produce such elaborate and contentful effects requires explanation — the drug itself surely can't "contain the story," even if
some credulous people like to think so. It is implausible that a drug,
by diffuse activity, could create or even turn on an elaborate illusionist
system, while it is easy to see how a drug could act directly to raise or
lower or disorder in some arbitrary way a confirmation threshold in a
hypothesis-generation system.
The model of hallucination generation inspired by the party
game could also explain the composition of dreams, of course. Ever
since Freud there has been little doubt that the thematic content of
dreams is tellingly symptomatic of the deepest drives, anxieties, and
goes
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preoccupations of the dreamer, but the clues the dreams provide are

notoriously well concealed under layers of symbolism and misdirection. What kind of process could produce stories that speak so effectively and incessantly to a dreamer's deepest concerns, while clothing
the whole business in layers of metaphor and displacement? The more
or less standard answer of the Freudian has been the extravagant hypothesis of an internal dream playwright composing therapeutic dreamplays for the benefit of the ego and cunningly sneaking them past an
internal censor by disguising their true meaning. (We might call the
Freudian model the Hamlet model, for it is reminiscent of Hamlet's
devious ploy of staging "The Mousetrap" just for Claudius; it takes a
clever devil indeed to dream up such a subtle stratagem, but if Freud
is to be believed, we all harbor such narrative virtuosi.) As we shall
later on, theories that posit such homunculi ("little men" in the
are not always to be shunned, but whenever homunculi are rung
i to help, they had better be relatively stupid functionaries — not like
he brilliant Freudian playwrights who are supposed to produce new
dream-scenes every night for each of us! The model we are considering
eliminates the playwright altogether, and counts on the "audience"
(analogous to the one who is "it" in the party game) to provide the
content. The audience is no dummy, of course, but at least it doesn't
have to have a theory of its own anxieties; it just has to be driven by
them to ask questions.
It is interesting to note, by the way, that one feature of the party
game that would not be necessary for a process producing dreams or
hallucinations is the noncontradiction override rule. Since one's perceptual systems are presumably always exploring an ongoing situation
(rather than a fait accompli, a finished dream narrative already told)
subsequent "contradictory" confirmations can be interpreted by the
machinery as indicating a new change in the world, rather than a revision in the story known by the dream relaters. The ghost was blue
when last I looked, but has now suddenly turned green; its hands have
turned into claws, and so forth. The volatility of metamorphosis of
objects in dreams and hallucinations is one of the most striking features
of those narratives, and what is even more striking is how seldom these
noticed metamorphoses "bother" us while we are dreaming. So the
farmhouse in Vermont is now suddenly revealed to be a bank in Puerto
Rico. and the horse I was riding is now a car, no a speedboat, and my
companion began the ride as my grandmother but has become the Pope.
These things happen.
This volatility is just what we would expect from an active but
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insufficiently skeptical question-asker confronted by a random sample
of yeses and noes. At the same time, the persistence of some themes
and objects in dreams, their refusal to metamorphose or disappear, can
also be tidily explained by our model. Pretending, for the moment, that
the brain uses the alphabet rule and conducts its processing in English,
we can imagine how subterranean questioning goes to create an obsessive dream:
Q. Is it about father?
A. No.
Q.
A.
Q.
A.

Is it

about a telephone?

Yes.
Okay. Is it about mother?
No.
Q. Is it about father?
A. No.
Q. Is it about father on the telephone?
A. Yes.
Q. I knew it was about father! Now, was he talking to me?
A. Yes.

This little theory sketch could hardly be said to prove anything
(yet) about hallucinations or dreams. It does show — metaphorically —
how a mechanistic explanation of these phenomena might go, and
that's an important prelude, since some people are tempted by the
defeatist thesis that science couldn't "in principle" explain the various
"mysteries" of the mind. The sketch so far, however, does not even
address the problem of our consciousness of dreams and hallucinations.
Moreover, although we have exorcised one unlikely homunculus, the
clever illusionist/playwright who plays pranks on the mind, we have
left in his place not only the stupid question-answerers (who arguably
can be "replaced by machines") but also the still quite clever and
question-poser, the "audience." if we have eliminated a
villain, we haven't even begun to give an account of the victim.
We have made some progress, however. We have seen how attention to the "engineering" requirements of a mental phenomenon can
raise new, and more readily answerable, questions, such as: What
models of hallucination can avoid combinatorial explosion? How might
the content of experience be elaborated by (relatively) stupid, uncomprehending processes? What sort of links between processes or systems
could explain the results of their interaction? if we are to compose a
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scientific theory of consciousness, we will have to address many ques-

tions of this sort.
We have also introduced a central idea in what is to follow. The
key element in our various explanations of how hallucinations and
dreams are possible at all was the theme that the only work that the
brain must do is whatever it takes to assuage epistemic hunger — to
satisfy "curiosity' in all its forms. If the "victim" is passive or incurious
about topic x, if the victim doesn't seek answers to any questions about
topic x, then no material about topic x needs to be prepared. (Where
it doesn't itch, don't scratch.) The world provides an inexhaustible
deluge of information bombarding our senses, and when we concentrate
on how much is coming in, or continuously available, we often succumb
to the illusion that it all must be used, all the time. But our capacities
to use information, and our epistemic appetites, are limited. If our
brains can just satisfy all our particular epistemic hungers as they arise,
we will never find grounds for complaint. We will never be able to tell,
in fact, that our brains are provisioning us with less than everything
that is available in the world.
So far, this thrifty principle has only been introduced, not established. As we shall see, the brain doesn't always avail itself of this
option in any case, but it's important not to overlook the possibility.
The power of this principle to dissolve ancient conundrums has not
been generally recognized.
4. PREVIEW
In the chapters that follow, I will attempt to explain consciousness.
More precisely, I will explain the various phenomena that compose
what we call consciousness, showing how they are all physical effects
of the brain's activities, how these activities evolved, and how they
give rise to illusions about their own powers and properties. It is very
hard to imagine how your mind could be your brain — but not impossible. In order to imagine this, you really have to know quite a lot of
what science has discovered about how brains work, but much more
important, you have to learn new ways of thinking. Adding facts helps
you imagine new possibilities, but the discoveries and theories of neuroscience are not enough — even neuroscientists are often baffled by
consciousness. In order to stretch your imagination, I will provide,
along with the relevant scientific facts, a series of stories, analogies,
thought experiments, and other devices designed to give you new per-
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spectives, break old habits of thought, and help you organize the facts

into a single, coherent vision strikingly different from the traditional
view of consciousness we tend to trust. The thought experiment about
the brain in the vat and the analogy with the game of psychoanalysis
are warm-up exercises for the main task, which is to sketch a theory
of the biological mechanisms and a way of thinking about these mechanisms that will let you see how the traditional paradoxes and mysteries
of consciousness can be resolved.
In Part I, we survey the problems of consciousness and establish
some methods. This is more important and difficult than one might
think. Many of the problems encountered by other theories are the result
of getting off on the wrong foot, trying to guess the answers to the Big
Questions too early. The novel background assumptions of my theory
play a large role in what follows, permitting us to postpone many of
the traditional philosophical puzzles over which other theorists stumble, until after we have outlined an empirically based theory, which is
presented in Part IL
The Multiple Drafts model of consciousness outlined in Part II is
an alternative to the traditional model, which I call the Cartesian Theater. It requires a quite radical rethinking of the familiar idea of "the
stream of consciousness," and is initially deeply counterintuitive, but
it grows on you, as you see how it handles facts about the brain that
have been ignored up to now by philosophers — and scientists. By
considering in some detail how consciousness could have evolved, we
gain insights into otherwise baffling features of our minds. Part II also
provides an analysis of the role of language in human consciousness,
and the relation of the Multiple Drafts model to some more familiar
conceptions of the mind, and to other theoretical work in the multidisciplinary field of cognitive science. All along the way we have to
resist the alluring simplicities of the traditional view, until we can
secure ourselves on the new foundation.
In Part HI, armed with the new ways of guiding our imaginations,
we can confront (at last) the traditional mysteries of consciousness: the
strange properties of the "phenomenal field," the nature of introspection, the qualities (or qualia) of experiential states, the nature of the
self or ego and its relation to thoughts and sensations, the consciousness
of nonhuman creatures. The paradoxes that beset traditional philosophical debates about these can then be seen to arise from failures of
imagination, not "insight," and we will be able to dissolve the mysteries.
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This book presents a theory that is both empirical and philosophical, and since the demands on such a theory are so varied, there
are two appendices that deal briefly with more technical challenges
arising both from the scientific and philosophical perspectives. In the
next chapter, we turn to the question of what an explanation of consciousness would be, and whether we should want to dissolve the
mysteries of consciousness at all.

PART ONE

PROBLEMS AND

METHODS

2
EXPLAINING

CONSCIOUSNESS

1.

PANDORA'S BOX: SHOULD CONSCIOUSNESS
DEMYSTIFIED?

And here are trees and

I

BE

know their gnarled surface, water, and

feel its taste. These scents of grass and stars at night, certain
evenings when the heart relaxes — how shall negate this
world whose power and strength feel? Yet all the knowledge
I

I

I

on earth will give me nothing to assure me that this world is
mine. You describe it to me and you teach me to classify it. You

enumerate its laws and in my thirst for knowledge admit that
they are true. You take apart its mechanism and my hope
What need had of so many efforts? The soft
increases.
lines of these hills and the hand of evening on this troubled
heart teach me much more.
I

ALBERT CAMUS, The

Myth of Sisyphus, 1942

is the lore which Nature brings;
Our meddHng intellect
Misshapes the beauteous forms of things: —
We murder to disseci

Sweet

WILLIAM WORDSWORTH, "The Tables Turned," 1798

Human consciousness is just about the last surviving mystery. A
mystery is a phenomenon that people don't know how to think about —
yet. There have been other great mysteries: the mystery of the origin
of the universe, the mystery of life and reproduction, the mystery of
the design to be found in nature, the mysteries of time, space, and
gravity. These were not just areas of scientific ignorance, but of utter
bafflement and wonder. We do not yet have the final answers to any
of the questions of cosmology and particle physics, molecular genetics
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and evolutionary theory, but we do know how to

think about them.
The mysteries haven't vanished, but they have been tamed. They no
longer overwhelm our efforts to think about the phenomena, because
now we know how to tell the misbegotten questions from the right
questions, and even if we turn out to be dead wrong about some of the
currently accepted answers, we know how to go about looking for better
answers.
With consciousness, however, we are still in a terrible muddle.
Consciousness stands alone today as a topic that often leaves even the
most sophisticated thinkers tongue-tied and confused. And, as with all
the earlier mysteries, there are many who insist — and hope — that
there will never be a demystification of consciousness.
Mysteries are exciting, after all, part of what makes life fun. No
one appreciates the spoilsport who reveals whodunit to the moviegoers
waiting in line. Once the cat is out of the bag, you can never regain the
state of delicious mystification that once enthralled you. So let the
reader beware. If I succeed in my attempt to explain consciousness,
those who read on will trade mystery for the rudiments of scientific
knowledge of consciousness, not a fair trade for some tastes. Since some
people view demystification as desecration, I expect them to view this
book at the outset as an act of intellectual vandalism, an assault on the
last sanctuary of humankind. I would like to change their minds.
Camus suggests he has no need of science, since he can learn more
from the soft lines of the hills and the hand of evening, and I would
not challenge his claim — given the questions Camus is asking himself.
Science does not answer all good questions. Neither does philosophy.
But for that very reason the phenomena of consciousness, which are
puzzling in their own right quite independently of Camus's concerns,
do not need to be protected from science — or from the sort of demystifying philosophical investigation we are embarking on. Sometimes
people, fearing that science will "murder to dissect" as Wordsworth
put it, are attracted to philosophical doctrines that offer one guarantee
or another against such an invasion. The misgivings that motivate them
are well founded, whatever the strengths and weaknesses of the doctrines; it indeed could happen that the demystification of consciousness
would be a great loss. I will claim only that in fact this will not happen:
the losses, if any, are overridden by the gains in understanding — both
scientific and social, both theoretical and moral — that a good theory
of consciousness can provide.
How, though, might the demystification of consciousness be something to regret? It might be like the loss of childhood innocence, which
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definitely a loss, even if it is well recompensed. Consider what happens to love, for instance, when we become more sophisticated. We
can understand how a knight in the age of chivalry could want to
sacrifice his life for the honor of a princess he had never so much as
spoken to — this was an especially thrilling idea to me when I was
about eleven or twelve — but it is not a state of mind into which an
adult today can readily enter. People used to talk and think about love
in ways that are now practically unavailable — except to children, and
to those who can somehow suppress their adult knowledge. We all love
to tell those we love that we love them, and to hear from them that we
are loved — but as grownups we are not quite as sure we know what
this means as we once were, when we were children and love was a
simple thing.
Are we better or worse off for this shift in perspective? The shift
is not uniform, of course. While naïve adults continue to raise gothic
romances to the top of the best-seller list, we sophisticated readers find
we have rendered ourselves quite immune to the intended effects of
such books: they make us giggle, not cry. Or if they do make us cry —
as sometimes they do, in spite of ourselves — we are embarrassed to
discover that we are still susceptible to such cheap tricks; for we cannot
readily share the mind-set of the heroine who wastes away worrying
about whether she has found "true love' — as if this were some sort
of distinct substance (emotional gold as opposed to emotional brass or
copper). This growing up is not just in the individual. Our culture has
become more sophisticated — or at least sophistication, whatever it is
worth, is more widely spread through the culture. As a result, our
concepts of love have changed, and with these changes come shifts in
sensibility that now prevent us from having certain experiences that
thrilled, devastated, or energized our ancestors.
Something similar is happening to consciousness. Today we talk
about our conscious decisions and unconscious habits, about the conscious experiences we enjoy (in contrast to, say, automatic cash machines, which have no such experiences) — but we are no longer quite
sure we know what we mean when we say these things. While there
are still thinkers who gamely hold out for consciousness being some
one genuine precious thing (like love, like gold), a thing that is just
"obvious' and very, very special, the suspicion is growing that this is
an illusion. Perhaps the various phenomena that conspire to create the
sense of a single mysterious phenomenon have no more ultimate or
essential unity than the various phenomena that contribute to the sense
that love is a simple thing.
is
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Compare love and consciousness with two rather different phenomena, diseases and earthquakes. Our concepts of diseases and earthquakes have also undergone substantial revision over the last few
hundred years, but diseases and earthquakes are phenomena that are
very largely (but not entirely) independent of our concepts of them.
Changing our minds about diseases did not in itself make diseases
disappear or become less frequent, although it did result in changes in
medicine and public health that radically altered the occurrence patterns of diseases. Earthquakes may someday similarly come under some
measure of human control, or at least prediction, but by and large the
existence of earthquakes is unaffected by our attitudes toward them or
concepts of them. With love it is otherwise. It is no longer possible for
sophisticated people to "fall in love" in some of the ways that once
were possible — simply because they cannot believe in those ways of
falling in love. It is no longer possible for me, for instance, to have a
pure teenaged crush — unless I "revert to adolescence" and in the process forget or abandon much of what I think I know. Fortunately, there
are other kinds of love for me to believe in, but what if there weren't?
Love is one of those phenomena that depend on their concepts, to put
it oversimply for the time being. There are others; money is a clear
instance. If everyone forgot what money was, there wouldn't be any
money anymore; there would be stacks of engraved paper slips, embossed metal disks, computerized records of account balances, granite
and marble bank buildings — but no money: no inflation or deflation
or exchange rates or interest — or monetary value. The very property
of those variously engraved slips of paper that explains — as nothing
else could — their trajectories from hand to hand in the wake of various
deeds and exchanges would evaporate.
On the view of consciousness I will develop in this book, it turns
out that consciousness, like love and money, is a phenomenon that
does indeed depend to a surprising extent on its associated concepts.
Although, like love, it has an elaborate biological base, like money,
some of its most significant features are borne along on the culture, not
simply inherent, somehow, in the physical structure of its instances.
So if lam right, and if I succeed in overthrowing some of those concepts,
I will threaten with extinction whatever phenomena of consciousness
depend on them. Are we about to enter the postconscious period of
human conceptualization? Is this not something to fear? Is it even conceivable?
If the concept of consciousness were to "fall to science," what
would happen to our sense of moral agency and free will? If conscious
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experience were "reduced" somehow to mere matter in motion, what
would happen to our appreciation of love and pain and dreams and
joy? If conscious human beings were "just" animated material objects,
how could anything we do to them be right or wrong? These are among
the fears that fuel the resistance and distract the concentration of those
who are confronted with attempts to explain consciousness.
I am confident that these fears are misguided, but they are not
obviously misguided. They raise the stakes in the confrontation of theory and argument that is about to begin. There are powerful arguments,
quite independent of the fears, arrayed against the sort of scientific,
materialistic theory I will propose, and I acknowledge that it falls to
me to demonstrate not only that these arguments are mistaken, but also
that the widespread acceptance of my vision of consciousness would
not have these dire consequences in any case. (And if I had discovered
that it would likely have these effects — what would I have done
then? I wouldn't have written this book, but beyond that, I just don't
know.)
Looking on the bright side, let us remind ourselves of what has
happened in the wake of earlier demystifications. We find no diminution of wonder; on the contrary, we find deeper beauties and more
dazzling visions of the complexity of the universe than the protectors
of mystery ever conceived. The "magic" of earlier visions was, for the
most part, a cover-up for frank failures of imagination, a boring dodge
enshrined in the concept of a deus ex machina. Fiery gods driving
golden chariots across the skies are simpleminded comic-book fare
compared to the ravishing strangeness of contemporary cosmology, and
the recursive intricacies of the reproductive machinery of DNA make
élan vital about as interesting as Superman's dread kryptonite. When
we understand consciousness — when there is no more mystery — consciousness will be different, but there will still be beauty, and more
room than ever for awe.

2. THE MYSTERY OF CONSCIOUSNESS

What, then, is the mystery? What could be more obvious or certain
to each of us than that he or she is a conscious subject of experience,
an enjoyer of perceptions and sensations, a sufferer of pain, an entertainer of ideas, and a conscious deliberator? That seems undeniable,
but what in the world can consciousness itself be? How can living

physical bodies in the physical world produce such phenomena? That
is the mystery.
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The mystery of consciousness has many ways of introducing itself,
and it struck me anew with particular force one recent morning as I
sat in a rocking chair reading a book. I had apparently just looked up
from my book, and at first had been gazing blindly out the window,
lost in thought, when the beauty of my surroundings distracted me
from my theoretical musings. Green-golden sunlight was streaming in
the window that early spring day, and the thousands of branches and
twigs of the maple tree in the yard were still clearly visible through a
mist of green buds, forming an elegant pattern of wonderful intricacy.
The windowpane is made of old glass, and has a scarcely detectable
wrinkle line in it, and as I rocked back and forth, this imperfection in
the glass caused a wave of synchronized wiggles to march back and
forth across the delta of branches, a regular motion superimposed with
remarkable vividness on the more chaotic shimmer of the twigs and
branches in the breeze.
Then I noticed that this visual metronome in the tree branches
was locked in rhythm with the Vivaldi concerto grosso I was listening
to as "background music" for my reading. At first I thought it was
obvious that I must have unconsciously synchronized my rocking with
the music — just as one may unconsciously tap one's foot in time —
but rocking chairs actually have a rather limited range of easily maintained rocking frequencies, so probably the synchrony was mainly a
coincidence, just slightly pruned by some unconscious preference of
mine for neatness, for staying in step.
In my mind I skipped fleetingly over some dimly imagined brain
processes that might explain how we unconsciously adjust our behavior, including the behavior of our eyes and our attention-directing faculties, in order to "synchronize" the "sound track" with the "picture,"
but these musings were interrupted in turn by an abrupt realization.
What I was doing — the interplay of experiencing and thinking I have
just described from my privileged, first-person point of view — was
much harder to "make a model of" than the unconscious, backstage
processes that were no doubt going on in me and somehow the causal
conditions for what I was doing. Backstage machinery was relatively
easy to make sense of; it was the front-and-center, in-the-limelight
goings-on that were downright baffling. My conscious thinking, and
especially the enjoyment I felt in the combination of sunny light, sunny
Vivaldi violins, rippling branches — plus the pleasure I took in just
thinking about it all — how could all that be just something physical
happening in my brain? How could any combination of electrochemical
happenings in my brain somehow add up to the delightful way those
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hundreds of twigs genuflected in time with the music? How could some
information-processing event in my brain be the delicate warmth of the
sunlight I felt falling on me? For that matter, how could an event in
my brain be my sketchily visualized mental image of. . some other
information-processing event in my brain? It does seem impossible.
It does seem as if the happenings that are my conscious thoughts
and experiences cannot be brain happenings, but must be something
else, something caused or produced by brain happenings, no doubt,
but something in addition, made of different stuff, located in a different
space. Well, why not?
.

3. THE ATTRACTIONS OF MIND STUFF

Let's see what happens when we take this undeniably tempting
route. First, I want you to perform a simple experiment. It involves
closing your eyes, imagining something, and then, once you have
formed your mental image and checked it out carefully, answering some
questions below. Do not read the questions until after you have followed
this instruction: when you close your eyes, imagine, in as much detail
as possible, a purple cow.

Done? Now:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Was your cow facing left or right or
Was she chewing her cud?
Was her udder visible to you?
Was she a relatively pale purple, or

head on?

deep purple?

if you followed instructions, you could probably answer all four
questions without having to make something up in retrospect. if you
found all four questions embarrassingly demanding, you probably
didnt bother imagining a purple cow at all, but just thought, lazily:
"I'm imagining a purple cow" or "Call this imagining a purple cow,"
or did something nondescript of that sort.
Now let us do a second exercise: close your eyes and imagine, in
as much detail as possible, a yellow cow.
This time you can probably answer the first three questions above
without any qualms, and will have something confident to say about
what sort of yellow — pastel or buttery or tan — covered the flanks of
your imagined cow. But this time I want to consider a different question:

the difference between imagining a purple cow and
imagining a yellow cow?

(5) What is
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The answer is obvious: The first imagined cow is purple and the
second is yellow. There might be other differences, but that is the
essential one. The trouble is that since these cows are just imagined
cows, rather than real cows, or painted pictures of cows on canvas, or
cow shapes on a color television screen, it is hard to see what could
be purple in the first instance and yellow in the second. Nothing roughly
cow-shaped in your brain (or in your eyeball) turns purple in one case
and yellow in the other, and even if it did, this would not be much
help, since it's pitch black inside your skull and, besides, you haven't
any eyes in there to see colors with.
There are events in your brain that are tightly associated with your
particular imaginings, so it is not out of the question that in the near
future a neuroscientist, examining the processes that occurred in your
brain in response to my instructions, would be able to decipher them
to the extent of being able to confirm or disconfirm your answers to
questions 1 through 4:
"Was the cow facing left? We think so. The cow-head neuronal
excitation pattern was consistent with upper-left visual quadrant presentation, and we observed one-herz oscillatory motion-detection signals that suggest cud-chewing, but we could detect no activity in the
udder-complex representation groups, and, after calibration of evoked
potentials with the subject's color-detection profiles, we hypothesize
that the subject is lying about the color: the imagined cow was almost
certainly brown."
Suppose all this were true; suppose scientific mind-reading had
come of age. Still, it seems, the mystery would remain: what is brown
when you imagine a brown cow? Not the event in the brain that the
scientists have calibrated with your experiencing-of-brown. The type
and location of the neurons involved, their connections with other parts
of the brain, the frequency or amplitude of activity, the neurotransmitter
chemicals released — none of those properties is the very property of
the cow "in your imagination." And since you did imagine a cow (you
are not lying — the scientists even confirm that), an imagined cow came
into existence at that time; something, somewhere must have had those
properties at that time. The imagined cow must be rendered not in the
medium of brain stuff, but in the medium of. mind stuff. What else
could it be?
Mind stuff, then, must be "what dreams are made of," and it
apparently has some remarkable properties. One of these we have already noticed in passing, but it is extremely resistant to definition. As
a first pass, let us say that mind stuff always has a witness. The trouble
. .
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with brain events, we noticed, is that no matter how closely they
"match" the events in our streams of consciousness, they have one
apparently fatal drawback: There's nobody in there watching them.
Events that happen in your brain, just like events that happen in your
stomach or your liver, are not normally witnessed by anyone, nor does
it make any difference to how they happen whether they occur witnessed or unwitnessed. Events in consciousness, on the other hand,
are "by definition" witnessed; they are experienced by an experiencer,
and their being thus experienced is what makes them what they are:
conscious events. An experienced event cannot just happen on its own
hook, it seems; it must be somebody's experience. For a thought to
happen, someone (some mind) must think it, and for a pain to happen,
someone must feel it, and for a purple cow to burst into existence "in
imagination," someone must imagine it.
And the trouble with brains, it seems, is that when you look in
them, you discover that there's nobody home. No part of the brain is
the thinker that does the thinking or the feeler that does the feeling,
and the whole brain appears to be no better a candidate for that very
special role. This is a slippery topic. Do brains think? Do eyes see? Or
do people see with their eyes and think with their brains? Is there a
difference? Is this just a trivial point of "grammar" or does it reveal a
major source of confusion? The idea that a self (or a person, or, for that
matter, a soul) is distinct from a brain or a body is deeply rooted in
our ways of speaking, and hence in our ways of thinking.
I

have a brain.

This seems to be a perfectly uncontroversial thing to say. And it does
not seem to mean just
This body has a brain (and a heart, and two lungs, etc.).
or

This brain has itself.

quite natural to think of "the self and its brain" (Popper and Eccles,
1977) as two distinct things, with different properties, no matter how
closely they depend on each other. If the self is distinct from the brain,
it seems that it must be made of mind stuff. In Latin, a thinking thing
is a res cogitans, a term made famous by Descartes, who offered what
he thought was an unshakable proof that he, manifestly a thinking thing,
could not be his brain. Here is one of his versions ol it, and it is certainly
It is

compelling:
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next considered attentively what I was; and I saw that while I
could pretend that I had no body, that there was no world. and
no place for me to be in, I could not pretend that I was not; on
the contrary. from the mere fact that I thought of doubting the
truth of other things it evidently and certainly followed that I
existed. On the other hand. if I had merely ceased to think, even
if everything else that I had ever imagined had been true. I had
no reason to believe that I should have existed. From this I recognized that I was a substance whose whole essence or nature is
to think and whose being requires no place and depends on no
material thing. IDiscourse on Method. 16371
I

So we have discovered two sorts of thiiigs one might want to make
out of mind stuff: the purple cow that isn't in the brain, and the thing
that does the thinking. But there are still other special powers we might
want to attribute to mind stuff.
Suppose a winery decided to replace their human wine tasters
with a machine. A computer-based "expert system" for quality control
and classification of wine is almost within the bounds of existing technology. We now know enough about the relevant chemistry to make
the transducers that would replace the taste buds and the olfactory
receptors of the epithelium (providing the raw material" — the input
stimuli — for taste and smell). How these inputs combine and interact
to produce our experiences is not precisely known, but progress is being
made. Work on vision has proceeded much farther. Research on color
vision suggests that mimicking human idiosyncrasy, delicacy, and reliability in the color-judging component of the machine would be a
great technical challenge. but it is not out of the question. So we can
readily imagine using the advanced outputs of these sensory transducers and their comparison machinery to feed elaborate classification,
description. and evaluation routines. Pour the sample wine in the funnel and. in a few minutes or hours, the system would type out a chemical assay. along with commentary: "a flamboyant and velvety Pinot,
though lacking in stamina"
or words to such effect. Such a machine
might even perform better than human wine tasters on all reasonable
tests of accuracy and consistency the winemakers could devise. but
surely no matter how "sensitive' and "discriminating" such a system
might become. it seems that it would never have, and enjoy. what we
do when we taste a wine,
Is this in fact so obvious? According to the various ideologies
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grouped under the label of functionalism, if you reproduced the entire
"functional structure" of the human wine taster's cognitive system (in-

cluding memory, goals, innate aversions, etc.), you would thereby
reproduce all the mental properties as well, including the enjoyment,
the delight, the savoring that makes wine-drinking something many
of us appreciate. In principle it makes no difference, the functionalist
says, whether a system is made of organic molecules or silicon, so
long as it does the same job. Artificial hearts don't have to be made of
organic tissue, and neither do artificial brains — at least in principle.
If all the control functions of a human wine taster's brain can be reproduced in silicon chips, the enjoyment will ipso facto be reproduced
as well.
Some brand of functionalism may triumph in the end (in fact this
book will defend a version of functionalism), but it surely seems outrageous at first blush. It seems that no mere machine, no matter how
accurately it mimicked the brain processes of the human wine taster,
would be capable of appreciating a wine, or a Beethoven sonata, or a
basketball game. For appreciation, you need consciousness — something no mere machine has. But of course the brain is a machine of
sorts, an organ like the heart or lungs or kidneys with an ultimately
mechanical explanation of all its powers. This can make it seem
compelling that the brain isn't what does the appreciating; that is
the responsibility (or privilege) of the mind. Reproduction of the
brain's machinery in a silicon-based machine wouldn't, then, yield
real appreciation, but at best the illusion or simulacrum of appreciation.
So the conscious mind is not just the place where the witnessed
colors and smells are, and not just the thinking thing. It is where the
appreciating happens. It is the ultimate arbiter of why anything matters.
Perhaps this even follows somehow from the fact that the conscious
mind is also supposed to be the source of our intentional actions. It
stands to reason — doesn't it? — that if doing things that matter depends on consciousness, mattering (enjoying, appreciating, suffering,
caring) should depend on consciousness as well. if a sleepwalker "unconsciously" does harm, he is not responsible because in an important
sense he didn't do it; his bodily motions are intricately involved in the
causal chains that led to the harm, but they did not constitute any
actions of his, any more than if he had simply done the harm by falling
out of bed. Mere bodily complicity does not make for an intentional
action, nor does bodily complicity under the control of structures in
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the brain, for a sleepwalker's body is manifestly under the control of
structures in the sleepwalker's brain. What more must be added is
consciousness, the special ingredient that turns mere happenings into
doings.'
It is not Vesuvius's fault if its eruption kills your beloved, and
resenting (Strawson, 1962) or despising it are not available options —
unless you somehow convince yourself that Vesuvius, contrary to contemporary opinion, is a conscious agent. It is indeed strangely cornfoiling in our grief to put ourselves into such states of mind, to rail at
the "fury" of the hurricane, to curse the cancer that so unjustly strikes
down a child, or to curse "the gods." Originally, to say that something
was "animate" as opposed to "inanimate" was to say that it had a soul
(anima in Latin). It may be more than just comforting to think of the
things that affect us powerfully as animate; it may be a deep biological
design trick, a shortcut for helping our time-pressured brains organize
and think about the things that need thinking about if we are to survive.
We might have an innate tendency to treat every changing thing
at first as if it had a soul (Stafford, 1983; Humphrey, 1983b, 1986), but
however natural this attitude is, we now know that attributing a (conscious) soul to Vesuvius is going too far. Just where to draw the line is
a vexing question to which we will return, but for ourselves, it seems,
consciousness is precisely what distinguishes us from mere "automata.' Mere bodily "reflexes" are "automatic" and mechanical; they
may involve circuits in the brain, but do not require any intervention
by the conscious mind. It is very natural to think of our own bodies as
mere hand puppets of sorts that "we" control "from inside." I make
the hand puppet wave to the audience by wiggling my finger; I wiggle
my finger by. what, wiggling my soul? There are notorious problems
with this idea, but that does not prevent it from seeming somehow
right: unless there is a conscious mind behind the deed, there is no
real agent in charge. When we think of our minds this way, we seem
to discover the "inner me." the "real me." This real me is not my brain;
it is what owns my brain ("the self and its brain"). On Harry Truman's
desk in the Oval Office of the White House was a famous sign: "The
buck stops here." No part of the brain, it seems, could be where the
buck stops, the ultimate source of moral responsibility at the beginning
of a chain of command.
To summarize, we have found four reasons for believing in mind
.

.

I. See my Elbow Room (1984), chapter 4. for

further discussion of this theme.
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stuff. The conscious mind, it seems, cannot just be the brain, or any
proper part of it, because nothing in the brain could

the medium in which the purple cow is rendered;
the thinking thing, the I in "I think, therefore I am";
(3) appreciate wine, hate racism, love someone, be a source of
mattering;
(4) act with moral responsibility.
(1) be
(2) be

An acceptable theory of human consciousness must account for
these four compelling grounds for thinking that there must be mind
stuff.

4. WHY DUALISM

IS

FORLORN

The idea of mind as distinct in this way from the brain, composed
not of ordinary matter but of some other, special kind of stuff, is dualism, and it is deservedly in disrepute today, in spite of the persuasive
themes just canvassed. Ever since Gilbert Ryle's classic attack (1949)
on what he called Descartes's "dogma of the ghost in the machine,"

dualists have been on the defensive.2 The prevailing wisdom, variously
expressed and argued for, is materialism: there is only one sort of stuff,
namely matter — the physical stuff of physics, chemistry, and physiology — and the mind is somehow nothing but a physical phenomenon.
In short, the mind is the brain. According to the materialists, we can
(in principle!) account for every mental phenomenon using the same
physical principles, laws, and raw materials that suffice to explain
radioactivity, continental drift, photosynthesis, reproduction, nutrition, and growth. It is one of the main burdens of this book to explain
consciousness without ever giving in to the siren song of dualism. What,
then, is so wrong with dualism? Why is it in such disfavor?
The standard objection to dualism was all too familiar to Descartes
himself in the seventeenth century, and it is fair to say that neither he
nor any subsequent dualist has ever overcome it convincingly, if niind
2. A few brave souls (and they surely

cannot object to being

so categorized!) have

bucked the tide: Aithur Koestler's defiantly titled The Ghost in the Machine (1967) and
Popper and Eccles's The Self and Its Brain (1977) are by unquestionably eminent authors.
and two other iconoclastic and quirkily insightful defenses of dualism are Zeno Vendlers

Res Cogitons (1972) and The Matter of Minds (1984).
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and body are distinct things or substances, they nevertheless must interact; the bodily sense organs, via the brain, must inform the mind,
must send to it or present it with perceptions or ideas or data of some
sort, and then the mind, having thought things over, must direct the
body in appropriate action (including speech). Hence the view is often
called Cartesian interactionism or interactionist dualism. In Descartes's
formulation, the locus of interaction in the brain was the pineal gland,
or epiphysis. It appears in Descartes's own schematic diagram as the
much-enlarged pointed oval in the middle of the head.

Figure 2.1

We can make the problem with interactionism clear by superimposing
a sketch of the rest of Descartes's theory on his diagram (Figure 2.2).
The conscious perception of the arrow occurs only after the brain
has somehow transmitted its message to the mind, and the person's
finger can point to the arrow only after the mind commands the body.
How, precisely, does the information get transmitted from pineal gland
to mind? Since we don't have the faintest idea (yet) what properties
mind stuff has, we can't even guess (yet) how it might be affected by
physical processes emanating somehow from the brain, so let's ignore
those upbound signals for the time being, and concentrate on the return
signals, the directives from mind to brain. These, ex hypothesi, are not
physical; they are not light waves or sound waves or cosmic rays or
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Figure 2.2

streams of subatomic particles. No physical energy or mass is associated
with them. How, then, do they get to make a difference to what happens
in the brain cells they must affect, if the mind is to have any influence
over the body? A fundamental principle of physics is that any change
in the trajectory of any physical entity is an acceleration requiring the
expenditure of energy, and where is this energy to come from? It is this
principle of the conservation of energy that accounts for the physical
impossibility of "perpetual motion machines," and the same principle
is apparently violated by dualism. This confrontation between quite
standard physics and dualism has been endlessly discussed since Descartes's own day, and is widely regarded as the inescapable and fatal
flaw of dualism.
Just as one would expect, ingenious technical exemptions based
on sophisticated readings of the relevant physics have been explored
and expounded, but without attracting many conversions. Dualism's embarrassment here is really simpler than the citation of presumed laws
of physics suggests. It is the same incoherence that children notice —
but tolerate happily in fantasy — in such fare as Casper the Friendly
Ghost (Figure 2.3, page 36). How can Casper both glide through walls
and grab a falling towel? How can mind stuff both elude all physical
measurement and control the body? A ghost in the machine is of no help
in our theories unless it is a ghost that can move things around — like
a noisy poltergeist who can tip over a lamp or slam a door — but anything that can move a physical thing is itself a physical thing (although
perhaps a strange and heretofore unstudied kind of physical thing).
What about the option, then, of concluding that mind stuff is
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Figure 2.3

actually a special kind of matter? In Victorian seances, the mediums
often produced out of thin air something they called "ectoplasm," a
strange gooey substance that was supposedly the basic material of the
spirit world, but which could be trapped in a glass jar, and which oozed
and moistened and reflected light just like everyday matter. Those
fraudulent trappings should not dissuade us from asking, more soberly,
whether mind stuff might indeed be something above and beyond the
atoms and molecules that compose the brain, but still a scientifically
investigatable kind of matter. The ontology of a theory is the catalogue
of things and types of things the theory deems to exist. The ontology
of the physical sciences used to include "caloric" (the stuff heat was
made of, in effect) and "the ether" (the stuff that pervaded space and
was the medium of light vibrations in the same way air or water can
be the medium of sound vibrations). These things are no longer taken
seriously, while neutrinos and antimatter and black holes are now included in the standard scientific ontology. Perhaps some basic enlargement of the ontology of the physical sciences is called for in order to
account for the phenomena of consciousness.
Just such a revolution of physics has recently been proposed by
the physicist and mathematician Roger Penrose, in The Emperor's New
Mind (1989). While I myself do not think he has succeeded in making
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it is important to notice that he has been careful
not to fall into the trap of dualism. What is the difference? Penrose
makes it clear that he intends his proposed revolution to make the
conscious mind more accessible to scientific investigation, not less. It
is surely no accident that the few dualists to avow their views openly
have all candidly and comfortably announced that they have no theory
whatever of how the mind works — something, they insist, that is quite
There is the lurking suspicion that the most atbeyond human
tractive feature of mind stuff is its promise of being so mysterious that
it keeps science at bay forever.
This fundamentally antiscientific stance of dualism is, to my mind,
its most disqualifying features and is the reason why in this book I adopt
the apparently dogmatic rule that dualism is to be avoided at all costs.
It is not that I think I can give a knock-down proof that
is false or incoherent, but that, given the way dualism wallows
in mystery, accepting dualism is giving up (as in Figure 2.4, page 38).
There is widespread agreement about this, but it is as shallow as
it is wide, papering over some troublesome cracks in the materialist
wall. Scientists and philosophers may have achieved a consensus of
but as we shall see, getting rid of the old
sorts in favor of
dualistic visions is harder than contemporary materialists have thought.
Finding suitable replacements for the traditional dualistic images will
require some rather startling adjustments to our habitual ways of thinkmg, adjustments that will be just as counterintuitive at first to scientists
as to laypeople.
I don't view it as ominous that my theory seems at first to be
strongly at odds with common wisdom. On the contrary, we shouldn't
expect a good theory of consciousness to make for comfortable reading —the sort that immediately "rings bells," that makes us exclaim
to ourselves, with something like secret pride: "Of course! I knew that
all along! It's obvious, once it's been pointed out!' if there were any
such theory to be had, we would surely have hit upon it by now. The
mysteries of the mind have been around for so long, and we have made
his case for

"Murmurs in the Cathedral" (Demiett, 1989c). my review of his book.
4. Eccles has proposed that the nonphysical mind is composed of millions of
"psychons," which interact with millions of "dendrons" (tracts of pyramidal cells) in
the cortex; each psychon corresponds roughly to what Descartes or Hume would call an
idea — such as the idea of red, or the idea of round, or hot — but aside from this minimal
decomposition, Eccles has nothing to say about the parts, activities, principles of action.
or other properties of the nonphysical mind.
3. See
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EXPLICIT KtCe Irt STEP TWO.tt
Figure 2.4

so little progress on them, that the likelihood is high that some things
we all tend to agree to be obvious are just not so. I will soon be introducing my candidates.
Some brain researchers today — perhaps even a stolid majority of
them — continue to pretend that, for them, the brain is just another
organ, like the kidney or pancreas, which should be described and
explained only in the most secure terms of the physical and biological
sciences. They would never dream of mentioning the mind or anything
"mental" in the course of their professional duties. For other, more
theoretically daring researchers, there is a new object of study, the mind/
brain (Churchland, 1986). This newly popular coinage nicely expresses
the prevailing materialism of these researchers, who happily admit to
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the world and themselves that what makes the brain particularly fascinating and baffling is that somehow or other it is the mind. But even
among these researchers there is a reluctance to confront the Big Issues,
a desire to postpone until some later date the embarrassing questions
about the nature of consciousness.
But while this attitude is entirely reasonable, a modest recognition
of the value of the divide-and-conquer strategy, it has the effect of
distorting some of the new concepts that have arisen in what is now

called cognitive science. Almost all researchers in cognitive science.
whether they consider themselves neuroscientists or psychologists or
artificial intelligence researchers, tend to postpone questions about consciousness by restricting their attention to the "peripheral" and "subordinate" systems of the mind/brain, which are deemed to feed and
service some dimly imagined "center" where "conscious thought" and
"experience" take place. This tends to have the effect of leaving too
much of the mind's work to be done "in the center," and this leads
theorists to underestimate the "amount of understanding" that must be
accomplished by the relatively peripheral systems of the brain (Dennett,
1984b).
For instance, theorists tend to think of perceptual systems as providing "input" to some central thinking arena, which in turn provides
"control" or "direction" to some relatively peripheral systems governing bodily motion. This central arena is also thought to avail itself of
material held in various relatively subservient systems of memory. But
the very idea that there are important theoretical divisions between
such presumed subsystems as "long-term memory" and "reasoning"
(or "planning") is more an artifact of the divide-and-conquer strategy
than anything found in nature. As we shall soon see, the exclusive
attention to specific subsystems of the mind/brain often causes a sort
of theoretical myopia that prevents theorists from seeing that their
models still presuppose that somewhere, conveniently hidden in the
obscure "center" of the mind/brain, there is a Cartesian Theater, a place
where "It all comes together" and consciousness happens. This may
seem like a good idea, an inevitable idea, but until we see, in some
detail, why it is not, the Cartesian Theater will continue to attract
crowds of theorists transfixed by an illusion.
5. THE CHALLENGE

In the preceding section, I noted that if dualism is the best we can
do, then we can't understand human consciousness. Some people are
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convinced that we
in any case. Such defeatism, today, in the midst
of a cornucopia of scientific advances reads' to be exploited, strikes me
as ludicrous, even pathetic, but I suppose it could be the sad truth.
Perhaps consciousness really can't be explained, but how will we know
till someone tries? I think that many — indeed, most — of the pieces
of the puzzle are already well understood, and only need to be jiggled
into place with a little help from me. Those who would defend the
Mind against Science should wish me luck with this attempt, since if
they are right, my project is bound to fail, but if I do the job about as
well as it could be done, my failure ought to shed light on just why
science will always fall short. They will at last have their argument
against science, and I will have done all the dirty work for them.
The ground rules for my project are straightforward:

Wonder Tissue allowed. I will try to explain every puzzling
feature of human consciousness within the framework of contemporary physical science; at no point will I make an appeal
to inexplicable or unknown forces, substances, or organic
powers. In other words, I intend to see what can be done within
the conservative limits of standard science, saving a call for
a revolution in materialism as a last resort.

(1) No

(21

No feigning anesthesia. It has been said of behaviorists that
they feign anesthesia — they pretend they don't have the experiences we know darn well they share with us. If I wish to
deny the existence of some controversial feature of consciousness, the burden falls on me to show that it is somehow il-

lusory.

nitpicking about empirical details. I will try to get all the
scientific facts right, insofar as they are known today, but there
is abundant controversy about Just which exciting advances
will stand the test of Ume. If I were to restrict myself to "facts
that have made it into the textbooks," I would be unable to
avail myself of some of the most eye-opening recent discoveries (if that is what they are). And I would still end up unwittingly purveying some falsehoods, if recent history is any
guide. Some of the "discoveries' about vision for which David
Hubel and Torstein Wiesel were deservedly awarded the
Nobel Prize in 1981 are now becoming unraveled, and Edwin
Lands famous "retinex' theory of color vision, which has
been regarded by most philosophers of mind and other

(3) No
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nonspecialists as established fact for more than twenty years,
is not nearly as highly regarded among visual scientists.5
So, since as a philosopher I am concerned to establish the possibilities (and rebut claims of impossibility), I will settle for theory
sketches instead of full-blown, empirically confirmed theories. A theory
sketch or a model of how the brain might do something can turn a
perplexity into a research program: if this model won't quite do, would
some other more realistic variation do the trick? (The explanation
sketch of hallucination production in chapter 1 is an example of this.)
Such a sketch is directly and explicitly vulnerable to empirical disproof,
but if you want to claim that my sketch is not a possible explanation
of a phenomenon, you must show what it has to leave out or cannot
do; if you merely claim that my model may well be incorrect in many
of its details, I will concede the point. What is wrong with Cartesian
dualism, for instance, is not that Descartes chose the pineal gland —
as opposed to the thalamus, say, or the amygdala — as the locus of
interaction with the mind, but the very idea of such a locus of mindbrain interaction. What counts as nitpicking changes, of course, as science advances, and different theorists have different standards. I will
try to err on the side of overspecificity, not only to heighten the contrast
with traditional philosophy of mind, but to give empirical critics a
clearer target at which to shoot.

In this chapter, we have encountered the basic features of the
mystery of consciousness. The very mysteriousness of consciousness
is one of its central features — possibly even a vital feature without
which it cannot survive. Since this possibility is widely if dimly appreciated, prudence tends to favor doctrines that do not even purport
to explain consciousness, for consciousness matters deeply to us. Dualism, the idea that a brain cannot be a thinking thing so a thinking thing
cannot be a brain, is tempting for a variety of reasons, but we must
resist temptation; "adopting" dualism Is really just accepting defeat
without admitting it. Adopting materialism does not by itself dissolve
the puzzles about consciousness, nor do they fall to any straightforward
inferences from brain science. Somehow the brain must be the mind,
but unless we can come to see in some detail how this is possible, our

C. L.

5. A fascinating review of the status of Land's theory is provided by the philosopher
Hardin in an appendix to his book Colorfor Philosophers: Unweaving the Rainbow

(1988).
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materialism will not explain consciousness, but only promise to explain
it, some sweet day. That promise cannot be kept, I have suggested, until
we learn how to abandon more of Descartess legacy. At the same time,
whatever else our materialist theories may explain, they won't explain
consciousness if we neglect the facts about experience that we know
so intimately "from the inside." In the next chapter, we will develop
an initial inventory of those facts.

3
A VISIT TO THE
PHENOMENOLOGICAL
GARDEN

1.

WELCOME TO THE PHENOM

Suppose a madman were to claim that there were no such things
as animals. We might decide to confront him with his error by taking
him to the zoo, and saying, "Look! What are those things, then, if not
animals?" We would not expect this to cure him, but at least we would
have the satisfaction of making plain to ourselves just what craziness
he was spouting. But suppose he then said, "Oh, I know perfectly well
that there are these things — lions and ostriches and boa constrictors —
but what makes you think these so-called animals are animals? In fact,
they are all just fur-covered robots — well, actually, some are covered
with feathers or scales." This may still be craziness, but it is a different
and more defensible kind of craziness. This madman just has a revolutionary idea about the ultimate nature of animals.'
Zoologists are the experts on the ultimate nature of animals, and

1. Descartes, in fact, held such a view of animaLs. He held that animaLs were in
fact Just elaborate machines. Human bodies, and even human brains, were also just
nonmechanical. nonphysical minds that make human beings
machines. It was only

(and only human beings) intelligent and conscious. This was actually a subtle view, most
of which would be readily defended by zoologists today, but it was too revolutionary
for Descartes's contemporaries, who caricatured it in Just the ways you would imagine,
and then treated the caricature with derision. Centuries later, these slanders of Descartes
are still being gleefully propagated by those who find the prospect of a mechanistic
account of consciousness inconceivable — or at least intolerable. For an eye-opening
account, see Leiber (1988).
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zoological gardens — zoos, for short — serve the useful educational
purpose of acquainting the populace with the topics of their expertise.
If zoologists were to discover that this madman was right (in some
manner of speaking), they would find a good use for their zoo in their
attempts to explain their discovery. They might say, "It turns out that
you know: those familiar things we all have seen at the
animals
zoo — are not what we once thought they were. They're so different,
in fact, that we really shouldn't call them animals. So you see, there
really aren't any animals in the ordinary understanding of that term."
Philosophers and psychologists often use the term phenomenology as an umbrella term to cover all the items — the fauna and flora,
you might say — that inhabit our conscious experience: thoughts.
smells, itches, pains, imagined purple cows, hunches, and all the rest.
This usage has several somewhat distinct ancestries worth noting. In
the eighteenth century, Kant distinguished "phenomena," things as
they appear, from "noumena," things as they are in themselves, and
during the development of the natural or physical sciences in the nineteenth century, the term phenomenology came to refer to the merely
descriptive study of any subject matter, neutrally or pretheoretically.
The phenomenology of magnetism, for instance, had been well begun
by William Gilbert in the sixteenth century, but the explanation of that
phenomenology had to await the discoveries of the relationship between magnetism and electricity in the nineteenth century, and the
theoretical work of Faraday, Maxwell, and others. Alluding to this division between acute observation and theoretical explanation, the philosophical school or movement known as Phenomenologv (with a
capital P) grew up early in the twentieth century around the work of
Edmund Husserl. Its aim was to find a new foundation for all philosophy (indeed, for all knowledge) based on a special technique of introspection, in which the outer world and all its implications and
presuppositions were supposed to be "bracketed" in a particular act of
mind known as the epoché. The net result was an investigative state
of mind in which the Phenomenologist was supposed to become acquainted with the pure objects of conscious experience, called noemata,
untainted by the usual distortions and amendments of theory and practice. Like other attempts to strip away interpretation and reveal the
basic facts of consciousness to rigorous observation, such as the Impressionist movement in the arts and the Introspectionist psychologies of
Wundt, Titchener, and others, Phenomenology has failed to find a single, s'ettled method that everyone could agree upon.
So while there are zoologists, there really are no phenomenolo-
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uncontroversial experts on the nature of the things that swim in
the stream of consciousness. But we can follow recent practice and
p) as the generic term for the various
adopt the term (with a
items in conscious experience that have to be explained.
titled "On the Absence of PhenomI once published an
enology" (1979), which was an attempt to argue for the second sort of
craziness: the things that consciousness is composed of are so different
from what people have thought, that they really shouldn't use the old
terms. But this was such an outrageous suggestion to some people
("How on earth could we be wrong about our own inner lives!") that
they tended to dismiss it as an instance of the first sort of craziness
("Dennett doesn't think there are any pains or aromas or daydreams!").
That was a caricature, of course, but a tempting one. My trouble was
that I didn't have a handy phenomenological garden — a phenom, for
short — to use in my explanations. I wanted to say, "It turns out that
the things that swim by in the stream of consciousness — you know:
the pains and aromas and daydreams and mental images and flashes
of anger and lust, the standard denizens of the phenom — those things
are not what we once thought they were. They are really so different,
in fact, that we have to find some new words for them."
So let's take a brief tour of the phenomenological garden, just to
satisfy ourselves that we know what we are talking about (even if we
don't yet know the ultimate nature of these things). It will be a deliberately superficial introductory tour, a matter of pointing and saying a
few informative words, and raising a few questions, before we get down
to serious theorizing in the rest of the book. Since I will soon be mounting radical challenges to everyday thinking, I wouldn't want anyone to
think I was simply ignorant of all the wonderful things that inhabit
other people's minds.
Our phenom is divided into three parts: (1) experiences of the
"external" world, such as sights, sounds, smells, slippery and scratchy
feelings, feelings of heat and cold, and of the positions of our limbs;
(2) experiences of the purely "internal' world, such as fantasy images,
the inner sights and sounds of daydreaming and talking to yourself,
recollections, bright ideas, and sudden hunches; and (3) experiences
of emotion or "affect" (to use the awkward term favored by psychologists), ranging from bodily pains, tickles, and "sensations" of hunger
and thirst, through intermediate emotional storms of anger, joy, hatred,
embarrassment, lust, astonishment, to the least corporeal visitations of
pride, anxiety, regret, ironic detachment, rue, awe, icy calm.
I make no claims for this tripartite division into outer, inner, and
gists:
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affect. Like a menagerie that puts the bats with the birds and the dolphins with the fish, this taxonomy owes more to superficial similarity
and dubious tradition than to any deep kinship among the phenomena,
but we have to start somewhere, and any taxonomy that gives us some
bearings will tend to keep us from overlooking species altogether.

2. OUR EXPERIENCE OF THE EXTERNAL WORLD

Let's begin with the crudest of our outer senses, taste and smell.
As most people know, our taste buds are actually sensitive only to

sweet, sour, salty, and bitter, and for the most part we "taste with our
noses which is why food loses its savor when we have head colds.
The nasal epithelium is to olfaction, the sense of smell. what the retina
of the eye is to vision. The individual epithelial cells come in a wide
iriety, each sensitive to a different kind of airborne molecule. It is
Itimately the shape of the molecules that matters. Molecules float into
the nose, like so many microscopic keys, turning on particular sensory
cells in the epithelium. Molecules can often be readily detected in
astonishingly low concentrations of a few parts per billion. Other animals have vastly superior olfaction to ours, not only in being able to
discriminate more odors, in fainter traces (the bloodhound is the familiar example), but also in having better temporal and spatial resolution of smells. We may be able to sense the presence in a room of a
thin trail of formaldehyde molecules, but if we do, we don't smell that
there is a threadlike trail, or a region with some smellably individual
and particular molecules floating in it; the whole room, or at least the
whole corner of the room, will seem suffused by the smell. There is no
mystery about why this should be so: molecules wander more or less
at random into our nasal passages, and their arrival at specific points
on the epithelium provides scant information about where they came
from in the world, unlike the photons that stream in optically straight
lines through the pinhole iris, landing at a retinal address that maps
geometrically onto an external source or source path. If the resolution
of our vision were as poor as the resolution of our olfaction, when a
bird flew overhead the sky would go all birdish for us for a while.
(Some species do have vision that poor — that is, the resolution and
discrimination is no better than that — but what, if anything, it is like
for the animal to see things that poorly is another matter, to which we
will turn in a later chapter.)
Our senses of taste and smell are yoked together phenomenologically, and so are our senses of touch and kinesthesia, the sense of the
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position and motion of our limbs and other body parts. We "feel" things
by touching them, grabbing them, pushing against them in many ways,
but the resulting conscious sensations, while they seem to naive reflection to be straightforward "translations" of the stimulation of the
touch receptors under the skin, are once again the products of an elaborate process of integration of information from a variety of sources.
Blindfold yourself and take a stick (or a pen or pencil) in your hand.
Touch various things around you with this wand, and notice that you
can tell their textures effortlessly — as if your nervous system had sensors out at the tip of the wand. It takes a special, and largely ineffectual,
effort to attend to the way the stick feels at your fingertips, the way it
vibrates or resists being moved when in contact with the various surfaces. Those transactions between stick and touch receptors under the
skin (aided in most instances by scarcely noticed sounds) provide the
information your brain integrates into a conscious recognition of the
texture of paper, cardboard, wool, or glass, but these complicated processes of integration are all but transparent to consciousness. That is,
we don't—and can't— notice how "we" do it. For an even more indirect case, think of how you can feel the slipperiness of an oil spot
on the highway under the wheels of your car as you turn a corner. The
phenomenological focal point of contact is the point where the rubber
meets the road, not any point on your innervated body, seated, clothed,
on the car seat, or on your gloved hands on the steering wheel.
Now, while still blindfolded put down your wand and have someone hand you a piece of china, a piece of plastic, and pieces of polished
wood and metal. They are all extremely smooth and slippery, and yet
you will have little difficulty telling their particular smoothnesses
apart — and not because you have specialized china receptors and plastic receptors in your fingertips. The difference in heat conductivity of
the substances is apparently the most important factor, but it is not
essential: You may surprise yourself by the readiness with which you
can sometimes tell these surfaces apart by "feel" using just the wand.
These successes must depend on felt vibrations set up in the wand, or
on indescribable — but detectable — differences in the clicks and
scraping noises heard. But it seems as if some of your nerve endings
were in the wand, for you feel the differences of the surfaces at the tip
of the wand.
Next, let's consider hearing. The phenomenology of hearing consists of all the sorts of sounds we can hear: music, spoken words, bangs
and whistles and sirens and twitters and clicks. Theorists thinking
about hearing are often tempted to "strike up the little band in the
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head." This is a mistake, and to make sure we identify and avoid it, I
want to make it vivid with the aid of a fable.
Once upon a time, in about the middle of the nineteenth century,
a wild-eyed inventor engaged in a debate with a tough-minded philosopher, Phil. The inventor had announced that his goal was to construct
a device that could automatically "record" and then later "replay' with
lifelike "fidelity" an orchestra and chorus performing Beethoven's
Ninth Symphony. Nonsense, said Phil. It's strictly impossible. I can
readily imagine a mechanical device which records the striking of piano
keys in sequence, and then controls the reproduction of that sequence
on a prepared piano — it might be done with a roll of perforated paper,
for example — but think of the huge variety of sounds and their modes
of production in a rendition of Beethoven's Ninth! There are a hundred
different human voices of different ranges and timbres, dozens of bowed
strings, brass, woodwind, percussion. The device that could play back
such a variety of sounds together would be an unwieldy monstrosity
that dwarfed the mightiest church organ — and if it performed with
the "high fidelity" you propose. it would no doubt have to incorporate
quite literally a team of human slaves to handle the vocal parts, and
what you call the "record" of the particular performance with all its
nuances would have to be hundreds of part scores — one for each musician — with thousands or even millions of annotations.
Phil's argument is still strangely compelling; it is astonishing that
all those sounds can be faithfully superimposed via a Fourier transform
into a single wavy line chiseled into a long-playing disk or magnetically
represented on a tape or optically on the sound track of a film. It is
even more astonishing that a single paper cone, wobbled back and forth
by an electromagnet driven by that single wavy line, can do about equal
justice to trumpet blare, banjo strum, human speech, and the sound of
a full bottle of wine shattering on the sidewalk. Phil could not imagine
anything so powerful. and mistook his failure of imagination for an
insight into necessity.
The "magic" of Fourier transforms opens up a new range of possibilities to think about, but we should note that it does not in itself
eliminate the problem that befuddled Phil; it merely postpones it. For
while we sophisticates can laugh at Phil for failing to understand how
the pattern of compression and rarefactioii of the air that stimulates the
ear could be recorded and reproduced, the smirks will be wiped from
our faces when we contemplate the next question: What happens to
the signal once the ear has properly received it?
From the ear a further encoded barrage of modulated signal trains
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(but now somewhat analyzed and broken up into parallel streams, ominously reminiscent of Phil's hundreds of part scores) march inward,
into the dark center of the brain. These signal trains are no more heard
sounds than are the wavy lines on the disk; they are sequences of
electrochemical pulses streaming up the axons of neurons. Must there
not be some still more central place in the brain where these signal
trains control the performance of the mighty theater organ of the mind?

When, after all, do these toneless signals get their final translation into
subjectively heard sound?
We don't want to look for places in the brain that vibrate like
guitar strings, any more than we want to find places in the brain that
turn purple when we imagine a purple cow. Those are manifest dead
ends, what Gilbert Ryle (1949) would call category mistakes. But then
what could we find in the brain that would satisfy us that we had
reached the end of the story of auditory experience?2 How could any
complex of physical properties of events in the brain amount to — or
even just account for — the thrilling properties of the sounds we hear?
At first these properties seem unanalyzable — or, to use a favorite
adjective among phenomenologists, ineffable. But at least some of these
apparently atomic and homogeneous properties can be made to become
noticeably compound and describable. Take a guitar and pluck the bass
or low E string open (without pressing down on any fret). Listen carefully to the sound. Does it have describable components or is it one
and whole and ineffably guitarish? Many will opt for the latter way of
describing their phenomenology. Now pluck the open string again and
carefully bring a finger down lightly over the octave fret to create a high
"harmonic." Suddenly you hear a new sound: "purer" somehow and
of course an octave higher. Some people insist that this is an entirely
novel sound, while others describe the experience by saying "the bottom fell out of the note" — leaving just the top. Then pluck the open
string a third time. This time you can hear, with surprising distinctness,
the harmonic overtone that was isolated in the second plucking. The
homogeneity and ineffability of the first experience is gone, replaced
by a duality as directly apprehensible and clearly describable as that
of any chord.
The difference in experience is striking, but the complexity newly
apprehended on the third plucking was there all along (being responded
2. This rhetorical question Implies, for some, the resounding answer: Nothing! For
instance, McGlnn (1989) supports his defeatist answer by a canvass of available options
that manages to ignore the possibilities we will develop in later chapters.
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discriminated). Research has shown that it was only by the complex pattern of overtones that you are able to recognize the sound as
that of a guitar rather than a lute or harpsichord. Such research may
help us account for the different properties of auditory experiences, by
analyzing the informational components and the processes that integrate them, permitting us to predict and even synthetically provoke
particular auditory experiences, but it still seems to leave untouched
the question of what such properties amount to. Why should the guitarcaused pattern of harmonic overtones sound like this and the lutecaused pattern like that? We have not yet answered this residual question, even if we have softened it up by showing that at least some
initially ineffable properties yield to a certain amount of analysis and
description after
Research into the processes of auditory perception suggests that
there are specialized mechanisms for deciphering different sorts of
sounds, somewhat like the imagined components of Phil's fantasy playback machine. Speech sounds in particular seem to be handled by what
an engineer would call dedicated mechanisms. The phenomenology of
speech perception suggests that a wholesale restructuring of the input
occurs in a brain facility somewhat analogous to a recording engineer's
sound studio where multiple channels of recordings are mixed, enhanced, and variously adjusted to create the stereo "master" from which
subsequent recordings in different media are copied.
For instance, we hear speech in our native tongue as a sequence
of distinct words separated by tiny gaps of silence. That is, we have a
to or

3. Why do the A below middle C and the A above middle C (one octave higher)
sound alike? What makes them both A's? What ineffable A-ish pitch property do they
have in common? Well, when any two tones are an octave apart (and hence sound 'the
same, only different" to Us), the fundamental frequency
one is exactly double the
fundamental frequency of the other. The standard A below middle C is 220 vibrations
per second: the A an octave higher ("concert A") is 440 vibrations per second. When
sounded together, notes that are one or more octaves apart will be in phase. Does this
explain the mystery of this ineffable kinship? 'Not at all. Why should notes in phase in
that manner sound alike in this way?' Well, notes that are out of phase dont sound alike
in this way, but they may sound alike in other ways (in timbre, for instance), which have
different explanations in terms of the relationships between the frequencies of vibration
they produce. Once we have described many different ways notes can sound alike and
different, and lined these up with their physical properties, and their effects on our
auditory system, we can even predict, with some accuracy, how novel notes (for instance.
notes produced on electronic synthesizers) will sound to us. If all this doesn't explain
the ineffable kinships, what remains to be explained? (We will address this popular topic
in some detail in chapter 12,)
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clear sense of boundaries between words, which cannot be composed

of color edges or lines, and do not seem to be marked by beeps or clicks,
so what could the boundaries be but silent gaps of various duration —
like the gaps that separate the letters and words in Morse code? if asked
in various ways by experimenters to note and assess the gaps between
words, subjects have little difficulty complying. There seem to be gaps.
But if one looks at the acoustic energy profile of the input signal, the
regions of lowest energy (the moments closest to silence) do not line
up at all well with the word boundaries. The segmentation of speech
sounds is a process that imposes boundaries based on the grammatical
structure of the language, not on the physical structure of the acoustic
wave (Liberman and Studdert-Kennedy, 1977). This helps to explain
why we hear speech in foreign languages as a jumbled, unsegmented
rush of sounds: the dedicated mechanisms in the brain's "sound studio"
lack the necessary grammatical framework to outline the proper segments, so the best they can do is to pass on a version of the incoming

signal, largely unretouched.
When we perceive speech we are aware of more than just the
identities and grammatical categories of the words. (If that were all we
were aware of, we wouldn't be able to tell if we were hearing or reading
the words.) The words are clearly demarcated, ordered, and identified,
but they also come clothed in sensuous properties. For instance, I just
now heard the distinctive British voice of my friend Nick Humphrey,
gently challenging, not quite mocking. I hear his smile, it seems, and
included in my experience is a sense that laughter was there behind
the words, waiting to break out like the sun from behind some racing
clouds. The properties we are aware of are not only the rise and fall of
intonation, but also the rasps and wheezes and lisps, to say nothing of
the whine of peevishness, the tremolo of fear, the flatness of depression.
And as we just observed in the case of the guitar, what at first seem
entirely atomic and homogeneous properties often yield to analysis
with a little experimentation and isolation. We all effortlessly recognize
the questlony sound of a question
and the difference between a British questiony sound and an American questiony sound — but it takes
some experimenting with theme-and-variation before we can describe
with any confidence or accuracy the differences in intonation contours
that yield those different auditory flavors.
"Flavors" does seem to be the right metaphor here, no doubt
because our capacity to analyze flavors is so limited. The familiar but
still surprising demonstrations that we taste with our noses show that
our powers of taste and olfaction are so crude that we have difficulty
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identifying even the route by which we are being informed. This obliviousness is not restricted to taste and smell; our hearing of very low
frequency tones — such as the deepest bass notes played by a church
organ — is apparently caused more by our feeling the vibrations in our
bodies than by picking up the vibrations in our ears. It is surprising to
learn that the particular 'F#-ness, exactly two octaves below the lowest
F# I can sing" can be heard with the seat of my pants, in effect, rather
than my ears.
Finally, let's turn briefly to sight. When our eyes are open we have
the sense of a broad field — often called the phenomenal field or visual
field — in which things appear, colored and at various depths or distances from us, moving or at rest. We naïvely view almost all the features
experienced as objective properties of the external things, observed
"directly" by us, but even as children we soon recognize an intermediate category of items — dazzles, glints, shimmers, blurry edges — that
we know are somehow products of an interaction between the objects,
the light, and our visual apparatus. We still see these items as "out
there" rather than in us, with a few exceptions: the pain of looking at
the sun or at a sudden bright light when our eyes are dark-adapted, or
the nauseating swim of the phenomenal field when we are dizzy. These
can seem to be better described as "sensations in the eyes," more akin
to the pressures and itches we feel when we rub our eyes than to normal,
out-there properties of things seen.
Among the things to be seen out there in the physical world are
pictures. Pictures are so pre-eminently things-to-be-seen that we tend
to forget that they are a recent addition to the visible environment, only
a few tens of thousands of years old. Thanks to recent human art and
artifice, we are now surrounded by pictures, maps, diagrams, both still
and moving. These physical images, which are but one sort of "raw
material' for the processes of visual perception, have become an almost
irresistible model of the "end product" of visual perception: "pictures
in the head." We are inclined to say, "Of course the outcome of vision
is a picture in the head (or in the mind). What else could it be? Certainly
not a tune or a flavor!" We'll treat this curious but ubiquitous malady
of the imagination in many ways before we are through, but we may
begin with a reminder: picture galleries for the blind are a waste of
resources, so pictures in the head will require eyes in the head to
appreciate them (to say nothing of good lighting). And suppose there
are mind's eyes in the head to appreciate the pictures in the head. What
of the pictures in the head's head produced by these internal eyes in
turn? I-low are we to avoid an infinite regress of pictures and viewers?
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We can break the regress only by

discovering some viewer whose perception avoids creating yet another picture in need of a viewer. Perhaps
the place to break the regress is the very first step?
Fortunately, there are independent reasons for being skeptical of
the picture-in-the-head view of vision, If vision involved pictures in
the head with which we (our inner selves) were particularly intimately
acquainted, shouldn't drawing pictures be easier? Recall how difficult
it is to draw a realistic picture of, say, a rose in a vase. There is the
rose as big as life a few feet in front of you — to the left, let us suppose,
of your pad of paper. (I really want you to imagine this carefully.) All
the visible details of the real rose are vivid and sharp and intimately
accessible to you, it seems, and yet the presumably simple process of
just relocating a black-and-white, two-dimensional copy of all that detail to the right a few degrees is so challenging that most people soon
give up and decide that they just cannot draw. The translation of three
dimensions into two is particularly difficult for people, which is somewhat surprising, since what seems at first to be the reverse translation —
seeing a realistic two-dimensional picture as of a three-dimensional
situation or object — is effortless and involuntary. In fact, it is the very
difficulty we have in sup pressing this reverse interpretation that makes
even the process of copying a simple line drawing a demanding task.
This is not just a matter of "hand-eye coordination," for people
who can do embroidery or assemble pocket watches with effortless
dexterity may still be hopelessly inept at copying drawings. One might
say it is more a matter of eye-brain coordination. Those who master
the art know that it requires special habits of attention, tricks such as
slightly defocusing the eyes to permit one somehow to suppress the
contribution of what one knows (the penny is circular, the table top is
rectangular) so that one can observe the actual angles subtended by the
lines in the drawing (the penny shape is elliptical, the table top trapezoidal). It often helps to superimpose an imaginary vertical and horizontal grid or pair of cross hairs, to help judge the actual angles of the
lines seen. Learning to draw is largely a matter of learning to override
the normal processes of vision in order to make one's experience of the
item in the world more like looking at a picture. It can never be just
like looking at a picture, but once it has been adulterated in that direction, one can, with further tricks of the trade, more or less "copy"
what one experiences onto the paper.
The visual field seems to naïve reflection to be uniformly detailed
and focused from the center out to the boundaries, but a simple experiment shows that this is not so. Take a deck of playing cards and
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remove a card face down, so that you do not yet know which it is. Hold
it out at the left or right periphery of your visual field and turn its face
to you, being careful to keep looking straight ahead (pick a target spot
and keep looking right at it). You will find that you cannot tell even if
it is red or black or a face card. Notice, though, that you are distinctly
aware of any flicker of motion of the card. You are seeing motion without being able to see the shape or color of the thing that is moving.
Now start moving the card toward the center of your visual field, again
being careful not to shift your gaze. At what point can you identify the
color? At what point the suit and number? Notice that you can tell if
it is a face card long before you can tell if it is a jack, queen, or king.
You will probably be surprised at how close to center you can move
the card and still be unable to identify it.
This shocking deficiency in our peripheral vision (all vision except
two or three degrees around dead center) is normally concealed from
us by the fact that our eyes, unlike television cameras, are not steadily

trained on the world but dart about in an incessant and largely unnoticed game of visual tag with the items of potential interest happening
in our field of view. Either smoothly tracking or jumping in saccades,
our eyes provide our brains with high-resolution information about
whatever is momentarily occupying the central foveal area of the retinal
field. (The fovea of the eye is about ten times more discriminating than
the surrounding areas of the retina.)
Our visual phenomenology, the contents of visual experience, are
in a format unlike that of any other mode of representation, neither
pictures nor movies nor sentences nor maps nor scale models nor diagrams. Consider what is present in your experience when you look across
a sports stadium at the jostling crowd of thousands of spectators. The
individuals are too far away for you to identify, unless some large-scale
and vivid property helps you out (the president — yes, you can tell it is
really he, himself; he is the one you can just make out in the center of the
red, white, and blue bunting). You can tell, visually, that the crowd is
composed of human beings because of the visibly peoplish way they
move. There is something global about your visual experience of the
crowd (it looks all crowdy over there, the same way a patch of tree seen
through a window can look distinctly elmy or a floor can look dusty), but
you don't just see a large blob somehow marked "crowd"; you see — all
at once — thousands of particular details: bobbing red hats and glinting
eyeglasses, bits of blue coat, programs waved in the air, and upraised
fists. If we attempted to paint an "impressionistic" rendering of your experience, the jangling riot of color blobs would not capture the content;
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you do not have the experience of a jangling riot of color blobs, any more
than you have the experience of an ellipse when you look at a penny
obliquely. Paintings — colored pictures in two dimensions — may
roughly approximate the retinal input from a three-dimensional scene,
and hence create in you an impression that is similar to what your visual
impression would be were you looking at the scene, but then the painting is not a painting of the resulting impression, but rather something

that can provoke or stimulate such an impression.
One can no more paint a realistic picture of visual phenomenology
than of justice or melody or happiness. Still it often seems apt, even
irresistible, to speak of one's visual experiences as pictures in the head.
That is part of how our visual phenomenology goes, and hence it is
part of what must be explained in subsequent chapters.

3. OUR EXPERIENCE OF THE INTERNAL WORLD

What are the "raw materials" of our inner lives, and what do we
do with them? The answers shouldn't be hard to find; presumably we

just "look and see" and then write down the results.
According to the still robust tradition of the British Empiricists,
Locke, Berkeley, and Hume, the senses are the entry portals for the
mind's furnishings; once safely inside, these materials may be manipulated and combined ad Jib to create an inner world of imagined objects.
The way you imagine a purple flying cow is by taking the purple you
got from seeing a grape, the wings you got from seeing an eagle, and
attaching them to the cow you got from seeing a cow. This cannot be
quite right. What enters the eye is electromagnetic radiation, and it does
not thereupon become usable as various hues with which to paint
imaginary cows. Our sense organs are bombarded with physical energy
in various forms, where it is "transduced" at the point of contact into
nerve impulses that then travel inward to the brain. Nothing but information passes from outside to inside, and while the receipt of information might provoke the creation of some phenomenological item
(to speak as neutrally as possible), it is hard to believe that the information itself — which is just an abstraction made concrete in some
modulated physical medium — could be the phenomenological item.
There is still good reason, however, for acknowledging with the British
Empiricists that in some way the inner world is dependent on sensory
sources.
Vision is the sense modality that we human thinkers almost al-
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ways single out as our major source of perceptual knowledge, though

we readily resort to touch and hearing to confirm what our eyes have
told us. This habit of ours of seeing everything in the mind through
the metaphor of vision (a habit succumbed to twice in this very sentence) is a major source of distortion and confusion, as we shall see.
Sight so dominates our intellectual practices that we have great difficulty conceiving of an alternative. In order to achieve understanding,
we make visible diagrams and charts, so that we can "see what is
happening" and if we want to "see if something is possible," we try to
imagine it "in our mind's eye." Would a race of blind thinkers who
relied on hearing be capable of comprehending with the aid of tunes.
jingles, and squawks in the mind's ear everything we comprehend
thanks to mental "images"?
Even the congenitally blind use the visual vocabulary to describe
their own thought processes, though it is not yet clear the extent to
which this results from their bending to the prevailing winds of the
language they learn from sighted people, or from an aptness of metaphor
they can recognize in spite of differences in their own thought processes, or even to their making approximately the same use as sighted
people do of the visual machinery in their brains — in spite of their
lacking the normal ports of entry. Answers to these questions would
shed valuable light on the nature of normal human consciousness, since
its mainly visual decor is one of its hallmarks.
When somebody explains something to us, we often announce
our newfound comprehension by saying "I see," and this is not merely
a dead metaphor. The quasivisual nature of the phenomenology of
comprehension has been almost entirely ignored by researchers in cognitive science, particularly in Artificial Intelligence, who have attempted to create language-understanding computer systems. Why have
they turned their beck on the phcnomonology? Probebly largely beceuse
of their conviction that the phenomenology, however real and fascinating, is nonfunctional — a wheel that turns but engages none of the
important machinery of comprehension.
Different listeners' phenomenology in response to the same utterance can vary almost ad infinitum without any apparent variation
in comprehension or uptake. Consider the variation in mental imagery
that might be provoked in two people who hear the sentence

Yesterday my uncle fired his lawyer.
Jim might begin by vividly recalling his ordeals of yesterday, interspersed with a fleeting glimpse of a diagram of the uncle-relation
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(brother of father or mother; or husband of sister of father or mother),
followed by some courthouse steps and an angry old man. Meanwhile,
perhaps, Sally passed imagelessly over "yesterday" and lavished attention on some variation of her uncle Bill's visage, while picturing a
slamming door and the scarcely "visible" departure of some smartly
suited woman labeled "lawyer." Quite independently of their mental
imagery, Jim and Sally understood the sentence about equally well, as
can be confirmed by a battery of subsequent paraphrases and answers
to questions. Moreover, the more theoretically minded researchers will
point out, imagery couldn't be the key to comprehension, because you
can't draw a picture of an uncle, or of yesterday, or firing, or a lawyer.
Uncles, unlike clowns and firemen, don't look different in any characteristic way that can be visually represented, and yesterdays don't
look like anything at all. Understanding, then, cannot be accomplished
by a process of converting everything to the currency of mental pictures,
unless the pictured objects are identified by something like attached
labels, but then the writing on these labels would be bits of verbiage
in need of comprehension, putting us back at the beginning again.
My hearing what you say is dependent on your saying it within
earshot while am awake, which pretty much guarantees that hear it.
My understanding what you say is dependent on many things. but not.
it seems, on any identifiable elements of internal phenomenology; no
conscious experience will guarantee that have understood you, or
misunderstood you. Sally's picturing Uncle Bill may not prevent her
in the slightest from understanding that it is the speaker's uncle, not
her uncle, who fired his lawyer; she kiiows what the speaker meant;
she is just incidentally entertaining herself with an image of Uncle Bill,
with scant risk of confusion, since her comprehension of the speaker
in no way depends on her imagery.'
Comprehension, then, cannot be accounted for by the citation of
accompanying phenomenology, but that does not mean that the phenomenology is not really there. It particularly does not mean that a model
of comprehension that is silent about the phenomenology will appeal
to our everyday intuitions about comprehension. Surely a major source
of the widespread skepticism about "machine understanding" of natural language is that such systems almost never avail themselves of
anything like a "visual" workspace in which to parse or analyze the
input. If they did, the sense that they were actually understanding what
L

L

L

The classic development of this theme, together with further support of varying
quality, is Wlttgenstelns Philosophical Investigations (1953).
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they processed would be greatly heightened (whether or not it would
still be, as some insist, an illusion). As it is, if a computer says, "I see
what you mean" in response to input, there is a strong temptation to
dismiss the assertion as an obvious fraud.
The temptation is certainly appealing. For instance, it's hard to
imagine how anyone could get some jokes without the help of mental
imagery. Two friends are sitting in a bar drinking; one turns to the other
and says, "Bud, I think you've had enough — your face is getting all
blurry!" Now didn't you use an image or fleeting diagram of some sort
to picture the mistake the speaker was making? This experience gives
us an example, it seems, of what it feels like to come to understand

something: there you are, encountering something somewhat perplexing or indecipherable or at least as yet unknown — something that in
one way or another creates the epistemic itch, when finally Aha! I've
got it! Understanding dawns, and the item is transformed; it becomes
useful, comprehended, within your control. Before time t the thing was
not understood; after time t, it was understood — a clearly marked shift
of state that can often be accurately timed, even though it
emphatically, a subjectively accessible, introspectively discovered transition.
It is a mistake, as we shall see, to make this the model of all comprehension, but it is certainly true that when the onset of comprehension
has any phenomenology at all (when we are conscious of coming to
understand something), this is the phenomenology it has.
There must be something right about the idea of mental imagery,
and if "pictures in the head" is the wrong way to think about
we
will have to find some better way of thinking about it. Mental imagery
comes in all modalities, not just vision. Imagine "Silent Night," being
careful not to hum or sing as you do. Did you nevertheless "hear" the
tune in your mind's ear in a particular key? If you are like
you did.
I don't have perfect pitch, so I
tell you "from the Inside" which
key I just imagined it
but if someone were to play "Silent Night"
on the piano right now, I would be able to say, with great confidence,
either "Yes, that's in tune with what I was imagining" or something to
the effect of "No, I was imagining it about a minor third higher.'
5. A neurosurgeon once told me about operating on the brain of a young man with
epilepsy. As is customary in this kind of operation, the patient was wide awake, under
only local anesthesia, while the surgeon delicately explored his exposed cortex, making
sure that the parts tentatively to be removed were not absolutely vital by stimulating
them electrically and asking the patient what he experienced. Some stthiulations pro.
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Not only do we talk to ourselves silently, but sometimes we do
this in a particular "tone of voice." Other times, it seems as if there are
words. but not heard words, and at still other times, only the faintest
shadows or hints of words are somehow "there" to clothe our thoughts.
In the heyday of Introspectionist psychology, debates raged over
whether there was such a thing as entirely "imageless" thought. We

may leave this issue open for the time being, noting that many people

confidently assert that there is, and others confidently assert that there
is not. In the next chapter, we will set up a method for dealing with
such conflicts. In any event, the phenomenology of vivid thought is
not restricted to talking to oneself; we can draw pictures to ourselves
in our mind's eyes, drive a stick-shift car to ourselves, touch silk to
ourselves, or savor an imaginary peanut-butter sandwich.
Whether or not the British Empiricists were right to think that
these merely imagined (or recollected) sensations were simply faint
copies of the original sensations that "came in from outside," they can
bring pleasure and suffering just like "real" sensations. As every daydreamer knows, erotic fantasies may not be an entirely satisfactory
substitute for the real thing, but they are nevertheless something one
would definitely miss, if somehow prevented from having them. They
not only bring pleasure; they can arouse real sensations and other wellknown bodily effects. We may cry when reading a sad novel, and so
may the novelist while writing it.
yoked visual flashes or hand-raisings, others a sort of buzzing sensation, but one spot
produced a delighted response from the patient: "It's 'Outta Get Me' by Guns N' Roses.
my favorite heavy metal band!"
I asked the neurosurgeon Il he had asked the patient to sing or hum along with
the music, since it would be fascinating to learn how "high fidelity" the provoked memory
was, would it be in exactly the same key and tempo as the record? Such a song (unlike
"Silent Night") has one canonical version. so we could simply have superimposed a
recording of the patients humming with the standard record and compared the results.
Unfortunately, even though a tape recorder had been running during the operation, the
not?" I asked, and he replied: "I
surgeon hadn't asked the patient to sing along.
hate rock music!'
Later in the conversation the neurosurgeon happened to remark that he was going
to have to operate again on the same young man. and I expressed the hope that he would
just check to see if he could restimulate the rock music. and this time ask the fellow to
sing along. "I can't do it." replied the neurosurgeon. "since I cut out that part." "It was
part of the epileptic focus?" I asked. and he replied, "No, I already told you — I hate
rock music"
The surgical technique involved was pioneered by Wilder Penfield many years ago,
and graphically described in Penfield's The Excitable Cortex in Conscious Man (1958).
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We are all connoisseurs of the pains and pleasures of imagination,
and many of us consider ourselves experts in the preparation of these
episodes we enjoy so much, but we may still be surprised to learn just
how powerful this faculty can become under serious training. I find it
breathtaking, for instance, that when musical composition competitions
are held, the contestants often do not submit tapes or records (or live
performances) of their works; they submit written scores, and the judges
confidently make their aesthetic judgments on the basis of just reading
the scores and hearing the music in their minds. How good are the best
musical imaginations? Can a trained musician, swiftly reading a score,
tell just how that voicing of dissonant oboes and flutes over the massed
strings will sound? There are anecdotes aplenty, but so far as I know
this is relatively unexplored territory, just waiting for clever experimenters to move in.
Imagined sensations (if we may call these phenomenological items
that) are suitable objects for aesthetic appreciation and judgment, but
why, then, do the real sensations matter so much more? Why shouldn't
one be willing to settle for recollected sunsets, merely anticipated spaghetti al pesto? Much of the pleasure and pain we associate with events
in our lives is, after all, tied up in anticipation and recollection. The
bare moments of sensation are a tiny part of what matters to us. Why —
and how — things matter to us will be a topic of later chapters, but
the fact that imagined, anticipated, recollected sensations are quite
different from faint sensations can be easily brought out with another
little self-experiment, which brings us to the gate of the third section
of the phenom.

4. AFFECT
Close your eyes now and imagine that someone has just kicked
you, very hard, in the left shin (about a foot above your foot) with a
steel-toed boot. Imagine the excruciating pain in as much detail as you
can; imagine it bringing tears to your eyes, imagine you almost faint,
so nauseatingly sharp and overpowering is the jolt of pain you feel.
You just imagined it vividly; did you feel any pain? Might you justly
complain to me that following my directions has caused you some pain?
I find that people have quite different responses to this exercise, but
no one yet has reported that the exercise caused any actual pain. Some
find it somewhat disturbing, and others find it a rather enjoyable exercise of the mind, certainly not as unpleasant as the gentlest pinch on
the arm that you would call a pain.
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Now suppose that you dreamed the same shin-kicking scene. Such
a dream can be so shocking that it wakes you up; you might even find

you were hugging your shin and whimpering, with real tears in the
corners of your eyes. But there would be no inflammation, no welt, no
bruise, and as soon as you were sufficiently awake and well oriented
to make a confident judgment, you would say that there was no trace
of pain left over in your shin — if there ever was any in the first place.
Are dreamed pains real pains, or a sort of imagined pains? Or something
in between? What about the pains induced by hypnotic suggestion?
At least the dreamed pains, and the pains induced by hypnosis,
are states of mind that we really mind having. Compare them, however,
to the states (of mind?) that arise in you while you sleep, when you
roll over and inadvertently twist your arms into an awkward position,
and then, without waking up, without noticing it at all, roll back into
a more comfortable position. Are these pains? If you were awake, the
states caused in you by such contortions would be pains. There are
people, fortunately quite rare, who are congenitally insensitive to pain.
Before you start to envy them, you should know that since they don't
make these postural corrections during sleep (Or while they are awake!),
they soon become cripples, their joints ruined by continual abuse which
no alarm bells curtail. They also burn themselves, cut themselves, and
in other ways shorten their unhappy lives by inappropriately deferred
maintenance (Cohen et al., 1955; Kirman et al., 1968).
There can be no doubt that having the alarm system of pain fibers
and the associated tracts in the brain is an evolutionary boon, even if
it means paying the price of having some alarms ring that we can't do
anything about.° But why do pains have to hurt so much? Why couldn't
it just be a loud bell in the mind's ear, for instance?
6. The literature on the evolutionary justification of pain is studded with amazingly
myopic arguments. One author argues that there can be no evolutionary explanation of
pain because some excruciating pains, such as the pain of gallstones sound an alarm
that no one could do anything about until the development of modern medicine. No
caveman got any reproductive benefit from the pain of his gallstones, so pain — at least
some pain — is an evolutionary mystery. What this author ignores is the simple fact that
in order to have a pain system that can properly warn you about such avertible crises
as a claw or fang jabbed in your belly, you will very likely get the bonus — which only
much later can be appreciated as such — of a system that also warns you about crises
you are helpless to dissolve. And by the same token there are plenty of internal states
that today it would be valuable to get pain warnings about (the onset of cancer, for
instance), but to which we are oblivious presumably because our evolutionary past did
not include any survival advantage for the requisite wiring (were it to emerge by mutation).
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And what, if anything, are the uses of anger, fear, hatred? (I take
it the evolutionary utility of lust needs no defense.) Or, to take a more

complicated case, consider sympathy. Etymologically, the word means
suffering-with. The German words for it are Mitleid (with-pain) and
Mitgefuhl (with-feeling). Or think of sympathetic vibration, in which
one string of a musical instrument is set to humming by the vibration
of another one nearby, closely related to it in that both share a natural
resonance frequency. Suppose you witness your child's deeply humiliating or embarrassing moment; you can hardly stand it: waves of emotion sweep over you, drowning your thoughts, overturning your
composure. You are primed to fight, to cry, to hit something. That is
an extreme case of sympathy. Why are we designed to have those phenomena occur in us? And what are they?
This concern with the adaptive significance (if any) of the various
affective states will occupy us in several later chapters. For the moment,
I just want to draw attention, during our stroll, to the undeniable importance of affect to our conviction that consciousness is important.
Consider fun, for instance. All animals want to go on living — at least
they strive mightily to preserve themselves under most conditions —
but only a few species strike us as capable of enjoying life or having
fun. What comes to mind are frisky otters sliding in the snow, lion cubs
at play, our dogs and cats — but not spiders or fish. Horses, at least
when they are colts, seem to get a kick out of being alive, but cows and
sheep usually seem either bored or indifferent. And have you ever had
the thought that flying is wasted on the birds, since few if any of them
seem capable of appreciating the deliciousness of their activity? Fun
is not a trivial concept, but it has not yet, to my knowledge, received
careful attention from a philosopher. We certainly won't have a complete explanation of consciousness until we have accounted for its role
in permitting us (and only us?) to have fun. What are the right questions
to ask? Another example will help us see what the difficulties are.
There is a species of primate in South America, more gregarious
than most other mammals, with a curious behavior. The members of
this species often gather in groups, large and small, and in the course
of their mutual chattering, under a wide variety of circumstances, they
are induced to engage in bouts of involuntary, convulsive respiration,
a sort of loud, helpless, mutually reinforcing group panting that sometimes is so severe as to incapacitate them. Far from being aversive,
however, these attacks seem to be sought out by most members of the
species, some of whom even appear to be addicted to them.
We might be tempted to think that if only we knew what it was
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like to be them, from the inside, we'd understand this curious addiction
of theirs. if we could see it "from their point of view," we would know
what it was for. But in this case we can be quite sure that such insight
as we might gain would still leave matters mysterious. For we already
have the access we seek; the species is Homo sapiens (which does

indeed inhabit South America, among other places), and the behavior
is laughter.7

No other animal does anything like it. A biologist encountering
such a unique phenomenon should first wonder what (if anything) it
was for, and, not finding any plausible analysis of direct biological
advantages it might secure, would then be tempted to interpret this
strange and unproductive behavior as the price extracted for some other
boon. But what? What do we do better than we otherwise would do,
thanks to the mechanisms that carry with them, as a price worth paying,
our susceptibility to — our near addiction to — laughter? Does laughter
somehow "relieve stress" that builds up during our complicated cognitions about our advanced social lives? Why, though, should it take
funny things to relieve stress? Why not green things or simple flat
things? Or, why is this behavior the byproduct of relieving stress? Why
don't we have a taste for standing around shivering or belching, or
scratching each others' backs, or humming, or blowing our noses, or
feverishly licking our hands?
Note that the view from inside is well known and unperplexing.
We laugh because we are amused. We laugh because things are funny —
and laughter is appropriate to funny things in a way that licking one's
hands, for instance, just isn't. It is obvious (in fact it is too obvious)
why we laugh. We laugh because of joy, and delight, and out of happiness, and because some things are hilarious. if ever there was a virtus
dormitiva in an explanation, here it is: we laugh because of the hilarity
of the stimulus.8 That is certainly true; there is no other reason why
7. "what would a Martian visitor think to see a human being laugh? It must look
truly horrible: the sight or furious gestures, flailing limbs, and thorax heaving in frenzied
contortions." Minsky, 1985, p. 280.
8. In Moliere's last play, the classic comedy I.e Malade Imaginaire (1673). Argan,
of the title, solves his problems in the end by "becoming" a doctor
hypochondriac
the
so he can treat himselr. No study is required — Just a little tortured Latin. In a burlesque
oral examination, he is put through his paces. Why, the examiner asks, does opium put
people to sleep? Because, replies the doctoral candidate, it has a virtus dorniitiva — the
Latin for "sleep-causing power." "Bene. bene. bene, bene respondere." says the chorus.
Well answered! Mow informative! What insight! And, in a more contemporary spirit we
might ask: Just what is it about Cheryl Tiegs that makes her look so good in pictures?
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we laugh, when we laugh sincerely. Hilarity is the constitutive cause
of true laughter. Just as pain is the constitutive cause of unfeigned painbehavior. Since this is certainly true, we must not deny it.
But we need an explanation of laughter that goes beyond this
obvious truth in the same way that the standard explanations of pain
and pain-behavior go beyond the obvious. We can give a perfectly sound
biological account of why there should be pain and pain-behavior (indeed, we just sketched it); what we want is a similarly anchored account
of why there should be hilarity and laughter.
And we can know in advance that if we actually come up with
such an account, it won't satisfy everybody! Some people who consider
themselves antireductionists complain that the biological account of
pain and pain-behavior leaves out the painfulness, leaves out the "intrmsic awfulness" of pain that makes it what it is, and they will presumably make the same complaint about any account of laughter we
can muster: it leaves out the intrinsic hilarity. This is a standard complaint about such explanations: "All you've explained is the attendant
behavior and the mechanisms, but you've left out the thing in itself,
which is the pain in all its awfulness." This raises complicated questions, which will be considered at length in chapter 12, but for the time
being we can note that any account of pain that left in the awfulness
would be circular — it would have an undischarged virtus dormitiva
on its hands. Similarly, a proper account of laughter must leave out
the presumed intrinsic hilarity, the zest, the funniness, because their
presence would merely postpone the attempt to answer the question.
The phenomenology of laughter is hermetically sealed: we just
see directly, naturally, without inference, with an obviousness beyond
"intuition," that laughter is what goes with hilarity — it is the "right"
reaction to humor. We can seem to break this down a bit: the right
reaction to something funny is amusement (an internal state of mind);
the natural expression of amusement (when it isn't important to conceal
or suppress it, as it sometimes is) is laughter. It appears as if we now
have what scientists would call an intervening variable, amusement,
in between stimulus and response, and it appears to be constitutively
linked at both ends. That is, amusement is by-definition-that-which.
provokes-sincere-laughter, and it is also
provoked-by-something-funny. All this is obvious. As such it seems to
Shes photogenic. So thats why' (1 always wondered.) In chapter 12, the charge of vacuity
that is implied by calling some explanatory posit a virtus dormitivci will be considered
in more detail.
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in need of no further explanation. As Wittgenstein said, explanations
have to stop somewhere. But all we really have here is a brute — but
definitely explicable — fact of human psychology. We have to move
beyond pure phenomenology if we are to explain any of these denizens
of the phenomenological garden.
These examples of phenomenology, for all their diversity, seem
to have two important features in common. On the one hand, they are
our most intimate acquaintances; there is nothing we could know any
better than the items of our personal phenomenologies — or so it seems.
On the other hand, they are defiantly inaccessible to materialistic science; nothing could be less like an electron, or a molecule, or a neuron,
than the way the sunset looks to me now — or so it seems. Philosophers
have been duly impressed by both features, and have found many different ways of emphasizing what is problematic. For some, the great
puzzle is the special intimacy: How can we be incorrigible or have
privileged access or directly apprehend these items? What is the difference between our epistemic relations to our phenomenology and our
epistemic relations to the objects in the external world? For others, the
great puzzle concerns the unusual "intrinsic qualities" — or to use the
Latin word, the qualia — of our phenomenology: How could anything
composed of material particles be the fun that I'm having, or have the
"ultimate homogeneity" (Sellars, 1963) of the pink ice cube I am now
imagining, or matter the way my pain does to me?
Finding a materialistic account that does justice to all these phenomena will not be easy. We have made some progress, though. Our
brief inventory has included some instances in which a little knowledge
of the underlying mechanisms challenges — and maybe even usurps —
the authority we usually grant to what is obvious to introspection. By
getting a little closer than usual to the exhibits, and looking at them
from several angles, we have begun to break the spell, to dissipate the
"magic" in the phenomenological garden.
be

4
A METHOD

FOR

PHENOMENOLOGY

1. FIRST PERSON PLURAL

You don't do serious zoology by just strolling through the zoo,
noting this and that, and marveling at the curiosities. Serious zoology
demands precision, which depends on having agreed-upon methods of
description and analysis, so that other zoologists can be sure they understand what you're saying. Serious phenomenology is in even greater
need of a clear, neutral method of description, because, it seems, no
two people use the words the same way, and everybody's an expert. It
is just astonishing to see how often "academic" discussions of phenomenological controversies degenerate into desk-thumping cacophony, with everybody talking past everybody else. This is all the more
surprising, in a way, because according to long-standing philosophical
tradition, we all agree on what we find when we "look inside" at our
own phenomenology.
Doing phenomenology has usually seemed to be a reliable communal practice, a matter of pooling shared observations. When Descartes wrote his Meditations as a first-person-singular soliloquy, he
clearly expected his readers to concur with each of his observations,
by performing in their own minds the explorations he described, and
getting the same results. The British Empiricists, Locke, Berkeley, and
Hume, likewise wrote with the presumption that what they were doing,
much of the time, was introspecting, and that their introspections
would be readily replicated by their readers. Locke enshrined this presumption in his Essay Concerning Human Understanding (1690) by
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calling his method the "historical, plain method" — no abstruse deductions or a priori theorizing for him, just setting down the observed
facts, reminding his readers of what was manifest to all who looked.
In fact, just about every author who has written about consciousness
has made what we might call the first-person-plural presumption:
Whatever mysteries consciousness may hold, we (you, gentle reader,
and I) may speak comfortably together about our mutual
the things we both find in our streams of consciousness. And with a
few obstreperous exceptions, readers have always gone along with the
conspiracy.
This would be fine if it weren't for the embarrassing fact that
controversy and contradiction bedevil the claims made under these
conditions of polite mutual agreement. We are fooling ourselves about
something. Perhaps we are fooling ourselves about the extent to which
we are all basically alike. Perhaps when people first encounter the
they join the school
different schools of thought on
dephenomenological
that sounds right to them, and each school of
life,
inner
sorts
of
scription is basically right about its own members'
and then just innocently overgeneralizes, making unsupported claims
about how it is with everyone.
Or perhaps we are fooling ourselves about the high reliability of
Introspection, our personal powers of self-observation of our own conscious minds. Ever since Descartes and his "cogito ergo sum," this
capacity of ours has been seen as somehow immune to error; we have
privileged access to our own thoughts and feelings, an access guaranteed to be better than the access of any outsider. ("Imagine anyone
trying to tell you that you are wrong about what you are thinking and
feeling!") We are either "infallible" — always guaranteed to be right —
or at least "incorrigible" — right or wrong, no one else could correct
us (Rorty, 1970).
But perhaps this doctrine of infallibility is just a mistake, however
well entrenched. Perhaps even if we are all basically alike in our phenomenology, some observers just get it all wrong when they try to
describe it, but since they are so sure they are right, they are relatively
invulnerable to correction. (They are incorrigible in the derogatory
sense.) Either way, controversy ensues. And there is yet another possibility, which I think is much closer to the truth: what we are fooling
ourselves about is the idea that the activity of "introspection" is ever
a matter of just "looking and seeing." I suspect that when we claim to
be just using our powers of inner observation, we are always actually
engaging in a sort of impromptu theorizing — and we are remarkably
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gullible theorizers, precisely because there is so little to "observe" and
so much to pontificate about without fear of contradiction. When we
introspect, communally, we are really very much in the position of the
legendary blind men examining different parts of the elephant. This
seems at first to be a preposterous idea, but let us see what can be said
for it.
Did anything you encountered in the tour of the phenom in the
previous chapter surprise you? Were you surprised, for instance, that
you could not identify the playing card until it was almost dead center
in front of you? Most people, I find, are surprised — even those who
know about the limited acuity of peripheral vision. If it surprised you,
that must mean that had you held forth on the topic before the surprising
demonstration, you would very likely have got it wrong. People often
claim a direct acquaintance with more content in their peripheral visual
field than in fact they have. Why do people make such claims? Not
because they directly and incorrigibly observed themselves to enjoy
such peripheral content, but because it seems to stand to reason. After
all, you
notice any gaping blanks in your visual field under normal
conditions, and surely if there was an area there that
positively
colored,
notice the discrepancy, and besides, everywhere you
look, there you find everything colored and detailed. If you think that
your subjective visual field is basically an inner picture composed of
colored shapes, then it stands to reason that each portion of the canvas
must be colored some color — even raw canvas is some color! But that
is a conclusion drawn from a dubious model of your subjective visual
field, not anything you directly observe. Am I saying we have absolutely no privileged access to our conscious experience? No, but I am saying that we tend to think we are
much more immune to error than we are. People generally admit, when
challenged in this way about their privileged
that they don't
have any special access to the causes and effects of their conscious
experiences. For instance, they may be surprised to learn that they taste
with their noses or hear bass notes through their
but they never
claimed to be authoritative about the causes or sources of their experiences. They are authoritative, they say, only about the experiences
themselves, in isolation from their causes and effects. But although
people may say they are ciaiming authority only about the isolated
contents of their experiences, not their causes and effects, they often
overstep their self-imposed restraints. For instance, would you be prepared to bet on the following propositions? (I made up at least one of
them.)
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can experience a patch that is red and green all over at
the same time — a patch that is both colors (not mixed) at
once.
If you look at a yellow circle on a blue background (in good
light), and the luminance or brightness of the yellow and blue
are then adjusted to be equal, the boundary between the yellow
and blue disappears.
There is a sound, sometimes called the auditory barber pole,
which seems to keep on rising in pitch forever, without ever
getting any higher.
There is an herb an overdose of which makes you incapable
of understanding spoken sentences in your native language.
Until the effect wears off, your hearing is unimpaired, with
no fuzziness or added noise, but the words you hear sound to
you like an entirely foreign language, even though you somehow know they aren't.
if you are blindfolded, and a vibrator is applied to a point on
your ann while you touch your nose, you will feel your nose
growing like Pinocchio's; if the vibrator is moved to another
point, you will then have the eerie feeling of pushing your
nose inside out, with your index finger coming to rest somewhere inside your skull.

(1) You

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

In fact, I made up number 4, though for all I know it might be
true. After all, in the well-studied neuropathology called prosopagnosia, your vision is completely unimpaired and you can readily identify
most things by sight, but the faces of your closest friends and associates
are entirely unrecognizable.' My point, once again, is not that you have
no privileged access to the nature or content of your conscious experience, but just that we should be alert to vety tempting overconfidence
on that score.
During the guided tour of the phenom, I proposed a number of
simple experiments for you to do. This was not in the spirit of "pure"
phenomenology. Phenomenologists tend to argue that since we are
not authoritative about the physiological causes and effects of our
phenomenology, we should ignore such causes and effects in our atI. For the red and green patch, see Crane and Piantanida (1983) and Hardin (1988);
for the disappearing color boundary, the Liebmann (1927) effect. see Spiliman and Werner
(1990): for the auditory barber pole, see Shepard (1964): for the Pinocchio effect. see
Lackner (1988). For more on prosopagnosia. see Damasio. Damasio. and Van Floesen
(1982); Tranel and Damasio (1988); Tranel, Damasio and Damasio (1988).
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tempt to give a pure, neutral, pretheoretical description of what we
find "given" in the course of everyday experience. Perhaps, but then
just see how many curious denizens of the phenom we would never
even meet! A zoologist who attempted to extrapolate the whole science
from observation of a dog, a cat, a horse, a robin, and a goldfish would

probably miss a few things.

2. THE THIRD-PERSON PERSPECTIVE

Since we are going to indulge in impure phenomenology, we need
to be more careful than ever about method. The standard perspective
adopted by phenomenologists is Descartes's first-person perspective,
in which I describe in a monologue (which I let you overhear) what I

find in my conscious experience, counting on us to agree. I have tried
to show, however, that the cozy complicity of the resultingfirst-personplural perspective is a treacherous incubator of errors. in the history
of psychology, in fact, it was the growing recognition of this methodological problem that led to the downfall of Introspectionism and the
rise of Behaviorism. The Behaviorists were meticulous about avoiding
speculation about what was going on in my mind or your mind or his
or her or its mind. In effect, they championed the third-person perspective, in which only facts garnered "from the outside" count as data.
You can videotape people in action and then measure error rates on
tasks involving bodily motion, or reaction times when pushing buttons
or levers, pulse rate, brain waves, eye movements, blushing (so long as
you have a machine that measures it objectively), and galvanic skin
response (the electrical conductivity detected by "lie detectors"). You
can open up subjects' skulls (surgically or by brain-scanning devices)
to see what is going on in their brains, but you must not make any
assumptions about what is going on in their minds, for that is something
you
get any data about while using the intersubjectively verifiable
methods of physical science.
The idea at its simplest was that since you can never "see directly"
into people's minds, but have to take their word for it, any such facts
as there are about mental events are not among the data of science,
since they can never be properly verified by objective methods. This
methodological scruple, which is the ruling principle of all experimental psychology and neuroscience today (not just "behaviorist" research), has too often been elevated into one or another ideological

principle, such as:
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Mental events don't exist. (Period! — this has been well called

"barefoot behaviorism.")
Mental events exist, but they have no effects whatever, so science
can't study them (epiphenomenalism — see chapter 12, section
5).

Mental events exist, and have effects, but those effects can't be
studied by science, which will have to content itself with theories of the "peripheral" or "lower" effects and processes in
the brain. (This view is quite common among neuroscientists,
especially those who are dubious of "theorizers." It is actually
dualism; these researchers apparently agree with Descartes that
the mind is not the brain, and they are prepared to settle for
having a theory of the brain alone.)
These views all jump to one unwarranted conclusion or another.
Even if mental events are not among the data of science, this does not
mean we cannot study them scientifically. Black holes and genes are
not among the data of science, but we have developed good scientific
theories of them. The challenge is to construct a theory of mental events,

using the data that scientific method permits.
Such a theory will have to be constructed from the third-person
point of view, since all science is constructed from that
Some people will tell you that such a theory of the conscious mind is
impossible. Most notably, the philosopher Thomas Nagel has claimed
that
There are things about the world and life and ourselves that cannot
be adequately understood from a maximally objective standpoint,
however much it may extend our understanding beyond the point
from which we started. A great deal is essentially connected to a
particular point of view, or type of point of view, and the attempt
to give a complete account of the world in objective terms detached
from these perspectives inevitably leads to false reductions or to
outright denial that certain patently real phenomena exist at all.
[Nagel, 1986, p. 7]

shall see. It is premature to argue about what can and can't be
accounted for by a theory until we see what the theory actually says.
But if we are to give a fair hearing to a theory, in the face of such
skepticism, we will need to have a neutral way of describing the data —
a way that does not prejudge this issue. It might seem that no such
We
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method could exist, but in fact there is such a neutral method, which
I

will first describe, and then adopt.
3. THE METHOD OF HETEROPHENOMENOLOGy2

The term is ominous; not just phenomenology but heterophenomenology. What can it be? It is in fact something familiar to us all, layman
and scientist alike, but we must introduce it with fanatical caution,
noting exactly what it presupposes and implies, since it involves taking
a giant theoretical step. Ignoring all tempting shortcuts, then, here is
the neutral path leading from objective physical science and its insistence on the third-person point of view, to a method of phenomenological description that can (in principle) do justice to the most
private and ineffable subjective experiences, while never abandoning
the methodological scruples of science.
We want to have a theory of consciousness, but there is controversy about just which entities have consciousness. Do newborn human
babies? Do frogs? What about oysters, ants, plants, robots, zombies. .
We should remain neutral about all this for the time being, but there
is one class of entities that is held by just about everyone to exhibit
consciousness, and that is our fellow adult human beings.
Now, some of these adult human beings may be zombies — in the
philosophers' "technical" sense. The term zombie apparently comes
from Haitian voodoo lore and refers, in that context, to a "living dead"
person, punished for some misdeed and doomed to shuffle around,
mumbling and staring out of dead-looking eyes, mindlessly doing the
bidding of some voodoo priest or shaman, We have all seen zombies
in horror movies, and they are iiumediately distinguishable from normal people. (Roughly speaking, Haitian zombies can't dance, tell jokes,
hold animated philosophical discussions, keep up their end in a witty
conversation — and they look just
But philosophers use the
2. This and the following sections draw on several earlier accounts of mine of the
methodological underpinnings of heterophenomenology: Dennett (1978c. 1982a).
3. Several years ago. Wade Davis, a young Harvard-trained anthropologist, announced that he had deciphered the mystery of voodoo zombies, and in his book The
Serpent and the Hainbow (1985) described the neuropharmacological potion prepared
by voodoo practitioners that can putatively put human beings into a deathlike state: after
being buried alive for several days. these unfortunate people are sometimes exhumed
and given a hallucinogen that causes some disorientation and amnesia. As a result of
either the hallucinogen or brain damage caused by oxygen deprivation during their
entombment, they then do indeed shuffle about roughly the way the zombies in the
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term zombie for a different category of imaginary human being. According to common agreement among philosophers, a zombie is or
would be a human being who exhibits perfectly natural, alert, loquacious, vivacious behavior but is in fact not conscious at all, but rather
some sort of automaton. The whole point of the philosopher's notion
of zombie is that you can't tell a zombie from a normal person by
examining external behavior. Since that is all we ever get to see of
our friends and neighbors, some of your best friends may be zombies.
That, at any rate, is the tradition I must be neutral about at the outset. So, while the method I describe makes no assumption about the
actual consciousness of any apparently normal adult human beings,
it does focus on this class of normal adult human beings, since if consciousness is anywhere, it is in them. Once we have seen what the
outlines of a theory of human consciousness might be, we can turn
our attention to the consciousness (if any) of other species, includ-

ing chimpanzees, dolphins, plants, zombies, Martians, and pop-up
toasters (philosophers often indulge in fantasy in their thought experiments).
Adult human beings (henceforth, people) are studied in many
sciences. Their bodies are probed by biologists and medical researchers,
nutritionists, and engineers (who ask such questions as: How fast can
human fingers type? What is the tensile strength of human hair?). They
are also studied by psychologists and neuroscientists, who place individual people, called subjects, in various experimental situations.
For most experiments, the subjects first must be 'categorized and prepared. Not only must it be established how old they are, which gender,
right- or left-handed, how much schooling, and so forth, but they must
be told what to do. This is the most striking difference between human
subjects and, say, the biologist's virus cultures, the engineer's samples
of exotic materials, the chemist's solutions, the animal psychologist's
rats, cats, and pigeons.
People are the only objects of scientific study the preparation of
which typically (but not always) involves verbal communication. This
is partly a matter of the ethics of science: people may not be used in
experiments without their informed consent, and it is simply not
movies do, and on occasion they may have been enslaved. Because of the sensational
nature of Davis's claims (and the film loosely based on his novelistic book). his discoveries
have met with an undercurrent of skepticism in some quarters, but these are well rebutted
in a second, more scholarly, book, Passage of DQrkness: The Ethnobiology of the Haitian
Zombie (1988). See also Booth (1988) and Davis (1988b).
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possible to obtain informed consent without verbal interaction. But
even more important, from our point of view, is the fact that verbal
communication is used to set up and constrain the experiments. Sub-

jects are asked to perform various intellectual tasks, solve problems,
look for items in displays, press buttons, make judgments, and so forth.
The validity of most experiments depends on this preparation being
done uniformly and successfully. if it turns out, for instance, that the
instructions were given in Turkish to subjects whose only language was
English, the failure of the experiment is pretty well guaranteed. In fact,
evidence of even minor misunderstandings of instructions can compromise experiments, so it is a matter of some concern that this practice
of preparing human subjects with verbal communication be validated.
What is involved in this practice of talking to subjects? It is an
ineliminable element in psychological experiments, but does it presuppose the consciousness of the subjects? Don't experimenters then
end up back with the Introspectionists, having to take a subject's untestable word for what he or she understands? Don't we run some risk
of being taken in by zombies or robots or other impostors?
We must look more closely at the details of a generic human
subject experiment. Suppose, as is often the case, that multiple recordings are made of the entire experiment: videotape and sound tape, and
electroencephalograph, and so forth. Nothing that is not thus recorded
will we count as data. Let's focus on the recording of sounds — vocal
sounds mainly — made by the subjects and experimenters during the
experiment. Since the sounds made by the subjects are made by physical means, they are in principle explainable and predictable by physics, using the same principles, laws, models that we use to explain and
predict automobile engine noises or thunderclaps. Or, since the sounds
are made by physiological means, we could add the principles of physiology and attempt to explain the sounds using the resources of that
science, just as we explain belches, snores, growling stomachs, and
creaking joints. But the sounds we are primarily interested in, of course,
are the vocal sounds, and more particularly the subset of them (ignoring
the occasional burps, sneezes, and yawns) that are apparently amenable
to a linguistic or semantic analysis. It is not always obvious just which
sounds to include in this subset, but there is a way of playing it safe:
we give copies of the tape recordings to three trained stenographers
and have them independently prepare transcripts of the raw data.
This simple step is freighted with implications; we move by it
from one world — the world of mere physical sounds — into another:

the world of words and meanings, syntax and semantics. This step
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yields a radical reconstrual of the data, an abstraction from its acoustic
and other physical properties to strings of words (though still adorned
with precise timing — see, e.g., Ericsson and Simon, 1984). What governs this reconstrual? Although there presumably are regular and discoverable relationships between the physical properties of the acoustic
wave recorded on the tape and the phonemes that the typists hear and
then further transcribe into words, we don't yet know enough about
the relationships to describe them in detail. (If we did, the problem of
making a machine that could take dictation would be solved. Although
great progress has been made on this, there are still some major perplexities.) Pending the completion of that research in acoustics and
phonology, we can still trust our transcripts as objective renditions of
the data so long as we take a few elementary precautions. First, having
stenographers prepare the transcripts (instead of entrusting that job to
the experimenter, for instance) guards against both willful and unwitting bias or overinterpretation. (Court stenographers fulfill the same
neutral role.) Having three independent transcripts prepared gives us
a measure of how objective the process is. Presumably, if the recording
is good, the transcripts will agree word-for-word on all but a tiny fraction of one percent of the words. Wherever the transcripts disagree, we
can simply throw out the data if we wish, or use agreement of two out
of three transcripts to fix the transcript of record.
The transcript or text is not, strictly speaking, given as data, for,
as we have seen, it is created by putting the raw data through a process
of interpretation. This process of interpretation depends on assumptions about which language is being spoken, and on some of the speaker's intentions. To bring this out clearly, compare the task we have
given the stenographers with the task of typing up transcripts of recordings of birdsongs or pig grunts. When the human speaker utters
"Djamind if a push da buddin wid ma leff hand" the stenographers all
agree that he asked, "Do you mind if I push the button with my left
hand?" — but that is because they know English. and this is what makes
sense, obviously, in the context. And if the subject says, "Now the spot
is moving from reft to light" we will allow the stenographers to improve
this to "Now the spot is moving from left to right." No similar purification strategy is available for transcribing birdsongs or pig grunts —
at least not until some researcher discovers that there are norms for
such noises, and devises and codifies a description system.
We effortlessly — in fact involuntarily — "make sense" of the
sound stream in the process of turning it into words. (We had better
allow the stenographers to change "from reft to light" to "from left to
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right," for they will probably change it without even noticing.) The fact
that the process is both highly reliable and all but unnoticeable in
normal circumstances should not conceal from us the fact that it is a
sophisticated process even when it doesn't proceed all the way to understanding but stops short at word recognition. When the stenographer
transcribes "To me, there was a plangent sort of thereness to my presentiment, a beckoning undercurrent of foretaste and affront, a manifold
of anticipatory confirmations that revealed surfaces behind surfaces,"
he may not have the faintest idea what this means, but be quite certain
that those were indeed the words the speaker intended to speak, and
succeeded in speaking, whatever they mean.
It is always possible that the speaker also had no idea what the
words mean. The subject, after all, just might be a zombie, or a parrot
dressed up in a people suit, or a computer driving a speech-synthesizer
program. Or, less extravagantly, the subject may have been confused,
or in the grip of some ill-understood theory, or trying to play a trick
on the experimenter by spouting a lot of nonsense. For the moment, I
am saying, the process of creating a transcript or text from the data
record is neutral with regard to all these strange possibilities, even
though it proceeds with the methodological assumption that there is a
text to be recovered. When no text can be recovered, we had best throw
out the data on that subject and start over.
So far, the method described is cut-and-dried and uncontroversial.
We have reached the bland conclusion that we can turn tape recordings
into texts without giving up science. We have taken our tune securing
this result, because the next step is the one that creates the opportunity
to study consciousness empirically, but also creates most of the obstacles and confusions. We must move beyond the text; we must interpret
it as a record of speech acts; not mere pronunciations or recitations but
assertions, questions, answers, promises, comments, requests for clarification, out-loud musings, self-admonitions.
This sort of interpretation calls for us to adopt what I call the
intentional stance (Dennett, 1971, 1978a, 1987a): we must treat the
noise-emitter as an agent, indeed a rational agent, who harbors beliefs
and desires and other mental states that exhibit intentionality or "aboutness," and whose actions can be explained (or predicted) on the basis
of the content of these states. Thus the uttered noises are to be interpreted as things the subjects wanted to say, of propositions they meant
to assert, for instance, for various reasons. In fact, we were already
relying on some such assumptions in the previous step of purifying the
text. (We reason: Why would anyone want to say "from reft to light"?)
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Whatever dangers we run by adopting the intentional stance toward these verbal behaviors, they are the price we must pay for gaining
access to a host of reliable tniisms we exploit in the design of experiments. There are many reasons for wanting to say things, and it is
important to exclude some of these by experimental design. Sometimes,
for instance, people want to say things not because they believe them
but because they believe their audience wants to hear them. It is usually
important to take the obvious steps to diminish the likelihood that this
desire is present or effective: we tell subjects that what we want to hear
is whatever they believe, and we take care not to let them know what
it is we hope they believe. We do what we can, in other words, to put
them in a situation in which, given the desires we have inculcated in
them (the desire to cooperate, to get paid, to be a good subject), they
will have no better option than to try to say what in fact they believe.
Another application of the intentional stance toward our subjects
is required if we are to avail ourselves of such useful event-types as
button-pushing. Typically, pushing a button is a way of performing
some conventionally fixed speech act, such as asserting that the two
seen figures appear superimposed to me right now, or answering that
yes, my hurried, snap judgment (since you have told me that speed is
of the essence) is that the word that I have just heard was on the list I
heard a little while ago. For many experimental purposes, then, we
will want to unpack the meaning of these button-pushes and incorporate them as elements of the text. Which speech act a particular
button-pushing can be taken to execute depends on the intentional
interpretation of the interactions between subject and experimenter that
were involved in preparing the subject for the experiment. (Not all
button-pushing consists in speech acts; some may be make-believe
shooting, or make-believe rocket-steering, for instance.)
When doubts arise about whether the subject has said what he
meant, or understood the problem, or knows the meanings of the words
being used, we can ask for clarifications. Usually we can resolve the
doubts. Ideally, the effect of these measures is to remove all likely
sources of ambiguity and uncertainty from the experimental situation,
so that one intentional interpretation of the text (including the buttonpushings) has no plausible rivals. It is taken to be the sincere, reliable
expression by a single, unified subject of that very subject's beliefs and
opinions.4 As •we shall see, though, there are times when this
4. In "How to Change Your Mind." in Brainstorms (1978a). I adopt a conventional
use of "opinion that permits me to draw a distinction between beliefs proper and other
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presumption is problematic — especially when our subjects exhibit one
pathology or another. What should we make, for instance, of the apparently sincere complaints of blindness in cases of so-called hysterical
blindness, and the apparently sincere denials of blindness in blind
people with anosognosia (blindness denial or Anton's syndrome)?
These phenomena will be examined in later chapters, and if we are to
get at what these people are experiencing, it will not be by any straight-

forward interview alone.
4. FICTIONAL WORLDS AND HETEROPHENOMENOLOGICAL
WORLDS

In addition to the particular problems raised by strange cases, there
seem to be a general problem. Doesn't the very practice of interverbal behavior in this way presuppose the consciousness of
ne subject and hence beg the zombie question? Suppose you are confronted by a "speaking" computer, and suppose you succeed in interpreting its output as speech acts expressing its beliefs and opinions,
presumably "about" its conscious states. The fact that there is a single,
coherent interpretation of a sequence of behavior doesn't establish that
the interpretation is true; it might be only as if the "subject" were
conscious; we risk being taken in by a zombie with no inner life at all.
You could not confirm that the computer was conscious of anything
by this method of interpretation. Fair enough. We can't be sure that the
speech acts we observe express real beliefs about actual experiences;
perhaps they express only apparent beliefs about nonexistent experiences. Still, the fact that we had found even one stable interpretation
of some entity's behavior as speech acts would always be a fact worthy
of attention. Anyone who found an intersubjectively uniform way of
interpreting the waving of a tree's branches in the breeze as "commentaries" by "the weather" on current political events would have found
something wonderful demanding an explanation, even if it turned
out to be effects of an ingenious device created by some prankish engineer.
Happily, there is an analogy at hand to help us describe such facts

rr

more language-infected states, which I call opinions. Animals without language can have
beliefs, but not opinions. People have both, but if you believe that tomorrow is Friday.
this should [n my terms be called your
that tomorrow is Friday. It is not the sort
of cognitive state one could have without language. while I will not presuppose familiarity with that distinction here. I do intend my claims to apply to both categories.
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without at the same time presumptively explaining them: We can compare the heterophenomenologist's task of interpreting subjects' behavior to the reader's task of interpreting a work of fiction. Some texts,
such as novels and short stories, are known — or assumed — to be
but this does not stand in the way of their interpretation. In
facts in some regards it makes the task of interpretation easier, by canceling or postponing difficult questions about sincerity, truth, and reference.
Consider some uncontroversial facts about the semantics of fiction
(Walton, 1973, 1978; Lewis, 1978; Howell, 1979). A novel tells a story,
but not a true story, except by accident. In spite of our knowledge or
assumption that the story told is not true, we can, and do, speak of
what is true in the story. "We can truly say that Sherlock Holmes lived
in Baker Street and that he liked to show off his mental powers. We
cannot truly say that he was a devoted family man, or that he worked
in close cooperation with the police" (Lewis, 1978, p. 37). What is true
in the story is much, much more than what is explicitly asserted in the
text. It is true that there are no jet planes in Holmes's London (though
this is not asserted explicitly or even logically implied in the text), but
also true that there are piano tuners (though — as best I recall — none
logically implied). In addition to what is true
is mentioned,
and false in the story, there is a large indeterminate area: while it is
true that Holmes and Watson took the 11:10 from Waterloo Station to
Aldershot one summer's day, it is neither true nor false that that day
was a Wednesday ("The Crooked Man").
There are delicious philosophical problems about how to say
(strictly) all the things we unperplexedly want to say when we talk
about fictions but these will not concern us. Perhaps some people are
deeply perplexed about the metaphysical status of fictional people and
objects, but not I. In my cheerful optimism I don't suppose there is any
deep philosophical problem about the way we should respond, ontologically, to the results of fiction; fiction is fiction; there is no Sherlock
Holmes. Setting aside the intricacies, then, and the ingenious technical
proposals for dealing with them, I want to draw attention to a simple
fact: the interpretation of fiction is undeniably do-able, with certain
uncontroversial results. First, the fleshing out of the story, the exploration of "the world of Sherlock Holmes," for instance, is not pointless
or idle; one can learn a great deal about a novel, about its text, about
the point, about the author, even about the real world, by learning
about the world portrayed by the novel. Second, if we are cautious
about identifying and excluding judgments of taste or preference (e.g.,
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"Watson is a boring prig"), we can amass a volume of unchallengeably
objective fact about the world portrayed. All interpreters agree that
Holmes was smarter than Watson; in crashing obviousness lies objectivity.
Third — and this fact is a great relief to students — knowledge of
the world portrayed by a novel can be independent of knowledge of
the actual text of the novel. I could probably write a passing term paper
on Madame Bovary, but Fve never read the novel — even in English
translation. I've seen the BBC television series, so I know the story. I
know what happens in that world. The general point illustrated is this:
facts about the world of a fiction are purely semantic level facts about
that fiction; they are independent of the syntactic facts about the text
(if the fiction is a text). We can compare the stage musical or the film
West Side Story with Shakespeare's play Romeo and Juliet; by describing similarities and differences in what happens in those worlds, we
see similarities in the works of art that are not describable in the terms
appropriate to the syntactical or textual (let alone physical) description
of the concrete instantiations of the fictions. The fact that in each world
there is a pair of lovers who belong to different factions is not a fact
about the vocabulary, sentence structure, length (in words or frames of
film), or size, shape, and weight of any particular physical instantiation
of the works.
In general, one can describe what is represented in a work of art
(e.g., Madame Bovary) independently of describing how the representing is accomplished. (Typically, of course, one doesn't try for this
separation, and mixes commentary on the world portrayed with commentary on the author's means of accomplishing the portrayal, but the
separation is possible.) One can even imagine knowing enough about
a world portrayed to be able to identify the author of a fiction, in
ignorance of the text or anything purporting to be a faithful translation.
Learning indirectly what happens in a fiction one might be prepared
to claim: only Wodehouse could have invented that preposterous misadventure. We think we can identify sorts of events and circumstances
(and not merely sorts of descriptions of events and circumstances) as
Kafkaesque, and we are prepared to declare characters to be pure Shakespeare. Many of these plausible convictions are no doubt mistaken (as
ingenious experiments might show), but not all of them. I mention them
just to illustrate how much one might be able to glean just from what
is represented, in spite of having scant knowledge of how the representing is accomplished.
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Now let's apply the analogy to the problem facing the experimenter who wants to interpret the texts produced by subjects, without begging any questions about whether his subjects are zombies,
computers, lying, or confused. Consider the advantages of adopting
the tactic of interpreting these texts as fictions of a sort, not as literature of course, but as generators of a theorist's fiction (which might,
of course, prove to be true after all). The reader of a novel lets the text
constitute a (fictional) world, a world determined by fiat by the text,
exhaustively extrapolated as far as extrapolation will go and indeterminate beyond; our experimenter, the heterophenomenologist, lets the
subject's text constitute that subject's heterophenomenological world,
a world determined by fiat by the text (as interpreted) and indeterminate beyond. This permits the heterophenomenologist to postpone
the knotty problems about what the relation might be between that
(fictional) world and the real world. This permits theorists to agree in
detail about just what a subject's heterophenomenological world is,
while offering entirely different accounts of how heterophenomenological worlds map onto events in the brain (or the soul, for that matter). The subject's heterophenomenological world will be a stable,
intersubjectively confirmable theoretical posit, having the same metaphysical status as, say, Sherlock Holmes's London or the world according to Garp.
As in fiction, what the author (the apparent author) says goes.
More precisely, what the apparent author says provides a text that,
when interpreted according to the rules just mentioned, goes to stipulate the way a certain "world" is. We don't ask how Conan Doyle
came to know the color of Holmes's easy chair, and we don't raise the
possibility that he might have got it wrong; we do correct typographical
errors and otherwise put the best, most coherent, reading on the text
we can find. Similarly, we don't ask how subjects (the apparent subjects)
know what they assert, and we don't (at this point) even entertain the
possibility that they might be mistaken; we take them at their (interpreted) word. Note, too, that although novels often include a proviso
to the effect that the descriptions therein are not intended to portray
any real people, living or dead, the tactic of letting a text constitute a
world need not be restricted to literary works intended as fiction by
their authors; we can describe a certain biographer's Queen Victoria,
or the world of Henry Kissinger, with blithe disregard of the author's
presumed intentions to be telling the truth and to be referring, noncoincidentally, to real people.
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5. THE DISCREET

CHARM OF THE ANTHROPOLOGIST

This way of treating people as generators of a (theorists') fiction
is not our normal way of treating people. Simply conceding constitutive

authority to their pronouncements can be rather patronizing, offering
mock respect in the place of genuine respect. This comes out clearly
in a slightly different application of the heterophenomenological tactic
by anthropologists. An example will make the point clear. Suppose
anthropologists were to discover a tribe that believed in a hithertounheard-of god of the forest, called Feenoman. Upon learning of Feenoman, the anthropologists are faced with a fundamental choice: they
may convert to the native religion and believe wholeheartedly in the
real existence and good works of Feenoman, or they can study the cult
with an agnostic attitude. Consider the agnostic path. While not believing in Feenoman, the anthropologists nevertheless decide to study
and systematize as best they can the religion of these people. They set
down descriptions of Feenoman given by native informants. They look
for agreement, but don't always find it (some say Feenoman is blueeyed, others say he — or she — is brown-eyed). They seek to explain
and eliminate these disagreements, identifying and ignoring the wiseguys, exploring reformulations with their informants, and perhaps even
mediating disputes. Gradually a logical construct emerges: Feenoman
the forest god, complete with a list of traits and habits and a biography.
These agnostic scientists (who call themselves Feenomanologists), have
described, ordered, catalogued a part of the world constituted by the
beliefs of the natives, and (if they have done their job of interpretation
well) have compiled the definitive description of Feenoman. The beliefs
of the native believers (Feenomanists, we may call them) are authoritative (he's their god, after all), but only because Feenoman is being
treated as merely an "intentional object," a mere fiction so far as the
infidels are concerned, and hence as entirely a creature of the beliefs
(true or false) of the Feenomanists. Since those beliefs may contradict
each other, Feenoman, as logical construct, may have contradictory
properties attributed to him — but that's all right in the Feenomanologists' eyes since he is only a construct to them. The Feenomanologists
try to present the best logical construct they can, but they have no
overriding obligation to resolve all contradictions. They are prepared
to discover unresolved and undismissible disagreements among the
devout.
Feenomanists, of course, don't see it that way — by definition, for
they are the believers to whom Feenoman is no mere intentional object,
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but someone as real as you or 1. Their attitude toward their own authority about the traits of Feenoman is — or ought to be — a bit more
complicated. On the one hand they do believe that they know all about
Feenoman — they are Feenomanists, after all, and who should know
better than they? Yet unless they hold themselves to have something
like papal infallibility, they allow as how they could in principle be
wrong in some details. They could just possibly be instructed about
the true nature of Feenoman. For instance, Feenoman himself might
set them straight about a few details. So they should be slightly ill at
ease about the bland credulity (as it appears to them) of the investigating
Feenomanologists, who almost always take them scrupulously at their

word, never challenging, never doubting, only respectfully asking
how to resolve ambiguities and apparent conflicts. A native Feenomanist who fell in with the visiting anthropologists and adopted their
stance would have to adopt an attitude of distance or neutrality toward his own convictions (or shouldn't we say his own prior convictions?), and would in the process pass from the ranks of the truly
devout.
The heterophenomenological method neither challenges nor accepts as entirely true the assertions of subjects, but rather maintains a
constructive and sympathetic neutrality, in the hopes of compiling a
definitive description of the world according to the subjects. Any subject made uneasy by being granted this constitutive authority might
protest: "No, really! These things I am describing to you are
real, and have exactly the properties I am asserting them to have!" The
heterophenomenologist's honest response might be to nod and assure
the subject that of course his sincerity was not being doubted. But since
believers in general want more — they want their assertions to be believed and, failing that, they want to know whenever their audience
disbelieves them — it is in general more politic for heterophenomenologists, whether anthropologists or experimenters studying consciousness in the laboratory, to avoid drawing attention to their official
neutrality.
That deviation from normal interpersonal relations is the price
that must be paid for the neutrality a science of consciousness demands.
Officially, we have to keep an open mind about whether our apparent
subjects are liars, zombies, or parrots dressed up in people suits, but
we don't have to risk upsetting them by advertising the fact. Besides,
this tactic of neutrality is only a temporary way station on the path to
devising and confirming an empirical theory that could in principle
vindicate the subjects.
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6. DISCOVERING WHAT SOMEONE

IS

REALLY TALKING ABOUT

What would it be to confirm subjects beliefs in their own phenomenology? We can see the possibilities better with the help of our
analogies. Consider how we might confirm that some "novel" was in
fact a true (or largely true) biography. We might begin by asking: Upon
what real person in the author's acquaintance is this character modeled?
Is this character really the author's mother in disguise? What real events
in the author's childhood have been transmogrified in this fictional
episode? What is the author really trying to say? Asking the author
might well not be the best way of answering these questions, for the
author may not really know. Sometimes it can plausibly be argued that
the author has been forced, unwittingly, to express himself allegorically
or metaphorically. The only expressive resources available to the author — for whatever reason — did not permit a direct, factual, unmetaphorical recounting of the events he wished to recount; the story he
has composed is a compromise or net effect. As such it may be drastically reinterpreted (if necessary over the author's anguished protests)
to reveal a true tale, about real people and real events. Since, one may
sometimes argue, it is surely no coincidence that such-and-such a fictional character has these traits, we may reinterpret the text that portrays
this character in such a way that its terms can then be seen to refer —
in genuine, nonfictional reference — to the traits and actions of a real
person. Portraying fictional Molly as a slut may quite properly be seen
as slandering real Polly, for all the talk about Molly is really about
Polly. The author's protestations to the contrary may convince us,
rightly or wrongly, that the slander is not, in any event, a conscious or
deliberate slander, but we have long since been persuaded by Freud
and others that authors, like the rest of us, are often quite in the dark
about the deeper welisprings of their intentions. If there can be unconscious slander, there must be unwitting reference to go along with it.
Or, to revert to our other analogy, consider what would happen
if an anthropologist confirmed that there really was a blue-eyed fellow
named Feenoman who healed the sick and swung through the forest
like Tarzan. Not a god, and not capable of flying or being in two places
at once, but still undoubtedly the real source of most of the sightings,
legends, beliefs of the Feenomanists. This would naturally occasion
some wrenching disillusionment among the faithful, some perhaps in
favor of revision and diminution of the creed, others holding out for
the orthodox version, even if it means yoking up the "real" Feenoman
(supernatural properties intact) in parallel with his flesh-and-blood
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understand the resistance of the orthodox
to the idea that they could have been that wrong about Feenoman. And
unless the anthropologists' candidate for the real referent of Feenomanist doctrine bore a striking resemblance, in properties and deeds,
to the Feenoman constituted by legend, they would have no warrant
for proposing any such discovery. (Compare: "I have discovered that
Santa Claus is real. He is in fact a tall, thin violinist living in Miami
under the name of Fred Dudley; he hates children and never buys
gifts.")
My suggestion, then, is that if we were to find real goings-on in
people's brains that had enough of the "defining" properties of the
items that populate their heterophenomenological worlds, we could
reasonably propose that we had discovered what they were really talking about — even if they initially resisted the identifications. And if
we discovered that the real goings-on bore only a minor resemblance
to the heterophenomenological items, we could reasonably declare that
people were just mistaken in the beliefs they expressed, in spite of their
sincerity. It would always be open to someone to insist — like the
diehard Feenomanist — that the real phenomenological items accompanied the goings-on without being identical to them, but whether or
not this claim would carry conviction is another matter.
Like anthropologists, we can remain neutral while exploring the
matter. This neutrality may seem pointless — isn't it simply unimaginable that scientists might discover neurophysiological phenomena that
just were the items celebrated by subjects in their heterophenomenologles? Brain events seem too different from phenomenological items to
be the real referents of the beliefs we express in our introspective reports. (As we saw in chapter 1, mind stuff seems to be needed to be
the stuff out of which purple cows and the like are composed.) I suspect
that most people still do find the prospect of this identification utterly
unimaginable, but rather than concede that it is therefore impossible,
I want to try to stretch our imaginations some more, with yet another
fable. This one closes in somewhat on a particularly puzzling phenomenological item, the mental image, and has the virtue of being largely
a true story, somewhat simplified and embellished.
agent in the world. One could

7. SHAKEY'S MENTAL IMAGES

In the short history of robots, Shakey, developed at Stanford Research Institute in Menlo Park, California, in the late 1960s by Nils
Nilsson, Bertram Raphael, and their colleagues, deserves legendary
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status, not because he did anything particularly well, or was a particularly realistic simulation of any feature of human psychology, but
because in his alien way he opened up some possibilities of thought
and closed down others (Raphael, 1976; Nilsson, 1984). He was the sort
of robot a philosopher could admire, a sort of rolling argument.

Figure 4.1

Shakey was a box on wheels with a television eye, and instead of
carrying his brain around with him, he was linked to it (a large stationary computer back in those days) by radio. Shakey lived indoors
in a few rooms in which the only other objects were a few boxes,
pyramids, ramps, and platforms, carefully colored and lit to make "vision" easier for Shakey. One could communicate with Shakey by typing
messages at a terminal attached to his computer brain, in a severely
restricted vocabulary of semi-English, "PUSH THE BOX OFF THE PLAT-

would send Shakey out, finding the box, locating a ramp, pushing the ramp into position, rolling up the ramp onto the platform, and
pushing the box off.

FORM"
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Now how did Shakey do this? Was there, perhaps, a human midget
inside Shakey, looking at a TV screen and pushing control buttons?
Such a single, smart homunculus would be one — cheating — way of
doing it. Another way would be by locating a human controller outside
Shakey, in radio remote control. This would be the Cartesian solution,
with the transmitter/receiver in Shakey playing the role of the pineal
gland, and radio signals being the nonmiraculous stand-tn for Descartes's nonphysical soul-messages. The emptiness of these "solutions"
is obvious; but what could a nonempty solution be? It may seem inconceivable at first — or at least unimaginably complex — but it is just
such obstacles to imagination we need to confront and overcome. It
turns out to be easier than you may have supposed to imagine how
Shakey performed his deeds without the help of a homo ex machina.
How, in particular, did Shakey distinguish boxes from pyramids
with the aid of his television eye? The answer, in outline, was readily
apparent to observers, who could watch the process happen on a computer monitor. A single frame of grainy television, an image of a box,
say, would appear on the monitor; the image would then be purified
and rectified and sharpened in various ways, and then, marvelously,
the boundaries of the box would be outlined in white — and the entire
image turned into a line drawing (Figure 4.3, page 88).
Then Shakey would analyze the line drawing; each vertex was
identifiable as either an L or a T or an X or an arrow or a Y. if a Y
vertex was discovered, the object had to be a box, not a pyramid; from
no vantage point would a pyramid project a Y vertex.

Arrow

Figure 4.2
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That is something of an oversimplification, but it illustrates the

general principles relied upon; Shakey had a "line semantics" program
for wielding such general rules to determine the category of the object
whose image was on the monitor. Watching the monitor, observers
might be expected to suffer a sudden dizziness when it eventually
occurred to them that there was something strange going on: They were
watching a process of image transformation on a monitor, but S ha key
wasn't looking at it. Moreover, Shakey wasn't looking at any other
monitor on which the same images were being transformed and analyzed. There were no other monitors in the hardware, and for that matter
the monitor they were watching could be turned off or unplugged without detriment to Shakey's processes of perceptual analysis. Was this
monitor some kind of fraud? For whose benefit was it? Only for the
observers. What relation, then, did the events they saw on the monitor
bear to the events going on inside Shakey?
The monitor was for the observers, but the idea of the monitor
was also for the designers of Shakey. Consider the almost unimaginable
task they faced: How on earth could you take the output from a simple
television camera and somehow extract from it reliable box-identifications? Of all the kazillions of possible frames the camera could send
to the computer, a tiny subset of them are pictures of boxes; each frame
consists simply of an array of black and white cells or pixels, offs and
ons, zeros and ones. How could a program be written that would identify all and only the frames that were pictures of boxes? Suppose, to
oversimplify, the retina of the camera was a grid of 10,000 pixels, 100
by 100. Then each frame would be one of the possible sequences of
10,000 zeroes and ones. What patterns in the zeroes and ones would
line up reliably with the presence of boxes?
To begin with, think of placing all those zeros and ones in an
array, actually reproducing the camera image in space, as in the array
of pixels visible on the monitor. Number the pixels in each row from
left to right, like words on a page (and unlike commercial television.
which does a zigzag scan). Notice, then, that dark regions are mainly
composed of zeroes and light regions of ones. Moreover, a vertical
boundary between a dark region to the left and a light region to the
right can be given a simple description in terms of the sequence of
zeroes and ones: a sequence of mostly zeroes up to pixel number n,
followed by a sequence of mostly ones, followed exactly 100 digits
later (in the next line) by another sequence of mostly zeroes lip to pixel
n + 100, followed by mostly ones, and so forth, in multiples of 100.
A program

that would hunt for such periodicities in the stream
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Sloping boundaries are only a little trickier; the program must
look for a progression in the sequence. Once all the boundaries are
located and drawn in white, the line drawing is complete, and the next,
more sophisticated, step takes over: "templates" are "placed" on bits
of the line segment so that the vertices can be identified. Once the
vertices have been identified, it is a straightforward matter to use the
line semantics program to categorize the object in the image — it might
in some cases be as simple a task as looking for a single Y vertex.
Several features of this process are important to us. First, each
subprocess is "stupid" and mechanical. That is, no part of the computer
has to understand what it is doing or why, and there is no mystery
about how each of the steps is mechanically done. Nevertheless, the
clever organization of these stupid, mechanical processes yields a device that takes the place of a knowledgeable observer. (Put the whole
vision system in a "black box" whose task is to "tell Shakey what he
needs to know" about what is in front of it, based on TV frames that
enter as input. Initially we might be inclined to think the only way to
do this would be to put a little man in the black box, watching a screen.
We now see a way this homunculus, with his limited job, can be replaced by a machine.)
Once we see how it is done, we can see that while the process is
strongly analogous to a process of actually looking at (and drawing and
erasing) black and white dots on a screen, the actual location in the
computer of the individual operations of changing zeroes to ones and
vice versa doesn't matter, so long as the numbers that are the temporary
"addresses" of the individual digits code the information about which
pixels are next to which. Suppose we turn off the monitor. Then even
though there is (or need be) no actual two-dimensional image locatable
in the space inside the computer (say, as a "pattern of excitation in the
hardware"), the operations are homomorphic (parallel) to the events
we were watching on the monitor. Those events were genuinely imagistic: a two-dimensional surface of excited phosphor dots forming a
shape of a particular size, color, location, and orientation. So in one
strict sense, Shakey does not detect boxes by a series of image transformations; the last real image in the process is the one that is focused
on the receptive field of the camera. In another strict but metaphorical
sense, Shakey does detect boxes by a series of image transformations —
the process just described, which turns light-dark boundaries into a
line drawing and then categorizes vertices. The fact that this strict sense
is nevertheless metaphorical can be brought out by noting that there
are a variety of properties one would expect any real images to have
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that the "images" transformed by Shakey lack: They have no color, no
size, no orientation. (We could make a nice riddle out of such an image:
I'm thinking of an image that is neither larger nor smaller than the
Mona Lisa, is neither in color nor in black and white, and faces in no
compass direction. What is it?)
The process Shakey used to extract information about objects from
the light in its environment was hardly at all like the processes of human
vision, and probably not like the visual processes of any creature. But
we may ignore this for the moment, in order to see a rather abstract

possibility about how the mental images that human subjects report
might be discovered in the brain. The account of Shakey's vision system
was oversimplified to permit the basic theoretical points to emerge
vividly. Now we're going to embark on some science fiction to make
another point: Suppose we were to cross Shakey with another famous
character in artificial intelligence, Terry Winograd's (1972) SHRDLU,
who manipulated (imaginary) blocks and then answered questions
about what it was doing and why. SHRLDU's answers were mainly
"canned" — stored ready-made sentences and sentence-templates that
Winograd had composed. The point of SHRDLU was to explore abstractly some of the information-handling tasks faced by any interlocutor, not to model human speech production realistically, and this is
in the spirit of our thought experiment. (In chapter 8 we will look at
more realistic models of speech production.) An interchange with our
new version of Shakey, redesigned to include a more sophisticated
repertoire of verbal actions, might go like this:
Why did you move the ramp?
SO I COULD ROLL UP ON THE PLATFORM.

And why did you want to do that?
TO PUSH THE BOX OFF.

And why did you want to do that?
BECAUSE YOU TOLD ME TO.

But suppose we then asked Shakey:

How do you tell the boxes from the pyramids?
What should we design Shakey to "say" in reply? Here are three
possibilities:
(1)

I scan each 10,000-digit-long sequence of Os and is from my
camera, looking for certain patterns of sequences, such as
blahblahblah (a very long answer if we let Shakey go into the
details).
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find the light-dark boundaries and draw white lines around
them in my mind's eye; then I look at the vertices; if I find a
Y vertex, for instance, I know I have a box.
(3) I don't know; some things just look boxy. It just comes to me.
It's by intuition.
(2)

1

Which is the right sort of thing for Shakey to say? Each answer is true
in its way; they are descriptions of the information processing at different depths or grain levels. Which answer we design Shakey to be
able to give is largely a matter of deciding how much access Shakey's
expressive capacity (his SHRDLU black box) should have to his perceptual processes. Perhaps there would be good reasons of engineering
to deny deep (detailed, time-consuming) access to the intermediate
analysis processes. But whatever self-descriptive capacities we endow
Shakey with, there will be a limit to the depth and detail of his expressible "knowledge" of what is going on in him, what he is doing.
If the best answer he can give is (3), then he is in the same position
with regard to the question of how he tells pyramids from boxes that
we are in when asked how we tell the word "sun" from the word
"shun"; we don't know how we do it; one sounds like "sun" and the
other like "shun" — that's the best we can do. And if Shakey is designed
to respond with (2), there will still be other questions he cannot answer,
such as "How do you draw white lines on your mental images?" or
"How do you identify a vertex as an arrow?"
Suppose we design Shakey to have type-(2) access to his perceptual analysis processes; when we ask him how he does it, he tells us
of the image-transforming he does. Unbeknownst to him, we unplug
the monitor. Are we then entitled to tell him that we know better? He
isn't really processing images, though he thinks he is? (He says he is,
and so, following the heterophenomenological strategy, we interpret
this as an expression of his belief.) if he were a realistic simulation of
a person, he might well retort that we were in no position to tell him
what was going on in his own mind! He knew what he was doing, what
he was really doing! If he were more sophisticated, he might grant that
what he was doing might be only allegorically describable as image
processing — though he felt overwhelmingly inclined so to describe
what was happening. In this case we would be able to tell him that his
metaphorical way of putting it was entirely apt.
If we were more diabolical, on the other hand, we could rig Shakey
to have entirely spurious ways of talking about what he was doing. We
could design him to want to say things about what was going on in
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him that bore no regular relationship to what was actually going on ("I
use my TV input to drive an internal chisel, which hews a threedimensional shape out of a block of mental clay. Then if my homunculus can sit on it, it's a box; if he falls off, it's a pyramid.") There
would be no truth-preserving interpretation of this report; Shakey would
just be confabulating — making up a story without "realizing" it.
And this possibility, in us, shows why we have to go to the round..
about trouble of treating heterophenomenology as analogous to the
interpretation of fiction. As we have already seen, there are circumstances in which people are just wrong about what they are doing and
how they are doing it. It is not that they lie in the experimental situation,
but that they confabulate; they fill in the gaps, guess, speculate, mistake
theorizing for observing. The relation between what they say and whatever it is that drives them to say what they say could hardly be more
obscure, both to us heterophenomenologists on the outside and to the
subjects themselves. They don't have any way of "seeing" (with an
inner eye, presumably) the processes that govern their assertions, but
that doesn't stop them from having heartfelt opinions to express.
To sum up, subjects are unwitting creators of fiction, but to say
that they are unwitting is to grant that what they say is, or can be, an
account of exactly how it seems to them. They tell us what it is like to
them to solve the problem, make the decision, recognize the object.
Because they are sincere (apparently), we grant that that must be what
it is like to them, but then it follows that what it is like to them is at
best an uncertain guide to what is going on in them. Sometimes, the
unwitting fictions we subjects create can be shown to be true after all,
if we allow for some metaphorical slack as we did with Shakey's answer
in style (2). For instance, recent research on imagery by cognitive psychologists shows that our introspective claims about the mental images
we enjoy (whether of purple cows or pyramids) are not utterly false
(Shepard and Cooper, 1982; Kosslyn, 1980; Kosslyn, Holtzman, Gazzaniga, and Farah, 1985). This will be discussed in more detail in
chapter 10, and we will see how our introspective reports of imagery
can be interpreted so they come out true. Like the earthly Feenoman,
however, who turns out not to be able to fly or be in two places at once,
the actual things we find in the brain to identih' as the mental images
will not have all the wonderful properties subjects have confidently
endowed their images with. Shakey's "images" provide an example of
how something that really wasn't an image at all could be the very
thing someone was talking about under the guise of an image. While
the processes in the brain underlying human imagery are probably not
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very much like Shakey's processes, we have opened up a space of

possibilities that was otherwise hard to imagine.
8. THE NEUTRALITY OF HETEROPHENOMENOLOGY

At the outset of this chapter I promised to describe a method, the
heterophenomenological method, that was neutral with regard to the
debates about subjective versus objective approaches to phenomenology, and about the physical or nonphysical reality of phenomenological
items. Let's review the method to see that this is so.
First, what about the zombie problem? Very simply, heterophenomenology by itself cannot distinguish between zombies and real,
conscious people, and hence does not claim to solve the zombie problem or dismiss it. Ex hypothesi, zombies behave Just like real people,
and since heterophenomenology is a way of interpreting behavior (including the internal behavior of brains, etc.), it will arrive at exactly
the same heterophenomenological world for Zoe and for Zombie-Zoe,
her unconscious twin. Zombies have a heterophenomenological world,
but that just means that when theorists go to interpret them, they succeed at exactly the same task, using exactly the same means, as we use
to interpret our friends. Of course, as noted before, some of our friends
may be zombies. (It's hard for me to keep a straight face through all
this, but since some very serious philosophers take the zombie problem
seriously, I feel obliged to reciprocate.)
There is surely nothing wrong, nothing nonneutral, in granting
zombies a heterophenomenological world, since it grants so little. This
is the metaphysical minimalism of heterophenomenology. The method
describes a world, the subject's heterophenomenological world, in
which are found various objects (intentional objects, in the jargon of
philosophy), and in which various things happen to these objects. If
someone asks: "What are those objects, and what are they made of?"
the answer might be "Nothing!" What is Mr. Pickwick made of? Nothing. Mr. Pickwick is a fictional object, and so are the objects described,
named, mentioned by the heterophenomenologist.
— 'But isn't it embarrassing to admit, as a theorist, that you are
talking about fictional entities — things that don't exist?" Not at all.
Literary theorists do valuable, honest intellectual work describing fictional entities, and so do anthropologists who study the gods and
witches of various cultures. So indeed do physicists, who, if asked
what a center of gravity was made of, would say, "Nothing!" Heterophenomenological objects are, like centers of gravity or the Equator,
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abstracta, not concreta (Dennett, 1987a, 1991a). They are not idle fantasies but hardworking theorists' fictions. Moreover, unlike centers of
gravity, the way is left open to trade them in for concreta if progress
in empirical science warrants it.
There are two ways of studying Noah's Flood: You can assume
that it is sheer myth but still an eminently studiable myth, or you can

ask whether some actual meteorological or geological catastrophe lies
behind it. Both investigations can be scientific, but the first is less
speculative, If you want to speculate along the second lines, the first
thing you should do is conduct a careful investigation along the first
lines to gather what hints there are. Similarly, if you want to study how
(or even if) phenomenological items are really events in the brain, the
first thing you should do is a careful heterophenomenological catalogue
of the objects. This risks offending the subjects (in the same way an-

thropologists studying Feenoman risk offending their informants), but
it is the only way to avoid the battle of "intuitions" that otherwise
passes for phenomenology.
Still, what of the objection that heterophenomenology, by starting
out from the third-person point of view, leaves the real problems of
consciousness untouched? Nagel, as we saw, insists on this, and so
does the philosopher John Searle, who has explicitly warned against
my approach: "Remember," he admonishes, "in these discussions, always insist on the first person point of view. The first step in the
operationalist sleight of hand occurs when we try to figure out how we
would know what it would be like for others" (Searle, 1980, p. 451).
But this is not what happens. Notice that when you are put in the
heterophenomenologist's clutches, you get the last word. You get to
edit, revise, and disavow ad lib, and so long as you avoid presumptuous
theorizing about the causes or the metaphysical status of the items you
report, whatever you insist upon is granted constitutive authority to
determine what happens in your heterophenomenological world.
You're the novelist, and what you say goes. What more could you want?
If you want us to believe everything you say about your phenomenology, you are asking not just to be taken seriously but to be granted
papal infallibility, and that is asking too much. You are not authoritative
about what is happening in you, but only about what seems to be
happening in you, and we are giving you total, dictatorial authority
over the account of how it seems to you, about what it is like to be you.
And if you complain that some parts of how it seems to you are ineffable,
we heterophenomenologists will grant that too. What better grounds
could we have for believing that you are unable to describe something
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than that (1) you don't describe it, and (2) confess that you cannot? Of
course you might be lying, but we'll give you the benefit of the doubt.
If you retort, °I'm not just saying that I can't describe it; I'm saying it's
indescribable!" we heterophenomenologists will note that at least you
can't describe it now, and since you're the only one in a position to

describe it, it is at this time indescribable. Later, perhaps, you will
come to be able to describe it, but of course at that time it will be
something different, something describable.
When I announce that the objects of heterophenomenology are
theorist's fictions, you may be tempted (many are, I find) to pounce on
this and say,
That's just what distinguishes the objects of real phenomenology
from the objects of heterophenomenology. My autophenomological objects aren't fictional objects — they're perfectly real, though
I haven't a clue what to say they are made of. When I tell you,
sincerely, that I am imagining a purple cow, I am not just unconsciously producing a word-string to that effect (like Shakey), cunningly contrived to coincide with some faintly analogous physical
happening in my brain; I am consciously and deliberately reporting the existence of something that is really there! It is no
mere theorist's fiction to me!
Reflect cautiously on this speech. You are not just unconsciously
producing a word-string you say. Well, you are unconsciously producing a word-string; you haven't a clue to how you do that, or to what
goes into its production. But, you insist, you are not just doing that;

you know why you're doing it; you understand the word-string, and
mean it. I agree. That's why what you say works so well to constitute
a heterophenomenological world. If you were just parroting words more
or less at random, the odds against the sequence of words yielding such
an interpretation would be astronomical. Surely there is a good explanation of how and why you say what you do, an explanation that
accounts for the difference between just saying something and saying
it and meaning it, but you don't have that explanation yet. At least not
all of it. (In chapter 8 we will explore this issue.) Probably you are
talking about something real, at least most of the time. Let us see if we
can find out what it is.
These reassurances are not enough for some people. Some people
just won't play by these rules. Some devoutly religious people, for
instance, take offense when interlocutors so much as hint that there
might be some alternative true religion. These people do not view
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agnosticism as neutrality, but as an affront, because one of the tenets
of their creed is that disbelief in it is itself sinful. People who
believe
this way are entitled to their belief, and entitled (if that is the right
word) to the hurt feelings they suffer when they encounter skeptics or

agnostics, but unless they can master the anxiety they feel when they
learn that someone does not (yet) believe what they say, they rule
themselves out of academic inquiry.
In this chapter we have developed a neutral method for investigating and describing phenomenology. It involves extracting and purifying texts from (apparently) speaking subjects, and using those texts
to generate a theorist's fiction, the subject's heterophenomenological
world. This fictional world is populated with all the images, events,
sounds, smells, hunches, presentiments, and feelings that the subject
(apparently) sincerely believes to exist in his or her (or its) stream of
consciousness. Maximally extended, it is a neutral portrayal of exactly
what it is like to be that subject — in the subject's own terms, given
the best interpretation we can muster.
Having extracted such a heterophenomenology, theorists can then
turn to the question of what might explain the existence of this heterophenomenology in all its details. The heterophenomenology exists — just as uncontroversially as novels and other fictions exist.
People undoubtedly do believe they have mental images, pains, perceptual experiences, and all the rest, and these facts — the facts about
what people believe, and report when they express their beliefs — are
phenomena any scientific theory of the mind must account for. We
organize our data regarding these phenomena into theorist's fictions,
"intentional objects" in heterophenomenological worlds. Then the
question of whether items thus portrayed exist as real objects, events,
and states in the brain — or in the soul, for that matter — is an empirical
matter to investigate, if suitable real candidates are uncovered, we can
identify them as the long-sought referents of the subject's terms; if not,
we will have to explain why it seems to subjects that these items exist.
Now that our methodological presuppositions are in place, we can
turn to the empirical theory of consciousness itself. We will begin by
tackling a problem about the timing and ordering of items in our streams
of consciousness. In chapter 5, I will present a first sketch of the theory
and exhibit how it handles a simple case. In chapter 6, we will see how
the theory permits us to reinterpret some much more complicated phenomena that have perplexed the theorists. Chapters 7 through 9 will
develop the theory beyond the initial sketch, warding off misinterpretations and objections, and further illustrating its strengths.

PART TWO

AN EMPIRICAL THEORY
OF THE MIND

5
MULTIPLE DRAFTS VERSUS
THE CARTESIAN THEATER

1. THE POINT OF VIEW OF THE OBSERVER

There is no cell or group of cells in the brain of such anatomical
or functional preeminence as to appear to be the keystone or
center of gravity of the whole system.

WiLLIAM JAMES, 1890

Pleasure-boaters sailing along a tricky coast usually make sure
they stay out of harm's way by steering for a mark. They find some
visible but distant buoy in roughly the direction they want to go, check

the chart to make sure there are no hidden obstacles on the straight
line between the mark and where they are, and then head straight for
it. For maybe an hour or more the skipper's goal is to aim directly at
the mark, correcting all errors. Every so often, however, skippers get
so lulled by this project that they forget to veer off at the last minute
and actually hit the buoy head on! They get distracted from the larger
goal of staying out of trouble by the reassuring success they are having
with the smaller goal of heading for the mark. In this chapter we will
see how some of the most perplexing paradoxes of consciousness arise
because we cling too long to a good habit of thought, a habit that usually
keeps us out of trouble.
Wherever there is a conscious mind, there is a point of view. This
is one of the most fundamental ideas we have about minds — or about
consciousness. A conscious mind is an observer, who takes in a limited
subset of all the information there is. An observer takes in the information that is available at a particular (roughly) continuous sequence
of times and places in the universe. For most practical purposes, we
can consider the point of view of a particular conscious subject to be
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just that: a point moving through space-time. Consider, for instance,
the standard diagrams of physics and cosmology illustrating the Doppler shift or the light-bending effects of gravity.
STAR

o,

STAa

UGHT FROM SIAI

Figure 5.1

The observer in figure 1 is fixed at a point on the surface of the
earth. To observers at different points in the universe, things would
look different. Simpler examples are more familiar. We explain the
startling time gap between the sound and sight of the distant fireworks
by noting the different transmission speeds of sound and light. They
arrive at the observer (at that point) at different times, even though they
'eft the source at the same time.
What happens, though, when we close in on the observer, and try
to locate the observer's point of view more precisely, as a point within
the individual? The simple assumptions that work so well on larger
scales begin to break down.' There is no single point in the brain where
1. This is reminiscent of the difficulties that face phyiicists when they confront a
singularity, a point at which, precisely because of its dimensionlossness, various magmtudes are infinite (given their definitions). This arises for black holes, but also affects
the interpretation of more mundane entities. Roger Penrose diecusses the case of how to
apply the Lorentz equations and Maxwell equations to particles. "What the Lorentz
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all information funnels in, and this fact has some far from obvious —
indeed, quite counterintuitive — consequences.

Since we will be considering events occurring on a relatively
microscopic scale of space and time, it is important to have a clear sense
of the magnitudes involved. All the experiments we will consider involve intervals of time measured in milliseconds or thousandths of
a second. It will help if you have a rough idea of how long (or short)
lOOmsec or 5Qmsec is. You can speak about four or five syllables per
second, so a syllable takes on the order of 200msec. Standard motion
pictures run at twenty-four frames per second, so the film advances
a frame every 42msec (actually. each frame is held stationary and exposed three times during that 42msec, for durations of 8.5msec. with
5.4msec of darkness between each). Television (in the U.S.A.) runs
at thirty frames per second, or one frame every 33msec (actually,
each frame is woven in two passes, overlapping with its predecessor).
Working your thumb as fast as possible, you can start and stop a stopwatch in about l75msec. When you hit your finger with a hammer,
the fast (myelin-sheathed) nerve fibers send a message to the brain
in about 2Qmsec; the slow, unmyelinated C-fibers send pain signals
that take much longer — around 500msec — to cover the same
distance.
Here is a chart of the approximate millisecond values of some

relevant durations.
l000msec
saying "one. Mississippi'
500msec
unrnyelinated fiber, fingertip to brain
458msec
a 90 mph fastball travels the 60.6 feet to home plate
200msec
speaking a syllable
l75msec
starting and stopping a stopwatch
42msec
a frame of motion picture film
33msec
a frame of television
2omsec
brain
to
fast (myelinated) fiber, fingertip
equations tell us to do is to examine the electromagnetic field at the precise point at
at that
which the charged particle is located (and. In effect, to provide us with a
point). Where is that point to be taken to be if the particle has a finite size? Do we take
of the partic'e, or else do we average the field (for the 'force) over all points
the
Perhaps we are better off regarding the particle as a point particle. But
at the surface?
this leads to other kinds of problems, for then the particle's own electric field becomes
infinite in its immediate neighbourhood." (Penrose, 1989, pp. 189—190)
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the basic cycle time of a neuron
the basic cycle time of a personal computer

10msec
,0001msec

Descartes, one of the first to think seriously about what must
happen once we look closely inside the body of the observer, elaborated
an idea that is so superficially natural and appealing that it has permeated our thinking about consciousness ever since. As we saw in
chapter 2, Descartes decided that the brain did have a center: the pineal
gland, which served as the gateway to the conscious mind (see Figure
2.1, page 34). The pineal gland is the only organ in the brain that is in
the midline, rather than paired, with left and right versions. It is marked
"L" in this diagram by the great sixteenth-century anatomist, Vesalius.
Smaller than a pea, it sits in splendid isolation on its stalk, attached
to the rest of the nervous system just about in the middle of the back

Figure 5.2
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of the brain. Since its function was quite inscrutable (it is still unclear
what the pineal gland does), Descartes proposed a role for it: in order
for a person to be conscious of something, traffic from the senses had
to arrive at this station, where it thereupon caused a special — indeed,
magical — transaction to occur between the person's material brain and
immaterial mind.
Not all bodily reactions required this intervention by the conscious
mind, in Descartes's view. He was well aware of what are now called
reflexes, and he postulated that they were accomplished by entirely
mechanical short circuits of sorts that bypassed the pineal station altogether, and hence were accomplished unconsciously.

Figure 5.3

He was wrong about the details: He thought the fire displaced the skin,
which pulled a tiny thread, which opened a pore in the ventricle (F),
which caused "animal spirit" to flow out through a hollow tube, which
inflated the muscles of the leg, causing the foot to withdraw (Descartes,
1664). But it was otherwise a good idea. The same cannot be said about
Descartes's vision of the pineal's role as the turnstile of consciousness
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(we might call it the Cartesian bottleneck). That idea, Cartesian dualism,
is hopelessly wrong, as we saw in chapter 2. But while materialism of
one sort or another is now a received opinion approaching unanimity,

even the most sophisticated materialists today often forget that once
Descartes's ghostly res cogitans is discarded, there is no longer a role
for a centralized gateway, or indeed for any functional center to the
brain. The pineal gland is not only not the fax machine to the Soul, it
is also not the Oval Office of the brain, and neither are any of the other
portions of the brain. The brain is Headquarters, the place where the
ultimate observer is, but there is no reason to believe that the brain
itself has any deeper headquarters, any inner sanctum, arrival at which
is the necessary or sufficient condition for conscious experience. In
short, there is no observer inside the brain.2
Light travels much faster than sound, as the fireworks example
reminds us, but we now know that it takes longer for the brain to process
visual stimuli than to process auditory stimuli. As the neuroscientist
Ernst Poppel (1985, 1988) has pointed out, thanks to these counterbalancing differences, the "horizon of simultaneity" is about ten meters:
light and sound that leave the same point about ten meters from the
observer's sense organs produce neural responses that are "centrally
available" at the same time. Can we make this figure more precise?
There is a problem. The problem is not just measuring the distances
from the external event to the sense organs, or the transmission speeds
in the various media, or allowing for individual differences. The more
fundamental problem is deciding what to count as the "finish line" in
the brain. Poppel obtained his result by comparing behavioral measures:
mean reaction times (button-pushing) to auditory and visual stimuli.
The difference ranges between 3Omsec and 4Omsec, the time it takes
2. To deny that the head is Headquarters would be madness, but not unprecedented
madness. Phillipe Pinel reported in 1800 the curious case of a man who fell into "a true

delirium brought on by the terrors of the revolution. The overturning of his reason is
marked by a particular singularity: he believes that he was guillotined, and his head
thrown pell-mell onto the pile of the other victims heads, and that the judges, repenting
too late their cruel deed, had ordered the heads to be taken and rejoined to their respective
bodies. However, by an error of some sort, they put on his shoulders the head of another
unfwtunate. This idea that his head has been changed occupies him night and
day. .. 'See my teeth!' he would repeat incessantly, 'they used to be wonderful, and
these are rottent My mouth was healthy, and this one's infected! What a difference
between this hair and the hair I had before my change of head!'" Traité médico.philosophique sur I'aliénation mentale. ou Ia Manie. Paris: Chez Richard, Caille et Ravier,
1800, pp. 66—7. (Thanks to Dora Weiner for bringing this fascinating case to my attention.)
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sound to travel approximately ten meters (the time it takes light to
travel ten meters is insignificantly different from zero). POppel used a
peripheral finish line — external behavior — but our natural intuition
is that the experience of the light or sound happens between the time

the vibrations hit our sense organs and the time we manage to push
the button signaling that experience. And it happens somewhere centrally, somewhere in the brain on the excited paths between the sense
organ and the finger. It seems that if we could say exactly where, we
could say exactly when the experience happened. And vice versa: if
we could say exactly when it happened, we could say where in the
brain conscious experience was located.
Let's call the idea of such a centered locus in the brain Cartesian
materialism, since it's the view you arrive at when you discard Descartes's dualism but fail to discard the imagery of a central (but material)
Theater where "it all comes together." The pineal gland would be one
candidate for such a Cartesian Theater, but there are others that have
been suggested — the anterior cingulate, the reticular formation, various places in the frontal lobes. Cartesian materialism is the view that
there is a crucial finish line or boundary somewhere in the brain,
marking a place where the order of arrival equals the order of "presentation" in experience because what happens there is what you are
conscious of. Perhaps no one today explicitly endorses Cartesian materialism. Many theorists would insist that they have explicitly rejected
such an obviously bad idea. But as we shall see, the persuasive imagery
of the Cartesian Theater keeps coming back to haunt us — laypeople
and scientists alike — even after its ghostly dualism has been denounced and exorcized.
The Cartesian Theater is a metaphorical picture of how conscious
experience must sit in the brain. It seems at first to be an innocent
extrapolation of the familiar and undeniable fact that for everyday,
macroscopic time intervals, we can indeed order events into the two
categories "not yet observed" and "already observed." We do this by
locating the observer at a point and plotting the motions of the vehicles
of information relative to that point. But when we try to extend this
method to explain phenomena involving very short time intervals, we
encounter a logical difficulty: If the "point" of view of the observer
must be smeared over a rather large volume in the observer's brain, the
observer's own subjective sense of sequence and simultaneity must be
determined by something other than "order of arrival," since order of
arrival is incompletely defined until the relevant destination is specified, If A beats B to one finish line but B beats A to another, which
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result fixes subjective sequence in consciousness? (Cf. Minsky, 1985,
p. 61.) Pappel speaks of the moments at which sight and sound become
"centrally available" in the brain, but which point or points of "central
availability" would "count" as a determiner of experienced order, and
why? When we try to answer this question, we will be forced to abandon
the Cartesian Theater and replace it with a new model.
The idea of a special center in the brain is the most tenacious bad
idea bedeviling our attempts to think about consciousness. As we shall
see, it keeps reasserting itself, in new guises, and for a variety of ostensibly compelling reasons. To begin with, there is our personal, introspective appreciation of the "unity of consciousness," which
impresses on us the distinction between "in here" and "out there."
The naïve boundary between "me" and "the outside world" is my skin
(and the lenses of my eyes) but, as we learn more and more about the
way events in our own bodies can be inaccessible "to us," the great
outside encroaches. "In here" I can try to raise my arm, but "out there,"
if it has "fallen asleep" or is paralyzed, it won't budge; my lines of
communication from wherever I am to the neural machinery controlling
my arm have been tampered with. And if my optic nerve were somehow
severed, I wouldn't expect to go on seeing even though my eyes were
still intact; having visual experiences is something that apparently happens inboard of my eyes, somewhere in between my eyes and my voice
when I tell you what I see.
Doesn't it follow as a matter of geometric necessity that our conscious minds are located at the termination of all the inbound processes,
just before the initiation of all the outbound processes that implement

our actions? Advancing from one periphery along the input channels
from the eye, for instance, we ascend the optic nerve, and up through
various areas of the visual cortex, and then.. .? Advancing from the
other periphery by swimming upstream from the muscles and the motor
neurons that control them, we arrive at the supplementary motor area
in the cortex and then.. .? These two journeys advance toward each
other up two slopes, the afferent (input) and the efferent (output). However difficult it might be to determine in practice the precise location
of the Continental Divide in the brain, must there not be, by sheer
geometric extrapolation, a highest point, a turning point, a point such
that all tamperings on one side of it are pre-experiential, and all tamperings on the other are post-experiential?
In Descartes's picture, this is obvious to visual inspection, since
everything funnels to and from the pineal station. It might seem, then,
that if we were to take a more current model of the brain, we should
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able to color-code our explorations, using, say, red for afferent and
green for efferent; wherever our colors suddenly changed would be a
functional midpoint on the great Mental Divide.

be

etferents

atferents

Figure 5.4

This curiously compelling argument may well ring a bell. It is the
twin of an equally bogus argument that has recently been all too influential: Arthur Laffer's notorious Curve, the intellectual foundation (if
I may speak loosely) of Reaganomics. if the government taxes at 0

GOVERNMENT REVENUE
The

Iaff,r cur,r

Figure 5.5
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percent, it gets no revenue, and if it taxes at 100 percent, no one will
work for wages, so it gets no revenue; at 2 percent it will get roughly
twice the revenue as at 1 percent, and so forth, but as the rate rises,
diminishing returns will set in; the taxes will become onerous. Looking
at the other end of the scale, 99 percent taxation is scarcely less confiscatory than 100 percent, so scarcely any revenue will accrue; at 90
percent the government will do better, and better still at the more
inviting rate of 80 percent. The particular slopes of the curve as shown
may be off, but mustn't there be, as a matter of geometric necessity, a
place where the curve turns, a rate of taxation that maximizes revenue?

Laffer's idea was that since the current tax rate was on the upper slope,
lowering taxes would actually increase revenues. It was a tempting
idea; it seemed to many that it just had to be right. But as Martin Gardner
has pointed out, just because the extreme ends of the curve are clear,
here is no reason why the unknown part of the curve in the middle
egions has to take a smooth course. In a satiric mood, he proposes the
alternative "neo-Laffer Curve," which has more than one "maximum,"

The nec-Laffer (%LI

cur.?

Figure 5.6

and the accessibility of any one of them depends on complexities of
history and circumstance that no change of a single variable can possibly determine (Gardner, 1981). We should draw the same moral about
what lies in the fog inboard of the afferent and efferent peripheries: the
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clarity of the peripheries gives us no guarantee that the same distinclions will continue to apply all the way in. The "technosnarl" Gardner
envisages for the economy is simplicity itself compared to the jumble
of activities occurring in the more central regions of the brain. We must
stop thinking of the brain as if it had such a single functional summit
or central point. This is not an innocuous shortcut; it's a bad habit. In
order to break this bad habit of thought, we need to explore some
instances of the bad habit in action, but we also need a good image
with which to replace it.
2. INTRODUCING THE MULTIPLE DRAFTS MODEL
Here is a first version of the replacement, the Multiple Drafts model
of consciousness. I expect it will seem quite alien and hard to visualize
at first — that's how entrenched the Cartesian Theater idea is. According to the Multiple Drafts model, all varieties of perception — indeed,
all varieties of thought or mental activity — are accomplished in the
brain by parallel, multitrack processes of interpretation and elaboration
of sensory inputs. Information entering the nervous system is under
continuous "editorial revision." For instance, since your head moves
a bit and your eyes move a lot, the images on your retinas swim about
constantly, rather like the images of home movies taken by people who
can't keep the camera from jiggling. But that is not how it seems to us.
People are often surprised to learn that under normal conditions, their
eyes dart about in rapid saccades, about five quick fixations a second,
and that this motion, like the motion of their heads, is edited out early
in the processing from eyeball to. .. consciousness. Psychologists have
learned a lot about the mechanisms for achieving these normal effects,
and have also discovered some special effects, such as the interpretation
of depth in random dot stereograms Uulesz, 1971). (See Figure 5.7, page
112.)
If you view these two slightly different squares through a stereopticon (or just stare at them slightly cross-eyed to get the two images
to fuse into one — some people can do it without any help from a
viewing device), you will eventually see a shape emerge in three dimensions, thanks to an impressive editorial process in the brain that
compares and collates the information from each eye. Finding the globally optimal registration can be accomplished without first having to
subject each data array to an elaborate process of feature extraction.
There are
lowest-level coincidences of saliency — the individual dots in a random dot stereograni — to dictate a solution.
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Figure 5.7

These effects take quite a long time for the brain's editorial
processes to produce, but other special effects are swift. The McGurk
effect (McGurk and Macdonald, 1979) is a case in point. When a French
film is dubbed in English, most of the time viewers are unaware of
the discrepancy between the lip motions they see and the sounds they
hear — unless the dubbing is done sloppily. But what happens if a
sound track is created that lines up well with the images except for
some deliberately mismatched consonants? (Using our old friend for a
new purpose, we can suppose the filmed person's lips say "from left
to right" and the soundtrack voice says "from reft to light.") What will
people experience? They will hear "from left to right." In the artificially
induced editorial contest between the contributions from the eyes and
the ears, the eyes win — in this instance.3
These editorial processes occur over large fractions of a second,
during which time various additions, incorporations, emendations, and
overwritings of content can occur, in various orders. We don't directly
experience what happens on our retinas, in our ears, on the surface of
our skin. What we actually experience is a product of many processes
of interpretation — editorial processes, in effect. They take in relatively
raw and one-sided representations, and yield collated, revised, enhanced representations, and they take place in the streams of activity
occurring in various parts of the brain. This much is recognized by
3. An even more striking example is an experiment in which the subject is tricked
by mirrors into thinking he is watching his own hand drawing a line, while in fact he
accomplice, in this instance "the eyes win"
is watching the hand of the
to such an extent that the editorial process in the brain is tricked into concluding that
the
hand Is being forcibly moved: the subject claims to feel the pressure
preventing "his hand from moving where it is supposed to move (Nielsen, 1963).
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virtually all theories of perception, but now we are poised for the novel
feature of the Multiple Drafts model: Feature detections or discriminations only have to be made once. That is, once a particular 'observation" of some feature has been made, by a specialized, localized
portion of the brain, the information content thus fixed does not have
to be sent somewhere else to be rediscriminated by some "master"
discriminator. In other words, discrimination does not lead to a representation of the already discriminated feature for the benefit of the
audience in the Cartesian Theater — for there is no Cartesian Theater.
These spatially and temporally distributed content-fixations in the
brain are precisely locatable in both space and time, but their onsets
do not mark the onset of consciousness of their content. It is always
an open question whether any particular content thus discriminated
will eventually appear as an element in conscious experience, and it
is a confusion, as we shall see, to ask when it becomes conscious. These
distributed content-discriminations yield, over the course of time,
something rather like a narrative stream or sequence, which can be
thought of as subject to continual editing by many processes distributed
around in the brain, and continuing indefinitely into the future. This
stream of contents is only rather like a narrative because of its multiplicity; at any point in time there are multiple "drafts" of narrative fragments at various stages of editing in various places in the
brain.
Probing this stream at different places and times produces different effects, precipitates different narratives from the subject. If one
delays the probe too long (overnight, say), the result is apt to be no
narrative left at all — or else a narrative that has been digested or "rationally reconstructed" until it has no integrity. If one probes "too
early," one may gather data on how early a particular discrimination
is achieved by the brain, but at the cost of diverting what would otherwise have been the normal progression of the multiple stream. Most
important, the Multiple Drafts model avoids the tempting mistake of
supposing that there must be a single narrative (the "final" or "published" draft, you
say) that is canonical — that is the actual
stream of consciousness of the subject, whether or not the experimenter
(or even the subject) can gain access to it.
Right now this model probably makes little sense to you as a model
of the consciousness you know from your own intimate experience.
That's because you are still so comfortable thinking about your consciousness as taking place in the Cartesian Theater. Breaking down that
natural, comfortable habit, and making the Multiple Drafts model into
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vivid and believable alternative, will take some work, and weird work

at that. This will surely be the hardest part of the book, but it is essential
to the overall theory and cannot be skipped Over! There is no math
involved, thank goodness. You just have to think carefully and vividly,
making sure you get the right picture in your mind and not the seductive
wrong pictures. There will be a variety of simple thought experiments
to help your imagination along this tricky path. So prepare for some
strenuous exercise. At the end you will have uncovered a new view of
consciousness, which involves a major reform (but not a radical revolution) in our ways of thinking about the brain. (For a similar model,
see William Calvin's (1989) model of consciousness as "scenario-

spinning.")
A good way of coming to understand a new theory is to see how
it handles a relatively simple phenomenon that defies explanation by
the old theory. Exhibit A is a discovery about apparent motion that was
provoked, I am happy to say, by a philosopher's question. Motion pictures and television depend on creating apparent motion by presenting
a rapid succession of "still" pictures, and ever since the dawn of the
motion picture age, psychologists have studied this phenomenon,
called phi by Max Wertheimer (1912), the first to study it systematically.
In the simplest case, if two or more small spots separated by as much
as 4 degrees of visual angle are briefly lit in rapid succession, a single
spot will seem to move back and forth. Phi has been studied in many
variations, and one of the most striking is reported by the psychologists
Paul Kolers and Michael von GrUnau (1976). The philosopher Nelson

Goodman had asked Kolers whether the phi phenomenon persisted
if the two illuminated spots were different in color, and if so, what
happened to the color of "the" spot as "it" moved? Would the illusion of motion disappear, to be replaced by two separately flashing
spots? Would an illusory "moving" spot gradually change from one
color to another, tracing a trajectory through the color solid (the
three-dimensional sphere that maps all the hues)? (You might want
to make your own prediction before reading On.) The answer, when
Kolers and von GrUnau performed the experiments, was unexpected:
Two different colored spots were lit for l5Omsec each (with a 5Omsec
interval); the first spot seemed to begin moving and then change
color abruptly in the middle of its illusory passage toward the second
location. Goodman wondered: "How are we able.. to fill in the spot
at the intervening place-times along a path running from the first
to the second flash before that second flash occurs?" (Goodman, 1978,
.

p. 73)
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The same question can of course be raised about any phi, but
Kolers's color phi phenomenon vividly brings out the problem. Suppose
the first spot is red and the second, displaced, spot is green. Unless
there is "precognition" in the brain (an extravagant hypothesis we will
postpone indefinitely), the illusory content, red-switching-to-green-inmidcourse, cannot be created until after some identification of the second, green spot occurs in the brain. But if the second spot is already
"in conscious experience," wouldn't it be too late to interpose the
illusory content between the conscious experience of the red spot and
the conscious experience of the green spot? How does the brain accomplish this sleight of hand?
The principle that causes must precede effects applies to the multiple distributed processes that accomplish the editorial work of the
brain. Any particular process that requires information from some
source must indeed wait for that information; it can't get there till it
gets there. This is what rules out "magical" or precognitive explanations
of the color-switching phi phenomenon. The content green spot cannot
be attributed to any event, conscious or unconscious, until the light
from the green spot has reached the eye and triggered the normal neural
activity in the visual system up to the level at which the discrimination
of green is accomplished. So the (illusory) discrimination of redturning-to-green has to be accomplished after the discrimination of the
green spot. But then since what you consciously experience is first red,
then red-turning-to-green, and finally green, it ("surely") follows that
your consciousness of the whole event must be delayed until after the
green spot is (unconsciously?) perceived, if you find this conclusion
compelling, you are still locked in the Cartesian Theater. A thought
experiment will help you escape.

3. ORWELLIAN AND STALINESQUE REVISIONS
I'm really not sure if others fail to perceive me or if, one fraction
of a second after my face interferes with their horizon, a
millionth of a second after they have cast their gaze on me,
they already begin to wash me from their memory: forgotten
before arriving at the scant, sad archangel of a remembrance.
ARIEL DORFMAN, Mascara, 1988

Suppose I tamper with your brain, inserting in your memory a
bogus woman wearing a hat where none was (e.g., at the party on
Sunday). if on Monday, when you recall the party, you remember her
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and can find no internal resources for so much as doubting the veracity
of your memory, we would still say that you never did experience her;
that is, not at the party on Sunday. Of course your subsequent experience of (bogus) recollection can be as vivid as may be, and on Tuesday
we can certainly agree that you have had vivid conscious experiences
of there being a woman in a hat at the party, but the/irst such experience,
we would insist, was on Monday, not Sunday (though it doesn't seem
this way to you).

Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

Figure 5.8

We lack the power to insert bogus memories by neurosurgery, but
sometimes our memories play tricks on us, so what we cannot yet
achieve surgically happens in the brain on its own. Sometimes we seem
to remember, even vividly, experiences that never occurred. Let's call
such post-experiential contaminations or revisions of memory OrwelJian, after George Orwell's chilling vision in the novel 1984 of the
Ministry of Truth, which busily rewrote history and thus denied access
to the (real) past to all who followed.
The possibility of post-experiential (Orwellian) revision exhibits
an aspect of one of our most fundamental distinctions: the distinction
between appearance and reality. Because we recognize the possibility
(at least in principle) of Orwellian revision, we recognize the risk of
inferring from "this is what I remember" to "this is what really hap-
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pened," and hence we resist — with good reason — any diabolical 'operationalism" that tries to convince us that what we remember (or what
history records in the archives) just is what really happened.4
Orwellian revision is one way to fool posterity. Another is to stage
show trials, carefully scripted presentations of false testimony and
bogus confessions, complete with simulated evidence. Let's call this
ploy Stalinesque. Notice that if we are usually sure which mode of
falsification has been attempted on us, the Orwellian or the Stalinesque,
this is just a happy accident. In any successful disinformation campaign, were we to wonder whether the accounts in the newspapers
were Orwellian accounts of trials that never happened at all, or true
accounts of phony show trials that actually did happen, we might be
unable to tell the difference. If all the traces — newspapers, videotapes,
personal memoirs, inscriptions on gravestones, living witnesses —
were either obliterated or revised, we would have no way of knowing

whether a fabrication happened first, culminating in a staged trial
whose accurate history we have before us, or rather, after a summary
execution, history-fabrication covered up the deed: No trial of any sort
actually took place.
The distinction between Orwellian and Stalinesque methods of
producing misleading archives works unproblematically in the everyday world, at macroscopic time scales. One might well think it applies
unproblematically all the way in, but this is an illusion, and we can
catch it in the act in a thought experiment that differs from the one just
considered in nothing but time scale.
Suppose you are standing on the corner and a long-haired woman
dashes by. About one second after this, a subterranean memory of some
earlier woman — a short-haired woman with eyeglasses — contaminates the memory of what you have just seen: when asked a minute
later for details of the woman you just saw, you report, sincerely but
erroneously, her eyeglasses. Just as in the case of the woman with the
hat at the party, we are inclined to say that your original visual experience, as opposed to the memory of it seconds later, was not of a
woman wearing glasses. But as a result of the subsequent memory
contaminations, it seems to you exactly as if at the first moment you
4. Operationalism is (approximately) the view or policy expressed by "If you can't
discover a difference, there isn't a difference." or. as one often hears it put, "If it quacks
like a duck, and walks like a duck, it is a duck.' For a reconsideration of the strengths
and weaknesses of operationalism. see Dennett (1985a).
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Last Week

9:00:00

9:01....

Figure 5.9

saw her, you were struck by her eyeglasses. An Orwellian revision has
happened: there was a fleeting instant, before the memory contamination took place, when it didn't seem to you she had glasses. For that
brief moment, the reality of your conscious experience was a longhaired woman without eyeglasses, but this historical fact has become
inert; it has left no trace, thanks to the contamination of memory that
came one second after you glimpsed her.
This understanding of what happened is jeopardized, however,
by an alternative account. Your subterranean earlier memories of that
woman with the eyeglasses could just as easily have contaminated your
experience on the upward path, in the processing of information that
occurs "prior to consciousness," so that you actually haJJucinated the
eyeglasses from the very beginning of your experience. In that case,
your obsessive memory of the earlier woman with glasses would be

Figure 5.10
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playing a Stalinesque trick on you, creating a show trial in experience,
which you then accurately recall at later times, thanks to the record in
your memory. To naïve intuition these two cases are as different as can
be: Told the first way (Figure 5.9), you suffer no hallucination at the
time the woman dashes by, but suffer subsequent memory hallucinalions; you have false memories of your actual ("real") experience. Told
the second way (Figure 5.10), you hallucinate when she runs by, and
then accurately remember that hallucination (which "really did happen
in consciousness") thereafter. Surely these are distinct possibilities no
matter how finely we divide up time?
No. Here the distinction between perceptual revisions and memory revisions that works so crisply at other scales is no longer guaranteed to make sense. We have moved into the foggy area in which the
subject's point of view is spatially and temporally smeared, and the
question Orwellian or Stalinesque? loses its force.
There is a time window that began when the long-haired woman
dashed by, exciting your retinas, and ended when you expressed — to
yourself or someone else — your eventual conviction that she was wearing glasses. At some time during this interval, the content wearing
glasses was spuriously added to the content long-haired woman. We
may assume (and might eventually confirm in detail) that there was a
brief time when the content long-haired woman had already been discriminated in the brain but before the content wearing glasses had been
erroneously "bound" to it. Indeed, it would be plausible to suppose
that this discrimination of a long-haired woman was what triggered the
memory of the earlier woman with the glasses. What we would not
know, however, is whether this spurious binding was "before or after
the fact" — the presumed fact of "actual conscious experience." Were
you first conscious of a long-haired woman without glasses and then
conscious of a long-haired woman with glasses, a subsequent consciousness that wiped out the memory of the earlier experience, or was
the very first instant of conscious experience already spuriously tinged
with eyeglasses?
If Cartesian materialism were true, this question would have to
have an answer, even if we — and you — could not determine it retrospectively by any test. For the content that "crossed the finish line
first" was either long-haired woman or long-haired woman with glasses.
But almost all theorists would insist that Cartesian materialism is false.
What they have not recognized, however, is that this implies that there
is no privileged finish line, so the temporal order of discriminations
cannot be what fixes the subjective order in experience. This conclusion
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is not easy to embrace, but we can make its attractions more compelling
by examining the difficulties you get into if you cling to the traditional

alternative.
Consider Kolers's color phi phenomenon. Subjects report seeing
the color of the moving spot switch in midtrajectory from red to green.
This bit of text was sharpened by Kolers's ingenious use of a pointer
device, which subjects retrospectively-but-as-soon-as-possible "superimposed" on the trajectory of the illusory moving spot: by placing the
pointer, they performed a speech act with the content "The spot
changed color right about here" (Kolers and von Grunau, 1976, p. 330).
So in the heterophenomenological world of the subjects, there is
a color switch in midtrajectory, and the information about which color
to switch to (and which direction to move) has to come from somewhere. Recall Goodman's expression of the puzzle: "How are we
able.. to fill in the spot at the intervening place-times along a path
running from the first to the second flash before that second flash occurs?" Perhaps, some theorists thought, the information comes from
prior experience. Perhaps, like Pavlov's dog who came to expect food
whenever the bell rang, these subjects have come to expect to see the
second spot whenever they see the first spot, and by force of habit they
actually represent the passage in anticipation of getting any information
about the particular case. But this hypothesis has been disproven. Even
on the first trial (that is, without any chance for conditioning), people
experience the phi phenomenon. Moreover, in subsequent trials the
direction and color of the second spot can be randomly changed without
making the effect go away. So somehow the information from the second
spot (about its color and location) has to be used by the brain to create
the "edited" version that the subjects report.
Consider, first, the hypothesis that there is a Stalinesque mechanism: In the brain's editing room, located before consciousness, there
is a delay, a loop of slack like the tape delay used in broadcasts of
"live" programs, which gives the censors in the control room a few
seconds to bleep out obscenities before broadcasting the signal. In the
editing room, first frame A, of the red spot, arrives, and then, when
frame B, of the green spot, arrives, some interstitial frames (C and D)
can be created and then spliced into the film (in the order A,C,D,B) on
its way to projection in the theater of consciousness. By the time the
"finished product" arrives at consciousness, it already has its illusory
insertion.
Alternatively, there is the hypothesis that there is an Orwellian
mechanism: shortly after the consciousness of the first spot and the
.
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second spot (with no illusion of apparent motion at all), a revisionist
historian of sorts, in the brain's memory-library receiving station, notices that the unvarnished history in this instance doesn't make enough
sense, so he interprets the brute events, red-followed-by-green, by making up a narrative about the intervening passage, complete with midcourse color change, and installs this history, incorporating his glosses,
frames C and D (in Figure 5.11), in the memory library for all future
reference. Since he works fast, within a fraction of a second — the
amount of time it takes to frame (but not utter) a verbal report of what
you have experienced — the record you rely on, stored in the library
of memory, is already contaminated. You say and believe that you saw
the illusory motion and color change, but that is really a memory hallucination, not an accurate recollection of your original consciousness.
How could we see which of these hypotheses is correct? It might
seem that we could rule out the Stalinesque hypothesis quite simply,
because of the delay in consciousness it postulates. In Kolers and von
Grünau's experiment, there was a 200msec difference in onset between
the red and green spot, and since, ex hypothesi, the whole experience
cannot be composed by the editing room until after the content green
spot has reached the editing room, consciousness of the initial red spot
will have to be delayed by at least that much. (If the editing room sent
the content red spot up to the theater of consciousness immediately,
before receiving frame B and then fabricating frames C and D, the subject
would presumably experience a gap in the film, a delay of at least
200msec between A and C — as noticeable as a syllable-long gap in a
word, or five missing frames of a movie).
Suppose we ask subjects to press a button "as soon as you experience a red spot." We would find little or no difference in response
time to a red spot alone versus a red spot followed 200msec later by a
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spot (in which case the subjects report color-switching apparent
motion). Could this be because there is always a delay of at least
200msec in consciousness? No. There is abundant evidence that responses under conscious control, while slower than such responses as
reflex blinks, occur with close to the minimum latencies (delays) that
are physically possible. After subtracting the demonstrable travel times
for incoming and outgoing pulse trains, and the response preparation
time, there is not enough time left over in "central processing" in which
to hide a 200msec delay. So the button-pressing responses would have
to have been initiated before the discrimination of the second stimulus,
the green spot.
This might seem to concede victory to the Orwellian hypothesis,
a post-experiential revision mechanism: as soon as the subject becomes
conscious of the red spot, he initiates a button-press. While that button
press is forming, he becomes conscious of the green spot. Then both
these experiences are wiped from memory, replaced in memory by the
revisionist record of the red spot moving over and then turning green
halfway across. He readily and sincerely but falsely reports having seen
the red spot moving toward the green spot before changing color. If the
subject insists that he really was conscious from the very beginning of
the red spot moving and changing color, the Orwellian theorist will
firmly explain to him that he is wrong; his memory is playing tricks
on him; the fact that he pressed the button when he did is conclusive
evidence that he was conscious of the (stationary) red spot before the
green spot had even occurred. After all, his instructions were to press
the button when he was conscious of a red spot. He must have been
conscious of the red spot about 200msec before he could have been
conscious of its moving and turning green. If that is not how it seems
to him, he is simply mistaken.
The defender of the Stalinesque alternative 18 not defeated by this,
however. Actually, he insists, the subject responded to the red spot
before he was conscious of it! The directions to the subject (to respond
to a red spot) had somehow trickled down from consciousness into the
editing room, which (unconsciously) initiated the button-push before
sending the edited version (frames ACDB) up to consciousness for
"viewing." The subject's memory has played no tricks on him; he is
reporting exactly what he was conscious of, except for his insistence
that he consciously pushed the button after seeing the red spot; his
"premature" button-push was unconsciously (or preconsciously) triggered.
Where the Stalinesque theory postulates a button-pushing reaction
green
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to an unconscious detection of a red spot, the Orwellian theory postulates a conscious experience of a red spot that is immediately obliterated from memory by its sequel. So here's the rub: We have two

different models of what happens in the color phi phenomenon. One
in" on the upward, pre-experiential path,
posits a Stalinesque
and the other posits an Orwellian "memory revision" on the downward,
post-experiential path, and both of them are consistent with whatever
the subject says or thinks or remembers. Note that the inability to distinguish these two possibilities does not just apply to the outside observers who might be supposed to lack some private data to which the
subject had "privileged access." You, as a subject in a phi phenomenon
experiment, could not discover anything in the experience from your
own first-person perspective that would favor one theory over the other;
the experience would "feel the same" on either account.
Is that really so? What if you paid really close attention to your
experience — mightn't you be able to tell the difference? Suppose the
experimenter made it easier for you, by slowing down the display,
gradually lengthening the interstimulus interval between the red and
green spots. It's obvious that if the interval is long enough you can tell
the difference between perceiving motion and inferring motion. (It's a
dark and stormy night; in the first lightning flash you see me on your
left; two seconds later there is another flash and you see me on your
right. I must have moved, you infer, and you can certainly tell that
you're only inferring the motion on this occasion, not seeing me move.)
As the experimenter lengthens the interval between the stimuli, there
will come a time when you begin to make this discrimination. You will
say things like

"This time the red spot didn't seem to move, but after I saw the
green spot I sort of had the idea that the red spot had moved over
and changed color."
In fact, there is an intermediate range of intervals where the phenomenology is somewhat paradoxical: you see the spots as two stationary
flashers and as one thing moving! This sort of apparent motion is readily
distinguishable from the swifter, smoother sort of apparent motion we
see in movies and television, but our capacity to make this discrimination is not relevant to the dispute between the Orwellian and the
Stalinesque theorist. They agree that you can make this discrimination
under the right conditions. What they disagree about is how to describe
the cases of apparent motion that you can't tell from real motion — the
cases in which you really perceive the illusory motion. To put it loosely,
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in these cases is your memory playing tricks on you, or are just your
eyes playing tricks on you?
But even if you, the subject, can't tell whether this phenomenon
is Stalinesque or Orwellian, couldn't scientists — outside observers —
find something in your brain that showed which it was? Some might
want to rule this out as inconceivable. "Just try to imagine someone
else knowing better than you do what you were conscious of! Impossible!" But is it really inconceivable? Let's look more closely. Suppose
these scientists had truly accurate information (garnered from various
brain-scanning technologies) about the exact "time of arrival" or "creation" of every representing, every vehicle of content, anywhere in your
nervous system. This would give them the earliest time at which you
could react in any way — conscious or unconscious — to any particular
content (barring miraculous precognition). But the actual time at which
you became conscious of that content (if you ever did) might be somewhat later. You would have to have become conscious of it early enough
to explain your inclusion of the content in some later speech act of
recollection — assuming that by definition any item in your heterophenomenological world is an item in your consciousness. That will
fIx the latest time at which the content "became conscious." But, as
we have seen, if this leaves a duration of as much as several hundred
milliseconds within which consciousness of the item must occur, and
if there are several different items that must occur within that window
(the red spot and the green spot; the long-haired woman with and
without the glasses), there is no way to use your reports to order the
representing events in consciousness.
Your retrospective verbal reports must be neutral with regard to
two presumed possibilities, but might not the scientists find other data
they could use? They could if there was a good reason to claim that
some nonverbal behavior (overt or internal) was a good sign of consciousness. But this is just where the reasons run out. Both theorists
agree that there is no behavioral reaction to a content that couldn't be
a merely unconscious reaction — except for subsequent telling. On the
Stalinesque model there is unconscious button-pushing (and why not?).
Both theorists also agree that there could be a conscious experience
that left no behavioral effects. On the Orwellian model there is momentary consciousness of a stationary red spot which leaves no trace
on any later reaction (and why not?).
Both models can deftly account for all the data — not just the data
we already have, but the data we can imagine getting in the future.
They both account for the verbal reports: One theory says they are
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innocently mistaken, while the other says they are accurate reports of
experienced mistakes. Moreover, we can suppose, both theorists have
exactly the same theory of what happens in your brain; they agree about
just where and when in the brain the mistaken content enters the causal
pathways; they just disagree about whether that location is to be deemed
pre-experiential or post-experiential. They give the same account of the
nonverbal effects, with one slight difference: One says they are the result
of unconsciously discriminated contents, while the other says they are
the result of consciously discriminated but forgotten contents. Finally,
they both account for the subjective data — whatever is obtainable from
the first-person perspective — because they even agree about how it
ought to "feel" to subjects: Subjects should be unable to tell the difference between misbegotten experiences and immediately misremembored experiences.
So, in spite of first appearances, there is really only a verbal difference between the two theories (for a similar diagnosis, see Reingold
and Merikle, 1990). The two theories tell exactly the same story except
for where they place a mythical Great Divide, a point in time (and
hence a place in space) whose fine-grained location is nothing that
subjects can help them locate, and whose location is also neutral with
regard to all other features of their theories. This is a difference that
makes no difference.
Consider a contemporary analogy. In the world of publishing there
is a traditional and usually quite hard-edged distinction between prepublication editing, and postpublication correction of "errata." In the
academic world today, however, things have been speeded up by electronic communication. With the advent of word-processing and desktop
publishing and electronic mail, it now often happens that several different drafts of an article are simultaneously in circulation, with the
author readily making revisions in response to comments received by
electronic mail. Fixing a moment of publication, and thus calling one
of the drafts of an article the canonical text — the text of record, the
one to cite in a bibliography — becomes a somewhat arbitrary matter.
Often most of the intended readers, the readers whose reading of the
text matters, read only an early draft; the "published" version is archival
and inert. If it is important effects we are looking for, then, most if not
all the important effects of writing a journal article are spread out over
many drafts, not postponed until after publication. It used to be otherwise; it used to be that virtually all of an article's Important effects
happened after appearance in a journal and because of its making such
an appearance. Now that the various candidates for the "gate" of
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publication can be seen to be no longer functionally important, if we
feel we need the distinction at all, we will have to decide arbitrarily
what is to count as publishing a text. There is no natural summit or
turning point in the path from draft to archive.
Similarly — and this is the fundamental implication of the Multiple Drafts model — if one wants to settle on some moment of processing in the brain as the moment of consciousness, this has to be
arbitrary. One can always "draw a line" in the stream of processing in
the brain, but there are no functional differences that could motivate
declaring all prior stages and revisions to be unconscious or preconscious adjustments, and all subsequent emendations to the content (as
revealed by recollection) to be post-experiential memory contamination. The distinction lapses in close quarters.

4. THE THEATER OF CONSCIOUSNESS REVISITED
The

rule of thumb:

if you don't write it down,
it didn't happen.
CUFFORD STOLL, The Cuckoo's Egg, 1989

As every book on stage magic will tell you, the best tricks are over
before the audience thinks they have begun. At this point you may well
be thinking that I have just tried to pull a fast one on you. I have argued
that because of the spatiotemporal smearing of the observer's point of
view in the brain, all the evidence there is or could be fails to distinguish
between the Orwellian and Stalinesque theories of conscious experience, and hence there is no difference. That is some sort of operationalism or verificationism, and it leaves out the possibility that there just
are brute facts of the matter unreachable by science, even when science
includes heterophenomenology. Besides, it really seems quite obvious
that there are such brute facts — that our immediate conscious experience consists of such facts!
I agree that it seems quite obvious; if it didn't, I wouldn't have to
work so hard in this chapter to show that what is so obvious is in fact
false. What I seem to have left out, quite willfully, is something analogous to the derided Cartesian Theater of Consciousness. You may well
suspect that under cover of antidualism ("Let's get that spook stuff out
of here!"), I have spirited away (quite literally) something Descartes
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actually right about: There is a functional place of some sort where
the items of phenomenology are. projected.
It is time to confront this suspicion. Nelson Goodman raises the
issue when he says of Paul Kolers's color phi experiment that it "seems
to leave us a choice between a retrospective construction theory and a
belief in clairvoyance" (Goodman, 1978, p. 83). We must shun clairvoyance, so what exactly is "retrospective construction"?
was

Whether perception of the first flash is thought to be delayed or
preserved or remembered, I call this the retrospective construction
theory — the theory that the construction perceived as occurring
between the two flashes is accomplished not earlier than the second.
At first Goodman seems to vacillate between a Stalinesque theory (perception of the first flash is delayed) and an Orwellian theory (the perception of the first flash is preserved or remembered), but what is more
important is that his postulated revisionist (whether Orwellian or Stalinesque) does not merely adjust judgments; he constructs material to
fill in the gaps:
each of the intervening places along a path between the two flashes
is filled in.. with one of the flashed colors rather than with
successive intermediate colors. [p. 85]
.

What Goodman overlooks is the possibility that the brain doesn't actually have to go to the trouble of "filling in" anything with "construction" — for no one is looking. As the Multiple Drafts model makes
explicit, once a discrimination has been made once, it does not have
to be made again; the brain just adjusts to the conclusion that is drawn,
making the new interpretation of the information available for the modulation of subsequent behavior.
Goodman considers the theory, which he attributes to Van der
Waals and Roelofs (1930), that "the intervening motion is produced
retrospectively, built only after the second flash occurs and projected
backwards in time [my italics]" (pp. 73—74). This suggests a Stalinesque
view with an ominous twist: a final film is made and then run through
a magical projector whose beani somehow travels backwards in time
onto the mind's screen. Whether or not this is just what Van der Waals
and Roelofs had in mind when they proposed "retrospective construction,' it is presumably what led Kolers (1972, p. 184) to reject their
hypothesis, insisting that all construction is carried out in "real time."
Why, though, should the brain bother to "produce" the "intervening
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motion" in any case? Why shouldn't the brain just conclude that there
was intervening motion, and insert that retrospective conclusion into
the processing stream? Isn't that enough?
Halt! This is where the sleight of hand (if there is any) must be
taking place. From the third-person point of view, I have posited a
subject, the heterophenomenological subject, a sort of fictional "to
whom it may concern" to whom, indeed, we outsiders would correctly
attribute the belief that intervening motion had been experienced. That
is how it would seem to this subject (who is just a theorist's fiction).
But isn't there also a real subject, for whose benefit the brain must
indeed mount a show, filling in all the blank spots? This is what Goodman seems to be supposing when he talks of the brain filling in all the
places on the path. For whose benefit is all this animated cartooning
being executed? For the audience in the Cartesian Theater. But since
there is no such theater, there is no such audience.
The Multiple Drafts model agrees with Goodman that retrospectively the brain creates the content (the judgment) that there was intervening motion, and this content is then available to govern activity
and leave its mark on memory. But the Multiple Drafts model goes on
to claim that the brain does not bother "constructing" any representations that go to the trouble of "filling in" the blanks. That would be
a waste of time and (shall we say?) paint. The judgment is already in,
so the brain can get on with other
Goodman's "projection backwards in time" is an equivocal phrase.
It might mean something modest and defensible: namely that a refer.
ence to some past time is included in the content. On this reading it
would be a claim like "This novel takes us back to ancient Rome...,"
which no one would interpret in a metaphysically extravagant way, as
claiming that the novel was some sort of time-travel machine. This is
the reading that is consistent with Goodman's other views, but Kolers
apparently took it to mean something metaphysically radical: that
there was some actual projection of one thing at one time to another
time.
5. There is a region In the cortex called MT. which responds to motion
(and
apparent motion). Suppose then that some activity in MT is the brains concluding that
there was intervening motion. There is no further question, on the Multiple Drafts model,
of whether this is a pie-experiential or post-experiential conclusion. It would be a mistake
to ask. in other words, whether the activity in MT was a "reaction to a
conscious experience (by the Orwellian historian) as opposed to a "decision to represent motion"
(by the Stalinesque editor).
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As we shall see in the next chapter, confusion provoked by this
radical reading of "projection" has bedeviled the interpretation of other

phenomena. The same curious metaphysics used to haunt thinking
about the representation of space. In Descartes's day, Thomas Hobbes
seems to have thought that after light struck the eye and produced there
a kind of motion in the brain, this led something to rebound somehow
back out into the world.
The cause of sense, is the external body, or object, which presseth
the organ proper to each sense, either immediately. as in the taste
and touch; or mediately, as in seeing, hearing, and smelling; which
pressure, by the mediation of the nerves, and other strings and
membranes of the body, continued inwards to the brain and heart,
causeth there a resistance, or counter-pressure, or endeavour of
the heart to deliver itself, which endeavour, because outward,
seemeth to be some matter without. (Leviathan, Part I, ch. 1, "Of
Sense"l
After all, he thought, that's where we see the colors — out on the front
surfaces of objects!6 In a similar spirit one might suppose that when
you stub your toe, this causes upward signals to the brain's "pain
centers," which then "project" the pain back down into the toe where
it belongs. After all, that is where the pain is felt to be.
As recently as the 1950s this idea was taken seriously enough to
provoke J. R. Smythies, a British psychologist, to write an article carefully demolishing it.7 The projection we speak of in such phenomena
does not involve beaming some effect out into physical space, and I
guess nobody any longer thinks that it does. Neurophysiologists and
colours
6. In fact, Hobbes was alert to the problems with this view: "For if those
and sounds were in the bodies, or objects that cause them, they could not be severed
from them, as by glasses, and in echoes by reflection, we see they are; where we know
the thing we see is in one place, the appearance in another" (Leviathan, same chapter).
But this passage is open to several very different readings.
7. Smythies (1954). This heroic piece shows how difficult it was to think about
these matters only thirty-seven years ago. He strenuously rebuts a textbook version of
the projection theory, and in his summation he quotes approvingly from Bertrand Russell's dismissal of the same idea: "Whoever accepts the causal theory of perception is
compelled to conclude that percepts are in our heads, for they come at the end of a causal
chain of physical events leading, spatially, from the object to the brain of the percipient.
We cannot suppose that, at the end of this process, the last effect suddenly jumps back
to the starting point like a stretched rope when it snaps" (Russell, 1927).
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psychologists, and for that matter acousticians who design stereo
speaker systems, often do speak of this sort of projection, however, and
we might ask just what they mean by it if not something involving
physical transmission from one place (or time) to another. What does
it involve? Let's look closely at a simple case:

Thanks to the placement of the stereo speakers and the balance
of the volume of their respective outputs, the listener projects the
resulting sound of the soprano to a point midway between the
two speakers.
What does this mean? We must build it up carefully. If the speakers
are blaring away in an empty room, there is no projection at all. If there
is a listener present (an observer with good ears, and a good brain), the

"projection" happens, but this does not mean that something is emitted
by the listener to the point midway between the two speakers. No
physical property of that point or vicinity is changed by the presence
of the listener. In short, this is what we mean when we say that Smythies
was right; there is no projection into space of either visual or auditory
properties. What then does happen? Well, it seems to the observer that
the sound of the soprano is coming from that point. What does this
seeming to an observer involve? If we answer that it involves "projection by the observer of the sound to that point in space," we are back
where we started, obviously, so people are tempted to introduce something new, by saying something like this: "the observer projects the
sound in phenomenal space." This looks like progress. We have denied
that the projection is in physical space, and have relocated the projection in phenomenal space.
Now what is phenomenal space? Is It a physical space inside the
brain? Is it the onstage space in a theater of consciousness located in
the brain? Not literally. But metaphorically? In the previous chapter
we saw a way of making sense of such metaphorical spaces, in the
example of the "mental images" that Shakey manipulated. In a strict
but metaphorical sense, Shakey drew shapes in space, paid attention
to particular points in that space, based conclusions on what he found
at those points in space. But the space was only a logical space. It was
like the space of Sherlock Holmes's London, a space of a fictional world,
but a fictional world systematically anchored to actual physical events
going on in the ordinary space in Shakey's "brain." If we took Shakey's
utterances as expressions of his "beliefs," then we could say that it was
a space Shakey believed in, but that did not make it real, any more
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than someone's belief in Feenoman would make Feenoman real. Both
are merely intentional objects.8
So we do have a way of making sense of the idea of phenomenal
space — as a logical space. This is a space into which or in which

nothing is literally projected; its properties are simply constituted by
the beliefs of the (heterophenomenological) subject. When we say the
listener projects the sound to a point in this space, we mean only that
it seems to him that that is where the sound is coming from. Isn't that
enough? Or are we overlooking a "realist" doctrine of phenomenal
space, in which the real seeming can be projected?
Today we have grown quite comfortable with the distinction between the spatial location in the brain of the vehicle of experience, and
the location "in experiential space" of the item experienced. In short
we distinguish representing from represented, vehicle from content.
We have grown sophisticated enough to recognize that the products of
visual perception are not, literally, pictures in the head even though
what they represent is what pictures represent well: the layout in space
of various visible properties. We should make the same distinction for
time: when in the brain an experience happens must be distinguished
from when it seems to happen. Indeed, as the psycholinguist Ray Jackendoff has suggested, the point we need to understand here is really
just a straightforward extension of the common wisdom about experience of space. The representation of space in the brain does not always
use space-in-the-brain to represent space, and the representation of time
in the brain does not always use time-in-the-brain. Just as unfounded
as the spatial slide projector Smythies couldn't find in the brain is the
temporal movie projector that the radical reading of Goodman's "projection back in time" encourages.
Why do people feel the need to posit this seems-projector? Why
are they inclined to think that it is not enough for the editing rooms
in the brain merely to insert content into the stream on its way to
behavior modulation and memory? Perhaps because they want to preserve the reality/appearance distinction for consciousness. They want
con•
were to grasp
turned
8. "It is as if our
fusion at the desperate stratagem of inventing a god-space. or heaven, for his beloved
to satisfy the believer in him. but remote
Feenoman to reside In. a space real
to hide Feenoman from the skeptic in him. Phenomenal space
and mysterious
is Mental image Heaven, but if mental images turn out to be real, they can reside quite
comfortably in the physical space in our brains, and if they turn out not to be real, they
can reside, with Santa Claus, in the logical space of fiction." Dennett (1978a1. p. 186.
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to resist the diabolical

operationalism that says that what happened (in
consciousness) is simply whatever you remember to have happened.
The Multiple Drafts model makes "writing it down" in memory criterial
for consciousness; that is what it is for the "given" to be "taken" — to
be taken one way rather than another. There is no reality of conscious
experience independent of the effects of various vehicles of content on
subsequent action (and hence, of course, on memory). This looks ominously like dreaded operationalism, and perhaps the Cartesian Theater
of consciousness is covertly cherished as the place where whatever
happens "in consciousness" really happens, whether or not it is later
correctly remembered. Suppose something happened in my presence,
but left its trace on me for only "a millionth of a second," as in the
Ariel Dorfman epigram. Whatever could it mean to say that I was,
however briefly and ineffectually, conscious of it? If there were a privileged Cartesian Theater somewhere, at least it could mean that the
film was jolly well shown there even if no one remembers seeing it. (So
there!)
The Cartesian Theater may be a comforting image because it
preserves the reality/appearance distinction at the heart of human subjectivity, but as well as being scientifically unmotivated, this is metaphysically dubious, because it creates the bizarre category of the
objectively subjective — the way things actually, objectively seem to
you even if they don't seem to seem that way to you! (Smullyan, 1981)
Some thinkers have their faces set so hard against "verificationism"
and "operationalism" that they want to deny it even in the one arena
where it makes manifest good sense: the realm of subjectivity. What
Clifford Stoll calls the astronomer's rule of thumb is a sardonic commentary on the vagaries of memory and the standards of scientific
evidence, but it becomes the literal truth when applied to what gets
"written" in memory. We might classify the Multiple Drafts model,
then, as first-person operationalism, for it brusquely denies the possibility in principle of consciousness of a stimulus in the absence of
the subject's belief in that
Opposition to this operationalism appeals, as usual, to possible
facts beyond the ken of the operationalist's test, but now the operationalist is the subject himself, so the objection backfires: "Just because
9. The philosopher Jay Rosenberg has pointed out to me that Kant sees the wisdom
in this, in his claim that, in experience, the für mich (the "for me") and the an sich (the
"in itself") are the same thing.
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you can't tell, by your preferred ways, whether or not you were conscious of x, that doesn't mean you weren't. Maybe you were conscious
of x but just can't find any evidence for it!" Does anyone, on reflection,
really want to say that? Putative facts about consciousness that swim
out of reach of both "outside" and "inside" observers are strange facts

indeed.
The idea dies hard. Consider how natural is the phrase "I judged
it to be so, because that's the way it seemed to me." Here we are
encouraged to think of two distinct states or events: the seeming-acertain-way and a subsequent (and consequent) judging-that-it-is-thatway. The trouble, one may think, with the Multiple Drafts model of
color phi, for instance, is that even if it includes the phenomenon of
the subject's judging that there was intervening motion, it does not
include — it explicitly denies the existence of — any event which
might be called the seeming-to-be-intervening-motion, on which this
judgment is "based." There must be "evidence presented" somewhere,
if only in a Stalinesque show trial, so that the judgment can be caused
by or grounded in that evidence.
Some people presume that this intuition is supported by phenomenology. They are under the impression that they actually observe themselves judging things to be such as a result of those things seeming to
them to be such. No one has ever observed any such thing "in their
phenomenology" because such a fact about causation would be unobservable (as Hume noted long ago)."'
Ask a subject in the color phi experiment: Do you judge that the
red spot moved right and changed color because it seemed to you to
do so, or does it seem to you to have moved because that is your
judgment? Suppose the subject gives a "sophisticated" answer:

In

a

10. The philosopher Ned Block once recounted to me his experience as a subject
"laterality" test. He looked straight ahead at a fixation point and every so often a

(Or a nonword. such as GHRPE) was flashed on the left or right side of fixation.
His task was to press a button if the stimulus was a word. His reaction times were
the left field (and hence entering the right
measurably longer for words displayed
hemisphere first). supporting the hypothesis that he. like most people, was strongly lateralized for language in the left hemisphere. This was not surprising to Block; what
interested him was "the phenomenology: the words flashed on the left seemed a bit
blurry, somehow." I asked him whether he thought the words were harder to Identify
because they seemed blurry, or seemed blurry because they were harder to identify. He
admitted that he could have no way of distinguishing these "opposit& causal accounts

word

of his judgment.
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wasn't actually a moving spot in the world — it's
just apparent motion, after all — but! also know the spot seemed
to move, so in addition to my judgment that the spot seemed to
move, there is the event which my judgment is about: the seemingto-move of the spot. There wasn't any real moving, so there has
to have been a real seeming-to-move for my judgment to be about.
I know there

Perhaps the Cartesian Theater is popular because it is the place where
the seemings can happen in addition to the judgings. But the sophisticated argument just presented is fallacious. Postulating a "real seeming" in addition to the judging or "taking" expressed in the subject's
report is multiplying entities beyond necessity. Worse, it is multiplying
entities beyond possibility; the sort of inner presentation in which real
seemings happen is a hopeless metaphysical dodge, a way of trying to
have your cake and eat it too, especially since those who are inclined
to talk this way are eager to insist that this inner presentation does not
occur in some mysterious, dualistic sort of space perfused with Cartesian ghost-ether. When you discard Cartesian dualism, you really must
discard the show that would have gone on in the Cartesian Theater,
and the audience as well, for neither the show nor the audience is to
be found in the brain, and the brain is the only real place there is to
look for them.

5. THE MULTIPLE DRAFTS MODEL IN ACTION

Let's review the Multiple Drafts model, extending it somewhat,
and considering in a bit more detail the situation in the brain that
provides its foundation. For simplicity, I'll concentrate at what happens
in the brain during visual experience. Later we can extend the account
to other phenomena.
Visual stimuli evoke trains of events in the cortex that gradually
yield discriminations of greater and greater specificity. At different
times and different places, various "decisions" or "judgments" are
made; more literally, parts of the brain are caused to go into states that
discriminate different features, e.g., first mere onset of stimulus, then
location, then shape, later color (in a different pathway), later still
(apparent) motion, and eventually object recognition. These localized
discriminative states transmit effects to other places, contributing to
further discriminations, and so forth (Van Essen, 1979; AlIman, Meizin,
and McGuinness, 1985; Livingstone and Hubel, 1987; Zeki and Shipp,
1988). The natural but naïve question to ask is: Where does it all come
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answer is: Nowhere. Some of these distributed contentful
out, leaving no further traces. Others do leave traces,
die
states soon
reports of experience and memory, on "semantic
subsequent
verbal
on
readiness" and other varieties of perceptual set, on emotional state,
behavioral proclivities, and so forth. Some of these effects — for instance, influences on subsequent verbal reports—are at least symptomatic of consciousness. But there is no one place in the brain through
which all these causal trains must pass in order to deposit their content
together? The

"in consciousness."
As soon as any such discrimination has been accomplished, it
becomes available for eliciting some behavior, for instance a buttonpush (or a smile, or a comment), or for modulating some internal informational state. For instance, a discrimination of a picture of a dog
might create a "perceptual set" — making it temporarily easier to see
dogs (or even just animals) in other pictures — or it might activate a
particular semantic domain, making it temporarily more likely that you
read the word "bark" as a sound, not a covering for tree trunks. As we
already noted, this multitrack process occurs over hundreds of milliseconds, during which time various additions, incorporations, emendations, and overwritings of content can occur, in various orders. These
yield, over the cotirse of time, something rather like a narrative stream
or sequence, which can be thought of as subject to continual editing
by many processes distributed around in the brain, and continuing
indefinitely into the future. Contents arise, get revised, contribute to
the interpretation of other contents or to the modulation of behavior
(verbal and otherwise), and in the process leave their traces in memory,
which then eventually decay or get incorporated into or overwritten
by later contents, wholly or in part. This skein of contents is only rather
like a narrative because of its multiplicity; at any point in time there
are multiple drafts of narrative fragments at various stages of editing
in various places in the brain. While some of the contents in these
drafts will make their brief contributions and fade without further effect — and some will make no contribution at all — others will persist
to play a variety of roles in the further modulation of internal state and
behavior and a few will even persist to the point of making their presence known through press releases issued in the form of verbal behavior.

Probing this stream at various intervals produces different effects,
precipitating different narratives — and these are narratives: single versions of a portion of "the stream of consciousness." if one delays the
probe too long, the result is apt to be no narrative left at all. if one
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probes "too early," one may gather data on how early a particular
discrimination is achieved in the stream, but at the cost of disrupting

the normal progression of the stream.
Is there an "optimal time of probing"? On the plausible assumption that after a while such narratives degrade rather steadily through
both fading of details and self-serving embellishment (what I ought to
have said at the party tends to turn into what I did say at the party),
one can justify probing as soon as possible after the stimulus sequence
of interest. But one also wants to avoid interfering with the phenomenon
by a premature probe. Since perception turns imperceptibly into memory, and "immediate" interpretation turns imperceptibly into rational
reconstruction, there is no single all-contexts summit on which to direct
one's probes.
Just what we are conscious of within any particular time duration
is not defined independently of the probes we use to precipitate a
narrative about that period. Since these narratives are under continual
revision, there is no single narrative that counts as the canonical version, the "first edition" in which are laid down, for all time, the events
that happened in the stream of consciousness of the subject, all deviations from which must be corruptions of the text. But any narrative (or
narrative fragment) that does get precipitated provides a "time line,"
a subjective sequence of events from the point of view of an observer,
that may then be compared with other time lines, in particular with
the objective sequence of events occurring in the brain of that observer.
As we have seen, these two time lines may not superimpose themselves
in orthogonal registration (lined up straight): even though the (mis-)
discrimination of red-turning-to-green occurred in the brain after the
discrimination of green spot, the subjective or narrative sequence is,
of course, red spot, then red-turning-to-green, and finally green spot.
So within the temporal smear of the point of view of the subject, there
may be order differences that induce kinks.

hi

Experienced Time
Objective Time
1

2

3456789
Figure 5.12
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There is nothing metaphysically extravagant or challenging about
this failure of registration." It is no more mysterious or contra-causal

than the realization that the individual scenes in movies are often shot
out of sequence, or that when you read the sentence "Bill arrived at
the party after Sally, but Jane came earlier than both of them," you
learn of Bill's arrival before you learn of Jane's earlier arrival. The space
and time of the representing is one frame of reference; the space and
time of what the representing represents is another. But this metaphysically innocuous fact does nevertheless ground a fundamental metaphysical category: When a portion of the world comes in this way to
compose a skein of narratives, that portion of the world is an observer.
That is what it is for there to be an observer in the world, a something
it is like something to be.
That is a rough sketch of my alternative model. Just how it differs
from the Cartesian Theater model still needs to be further clarified, by
showing how it handles particular phenomena. In the next chapter, we
will put the model to work on some difficult topics, but first let's consider briefly some mundane and familiar examples, often discussed by
philosophers.
You have probably experienced the phenomenon of driving for
miles while engrossed in conversation (or in silent soliloquy) and then
discovering that you have utterly no memory of the road, the traffic,
your car-driving activities. It is as if someone else had been driving.
Many theorists (myself included, I admit —Dennett, 1969, p. 116ff)
have cherished this as a favorite case of "unconscious perception and
intelligent action." But were you really unconscious of all those passing
cars, stop lights, bends in the road at the time? You were paying attention to other things, but surely if you had been probed about what you
had just seen at various moments on the drive, you would have had at
least some sketchy details to report. The "unconscious driving" phenomenon is better seen as a case of rolling consciousness with swift
memory loss.
Are you constantly conscious of the clock ticking? If it suddenly
stops, you notice this, and you can say right away what it is that has
stopped; the ticks "you weren't conscious of" up to the moment they
stopped and "would never have been conscious of" if they hadn't
stopped are now clearly in your consciousness. An even more striking
case is the phenomenon of being able to count, retrospectively in ex11. This way of thinking about it first occurred to me after reading Snyder (1988).
way of approaching the problems is somewhat different from mine.

although
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perience memory, the chimes of the clock which you only noticed was
striking after four or five chimes. But how could you so clearly remember hearing something you hadn't been conscious of in the first place?
The question betrays a commitment to the Cartesian model; there are
no fixed facts about the stream of consciousness independent of par-

ticular probes.

6
TIME AND
EXPERIENCE

can indeed say that my representations follow one another;
but this is only to say that we are conscious of them as in a
time-sequence, that is, in conformity with the form of inner
I

sense.

IMMANUEL KANT, Critique

of Pure Reason,

1781

In the previous chapter, we saw in outline how the Multiple Drafts
model dissolves the problem of "backwards projection in time," but
we ignored some major complications. In this chapter we will pursue
these issues into somewhat more challenging territory, examining and
resolving several controversies that have arisen among psychologists
and neuroscientists regarding the proper explanation of some notoriously unsettling experiments. I think it's possible to understand the
rest of the book without following all the arguments in this chapters so
it could be skipped or skimmed, but I've tried to make the issues clear
enough for outsiders to grasp, and I can think of six good reasons for
soldiering through the technical parts.

There is much that is still obscure in my sketch of the Multiple
Drafts model, and by seeing the model in further action, you
will get a clearer view of its structure.
as an
(2) If you have residual doubts about just how
empirical theory, the Multiple Drafts model is from the traditional Cartesian Theaters these doubts will be dissipated by
the spectacle of several head-on collisions.
(3) If you wonder if I am attacking a straw man, it will be reassuring to discover some experts tying themselves in knots
because they are genuine Cartesian materialists in spite of
themselves.
(1)
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you suspect that! have based the model on a single carefully
chosen phenomenon, Kolers's color phi, you will get to see
how some very different phenomena benefit from the Multiple
Drafts treatment.
(5) Several of the notorious experiments we will examine have
been heralded by some distinguished experts as the refutation
of the sort of conservative materialistic theory I am presenting,
so if there is to be a scientific challenge to my explanation of
consciousness, this is the battleground that has been chosen
by the opposition.
(6) Finally, the phenomena in question are fascinating, well worth
the effort to learn about.1
(4) If

1. FLEETING MOMENTS AND HOPPING RABBITS

A normally sufficient, but not necessary, condition for having
experienced something is a subsequent verbal report, and this is the
anchoring case around which all the puzzling phenomena wander.
Suppose that although your brain has registered — responded to —
some aspects of an event, something intervenes between that internal
response and a subsequent occasion for you to make a verbal report. If
there was no time or opportunity for an initial overt response of any
sort, and if the intervening events prevent later overt responses (verbal
or otherwise) from incorporating reference to some aspects of the first
event, this creates a puzzle question: Were they never consciously perceived, or have they been rapidly forgotten?
Many experiments have measuied the "span of apprehension." In
an acoustic memory-span test, you hear a tape recording of many unrelated items rapidly presented (say, four items a second), and are asked
to identify them. You simply cannot respond till the acoustic event is
over, and you then identify some, but not others. Yet subjectively you
heard all of them clearly and equally well. The natural question to ask
is: What exactly were you conscious of? There is no doubt that all the
information on the tape got processed by your auditory system, but did
the identifying marks of the items that were not subsequently named
make it all the way to yous consciousness, or were they just uncon1. The arguments and analyses in this chapter (and some of the discussion in the
previous chapter) are elaborations of material in Dennett and Kinsbourne (in press).
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sciously registered? They seem to have been there, in consciousness,

but were they really?
In another experimental paradigm, you are briefly shown a slide
on which many letters are printed. (This is done with a tachistoscope,
a display device that can be accurately adjusted to present a stimulus
of a particular brightness for a particular number of milliseconds —
sometimes only 5msec, sometimes 500msec or longer.) You can subsequently report only some of the letters, but the rest were certainly
seen by you. You insist they were there, you know exactly how many
there were, and you have the impression that they were clear-cut and
distinct. Yet you cannot identify them. Have you rapidly forgotten them,
or did they never quite get consciously perceived by you in the first
place?
The well-studied phenomenon of metacontrast (Fehrer and Raab,
1962) brings out the main point of the Multiple Drafts model sharply.
(For a survey of similar phenomena, see Breitmeyer, 1984.) if a stimulus
is flashed briefly on a screen (for, say, 3Omsec — about as long as a
single frame of television) and then immediately followed by a second
"masking" stimulus, subjects report seeing only the second stimulus.
The first stimulus might be a colored disc and the second stimulus a
colored ring that fits closely outside the space where the disc was
displayed.
If you could put yourself in the subject's place, you would see for
yourself; you would be prepared to swear that there was only one
stimulus: the ring. In the psychological literature, the standard descrip-

First Stimulus

Second Stimulus

Figure 6.1
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tion of such phenomena is Stalinesque: the second stimulus somehow
prevents conscious experience of the first stimulus. hi other words, it
somehow waylays the first stimulus on its way up to consciousness.
People can nevertheless do much better than chance if required to guess
whether there were one or two stimuli. This only shows once again,
says the Stalinesque theorist, that stimuli can have their effects on us
without our being conscious of them. The first stimulus never plays on
the stage of consciousness, but has whatever effects it has entirely
unconsciously. We can counter this explanation of metacontrast with
its Orwellian alternative: subjects are indeed conscious of the first stimulus (which explains their capacity to guess correctly) but their memory
of this conscious experience is almost entirely obliterated by the second
stimulus (which is why they deny having seen it, in spite of their telltale
b€1ter-than-chance guesses). The result is a standoff — and an embarr issment to both sides, since neither side can identify any crucial exresult that would settle the dispute.
Here is how the Multiple Drafts model deals with metacontrast.
When a lot happens in a short time, the brain may make simplifying
assumptions. The outer contour of a disc rapidly turns into the inner
contour of a ring. The brain, initially informed just that something
happened (something with a circular contour in a particular place),
swiftly receives confirmation that there was indeed a ring, with an inner
and outer contour. Without further supporting evidence that there was
a disc, the brain arrives at the conservative conclusion that there was
only a ring. Should we insist that the disc was experienced because if
the ring hadnt intervened the disc would have been reported? That
would be to make the mistake of supposing we could "freeze-frame"
the film in the Cartesian Theater and make sure that the disc frame
really did make it into the Theater before the memory of it was obliterated by later events. The Multiple Drafts model agrees that information about the disc was briefly in a functional position to contribute
to a later report, but this state lapsed; there is no reason to insist that
this state was inside the charmed circle of consciousness until it got
overwritten, or contrarily, to insist that It never quite achieved this
privileged state. Drafts that were composed at particular times and
places in the brain were later withdrawn from circulation, replaced by
revised versions, but none of them may be singled out as definitive of
the content of consciousness.
An even more startling exhibition of this capacity for revision is
the cutaneous rabbit. The psychologists Frank Geldard and Carl Sherrick reported the original experiments in 1972 (see also Geldard, 1977;
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Geldard and Sherrick, 1983, 1986). The subject's arm rests cushioned
on a table, and mechanical tappers are placed at two or three locations
along the arm, up to a foot apart. A series of taps in rhythm are delivered
by the tappers, e.g., five at the wrist followed by two near the elbow
and then three more on the upper arm. The taps are delivered with
interstimulus intervals between 50 and 200msec. So a train of taps
might last less than a second, or as much as two or three seconds. The
astonishing effect is that the taps seem to the subjects to travel in regular
sequence over equidistant points up the ann — as if a little animal were
hopping along the ann. Now, at first one feels like asking how did the
brain know that after the five taps on the wrist, there were going to be
some taps near the elbow? The subjects experience the "departure" of
the taps from the wrist beginning with the second tap, yet in catch
trials in which the later elbow taps are never delivered, subjects feel
all five wrist taps at the wrist in the expected manner. The brain obviously can't "know" about a tap at the elbow until after it happens.
If you are still entranced by the Cartesian Theater, you may want to

speculate that the brain delays the conscious experience until after all
the taps have been "received" at some way station in between the arm
and the seat of consciousness (whatever that is), and this way station
revises the data to fit a theory of motion, and sends the edited version on
up to consciousness. But would the brain always delay response to one
tap just in case more came? If not, how does it "know" when to delay?
The Multiple Drafts model shows that this is a misbegotten question. The shift in space (along the arm) is discriminated over time by
the brain. The number of taps is also discriminated. Although in physical reality the taps were clustered at particular locations, the simplifying assumption is that they were distributed regularly across the
space-time extent of the experience. The brain relaxes into this parsimonious but mistaken interpretation after the taps are registered, of
course, and this has the effect of wiping out earlier (partial) interpretations of the taps, but side effects of those interpretations may live on. For
instance, suppose we asked subjects to press a button whenever they
felt two taps on the wrist; it would not be surprising if they could initiate the button-press before the forearm taps had been discriminated that
caused them to misinterpret the second tap as displaced up the arm.
We must be particularly careful not to make the mistake of supposing that the content we would derive from such an early probe
constituted the "first chapter" of the content we would find in the
narrative if we were to probe the same phenomenon later. This confuses
two different "spaces": the space of representing and the space rep-
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resented. This is such a tempting and ubiquitous mistake that it de-

serves a section of its own.
2. HOW THE BRAIN REPRESENTS TIME
Cartesian materialism, the view that nobody espouses but almost
everybody tends to think in terms of. suggests the following subterranean picture. We know that information moves around in the brains
getting processed by various mechanisms in various regions. Our intuitions suggest that our streams of consciousness consist of events
occurring in sequences and that at any instant every element in that
sequence can be classified as either having already occurred "in consciousness" or as having not occurred "there" yet. And if that is so,
then (it seems) the contentful vehicles of content moving through the
brain must be like railroad cars on a track; the order in which they pass
by some point will be the order in which they "arrive at" the theater
of consciousness and (hence) "become conscious." To determine where
in the brain consciousness happens, trace all the trajectories of information-vehicles, and see what point particular vehicles are passing at
the instant they become conscious.
Reflection on the
fundamental task will show us what is
wrong with this picture. The
task is to guide the body it controls
through a world of shifting conditions and sudden surprises, so it must
gather information from that world and use it swiftly to "produce future" — to extract anticipations in order to stay one step ahead of disaster (Dennett, 1984a, 1991b). So the brain must represent temporal
properties of events in the worlds and it must do this efficiently. The
processes that are responsible for executing this task are spatially distributed in a large brain with no central node, and communication
between regions of this brain is relatively slow; electrochemical nerve
impulses travel thousands of times slower than light (or electronic
signals through wires). So the brain is under significant time pressure.
It must often arrange to modulate its output in the light of its input
within a time window that leaves no slack for delays. On the input
side, there are perceptual analysis tasks, such as speech perception,
which would be beyond the physical limits of the brain's machinery
if it didn't utilize ingenious anticipatory strategies that feed on redundancies in the input. Normal speech occurs at the rate of four or five
syllables per second, but so powerful are the analysis machines we
have evolved to "parse' it, that people can comprehend "compressed
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speech" — in which the words are electronically sped up without raising the tone chipmunk-style — at rates of up to thirty syllables per
second. On the output side, many acts must occur so fast, and with
such accurate triggering, that the brain has no time to adjust its control
signals in the light of feedback; acts such as playing the piano or accurately pitching a rock (Calvin, 1983, 1986) must be ballistically in-

itiated. (Ballistic acts are unguided missiles; once they are triggered,
their trajectories are not adjustable.)
How, then, does the brain keep track of the temporal information
it needs? Consider the following problem: Since the toe-to-brain distance is much greater than the hip-to-brain distance, or the shoulderto-brain distance, or the forehead-to-brain distance, stimuli delivered
simultaneously at these different sites will arrive at Headquarters in
staggered succession, if travel-speed is constant along all paths. How,
you might ask yourself, does the brain "ensure central simultaneity of
representation for distally simultaneous stimuli"? Engaging in some
speculative reverse engineering, you might think as follows: Perhaps
all afferent nerve tracts are like spring-loaded windup tape measures —
and all the same length: the nerves to the toes are fully unwound, those
to the forehead are mainly coiled in the brain. Signals in the latter tract
loop round and round in their inboard delay coils, exiting into Headquarters at exactly the same instant as the nonlooping signals from the
toes. Or you might imagine that nerve tracts got narrower in diameter
as they stretched out (rather like clay pot coils or home-made noodles),
and that conduction speed varied with diameter. (It does, but in the
wrong direction, alas! Thick fibers conduct faster.) These are vivid (if
silly) models of mechanisms that would solve this problem, but the
antecedent mistake is to suppose that the brain needs to solve this
problem at all. The brain shouldn't solve this problem, for an obvious
engineering reason: it squanders precious time by conceding to the full
range of its operations a "worst case" schedule. Why should vitally
important signals from the forehead (for instance) dawdle in the anteroom just because there might someday be an occasion when concurrent
signals from the toes need to converge with them somehow?2
to cushion the
2. This does not mean that the brain never uses 'buffer
interface between the brains internal processes and the asynchronous outside world.
The "echoic memory" with which we preserve stimulus patterns briefly while the brain
begins to process them is an obvious example (Sperling. 1960: Neisser, 1967; see also
Newell, Rosenbloom. and Laird. 1989. p. 107).
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Digital computers do depend on such delays to allow for worst
cases and ensure synchrony. The mechanism in a parallel adder circuit
that holds completed sums idle until a timing pulse releases them is
close kin to the imagined looping nerves. And the builders of supercomputers have to be extraordinarily careful to ensure that the wires
connecting various parts are the same length, which often requires
including extra loops of wire. But digital computers can afford such
local inefficiency because they have speed to burn. (In fact, with the
market competition for faster and faster digital computers, these tiny
temporal inefficiencies are now all being rethought; the main reason
many of them remain is that engineers don't know how to design totally
asynchronous computer systems, unregulated by any master clock
pulse.)
Imposing a master synchrony on operations requires delays. As
reverse engineers, we may speculate that if there are effective ways for
the brain to represent the information it needs about time that avoid
these delays, evolution will have "found them." In fact there are such
ways, which we can illustrate with a historical incident that exhibits
the phenomenon greatly magnified — in both space and time.
Consider the communication difficulties faced by the far-flung
British Empire before the advent of radio and telegraph. Controlling a
worldwide empire from a headquarters in London was not always feasible. The most notorious incident is surely the Battle of New Orleans,
on January 8, 1815, fifteen days after the truce ending the War of 1812
was signed in Belgium. Over a thousand British soldiers were killed
in this pointless battle. We can use this debacle to see how the system
worked. Suppose on day I the treaty is signed in Belgium, with the
news sent by land and sea to America, India, Africa, and so forth. On
day 15 the battle is fought in New Orleans, and news of the defeat is
sent by land and sea to England, India, etc. On day 20, too late, the
news of the treaty (and the order to surrender) arrives in New Orleans.
On day 35, let's suppose, the news of the defeat arrives in Calcutta, but
the news of the treaty doesn't arrive there until day 40 (traveling via a
slow overland route). To the British commander in chief in India, the
battle would "seem" to have been fought before the treaty was signed —
were it not for the practice of dating letters, which permits him to make
the necessary corrections.3
3. I hasten to add that I am making up this historical embellishment. Francis
Rawdon-Hastings. the first Marquis of Hastings and second Earl of Moira, was governor
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These far-flung agents solved most of their problems of communicating information about time by embedding representations of the
relevant time information in the content of their signals, so that the

arrival time of the signals themselves was strictly irrelevant to the
information they carried. A date written at the head of a letter (or a
dated postmark on the envelope) gives the recipient information about
This
when it was sent, information that survives any delay in
distinction between time represented (by the postmark) and time of
representing (the day the letter arrives) is an instance of the familiar
distinction between content and vehicle. While this particular solution
is not available to the brain's communicators (because they don't "know
the date" when they send their messages), the general principle of the
content/vehicle distinction is relevant to information-processing
models of the brain in ways that have seldom been
In general, we must distinguish features of representings from the
features of representeds. Someone can shout "Softly, on tiptoe!" at the
top of his lungs, there are gigantic pictures of microscopic objects, and
there is nothing impossible about an oil painting of an artist making a
charcoal sketch. The top sentence of a written description of a standing
man need not describe his head, nor the bottom sentence his feet. This
principle also applies, less obviously, to time. Consider the spoken
phrase "a bright, brief flash of red light." The beginning of it is "a
general of Bengal and commander in chief of India in 1815, but I haven't the faintest
idea how or when he was actually informed of the Battle of New Orleans.
4. Such a 'postmark" can in principle be added to a vehicle of content at any
stage of its journey; li all materials arriving at a particular location come from the same
place by the same route at the same speed, their departure time" from the original
destination can be retroactively stamped on them. by simply subtracting a constant from
their arrival time at the way station. This is an engineering possibility that is probably
used by the brain for making certain automatic adjustments for standard travel times.
5. As Uttal (1979) notes, the distinction is widely recognized by neuroscientists:
"The essence of much of the research that has been carried out In the field of sensory
coding can be distilled into a single, especially important idea — any candidate code
can represent any perceptual dimension: there is no need for an isomorphic relation
between the neural and psychophysical data. Space can represent time, time can represent
space, place can represent quality, and certainly, nonlinear neural functions can represent
linear or nonlinear psychophysical functions equally well" (p. 286) But while this idea
is well known, we shall soon see that some theorists understand it by misunderstanding
It; the way they "make sense of it" is by tacitly reintroducing the unnecessary "isomorphism" in a dimly imagined process of translation or 'projection" that is supposed
to occur in consciousness.
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bright' and the end of it is "red light." Those portions of that speech
event are not themselves representations of onsets or terminations of
a brief red flash (for a similar point, see Efron, 1967, p. 714). No event
in the nervous system can have zero duration (any more than it can
have zero spatial extent), so it has an onset and termination separated
by some amount of time. If the event itself represents an event in experience, then the event it represents must itself have non—zero duration, an onset, a middle, and a termination. But there is no reason to
suppose that the beginning of the representing represents the beginning
of the
Although different attributes are indeed extracted
by different neural facilities at different rates (e.g.. location versus shape
versus color), and although if asked to respond to the presence of each
one in isolation, we would do so with different latencies, we perceive
events, not a successively analyzed trickle of perceptual elements or
attributes.
A novel or historical narrative need not have been composed in
the order it eventually portrays — sometimes authors begin with the
ending and work backwards. Moreover, such a narrative can contain
flashbacks, in which events are represented as having happened in a
certain order by means of representings that occur in a different order.
Similarly, the representing by the brain of A before B does not have to
be accomplished by:
first:
a representing of A,

followed by:
a

representing of

B.

6. Cf. Pylyshyn (1979, p. 278): "No one.. is disposed to speak literally of such
physical properties of a mental event as its color. size, mass and so on. . though we do
.

.

speak of them as representing (Or having the experiential content of)
For instance, one would not properly say of a thought (or image) that it
but only that it was a thought about something large or red (or that it
something large or red).
It ought to strike one as curious, therefore,
freely of the duration of a mental event.'
.

.

.

such properties.
was large or red,
was an image of
that we speak so

7. As the psychologist Robert Efron remarks: 'We do not, when first obseMng an
object with central vision, fleetingly experience the object as It would appear with the
. Similarly.
most peripheral vision, then as it would appear with less peripheral vision.
when we shift our attention from one object of awareness to another, there is no experience
.

of

.

specificity of the new object of awareness — we just perceive the new object"

(1967. p. 721).
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The phrase "B after A" is an example of a (spoken) vehicle that represents A as being before B, and the brain can avail itself of the same
freedom of temporal placement. What matters for the brain is not nec-

essarily when individual representing events happen in various parts
of the brain (as long as they happen in time to control the things that
need controlling!) but their temporal content. That is, what matters is
that the brain can proceed to control events "under the assumption
that A happened before B" whether or not the information that A has
happened enters the relevant system of the brain and gets recognized
as such before or after the information that B has happened. (Recall the
commander in chief in Calcutta: First he was informed of the battle,
and then he was informed of the truce, but since he can extract from
this the information that the truce caine first, he can act accordingly.
He has to judge that the truce came before the battle; he doesn't also
have to mount some sort of pageant of "historical reconstruction" to
watch, in which he receives the letters in the "proper" order.)
Some have argued, however, that time is the one thing that the
mind or brain must represent "with itself." The philosopher Hugh
Mellor, in his book Real Time (1981, p. 8) puts the claim clearly and
vigorously:

Suppose for example I see one event e precede another, e*. I must
first see e and then e*, my seeing of e being somehow recollected
in my seeing of e*. That is, my seeing of e affects my seeing of
e*: this is what makes me — rightly or wrongly — see e precede
e* rather than the other way round. But seeing e precede e* means
seeing e first. So the causal order of my perceptions of these events,
by fixing the temporal order I perceive them to have, fixes the
temporal order of the perceptions themselves.
ITihe striking
fact. should be noticed, namely that perceptions of temporal
order need temporally ordered perceptions. No other property or
relation has to be thus embodied in perceptions of it [my italics]:
perceptions of shape and colour, for example, need not themselves
be correspondingly shaped or coloured.
.

.

.

.

.

This is false, but there is something right about it. Since the fundamental function of representation in the brain is to control behavior
in real time, the timing of representings is to some degree essential to
their task, in two ways.
First, at the beginning of a perceptual process, the timing may be
what determines the content. Consider how we distinguish a spot mov-
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ing from right to left from a spot moving from left to right on a motion
picture screen. The only difference between the two may be the temporal order in which two frames (or more) are projected. If first A then
B is projected, the spot is seen as moving in one direction; if first B
then A, the spot is seen as moving in the opposite direction. The only
difference in the stimuli that the brain could use to make this discrimination of direction is the order in which they occur. This discrimination is, then, as a matter of logic, based on the brain's capacity to
make a temporal order discrimination of a particular acuity. Since
motion-picture frames are usually presented at the rate of twenty-four

per second, we know that the visual system can resolve order between
stimuli that occur within about 5Omsec. This means that the actual
temporal properties of signals — their onset times, their velocity in the
system, and hence their arrival times — must be accurately controlled
until such a discrimination is made. Otherwise, the information on
which the discrimination must be based will be lost or obscured.
On a larger scale this phenomenon sometimes arises at the beginning of a sailboat race; you see a boat cross the starting line and then
hear the starting gun, but was the boat over the line too early? It is
logically impossible to tell unless you can calculate the different transmission times for sound and light to the place where you made the
discrimination. Once a judgment has been made (either all clear or boat
#7 was over the line early), this content can be conveyed to the participants in a leisurely fashion, without regard to how fast or far it has
to travel to do its job.
So timing of some representings matters until a discrimination
such as left-to-right (or over the line early) has been made, but once it
is made, locally, by some circuit in the cortex (or some observer on the
committee boat), the content of the judgment can be sent, in a temporally sloppy way, anywhere in the brain where this information might
be put to use. Only in this way can we explain the otherwise puzzling
fact that people may be unable to perform above chance on some temporal order judgments while they perform flawlessly on other judgments (such as direction of motion judgments) which logically call for
even greater temporal acuity. They use specialized (and specially located) discriminators to make the high-quality judgments.
The second constraint on timing has already been noted parenthetically: it dces not matter in what order representings occur so long
as they occur in time to contribute to the control of the appropriate
behavior. The function of a representing may depend on meeting a
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deadline, which is a temporal property of the vehicle doing the representing. This is particularly evident in such time-pressured environThe problem is not
ments as the imagined Strategic Defense
how to get computer systems to represent, accurately, missile launches,
but how to represent a missile launch accurately during the brief time
while you can still do something about it. A message that a missile was
launched at 6:04:23.678 A.M. EST may accurately represent the time of
launch forever, but its utility may utterly lapse at 6:05 A.M. EST. For
any task of control, then, there is a temporal control window within
which the temporal parameters of representings may in principle be
moved around ad lib.
The deadlines that limit such windows are not fixed, but rather
depend on the task. If, rather than intercepting missiles, you are writing
your memoirs or answering questions at the Watergate hearings (Neisser, 1981), the information you need to recover about the sequence of
events in your life in order to control your actions can be recovered in
almost any order, and you can take your time drawing inferences. Or
to take an intermediate case closer to the phenomena we are considering,
suppose you are drifting in a boat, and you wonder whether you are
drifting towards or away from a dangerous reef you can see in the distance. Suppose that now you know your current distance from the reef
(by measuring the angle, let's say, that it subtends in your visual field);
in order to answer your question, you can either wait a bit and then
measure the angle again or, if half an hour ago you took a Polaroid snapshot of the reef, you could measure the angle on that old photograph,
do some calculations and retrospectively figure out how far away you
were then. In order to make the judgment about the direction you are
drifting you have to calculate two distances: distance at noon and distance at 12:30, let's say, but it doesn't make any difference which distance
gets calculated first. But you had better be able to make the calculation
swiftly enough so that you can get out the oars before it's too late.
So the brain's representing of time is anchored to time itself in
two ways: the very timing of the representing can be what provides the
evidence or determines the content, and the whole point of representing
the time of things can be lost if the representing doesn't happen in time
to make the difference it is supposed to make. I expect that Mellor
appreciates both of these factors, and had them in mind in making the
claim I quoted, but he makes the natural mistake of thinking that in
combination they completely constrain the representing of time, so that
order of representing always represents the order in content. On his
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account, there is no room for temporal "smearing," while I have been
arguing that there must be temporal smearing — on a small scale —
because there must be spatial smearing (on a small scale) of the point
of view of the observer.

Causes must precede effects. This fundamental principle ensures
that temporal control windows are bounded at both ends: by the earliest
time at which information could arrive in the system, and by the latest
time at which information could contribute causally to control of a
particular behavior. We still haven't seen how the brain might utilize
the time available in a control window to sort out the information it
receives and turn it into a coherent "narrative" that gets used to govern
the body's responses.
How, then, might temporal properties be inferred by processes in
the brain? Systems of "date stamps" or "postmarks" are not theoretically impossible, but there is a cheaper, less foolproof but biologically
more plausible way: by what we might call content-sensitive settling.
A useful analogy would be the film studio where the sound track is
"synchronized" with the film. The various segments of audio tape may
by themselves have lost all their temporal markers, so that there is no
simple, mechanical way of putting them into apt registration with the
images. Sliding them back and forth relative to the film and looking
for convergences, however, will usually swiftly home in on a "best fit."
The slap of the slateboard at the beginning of each take — "Scene three,
take seven, camera rolling, SLAP!" — provides a double saliency, an
auditory and a visual clap, to slide into synchrony, pulling the rest of
the tape and the frames into position at the same time. But there are
typically so many points of mutually salient correspondence that this
conventional saliency at the beginning of each take is just a handy
redundancy. Getting the registration right depends on the content of
the film and the tape, but not on sophisticated analysis of the content.
An editor who knew no Japanese would find synchronizing a Japanese
soundtrack to a Japanese film difficult and boring but not impossible.
Moreover, the temporal order of the stages of the process of putting the
pieces into registration is independent of the content of the product;
the editor can organize scene three before organizing scene two, and
in principle could even do the entire job running the segments "in
reverse."
Quite "stupid" processes can do similar jiggling and settling in
the brain. For instance, the computation of depth in random-dot ste(see Figure 5.7, page 112) is a spatial problem for which we
can readily envisage temporal analogues. In principle, then, the brain
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can solve some of its problems of temporal inference by such a process,

drawing data not from left and right eyes, but from whatever information sources are involved in a process requiring temporal judgments.
Two important points follow from this. First, such temporal inferences can be drawn (such temporal discriminations can be made)
by comparing the (low-level) content of several data arrays, and this
real-time process need not occur in the temporal order that its product
eventually represents. Second, once such a temporal inference has been
drawn, which may be before high-level features have been extracted
by other processes, it does not have to be drawn again! There does not
have to be a later representation in which the high-level features are
"presented" in a real-time sequence for the benefit of a second
sequence-judger. In other words, having drawn inferences from these
juxtapositions of temporal information, the brain can go on to represent
the results in any format that fits its needs and resources — not necessarily a format in which "time is used to represent time."
3. LIBETS CASE OF "BACKWARDS REFERRAL IN TIME"

We've established a way in which the brain can do its editorial
work on temporal information in a fashion that ignores the actual timing
(the "time of arrival") of some of its representations, but we must remind ourselves once more of the time pressure under which it must
do all this. Working backwards from the deadline, all content reported
or otherwise expressed in subsequent behavior must have been present
(in the brain, but not necessarily "in consciousness") in time to have
contributed causally to that behavior. For instance, if a subject in an
experiment says "dog" in response to a visual stimulus, we can work
backwards from the behavior, which was clearly controlled by a process
that had the content dog (unless the subject says "dog" to every stimulus, or spends the day saying "dog dog dog... " and so forth). And
since it takes on the order of lOOmsec to begin to execute a speech
intention of this sort (and roughly another 200msec to complete it), we
can be quite sure that the content dog was present in (roughly) the
language areas of the brain by lOOmsec before the utterance began.
Working from the other end, again, we can determine the earliest time
the content dog could have been computed or extracted by the visual
system from the retinal input, and even, perhaps, follow its creation
and subsequent trajectory through the visual system and into the language areas.
What would be truly anomalous (indeed a cause for lamentations
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and the gnashing of teeth) would be if the time that expired between

the dog-stimulus and the "dog"-utterance was less than the time physically required for this content to be established and moved througji
the system. But no such anomalies have been uncovered. What have
been discovered, however, are some startling juxtapositions between
the two sequences graphed in Figure 5.12 on page 136. When we try
to put the sequence of events in the objective processing stream in the
brain into registration with the subject's sub:ective sequence as determined by what the subject subsequently says we sometimes find surprisingly
kinks. That, at least, is the conclusion we might want
to draw from one of the most widely discussed — and criticized —
experiments in neuroscience: Benjamin Libet's neurosurgical experiment demonstrating what he calls "backwards referral in time."
Sometimes during brain surgery it is important for the patient to
be awake and alert, under only local anesthetic (like getting Novocain
from the dentist). This lets the neurosurgeon get immediate reports
from the patient about what is being experienced while the brain is
being probed (see footnote 5 on page 58). This practice was pioneered
by Wilder Penfleld (1958), and for more than thirty years, neurosurgeons have been gathering data on the results of direct electrical stimulation to various parts of the cortex. It has long been known that
stimulation of locations on the somatosensory cortex (a strip conveniently located across the top of the brain) produces the experience in
the patient of sensations on corresponding parts of the body. For instance, stimulation of a point on the left somatosensory cortex can
produce the sensation of a brief tingle in the subject's right hand (because of the familiar twist in the nervous system that leaves the left
half of the brain responsible for the right side of the body, and vice
versa). Libet compared the time course of such cortically induced tingles to similar sensations produced in the more usual way, by applying
a brief electrical pulse to the hand itself (Libet, 1965, 1981, 1982, 1985b;
Libet et al., 1979; see also Popper and Ecclos, 1977; Dennett, 1979b;
Churchland, 1981a, 1981b; Honderich, 1984:1.
What would one expect to happen? Well, suppose two commuters
head to work every day at exactly the same time, but one lives way out
in the suburbs and the other lives a few blocks from the office. They
drive at the same speed, so given the extra distance the suburban commuter must drive, we would expect him to arrive at the office later.
This is not, however, what Libet found when he asked his patients
which came first, the hand-tingle that started
in the cortex or the
hand-tingle sent from the hand. From the data he gathered, he argued
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that while in each case it took considerable time (approximately 500
msec) from onset of stimulation to "neuronal adequacy" (the point at
which he claims that cortical processes culminate to yield a conscious
experience of a tingle), when the hand itself was stimulated, the ex-

perience was "automatically" "referred backwards in time," and was
felt to happen before the tingle produced by brain stimulation itself.
Most strikingly, Libet reported instances in which a patient's left
cortex was stimulated before his left hand was stimulated, which one
would tend to think would surely give rise to two felt tingles: first right
hand (cortically induced) and then left hand. In fact, however, the
subjective report was reversed: "first left, then right."
Libet has interpreted his results as raising a serious challenge to
materialism:". . a dissociation between the timings of the correspondevents would seem to raise serious though
ing
and
not insurmountable difficulties for the.. theory of psychoneural identity" (Libet et al., 1979, p. 222). According to Sir John Eccies, a Nobel
laureate in medicine for his research in neurophysiology, this challenge
cannot be met:
.

.

This antedating procedure does not seem to be explicable by any
neurophysiological process. Presumably it is a strategy that has
been learnt by the self-conscious mind. . the antedating sensory
experience is attributable to the ability of the self-conscious mind
to make slight temporal adjustments, i.e., to play tricks with time.
[Popper and Eccles, 1977, p. 3641
.
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More recently, the mathematician and physicist Roger Penrose
(1989) has suggested that a materialistic explanation of Libet's phenomena would require a revolution in fundamental physics. Although
Libet's experiment has been widely hailed in nonscientific circles as a
demonstration of the truth of dualism, few in the cognitive science
community share this opinion. In the first place, Libet's experimental
procedures, and his analysis of the results, have been severely criticized. His experiment has never been replicated, which is reason
enough in many quarters to remove his "results" from consideration.
The skeptical view, then, is that his phenomena simply don't exist. But
what if they did? That is just the sort of question a philosopher would
ask, but in this case, there is more than the usual philosophical motivation for asking it. No one doubts the existence of such simpler phenomena as color phi and the cutaneous rabbit, and their interpretation
raises the same problems. It would be theoretically myopic to settle for
methodological grounds for dismissal, when this leaves unchallenged
the background assumptions that suggest that if Libet's experiment were
ever properly replicated, it would be a dark day for materialism.
The first thing to notice about Libet's experiment is that it would
provide no evidence of any anomaly at all were we to forgo the opportunity to record the subjects' verbal reports of their experiences and
then use them to generate first a text and then a heterophenomenological
world. The noises they make with their vocal tracts during or after
experiments yield no hint of paradox if treated as merely acoustic phenomena. In no case do sounds appear to issue from heads before lips

move, nor do hands move before the brain events that purportedly cause
them, nor do events occur in the cortex in advance of the stimuli that
are held to be their source. Viewed strictly as the internal and external
behavior of a biologically implemented control system for a body, the
events observed and clocked in the experiments exhibit no apparent
violations of everyday mechanical causation — of the sort Galileanl
Newtonian physics provides the standard approximate model.
You might, then, "make the problems disappear" by being a barefoot behaviorist and simply refusing to take introspective reports seriously. But we are not barefoot behaviorists; we want to accept the
challenge of making sense of what Libet calls "a primary phenomenological aspect of our human existence in relation to brain function"
(1985a, p. 534). Libet almost gets the point about heterophenomenology.
He says: "It is important to realize that these subjective referrals and
corrections are apparently taking place at the level of the mental
'sphere'; they are not apparent, as such, in the activities at neural levels"
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were
The reports by subjects about their different experiences
The
not theoretical constructs but empirical observations.
method of introspection may have its limitations, but it can be
used appropriately within the framework of natural science, and
it is absolutely essential if one is trying to get some experimental
data on the mind-brain problem. [1987, p. 785]
.

. .
.

.

.

The reports by subjects, even when turned into texts, are, as Libet

says, empirical observations, but what they report, the events in their
heterophenomenological worlds, are indeed theoretical constructs.
They can, as Libet urges, be used appropriately within the framework
of natural science, but only if you understand them at the outset as
theorists' fictions.
Libet claims that his experiments with direct stimulation of the
cortex demonstrate "two remarkable temporal factors":

There is a substantial delay before cerebral activities, initiated
by a sensory stimulus, achieve "neuronal adequacy" for eliciting any resulting conscious sensory experience.
(2) After neuronal adequacy is achieved, the subjective timing of
the experience is (automatically) referred backwards in time,
utilizing a "timing signal" in the form of the initial response
of cerebral cortex to the sensory stimulus (1981, p. 182).
(1)

The "timing signal" is the first burst of activity to appear in the
cortex (the primary evoked potential), which occurs only 10 to 20msec
after stimulation of the peripheral sense organ. Libet suggests that the
backwards referral is always "to" the timing signal.
Libet's model is Stalinesque: After the primary evoked potential,
various editing processes occur in the cortex prior to the moment of
"neuronal adequacy," at which time a finished film is projected. I-low
is it projected? Here Libet's account vacillates between an extreme view
and a moderate view (cf. Honderich, 1984):
(1)

backwards projection: It is somehow sent backwards in time
in some Cartesian Theater where it is projected in synch with
the primary evoked potentials. (The primary evoked potentials, as "timing signals," serve rather like the slateboard used
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in fllmmaking, showing the projectcr exactly how far back in
time to send the experience.)
(2) backwards referral: It is projected in ordinary time, but it
carries something like a postmark, reminding the viewer that
these events must be understood to have occurred somewhat
earlier. (In this case the primary evcked potentials serve simply as dates, which might be
on the Cartesian
screen by a title '0n the eve of the Battle of Waterloo" or
"New York City, summer, 1942.")

Libet's own term is referral, and he defends it by reminding us of
the long recognized and accepted" phenomenon of spatial referral,
which suggests the moderate reading.

Subjective referral backwards in time is a strange concept and
perhaps is not readily palatable on initial exposure to it. But there
is a major precedent for it in the long recognized and accepted
concept of subjective referral in the spatial dimension. For exaniple, the visual image experienced in response to a visual stimulus has a subjective spatial configuration and location that are
greatly different from the spatial configuration and location of the
neuronal activities that give rise to the ("subjectively referred")
image. [1981, p. 183. See also Libet et al., 1979, p. 221; Libet,
1985b.J

However, he goes on to conclude that temporal referral raises problems
for materialism (the "theory of psychoneural identity": Libet et al.,
1979, p. 222), so either he thinks that spatial referral also raises these
problems, or he hasn't understood his own defense. If spatial referral —
the fact that what we see seems to be outside, not inside, our brains —
raises a problem for materialism, though, why does Libet suggest his
own work uncovers an Important new argument for dualism? Surely
the fact of spatial referral is much better attested than the sorts of
temporal referrals he must work so ingeniously to demonstrate. It does
seem, though, that Libet has a radical (or at any rate confused) vision
of spatial referral as some kind of 'projectioil":

there is experimental evidence for the view that the subjective or
mental "sphere" could indeed "fill in" spatial and temporal gaps.
How else, for exaniple, could one view the already mentioned
enormous discrepancy that is known to exist between a subjective
visual image and the configuration of neuronal activities that gives
rise to the experience of the image? [1981, p. 196]
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This does seem to say that the projector Smythies could not find in the
brain is in fact hiding in the mental "sphere."8
How does Libet claim to establish his two remarkable temporal
factors? "Neuronal adequacy," which Libet estimates to require up to
500msec of cortical activity, is determined by seeing how late, following
initial stimulation, a direct cortical stimulation can interfere with the
consciousness subsequently reported. Beyond that critical interval, a
direct cortical stimulus would be reported by the subject to be a subsequent experience. (Having arrived too late for incorporation by the
editing room into the "final print" of the first stimulus experience, it
would appear in the next installment.) Libet's data suggest a tremen-

dously variable editing window: "The conditioning cortical stimulus
could be started more than 500msec following the skin pulse and still
modify the skin sensation, although in most cases retroactive effects
were not observed with S-C intervals greater than 200msec" (1981, p.
185). Libet is careful to define neuronal adequacy in terms of effect on
subsequent unhurried verbal report: "[Tihe subject was asked to report,
within a few seconds after the delivery of each pair of. stimuli"
(1979, p. 195), and he insists that "The timing of a subjective experience
must be distinguished from that of a behavioral response (such as in
reaction time), which might be made before conscious awareness de.

velops..." (Libet

et al., 1979, p. 193).

This proviso permits him to defend a rival interpretation of
Patricia Churchland's data. Churchland is the first "neurophilosopher"
(see her 1986 book, Neurophilosophy: Toward a Unified Science of the
Mind-Brain.) When I first read of Libet's results (in Popper and Eccles,
1977), I encouraged her to look into them, and she gave them a vigorous
shakedown (Churchland, 1981a). She attempted to discredit Libet's first
8. See also Libet's dismissal of MacKay's suggestion of a more moderate reading
(1981, p. 195; 1985b, p. 568). Libet's final summation in 1981, on the other hand, is
own view. . has been that the temporal discrepancy creates relative
inconclusive:
difficulties for identily Ihoory. but that these are not insurmountable" (p. 196). Presumably they would be undeniably insurmountable on the backwards projection interpretation, for that involves precognition or backwards causation or something equally spooky
and unprecedented. Moreover. Libet later (1985b. p. 569) describes these not-insurmountable difficulties in a way that seems to require the milder reading: oAlthough the
.

delay-and-antedating hypothesis does not separate the actual time of the experience from
its time of neuronal production. it does eliminate the necessity for simultaneity between
the subjective timing of the experience and the actual clock-time of the experience.'
Perhaps Sir John Eccles's enthusiastic support for a radical, dualistic interpretation of
the findings has lured the attention of Libet (and his critics) away from the mild thesis
he sometimes defends.
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thesis, the long rise time to "neuronal adequacy" for consciousness, by
asking subjects in an experiment to say "go" as soon as they were
conscious of a skin stimulus like those used by Libet. She reported a
mean response time over nine subjects of 358rnsec, which, she argued,
showed that the subjects must have achieved neuronal adequacy by
the 200msec mark at the latest (allowing time for the production of a
verbal response).
Libet's reply is Stalinesque: A verbal reaction — saying "go" —
can be unconsciously initiated. "There is nothing magical or uniquely
informative when the motor response is a vocalization of the word 'go'
instead of the more usual one of a finger tapping a button... The ability
to detect a stimulus and to react to it purposefully, orbe psychologically
influenced by it, without any reportable conscious awareness of the
stimulus, is widely accepted" (1981, pp. 187—188). And to the objection, "But what did Churchland's subjects think they were doing, if
not saying, as requested, just when they were conscious of the stimulus?" Libet could give the standard Stalinesque reply: They did indeed
eventually become conscious of the stimulus, but by then, their verbal
report had already been
For this reason Libet rejects reaction-time studies such as Churchland's as having "an uncertain validity as a primary criterion of a subjective experience" (1981, p. 188). He favors letting the subject take his
time: "The report is made unhurriedly within a few seconds after each
trial, allowing the subject to introspectively examine his evidence" (p.
188). How, then, can he deal with the rival prospect that this leisurely
pace gives the Orwellian revisionist in the brain plenty of time to replace the real memories of consciousness with false memories?

Reporting after the trial of course requires that processes of shortterm memory and recallability be operative, but this presents no
difficulty for subjects with no significant defects in these abilities.
Ip. 188J
9. In an earlier paper. Libet conceded the possibil ty of Orwellian
processes and
supposed there might be a significant difference between unconscious mental events
and
conscious-but-ephemeral mental events:
may well bean immediate but ephemeral
kind of experience of awareness which is not retained for recall at conscious levels
of experience. If such experiences exist, however, their content would have
direct
significance only in later unconscious mental
although, like other unconscious experiences, they might play an indirect role in later conscious ones (1965.
p. 78).
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This begs the question against the Orwellian, who is prepared to explain
a variety of effects as the result of normal misremembering or hallucinatory recall, in which a prior, real event in consciousness is obliterated and replaced by subsequent memories. Has Libet let the stew
cook too long, or has Churchland sampled it too soon? If Libet wants
to claim a privileged status for his choice of probe time, he must be
prepared to combat the counterarguments.
Libet comes close to pleading nob contendere: "Admittedly, a
report of relative timing order cannot, in itself, provide an indicator of
the 'absolute' time (clock-time) of the experience: as suggested, there
is no known method to achieve such an indicator" (1981, p. 188). This
echoes his earlier remark that there seemed to be "no method by which
one could determine the absolute timing of a subjective experience"
(Libet et al., 1979, p. 193). What Libet misses, however, is the possibility
that this is because there is no such moment of absolute time (cf. Har-

nad, 1989).
Churchiand, in her criticisms (198 Ia, 1981b), also falls prey to the
failure to distinguish time represented from time of representing:
The two hypotheses differ essentially on just when the respective
sensations were felt. [my italics; 1981a, p. 1771
Even if it be supposed that the sensations arising from the simultaneous skin and LM [medial lemniscusi sensations are felt
at exactly the same time [my italicsl, the delay in neuronal adequacy for skin stimuli may well be an artifact of the setup. [1981b,
p. 4941

Suppose that all such artifacts were eliminated, and still the sensations are "felt at exactly the same time." How would Churchland
interpret this unhoped-for result? Would this mean that there is a time
such that stimulus I is felt at t and stimulus 2 is felt at t (the antimaterialist prospect) or only that stimulus I and stimulus 2 are felt as
(experienced as) simultaneous? Churchiand doesn't discourage the inference that Libet's findings, if vindicated, would wreak havoc (as he
sometimes claims) on materialism. Elsewhere, however, she correctly
notes that "intriguing as temporal illusions are, there is no reason to
suppose there is something preternatural about them, and certainly
there is nothing which distinguishes them from spatial illusions or
motion illusions as uniquely bearing the benchmark of a non-physical
origin" (1981a, p. 179). This could only be the case if temporal illusions
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were phenomena in which time was misrepresented; if the misrepresentings take place at the "wrong" times, something more revolutionary
is afoot.

Where does this leave Libet's experiments with cortical stimulation? As an interesting but inconclusive attempt to establish something
about how the brain represents temporal order. Primary evoked potentials may somehow serve as specific reference points for neural representations of time, although Libet has not shown this, as Churchiand's
technical criticisms make clear. Alternatively, the brain may keep its
representations of time more labile. We don't represent seen objects as
existing on the retina, but rather at various distances in the external
world; why should the brain not also represent events as happening
when it makes the most "ecological" sense for them to happen? When
we are engaged in some act of manual dexterity, "fingertip time" should
be the standard; when we are conducting an orchestra, "ear time" might
capture the registration. 'Primary cortical time" might be the default
standard (rather like Greenwich Mean Time for the British Empire), a
matter, however, for further research.
The issue has been obscured by the fact that both proponent and
critic have failed to distinguish consistently between time of representing and time represented. They talk past each other, with Libet
adopting a Stalinesque position and Churchland making the Orwellian
countermoves, both apparently in agreement that there is a fact of the
matter about exactly when (in "absolute" time, as Libet would put it)
a conscious experience
4. LIBET'S CLAIMS OF SUBJECTIVE DELA'V OF CONSCIOUSNESS
OF INTENTION

This concept of the absolute timing of art experience is exploited
in Libet's later experiments with "conscious intentions." In these experiments, he sought to determine this absolute timing experimentally
by letting the subjects, who alone have direct access (somehow) to their
experiences, do self-timing. He asked normal subjects (not neurosurgery
patients) to make "spontaneous" decisions to flex one hand at the wrist
10. Hamad (1989) sees an insoluble problem of measurement, but denies just
what

lam asserting — that there is no lact ol the matter: ItIntrospection can only tell us when
an event seemed to occur, or which of two events seemed to occur first. There is
no
independent way of confirming that the real timing
indeed as it seemed. Incommensurability is a
problem, not a metaphysical one" (p. 183).
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while noting the position of a spot on a revolving disk (the "second
hand" on a clock, in effect) at the precise time they formed the intention
(Libet, 1985a, 1987, 1989). Afterwards (a few seconds later), subjects
reported where the spot was at the moment they decided to flex their
wrist. This permitted Libet to calculate what time it was (down to the
millisecond) when subjects thought they had decided, and compare
that moment with the timing of events going on concurrently in their
brains. He found evidence that these "conscious decisions" lagged between 350 and 400msec behind the onset of "readiness potentials" he
was able to record from scalp electrodes, which, he claims, tap the
neural events that determine the voluntary actions performed. He concludes that "cerebral initiation of a spontaneous voluntary act begins
unconsciously" (1 985a, p. 529).
This seems to show that your consciousness lags behind the brain
processes that actually control your body. Many find this an unsettling
and even depressing prospect, for it seems to rule out a real (as opposed
to illusory) "executive role" for "the conscious self." (See the discussions by many commentators on Libet, 1985a, 1987, 1989; and in Harnad, 1982; Pagels, 1988, p. 233ff; and Calvin, 1989a, pp. 80—81.)
Libet is clearer than most of his critics about the importance of
keeping content and vehicle distinguished: One should not confuse
what is reported by the subject with when he may become introspectively aware of what he is reporting" (Libet, 1985a, p. 559). He recognizes (p. 560), moreover, that a judgment of simultaneity need not itself
be simultaneously arrived at or rendered; it might mature over a long
period of time (consider, for instance, the minutes it may take the
stewards at the racetrack to develop and then examine the photo-finish
picture on which they eventually base their judgment of the winner or
a dead heat).
Libet gathered data on two time series:
the objective series, which includes the timing of the external
clock and the salient neural events: the readiness potentials (RPs)
and the electromyograms (EMG5) that recorded the beginning of
muscle contraction

the subjective series (as later reported), which consists of mental
imagery, memories of any preplanning, and a single benchmark
datum for each trial: a simultaneity judgment of the form my
conscious intention (Wj began simultaneously with the clock spot
in position P
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Libet seems to have wanted to approximate the elusive acte gratuft
discussed by the existentialists (e.g., Gide, 1948; Sartre, 1943), the
purely motiveless — and hence in some special sense "free" — choice.
As several commentators have pointed out, such highly unusual actions
(which might be called acts of deliberate pseudo-randomness) are
hardly paradigms of "normal voluntary acts' (Libet, 1987, p. 784). But
did he in any event isolate a variety of conscious experiences, however
characterized, that can be given absolute timing by such an experimental design?
He claims that when conscious intentions to act (at least of his
special sort) are put into registration with the brain events that actually
initiate the acts, there is an offset in the 300-500msec range. This is
huge — up to half a second — and it does look ominous to anyone
committed to the principle that our conscious acts control our bodily
motions. It looks as if we are located in Cartesian Theaters where we
are shown, with a half-second tape delay, the real decision-making that
is going on elsewhere (somewhere we aren't) We are not quite "out of
the loop" (as they say in the White House), but since our access to
information is thus delayed, the most we can do is intervene with lastmoment "vetoes" or "triggers." Downstream from (unconscious) Command Headquarters, I take no real initiative, am never in on the birth
of a project, but do exercise a modicum of executive modulation of the
formulated policies streaming through my office.
This picture is compelling but incoherent. Libet's model, as before,
is Stalinesque, and there is an obvious Orwellian alternative: The subjects were conscious of their intentions at an earlier moment, but this
consciousness was wiped out of memory (or just revised) before they
had a chance to recall it. Libet concedes that this "does present a
problem, but was not experimentally testable" (1985a, p. 560).
Given this concession, is the task of fixing the absolute timing of
consciousness ill-conceived? Neither Libet nor his critics draw that
conclusion. Libet, having carefully distinguished content from vehicle — what is represented from when it is represented — nonetheless
tries to draw inferences from premises about what is represented to
conclusions about the absolute timing of the representing in consciousness. The psychologist Gerald Wasserman (1985, p. 556) sees the problem: "The time when the external objective spot occupies a given clock
position can be determined easily, but this is not the desired result."
But he then goes on to fall in the Cartesian trap: "What is needed is
the time of occurrence of the internal brain-mind representation of the
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"The time of occurrence" of the internal representation? Occurrence where? There is essentially continuous representation of the spot
(representing it to be in various different positions) in various different
parts of the brain, starting at the retina and moving up through the
visual system. The brightness of the spot is represented in some places
and times, its location in others, and its motion in still others. As the
external spot moves, all these representations change, in an asynchronous and spatially distributed way. Where does "it all come together at
an instant in consciousness"? Nowhere.
Wasserman correctly points out that the subject's task of determining where the spot was at some time in the subjective sequence is
itself a voluntary task, and initiating it presumably takes some time.
This is difficult not only because it is in competition with other concurrent projects, but also because it is unnatural — a conscious judgment of temporality of a sort that does not normally play a role in
behavior control, and hence has no natural meaning in the sequence.
The process of interpretation that eventually fixes the judgment of subjective simultaneity is itself an artifact of the experimental situation,
and changes the task, therefore telling us nothing of interest about
the actual timing of normal representation vehicles anywhere in the
brain.
The all-too-natural vision that we must discard is the following:
Somewhere deep in the brain an act-initiation begins; it starts out as
an unconscious intention, and slowly makes its way to the Theater,
picking up definiteness and power as it goes, and then, at an instant,
t, it bursts onstage, where a parade of visual spot-representations are
marching past, having made their way slowly from the retina, getting
clothed with brightness and location as they moved. The audience or
I is given the task of saying which spot-representation was "onstage"
exactly when the conscious intention made its bow. Once identified,
this spot's lime of departure from the retina can be calculated, as well
as the distance to the Theater and the transmission velocity. In that
way we can determine the exact moment at which the conscious intention occurred in the Cartesian Theater.
I find it eerie how enticing that picture is. It's so easy to visualize!
It seems so apt! Isn't that what has to happen when two things happen
together in consciousness? No. In fact, it cannot be what happens when
two things happen together in consciousness, for there is no such place
in the brain. Some have thought that the incoherence of that vision
does not require one to give up the idea of absolute timing of experiences. There is, it seems, an alternative model for the onset of con-
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sciousness that avoids the

of Descartes's centered
brain while permitting absolute timing. Couldn't consciousness be a
matter not of arrival at a point but rather a matter of a representation
exceeding some threshold of activation over the whole cortex or large
parts thereof? On this model, an element of content becomes conscious
at some time t, not by entering some functionally defined and anatomically located system, but by changing state right where it is: by acquiring some property or by having the intensity of one of its properties
boosted above some threshold.
The idea that consciousness is a mode of action of the brain rather
than a subsystem of the brain has much to recommend it (see, e.g.,
Kinsbourne, 1980; Neumann, 1990; Crick and Koch, 1990). Moreover,
such mode shifts can presumably be timed by outside observers, providing, in principle, a unique and determinate sequence of contents
attaining the special mode. But this is still the Cartesian Theater if it
is claimed that the real ("absolute") timing of such mode shifts is definitive of subjective sequence. The imagery is slightly different, but
the implications are the same. Conferring the special property that
makes for consciousness at an instant is only half the problem; discriminating that the property has been conferred at that time is the
other, and although scientific observers with their instruments may be
able to do this with microsecond accuracy, how is the brain to do this?
We human beings do make judgments of simultaneity and sequence of elements of our own experience, scme of which we express,
so at some point or points in our brains the corner must be turned from
the actual timing of representations to the representation of timing, and
wherever and whenever these discriminations are made, thereafter the
temporal properties of the representations embodying those judgments
are not constitutive of their content. The objective simultaneities and
sequences of events spread across the broad field of the cortex are of
no functional relevance unless they can also be accurately detected by
mechanisms in the brain. We can put the crucial point as a question:
What would make this sequence the stream of consciousness? There is
no one inside, looking at the wide-screen show displayed all over the
cortex, even if such a show is discernible by outside observers. What
matters is the way those contents get utilized by or incorporated into
the processes of ongoing control of behavior, and this must be only
indirectly constrained by cortical timing. What matters, once again, is
not the temporal properties of the representings, but the temporal properties represented, something determined by how they are "taken" by
subsequent processes in the brain.
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5. A TREAT: GREY WALTERS PRECOGNITIVE CAROUSEL

Having struggled through the complicated cases, we deserve an
encounter with something strange but relatively easy to understand —
something that drives home the message of this difficult chapter. Libet's
experiment with self-timing, we just observed, created an artificial and
difficult judgment task, which robbed the results of the hoped-for significance. A remarkable early experiment by the British neurosurgeon
W. Grey Walter (1963) did not have this drawback. Grey Walter performed his experiment with patients in whose motor cortex he had
implanted electrodes. He wanted to test the hypothesis that certain
bursts of recorded activity were the initiators of intentional actions. So
he arranged for each patient to look at slides from a carousel projector.
The patient could advance the carousel at will, by pressing the button
on the controller. (Note the similarity to Libet's experiment: This was
a "free" decision, timed only by an endogenous rise in boredom, or
curiosity about the next slide, or distraction, or whatever.) Unbeknownst to the patient, however, the controller button was a dummy,
not attached to the slide projector at all! What actually advanced the
slides was the amplified signal from the electrode implanted in the

patient's motor cortex.
One might suppose that the patients would notice nothing out of
the ordinary, but in fact they were startled by the effect, because it
seemed to them as if the slide projector was anticipating their decisions.
They reported that just as they were "about to" push the button, but
before they had actually decided to do so, the projector would advance
the slide — and they would find themselves pressing the button with
the worry that it was going to advance the slide twice! The effect was
strong, according to Grey Walter's account, but apparently he never
performed the dictated follow-up experiment: introducing a variable
delay element to see how large a delay had to be incorporated into the
triggering in order to eliminate the "precognitive carousel" effect.
An important difference between Grey Walter's and Libet's designs is that the judgment of temporal order that leads to surprise in
Grey Walter's experiment is part of a normal task of behavior monitoring. In this regard it is like the temporal order judgments by which
our brains distinguish moving left-to-right from moving right-to-left,
rather than "deliberate, conscious" order judgments. The brain in this
case has set itself to "expect" visual feedback on the successful execution of its project of advancing the carousel, and the feedback arrives
earlier than expected, triggering an alarm. This could show us some-
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thing important about the actual timing of content vehicles and their
attendant processes in the brain, but it would not, contrary to first
appearances, show us something about the "absolute timing of the
conscious decision to change the slide."
Suppose, for instance, that an extension of Grey Walter's experiment showed that a delay as long as 300msec (as implied by Libet)
had to be incorporated into the implementation of the act in order to
eliminate the subjective sense of precognitive slide-switching. What
such a delay would in fact show would be that expectations set up by
a decision to change the slide are tuned to expect visual feedback
300msec later, and to report back with alarm under other conditions.
(It is analogous to a message of shock from the commander in chief
in
Calcutta to Whitehall in the wake of the Battle of New Orleans.) The
fact that the alarm eventually gets interpreted in the subjective sequence
as a perception of misordered events (change before button-push) shows
nothing about when in real time the consciousness of the decision to
press the button first occurred. The sense the subjects reported of not
quite having had time to "veto" the initiated button-push when they
"saw the slide was already changing" is a natural interpretation for the
brain to settle on (eventually) of the various contents made available
at various times for incorporation into the narrative. Was this sense
already there at the first moment of consciousness of intention (in which
case the effect requires a long delay to "show time" and is Stalinesque)
or was it a retrospective reinterpretation of an otherwise confusing fait
accompli (in which case it is Orwellian)? I hope it is clear by now that
the question's presuppositions disqualify it.
6. LOOSE ENDS

You may still want to object that all the arguments in this chapter
are powerless to overturn the obvious truth that our experiences of
events occur in the very same order as we experience them to occur.
If someone thinks the thought "One, two, three, four, five," his thinking
"one" occurs before his thinking "two" and so forth. This example does
illustrate a thesis that is true in general, and does indeed seem unexceptioned so long as we restrict our attention to psychological phenomena of "ordinary," macroscopic duration. But the experiments we
looked at are concerned with events that were constricted by unusually
narrow time frames of a few hundred milliseconds. At this scale, the
standard presumption breaks down.
Every event in your brain has a definite spatio-temporal location,
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but asking "Exactly when do you become conscious of the stimulus?"
assumes that some one of these events is, or amounts to, your becoming
conscious of the stimulus. This is like asking "Exactly when did the
British Empire become informed of the truce in the War of 1812?"
Sometime between December 24, 1814, and mid-January, 1815 — that
much is definite, but there simply is no fact of the matter if we try to

pin it down to a day and hour. Even if we can give precise times for
the various moments at which various officials of the Empire became
informed, no one of these moments can be singled out as the time the
Empire itself was informed. The signing of the truce was one official,
intentional act of the Empire, but the participation by the British forces
in the Battle of New Orleans was another, and it was an act performed
under the assumption that no truce had yet been signed. A case might
be made for the principle that the arrival of the news at Whitehall or
Buckingham Palace in London should be considered the official time
at which the Empire was informed, since this was the "nerve center"
of the Empire. Descartes thought the pineal gland was just such a nerve
center in the brain, but he was wrong. Since cognition and control —
and hence consciousness — is distributed around in the brain, no moment can count as the precise moment at which each conscious event
happens.
In this chapter, I have attempted to shake some bad habits of
thought off their imaginary "foundations" and replace them with some
better ways of thinking, but along the way I have had to leave many
loose ends. The most tantalizing, I suspect, is the metaphorical assertion
that "probing" is something that "precipitates narratives." The timing
of inquisitive probes by experimenters, I claimed, can have a major
revisionary effect on the systems of representation utilized by the brain.
But among those who may direct such inquisitive probes at the subject
is the subject himself. if you become interested in the question of just
when you become conscious of something, your own self-examinations
or self-inquisitions fix termini for new control windows, thereby altering the constraints on the processes involved.
The results of probes by outsiders are typically speech acts of one
variety or another, and these express judgments about various contents
of consciousness, for all to hear and interpret. The results of self-probes
are items in the same semantic category — not "presentations" (in the
Cartesian Theater) but judgments about how it seems to the subject,
judgments the subject himself can then go on to interpret, act upon,
remember. In both cases, these events fix interpretations of what the
subject experienced, and thus provide fixed points in the subjective
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sequence. But, on the Multiple Drafts model, there is no further question
about whether in addition to such a judgment, and the earlier discriminations on which it is based, there was a presentation of the materialsto-be-interpreted for the scrutiny of a Master Judge, the audience in the
Cartesian Theater. This is still not an easy idea to understand, let alone
accept. We must build several more roads to it.

7
THE EVOLUTION OF

CONSCIOUSNESS

Everything is what it

is

because it got that way.

DARCY THOMPSON (1917)

1. INSIDE THE BLACK BOX OF CONSCIOUSNESS

The theory sketched in the last chapter goes a little way towards

showing how consciousness might reside in the human brain, but its
main contribution was negative: toppling the dictatorial idea of the
Cartesian Theater. We have begun to replace it with a positive alternative, but we certainly haven't gone very far. To make further progress,
we must shift field and approach the complexities of consciousness
from a different quarter: evolution. Since there hasn't always been
human consciousness, it has to have arisen from prior phenomena that
weren't instances of consciousness. Perhaps if we look at what must
have — or might have — been involved in that transition, we'll get a
better perspective on the complexities and their roles in creating the
full-fledged phenomenon.
In his elegant little book, Vehicles: Essays in Synthetic Psychology
(1984), the neuroscientist Valentino Braitenberg describes a series of
ever more complicated autonomous mechanisms, gradually building
from comically simple and utterly lifeless devices to (imagined) entities
that are impressively biological and psychological in flavor. This exercise of the imagination works because of what he calls the law of
uphill analysis and downhill synthesis: It is much easier to imagine
the behavior (and behavioral implications) of a device you synthesize
"from the inside out" one might say, than to try to analyze the external
behavior of a "black box" and figure out what must be going on inside.
So far we have actually been treating consciousness itself as something of a black box. We have taken its "behavior" (= phenomenology)
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"given" and wondered about what sort of hidden mechanisms in
the brain could explain it. Now let's reverse the strategy, and think
about the evolution of brain mechanisms for doing this and that, and
see if anything that emerges gives us a plausible mechanism for explaining some of the puzzling "behaviors" of our conscious brains.
There have been many theories — well, speculations — about the
evolution of human consciousness, beginning with Darwin's own surmises in The Descent of Man (1871). Unlike most explanations in science, evolutionary explanations are essentially narratives, taking us
from a time when something didn't exist to a time when it did by a
series of steps that the narrative explains. Rather than attempting to
survey in a scholarly way all the narratives that have been devised, I
propose to tell a single story, borrowing freely from many other theorists, and concentrating on a few often overlooked points that will help
us over obstacles to understanding what consciousness is. In the interests of telling a good story, and keeping it relatively short, I have
resisted the temptation to include literally dozens of fascinating subplots, and suppressed the standard philosopher's instinct to air all the
arguments for and against the points I include and reject. The result, I
recognize, is a bit like a hundred-word summary of War and Peace,
but we have a lot of work to do.'
The story that we must tell is analogous to other stories that biology
is beginning to tell. Compare it, for instance, to the story of the origins
of sex. There are many organisms today that have no genders and reproduce asexually, and there was a time when all the organisms that
existed lacked gender, male and female. Somehow, by some imaginable
series of steps, some of these organisms must have evolved into organisms that did have gender, and eventually, of course, into us. What
sort of conditions were required to foster or necessitate these innovations? Why, in short, did all these changes happen? These are some of
the deepest problems in contemporary evolutionary theory.2
There is a nice parallel between the two questions, about the
as

1. You can infer that everything I use in my story I think is right — or on the right
track — but you must not infer from the fact that I leave out some theory or some detail
of a theory, that I think it is wrong. You must also not infer that just because I use a few
details from some theory. I think the rest of that theory is defensible. This applies as
well to my own earlier writing on this subject, from which I will draw.
2. John Maynard Smith is the leading theorist, and in addition to his classic, The
of Sex (1978), there are several brilliant articles on the conceptual problems
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origins of sex and the origins of consciousness. There is almost nothing
sexy (in human terms) about the sex life of flowers, oysters, and other
simple forms of life, but we can recognize in their mechanical and

apparently joyless routines of reproduction the foundations and principles of our much more exciting world of sex. Similarly, there is nothing particularly selfy (if I may coin a term) about the primitive
precursors of conscious human selves, but they lay the foundations for
our particularly human innovations and complications. The design of
our conscious minds is the result of three successive evolutionary processes, piled on top of each other, each one vastly swifter and more
powerful than its predecessor, and in order to understand this pyramid
of processes, we must begin at the beginning.
2. EARLY DAYS
Scene One: The Birth of Boundaries and Reasons

In the beginning, there were no reasons; there were only causes.
Nothing had a purpose, nothing had so much as a function; there was
no teleology in the world at all. The explanation for this is simple:
There was nothing that had interests. But after millennia there happened to emerge simple replicators (R. Dawkins, 1976; see also Monod,
While they had no inkling of their
1972, ch. 1, "Of Strange
interests, and perhaps properly speaking had no interests, we, peering
back from our godlike vantage point at their early days, can nonarbitrarily assign them certain interests — generated by their defining "interest" in self-replication. That is, maybe it really made no difference,
was a matter of no concern, didn't matter to anyone or anything whether
or not they succeeded in replicating (though it does seem that we can
be grateful that they did), but at least we can assign them interests
conditionally. If these simple replicators are to survive and replicate,
thus persisting in the face of increasing entropy, their environment
must meet certain conditions: conditions conducive to replication must
be present or at least frequent.
Put more anthropomorphically, if these simple replicators want
to continue to replicate, they should hope and strive for various things;
they should avoid the "bad" things and seek the "good" things. When

in his collection of essays Sex. Games, and Evolutrnn (19891. See also R. Dawkins (1976).
pp. 46—48. br a briel survey ol the issues.
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entity arrives on the scene capable of behavior that staves off, however primitively, its own dissolution and decomposition, it brings with
it into the world its "good." That is to say, it creates a point of view
from which the world's events can be roughly partitioned into the
favorable, the unfavorable, and the neutral. And its own innate proclivities to seek the first, shun the second, and ignore the third contribute essentially to the definition of the three classes. As the creature
thus comes to have interests, the world and its events begin creating
reasons for it — whether or not the creature can fully recognize them
(Dennett, 1984a). The first reasons preexisted their own recognition.
Indeed, the first problem faced by the first problem-facers was to learn
how to recognize and act on the reasons that their very existence brought
into existence.
As soon as something gets into the business of self-preservation,
cnindaries become important, for if you are setting out to preserve
ourself, you don't want to squander effort trying to preserve the whole
world: you draw the line. You become, in a word, selfish. This primordial form of selfishness (which, as a primordial form, lacks most
of the flavors of our brand of selfishness) is one of the marks of life.
Where one bit of granite ends and the next bit begins is a matter of
slight moment; the fracture boundary may be real enough, but nothing
works to protect the territory, to push back the frontier or retreat. "Me
against the world" — this distinction between everything on the inside
of a closed boundary and everything in the external world — is at the
heart of all biological processes, not just ingestion and excretion, respiration and transpiration. Consider, for instance, the immune system,
with its millions of different antibodies arrayed in defense of the body
against millions of different alien intruders. This army must solve the
fundamental problem of recognition: telling one's self (and one's
friends) from everything else. And the problem has been solved in much
the way human nations, and their armies, have solved the counterpart
problem: by standardized, mechanized identification routines — the
passports and customs officers in miniature are molecular shapes and
shape-detectors. It is important to recognize that this army of antibodies
has no generals, no GHQ with a battle plan, or even a description of
the enemy: the antibodies represent their enemies only in the way a
million locks represent the keys that open them.
We should note several other facts that are already evident at this
earliest stage. Whereas evolution depends on history, Mother Nature
is no snob, and origins cut no ice with her. It does not matter where
an

•
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or how an organism acquired its prowess; handsome is as handsome
does. So far as we know, of course, the pedigrees of the early replicators
were all pretty much the same: they were each of them the product of
one blind, dumb-luck series of selections or another. But had some
time-traveling hyperengineer inserted a robot-replicator into the milieu,
and if its prowess was equal or better than the prowess of its naturalgrown competition, its descendants might now be among us — might
even be us! (Dennett, 1987a, 1990b)
Natural selection cannot tell how a system got the way it got, but

that doesn't mean there might not be profound differences between
systems "designed" by natural selection and those designed by intelligent engineers (Langton, Hogeweg, in Langton, 1989). For instance,
human designers, being farsighted but blinkered, tend to find their
designs thwarted by unforeseen side effects and interactions, so they
try to guard against them by giving each element in the system a single
function, and insulating it from all the other elements. In contrast,
Mother Nature (the process of natural selection) is famously myopic
and lacking in goals. Since she doesn't foresee at all, she has no way
of worrying about unforeseen side effects. Not "trying" to avoid them,
she tries out designs in which many such side effects occur; most
such designs are terrible (ask any engineer), but every now and then
there is a serendipitous side effect: two or more unrelated functional
systems interact to produce a bonus: multiple functions for single
elements. Multiple functions are not unknown in human-engineered
artifacts, but they are relatively rare; in nature they are everywhere.
and as we shall see, one of the reasons theorists have had such a hard
time finding plausible designs for consciousness in the brain is that
they have tended to think of brain elements as serving just one function
each.3
3. The idea of multifunctional neurons is not new, but it has recently been gaining
adherents:

It is the more or less simultaneous concatenations of neuronal outputs or signals
that are unambiguous, rather than the outputs of individual neurons. The convergence of different concatenations of ambiguous signals at each succeeding level
would partly resolve the ambiguity just as the convergence of ambiguous definitions determines unique or nearly unique solutions to crossword puzzles IDennett,
1969. p. 56].

there is no unique structure or combination of groups corresponding to a given
category or pattern of output. Instead, more than one combination of neuronal
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Thus are laid the foundation stones. We can now explain the
following primordial facts:
(1) There are reasons to recognize.
(2) Where there are reasons, there are points of view from

which

to recognize or evaluate them.
(3) Any agent must
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

distinguish "here inside" from "the external
world."
All recognition must ultimately be accomplished by myriad
"blind, mechanical" routines.
Inside the defended boundary, there need not always be a
Higher Executive or General Headquarters.
In nature, handsome is as handsome does; origins don't matter.
In nature, elements often play multiple functions within the
economy of a single organism.

We have already seen echoes of these primordial facts, in the
search for the ultimate "point of view of the conscious observer" and
in the several instances in which we have replaced homunculi with
(teams of) simple mechanisms. But, as we have seen, the point of view
of a conscious observer is not identical to, but a sophisticated descendant of, the primordial points of view of the first replicators who divided
their worlds into good and bad. (After all, even plants have points of
view in this primordial sense.)

Scene Two: New and Better Ways of Producing Future
And one of the deepest, one of the most general functions of
living organisms is to look ahead, to produce future as Paul
Valery put it.
FRANcOI5 JACOB (1982), p. 66

groups can yield a particular output, and a given single group can participate in
more than one kind of signaling function. This property of neuronal groups in
repertoires. called degeneracy, provides a fundamental basis for the generalizing
capabilities of reentrant maps [Edelman. 1989. p. 50].

This architectural feature, in which each node contributes to many different contents. was already insisted upon by Hebb in his pioneering work. The Organization of
Behavior: A Neuropsychological Theory (1949). It is at the heart of 'parallel distributed
processing' or 'connectionism' But there Is more to multiple function than just this;
at a more coarse-grained level of analysis, we will get whole systems having specialized
roles but also being recruitable into more general projects.
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To predict the future of a curve is to carry out a certain

operation on its past. The true prediction operation cannot be
realized by any constructible apparatus, but there are certain
operations which bear it a certain resemblance, and are in fact
realizable by apparatus we can build.
NORBERT WIENER (1948), p. 12

In the last chapter I mentioned in passing that the fundamental
purpose of brains is to produce future, and this claim deserves a bit
more attention. In order to cope, an organism must either armor itself
(like a tree or a clam) and "hope for the best," or else develop methods
of getting out of harm's way and into the better neighborhoods in its
vicinity. if you follow this latter course, you are confronted with the
primordial problem that every agent must continually solve:

Now what do I do?
In order to solve this problem, you need a nervous system, to
control your activities in time and space. The juvenile sea squirt wanders through the sea searching for a suitable rock or hunk of coral to
cling to and make its home for life. For this task, it has a rudimentary
nervous system. When it finds its spot and takes root, it doesn't need
its brain anymore, so it eats it! (It's rather like getting tenure.)4 The key
to control is the ability to track or even anticipate the important features
of the environment, so all brains are, in essence, anticipation machines.
The clam's shell is fine armor, but it cannot always be kept closed; the
hard-wired reflex that snaps the shell shut is a crude but effective harmanticipator/avoider.
Even more primitive are the withdrawal and approach responses
of the simplest organisms, and they are tied in the most direct imaginable way to the sources of good and ill: they touch them. Then, depending on whether the touched thing is bad or good for them, they
either recoil or engulf (in the nick of time, if they are lucky). They do
this by simply being "wired" so that actual contact with the good or
bad feature of the world triggers the appropriate squirm. This fact is
the basis, as we shall see, for some of the most terrible and delicious

Out.

I

4. The analogy between the sea squirt and the associate professor was first pointed
think, by the neuroscientist Rodolfo Llinás.
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(literally) features of consciousness. In the beginning, all "signals"
caused by things in the environment meant either "scram!" or "go for
it!" (Humphrey, forthcoming).
No nervous system, at that early time, had any way to use a more
dispassionate or objective "message" that merely informed it, neutrally,
of some condition. But such simple nervous systems cannot get much
purchase on the world. They are capable of only what we may call
proximal anticipation: behavior that is appropriate to what is in the
immediate future. Better brains are those that can extract more information, faster, and use it to avoid the noxious contact in the first place,
or seek out the nutritious bits (and the mating opportunities, once sex
had appeared).
Faced with the task of extracting useful future out of our personal
pasts, we organisms try to get something for free (or at least at bargain
price): to find the laws of the world — and if there aren't any, to find
approximate laws of the world — anything that will give us an edge.
From some perspectives it appears utterly remarkable that we organisms
get any purchase on nature at all. Is there any deep reason why nature
should tip its hand, or reveal its regularities to casual inspection? Any
useful future-producer is apt to be something of a trick — a makeshift
system that happens to work, more often than not, a lucky hit on a
regularity in the world that can be tracked. Any such lucky anticipators
Mother Nature stumbles over are bound to be prized, of course, if they
improve an organism's edge.
At the minimalist extreme, then, we have the creatures who represent as little as possible: just enough to let the world warn them
sometimes when they are beginning to do something wrong. Creatures
who follow this policy engage in no planning. They plunge ahead, and
if something starts hurting, they "know enough" to withdraw, but that
is the best they can do.
The next step involves short-range anticipation — for instance,
the ability to duck incoming bricks. This sort of anticipatory talent is
often "wired in" — part of the innate machinery designed over the eons
to track the sort of (exceptioned) regularity we can notice between
things looming and things hitting us. The ducking response to looming
is hard-wired in human beings, for instance, and can be observed in
newborn infants (Yonas, 1981), a gift from our remote ancestors whose
nonsurviving cousins didn't know enough to duck. Does the "something looming!" signal mean "duck!"? Well, it proto-means it; it is
wired directly to the ducking mechanism.
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We have other such gifts. Our visual systems, like those of many
other animals, even fish, are exquisitely sensitive to patterns with a
vertical axis of symmetry. Braitenberg suggests that this is probably
because in the natural world of our remote ancestors (back before there
were church façades or suspension bridges), just about the only things
in the world that showed axes of vertical symmetry were other animals,
and only when they were facing you. So our ancestors have been
equipped with a most valuable alarm system that would be triggered
(mostly) whenever they were being looked at by another animal (Braitenberg, 1984).S Identifying a predator at a (spatial) distance (instead
of having to wait until you feel its teeth digging into you) is also a
temporally more distal sort of anticipation: it gives you a head start at
avoidance.
An important fact about such mechanisms is their discriminatory
crudeness; they trade off what might be called truth and accuracy in
reporting for speed and economy. Some of the things that trigger a
vertical symmetry—detector have no actual significance to the organism:
the rare nearly symmetrical tree or shrub, or (in modern times) many
human artifacts. So the class of things that are distinguished by the
mechanism are, officially, a motley crew — dominated by animalslooking-in-my-direction, but permitting an indefinitely large variety of
false alarms (relative to that message). And not even all or only patterns
with vertical symmetry will set the thing off; some vertically symmetrical patterns will fail for one reason or another to trigger it, and
there will be false alanns here as well; it is the price to be paid for a
fast, cheap, portable mechanism, and it is a price organisms, in their
narcissism (Akins, 1989), pay willingly. This fact is plain to see, but
some of its implications for consciousness are not so obvious at first.
(In chapter 12, this will become important when we ask such questions
as: What properties do we detect with our color-vision? What do red
things have in common? And even, Why does the world appear as it
does to us?)
Becoming informed (fallibly) that another animal is looking at you
is almost always an event of significance in the natural world. If the
animal doesn't want to eat you, it might be a potential mate, or a rival
5. This bit of wiring is reminiscent of Shakey's not entirely foolproof way of telling
the boxes from the pyramids. So Shakey is not utterly unbiological after all; the biosphere
has lots of gadgets like this. It is still true, however, that Shakey's "visual" system is not
at all a good model of any species' vision. That was not its point,
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for a mate, or a prey who has spotted your approach. The alarm should
next turn on the "friend or foe or food?" analyzers, so that the organism
can distinguish between such messages as: "A conspecific is looking
at
you in his gunsights!," and "Your supper is
about to bolt!" In some species (in some fish, for instance) the vertical
symmetry—detector is wired up to cause a swift interruption of ongoing
activity known as an orienting response.
The psychologist Odmar Neumann (1990) suggests that orienting
responses are the biological counterpart to the shipboard alarm "All
hands on deck!" Most animals, like us, have activities that they control
in a routine fashion, "on autopilot," using less than their full capacities,
and in fact under the control of specialized subsystems of their brains.
When a specialized alarm is triggered (such as the looming alarm or
the vertical symmetry—alarm in us), or a general alarm is triggered by
anything sudden and surprising (or just unexpected), the animal's nervous system is mobilized to deal with the possibility of an emergency.
The animal stops what it is doing and does a quick scan or update that
gives every sense organ an opportunity to contribute to the pool of
available and relevant information. A temporary centralized arena of
control is established through heightened neural activity — all the lines
are open, for a brief period. If the result of this update is that a "second
alarm" is turned in, the animal's whole body is mobilized, through a
rush of adrenaline. If not, the heightened activity soon subsides, the
off-duty crew goes back to bed, and the specialists resume their control
functions. These brief episodes of interruption and heightened vigilance are not themselves episodes of human-style "conscious awareness" (as people often redundantly say) or at least they are not
necessarily instances of such a state, but they are probably the necessary
precursors, in evolution, of our conscious states.
Neumann speculates that these orienting responses began as reactions to alarm signals, but proved so useful in provoking a generalized
update that animals began to go into the orienting mode more and more
frequently. Their nervous systems needed an "All hands on deck!"
mode, but once it was provided, it cost little or nothing to turn it on
more frequently, and paid off handsomely in improved information
about the state of the environment, or the animal's own state. One might
say it became a habit, no longer just under the control of external
stimuli, but internally initiated (rather like regular fire drills).
Regular vigilance gradually turned into regular exploration, and
a new behavioral strategy began to evolve: the strategy of acquiring
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information "for its own sake," just in case it might prove valuable
someday. Most mammals were attracted to this strategy, especially primates, who developed highly mobile eyes, which, via saccades, provided almost uninterrupted scanning of the world. This marked a rather
fundamental shift in the economy of the organisms that made this leap:
the birth of curiosity, or epistemic hunger. Instead of gathering information only on a pay-as-you-go. use-it-immediately basis, they began
to become what the psychologist George Miller has called informavores:
organisms hungry for further information about the world they inhabited (and about themselves). But they did not invent and deploy entirely
new systems of information-gathering. As usual in evolution, they cobbled together these new systems out of the equipment their heritage
had already provided. This history has left its traces, particularly on
the emotional or affective overtones of consciousness, for even though
higher creatures now became "disinterested" gatherers of information,
their "reporters" were simply the redeployed warners and cheerleaders
of their ancestors, never sending any message "straight" but always
putting some vestigial positive or negative editorial "spin" on whatever
information they provided. Removing the scare quotes and metaphors:
The innate links of informing states to withdrawal and engulfing, avoidance and reinforcement, were not broken, but only attenuated and redirected. (We will return to this point in chapter 12.)
In mammals, this evolutionary development was fostered by a
division of labor in the brain, which created two specialized areas:
(roughly) the dorsal and the ventral. (What follows is a hypothesis of
the neuropsychologist Marcel Kinsbourne.) The dorsal brain was given
"on line' piloting responsibilities for keeping the vessel (the organism's
body) out of harm's way; like the "collision-detection" routines built
into video games, it had to be almost continuously scanning for things
approaching or receding, and in general was responsible for keeping
the organism from bumping into things or falling over cliffs. This left
the ventral brain with a little free time to concentrate on the identification of the various objects in the world; it could afford to zoom in
narrowly on particulars and analyze them in a relatively slow, serial
manner, because it could rely on the dorsal system to keep the vessel
off the rocks. In primates, according to Kinsbourne's speculation, this
dorsal-ventral specialization got twisted, and evolved further into
the celebrated right-hemisphere/left-hemisphere specializations: the
global, spatiotemporal right hemisphere, and the more concentrated,
analytic, serial left hemisphere.
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We have been exploring just a single strand in the evolutionary
history of nervous systems, and we have availed ourselves of the most

basic evolutionary mechanism: selection of particular genotypes (gene
combinations) that have proven to yield better adapted individuals
(phenotypes) than the alternative genotypes. The organisms with the
good fortune to be better wired-up at birth tend to produce more surviving progeny, so good hard-wiring spreads through the population.
And we have sketched a progression in design space from the simplest
imaginable good- and evil-detectors to collections of such mechanisms
organized into an architecture with a considerable capacity for producing useful anticipation in relatively stable and predictable environments.
For the next phase in our story, we must introduce a major innovation: the emergence of individual phenotypes whose innards are
not entirely hard-wired, but rather variable or plastic, and hence who
can learn, during their own lifetimes. The emergence of plasticity in
nervous systems occurred at the same time (roughly) as the developments we have already sketched, and it provided two new media in
which evolution could take place, at much greater speed than unaided
genetic evolution via gene mutation and natural selection. Since some
of the complexities of human consciousness are the result of the developments that have occurred, and continue to occur, in these new
media, we need a clear, if elementary, vision of their relations to each
other and to the underlying process of genetic evolution.
3. EVOLUTION IN BRAINS, AND THE BALDWIN EFFECT

We all assume that the future will be like the past — it is the
essential but unprovable premise of all our inductive inferences, as
Hume noted. Mother Nature (the design-developer realized in the processes of natural selection) makes the same assumption. In many regards, things stay the same: gravity continues to exert its force, water
continues to evaporate, organisms continue to need to replenish and
protect their body water, looming things continue to subtend ever-larger
portions of retinas, and so on. Where generalities like these are at issue,
Mother Nature provides long-term solutions to problems: hard-wired,
gravity-based which-way-is-up detectors, hard-wired thirst alarms,
hard-wired duck-when-something-looms circuits. Other things change,
but predictably, in cycles, and Mother Nature responds to them with
other hard-wired devices, such as winter-coat-growing mechanisms
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triggered by temperature shifts, and built-in alarm clocks to govern the
waking and sleeping cycles of nocturnal and diurnal animals. But sometimes the opportunities and vicissitudes in the environment are relatively unpredictable by Mother Nature or by anyone — they are, or
are influenced by, processes that are chaotic (Dennett, 1984a, p. 109ff).
In these cases, no one stereotyped design will accommodate itself to
all eventualities, so better organisms will be those that can redesign
themselves to some degree to meet the conditions they encounter.
Sometimes such redesign is called learning and sometimes it is called
just development. The dividing line between these is contentious. Do
birds learn to fly? Do they learn to sing their songs? (Nottebohm, 1984;
Marler and Sherman, 1983) To grow their feathers? Do babies learn to
walk or speak? Since the dividing line (if any) is irrelevant to our
purposes, let's call any such a process, anywhere on the spectrum from
learning-to-focus-your-eyes to learning-quantum-mechanics, postnatal
design-fixing. When you are born, there is still some scope for variation, which eventually gets fixed by one process or another into a relatively permanent element of design for the rest of your life (once
you've learned to ride a bicycle, or to speak Russian, it tends to stay

with you).
How could such a process of posthatal design-fixing be accomplished? In only one (nonmiraculous) way: by a process strongly analogous to the process that fixes prenatal design, or in other words, a
process of evolution by natural selection occurring within the individual (within the phenotype). Something already fixed in the individual
by ordinary natural selection has to play the role of mechanical selector,
and other things have to play the role of the multitude of candidates
for selection. Many different theories of the process have been proposed, but all of them—except for those that are simply loony or
frankly mysterious — have this structure, and differ only on the details
of the mechanisms proposed. For many years in the twentieth century,
the most influential theory was B. F. Skinner's behaviorism, in which
stimulus-response pairings were the candidates for selection, and "reinforcing" stimuli were the mechanism of selection. The role of pleasurable and painful stimuli — the carrot and the stick — in shaping
behavior is undeniable, but behaviorism's mechanism of "operant conditioning" has been widely recognized as too simple to explain the
complexities of postnatal design-fixing in species as complicated as
human beings (and probably in pigeons, too, but that is another matter).
Today, the emphasis is on various theories that move the evolutionary
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process inside the brain (Dennett, 1974). Different versions of this idea
have been around for decades, and now, with the possibility of testing
the rival models in huge computer simulations, there is considerable
contentiousness, which we will be wise to steer clear of.6
For our purposes, let's just say that one way or another, the plastic
brain is capable of reorganizing itself adaptively in response to the
particular novelties encountered in the organism's environment, and
the process by which the brain does this is almost certainly a mechanical process strongly analogous to natural selection. This is the first
new medium of evolution: postnatal design-fixing in individual brains.
The candidates for selection are various brain structures that control
or influence behaviors, and the selection is accomplished by one or
another mechanical weeding-out process that is itself genetically installed in the nervous system.
Amazingly, this capability, itself a product of genetic evolution
by natural selection, not only gives the organisms who have it an edge
over their hard-wired cousins who cannot redesign themselves, but
also reflects back on the process of genetic evolution and speeds it up.
This is a phenomenon known under various names but best known as
the Baldwin Effect (see Richards, 1987; Schull, 1990). Here is how it
works.
Consider a population of a particular species in which there is
considerable variation at birth in the way their brains are wired up.
Just one of the possible wirings, let's suppose, endows its possessor
with a Good Trick — a behavioral talent that protects it or enhances its
chances dramatically. We can represent this in what is called an adaptive landscape; the altitude represents fitness (higher is better) and the

6. The basic insight can be discerned in the writings of Darwin and his early
exponents (Richards. 1987). The neuroanatomist J. Z. Young (1965a. 1965b) pioneeered
a selectionist theory of memory (see also Young 1979). I developed a philosopher's
version of the basic argument, with a sketch of the details. in my dissertation at Oxford,
1965. a streamlined version of which, Evolution in the Brain." is chapter 3 of Content
and Consciousness, 1969. John Holland (1975) and others in Artificial Intelligence developed 'genetic algorithms" for self-redesigning or learning systems (see also Holland,
Holyoak. Nisbett. and Thagard, 1986). and Jean-Pierre Changeux (Changeux and Danchin,
1976: Changeux and Dehaene. 1989) devised a rather detailed neural model. The neurobiologist William Calvin (1987, 1989a) provides a different (and more readily accessible) perspective on the issues in his own theory of evolution in the brain. See also his
clear and perceptive review (Calvin, 198gb) of Gerald Edelman's Neural Darwin jsm

(1987). More recently, Edelmon has published The
Theory of Consciousness (1989).

Present: A Biological
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longitude and latitude represent variables in wiring (we need not specify them for this thought experiment).

Figure 7.1

As the figure makes clear, only one wiring is favored; the others,
no matter how "close" to being the good wiring, are about equal in
fitness. Such a needle in the haystack can be practically invisible to

natural selection. Even if a few lucky individuals are wired up this
way, the chances of their fortune spreading through the population of
subsequent generations can be vanishingly small unless there is plasticity of design among individuals.
Suppose, then, that the individuals all start out different, genetically, but in the course of their lifetimes wander about in the space of
design possibilities available to them, thanks to their plasticity. And
because of the particular circumstances in the environment, they all
tend to gravitate to the one favored wiring. There is one Good Trick to
learn in their environment, and they all tend to learn it. Suppose it is
such a good trick that those that don't ever learn it are at a severe
disadvantage, and suppose that those that tend never to learn it are
those that start out life with designs that are farther away in design
space (and hence require more postnatal redesign) than those that are
near to the Good Trick.
A fantasy (adapted from Hinton and Nowlan, 1987) will help us
imagine this. Suppose there are ten places in each animal's brain where
a "wire" can be attached in either of two ways, A or B. Suppose the
Good Trick is the design with wiring AAABBBAAAA, and that all other
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wirings are about equally unimpressive, behaviorally. Since all these
connections are plastic, each animal, in the course of its life, can try
out any of the 210 different combinations of A and B wirings. Those
animals that are born in a state such as BAABBBAAAA are only one
bit of rewiring away from the Good Trick (though they might, of course,
wander off by trying a series of other rewirings first). Others, that start
with a wiring such as BBBAAABBBB have to make at least ten rewirings
(without ever rewiring anything back the wrong way) before they find
the Good Trick. Those animals whose brains start out closer to the
target will have a survival advantage over those who start far away,
even though there is no other selective advantage to being born with a
"near miss" structure as opposed to a "far miss" structure (as Figure
7.1 makes clear). The population in the next generation will thus tend
to consist mainly of individuals closer to target (and hence more apt
to find the target in their lifetimes), and this process can continue until
the whole population is genetically fixated on the Good Trick. A Good
Trick "discovered" by individuals in this way can thus be passed on,
relatively swiftly, to future generations.
If we give individuals a variable chance to hit upon (and then
"recognize" and "cling to") the Good Trick in the course of their lifetimes, the near-invisible needle in the haystack of Figure 7.1 becomes
the summit of a quite visible hill that natural selection can climb (Figure
7.2). This process, the Baldwin Effect, might look at first like the discredited Lamarckian idea of the genetic transmission of acquired characteristics, but it is not. Nothing the individual learns is transmitted to
its progeny. It is just that individuals who are lucky enough to be closer
in design-exploration space to a learnable Good Trick will tend to have
more progeny, who will also tend to be closer to the Good Trick. Over
generations, the competition becomes stiffer: eventually, unless you are
born with (or very nearly with) the Good Trick, you are not close enough
to compete. If it weren't for the plasticity, however, the effect wouldn't
be there, for "a miss is as good as a mile" unless you get to keep trying
variations until you get it right.
Thanks to the Baldwin Effect, species can be said to pretest the
efficacy of particular different designs by phenotypic (individual) exploration of the space of nearby possibilities. If a particularly winning
setting is thereby discovered, this discovery will create a new selection
pressure: organisms that are closer in the adaptive landscape to that
discovery will have a clear advantage over those more distant. This
means that species with plasticity will tend to evolve faster (and more
"clearsightedly") than those without it. So evolution in the second
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Figure 7.2

medium, phenotypic plasticity, can enhance evolution in the first medium, genetic variation. (We will soon see a countervailing effect that
arises as a result of interactions with the third medium.)

4 . PLASTICITY IN THE H U M A N BRAIN: SETTING THE STAGE
Human reason begins in the same way with its native powers
and thus creates its first intellectual tools. Through these it
acquires further powers for other intellectual operations and
through them further tools and the power of extending its
inquiries until by degrees it reaches the summit of wisdom.
BENEDICT SPINOZA (1677)

Nervous systems that are hard-wired are lightweight, energyefficient, and fine for organisms that cope with stereotypic environments on a limited budget. Fancier brains, thanks to their plasticity,
are capable not just of stereotypic anticipation, but also of adjusting to
trends. Even the lowly toad has some small degree of freedom in how
it responds to novelty, slowly altering its patterns of activity to track —
with considerable time lag — those changes in features of its environment that matter most to its well-being (Ewert, 1987). In the toads
brain, a design for dealing with the world evolves at a pace many orders
of magnitude faster than natural selection — with "generations" lasting
seconds or minutes, not years. But for truly high-powered control, what
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you want is an anticipation machine that will adjust itself in major
ways in a few milliseconds, and for that you need a virtuoso futureproducer, a system that can think ahead, avoid ruts in its own activity,
solve problems in advance of encountering them, and recognize entirely
novel harbingers of good and ill. For all our foolishness, we human
beings are vastly better equipped for that task than any other selfcontrollers, and it is our enormous brains that make this possible. But

how?
Let's review our progress. We have sketched a story — a single
strand of the multidimensional fabric of evolutionary history — of the
evolution of a primate brain. Based as it was on millennia of earlier
nervous systems, it consists of a conglomeration of specialist circuits
designed to perform particular tasks in the economy of primate ancestors: looming-object detectors wired to ducking mechanisms, someoneis-looking-at-me detectors wired to friend-or-foe-or-food discriminators
wired to their appropriate further subroutines. We can add also such
specifically primate circuits as hand-eye-coordination circuits designed
for picking berries or picking up seeds, and others designed for grasping
branches or even for dealing with objects close to the face (Rizzolati,
Gentilucci, and Matelli, 1985). Thanks to mobile eyes and a penchant
for exploration-and-update, these primate brains were regularly flooded
with multimedia information (or as neuroscientists would say, multimodal information), and hence a new problem was posed for them: the
problem of higher-level control.
A problem posed is also an opportunity, a gateway opening up a
new portion of design space. Up till now, we can suppose, nervous
systems solved the "Now what do! do?" problem by a relatively simple
balancing act between a strictly limited repertoire of actions — if not
the famous four F's (fight, flee, feed, or mate), then a modest elaboration
of them. But now, with increased functional plasticity, and increased
availability of 'centralized" information from all the various specialists, the problem of what to do next spawned a meta-problem: what to
think about next. It is all very well to equip oneself with an "All hands
on deck!" subroutine, but then, once all hands are on deck, one must
have some way of coping with the flood of volunteers. We should not
expect there to have been a convenient captain already at hand (what
would he have been doing up till then?), so conflicts between volunteers
had to sort themselves out without any higher executive. (As we have
already seen in the example of the immune system, concerted, organized action does not always have to depend on control from a central
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executive.) The pioneer model of this sort of process is Oliver Selfridge's
(1959) early Pandemonium architecture in Artificial Intelligence, in
which many "demons" vied in parallel for hegemony, and since Selfridge's name for this sort of architecture is so apt, I will use it in a
generic sense in this book, to refer to it and all its descendants, direct
and indirect, such as "contention scheduling" (Norman and Shallice,
1980; Shallice, 1988) and Ballard and Feldman's (1982) Winner Take

All networks and their descendants.
Pandemonium-style contention scheduling, driven rather directly
by current features of the environment, still yields a nervous system
with a limited capacity for look-ahead. Just as Odmar Neumann hypothesized that orienting reactions, originally driven by novelty in the
environment, came to be initiated endogenously (from the inside), we
may hypothesize that there was pressure to develop a more endogenous
way of solving the meta-problem of what to think about next, pressure
to create something on the inside with more of the imagined organi-

zational powers of a captain.
Consider what the behavior of our hypothetical primate ancestor
looked like at this point from the outside (we are postponing all questions of what it is like to be such a primate till much later): an animal
capable of learning new tricks, and almost continually vigilant and
sensitive to novelty, but with a "short attention span" and a tendency
to have attention "captured" by distracting environmental features. No
long-term projects for this animal, at least not novel projects. (We
should leave room for stereotypic long-duration subroutines genetically
wired in, like the nest-building routines of birds, the dam-building of
beavers, the food-caching of birds and squirrels.)
Onto this substrate nervous system we now want to imagine building a more human mind, with something like a "stream of consciousness" capable of sustaining the sophisticated sorts of "trains of thought"
on which human civilization apparently depends. Chimpanzees are
our closest kin — genetically closer, in fact, than chimpanzees are to
gorillas or orangutans — and current thinking is that we shared a common ancestor with chimpanzees about six million years ago. Since that
major break, our brains have diverged dramatically, but primarily in
size, rather than structure. While chimpanzees have brains of roughly
the same size as our common ancestor (and it is important — and difficult — to keep in mind that chimpanzees have done some evolving
away from our common ancestor as well), our hominid ancestors' brains
grew four times as large. This increase in volume didn't happen im-
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mediately; for several million years after the split with protochimpanzees, our hominid ancestors got along with ape-sized brains,
in spite of becoming bipedal at least three and a half million years ago.
Then, when the ice ages began, about two and a half million years ago,
the Great Encephalization commenced, and was essentially completed
150,000 years ago — before the development of language, of cooking,
of agriculture. Just why our ancestors' brains should have grown so
large so fast (in the evolutionary time scale it was more an explosion
than a blossoming) is a matter of some controversy (for illuminating
accounts, see William Calvin's books). But there is little controversy
about the nature of the product: the brain of early Homo sapiens (who
lived from roughly 150,000 years ago to the end of the most recent ice
age a mere 10,000 years ago) was an enormously complex brain of
unrivaled plasticity, almost indistinguishable from our own in size and
shape. This is important: The astonishing hominid brain growth was
essentially complete before the development of language, and so cannot
be a response to the complexities of mind that language has made
possible. The innate specializations for language, hypothesized by the
linguist Noam Chomsky and others, and now beginning to be confirmed
in details of neuroanatomy, are a very recent and rushed add-on, no
doubt an exploitation of earlier sequencing circuitry (Calvin, 1989a)
accelerated by the Baldwin Effect. Moreover, the most remarkable expansion of human mental powers (as witnessed by the development of
cooking, agriculture, art, and, in a word, civilization) has all happened
even more recently, since the end of the last ice age, in a 10,000-year
twinkling that is as good as instantaneous from the evolutionary perspective that measures trends in millions of years. Our brains are
equipped at birth with few if any powers that were lacking in the
brains of our ancestors 10,000 years ago. So the tremendous advance
of Homo sapiens in the last 10,000 years must almost all be due to
harnessing the plasticity of that brain in radically new ways — by
creating something like software to enhance its underlying powers
(Dennett, 1986).
In short, our ancestors must have learned some Good Tricks they

could do with their adjustable hardware, which our species has only
just begun to move, via the Baldwin Effect, into the genome. Moreover,
as we shall see, there are reasons for believing that in spite of the initial
selection pressure in favor of gradually "hard-wiring" these Good
Tricks, the tricks have so altered the nature of the environment for our
species that there is no longer significant selection pressure calling for
further hard-wiring. It is likely that almost all selection pressure on
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human nervous system design development has been swamped by the
side effects of this new design opportunity exploited by our ancestors.
Until this point I have tried to avoid speaking of simpler nervous

systems as representing anything in the world. The various designs we
have considered, both plastic and hard-wired, can be seen to be sensitive to, or responsive to, or designed-with-an-eye-to, or to utilize information about, various features of the organism's environment, and
hence in that minimal sense might be called representations, but now
we should pause to consider what features of such complex designs
should lead us to consider them as systems of representations.
Some of the variability in a brain is required simply to provide a
medium for the moment-to-moment transient patterns of brain activity
that somehow register or at any rate track the importantly variable
features of the environment. Something in the brain needs to change
so that it can keep track of the bird that flies by, or the drop in air
temperature, or one of the organism's own states — the drop in blood
sugar, the increase of carbon dioxide in the lungs. Moreover — and this
is the fulcrum that gives genuine representation its leverage — these
transient internal patterns come to be able to continue to "track" (in
an extended sense) the features they refer to when they are temporarily
cut off from causal commerce with their referents. "A zebra which has
caught sight of a lion does not forget where the lion is when it stops
watching the lion for a moment. The lion does not forget where the
zebra is" (Margolis, 1987, p. 53). Compare this to the simpler phenomenon of the sunflower that tracks the passage of the sun across the sky.
adjusting its angle like a movable solar panel to maximize the sunlight
falling on it. if the sun is temporarily obscured, the sunflower cannot
project the trajectory; the mechanism that is sensitive to the sun's passage does not represent the sun's passage in this extended sense. The
beginnings of real representation are found in many lower animals (and
we should not rule out, a priori, the possibility of real representation
in plants), but in human beings the capacity to represent has skyrocketed.
Among the things an adult human brain can somehow represent
are not only:
(1) the position of the body and its limbs
(2) a spot of red light
of hunger
(3) a
(4) a degree of thirst
(5) the smell of a fine old red burgundy
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but also:
(6) the smell of a fine old red burgundy as the smell of Chambertin 1971
(7) Paris
(8) Atlantis
(9) the square root of the largest prime number less than 20
(10) the concept of a nickel-plated combination corkscrew and

staple-remover
It seems almost certain that no other animal's brain can represent
that a considerable process of adjustment of the
infant human brain is required before any of these can be registered or
represented at all. The first five, in contrast, might well be things that
almost any brain can represent (in some sense) without any training.
Somehow, in any case, the way a brain represents hunger must
differ, physically, from how it represents thirst — since it must govern
different behavior depending on which is represented. There must also,
at the other extreme, be a difference between the way a particular adult
human brain represents Paris and Atlantis, for thinking of one is not
thinking of the other. How can a particular state or event in the brain
represent one feature of the world rather than
And whatever
it is that makes some feature of the brain represent what it represents,
how does it come to represent what it represents? Here once again (I'm
afraid this refrain is going to get tedious!) there are a range of possibilities, settled by evolutionary processes: some elements of the system
of representation can be — indeed must be (Dennett, 1969) — innately
fixed, and the rest must be "learned." While some of the categories in
life that matter (like hunger and thirst) are no doubt "given" to us in
the way we are wired up at birth, others we have to develop on our
6—10. and moreover

own.8

7. This is the fundamental problem in the philosophy of mind of mental content
or intentionality, and its proposed solutions are notoriously controversial. Mine is given
in The Intentional Stance (1987a).
8. A few intrepid theorists have claimed otherwise. Jerry Fodor (1975). for instance.
has claimed that all the concepts one could ever have must be innately given, and only
triggered or accessed by particular learning" experiences. Thus Aristotle had the concept
of an airplane in his brain, and also the concept of a bicycle — he just never had occasion
to use them! To those who burst out laughing at such a ridiculous idea. Fodor replies
that the immunologists used to laugh at the idea that people — Aristotle. for instance —
are born with millions of distinct antibodies, including antibodies specific for compounds
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How do we do this? Probably by a process of generation-andselection of patterns of neural activity in the cerebral cortex, the huge
convoluted mantle that has swiftly burgeoned in the human skull and
now completely covers the older animal brain underneath. Just saying
it is an evolutionary process occurring primarily in the cortex leaves
too many things mysterious, and at this level of complexity and sophistication, even if we succeeded in explaining the process at the level
of synapses or bundles of neurons, we would be mystified about other
aspects of what must be happening. If we are to make sense of this at
all, we must first ascend to a more general and abstract level. Once we
understand the processes in outline at the higher level, we can think
about descending once again to the more mechanical level of the brain.
Plasticity makes learning possible, but it is all the better if somewhere out there in the environ.rnent there is something to learn that is
already the product of a prior design process, so that each of us does
not have to reinvent the wheel. Cultural evolution, and transmission
of its products, is the second new medium of evolution, and it depends
on phenotypic plasticity in much the same way phenotypic plasticity
depends on genetic variation. We human beings have used our plasticity not just to learn, but to learn how to learn better, and then we've
learned better how to learn better how to learn better, and so forth. We
have also learned how to make the fruits of this learning available to

novices. We somehow install an already invented and largely "debugged" system of habits in the partly unstructured brain.
5. THE INVENTION OF GOOD AND BAD HABITS OF
AUTOSTIMULATION
How can
E.

I

tell what

I

think until see what say?
I

M. FORSTER (1960)
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preimmune system — not all immune response is one-on-one between single types of
existing antibodies; analogously, perhaps Aristotle had an innate airplane concept. but
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We speak, not only to tell others what we think, but to tell
ourselves what we think.
J.

HUGHLINGS JACKSON (1915)

How might this software-sharing come to have happened? A "Just
So" story will give us one possible path. Consider a time in the history
of early Homo sapiens when language — or perhaps we should call it
proto-language — was just beginning to develop. These ancestors were
bipedal omnivores, living in smallish kin groups, and probably they
developed special-purpose vocalization habits rather like those of chimpanzees and gorillas, and even much more distantly related species
such as vervet monkeys (Cheney and Seyfarth, 1990). We may suppose
that the communicative (or quasi-communicative) acts executed by
these vocalizations were not yet fully fledged speech acts (Bennett,
1976), in which the Utterer's intention to achieve a certain effect in the
Audience depends on the Audience's appreciation of that very intenBut we may suppose that these ancestors, like contemporary
vocalizing primates, discriminated between different utterers and audiences on different occasions, utilizing information about what both
parties might believe or want.1° For instance, hominid Alf wouldn't
bother trying to get hominid Bob to believe there was no food in the
cave (by grunting "Nofoodhere") if Alf believed Bob already knew
there was food in the cave. And if Bob thought Aif wanted to deceive him, Bob would be apt to view Alf's vocalization with cautious
skepticism.11

9. 1 am alluding, of course, to Paul Grice's theory of nonnatural meaning (Grice,
1957. 1969), but for a new theory of communication that replaces some of the more brtttle
and unflkely features of Gricean theories, see Sperber and Wilson (1986).
10. What right do I have to speak of beliefs and wants of these not-yet-fullyconscious ancestors? My own theory of belief and desire, set out in The Intentional
Stance, defends the view that there is no good reason for putting these terms in scarequotes: the behavior of "lower" animals (even frogs) is just as suitable a domain of
explanation for the intentional stance, with its imputation of beliefs and wants, as the
behavior of human beings. But readers who disagree with that theory may understand
the terms here to be used in metaphorically extended senses.
11. On primate communication and the still unresolved empirical questions
about
whether or not apes and monkeys are capable of deliberate deception, see Dennett (1983,
1988c, 1988d, 1989a); Byrne and Whiten (1988); Whiten and Byrne (1988).
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Now it sometimes happened, we may speculate, that when one
of these hominids was stymied on a project, it would "ask for help,"
and in particular, it would "ask for information." Sometimes the audience present would respond by "communicating" something that had
just the right effects on the inquirer, breaking it out of its rut, or causing
it to "see" a solution to its problem. For this practice to gain a foothold
in a community, the askers would have to be able to reciprocate on
occasion in the role of answerers. They would have to have the behav-

ioral capacity to be provoked into making occasionally "helpful" utterances when subjected to "request" utterances of others. For instance,
if one hominid knew something and was "asked" about it, this might
have the normal, but by no means exceptionless, effect of provoking it
to "tell what it knew."
In other words, I am proposing that there was a time in the evolution of language when vocalizations served the function of eliciting
and sharing useful information, but one must not assume that a cooperative spirit of mutual aid would have survival value, or would be
a stable system if it emerged. (See, e.g., Dawkins, 1982, pp. 55ff; see
also Sperber and Wilson, 1986.) Instead, we must assume that the costs
and benefits of participating in such a practice were somewhat "visible"
to these creatures, and enough of them saw the benefits to themselves
as outweighing the costs so that the communicative habits became
established in the community.
Then one fine day (in this rational reconstruction), one of these
hominids "mistakenly" asked for help when there was no helpful audience within earshot — except itself! When it heard its own request,
the stimulation provoked just the sort of other-helping utterance production that the request from another would have caused. And to the
creature's delight, it found that it had just provoked itself into answering
its own question.
What I am trying to justify by this deliberately oversimplified
thought experiment is the claim that the practice of asking oneself
questions could arise as a natural side effect of asking questions of
others, and its utility would be similar: it would be a behavior that
could be recognized to enhance one's prospects by promoting betterinformed action-guidance. All that has to be the case for this practice
to have this utility is for the preexisting access-relations within the
brain of an individual to be less than optimal. Suppose, in other words,
that although the right information for some purpose is already in the
brain, it is in the hands of the wrong specialist; the subsystem in the
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brain that needs the information cannot obtain it directly from the
specialist — because evolution has simply not got around to providing
such a "wire." Provoking the specialist to "broadcast" the information
into the environment, however, and then relying on an existing pair of
ears (and an auditory system) to pick it up, would be a way of building
a "virtual wire" between the relevant subsystems.12

Figure 7.3

Such an act of autostimulation could blaze a valuable new trail
between one's internal components. Crudely put, pushing some information through one's ears and auditory system may well happen to
stimulate just the sorts of connections one is seeking, may trip just the
right associative mechanisms, tease just the right mental morsel to the
tip of one's tongue. One can then say it, hear oneself say it, and thus
get the answer one was hoping for.
Once crude habits of vocal autostimulation began to be established
as Good Tricks in the behavior of hominid populations, we would

12. In "The Garden of Forking Paths," Jorge Luis Borges (1962) devises a devilishly
clever version of this strategy, which 1 will refrain from describing, not wanting to give
away a great ending.
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expect them to be quickly refined, both in the learned behavioral habits
of the population and, thanks to the Baldwin Effect, in genetic predispositions and further enhancements of efficiency and effectiveness. In
particular, we can speculate that the greater virtues of sotto voce talking

to oneself would be recognized, leading later to entirely silent talking
to oneself. The silent process would maintain the loop of self-stimulation, but jettison the peripheral vocalization and audition portions of

the process, which weren't contributing much. This innovation would
have the further benefit, opportunistically endorsed, of achieving a
certain privacy for the practice of cognitive autostimulation. (In the
next chapter, we will consider how these shortened lines of communication might work.) Such privacy would be particularly useful when
comprehending conspecifics were within earshot. This private talkingto-oneself behavior might well not be the best imaginable way of amending the existing functional architecture of one's brain, but it would be
a close-to-hand, readily discovered enhancement, and that could be
more than enough. It would be slow and laborious, compared to the
swift unconscious cognitive processes it was based on, because it had
to make use of large tracts of nervous system "designed for other purposes" — in particular for the production and comprehension of audible speech. It would be just as linear (limited to one topic at a time)
as the social communication it evolved from. And it would be dependent, at least at the outset, on the informational categories embodied
in the actions it exploited. (If there were only fifty things one hominid
could "say" to another, there would be only fifty things he could say
to himself.)
Talking aloud is only one possibility. Drawing pictures to yourself
is another readily appreciated act of self-manipulation. Suppose one
day one of these hominids idly drew two parallel lines on the floor of
his cave, and when he looked at what he had done, these two lines
reminded him, visually, of the parallel banks of the river that he would
have to cross later in the day, and this reminded him to take along his
vine rope, for getting across. Had he not drawn the "picture," we may
suppose, he would have walked to the river and then realized, after
quick visual inspection, that he needed his rope, and would have had
to walk all the way back. This might be a noticeable saving of time and
energy that could fuel a new habit, and refine itself eventually into
private diagram-drawing "in one's mind's eye."
The human talent for inventing new paths of internal communication occasionally shows itself vividly in cases of brain damage. People
are extraordinarily good at overcoming brain damage, and it is never a
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matter of "healing" or the repair of damaged circuits. Rather, they
discover new ways of doing the old tricks, and active exploration plays
a big role in rehabilitation. A particularly suggestive anecdote comes
from the research with split brain patients (Gazzaniga, 1978). The left
and right hemispheres are normally connected by a broad bridge of
fibers called the corpus callosum. When this is surgically severed (in
the treatment of severe epilepsy), the two hemispheres lose their major
direct "wires" of interconnection, and are practically incommunicado.
If such a patient is asked to identify an object — such as a pencil — by
reaching inside a bag and feeling it, success depends on which hand
does the reaching. Most of the wiring in the body is arranged contralaterally, with the left hemisphere getting its information from — and
controlling — the right side of the body, and vice versa. Since the left

hemisphere normally controls language, when the patient reaches in
the bag with his right hand, he can readily say what is in the bag, but
if the left hand does the reaching, only the right hemisphere gets the
information that the object is a pencil, and is powerless to direct the
voice to express this. But occasionally, it seems, a right hemisphere
will hit upon a clever
by finding the point of the pencil, and
digging it into his palm, he causes a sharp pain signal to be sent up
the left arm, and some pain fibers are ipsilaterally wired. The left,
language-controlling hemisphere gets a clue: it is something sharp
enough to cause a pain. "It's sharp — it's, perhaps, a pen? a pencil?" The right hemisphere, overhearing this vocalization, may help it
along with some hints — frowning for pen, smiling for pencil — so
that by a brief bout of "Twenty Questions" the left hemisphere is
led to the correct answer. There are more than a few anecdotes
about such ingenious jury-rigs invented on the spot by patients with
split brains, but we should treat them with caution. They might be
what they appear to be: cases exhibiting the deftness with which the
brain can discover and implement autostimulatory strategies to improve its internal communications in the absence of the "desired"
wiring. But they might also be the unwittingly embroidered fantasies
of researchers hoping for just such evidence. That's the trouble with
anecdotes.
We could amuse ourselves by dreaming up other plausible scenarios for the "invention" of useful modes of autostimulation, but this
would risk obscuring the point that not all such inventions would have
to be useful to survive. Once the general habit of exploratory autostimulation had been inculcated in some such way(s), it might well spawn
a host of nonfunctional (but not particularly dysfunctional) variations.
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There are, after all, many existent varieties of autostimulation and self-

manipulation that presumably have no valuable effect on cognition or
control, but which, for standard Darwinian reasons, fail to be extinguished and may even drift to (cultural or genetic) fixation in certain
subpopulations. Likely candidates are painting yourself blue, beating
yourself with birch boughs, cutting patterns in your skin, starving yourself, saying a "magical" formula to yourself over and over again, and
staring at your navel. If these practices are habits worth inculcating,
their virtues as fitness-enhancers are at least not "obvious" enough to
have boosted them yet into any known genetic predispositions, but
perhaps they are too recent as inventions.
The varieties of autostimulation that enhance cognitive organization are now probably partly innate and partly learned and idiosyncratic. Just as one can notice that stroking oneself in certain ways
can produce certain desirable side effects that are only partially and
indirectly controllable — and one can then devote some time and ingenuity to developing and exploring the techniques for producing
those side effects — so one can half-consciously explore techniques
of cognitive autostimulation, developing a personal style with particular strengths and weaknesses. Some people are better at it than
others, and some never learn the tricks, but there is much sharing and
teaching. Cultural transmission, by letting almost everybody in on
the Good Trick, can flatten out the top of the fitness hill (see Figure
7.2, p. 187), creating a butte or table top that diminishes the selection
pressure for moving the Trick into the genome. If almost everyone
gets good enough to get by in the civilized world, the selection pressure
for moving the Good Tricks into the genome is extinguished or at least
diminished.
6. THE THIRD EVOLUTIONARY PROCESS: MEMES AND CULTURAL
EVOLUTION'3

learned to milk cows, and then to domesticate them
for our own benefit, so we learned to milk others' and our own minds
in certain ways, and now the techniques of mutual and self-stimulation
are deeply embedded in our culture and training. The way in which
culture has become a repository and transmission medium for innovations (not only innovations of consciousness) is important for unJust as we

13. This section is

(1990a).

drawn from my Memes and the Exploitation of
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derstanding the sources of design of human consciousness, for it is yet

another medium of evolution.
One of the first major steps a human brain takes in the massive
process of postnatal self-design is to get itself adjusted to the local
conditions that matter the most: it swiftly (in two or three years) turns
itself into a Swahili or Japanese or English brain. What a step — like
stepping into a cocked slingshot!
It doesn't matter for our purposes whether this process is called
learning or differential development; it happens so swiftly and effortlessly that there is little doubt that the human genotype includes many
adaptations that are specifically in place to enhance language acquisition. This has all happened very fast, in evolutionary terms, but that
is just what we should expect, given the Baldwin Effect. Being able to
speak is such a Good Trick that anyone who was slow off the mark
getting there would be at a tremendous disadvantage. The first of our
ancestors to speak almost certainly had a much more laborious time
getting the hang of it, but we are the descendants of the virtuosos among
them. 14
Once our brains have built the entrance and exit pathways for the
vehicles of language, they swiftly become parasitized (and I mean that
literally, as we shall see) by entities that have evolved to thrive in just
such a niche: memes. The outlines of the theory of evolution by natural
selection are clear: evolution occurs whenever the following conditions
exist:
(1)
(2)
(3)

variation: a continuing abundance of different elements
heredity or replication: the elements have the capacity to create copies or replicas of themselves
differential "fitness": the number of copies of an element that
are created in a given time varies, depending on interactions
between the features of that element (whatever it is that makes
it different from other elements) and features of the environment in which it persists

Notice that this definition, though drawn from biology, says nothing specific about organic molecules, nutrition, or even life. It is a more
general and abstract characterization of evolution by natural selection.
As the zoologist Richard Dawkins has pointed out, the fundamental

principle is
14. For a good recent airing of the controversies in the literature speculating on
the evolution of language, see Pinker and Bloom (1990), and the commentaries fottowing,
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that all life evolves by the differential survival of replicating en-

tities.
The gene, the DNA molecule, happens to be the replicating
entity which prevails on our own planet. There may be others. If
there are, provided certain other conditions are met, they will
almost inevitably tend to become the basis for an evolutionary
process.
But do we have to go to distant worlds to find other kinds
of replication and other, consequent, kinds of evolution? I think
that a new kind of replicator has recently emerged on this very
planet. It is staring us in the face. It is still in its infancy, still
drifting clumsily about in its primeval soup, but already it is
achieving evolutionary change at a rate which leaves the old gene
panting far behind. [1976, p. 2061

These new replicators are, roughly, ideas. Not the "simple ideas"
of Locke and Hume (the idea of red, or the idea of round or hot or cold),
but the sort of complex ideas that form themselves into distinct memorable units — such as the ideas of

wheel
wearing clothes
vendetta
right triangle
alphabet
calendar
the Odyssey
calculus
chess
perspective drawing
evolution by natural selection
Impressionism
Greensleeves"
deconstructionism

Intuitively these are more or less identifiable cultural units, but
we can say something more precise about how we draw the boundaries — about why D-F#-A isn't a unit, and the theme from the slow
movement of Beethoven's Seventh Symphony is: the units are the smallest elements that replicate themselves with reliability and fecundity.
Dawkins coins a term for such units: memes —
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unit of cultural transmission, or a unit of imitation. Mimeme'
comes from a suitable Greek root, but I want a monosyllable that
sounds a bit like 'gene'
it could alternatively be thought of as
being related to memory' or to the French word méme..
Examples of memes are tunes, ideas, catch-phrases, clothes
fashions, ways of making pots or of building arches. Just as genes
propagate themselves in the gene pool by leaping from body to
body via sperm or eggs, so memes propagate themselves in the
meme pool by leaping from brain to brain via a process which, in
the broad sense, can be called imitation. If a scientist hears, or
reads about, a good idea, he passes it on to his colleagues and
students. He mentions it in his articles and his lectures. If the idea
catches on, it can be said to propagate itself, spreading from brain
to brain. 11976, p. 2061
a

.

.

.

In The Selfish Gene, Dawkins urges us to take the idea of meme
evolution literally. Meme evolution is not just analogous to biological
or genetic evolution, not just a process that
be metaphorically described in these evolutionary idioms, but a phenomenon that obeys the
laws of natural selection exactly. The theory of evolution by natural
selection is neutral regarding the differences between memes and genes;
these are just different kinds of replicators evolving in different media
at different rates. And just as the genes for animals could not come into
existence on this planet until the evolution of plants had paved the
way (creating the oxygen-rich atmosphere and ready supply of convertible nutrients), so the evolution of memes could not get started until
the evolution of animals had paved the way by creating a species —
Homo sapiens — with brains that could provide shelter, and habits of
communication that could provide transmission media, for memes.
This is a new way of thinking about ideas. It is also, I hope to
show, a good way, but at the outset the perspective it provides is distinctly unsettling, even appalling. We can sum it up with a slogan:
A

scholar is just a library's way of making another library.

I don't know about you, but I'm not initially attracted by the idea
of my brain as a sort of dung heap in which the larvae of other people's
ideas renew themselves, before sending out copies of themselves in an
informational Diaspora. It does seem to rob my mind of its importance
as both author and critic. Who's in charge, according to this vision —
we or our memes?
There is, of course, no simple answer, and this fact is at the heart
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of the confusions that surround the idea of a self. Human consciousness
is to a very great degree a product not just of natural selection, but of
cultural evolution as well. The best way to see the contribution
of memes to the creation of our minds is to follow the standard steps
of evolutionary thinking closely.
The first rule of memes, as it is for genes, is that replication is not
necessarily for the good of anything; replicators flourish that are good
at.. . replicating! — for whatever reason. As Dawkins has put it,
A meme that made its bodies run over cliffs would have a fate
like that of a gene for making bodies run over cliffs. It would tend

to be eliminated from the meme-pool.. . But this does not mean
that the ultimate criterion for success in meme selection is gene
survival. . Obviously a meme that causes individuals bearing it
to kill themselves has a grave disadvantage, but not necessarily a
fatal one. . a suicidal meme can spread, as when a dramatic and
well-publicized martyrdom inspires others to die for a deeply
loved cause, and this in turn inspires others to die, and so on.
[1982, pp. 110—111]
.

.

.

.

The important point is that there is no necessary connection between a meme's replicative power, its "fitness" from its point of view,
and its contribution to our fitness (by whatever standard we judge that).
The situation is not totally desperate. While some memes definitely
manipulate us into collaborating on their replication in spite of our
judging them useless or ugly or even dangerous to our health and welfare, many — most, if we're lucky — of the memes that replicate themselves do so not just with our blessings, but because of our esteem for
them. I think there can be little controversy that some memes are, all
things considered, good from our perspective, and not just from their
own perspective as selfish self-replicators: such general memes as coeducation, environmental awareness, arms
operation, music,
reduction; and such particular memes as: The Marriage of Figaro, MobyDick, returnable bottles, the SALT agreements. Other memes are more
controversial; we can see why they spread, and why, all things considered, we should tolerate them, in spite of the problems they cause
for us: shopping malls, fast food, advertising on television. Still others
are unquestionably pernicious, but extremely hard to eradicate: antiSemitism, hijacking airliners, computer viruses, spray-paint graffiti.
Genes are invisible; they are carried by gene vehicles (organisms)
in which they tend to produce characteristic effects ("phenotypic" effects) by which their fates are, in the long run, determined. Memes are
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invisible, and are carried by meme vehicles — pictures, books,
sayings (in particular languages, oral or written, on paper or magnetically encoded, etc.). Tools and buildings and other inventions are also
meme vehicles. A wagon with spoked wheels carries not only grain or
freight from place to place; it carries the brilliant idea of a wagon with
spoked wheels from mind to mind. A meme's existence depends on a
physical embodiment in some medium; if all such physical embodiments are destroyed, that meme is extinguished. It may, of course, make
a subsequent independent reappearance — just as dinosaur genes
could, in principle, get together again in some distant future — but the
dinosaurs they created and inhabited would not be descendants of the
original dinosaurs — or at least not any more directly than we are. The
fate of memes — whether copies and copies of copies of them persist
and multiply — depends on the selective forces that act directly on the
physical vehicles that embody them.
Meme vehicles inhabit our world alongside all the fauna and flora,
large and small. By and large they are "visible" only to the human
species, however. Consider the environment of the average New York
City pigeon, whose eyes and ears are assaulted every day by approximately as many words, pictures, and other signs and symbols as assault
each human New Yorker. These physical meme vehicles may impinge
importantly on the pigeon's welfare, but not in virtue of the memes
they carry — it is nothing to the pigeon that it is under a page of the
National Enquirer. not the New York Times, that it finds a crumb.
To human beings, on the other hand, each meme vehicle is a
potential friend or foe, bearing a gift that will enhance our powers or
a gift horse that will distract us, burden our memories, derange our
judgment. We may compare these airborne invaders of our eyes and
ears to the parasites that enter our bodies by other routes: there are the
beneficial parasites such as the bacteria in our digestive systems without
which we could not digest our food, the tolerable parasites, not worth
the trouble of eliminating (all the denizens of our skin and scalps, for
instance), and the pernicious invaders that are hard to eradicate (the
AIDS virus, for instance).
So far, the meme's-eye perspective may still appear to be simply
a graphic way of organizing very familiar observations about the way
items in our cultures affect us, and affect each other. But Dawkins
suggests that in our explanations we tend to overlook the fundamental
fact that "a cultural trait may have evolved in the way it has simply
because it is advantageous to itself" (1976, p. 214). This is the key to
answering the question of whether or not the meme meme is one we
also
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should exploit and replicate. According to the normal view, the following are virtually tautological:

Idea X was believed by the people because X was deemed true.
People approved of X because people found X to be beautiful.

What requires special explanation are the cases in which, in spite
of the truth or beauty of an idea, it is not accepted, or in spite of its
ugliness or falsehood it is. The meme's-eye view purports to be a general

alternative perspective from which these deviations can be explained:
what is tautological for it is
Meme X spread among the people because X was a good replicator.
Now, there is a nonrandom correlation between the two; it is no
accident. We would not survive unless we had a better-than-chance
habit of choosing the memes that help us. Our meme-immunological
systems are not foolproof, but not hopeless either. We can rely, as a
general, crude rule of thumb, on the coincidence of the two perspectives: by and large, the good memes are the ones that are also the good
replicators.
The theory becomes interesting only when we look at the exceptions, the circumstances under which there is a pulling apart of the
two perspectives; only if meme theory permits us better to understand
the deviations from the normal scheme will it have any warrant for
being accepted. (Note that in its own terms, whether or not the meme
meme replicates successfully is strictly independent of its epistemological virtue; it might spread in spite of its perniciousness, or go extinct
in spite of its virtue.)
Memes now spread around the world at the speed of light, and
replicate at rates that make even fruit flies and yeast cells look glacial
in comparison. They leap promiscuously from vehicle to vehicle, and
from medium to medium, and are proving to be virtually unquarantinable. Memes, like genes, are potentially immortal, but, like genes, they
depend on the existence of a continuous chain of physical vehicles,
persisting in the face of the Second Law of Thermodynamics. Books
are relatively permanent, and inscriptions on monuments even more
permanent, but unless these are under the protection of human conservators, they tend to dissolve in time. As with genes, immortality is
more a matter of replication than of the longevity of individual vehicles.
The preservation of the Platonic memes, via a series of copies of copies,
is a particularly striking case of this. Although some papyrus fragments
of Plato's texts roughly contemporaneous with him have been
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the memes owes almost nothing to such
long-range persistence. Today's libraries contain thousands if not millions of physical copies (and translations) of Plato's Meno, and the key
ancestors in the transmission of this text turned to dust centuries ago.
Brute physical replication of vehicles is not enough to ensure
meme longevity. A few thousand hard-bound copies of a new book can
disappear with scarcely a trace in a few years, and who knows how
many brilliant letters to the editor, reproduced in hundreds of thousands of copies, disappear into landfills and incinerators every day?
The day may come when nonhuman meme-evaluators suffice to select
and arrange for the preservation of particular memes, but for the time
being, memes still depend at least indirectly on one or more of their
vehicles spending at least a brief, pupal stage in a remarkable sort of
meme nest: a human mind.
Minds are in limited supply, and each mind has a limited capacity
tor memes, and hence there is a considerable competition among memes
for entry into as many minds as possible. This competition is the major
selective force in the memosphere, and, just as in the biosphere, the
challenge has been met with great ingenuity. For instance, whatever
virtues (from our perspective) the following memes have, they have in
common the property of having phenotypic expressions that tend to
make their own replication more likely by disabling or preempting the
environmental forces that would tend to extinguish them: the meme
for faith, which discourages the exercise of the sort of critical judgment
that might decide that the idea of faith was all things considered a
dangerous idea (Dawkins, 1976, p. 2121; the meme for tolerance or free
speech; the meme of including in a chain letter a warning about the
terrible fates of those who have broken the chain in the past; the conspiracy theory meme, which has a built-in response to the objection
that there is no good evidence of the conspiracy: "Of course not —
that's bow powerful the conspiracy is!" Some of these memes are
"good" perhaps and others "bad"; what they have in common is a
phenotypic effect that systematically tends to disable the selective
forces arrayed against them. Other things being equal, population memetics predicts that conspiracy theory memes will persist quite independently of their truth, and the meme for faith is apt to secure its own
survival, and that of the religious memes that ride piggyback on it, in
even the most rationalistic environments. Indeed, the meme for faith
exhibits frequency-dependent fitness: it flourishes best when it is outnumbered by rationalistic memes; in an environment with few skeptics,
the meme for faith tends to lade from disuse.
ered recently, the survival of
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Other concepts from population genetics also transfer smoothly:
here is a case of what a geneticist would call linked loci: two memes
that happen to be physically tied together so that they tend always to
replicate together, a fact that affects their chances. There is a magnificent
ceremonial march, familiar to many of us, and one that would be much
used for commencements, weddings, and other festive occasions, perhaps driving "Pomp and Circumstance" and the Wedding March from
Lohengrin to near extinction, were it not for the fact that its musical
meme is too tightly linked to its title meme, which many of us tend to
think of as soon as we hear the music: Sir Arthur Sullivan's unusable
masterpiece, "Behold the Lord High Executioner."
The haven all memes depend on reaching is the human mind, but
a human mind is itself an artifact created when memes restructure a
human brain in order to make it a better habitat for memes. The avenues
for entry and departure are modified to suit local conditions, and
strengthened by various artificial devices that enhance fidelity and prolixity of replication: native Chinese minds differ dramatically from
native French minds, and literate minds differ from illiterate minds.
What memes provide in return to the organisms in which they reside
is an incalculable store of advantages — with some Trojan horses
thrown in for good measure, no doubt. Normal human brains are not
all alike; they vary considerably in size, shape, and in the myriad details
of connection on which their prowess depends. But the most striking
differences in human prowess depend on microstructural differences
induced by the various memes that have entered them and taken up
residence. The memes enhance each others' opportunities: the meme
for education, for instance, is a meme that reinforces the very process
of meme-implantation.
But if it is true that human minds are themselves to a very great
degree the creations of memes, then we cannot sustain the polarity of
vision with which we started; it cannot be "memes versus us," because
earlier infestations of memes have already played a major role in determining who or what we are. The "independent" mind struggling to
protect itself from alien and dangerous memes is a myth; there is. in
the basement, a persisting tension between the biological imperative
of the genes and the imperatives of the memes, but we would be foolish
to "side with" our genes — that is to commit the most egregious error
of pop sociobiology. What foundation, then, can we stand on as we
struggle to keep our feet in the memestorm in which we are engulfed?
if replicative might does not make right, what is to be the eternal ideal
relative to which "we" will judge the value of memes? We should note
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that the memes for normative concepts —— for ought and good and truth
and beauty — are among the most entrenched denizens of our minds,
and that among the memes that constitute us, they play a central role.
Our existence as us, as what we as thinkers are — not as what we as
organisms are — is not independent of these memes.
To sum up: Meme evolution has the potential to contribute remarkable design-enhancements to the underlying machinery of the
brain — at great speed, compared to the slow pace of genetic R and D.
The discredited Lamarckian idea of the genetic transmission of individually acquired characteristics was initially attractive to biologists in
part because of its presumed capacity to speed new inventions into the
genome. (For a fine demolition of Lamarckianism, see Dawkins's discussion in The Extended Phenotype, 1982.) That does not, and cannot,
happen. The Baldwin Effect does speed up evolution, favoring the
movement of individually discovered Good Tricks into the genome, by
the indirect path of creating new selection pressures resulting from
widespread adoption by individuals of the Good Tricks. But cultural
evolution, which happens much faster still, permits individuals to ac-

quire, through cultural transmission, Good Tricks that have been honed
by predecessors who are not even their genetic ancestors. So potent are
the effects of such a sharing of good designs that cultural evolution has
probably obliterated all but a few of the gentle pressures of the Baldwin
Effect. The design improvements one receives from one's culture —
one seldom has to "reinvent the wheel" — probably swamp most individual genetic differences in brain design, removing the advantage
from those who are slightly better off at birth.
All three media — genetic evolution, phenotypic plasticity, and
memetic evolution — have contributed to the design of human consciousness, each in turn, and at increasing rates of speed. Compared
with phenotypic plasticity, which has been around for millions of years,
significant memetic evolution is an extremely recent phenomenon, becoming a powerful force only in the last hundred thousand years, and
exploding with the development of civilization less than ten thousand
years ago. It is restricted to one species, Homo sapiens, and we might
note that it has now brought us to the dawn of yet a fourth medium of
potential R and D, thanks to the memes of science: the direct revising
of individual nervous systems by neuroscientific engineering, and the
revision of the genome by genetic engineering.
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7. THE MEMES OF CONSCIOUSNESS: THE VIRTUAL MACHINE TO
BE

INSTALLED

Although an organ may not have been originally formed for
some special purpose, if it now serves for this end we are
justified in saying that it is specially contrived for it. On the
same principle, if a man were to make a machine for some
special purpose, but were to use old wheels, springs, and
pulleys, only slightly altered, the whole machine, with all its
parts, might be said to be specially contrived for that purpose.
Thus throughout nature almost every part of each living being
has probably served, in a slightly modified condition, for diverse
purposes, and has acted in the living machinery of many ancient
and distinct forms.
CHARLES DARWiN, 1874

The large brain, like large government, may not be able to do
simple things in a simple way.
DONALD HEBB, 1958

The most powerful drive in the ascent of man is his pleasure in
his own skill. He loves to do what he does well and, having
done it well, he 'oves to do it better.
JACOB BRONOWSKI, 1973

A feature of my speculative story has been that our ancestors,
like us, took pleasure in various modes of relatively undirected selfexploration — stimulating oneself over and over and seeing what happened. Because of the plasticity of the brain, coupled with the innate
restlessness and curiosity that leads us to explore every nook and
cranny of our environment (of which our own bodies are such an important and ubiquitous element), it is not surprising, in retrospect, that
we hit upon strategies of self-stimulation or self-manipulation that led
to the inculcation of habits and dispositions that radically altered the
internal communicative structure of our brains, and that these discoveries became part of the culture — memes — that were then made available to all.
The transformation of a human brain by infestations of memes is
a major alteration in the competence of that organ. As we noted, the
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differences in a brain whose native language is Chinese rather than
English would account for huge differences in the competence of that
brain, instantly recognizable in behavior, and significant in many
experimental contexts. Recall, for instance, how important it is in experiments with human subjects for the experimenter (the heterophenomenologist) to know whether the subjects have understood the
instructions. These functional differences, though presumably all physically embodied in patterns of microscopic changes in the brain, are as
good as invisible to neuroscientists, now and probably forever. so if we
are going to get any grip on the functional architecture created by such
meme infestations, we will have to find a higher level at which to
describe it. Fortunately, one is available, drawn from computer science.
The level of description and explanation we need is analogous to (but
not identical with) one of the "software levels" of description of computers: what we need to understand is how human consciousness can
be realized in the operation of a virtual machine created by memes in

the brain.
Here is the hypothesis

I

will defend:

Human consciousness is itself a huge complex of memes (or more
exactly, meme-effects in brains) that can best be understood as
the operation of a "von Neumannesque" virtual machine implemented in the parallel architecture of a brain that was not designed
for any such activities. The powers of this virtual machine vastly
enhance the underlying powers of the organic hardware on which
it runs, but at the same time many of its most curious features,
and especially its limitations, can be explained as the byproducts
of the kludges that make possible this curious but effective reuse
of an existing organ for novel purposes.

This hypothesis will soon emerge from the thicket of jargon in
which I have just stated it. Why did I use the jargon? Because these are
terms for valuable concepts that have only recently become available
to people thinking about the mind. No other words express these concepts crisply, and they are very much worth knowing. So, with the aid
of a brief historical digression, I will introduce them, and place them
into the context in which we will use them.
Two of the most important inventors of the computer were the
British mathematician Alan Turing and the Hungarian-American mathematician and physicist John von Neumann. Although Turing had
plenty of hands-on practical experience designing and building the
special-purpose electronic code-breaking machines that helped the Al-
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lies win World War II, it was his purely abstract theoretical work, in
developing his conception of the Universal Turing machine, that
opened the Computer Age. Von Neumann saw how to take Turing's
abstraction (which was really "philosophical" — a thought experiment,
not an engineering proposal) and make it just concrete enough to turn
it into the (still quite abstract) design for an actual, practical electronic
computer. That abstract design, known as the Von Neumann architecture, is to be found in almost every computer in the world today, from
giant "mainframes" to the chip at the heart of the most modest home

computer.
A computer has a basic fixed or hard-wired architecture, but with
huge amounts of plasticity thanks to the memory, which can store both
programs (otherwise known as software) and data, the merely transient
patterns that are made to track whatever it is that is to be represented.
Computers, like brains, are thus incompletely designed at birth, with
flexibility that can be used as a medium to create more specifically
disciplined architectures, special-purpose machines, each with a strikingly individual way of taking in the environment's stimulation (via
the keyboard or other input devices) and eventually yielding responses
(via the CRT screen or other output devices).
These temporary structures are "made of rules rather than wires,"
and computer scientists call them virtual machines." A virtual machine
is what you get when you impose a particular pattern of rules (more
literally: dispositions or transition regularities) on all that plasticity.
Consider someone who has broken his ann and has it in a plaster cast.
The cast severely restricts the movement of his arm, and its weight and
shape also call for adjustments in the rest of the person's bodily movements. Now consider a mime (Marcel Marceau, say) imitating someone
with a plaster cast on his arm; if the mime does the trick well, his bodily
motions will be restricted in almost exactly the same ways; he has a
virtual cast on his ann — and it will be "almost visible." Anyone who
is familiar with a word processor is acquainted with at least one virtual
machine, and if you have used several different word processors, or
used a spread sheet or played a game on the very same computer you
use for word processing, you are acquainted with several virtual machines, taking turns existing on a particular real machine. The differ15. Purists may object that my use of the term virtual machine is somewhat broader
than the usage they recommend in computer science. I reply that, like Mother Nature,
when I see a handy item to "exapt" and put to an extended use (Gould, 1980). 1 go for
It.
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made highly visible, so that the user knows which virtual
machine he is interacting with at any time.
Everybody knows that different programs endow computers with
different powers, but not everybody knows the details. A few of them
are important to our story, so I must beg your indulgence and provide
a brief, elementary account of the process invented by Alan Turing.
Turing was not trying to invent the word processor or the video
game when he made his beautiful discoveries. He was thinking, selfconsciously and introspectively, about just how he, a mathematician,
went about solving mathematical problems or performing computations, and he took the important step of trying to break down the sequence of his mental acts into their primitive components. "What do
I do," he must have asked himself, "when I perform a computation?
Well, first I ask myself which rule applies, and then I apply the rule,
and then write down the result, and then I look at the result, and then
I ask myself what to do next, and.. ." Turing was an extraordinarily
well-organized thinker, but his stream of consciousness, like yours or
mine or James Joyce's, was no doubt a variegated jumble of images,
decisions, hunches, reminders, and so forth, out of which he managed
to distill the mathematical essence: the bare-bones, minimal sequence
of operations that could accomplish the goals he accomplished in the
florid and meandering activities of his conscious mind. The result was
the specification of what we now call a Turing machine, a brilliant
idealization and simplification of a hyperrational, hyperintellectual
phenomenon: a mathematician performing a rigorous computation. The
basic idea had five components:
ences are

(1) a serial process (events happening one at a time), in
(2) a severely restricted workspace, to which
(3) both data and instructions are brought
(4) from an inert but super-reliable memory,
(5) there to be operated on by a finite set of primitive operations.

In Turing's original formulation, the workspace was imagined to
be a scanner that looked at just one square of a paper tape at a time,
to see if a zero or one were written on it. Depending on what it "saw,"
it either erased the zero or one and printed the other symbol, or left
the square unchanged. It then moved the tape left or right one square
and looked again, in each case being governed by a finite set of hardwired instructions that formed its machine table. The tape was the

memory.
Turing's set of primitive operations (the acts "atomic to intro-
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spection" if you like) was deliberately impoverished, so that there could
be no question of their mechanical realizability. That is, it was important to Turing's mathematical purposes that there be no doubt that each
step in the processes he was studying be one that was so simple, so
stupid, that it could be performed by a simpleton — by someone who
could be replaced by a machine: SCAN, ERASE, PRINT, MOVE LEFT ONE
SPACE, and so on.
He saw, of course, that his ideal specification could serve, indirectly, as the blueprint for an actual computing machine, and so did
others, in particular, John von Neumann, who modified Turing's basic
ideas to create the abstract architecture for the first practically realizable
digital computer. We call that architecture the von Neumann machine.
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Figure 7.4

On the left is the memory or random access memory (RAM), where
both the data and the instructions are kept, coded in sequences of binary
digits or "bits," such as 00011011 or 01001110. Turing's serial process
occurs in the workspace consisting of two "registers" marked accumulator and instruction register. An instruction is copied electronically
into the instruction register, which then executes it. For instance, if the
instruction (translated into English) says "clear the accumulator" the
computer puts the number 0 in the accumulator, and if the instruction
says "add the contents of memory register 07 to the number in the
accumulator" the computer will fetch whatever number is in the memory register with the address 07 (the contents might be any number)
and add it to the number in the accumulator. And so forth. What are
the primitive operations? Basically, the arithmetical operations, add,
subtract, multiply, and divide; the data-moving operations, fetch,
store, output, input; and (the heart of the "logic" of computers) the
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conditional instructions, such as "IF the number in the accumulator is
greater than zero, THEN go to the instruction in register 29; otherwise
go to the next instruction." Depending on the computer model, there
might be as few as sixteen primitive operations or hundreds, all wiredin in special-purpose circuitry. Each primitive operation is coded by a
unique binary pattern (e.g., ADD might be 1011, and SUBTRACT might
be 1101), and whenever these particular sequences land in the instruction register they are rather like dialed telephone numbers that mechanically open up the lines to the right special-purpose circuit — the
adder circuit or the subtracter circuit, and so forth. The two registers,
in which only one instruction and one value can appear at any one
time, are the notorious "von Neumann bottleneck," the place where
all activity of the system has to pass single-file through a narrow gap.
On a fast computer, millions of these operations can occur in a second,
and strung together by the millions, they achieve the apparently magical
effects discernible to the user.
All digital computers are direct descendants of this design; and
while many modifications and improvements have been made, like all
vertebrates they share a fundamental underlying architecture. The basic
operations, looking so arithmetical, don't seem at first to have much to
do with the basic "operations" of a normal stream of consciousness —
thinking about Paris, enjoying the aroma of bread from the oven, wondering where to go for vacation — but that didn't worry Turing or von
Neumann. What mattered to them was that this sequence of actions
could "in principle" be elaborated to incorporate all "rational thought"
and perhaps all "irrational thought" as well. It is a considerable historical irony that this architecture was misdescribed by the popular
press from the moment it was created. These fascinating new von Neumann machines were called "giant electronic brains," but they were,
in fact, giant electronic minds, electronic imitations — severe simplifications — of what William James dubbed the stream of consciousness,
the meandering sequence of conscious mental contents famously depicted by James Joyce in his novels. The architecture of the brain, in
contrast, is massively parallel, with millions of simultaneously active
channels of operation. What we have to understand is how a Joycean
(or, as I have said, "von Neumannesque") serial phenomenon can come
to exist, with all its familiar peculiarities, in the parallel hubbub of the
brain.
Here is a bad idea: Our hominid ancestors needed to think in a
more sophisticated, logical way, so natural selection gradually designed
and installed a hard-wired von Neumann machine in the left ("logical,"
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"conscious") hemisphere of the human cortex. I hope it is clear from
the foregoing evolutionary narrative that although that might be logically possible, it has no biological plausibility at all — our ancestors
might as easily have sprouted wings or been born with pistols in their
hands. That is not how evolution does its work.
We know there is something at least remotely like a von Neumann
machine in the brain, because we know we have conscious minds "by
introspection" and the minds we thereby discover are at least this much
like von Neumann machines: They were the inspiration for von Neumann machines! This historical fact has left a particularly compelling
fossil trace: computer programmers will tell you that it is fiendishly
difficult to program the parallel computers currently being developed,
and relatively easy to program a serial, von Neumann machine. When
you program a conventional von Neumann machine, you have a handy
crutch; when the going gets tough, you ask yourself, in effect, "What
would I do if I were the machine, trying to solve this problem?" and
this leads you to an answer of the form, "Well, first I'd do this, and
then I'd have to do that, etc." But if you ask yourself "What would I
do in this situation if I were a thousand-channel-wide parallel processor?" you draw a blank; you don't have any personal familiarity with —
any "direct access to" — processes happening in a thousand channels
at once, even though that is what is going on in your brain. Your only
access to what is going on in your brain comes in a sequential "format"
that is strikingly reminiscent of the von Neumann architecture — although putting it that way is historically backwards.
There is a big difference, as we have seen, between a (standard)
computer's serial architecture and the parallel architecture of the brain.
This fact is often cited as an objection to Artificial Intelligence, which
attempts to create human-style intelligence by devising programs that
(almost always) run on von Neumann machines. Does the difference
in architecture make a theoretically important difference? In one sense,
no. Turing had proven — and this is probably his greatest contribution — that his Universal Turing machine can compute any function
that any computer, with any architecture, can compute. In effect, the

Universal Turing machine is the perfect mathematical chameleon, capable of imitating any other computing machine and doing, during that
period of imitation, exactly what that machine does. All you have to
do is feed the Universal Turing machine a suitable description of another machine, and, like Marcel Marceau (the Universal miming machine) armed with an explicit choreography, it forthwith proceeds to
produce a perfect imitation based on that description — it becomes,
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virtually, the other machine. A computer program can thus be seen
either as a list of primitive instruction; to be followed or as a description
of a machine to be imitated.
Can you imitate Marcel Marceau imitating a drunk imitating a
baseball batter? You might find the hardest part of the trick was keeping
track of the different levels of imitation, but for von Neumann machines
this comes naturally. Once you have a von Neumann machine on which
to build, you can nest virtual machines like Chinese boxes. For instance,
you can first turn your von Neumann machine into, say, a Unix machine
(the Unix operating system) and then implement a Lisp machine (the
Lisp programming language) on the Unix machine — along with
WordStar, Lotus 123, and a host of oDher virtual machines — and then
implement a chess-playing computel on your Lisp machine. Each virtual machine is recognizable by its user interface — the way it appears
on the screen of the CR1 and the way it responds to input — and this
self-presentation is often called the user illusion, since a user can't
tell — and doesn't care — how the particular virtual machine he's using
is implemented in the hardware. It doesn't matter to him whether the
virtual machine is one, two, three, cr ten layers away from the hard(For instance, WordStar users can recognize, and interact with,
the WordStar virtual machine wherever they find it, no matter what
variation there is in the underlying hardware.)
So a virtual machine is a temporary set of highly structured regularities imposed on the underlying hardware by a program: a structured recipe of hundreds of thousands of instructions that give the
hardware a huge, interlocking set of habits or dispositions-to-react. If
you look at the microdetails of all those instructions reeling through
the instruction register, you will miss the forest for the trees; if you
stand back, however, the functional .irchitecture that emerges from all
those microsettings can be clearly seen: it consists of virtual things

such as blocks of text, cursors, erasers, paint-sprayers, files
and virtual places

such as directories, menus, scrnens, shells
connected by virtual paths
16. Di it might not be a virtual machine at all. It might be a made-to-order hardwired special-purpose real machine, such as a Lisp machine, which is a descendant of
Lisp virtual machities, and which is designed right down to its silicon chips to run the
programming language Lisp.
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such as "ESCape to Dos," or entering the piur.rr menu from the
MAIN

menu

and permitting various large-and-interesting virtual operations to be
performed
such as searching a file for a word, or enlarging a box drawn on
the screen.
Since any computing machine at all can be imitated by a virtual
machine on a von Neumann machine, it follows that if the brain is a
massive parallel processing machine, it too can be perfectly imitated
by a von Neumann machine. And from the very beginning of the computer age, theorists used this chameleonic power of von Neumann machines to create virtual parallel architectures that were supposed to
model brainlike structures.17 How can you get a one-thing-at-a-time
machine to be a many-things-all-at-once machine? By a process rather
like knitting. Suppose the parallel processor being simulated is ten
channels wide. First, the von Neumann machine is instructed to perform the operations handled by the first node of the first channel (node

Figure 7.5

I in the diagram), saving the result in a "buffer" memory, and then
node 2, and so forth, until all ten nodes in the first layer have been
advanced one moment. Then the von Neumann machine tackles the
effects of each of these first-layer results on the next layer of nodes,

neurons" of McCulloch and Pitts (1943) were actually devised
17. The
contemporaneously with the invention of the serial computer, and influenced von Neuthinking, and these in turn led to the Perceptrons of the fifties, the ancestors of
today's connectionism. For a brief historical account see Papert (1988).
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drawing the previously calculated results one at a time from the buffer
memory and applying them as input to the next layer. Laboriously it
proceeds, knitting back and forth, trading off time against space. A
virtual ten-channel-wide machine will take at least ten times as long
to simulate as a one-channel machints, and a million-channel-wide machine (like the brain) will take at least a million times longer to simulate.
Turing's proof says nothing about the speed with which the imitation
will be accomplished, and for some architectures, even the blinding
speed of modern digital computers is overwhelmed by the task. That
is why Al researchers interested in exploring the powers of parallel
architectures are today turning to real parallel machines — artifacts that
might with more justice be called "giant electronic brains" — on which
to compose their simulations. But iii principle, any parallel machine
can be perfectly — if inefficiently — mimicked as a virtual machine on
a serial von Neumann machine.18
Now we are ready to turn this standard idea
Just as
you can simulate a parallel brain on a serial von Neumann machine,
you can also, in principle, simulate (something like) a von Neumann
machine on parallel hardware, and that is just what I am suggesting:
Conscious human minds are more-or-less serial virtual machines implemented — inefficiently — on the parallel hardware that evolution
has provided for us.
What counts as the "program" when we talk of a virtual machine
running on the brain's parallel hardware? What matters is that there is
lots of adjustable plasticity that can take on myriad different microhabits and thereby take on different macrohabits. In the case of the von
Neumann machine, this is accomplished by hundreds of thousands of
zeroes and ones (bits), divided up into "words" of 8, 16, 32, or 64 bits,
depending on the machine. The words are separately stored in registers
in the memory and accessed a word at a time in the instruction register.
In the case of the parallel machine, it is accomplished, we can surmise,
by thousands or millions or billions of connection-strength settings
between neurons, which all together in concert give the underlying
hardware a new set of macrohabits, a new set of conditional regularities
of behavior.

And how do these programs of millions of neural connectionstrengths get installed on the brain's computer? In a von Neumann
machine, you just "load" the
off a disk into the main memory,
18. For more on the implications of real-world speed. and its implications for
Artificial Intelligence,
Fast Thinking' in my The Intentional Stance
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and the computer thereby gets an instant set of new habits; with brains,
it takes training, including especially the repetitive self-stimulation of
the sort sketched in section 5. This is, of course, a major disanalogy.
A von Neumann machine's Central Processing Unit or CPU is rigid in

the way it responds to the bit-strings that compose its words, treating
them as instructions in its entirely proprietary and fixed machine language. These facts are definitive of the stored-program digital computer,
and a human brain is no such thing. While it is probably true that each
particular connection-strength setting between neurons in the brain has
a determinate effect on the resulting behavior of the surrounding network, there is no reason whatever to think that two different brains
would have the "same system" of interconnections, so there is almost
certainly nothing remotely analogous to the fixed machine language
that, say, all IBM and IBM-compatible computers share. So if two or
more brains "share software" it will not be by virtue of a simple, direct
process analogous to copying a machine language program from one
memory to the other. (Also, of course, the plasticity that somehow
subserves memory in a brain is not isolated as a passive storehouse;
the division of labor between memory and CPU is an artifact for which
there is no analogue in the brain, a topic to which we will return in
chapter 9.)
Since there are such important—and often overlooked—disanalogies, why do I persist in likening human consciousness to software? Because, as I hope to show, some important and otherwise
extremely puzzling features of consciousness get illuminating explanations on the hypothesis that human consciousness (1) is too recent
an innovation to be hard-wired into the innate machinery, (2) is largely
a product of cultural evolution that gets imparted to brains in early
training, and (3) its successful installation is determined by myriad
microsettings in the plasticity of the brain, which means that its functionally important features are very likely to be invisible to neuroanatomical scrutiny in spite of the extreme salience of the effects. Just as
no computer scientist would attempt to understand the different
strengths and weaknesses of WordStar versus WordPerfect by building
up from information about the differences in voltage patterns in the
memory, so no cognitive scientist should expect to make sense of
human consciousness simply by building up from the neuroanatomy.
Besides, (4) the idea of the user illusion of a virtual machine is tantalizingly suggestive: if consciousness is a virtual machine, who is the
user for whom the user illusion works? I grant that it looks suspiciously
as if we are drifting inexorably back to an internal Cartesian Self, sitting
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the cortical workstation and react:ng to the user illusion of the software running there, but there are, as we shall see, some ways of escaping
that dreadful denouement.
Suppose for the moment then that there is a more or less welldesigned (debugged) version of this stream-of-consciousness virtual
machine — the Jovcean machine — in the memosphere. As we have
seen, since there is no shared machine language between brains, the
methods of transmission that would guarantee a fairly uniform virtual
machine operating throughout the culture must be social, highly
context-sensitive, and to some degree self-organizing and
ing. Getting two different computers — e.g., a Macintosh and an IBMPC — to "talk to each other" is a matter of intricate, fussy engineering
that depends on precise information about the internal machinery of
the two systems. Insofar as human beings can "share software" without
anyone having such knowledge, it must be because the shared systems
have a high degree of lability and format tolerance. There are several
methods of sharing such software: learning by imitation, learning as a
result of "reinforcement" (either deliberately imposed by a teacher —
reward, encouragement, disapproval, threat — or subtly and unconsciously transmitted in the course of communicative encounters), and
learning as the result of explicit instruction in a natural language that
has already been learned via the first wo methods. (Think, for instance,
of the sorts of habits that would be entrained by frequently sayfng, to
a novice, "Tell me what you are doing." and "Tell me why you are
doing that." Now think of the novice getting in the habit of addressing
these same requests to himself.)
In fact, not just spoken language but writing plays a major role, I
suspect, in the development and elaboration of the virtual machines
most of us run most of the time in our brains. Just as the wheel is a
fine bit of technology that Es quite dependent on rails or paved roads
or other artificially planed surfaces for its utility, so the virtual machine
that I am talking about can exist only in an environment that has not
just language and social interaction, but writing and diagramming as
well, simply because the demands on memory and pattern recognition for its implementation require the brain to "off-load" some of its
memories into buffers in the environment. (Note that this implies
that 'preliterate mentality" could well involve a significantly different class of virtual architectures from those encountered in literate
societies.)
Think of adding two ten-digit numbers in your head without use
of paper and pencil or saying the numbers out loud. Think of trying to
at
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figure out, without a diagram, a way to bring three freeways into a
cloverleaf-style intersection so that one can drive from either direction
on any one freeway to either direction on any other freeway without
having to get onto the third freeway. These are the sorts of problems
human beings readily solve with the aid of external memory devices
and the use of their preexisting scanners (called eyes and ears) with
their highly developed hard-wired pattern-recognition circuits. (See
Rumelhart, chapter 14, in McClelland and Rumelhart, 1986, for some

valuable observations on this topic.)
We install an organized and partially pretested set of habits of
mind, as the political scientist Howard Margolis (1987), calls them, in
our brains in the course of early childhood development. We will look
more closely at the likely details of this architecture in chapter 9, but
the overall structure of the new set of regularities, I suggest, is one of
serial chaining, in which first one "thing" and then another "thing"
takes place in (roughly) the same "place." This stream of events is
entrained by a host of learned habits, of which talking-to-oneself is a
prime example.
Since this new machine created in us is a highly replicated memecomplex, we may ask to what it owes its replicative success. We should
bear in mind, of course, that it might not be good for anything — except
replicating. Lt might be a software virus, which readily parasitizes
human brains without actually giving the human beings whose brains
it infests any advantage over the competition. More plausibly, certain
features of the machine might be parasites, which exist only because
they can, and because it is not possible — or worth the trouble — to
it would be absurd to suppose
get rid of them. William James
that the most astonishing thing we know of in the universe — consciousness — is a mere artifact, playing no essential role in how our
brains work, but however unlikely it might be, it is not entirely out of
the question, and hence is not really absurd. There is plenty of evidence
around about the benefits consciousness apparently provides us. so we
can no doubt satisfy ourselves about its various raisons d'être, but we
are apt to misread that evidence if we think that a mystery remains
unless every single feature has — or once had — a function (from our
point of view as consciousness-"users") (Hamad, 1982). There is room
for some brute facts lacking all functional justification. Some features
of consciousness may just be selfish memes.
Looking on the bright side, however, what problems is this new
machine apparently well designed to solve7 The psychologist Julian
Jaynes (1976) has argued persuasively that its capacities for self-
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exhortation and self-reminding are a prerequisite for the sorts of elaborated and long-term bouts of self-control without which agriculture,
building projects, and other civilized and civilizing activities could not
be organized. It also seems to be gool for the sorts of self-monitoring
that can protect a flawed system from being victimized by its own
failures, a theme developed in Artificial Intelligence by Douglas Hofstadter (1985). It has been seen by the psychologist Nicholas Humphrey
(1976, 1983a, 1986) as providing a means for exploiting what might be
called social simulations — using introspection to guide one's hunches
about what others are thinking and
Underlying these more advanced and specialized talents is the
basic capacity for solving the meta-prcblem of what to think about next.
We saw early in the chapter that
an organism faces a crisis (or
just a difficult and novel problem), it may have resources in it that
would be very valuable in the circumstances if only it could find them
and put them to use in time! Orienting responses, as Odmar Neumann
has surmised, have the valuable effect of more or less turning everybody
on at once, but accomplishing this global arousal, as we saw, is as much
part of the problem as part of the solution. It helps not a bit unless, in
the next step, the brain manages to get some sort of coherent activity
out of all these volunteers. The problem for which orienting responses
were a partial solution was the
of getting total, global access
among a collection of specialists used to minding their own business.
Even if, thanks to an underlying Pandemonium-style architecture, the
chaos soon settles, leaving one specialist temporarily in charge (and,
perhaps, better informed by the competition it has won), there are
obviously at least as many bad ways for these conflicts to be resolved
as good ways. Nothing guarantees that the politically most effective
specialist will be the "man for the job."
Plato saw the problem quite clearly two thousand years ago, and
came up with a wonderful metaphor to describe it.

Now consider whether knowledge is a thing you can possess in
that way without having it about you. like a mali who has caught
some wild birds — pigeons or what not — and keeps them in an
aviary he has made for them at home. In a sense, of course we
might say he "has" them all the time inasmuch as he possesses
them, mightnt we?
But in another sense he has" none of
them, though he has got control of them, now that he has made
them captive in an enclosure of his own; he can take and have
hold of them whenever he likes by catching any bird he chooses,
.

. .
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and let them go again; and it is open to him to do that as often as
he pleases.... I$lo now let us suppose that every mind contains
a kind of aviary stocked with birds of every sort, some in flocks
apart from the rest, some in small groups, and some solitary, flying
in any direction among them all. ... ITheaetetus, 197—198a, Cornford translation)

What Plato saw was that merely having the birds is not enough;
the hard part is learning how to get the right bird to come to you when
you call. He went on to claim that by reasoning, we improve our capacity to get the right birds to come at the right time. Learning to reason
is, in effect, learning knowledge-retrieval strategies.19 That is where
habits of mind come in. We have already seen in crude outline how
such general habits of mind as talking-to-yourself or diagraming-toyourself might happen to tease the right morsels of information to the
surface (the surface of what? — a topic I will defer to chapter 10). But
more specific habits of mind, refinements and elaborations of specific
ways of talking to yourself, can improve your chances even further.
The philosopher Gilbert Ryle, in his posthumously published
book On Thinking (1979), decided that thinking, of the slow, difficult,
pondering sort that Rodin's famous statue of the Thinker is apparently
engaged in, must indeed often be a matter of talking to yourself. Surprise, surprise! Isn't it obvious that that is what we do when we think?
Well, yes and no. It is obvious that that is what we (often) seem to be
doing; we can often even tell each other the various words we express
in our silent soliloquies. But what is far from obvious is why talking
to yourself does any good at all.

What is Le Penseur doing, seemingly in his Cartesian insides? Or,
to sound scientific, what are the mental processes like, which are
going on in that Cartesian camera obscura?. . Notoriously some
of our ponderings, but not all, terminate in the solution of our
problems; we had been fogged, but at last we came out into the
clear. But if sometimes successful, why not always? II belatedly,
why not promptly? If with difficulty, why not easily? Why indeed
does it ever work? How possibly can it work? [Ryle, 1979, p. 65J
.

Habits of mind have been designed over the eons to shape the passages
down well-trod paths of exploration. As Margolis notes,
an interesting discussion of the (apparent) disagreement between two
in Artificial Intelligence, reasoning versus search, see Simon and
thought
schools of
Kaplan. 1989. pp. 18—19.
19. For
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human being today (hence, a fortiori, a remote ancestor of
contemporary human beings) cannot easily or ordinarily maintain
uninterrupted attention on a single problem for more than a few
tens of seconds. Yet we work on problems that require vastly more
time. The way we do that (as we can observe by watching ourselves) requires periods of mulling to be followed by periods of
recapitulation, describing to ourselves what seems to have gone
on during the mulling, leading to whatever intermediate results
we have reached. This has an cbvious function: namely, by rehearsing these interim results
we commit them to memory, for
the immediate contents of the stream of consciousness aie very
quickly lost unless rehearsed.
Given language, we can describe
to ourselves what seemed to occur during the mulling that led to
a judgment, produce a rehearsable version of the reaching-ajudgment process, and commit that to long-term memory by in
fact rehearsing it. fMargolis, 1987, p. 601
even a

.

.

.

-
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Here, in the individual habits of self-stimulation, is where we
should look for kludges (it rhymes with Stooges), the computer hacker's
term for the ad hoc jury-rigs that are usually patched onto software in
the course of debugging to get the stuff actually to work. (The linguist
Barbara Partee once criticized an inelegant patch in an Al languageparsing program for being 'dodd hack" — as lIne a serendipitous spoonerism as I have ever encountered. Mother Nature is full of odd hacks,
and we should expect to lInd them in the individual's idiosyncratic
adoption of the virtual machine as well.)
Here is a plausible example: Since human memory is not innately
well designed to be superreliable, fast-access, random access memory
(which every von Neumann machine needs), when the (culturally and
temporally distributed) designers of the von Neumannesque virtual
machine faced the task of cobbling up a suitable substitute that would
run on a brain, they hit upon various memory-enhancing Tricks. The
basic Tricks are rehearsal, rehearsal, and more rehearsal, abetted by
rhymes and rhythmic, easy-to-recall maxims. (The rhymes and rhythms
exploit the vast power of the pre-exiszing auditory-analysis system to
recognize patterns in sounds.) The deliberate repeated juxtaposition of
elements between which one needed to build a link of association —
so that one item would always "remind' the brain of the next
was
further enhanced, we may suppose, by making the associations as rich
as possible, clothing them not just with visual and auditory features,
but exploiting the whole body. Le Penseur's frown and chin-holding,
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and the head-scratchings, mutterings, pacings, and doodlings that we

idiosyncratically favor, could turn out to be not just random by-products of conscious thinking but functional contributors (or the vestigial
traces of earlier, cruder functional contributors) to the laborious disciplining of the brain that had to be accomplished to turn it into a
mature mind.
And in place of the precise, systematic "fetch-execute cycle" or
"instruction cycle" that brings each new Instruction to the instruction
register to be executed, we should look for imperfectly marshaled,
somewhat wandering, far-from-logical transition "rules," where the
brain's largely innate penchant for "free association" is provided with
longish association-chains to more or less ensure that the right sequences get tried out. (In chapter 9 we will consider elaborations of
this idea in Al; for elaborations with different emphases, see Margolis,
1987, and Calvin, 1987, 1989. See also Dennett, 1991b.) We should not
expect most of the sequences that occurred to be well-proven algorithms, guaranteed to yield the sought-after results, but just better-thanchance forays into Plato's aviary.
The analogy with the virtual machines of computer science provides a useful perspective on the phenomenon of human consciousness.
Computers were originally just supposed to be number-crunchers, but
now their number-crunching has been harnessed in a thousand imaginative ways to create new virtual machines, such as video games and
word processors, in which the underlying number-crunching is almost
invisible, and in which the new powers seem quite magical. Our brains,
similarly, weren't designed (except for some very recent peripheral
organs) for word processing, but now a large portion — perhaps even
the lion's share — of the activity that takes place in adult human brains
is involved in a sort of word processing: speech production and comprehension, and the serial rehearsal and rearrangement of linguistic
items, or better, their neural surrogates. And these activities magnify
and transform the underlying hardware powers in ways that seem (from
the "outside") quite magical.
But still (I am sure you want to object): All this has little or nothing
do
with consciousness! After all, a von Neumann machine is entirely
to
unconscious; why should implementing it — or something like it: a
Joycean machine — be any more conscious? I do have an answer: The
von Neumann machine, by being wired up from the outset that way,
with maximally efficient informational links, didn't have to become
the object of its own elaborate perceptual systems. The workings of the
Joycean machine, on the other hand, are just as "visible" and "audible"
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any of the things in the external world that it is designed to
perceive — for the simple reason that they have much of the same
perceptual machinery focused on them.
Now this appears to be a trick with mirrors, I know. And it certainly is counterintuitive, hard-to-swallow, initially outrageous — just
what one would expect of an idea that could break through centuries
of mystery, controversy, and confusion. In the next two chapters we
will look more closely — and skeptically — at the way in which this
apparent trick with mirrors might be shown to be a legitimate part of
the explanation of consciousness.
to It as

8
HOW WORDS DO THINGS
WITH US

Language, like consciousness, only arises from the need, the
necessity, of intercourse with others.
KARL MARX, 1846

Consciousness generally has only been developed under the
pressure of the necessity for communication.
FRIEDRICH NIETZSCHE, 1882

8efore my teacher came to me, did not know that I am. lived
in a world that was a no-world. cannot hope to describe
adequately that unconscious, yet conscious time of
Since I had no power of thought, I did not
nothingness.
state with another.
mental
compare one
I

I

.

HELEN KELLER,

1. REVIEW:

E

1908

PLURIBUS UNUM?

In chapter 5 we exposed the persistently seductive bad idea of the
Cartesian Theater, where a sound-and-light show is presented to a solitary but powerful audience, the Ego or Central Executive. Even though
we've seen for ourselves the incoherence of this idea, and identified
an alternative, the Multiple Drafts model, the Cartesian Theater will
continue to haunt us until we have anchored our alternative firmly to
6,
the bedrock of empirical science. That task was begun in chapter
and in chapter 7 we made further progress. We returned, literally, to
first principles: the principles of evolution that guided a speculative
narration of the gradual process of design development that has created
our kind of consciousness. This let us glimpse the machinery of consciousness from inside the black box — from backstage, one might say,
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in homage to the tempting theatrical image we are trying to overthrow.
In our brains there is a cobbled-together collection of specialist
brain circuits, which, thanks to a faniily of habits inculcated partly by

culture and partly by individual self-exploration, conspire together to
produce a more or less orderly, more r less effective, more or less welldesigned virtual machine, the Joyce:in machine. By yoking these independently evolved specialist organs together in common cause, and
thereby giving their union vastly erhanced powers, this virtual machine, this software of the brain, performs a sort of internal political
miracle: It creates a virtual captain of the crew, without elevating any
one of them to long-term dictatorial power. Who's in charge? First one
coalition and then another, shifting in ways that are not chaotic thanks
to good meta-habits that tend to entrain coherent, purposeful sequences
rather than an interminable helter-skelter power grab.
The resulting executive wisdoni is just one of the powers traditionally assigned to the Self, but it is an important one. William James
paid tribute to it when he lampooned the idea of the Pontifical Neuron
somewhere in the brain. We know that the job description for such a
Boss subsystem in the brain is incoherent, but we also know that those
control responsibilities and decisions have to be parcelled out somehow
in the brain. We are not like drifting 5hips with brawling crews: we do
quite well not just staying clear of shoals and other dangers, but planning campaigns, correcting tactical errors, recognizing subtle harbingers
of opportunity, and controlling huge projects that unfold over months
or years. In the next few chapters we will look more closely at the
architecture of this virtual machine, in order to provide some support —
not proof — for the hypothesis that ii could indeed perform these executive functions and others. Before we do that, however, we must
expose and neutralize another source of mystification: the illusion of
the Central Meaner.
One of the chief tasks of the imaginary Boss is controlling communication with the outside world. As we saw in chapter 4,
idealization that makes
possible assumes that there
is someone home doing the talking, an Author of Record, a Meaner of
all the meanings. When we go to interpret a loquacious
vocal
sounds, we don't suppose they are just random yawps, or words drawn
out of a hat by a gaggle of behind-the-scenes partygoers, but the acts of
a single agent, the (one and only) person whose body is
making the
sounds. If we choose to interpret at alt, we have no choice but to posit
a person whose communicative acts we are interpreting.
This is not

quite equivalent to positing an inner system that is the Boss of the body,
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the Puppeteer controlling the puppet, but that is the image that naturally
takes hold of us. This internal Boss, it is tempting to suppose, is rather
like the president of the United States, who may direct a press secretary

or other subordinates to issue the actual press releases, but when they
speak, they speak on his behalf, they execute his speech acts, for which
he is responsible, and of which he is, officially, the author.
There is not in fact any such chain of command in the brain
governing speech production (or writing, for that matter). Part of the

task of dismantling the Cartesian Theater is finding a more realistic
account of the actual source(s) of the assertions, questions, and other
speech acts we naturally attribute to the (one) person whose body is
doing the uttering. We need to see what happens to the enabling myth
of heterophenomenology when the complexities of language production are given their due.
We have already seen a shadow cast by this problem. In chapter
4, we imagined Shakey the robot to have a rudimentary capacity to
converse, or at least to emit words under various circumstances. We
supposed that Shakey could be designed to "tell us" how it discriminated the boxes from the pyramids. Shakey might say "I scan each
or "I find the light-dark boundaries
10,000-digit-long
"I don't know; some things just look
or
and make a line drawing...,"
issued from a different level
"reports"
different
Each of these
boxy
might have to the inner
machinery
"report"-making
of access that the
we didn't go into the
but
machinery,
box-identifying
of
the
workings
would be hooked up
states
machine
internal
various
the
of
how
details
simpleminded
deliberately
a
was
This
caused.
they
printouts
to the
making
a very
for
only
useful
production,
language
actual
of
model
had
system
sentence-emitting
a
if
point:
thought-experimental
abstract
with
vocabulary
limited
a
and
states,
internal
its
to
access
limited
only
which to compose its sentences, its "reports" might be interpretable as
true only if we impose on them a somewhat metaphorical reading.
Shakey's "images" provided an example of how something that really
wasn't an image at all could be the very thing one was actually talking
about under the guise of an image.
It is one thing to open up an abstract possibility; it is another to
show that this possibility has a realistic version that applies to us. What
Shakey did wasn't real reporting, real saying. For all we could see,
Shakey's imagined verbalization would be the sort of tricked-up,
"canned" language that programmers build into user-friendly software.
You go to format a diskette and your computer "asks" you a friendly
question: "Are you sure you want to do this? It will erase everything
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the disk! Answer Y or N. It would be a very naïve user who thought
the computer actually meant to be sc solicitous.
Let me put some words in the mouth of a critic. Since this particular imaginary critic will dog our discussions and investigations in
later chapters, I will give him a name. Otto speaks:
on

cheap trick to call Shakey "he" rather than "it"; the trouble
with Shakey is that it has no real insides like ours; there is nothing
it is like to be it. Even if the machinery that took input from its
TV camera "eyeS' and turned that input into box-identification
had been strongly analogous to the machinery in our visual systems (and it wasn't), and even if the machinery that controlled its
production of strings of English words had been strongly analogous to the machinery in our speech systems that controls the
production of strings of English words (and it wasnt), there would
still have been something missing: the Middleman in each of us
whose judgments get expressed when we tell how it is with us.
The problem with Shakey is that its input and output are attached
to each other in the wrong way — a way that eliminates the observer (experiencer, enjoyer) that has to lie somewhere between
the visual input and the verbal 3utput, so that there is someone
in there to mean Shakey's worth; when they are "spoken."
When I speak, [Otto goes on I mean what I say. My conscious
life is private, but I can choose to divulge certain aspects of it to
you. I can decide to tell you various things about my current or
past experience. When I do this, I formulate sentences that I carefully tailor to the material I wish to report on. I can go back and
forth between the experience and the candidate report, checking
the words against the experience to make sure I have found ies
mots justes. Does this wine have a hint of grapefruit in its flavor,
or does it seem to me more reminiscent of berries? Would it be
more apt to say the higher tone sounded louder, or is it really just
that it seems clearer or better focused? I attend to my particular
conscious experience and arrive at a judgment about which words
would do the most justice to its character. When I am satisfied
that I have framed an accurate report. I express it. From my introspective report, you can come to know about some feature of
my conscious experience.
It was a

As heterophenomenologists, we need to divide this text into two
parts. We put to one side the claims about how the experience of speaking seems to Otto. These are inviolable; that is how the experience
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Otto, and we must take that as a datum demanding an explanation. To the other side we put the theoretical claims (are they the
conclusions of tacit arguments?) that Otto makes about what this shows
about what is going on in him — and how it differs from what was
going on in Shakey, for instance. These have no special standing, but
we will treat them with the respect due all thoughtful claims.
It is all very well for me to insist that the Middleman, the Internal
Observer in the Cartesian Theater, must be eliminated, not found, but
we can't just throw him away. If there isn't a Central Meaner, where
does the meaning come from7 We must replace him with a plausible
account of how a meant utterance — a real report, without any scarequotes — could get composed without needing the imprimatur of a
solitary Central Meaner. That is the main task of this chapter.
seems to

2. BUREAUCRACY VERSUS PANDEMONIUM
One of the skeletons in the closet of contemporary linguistics is
that it has lavished attention on hearing but largely ignored speaking,
which one might say was roughly half of language, and the most important half at that. Although there are many detailed theories and
models of language perception, and of the comprehension of heard
utterances (the paths from phonology, through syntax, to semantics and
pragmatics), no one — not Noam Chomsky, and not any of his rivals
or followers — has had anything very substantial (right or wrong) to
say about systems of language production. It is as if all theories of art
were theories of art appreciation with never a word about the artists
who created it — as if all art consisted of objets trouvés appreciated by
dealers and collectors.
It is not hard to see why this is so. Utterances are readily found
objects with which to begin a process. It is really quite clear what the
raw material or input to the perception and comprehension systems is:
wave forms of certain sorts in the air, or strings of marks on various
plane surfaces. And although there is considerable fog obscuring the
controversies about just what the end product of the comprehension
process is, at least this deep disagreement comes at the end of the
process being studied, not the beginning. A race with a clear starting
line can at least be rationally begun, even if no one is quite sure where
it is going to end. Is the "output" or "product" of speech comprehension
a decoding or translation of the input into a new representation — a
sentence of Mentalese, perhaps, or a picture-in-the-head — or is it a set
of deep structures, or some still unimagined entity7 Linguists can de-
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cide to postpone an answer to that
more peripheral parts of the process.

while they work on the

With speech production, on the other hand, since no one has yet
worked out any clear and agreed-upon description of what initiates the
process that eventually yields a full-fledged utterance, it is hard even
to get started on a theory. Hard, but not impossible. There has been
some good work on the issues of production quite recently, excellently
surveyed and organized by the Dutch psycholinguist Pim Levelt, in
Speaking (1989). Working backwards from the output, or working from
the middle in both directions, we get some suggestive glimpses into
the machinery that designs our utterances and gets them expressed.
(The following examples are drawn from Levelt's discussion.)
Speech is not produced by a
process" that designs and
executes one word at a time. The existence of at least a limited lookahead capacity in the system is revealed by the way stress gets distributed in an utterance. A simple case: the stress in the word "sixteen"
depends on context:
ANDY:
13013: I

ANDY:

How many dollars does ii cost?
think it's sixTEEN.
SiXteen dollars isn't very much.

When Andy gives his second speech, he must adjust his pronunciation of "sixteen" to the word (DOLLars) that follows. Had he been
going to say:
SixTEEN isn't very much.
he would have given the word a different stress pattern. Another example: notice how different the stress is on the two occurrences of
'Tennessee" in
I

drove from Nashville, TennesSEE, to the TENnessee border.

Spoonerisms and other speech errors show quite conclusively how
lexical and grammatical distinctions are observed (and misobserved)
in the course of designing an utteranc:e to speak. People are more apt
to say "barn door" when they mean 'darn bore" than they are to say
"bart doard" when they mean "dart board". There is a bias in favor of
real (familiar) words over merely pronounceable (possible but not actual) words even when making a slip of the tongue. Some errors are
suggestive about how word-selection mechanisms must operate: "The
competition is a little stougher [stiffer/tougherj," and '1 just put it in
the oven at very low speed" And think of the transposition that must
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involved in producing an error like "naming a wear tag' for "wearing

a name tag.'

Thanks to ingenious experiments that provoke such errors, and
intricate analyses of what does and doesn't happen when people speak,
progress is being made on models of the highly organized mechanisms
that execute the ultimate articulation of a message once it has been
decided that a particular message is to be released to the outside world.
But who or what puts this machinery in motion? A speech error is an
error in virtue of being other than what the speaker meant to say. What
taskmaster sets the task relative to which errors such as the examples
above are judged?
What, if not the Central Meaner? Levelt provides us with a picture,
a "blueprint for the speaker":

Figure 8.1

In the upper left-hand corner a functionary who looks suspiciously like
the Central Meaner makes his appearance in the guise of the Conceptualizer, armed with lots of world knowledge, plans, and communicative intentions, and capable of "message generation." Levelt warns
his readers that the Conceptualizer "is a reification in need of further
explanation" (p. 9), but he posits it anyway, since he really can't get
the process going, it seems, without some such unanalyzed Boss to give
the marching orders to the rest of the team.
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How does it work? The underlying problem will be clearer if we
begin with a caricature. The Conceptualizer decides to perform a speech
act, such as insulting his interlocutor by commenting adversely on the
size of his feet. So he sends a command to the bureaucracy under his
sway, the Public Relations Department (Levelt's Formulator): "Tell this
bozo his feet are too big!' The PR people take on the job. They find the

appropriate words: the second-person singular possessive pronoun,
your; a good word for feet, such as feet; the right plural form of the
verb to be, namely are; and the appropriate adverb and adjective: too
big. These they cunningly combine, with the right insulting tone of
voice, and execute:
"Your feet are too big!"
But wait a minute. Isn't that too easy? When the Conceptualizer
gave the command (what Levelt calls the preverbai message), if he gave
it in English, as my caricature just suggested, he's done all the hard
work, leaving little for the rest of the team to do, except to pass it along
with trivial adjustments. Then is the preverbal message in some other
representational system or language? Whatever it is, it must be capable
of providing the basic "specs" to the production team for the object
they are to compose and release, and it must be couched in terms they
can "understand" — not English but some version of Brainish or Mentalese. It will have to be in a sort of language of thought, Levelt argues,
but perhaps in a language of thought that is used only to order speech
acts, not for all cognitive activities. The team receives the preverbal
message, a detailed Mentalese order to make an English utterance, and
then it fills this order. This gives the subordinates a little more to do,
but just obscures the looming regress. How does the Conceptualizer
figure out which words of Mentalese to use to give the order? There
had better not be a smaller duplicate of Levelt's whole blueprint hidden
in the Conceptualizer's message generation box (and so on, ad infinitum). And certainly nobody told the Conceptualizer what to say; he's
the Central Meaner, after all, where meaning originates.
How then does the meaning of an utterance develop? Consider
the following nesting of commands, leading from grand overall strategy
through detailed tactics to basic operations:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

Go

on the offensive!

something nasty but not too dangerous to him!
Insult him!
Cast aspersions on some aspect of his body!
Tell him his feet are too big!
Do
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Say: "Your feet are too big"!
FIT är tü big!
(7) Utter:
(6)

Surely something like this zeroing-in on the final act must happen.
Human speech is purposive activity; there are ends and means, and we
somehow do a passable job of traversing the various options. We could
have shoved him instead of insulting him, or belittled his intelligence
instead of enlarging on his feet, or said, quoting Fats Wailer, "Your
pedal extremities are obnoxious!"
But does this zeroing-in all get accomplished by a bureaucratic
hierarchy of commanders giving orders to subordinates? In this cascade
of commands there appears to be a lot of decision-making — "moments" at which options are "selected" over their rivals, and this invites
a model in which there is delegation of responsibility for finer details,
and in which subordinate agents with their own intentions appreciate
reasons for the various selections they make. (If they didn't have to
understand at all why they were doing what they were doing, they
wouldn't really be agents, but just passive, rubber-stamping functionaries letting whatever happened to cross their desks control them.)
Levelt's blueprint exhibits fossil traces of one of its sources: the
von Neumann architecture that was inspired by Turing's reflections on
his own stream of consciousness and that has inspired in turn many
models in cognitive science. In chapter 7, I attempted to overcome
resistance to the idea that human consciousness is rather like a von
Neumann machine, a serial processor with a succession of definite
contents reeling through the bottleneck of the accumulator. Now I must
put on the brakes and emphasize some ways in which the functional
architecture of human consciousness is not like that of a von Neumann
machine, if we compare Levelt's blueprint to the way von Neumann
machines standardly emit words, we can see that Levelt's model may
borrow slightly too much.
When a von Neumann machine says what is written in its heart,
it outputs the contents of its single central workplace, the accumulator,
which at each instant has entirely specific contents in the fixed language
of binary arithmetic. The rudimentary "preverbal messages" of a von
Neumann machine look like this: 10110101 00010101 11101101. One
of the primitive instructions in any machine language is an OUTPUT
instruction, which can take the current contents of the accumulator
(e.g., the binary number 01100001) and write it on the screen or the
printer, so that an outside user can gain access to the results accomplished in the CPU. In a slightly more user-friendly variation, a routine

______
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operation composed of a series of primitive instructions can first translate the binary number into decimal notation (e.g., binary 00000110 =
decimal 6) or into a letter of the alphabet via ASCII code (e.g., binary
01100001 = "a" and 01000001 = "A") and then output the result.
These subroutines are at the heart of the fancier output instructions
found in higher-level programming languages, like Fortran or Pascal or
Lisp. These permit the programmer ':0 create further subroutines for
building larger messages, fetching long series of numbers from memory

and running them through the accumulator, translating them and writing
the results on the screen or printer. For instance, a subroutine can make
several trips to the accumulator for
to plug into the blanks in
You have overdrawn your account, Mr.
a nice day, Mr.

by $

.

Have

"canned" sentence formula that itself is kept stored as a series of
binary numbers in the memory until
subroutine determines that
it is time to open the can. In this manner, a strict hierarchy of fixed
routines can turn sequences of specific contents in the accumulator into
expressions that a human being can read on a screen or printer: "Do
you want to save this document?" or "6 files copied" or "Hello, Billy,
do you want to play tic-tac-toe?'
There are two features of this process that are shared by Levelt's
model: (1) the process takes an already determinate content as its input,
and (2) the bureaucracy — the "flow of control" in computer-science
jargon — has to have been carefully designed: all decision-making"
flows hierarchically by a delegation of responsibility to subagents
whose job descriptions dictate which bit of means/ends analysis they
are authorized to perform. Interestingly enough, the first of these features — the determinate content — seems to be endorsed by Ottos view
of his own processes: There is a determinate "thought" somewhere in
the Center, waiting to be "put into words." The second shared feature,
however, seems alien: The hierarchy of routines that slavishly render
that very thought in natural language have been predesigned by someone else — by the programmer, in the case of the von Neumann machine, and presumably by the combination of evolution and individual
development in the case of the activities in Levelt's Formulator. The
creative, judgmental role that the thinker of the thought should play
in getting the thought into words does not appear in the model; it is
either usurped by the Conceptualizer. who does all the creative work
before sending an order to the Formulator, or it is implicit in the design
of the Formulator, a fait accompli of some earlier design process.
—a
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How else could ends and means be organized? Let's consider an
opposing caricature: a pandemonium of word-demons. Here is how we
talk; First we go into vocal noise-making mode — we turn on the horn:

Beeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeep....
We do this for no good reason, but just because no good reason not to
do it occurs to us. The internal "noise" excites various demons in us
who begin trying to modulate the horn in all sorts of random ways by
interfering with its stream. The result is gibberish, but at least it's English gibberish (in English speakers):

Yabba-dabba-doo-fiddledy-dee-tiddly-pom-fi-fi-fo-fum....
But before any of this embarrassing stuff actually hits the outside world,
further demons, sensitive to patterns in the chaos, start shaping it up

into words, phrases, clichés...
And so, how about that?, baseball, don't you know, in point of
fact, strawberries, happenstance, okay? That's the ticket. Well,

then...
which incites demons to make further serendipitous discoveries, augmented by opportunistic shaping, yielding longer bits of more acceptable verbiage, until finally a whole sentence emerges:
I'm going to knock your teeth down your throat!

Fortunately, however, this gets set aside, unspoken, since at the same
time (in parallel) other candidates have been brewing and are now in
the offing, including a few obvious losers, such as
You big meany!

and
Read any good books lately?

and a winner by default, which gets spoken:

Your feet are too big!
The muse has failed our speaker on this occasion; no witty retort
made it to the finals, but at least something halfway appropriate to the
speaker's current "mind-set" got blurted out. As the speaker walks away
after the encounter, he will probably resume the chaotic tournament,
muttering and musing about what he should have said. The muse may
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theu descend with something better, and the speaker will savor it,
turning it over and over in his mind, imagining the stricken look it
would have provoked on the face ol his interlocutor. By the time the
speaker gets home, he may vividly 'remember" having skewered his

interlocutor with

a

razor-sharp witticism.

We can suppose that all of this happens in swift generations of

wasteful" parallel processing, witn hordes of anonymous demons
and their hopeful constructions never seeing the light of day — either
as options that are consciously considered and rejected, or as ultimately executed speech acts for outsiders to hear. If given enough
time, more than one of these may be silently tried out in a conscious
rehearsal, but such a formal audition is a relatively rare event, reserved for occasions where the stakes are high and misspeaking carries heavy penalties. In the normal case, the speaker gets no preview;
ie and his audience learn what the speaker's utterance is at the same
line.
But how is this tournament of words judged? When one word or
phrase or whole sentence beats out its competitors, how does its suitability or appropriateness to the current mind-set get discriminated and
valued? What is a mind-set (if not an explicit communicative intention),
and how does its influence get conveyed to the tournament? For after
all, even if there isn't a Central Meaner, there has to be some way for
the content to get from deep inside
system — from perceptual processes, for instance — to verbal reports.
Let's review the issues. The problem with the bureaucratic extreme
is that the Conceptualizer seems ominously powerful, a homunculus
with too much knowledge and responsibility. This excess of power is
manifested in the awkward problem of how to couch its output, the
preverbal message. If it already specifies a speech act — if it already is
a sort of speech act in Mentalese. a specific command to the Formulator — most of the hard work of composition has happened before our
model kicks in. The problem with the Pandemonium alternative is that
we need to find a way in which sources of content can influence or
constrain the creative energies of the word-demons without dictating
to them.
What about the process described in chapter 1, the rounds of
question-answering that generated hallucinations on the model of the
game of Psychoanalysis? Recall that we eliminated the wise Freudian
dream-playwright and hallucination-producer by replacing him with a
process from which content emerged under the incessant questioning
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of a questioner. The residual problem was how to get rid of the clever
questioner, a problem we postponed. Here we have the complementary
problem: how to get answers to an eager flock of contestants asking
questions like "Why don't we say, 'Your mother wears army boots!'"
or (in another context) "Why don't we say, 'I seem to see a red spot
moving and turning green as it moves'?" Two complementary problems — could they perhaps solve each other by being mated? What if

the word-demons are, in parallel, the questioners/contestants, and the
content-demons are the answerers/judges? Fully fledged and executed
communicative intentions — Meanings — could emerge from a quasievolutionary process of speech act design that involves the collaboration, partly serial, partly in parallel, of various subsystems none of
which is capable on its own of performing — or ordering — a speech
act.
Is such a process really possible? There are a variety of models of
such "constraint satisfaction" processes, and they do indeed have striking powers. In addition to the various "connectionist" architectures of
neuroniike elements (see, e.g., McClelland and Rumelhart, 1986), there
are other more abstract models. Douglas Hofstadter's (1983) Jumbo architecture, which hunts for solutions to Jumbles or anagrams, has the
right sorts of features, and so do Marvin Minsky's (1985) ideas about
the Agents making up the "society of mind" — which will be discussed
further in chapter 9. But we must reserve judgment until models that
are more detailed, explicit, and direcfly aimed at language production
are created and put through their paces. There may be surprises and
disappointments.
We know, however, that somewhere in any successful model of
language production we must avail ourselves of an evolutionary process
of message generation, since otherwise we will be stuck with a miracle
("And then a miracle occurs") or an infinite regress of Meaners to set
the task.1 We also know — from the research Levelt surveys — that
1. Dan Sperber and Deirdre Wilson (1986) open up a new perspective on how we
compose our communications by insisting on models of how things actually work, in
the speaker and hearer, contrary to recent practice among philosophers and linguists.
who have tended to wave their hands about the mechanisms while appealing to rational
reconstructions of the supposed tasks and their demands. This permits Sperber and
Wilson to raise considerations of practicality and efficiency: least-effort principles, and
concerns about timing and probability. They then show from this new perspective how
certain traditional "problems" disappear — in particular, the problem of how the hearer
finds the "right" interpretation of what the speaker intended. Although they do not pitch
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there are quite rigid and automatic processes that take over eventually

and determine the grammatical-to-phonological transformations that
compose the final muscular recipe for speech. The two caricatures define extremes along a continuum, from hyperbureaucratic to hyperchaotic. Levelt's actual model — in contrast to the caricature I have
used in order to make the contrast vivid — incorporates (or can readily
be made to incorporate) some of the nonbureaucratic features of the
opposing caricature: for example, there is nothing deep or structural
preventing Levelt's Formulator from engaging in more or less spontaneous (unrequested, undirected) language generation, and, given the
monitoring loop through the Speech-Comprehension System back to
the Conceptualizer (see Figure 8.1), this spontaneous activity could play
the sort of generating role envisaged for the multiple word-demons.
Between the two caricatures there is an intervening spectrum of more
realistic ways alternative models could be developed. The main question is how much interaction is there between the specialists who determine the content and style of what is to be said and the specialists
who "know the words and the grammar"?
At one extreme, the answer is: None. We could keep Levelt's model
intact, and simply supplement it with a pandemonium model of what
happens inside the Conceptualizer to fix the "preverbal message." In
Levelt's model, there is nearly complete separation between the processes of message generation (specs-setting) and linguistic production
(specs-meeting). When the first bit of preverbal message arrives at the
Formulator, it triggers the production of the beginning of an utterance,
and as the words get chosen by the Formulator, this constrains how
the utterance can conUnue, but there is minimal collaboration on revision of the specs. The subordinate language-carpenters in the Formulator are, in Jerry Fodor's terms, "encapsulated"; in their automatic
way, they do the best they can with the orders they receive, with no
ifs. ands, or buts.
At the other extreme are the models in which words and phrases
from the Lexicon, together with their sounds, meanings. and associations, jostle with grammatical constructions in a pandemonium, all
"trying" to be part of the message, and some of them thereby make a
substantial contribution to the very communicative intentions that still
fewer of them end up executing. At this extreme, the communicative
their model at the
of evolutionary processes of the sorts we have just been considering, it certainly invites just such an
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intentions that exist are as much an effect of the process as a cause —
they emerge as a product, and once they emerge. they are available as
standards against which to measure further implementation of the intentions. There is not one source of meaning, but many shifting sources,
opportunistically developed out of the search for the right words. Instead of a determinate content in a particular functional place, waiting
to be Englished by subroutines, there is a still-incompletely-determined
mind-set distributed around in the brain and constraining a composition process which in the course of time can actually feed back to make
adjustments or revisions, further determining the expressive task that
set the composition process in motion in the first place. There still is
an overall pattern of serial passage, with concentration on one topic at
a time, but the boundaries are not sharp lines.
In the Pandemonium model, control is usurped rather than delegated, in a process that is largely undesigned and opportunistic; there
are multiple sources for the design "decisions" that yield the final
utterance, and no strict division is possible between the marching orders of content flowing from within and the volunteered suggestions
for implementation posed by the word-demons. What this brand of
model suggests is that in order to preserve the creative role of the
thought-expresser (something that mattered a good deal to Otto), we
have to abandon the idea that the thought-thinker begins with a determinate thought to be expressed. This idea of determinate content
also mattered a good deal to Otto, but something has to give (and section
4 will explore the alternatives more fully).
Where on the spectrum does the truth reside? This is an empirical
question to which we do not yet know the answer.2 There are some
phenomena, however, that strongly suggest (to me) that language2. As Levelt notes, "If one could show, for Instance, that message generation is
directly affected by the accessibility of lemmas or word forms. one would have evidence
for direct feedback from the Formulator to the Conceptualizer. This is an empirical
question, and it is possible to put it to the test. . So far, the evidence for such feedback
is negative' (p. 16). The evidence he reviews is from tightly controlled experiments in
which a very speci& task was given to the speaker: such as describe the picture on the
screen as fast as you can (pp. 276—282). This is excellent negative evidence — I for one
was surprised at the lack of effect in these experiments — but, as he recognizes, it is not
at all conclusive. It is not really ad hoc to claim that the artificiality of these experimental
situations successfully drowned out the opportunistic/creative dimension of language
use. But perhaps Levelt is right: perhaps the only feedback from Formulator to Conceptualizer is indirect: the sort of feedback that a person can produce only by explicitly
talking to himself and then framing an opinion about what he finds himself saying.
.

.
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generation will turn out to involve Pandemonium — opportunistic,
parallel, evolutionary processes — almost all the way down. The next
section will review some of them briefly.

3. WHEN WORDS WANT TO GET THEMSELVES SAID
Whatever we may want to say, we probably
that.

wont

say exactly

MARVIN MINSKY (1985), p. 236

The Al researchers Lawrence Birnbaum and Gregg Collins (1984)
have noted a peculiarity about Freudian slips. Freud famously drew
our attention to slips of the tongue that were not random or meaningless,
he insisted, but deeply meaningful: unconsciously intended insertions
into the fabric of discourse, insertions that indirectly or partially satisfied suppressed communicative goals of the speaker. This standard
Freudian claim has often been vehemently rejected by skeptics, but
there is something puzzling about its application to particular cases
that has nothing to do with one's opinion about
darker themes
of sexuality, the Oedipus complex, or death wishes. Freud discussed
an example in which a man said

Gentlemen,

I

call upon you to hiccup to the health of our Chief.

actually spoken in the example — the word
for "hiccup," aufzustossen, was slipped in for the word for 'drink,"
(In German — the language

anzustossen.)
In his explanation, Freud argues that this slip is a manifestation
of an unconscious goal on the part of the speaker to ridicule or
insult his superior, suppressed by the social and political duty to

do him honor. However,.

one cannot reasonably expect that the
speaker's intention to ridicule his superior gave rise originally to
a plan involving the use of the word "hiccup": A priori, there are
hundreds of words and phrases that can more plausibly be used
to insult or ridicule someone.
There is no way that a planner
could have reasonably anticipated that the goal of ridiculing or
insulting its superior would be satisfied by uttering the word "hiccup," for exactly the same reason that it is implausible that the
.

.
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planner would have chosen to use the word as an insult in the
first place.

The only process that could explain the frequency of serendipitous
Freudian slips, they argue, is one of "opportunistic planning."
What examples like the above seem to indicate, therefore, is
that the goals themselves are active cognitive agents, capable of
commanding the cognitive resources needed to recognize opportunities to satisfy themselves, and the behavioral resources needed
to take advantage of the opportunities. [Birnbaum and Collins,
•

.

1984, p. 1251

Freudian slips draw attention to themselves by seeming to be
mistakes and not mistakes at the same time, but the fact (if it is one)
that they satisfy unconscious goals does not make them any harder to
explain than other word choices that fulfill several functions (or goals)
at once. It is about as hard to imagine how puns and other forms of
intended verbal humor could be the result of nonopportunistic, encapsulated planning and production. if anyone has a plan for designing
witticisms — a detailed plan that actually works — there are more than
a few comedians who would pay good money for
if Birnbaum and Collins are right, creative language use can be
accomplished only by a parallel process in which multiple goals are
simultaneously on the alert for materials. But what if the materials
themselves were at the same time on the alert for opportunities to get
incorporated? We pick up our vocabulary from our culture; words and
phrases are the most salient phenotypic features — the visible bodies —
of the memes that invade us, and there could hardly be a more congenial
medium in which memes might replicate than a language-production
system in which the supervisory bureaucrats had partially abdicated,
ceding a large measure of control to the words themselves, who in effect
fight it out among themselves for a chance in the limelight of public
expression.
3. Levelt tells me that he himself is an inveterate pun-hunter (in his native Dutch),
and he knows just how he does it: °By lifelong training I turn around just about every
word I hear. I then (quite consciously) check the result for its meaning. In 99.9 percent
of the cases there is nothing funny coming out. But one per thousand is fine, and those
I express right away° (personal communication). This is a perfect example of von Neumanesque problem-solving: serial, controlled — ond conscious? The question is whether
there are other, more pandemonic, ways of generating wit unconsciously.
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It is no news that some of what we say we say primarily because
we like the way it sounds, not because we like what it means. New
slang sweeps through subcommunities, worming its way into almost
everybody's speech. even those who try to resist it. Few of those who
use a new word are deliberately or consciously following the schoolteacher's maxim "Use a new word three times and it's yours!" And at
larger levels of aggregation, whole sentences appeal to us for the way
they ring in our ears or trip off our tongues, quite independently of
whether they meet some propositional specs we have already decided

upon. One of the most quotable lines Abraham Lincoln ever came up
with is:
You can fool all the people some of the time, and some of the
people all the time, but you carL not fool all the people all of the
time.4

What did Lincoln mean? Logic teachers are fond of pointing out
that there is a "scope ambiguity" in the sentence. Did Lincoln mean to
assert that there are some dunces who can always be fooled, or that on
every occasion, someone or other is bound to be fooled — but not always the same people? Logically, these are entirely different propositions.
Compare:

"Someone always wins the lottery."
"It must be rigged!"
"That's not what I meant."
Which reading did Lincoln intend? Maybe neither! What are the odds
that Lincoln never noticed the scope ambiguity and never actually got
around to having one communicative intention rather than "the other"?
Perhaps it just sounded so good to him when he first formulated it that
he never picked up the ambiguity,
never had any prior communicative intention — except the intention to say something pithy and
well cadenced on the general topic of fooling people. People do talk
that way, even great Meaners like Lincoln.
The fiction writer Patricia 1-lampl, in a thoughtful essay, "The Lax
4. According to The Oxford Dictionary of Quotations (second edition. 1953), this
famous sentence is also attributed to Phineas 1. Barnum. Since Barnum is an illustnous
alumnus and generous benefactor of my university, I feel duty-bound to draw attention
to the possibility that Lincoln may not be the l)rtginator of this highly replicative meme.
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writes about her own process of com-

posing short stories.
Every story has a story. This secret story, which has little chance
of getting told, is the history of its creation. Maybe the "story of
the story" can never be told, for a finished work consumes its own
history, renders it obsolete, a husk. [Hampl, 1989, p. 371
The finished work, she notes, is readily interpretable by critics as
an artifact cunningly contrived to fulfill a host of sophisticated authorial
intentions. But when she encounters these hypotheses about her own
work, she is embarrassed:

"Hampl" had precious few intentions, except, like the charlatan
I suddenly felt myself to be, to filch whatever was loose on the
table that suited my immediate purposes. Worse, the "purposes"
were vague, inconsistent, reversible, under pressure. And who —
or what — was applying the pressure? I couldn't say. [p. 371
How then does she do it? She suggests a maxim: "Just keep
talking — mumbling is fine." Eventually, the mumbling takes on shapes
that meet with the approval of the author. Could it be that the process
Hampl detects on a grand scale in her creative writing is just an enlargement of the more submerged and swift process that produces the
creative speaking of everyday life?
The tempting similarity does not involve just a process but also
a subsequent attitude or reaction. Hampl's confessional zeal contrasts
with a more normal — and not really dishonest — reaction of authors
to friendly interpretations by readers: these authors defer gracefully to
the imputations of intent, and even willingly elaborate on them, in the
spirit of "Hey, I guess that is what I was up to, all along!" And why
not? Is there anything self-contradictory in the reflection that a certain
move one has just made (in chess, in life, in writing) is actually cleverer
than one at first realized? (For further reflections on this topic, see Eco,
1990.)
As E. M. Forster put it, "How do I know what I think until I see
what I say?" We often do discover what we think (and hence what we
mean) by reflecting on what we find ourselves saying — and not correcting. So we are, at least on those occasions, in the same boat as our
external critics and interpreters, encountering a bit of text and putting
the best reading on it that we can find. The fact that we said it gives it
a certain personal persuasiveness or at least a presumption of authen-
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ticity. Probably, if I said it (and I heard myself say it, and I didn't hear
myself rushing in with any amendments), I meant it, and it probably
means what it seems to mean — to me.
Bertrand Russell's life provides an example:
was late before the two guests left and Russell was alone with
Lady Ottoline. They sat talking over the fire until four in the
morning. Russell, recording the event a few days later, wrote, "I
did not know I loved you till I heard myself telling you so — for
one instant I thought 'Good God, what have I said?' and then I
knew it was the truth." [Clark, 1975, p. 176J
It

What about the other occasions, though, where we have no such
sense of a discovery of self-interpretation? We might suppose that in
these, the normal, cases, we have some intimate and privileged advance
insight into what we mean, just because we ourselves are the Meaners,
the fons et origo of the meaning of the words we say, but such a supposition requires a supporting argument, not just an appeal to tradition.
For it could as well be the case that we have no sense of discovery in
these cases just because it is so obvious to us what we mean. It doesn't
take "privileged access" to intuit that when I say, "Please pass the salt"
at the dinner table, I'm asking for the salt.
I used to believe there was no alternative to a Central Meaner, but
I thought I had found a safe haven for it. In Content and Consciousness
I argued that there had to be a functionally salient line (which I called
the awareness line) separating the preconscious fixation of communicative intentions from their subsequent execution. The location of this
line in the brain might be horrendously gerrymandered, anatomically,
but it had to exist, logically, as the watershed dividing malfunctions
into two varieties. Errors could occur anywhere in the whole system,
but every error had to fall
by geometric necessity — on one side of
the line or the other. If they fell on the execution side of the line, they
were (correctable) errors of expression, such as slips of the tongue,
malapropisms, mispronunciations. If they fell on the inner or higher
side of the line, they changed that which was to be expressed (the
"preverbal message" in Levelt's model). Meaning was fixed at this watershed; that's where meaning came from. There had to be such a place
where meaning came from, I thought, since something has to set the
standard against which "feedback" can register failure to execute.
My mistake was falling for the very same scope ambiguity that
bedevils the interpretation of Abe Lincoln's dictum. There does indeed
have to be something on each occasion that is, for the nonce, the stan-
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dard against which any corrected "error" gets corrected, but there
doesn't have to be the same single thing each time — even within the
duration of a single speech act. There doesn't have to be a fixed (if
gerrymandered) line that marks this distinction. In fact, as we saw in

chapter 5, the distinction between pre-experiential revisions that
change that which was experienced and post-experiential revisions that
have the effect of misreporting or misrecording what was experienced
is indeterminate in the limit. Sometimes subjects are moved to revise
or amend their assertions, and sometimes they aren't. Sometimes when
they do make revisions, the edited narrative is no closer to "the truth"
or to "what they really meant" than the superseded version. As we
noted earlier, where prepublication editing leaves off and postpublication errata-insertion cuts in is a distinction that can be drawn only
arbitrarily. When we put a question to a subject about whether or not
a particular public avowal adequately captures the ultimate inner truth
about what he was just experiencing, the subject is in no better position
to judge than we outsiders are. (See also Dennett, 1990d.)
Here is another way of looking at the same phenomenon. Whenever the process of creating a verbal expression occurs, there is at the
outset a distance that must be eliminated: the "mismatch distance in
semantic space," we might call it, between the content that is in position
to be expressed and the various candidates for verbal expression that
are initially nominated. (In my old view, I treated this as a problem of
simple "feedback correction," with a fixed point for a standard against
which verbal candidates were to be measured, discarded, improved.)
The back-and-forth process that narrows the distance is a feedback
process of sorts, but it is just as possible for the content-to-be-expressed
to be adjusted in the direction of some candidate expression, as for the
candidate expression to be replaced or edited so better to accommodate
the content-to-be-expressed. In this way, the most accessible or available words and phrases could actually change the content of the experience (if we understand the experience to be what is ultimately
reported — the settled event in the heterophenomenological world of
the subject).5
If our unity as Meaners is no better guaranteed than this, then in
5. This is reminiscent of Freud's view of how the °preconscious" works: "The
would be more advantageously stated:
question, How does a thing become
How does a thing become preconscious?. and the answer would be: Through becoming
connected with the word-presentations corresponding to it' "(The Ego and the Id, English
editton, 1962, p. 10).
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principle it ought to be possible for it to become shattered on rare
occasions. Here are two cases in which that seems to have happened.
I was once importuned to be the first base umpire in a baseball
game — a novel duty for me. At the crucial moment in the game (bottom
of the ninth, two outs, the tying run on third base), it fell to me to
decide the status of the batter running to first. It was a close call, and
I found myself emphatically jerking my thumb up — the signal for
OUT — while yelling "SAFE!" In the ensuing tumult I was called upon
to say what I had meant. I honestly couldn't say, at least not from any
privileged position. I finally decided (to myself) that since I was an
unpracticed hand-signaler but competent word-speaker, my vocal act
should be given the nod, but anyone else could have made lust the
same judgment. (I would be happy to learn of other anecdotes in which
people have not known which of two very different speech acts they
had meant to perform.)
In an experimental setting, the psychologist Tony Marcel (in press)
has found an even more dramatic case. The subject, who suffers from
blindsight (about which I will say more in chapter 11), was asked to
say whenever he thought there was a flash of light, but he was given
peculiar instructions about how he was to do this. He was instructed
to perform this single speech act by three distinct acts at once (not in
sequence, but not necessarily "in unison" either):
(1)
(2)
(3)

saying "Yes"
pressing a button (the YES button)
blinking YES

What is startling is that the subject didn't always perform all three
together. Occasionally he blinked YES but didn't say YES or buttonpush YES, and so forth. There was no straightforward way of ordering
the three different responses, either for fidelity to intention or for accuracy. That is, when there were disagreements among the three actions, the subject had no pattern to follow about which act to accept
and which to count as a slip of the tongue, finger, or eyelid.
Whether similar findings can be provoked under other conditions
with other subjects, normal or otherwise, remains to be seen, but other
pathological conditions also suggest a model of speech production in
which verbalization can be set in motion without any marching orders
from a Central Meaner. If you suffer from one of these pathologies,
"your mind is on va:ation, but youl mouth is working overtime," as
the Mose Allison song puts it.
Aphasia is loss or damage of the ability to speak, and several
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different varieties of aphasia are quite common and have been extensively studied by neurologists and linguists. In the most common variety, Broca's aphasia, the patient is acutely aware of the problem, and
struggles, with mounting frustration, to find the words that are just
beyond the tip of her tongue. In Broca's aphasia, the existence of
thwarted communicative intentions is painfully clear to the patient.
But in a relatively rare variety of aphasia, jargon aphasia, patients seem
to have no anxiety at all about their verbal deficit.8 Even though they
are of normal intelligence, and not at all psychotic or demented, they
seem entirely content with such verbal performances as these (drawn
from two cases described by Kinsbourne and Warrington, 1963):
Case 1:
How are you today?

"Gossiping O.K. and Lords and cricket and England and Scotland battles. I don't know. Hypertension and two won cricket,
bowling, batting, and catch, poor old things, cancellations maybe
gossiping, cancellations, arm and argument, finishing bowling."
What is the meaning of "safety first"?
"To look and see and the Richmond Road particularly, and
look traffic and hesitation right and strolling, very good cause,
maybe, zebras maybe these, motor-car and the traffic light."
Case 2:
Did you work in an office?
"I did work in an office."
And what kind of firm was it?
"Oh, as an executive of this, and the complaint was to discuss
the tonations as to what type they were, as to how they were typed,
and kept from the different . tricu. . tricula, to get me from the
.

.

.

attribute convenshments.. sorry..
.

"She wants to give one the subjective vocation to maintain
of perfect impregnation simbling."
vocation
the
"Her normal corrucation would be a dot."
6. Levelt tells me that research underway at the Max Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics in Nijmegen casts doubt on this, the received viewS Work by Heeschen
suggests that at some level Jargon or Wernickes aphasics do have anxiety about their
deficit, and seem to adopt a stiategy of repetition, in hopes of achieving communication.
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asked to identify a nail file:
"That is a knife, a knife tail. a knife, stale, stale knife."

and scissors:
"Groves — it's a groves — it's not really a groves — two
groves containing a comb — no, not a comb — two groves providing that the commandant is not now —"
A strangely similar condition, and much more common, is confabulation. In chapter 4. suggested that normal people may often
confabulate about details of their own experience, since they are prone
to guess without realizing it. and mistake theorizing for observing. Pathological confabulation is unwitting fiction of an entirely different order.
Often in cases of brain damage, especially when people have terrible
memory loss — as in Korsakoff's syndrome (a typical sequel of severe
alcoholism) — they nevertheless proceed to prattle on with utter falsehoods about their lives and their past histories, and even about events
of the last few minutes. if their
is severe.
The resulting verbiage sounds virtually normal. It often sounds.
in fact, just like the low-yield. formtilaic chitchat that passes for conversation in a bar: "Oh, yes, my wife and I — we've lived in the same
house for thirty years — used to go out to Coney Island. and, you know.
sit on the beach — loved to sit on the beach, just watching the young
people, and, but that was before the accident ." — except that it is
made up out of whole cloth. The man's wife may have died years ago,
never been within a hundred miles of Coney Island, and they may have
moved from apartment to apartment. An uninitiated listener can often
be entirely unaware that he is encountering a confabulator, so natural
and "sincere" are the reminiscences and the ready answers to questions.
Confabulators have no idea they are making it all up, and argon
aphasics are oblivious to the fact that they are spouting word-salad.
These stunning anomalies are instances of anosognosia. or inability to
acknowledge or recognize a deficit. Other varieties of this absence of
self-monitoring exist, and in chapter 11 we will consider what they
have to tell us about the functional architecture of consciousness. In
the meantime, we can note that the brain's machinery is quite able to
construct apparent speech acts in the absence of any coherent direction
from on high!
1

,

.

7. Another anomalous linguistic
is the familiar symptom of schizophrenia: 'hearing voices.' ft is now quite firmly established that the voice the schizophrenic 'hears is his
he is talking to himself silently without realizing it. As
sunpie an obstacle as having the patient hold his mouth wide open is sufficient to stop
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Pathology, either the temporary strain induced by clever experiments, or the more permanent breakdowns caused by illness or mechanical damage to the brain, provides an abundance of clues about
how the machinery is organized. These phenomena suggest to me that
our second caricature, Pandemonium, is closer to the truth than a more
dignified, bureaucratic model would be, but this has yet to be put to
the proper empirical test. I am not claiming that it is impossible for a
largely bureaucratic model to do justice to these pathologies, but just
that they would not seem to be the natural failings of such a system.
In Appendix B, for scientists, I will mention some research directions
that could help confirm or disconfirm my hunch.
What I have sketched in this chapter — but certainly not proven —
is a way in which a torrent of verbal products emerging from thousands
of word-making demons in temporary coalitions could exhibit a unity.
the unity of an evolving best-fit interpretation, that makes them appear
as if they were the executed intentions of a Conceptualizer — and indeed they are, but not of an inner Conceptualizer that is a proper part
of the language-producing system, but of the global Conceptualizer, the
person, of which the language-producing system is itself a proper part.
This idea may seem alien at first, but it should not surprise us. In
biology, we have learned to resist the temptation to explain design in
organisms by positing a single great Intelligence that does all the work.
In psychology, we have learned to resist the temptation to explain
seeing by saying it is just as if there were an internal screen-watcher,
for the internal screen-watcher does all the work — the only thing between such a homunculus and the eyes is a sort of TV cable. We must
build up the same resistance to the temptation to explain action as
arising from the imperatives of an internal action-orderer who does too
much of the specification work. As usual, the way to discharge an
intelligence that is too big for our theory is to replace it with an ultimately mechanical fabric of semi-independent semi-intelligences acting in concert.
This point applies not just to speech act generation; it applies to
intentional action across the board. (See Pears, 1984, for a development
of similar ideas.) And contrary to some first appearances, phenomenology actually assists us in seeing that this is so. Although we are
occasionally conscious of performing elaborate practical reasoning,
leading to a conclusion about what, all things considered, we ought to
the voices (Bick and Kinsbourne, 1987).
by Akins and Dennett. Who May I Say

(1986), and the commentary
(1986).

See also Hoffman

Is

Calling?
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do, followed by a conscious decision to do that very thing, and culminating finally in actually doing it, these are relatively rare experiences. Most of our intentional actions are performed without any such
preamble, and a good thing, too, since there wouldn't be time. The
standard trap is to suppose that the relatively rare cases of conscious
practical reasoning are a good model for the rest, the cases in which
our intentional actions emerge from processes into which we have no
access. Our actions generally satisfy us; we recognize that they are in
the main coherent, and that they make appropriate, well-timed contributions to our projects as we understand them. So we safely assume
them to be the product of processes that are reliably sensitive to ends
and means. That is, they are rational, in one sense of that word (Dennett,
1987a, 1991a). But that does not mean they are rational in a narrower
sense: the product of serial reasoning. We don't have to explain the
underlying processes on the model of an internal reasoner, concluder,
decider who methodically matches means to ends and then orders the
specified action; we have seen in outline how a different sort of process
could control speaking, and our other intentional actions as well.
Slowly but surely, we are shedding our bad habits of thought, and
replacmg them with other habits. The demise of the Central Meaner
is more generally the demise of the Central Intender, but the Boss still
lives on in other disguises. In chapter 10 we will encounter him in the
roles of the Observer and Reporter, and will have to find other ways of
thinking about what is going on, but first we must secure the foundations of our new habits of thought by tying them more closely to some
scientific details.

9
THE ARCHITECTURE
OF THE

HUMAN MIND

1.

WHERE ARE WE?

The hardest part is over, but there is plenty of work still to do.
We have now completed the most strenuous exercises of imaginationstretching, and are ready to try out our newfound perspective. Along
the way we had to leave several topics dangling, and tolerated quite a
lot of handwaving. There are promises to keep, and postponed acknowledgments and comparisons to make. The theory I have been de-

veloping includes elements drawn from many thinkers. I have
sometimes deliberately ignored what these thinkers consider the best
parts of their theories, and have mixed together ideas drawn from "hostile" camps, but I suppressed these messy details in the interests of
clarity and vividness. This may well have left some serious mindmodelers squirming with frustration, but I couldn't see any other way
to get different kinds of readers up to the same new vantage point
together. Now, though, we're in a good position to take stock, and secure
some essential details. The point of going to all the trouble of constructing a new perspective is, after all, to see the phenomena and the
controversies in a new way. So let's take a look around.
In a Thumbnail Sketch, here is my theory so far:
There is no single, definitive "stream of consciousness," because
there is no central Headquarters, no Cartesian Theater where "it
all comes together" for the perusal of a Central Meaner. Instead
of such a single stream (however wide), there are multiple channels in which specialist circuits try, in parallel pandemoniums.
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their various things, creating Multiple Drafts as they go.
Most of these fragmentary drafts of "narrative" play short-lived
roles in the modulation of current activity but some get promoted
to further functional roles, in swift succession, by the activity of
a virtual machine in the brain. The seriality of this machine (its
"von Neumannesque" character) is not a 'hard-wired" design
feature, but rather the upshot of a succession of coalitions of these
to do

specialists.
The basic specialists are part of our animal heritage. They
were not developed to perform peculiarly human actions, such
as reading and writing, but ducking, predator-avoiding, facerecognizing, grasping, throwing, berry-picking, and other essential
tasks. They are often opportunistically enlisted in new roles, for
which their native talents more or less suit them. The result is
not bedlam only because the trends that are imposed on all this
activity are themselves the product of design. Some of this design
is innate, and is shared with other animals. But it is augmented,
and sometimes even overwhelmed in importance. by microhabits
of thought that are developed in the individual, partly idiosyncratic results of self-exploration and partly the predesigned gifts
of culture. Thousands of memes, mostly borne by language, but
also by wordless "images" and other data structures, take up residence in an individual brain, shaping its tendencies and thereby
turning it into a mind.
This theory has enough novelty to make it hard to grasp at first,
but it draws on models developed by people in psychology, neurobiology, Artificial Intelligence, anthropology — and philosophy. Such
unabashed eclecticism is often viewed askance by the researchers in
the fields from which it borrows. As a frequent interloper in these fields,
I have grown accustomed to the disrespect expressed by some
of the
participants for their colleagues in the other disciplines. 'Why. Dan,"
ask the people in Artificial Intelligence, "do you waste your time conferring with those neuroscientists? They wave their hands about information processing' and worry about where it happens, and which
neurotransmjtters are involved, and all those boring facts, but they
haven't a clue about the computational requirements of higher cognitive
functions." "Why," ask the neuroscientists, "do you waste your time
on the fantasies of Artificial Intelligence? They just invent whatever
machinery they want, and say unpardonably ignorant things about
the brain." The cognitive psychologists, meanwhile, are accused of
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concocting models with neither biological plausibility nor proven com-

putational powers; the anthropologists wouldn't know a model if they
saw one, and the philosophers, as we all know, just take in each other's
laundry, warning about confusions they themselves have created, in
an arena bereft of both data and empirically testable theories. With so
many idiots working on the problem, no wonder consciousness is still
a mystery.
All these charges are true, and more besides, but I have yet to
encounter any idiots. Mostly the theorists I have drawn from strike me
as very smart people — even brilliant people, with the arrogance and
impatience that often comes with brilliance — but with limited perspectives and agendas, trying to make progress on hard problems by
taking whatever shortcuts they can see, while deploring other people's
shortcuts. No one can keep all the problems and details clear, including
me, and everyone has to mumble, guess, and handwave about large
parts of the problem.
For instance, one of the occupational hazards of neuroscience
seems to be the tendency to think of consciousness as the end of the
line. (This is like forgetting that the end product of apple trees is not
apples — it's more apple trees.) Of course it is only recently that neuroscientists have permitted themselves to think about consciousness at
all, and only a few brave theorists have begun to speak, officially, about
what they have been thinking. As the vision researcher Bela Julesz
recently quipped, you can really only get away with it if you have
white hair — and a Nobel Prize! Here, for instance, is a hypothesis
hazarded by Francis Crick and Christof Koch:
We have suggested that one of the functions of consciousness is
to present the result of various underlying computations and that

this involves an attentional mechanism that temporarily binds the
relevant neurons together by synchronizing their spikes in 40 hz
oscillations. [Crick and Koch, 1990, p. 2721
So a function of consciousness is to present the results of underlying computations — but to whom? The Queen? Crick and Koch do
not go on to ask themselves the Hard Question: And then what happens?
("And then a miracle occurs"?) Once their theory has shepherded something into what they consider to be the charmed circle of consciousness,
it stops. It doesn't confront the problems we addressed in chapters 5
through B, for instance, about the tricky path from (presumed) consciousness to behavior, including, especially, introspective reports.
Models of the mind offered in cognitive psychology and Al, in
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contrast, almost never suffer from this defect (see, e.g Shallice, 1972,
1978; Johnson-Laird, 1983, 1988; Newell, 1990). They generally posit
a 'workspace" or "working memory" that replaces the
Cartesian Theater, and the models show how the results of computations carried out
there feed into further computations that guide behavior, inform verbal
reports, double back recursively to provide new input to working memory. and so forth. But these models typically don't say where or how
a working memory might be located iii the brain, and are so concerned
with the work being done in that workspace that there is no time for
"play" — no sign of the sort of delectation of phenomenology that
seems such an important feature of human consciousness.
Curiously, then, neuroscientists often end up looking like dualists,
since once they have 'presented" things in consciousness, they seem
to pass the buck to the Mind, while cognitive psychologists often end
up looking like zombists (automatists?), since they describe structures
unknown to neuroanatomists, and their theories purport to show how
all the work can get done without having to ring in any Inner Observer.
Appearances are misleading. Crick and Koch aren't dualists (even
if they are, apparently, Cartesian materialists), and the cognitive psychologists haven't denied the existen(:e of consciousness (even if they
do their best, most of the time, to ignore it). Furthermore, these blinkered approaches disqualify neither enterprise. The neuroscientists are
right to insist that you don't really have a good model of consciousness
until you solve the problem of where it fits in the brain, but the cognitive
scientists (the Alers and the cognitive psychologists, for instance) are
right to insist that you don't really have a good model of consciousness
until you solve the problem of what functions it performs and how it
performs them — mechanically, without benefit of Mind. As Philip
Johnson-Laird puts it, "Any scientific theory of the mind has to treat
it as an automaton" (Johnson-Laird, 1983. p. 477). The limited perspective of each enterprise taken by itself just shows us the need for
another enterprise — the one we are engaged in — that tries to put
together as many as possible of the strengths of each.
2. ORIENTING OURSELVES WITH

THUMBNAIL SKETCH

My main task in this book is philosophical: to show how a genuinely explanatory theory of consciousness could be constructed out
of these parts, not to provide —and confirm — such a theory in all its
details. But my theory would have been inconceivable (by me, at least)
if it had not borrowed heavily from empirical work in various fields
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which opened up (to me, at least) new ways of thinking. (A particularly
rich collection of empirical findings and new ideas about consciousness
is Marcel and Bisiach. 1988.) This is a glorious time to be involved in
research on the mind. The air is thick with new discoveries, new
models, surprising experimental results — and roughly equal measures
of oversold "proofs" and premature dismissals. At this time, the frontier
of research on the mind is so wide open that there is almost no settled
wisdom about what the right questions and methods are. With so many
underdefended fragments of theory and speculation, it is a good idea
to postpone our demand for proof and look instead for more or less
independent but also inconclusive grounds that tend to converge in
support of a single hypothesis. We should try to keep our enthusiasm
in check, however. Sometimes what seems to be enough smoke to guarantee a robust fire is actually just a cloud of dust from a passing bandwagon.
In his book A Cognitive Theory of Consciousness (1988), the psychologist Bernard Baars summarizes what he sees as a "gathering consensus" that consciousness is accomplished by a distributed society
of specialists that is equipped with a working memory, called a global
workspace, whose contents can be broadcast to the system as a whole"
of enormous differ(p. 42). As he notes, a variety of theorists, in spite
gravitating toward
are
aspiration.
ences in perspective, training, and
in
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still remain.
In order to orient my theory in relation to some of the mountains
of work it has borrowed from, let's go back through my thumbnail
sketch, one theme at a time, drawing parallels and noting sources and
disagreements.
There is no single, definitive "stream of consciousness," because
there is no central Headquarters, no Cartesian Theater where "it
all comes together" for the perusal of a Central Meaner. .
While everyone agrees that there is no such single point in the

brain, reminiscent of Descartes's pineal gland, the implications of this
have not been recognized, and are occasionally egregiously overlooked.
For instance, incautious formulations of "the binding problem" in current neuroscientific research often presuppose that there must be some
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single representational space in the brain (smaller than the whole brain)
where the results of all the various discriminations are put into registration with each other — marrying the sound track to the film, coloring
in the shapes, filling in the blank parts. There are some careful formulations of the binding problem(s) that avoid this error, but the niceties often get overlooked.

Instead of such a single strearn (however wide), there are multiple channels in which specialist circuits try, in parallel pandemoniums, to do their various things, creating Multiple Drafts
as they go. Most of these fragmentary drafts of "narrative" play
short-lived roles in the modulation of current activity.
In A!, the importance of narrativelike sequences has long been
stressed by Roger Schank, first in his work on scripts (1977, with Abelson), and more recently (1991) in his work on the role of story-telling
in comprehension. From very different perspectives, still within A!,
Patrick Hayes (1979), Marvin Minsky (1975), John Anderson (1983),
and Erik Sandeval (1991), — and others — have argued for the importance of data structures that are not just sequences of "snapshots' (with
the attendant problem of reidentifying particulars in successive frames)
but are instead specifically designed iii one way or another to represent
temporal sequences and sequence types directly. In philosophy, Gareth
Evans (1982) had begun developing some parallel ideas before his untimely death. In neurobiology, these narrative fragments are explored
as scenarios and other sequences in William Calvin's (1987) Darwin
Machine approach. Anthropologists have long maintained that the
myths each culture transmits to its new members play an important
role in shaping their minds (see, e.g., Goody, 1977, and for a suggested
application to Al, Dennett, 1991b), but they have made no attempt to
model this, either computational ly or neuroanatomically.

but some get promoted to further functional roles, in swift
succession, by the activity of a virtual machine in the brain. The
seriality of this machine (its "von Neumannesque" character) is
not a "hard-wired" design feature, but rather the upshot of a
succession of coalitions of these specialists.

Many have remarked on the relatively slow, awkward pace of
conscious mental activity (e.g., Baars, 1988, p. 120), and the suggestion
has long lurked that this might be because the brain was not really
designed — hard-wired — for such activity. The idea has been around
for several years that human consciousness might then be the activity
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of some sort of serial virtual machine implemented on the parallel
hardware of the brain. The psychologist Stephen Kosslyn offered a
version of the serial virtual machine idea at a meeting of the Society
for Philosophy and Psychology in the early 1980s, and I have been
trying out different versions of the idea since about the same time (e.g.,
Dennett, 1982b), but an earlier presentation of much the same idea —
though without using the term 'virtual machine' — is in the psychologist Paul Rozin's seminal paper, "The Evolution of Intelligence and
Access to the Cognitive Unconscious" (1976). Another psychologist,

Julian Jaynes, in his boldly original speculations in The Origins of
Consciousness in the Breakdown of the Bicameral Mind (1976), stressed
that human consciousness was a very recent and culture-borne imposition on an earlier functional architecture, a theme also developed in
other ways by the neuroscientist, Harry Jerison (1973). The underlying
neural architecture is far from being a tabula rosa or blank slate at birth,
according to this view, but it is nevertheless a medium in which structures get built as a function of the brain's interactions with the world.
And it is these built structures, more than the innate structures, that
must be cited in order to explain cognitive functioning.

The basic specialists are part of our animal heritage. They were
not developed to perform peculiarly human actions, such as reading and writing, but ducking, predator-avoiding, face-recognizing,
grasping, throwing, berry-picking. and other essential tasks.
These hordes of specialists are attested to by very different theories, but their sizes, roles, and organization are hotly debated. (For a
useful swift survey, see Allport, 1989, pp. 643—647.) Neuroanatomists
studying the brains of animals ranging from sea slugs and squids to
cats to monkeys have identified many varieties of hard-wired circuits
exquisitely designed to perform particular tasks. Biologists speak of
Innate Releasing Mechanisms (IRMs) and Fixed Action Patterns (FAPs),
which can get yoked together, and in a recent letter to me, the neuropsychologist Lynn Waterhouse aptly described the minds of animals
as being composed of "quilts of IRM-FAPs." It is just such problematically quilted animal minds that Rozin (along with others) presupposes
as the basis for the evolution of more general-purpose minds, which
exploit these pre-existing mechanisms for novel purposes. The perceptual psychologist V. S. Ramachandran (1991), notes that "there is an
actual advantage which appears in multiple systems: it buys you tolerance for noisy images of the kind that you encounter in the real world.
My favorite analogy to illustrate some of these ideas is that it is a bit
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like two drunks; neither of them can walk unsupported but by leaning
on each other they manage to stagger towards their goal.'

The neuropsychologist Michael Gazzaniga has pointed to a wealth
arising from neurological deficits (including the famous, but
often misdescribed, split-brain patients) that supports a view of the
mind as a coalition or bundle of semi-independent agencies (Gazzaniga
and Ledoux, 1978; Gazzaniga, 1985); and, coming from a different
quarter, the philosopher of psychology Jerry Fodor (1983) has argued
that large parts of the human mind are composed of modules: hardwired, special-purpose, "encapsulated" systems of input analysis (and
output generation — though he has not had much to say about this).
Fodor concentrates on modules that would be specific to the
human mind — modules for acquiring languages and parsing sentences. in particular—and since he largely ignores the issue of what
their probable ancestors might be in the minds of lower animals, he
creates the improbable impression of evolution having designed brandnew species-specific mechanisms for language out of whole cloth, as
it were. This image of these modules as a miraculous gift from Mother
Nature to Homo sapiens is encouraged by Fodor's ultra-intellectualist
vision of how modules are attached to the rest of the mind. According
to Fodor, they do not carry out whole tasks in the economy of the mind
(such as controlling a hand-eye coordination for picking up something),
but stop abruptly at an internal edge, a line in the mind over which
they cannot step. There is a central arena of rational "belief fixation,"
Fodor claims, into which the modules slavishly deposit their goods,
turning them over to nonmodular ("global, isotropic") processes.
Fodor's modules are a bureaucrat's dream: their job descriptions
are carved in stone: they cannot be enlisted to play novel or multiple
roles: and they are 'cognitively impenetrable' — which means that
their activities cannot be modulated, or even interrupted, by changes
in the "global" informational states of the rest of the system. According
to Fodor, all the really thoughtful activities of cognition are nonmodular. Figuring out what to do next, reasoning about hypothetical situations. restructuring one's materials creatively, revising one's world
view — all these activities are performed by a mysterious central facility. Moreover, Fodor claims (with curious satisfaction) that no branch
of cognitive science
including philosophy — has any clue about how
this central facility does its work!
of data

known about the transformations of representations
which serve to get information into a form appropriate for central
A lot is
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processing; practically nothing is known about what happens after

the information gets there. The ghost has been chased further back
into the machine, but it has not been exorcised. [Fodor, 1983.
p. 127]
By giving this central facility so much to do, and so much nonmodular power with which to do it, Fodor turns his modules into very

implausible agents, agents whose existence only makes sense in the
company of a Boss agent of ominous authority (Dennett, 1984b). Since
one of Fodor's main points in describing modules has been to contrast
their finite, comprehensible, mindless mechanicity with the unlimited
and inexplicable powers of the nomnodular center, theorists who would
otherwise be receptive to at least most of his characterization of modules
have tended to dismiss his modules as the fantasies of a cryptoCartesian.
Many of the same theorists have been lukewarm-to-hostile about
Marvin Minsky's Agents, who form The Society of Mind (1985). Minsky's Agents are homunculi that come in all sizes, from giant specialists with talents about as elaborate as those of Fodorian modules,
down to meme-sized agents (polynemes, micronemes, censor-agents,
suppressor-agents, and many others). It all looks too easy, the skeptics
think. Wherever there is a task, posit a gang of task-sized agents to
perform it — a theoretical move with all the virtues of theft over honest
toil, to adapt a famous put-down of Bertrand Russell's.
Homunculi — demons, agents — are the coin of the realm in Artificial Intelligence, and computer science more generally. Anyone
whose skeptical back is arched at the first mention of homunculi simply
doesn't understand how neutral the concept can be, and how widely
applicable. Positing a gang of homunculi would indeed be just as empty
a gesture as the skeptic imagines, if it were not for the fact that in
homunculus theories, the serious content is in the claims about how
the posited homunculi interact, develop, form coalitions or hierarchies,
and so forth. And here the theories can be very different Indeed. Bureaucratic theories, as we saw in chapter 8, organize homunculi into
predesigned hierarchies. There are no featherbedding or disruptive homunculi, and competition between homunculi is as tightly regulated
as major league baseball. Pandemonium theories, in contrast, posit lots
of duplication of effort, waste motion, interference, periods of chaos,
and layabouts with no fixed job description. Calling the units in these
very different theories homunculi (or demons or agents) is scarcely
more contentful than calling them simply. . units. They are just units
.
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with particular circumscribed competences, and every theory, from the
most rigorously neuroanatomical to the most abstractly artificial, posits
some such units and then theorizes about how larger functions can be

accomplished by organizations of umts performing smaller functions.
In fact all varieties of functionalism can be viewed as "homuncular"
functionalism of one grain size or another.
I have been amused to note a euphemism of sorts that
has recently
gained favor among neuroscientists. Neuroanatomists have made enormous strides in mapping the cortex, which turns out to be exquisitely
organized into specialist columns of interacting neurons (the neuroscientist Vernon Mountcastle, 1978, calls them "unit modules"), further
organized into such larger organizations as "retinotopic maps" (in
which the spatial pattern of excitation on the retinas of the eyes is
preserved), which in turn play roles — still ill understood — in still
larger organizations of neurons. It used to be that neuroscientists talked
about what these various tracts or neuron groups in the cortex signaled;
they were thinking of these units as homunculi whose "job" was always
to "send a message with a particular content." Recent advances in
thinking have suggested that these tracts perform much more complex
and varied functions, so it is now seen as importantly misleading to
talk about them as (just) signaling this or that. How, then, might we
express the hard-won discoveries about specific conditions under
which these tracts are active? We say that this tract "cares about" color,
while that one "cares about" location or motion. But this usage is no
ridiculous anthropomorphism or "homunculus fallacy" of the sort encountered everywhere in Al! Mercy no, this is just a clever way that
sober researchers have hit upon to talk, suggestively but without undue
particularity, about the competences of nerve tracts! Sauce for the goose
is sauce for the gander.
Minsky's Agents are distinctive mainly in that, unlike almost every
other variety of posited homunculi, they have histories and genealogies.
Their existence is not just posited; they have to have developed out of
something whose prior existence was not entirely mysterious, and Minsky has many suggestions about how such developments must occur.
if he is still unnervingly noncommittal about just what neurons Agents
are made of and where in the brain they lie, it is just that he has wanted
to explore the most general requirements on development of function
without overspecificity. As he says, describing his earlier theory of
"frames" (of which the Society of Mind is the offspring), "if the theory
had been any vaguer, it would have been ignored, but if it had been
described in more detail, other scientists might have 'tested' it, instead
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of contributing their own ideas" (1985, p. 259). Some scientists are

unmoved by this apologia. They are interested in only those theories
that make testable predictions right now. This would be good hardheaded policy, except for the fact that all the testable theories so far
concocted are demonstrably false, and it is foolish to think that the
breakthroughs of vision required to compose new testable theories will
come out of the blue without a good deal of imaginative exploration of
the kind Minsky indulges in. (I have been playing the same game, of
course.)
Back to the thumbnail sketch:
They [the specialist demons] are often opportunistically enlisted
in new roles, for which their native talents more or less suit them.
The result is not bedlam only because the trends that are imposed
on all this activity are themselves the product of design. Some of
this design is innate, and is shared with other animals. But it is
augmented, and sometimes even overwhelmed in importance, by
microhabits of thought that are developed in the individual, partly
idiosyncratic results of self-exploration and partly the predesigned
gifts of culture. Thousands of memes, mostly borne by language,
but also by wordless "images" and other data structures, take up
residence in an individual brain, shaping its tendencies and
thereby turning it into a mind.
I have been deliberately noncommittal
How do these homunculi actually
questions:
about many important
What
are the underlying informationanything?
interact to accomplish
reason
do we have to think they
what
and
transactions,
processing
the
sequence of events is desketch,
the
According
to
"work"?
might
termined (in ways I have only hinted at) by "habits," and aside from
some negative claims in chapter 5 about what does not happen, I have
not yet been at all specific about the structure of the processes by which
elements from among the Multiple Drafts get perpetuated, some of them
eventually generating heterophenomenology as the result of one probe
or another. In order to see what the question comes to, and what the
alternative answers might be, we should look briefly at some moreexplicit models of sequential thinking.

In this part of my theory

3. AND THEN WHAT HAPPENS?

In chapter 7, we saw how the von Neumann architecture was a
distillation of the serial process of deliberate calculation. Turing and
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von Neumann isolated one particular sort of current that can flow
through the stream of consciousness and then radically idealized it in
the interests of mechanization. There is the notorious von Neumann

bottleneck, consisting of a single register for results and a single register
for instructions. Programs are just ordered lists of instructions drawn
from a small set of primitives that the machine is hard-wired to execute.
A fixed process, the fetch-execute cycle, draws the instructions from the
queue in memory, one at a time, always getting the next instruction in the
list, unless the previous instruction branched to another part of the list.
When Al model-builders turned to implementing more realistic
models of cognitive operations on this base, they revised all this. They
expanded the outrageously narrow von Neumann bottleneck, turning
it into a somewhat more compendious "workspace," or "working memory." They also designed more sophisticated operations to serve as the
psychological primitives, and replaced the rigid fetch-execute instruction cycle of the von Neumann machine with more flexible ways for
the instructions to get called and executed. The workspace became, in
some instances, a "blackboard" (Reddy et al., 1973; Hayes-Roth, 1985),
where various demons could write messages for all others to read,
which in turn provoked another wave of writing and reading. The von
Neumann architecture, with its rigid instruction cycle, was still there, in
the background, accomplishing the implementation, but it played no role
in the model. In the model, what happened next was governed by the
outcomes of competitive waves of message-writing and -reading on the
blackboard. A related species of descendants of the von Neumann architecture are the various production systems (Newell, 1973) that underlie
such models as John Anderson's (1983) ACT* (pronounced "act-star")
and Rosenbloom, Laird, and Newell's (1987) Soar (see also Newell, 1990).
You can get a good idea of the underlying architecture of a production system from this simple picture of ACT* (Figure 9.1).
Working memory is where all the action happens. All the basic
actions are called productions. Productions are basically just patternrecognition mechanisms tuned to fire whenever they detect their particular pattern. That is. they are IF-TI-LEN operators that hang around
looking at the current contents of working memory. waiting for their
IF-clauses to be satisfied, so they can THEN do their deed, whatever it
is (in a classical production system, it is depositing a new data element
in working memory. for the further perusal of productions).
All computers have IF-THEN primitives, the "sense organs" that
make it possible for them to react differentially to data coming in or
retrieved from memory. This capacity for conthtional branching is an
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Figure 9.1

essential ingTedient in computer power, no matter what the architecture
is. The original IF-THENs were Turing's simple, clear-cut machinestate instructions: IF you see a zero, THEN replace it with a one, move
one space left, and switch to state n. Contrast such simple instructions
with the sort you might give a well-trained and experienced human
sentry: IF you see something that looks unfamiliar to you, AND further
investigation does not resolve the issue OR you have residual doubts,
THEN sound the alarm. Can we build such sophisticated monitoring
out of simple mechanical IF-THENS? Productions are intermediatelevel sensors out of which one might build more complex sense organs,
and then whole architectures of cognition. Productions can take com-

plex and fuzzy-edged IF-clauses; the patterns they "recognize" don't
have to be as simple as the bar-codes recognized by cash registers, but
more like the patterns discriminated by the sentry (see the discussion
in Anderson, 1983, pp. 35—44). And unlike the IF-THENs of a Turing
machine, which is always in just one machine-state at a time (always
testing just one IF-THEN from its set, before moving on to the next data
item), the IF-THENs in a production system wait en masse, in (simulated) parallel, so that at any one "instant" more than one production
may have its condition satisfied and be ready for action.
This is where things get interesting: How does such a system deal
with conflict resolution? When more than one production is satisfied,
there is always a chance that two (or more) will pull in incompatible
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directions. Parallel systems can tolerate a large measure of cross purposes, but in a system that is going to succeed in the world, not everything can happen at once; sometimes something has to give. How
conflict resolution is handled is a crucial regard in which models differ.
In fact, since most if not all the psychologically arid biologically interesting details lie in the differences at this level, it is best to consider
the production system architecture as just an underlying medium with
which to build models. But all production systems share a few basic assumptions that provide a bridge to our theory sketch: they have a workspace where the action happens, where many productions (= demons)
can try to do their thing at once, and they have a more or less inert

memory where innate and accumulated information is stored. Since
not everything "known" by such a system is available in this workspace
at once, Plato's problem of getting the right bird to come at the right
time is the major logistical task faced. And, most important from our
present vantage point, theorists have actually worked out candidate
mechanisms for answering the Hard Question: And then what happens?
For instance, in ACT*, there are five principles of conflict resolution.

match: If one production's IF-clause is somewhat
better matched than another's, it has priority.
Production strength: Productions that have been recently successful have a higher "strength" associated with them, which
gives them priority over lower-strength productions.
Data refractoriness: The same production cannot match the
same data more than once (this is to prevent infinite loops and
similar, if less drastic, ruts).
Specificity: When two productions match the sauie data, the
production with the more specific IF-clause wins.
Goal dominance: Among the items productions deposit in
working memory are goals. There can be only one currently
active goal at a time in the working memory of ACT*, and any
production whose output matches the active goal has priority.

(1) Degree of
(2)

(3)

(4)
(5)

These are all plausible principles of conflict resolution, making
sense both psychologically and teleologically (for a detailed discussion,
see Anderson, 1983, ch. 4). But perhaps they make too much sense.
That is, Anderson has himself wisely designed the conflict-resolution
system of ACT*, exploiting his knowledge of the specific sorts of
problems that arise in conflict-resolution circumstances, and the effective ways of dealing with them. He has essentially hard-wired this
sophisticated knowledge into the system, an innate gift from evolution.
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An interesting contrast to this is the Soar architecture of
Laird, and Newell (1987). It, too, like any parallel architecture, encounters impasses — occasions when there is a need for conflict resolution because either contradictory productions or no productions
"fire" — but it treats them as a boon, not a problem. Impasses are basic
building opportunities in the system. Conflicts are not automatically
dealt with by a presciently fixed set of conflict-resolution principles
(an authoritative traffic-cop homunculus already in place) but rather
are dealt with nonautomatically. An impasse creates a new "problem
space" (a sort of topical workspace) in which the problem to be solved
is precisely the impasse. This may generate yet another, meta-metatraffic problem space, and so on — potentially forever. But in practice
(at least in the domains modeled to date), after stacking up problem
spaces several layers deep, the topmost problem finds a resolution,
which quickly resolves the next problem down, and so forth, dissolving
the ominous proliferation of spaces after making a nontrivial exploration through the logical space of possibilities. The effect on the system,
moreover, is to "chunk" the resulting hard-won discoveries into new
productions so that when similar problems arise in the future, there is
a newly minted production on hand to resolve it swiftly, a trivial problem already solved in the past.
I briefly mention these details not to argue for the ultimate merits
of Soar over ACT*, but just to give an idea of the sorts of issues that
can be explored, responsibly, by models built of this sort of parts. My
own hunch is that, for various reasons that need not concern us here,
the underlying medium of production systems is still too idealized and
oversimplified in its constraints, but the trajectory from the von Neumann machine through production systems points to still further architectures, ever brainier in structure, and the best way to explore their
strengths and limitations is to build 'em and run rem. This is the way
to turn what is still impressionistic and vague in theories such as mine
into honest models with details that can be empirically tested.
When you take the various claims about the mechanisms of consciousness that I've maintained in the last four chapters and start trying
to juxtapose them on models of cognitive systems such as these, a host
of questions arise, but I am not going to try to answer them here. Since
I leave all these questions unresolved, my sketch remains just that —
a sketch that could loosely fit a whole family of importantly different
theories. That is as far as I need to go on this occasion, for the philosophical problems of consciousness are about whether any such theory
could explain consciousness, soit would be premature to pin our hopes
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on an overparticular version that might turn out to be seriously flawed.
(In Appendix B, I will go out on a few empirical limbs, however, for
those who want a theory to have testable implications from the outset.)
It is not just philosophers' theories that need to be made honest
by modeling at this level; neuroscientists' theories are in the same boat.
For instance, Gerald Edelman's (1989) elaborate theory of "re-entrant"
circuits in the brain makes many claims about how such re-entrants

can accomplish the discriminations, build the memory structures, coordinate the sequential steps of problem solving, and in general execute
the activities of a human mind, but in spite of a wealth of neuroanatomical detail, and enthusiastic aiid often plausible assertions from
Edelman, we won't know what his re-entrants can do — we won't know
that re-entrants are the right way to conceive of the functional neuroanatomy — until they are fashioned into a whole cognitive architecture
at the grain-level of ACT* or Soar and put through their paces.1
At a finer-grain level of modeling, there is the unfinished business
of showing how the productions (or whatever we call the patternrecognition demons) themselves get implemented in the brain. Baars
(1988) calls his specialists "bricks" with which to build, and opts for
leaving the deeper details of brickmaldng for another day or another
discipline, but, as many have noted, it is tempting to suppose that the
specialists themselves, at several levels of aggregation, should be modeled as made of connectionist fabrics of one sort or another.
Connectionism (or PDP, for parallel distributed processing) is a
fairly recent development in Al that promises to move cognitive modeling closer to neural modeling, since the elements that are its bricks
are nodes in parallel networks that are connected up in ways that look
rather like neural networks in brains. Comparing connectionist Al to
"Good Old Fashioned Al" (Haugeland, 1985) and to various modeling
1.. Edelman (1989) is one theorist who
tried to put it all together, from the
details of neuroanatomy to cognitive psychology to computational models to the most
abstruse philosophical controversies. The result is an instructive failure. It shows in great
detail just how many different sorts of
must be answered before we can claim
to have secured a complete theory of consciousness, but it also shows that no one theorist
can appreciate all the subtleties of the problems addressed by the different fields. Edelman
has misconstrued, and then abruptly dismissed, the work of many of his potential allies,
so he has isolated his theory from the sort of sympathetic and informed attention It needs
if It is to be saved from its errors and shortcomings. This raises the parallel prospect that
I too have underestimated some of the work I disagree with in these pages; no doubt I
have, and I hope those whose brainchildren I have misrepresented will try (again) to
exp'ain what I have missed.
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projects in the neurosciences has become a major industry in academia
(see, e.g., Graubard, 1988; Bechtel and Abrahamson, 1991; Ramsey,
Stich, and Rumelhart, 1991). This is not surprising, since connectionism blazes the first remotely plausible trails of unification in the huge

terra incognita lying between the mind sciences and the brain sciences.
But almost none of the controversies surrounding "the proper treatment
of connectionism" (Smolensky, 1988) affect our projects here. Of course
there is going to have to be a level (or levels) of theory at about the
same coarseness of grain as connectionist models, and it is going to
mediate between more obviously neuroanatomical levels of theory and
more obviously psychological or cognitive levels of theory. The queslion is which particular connectionist ideas will be part of that solution
and which will drop out of the running. Until that is settled, thinkers
tend to use the connectionist debating arena as an amplifier for their
favorite slogans, and although I am as willing to take sides in these
debates as anyone else (Dennett, 1987b, 1988b, 1989, 1990c, 1991b,c,d),
I am going to bite my tongue on this occasion, and get on with our
main task, which is to see how a theory of consciousness might emerge
from this when the dust settles, however it does.
Notice what has happened in the progression from the von Neumann architecture to such virtual architectures as production systems
and (at a finer grain level) connectionist systems. There has been what
might be called a shift in the balance of power. Fixed, predesigned
programs, running along railroad tracks with a few branch points depending on the data, have been replaced by flexible — indeed volatile — systems whose subsequent behavior is much more a function
of complex interactions between what the system is currently encountering and what it has encountered in the past. As Newell,
Rosenbloom, and Laird (1989) put it, "Thus the issue for the standard
computer is how to be interrupted, whereas the issue for Soar and ACT*
(and presumably for human cognition) is how to keep focused"
(p. 119).

Given all the ink that has been spilt over this theoretical issue, it
is important to stress that this is a shift in the balance of power, not a

shift to some "qualitalively different" mode of operation. At the heart
of the most volatile pattern-recognition system ("connectionist" or not)
lies a von Neumann engine, chugging along, computing a computable
function. Since the birth of computers, critics of Artificial Intelligence
have been hammering away on the rigidity, the mechanicity, the programmedness of computers, and the defenders have repeatedly insisted
that this was a matter of degree of complexity — that indefinitely
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nonrigid, fuzzy, holistic, organic systems could be created on a computer. As Al has developed, just such systems have appeared, so now
the critics have to decide whether to fish or cut bait. Should they declare
that connectionist systems — for instance — were the sort of thing they
thought minds were made of all along, or should they raise the ante
and insist that not even a connectionist system is "holistic" enough
for them, or "intuitive" enough, or . (fill in your favorite slogan). Two
of the best-known critics of Al, the Berkeley philosophers Hubert Dreyfus and John Searle, split on this issue; Dreyfus has pledged allegiance
to connectionism (Dreyfus and Dreyfiis, 1988), while Searle has raised
the ante, insisting that no connectionist computer could exhibit real
mentality (1990a, i990b).
The "in principle" skeptics may be in retreat, but huge problems
still confront the unifiers. The largest, in my opinion, is one that has
direct bearing on our theory of consciousness. The consensus in cogitive science, which could be illustrated with dozens of diagrams like
9.1, is that over there we have the long-term memory (Plato's
bird cage) and over here we have the workspace or working memory,
where the thinking happens, in effect,2 And yet there are no two places
in the brain to house these separate facilities. The only place in the
brain that is a plausible home for either of these separate functions is
.

drawing diagrams that install
2. Functionalists have made a habit of boxology"
the component functions in separate boxes, while explicitly denying that these boxes
have anatomical significance. (I am myself guilty of engaging in. and encouraging, this
Brainstorms. chapters 7. 9, and 11.) I still think that "in
practice: see the figures
principle this is a good tactic, but in practice it does tend to blind the functiunalist to
alternative decompositions of function, and particularly to the prospect of multiple subetween working memory and
perimposed functions. The image of spatial
plays a nontrivial role in how
long-term memory
an image as old as Plato's aviary
theorists construe the tasks of cognition. A striking example: 'The need for symbols
arises because it is not possible for all of the structure involved fn a computation to be
assembled ahead of time at the physical site of the computation. Thus it is necessary to
travel out to other (distal) parts of the memory to obtain the additional structure' (Newell,
Rosenbloom. and Laird, 1989. p. 105). This leads quite dfrectly to the image of movable
symbols, and then (in those who are uncrftically fond of this image), to skepticism about
all connectionist architectures, on the grounds that the elements in such architectures
the nodes that in one way or another anchor the
that are closest to being symbols
semantics of the system — are immovable in their web of interconnections. See, e.g.,
Fodor and Pylyshyn (1988). This problem of fixed versus movable semantic elements is
one way of looking at a fundamental unsolved problem of cognitwe science, It is probably
not a good way of looking at it. but it wont go Bway until it is r8placed by a better vision,
of the founanchored in a positive acceptance
as opposed to a hysteucal dismissal
dational facts of functional neuroanatorny.
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the whole cortex — not two places side by side but one large place. As
Baars says, summarizing the gathering consensus, there is a global
workspace. It is global not only in the functional sense (crudely put, it
is a "place" where just about everything can get in touch with just
about everything else), but also in the anatomical sense (it is distributed
throughout the cortex, and no doubt involves other regions of the brain
as well). That means, then, that the workspace has to avail itself of the

very same neural tracts and networks that apparently play a major role
in long-term memory: the "storage" of the design changes wrought by

individual exploratiom
Suppose you learn how to make cornbread, or learn what "phenotypic" means. Somehow, the cortex must be a medium in which stable
connection patterns can quite permanently anchor these design amendSuppose you are suddenly
ments to the brain you were born
reminded of your dentist appointment, and it drives away all the pleasure you were deriving from the music you were listening to. Somehow,
the cortex must be a medium in which unstable connection patterns
can rapidly alter these transient contents of the whole "space" — without, of course, erasing long-term memory in the process. How can these
two very different sorts of "representation" coexist in the same medium
at the same time? In purely cognitive models, the jobs can be housed
in separate boxes in a diagram, but when we have to superimpose them
on a single fabric of neural tissues, the simple problem of packaging is
the least of our worries.
Two functionally distinct network systems can be supposed to
interpenetrate (just the way the telephone system and the highway
system span the continent) — that is not the issue. The deeper problem
is just beneath the surface in an assumption we have been making.
Individual specialist demons, we have supposed, somehow recruit others in a larger-scale enterprise. If this were simply a matter of calling
on these new recruits to exercise their specialist talents in common
cause, we would already have models of such processes — such as
ACT*, Soar, and Baars's Global Workspace — with varying de&ees of
plausible detail. But what if the specialists are also sometimes recruited
as generalists, to contribute to functions in which their specialist talents
play no discernible role? This is a tempting idea, for various reasons
(see, e.g., Kinsbourne and Hicks, 1978), but so far as I know, we don't
yet have any computational models of how such dual-function elements
could operate.
Here is the difficulty: It is commonly supposed that specialists in
the brain must get their functional identity somehow from their actual
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position in a network of more or less fixed connections. For instance,
it seems that the only sort of facts that could explain a particular neural
tract's "caring about" color would be facts about its idiosyncratic connections, however indirect, to the cone cells in the retina that are maximally sensitive to different frequencies of light. Once such a functional
identity was established, these connections might be cut (as they are
in someone blinded in adulthood) without (total) loss of the power of
the specialists to represent (Or in some other way "care about") color,
but without such causal connections in the first place, it is hard to see
what could give specialists a content-specific
It seems then that
the cortex is (largely) composed of elements whose more or less fixed
representational powers are the result of their functional location in
the overall network. They represent the way members of the House of
Representatives represent districts: by carrying information from
sources to which they are specifically linked (most of the transactions
on the phone lines in their Washington offices can be traced back to
their home districts, for instance). Now imagine the members of the
House of Representatives sitting in a block of seats in a stadium and
representing the important message "Speed kills!" by individually
holding large colored cards over their heads, spelling out the message
in giant letters visible from the other side of the stadium. Living pixels.
in short, in which their relations to their constituencies play no role
in their contribution to the group representation. Some models of cortical recruitment strongly suggest that something like this secondary
representational role must be possible. For instance, it is tempting to
suppose that informational content about a particular matter can arise
in some specialist tract and then, somehow, be propagated across cortical regions, exploiting the variability in these regions without engaging the specialized semantics of the units residing there. Suppose, for
instance, a sudden change occurs in the upper left quadrant of a person's visual world. Just as expected, the brain excitation can be seen
to arise first in those parts of the visual cortex that represent (a Ia the
House of Representatives) various features of events in the upper left
quadrant of vision, but these hot spots immediately become sources for

spreading activation, involving cortical agents with other constituencies. If this spread of arousal across areas of cortex isn't just leakage or
noise, if it plays some crucial role in elaborating or facilitating the
editing of a draft of a narrative fragment, these recruited agents must
3. In other words, the attractions of a

causal theory of reference' are 'ust as

evident to cognitive scientists as to philosophers.
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play a role quite different from their role when they are the anchoring
source.4
It is not surprising that we have no good models, yet, of such
multiple functionality (the only plausible speculations I have seen are
some of Minsky's, in The Society of Mind). As we noted in chapter 7,
human engineers, with their imperfect foresight, train themselves to
design systems in which each element plays a single role, carefully insulated from interference from outside, in order to minimize the devastalion of unforeseen side effects. Mother Nature, on the other hand, does
not worry about foreseeing side effects, and so can capitalize on serendipitous side effects when they show up — once in a blue moon. Probably
the inscrutability of functional decomposition in the cortex that has so
far defied neuroscientists results from the fact that they find themselves
constitutionally unable to entertain hypotheses that assign multiple roles
to the available elements. Some romantics — the philosopher Owen
Flanagan (1991) calls them the New Mysterians — have advanced
the claim that there is an insurmountable barrier to the brain's understanding its own organization (Nagel, 1986, and McGinn, 1990). I am
not entertaining any such claim, but rather just the supposition that it
is proving to be fiendishly difficult — but not impossible — to figure out
how the brain works, in part because it was designed by a process that
can thrive on multiple, superimposed functionality, something systematically difficult to discern from the perspective of reverse engineering.
These are problems that provoke wishful handwaving, if they are
noticed at all. Some are tempted to dismiss the idea of such specialistl
generalist duality out of hand — not because they can prove it is mistaken, but because they cannot imagine how to model it, and therefore
quite reasonably hope they will never have to do so. But once the
prospect is raised, it at least gives theorists some new clues to look for.
Neurophysiologists have (tentatively) identified mechanisms in neurons such as the NMDA receptors and the von der Malsburg (1985)
synapses, which are plausible candidates to play a role as rapid modulators of connectivity between cells. Such gates might permit the swift
formation of transient "assemblies," which could be superimposed on
networks without requiring any alteration of the long-term synaptic
strengths that are generally assumed to be the glue that holds the permanent assemblies of long-term memory together. (For some novel speculations along these lines, see Flohr, 1990.)
4. Fodor notes a variation on this problem in his discussion of "entertaining a
concept" (1990, pp. 80—81).
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At a larger scale,
have been filling in the map of
connections in the brain, showing not only which areas are active under
which circumstances, but beginning to show what sort of contributions
they make. Several areas have been hypothesized to play a crucial role
in consciousness. The retjcular formation in the midbrain, and the
thalamus above it, have long been known to play a crucial role in
arousing the brain — from sleep, for instance, or in response to novelty
or emergency — and now that the pathways are better mapped, more
detailed hypotheses can be formulated and tested, Crick (1984), for
instance, proposes that the branches radiating from the thalamus to all
parts of the cortex fits it for the role of a "searchlight," differentially
arousing or enhancing particular specialist areas, recruiting them to
current purposes.3 Baars (1988)
elaborated a similar idea: the
ERTAS or Extended Reticular Thalamic Activating System. It would
be easy enough to incorporate such a hypothesis into our anatomically
noncommittal account of competition between coalitions of specialists,
provided that we don't fall into the tempting image of a thalamic Boss
that understands the current events being managed by the various parts
of the brain with which it is "in communication."
Similarly, the frontal lobes of the cortex, the part of the brain most
conspicuously enlarged in Homo sapiens, are known to be involved in
long-term control, and the scheduling and sequencing of behavior. Damage to various regions in the frontal lobes typically produces such opposing symptoms as distractibility versus overfocused inability to get
out of ruts, and impulsivity or the inability to follow courses of action
that require delaying gratification. So it is tempting to install the Boss
in the frontal lobes, and several models make moves in this direction.
A particularly sophisticated model is Norman and Shallice's (1985)
Supervisory Attentional System, which they locate in the prefrontal
cortex and give the particular responsibility of conflict resolution when
subsidiary bureaucracies can't cooperate. Once again, finding an anatomical location for processes that are crucial in the control of what
happens next is one thing, and locating the Boss is another; anyone
5. Searchlight theories of attention have been popular for years. Crude theories
make the mistake of supposing too literally that what the searchlight differentially iior enhances at a moment Is a region of visual space— exactly the way a
spotlight in a theater can illuminate one regiofl of the stage at a time. More defensible —
theories insist that it isa partion
but also at this time more impressionistic —
of conceptual or semantic space that is differentiafly enhanced (imagine, if you can, a
Uieater spotlight that can pick out just the Capulets or all and only the lovers). See
Aliport (1'139) on the difficulties with searchlight theories.
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who goes hunting for the frontal display screen where the Boss keeps
track of the projects he is controlling is on a wild goose chase (Fuster,
1981; Calvin, 1989a).
Once we forswear such tempting images, though, we have to find
other ways of thinking of the contributions these areas are making, and
here there is still a shortage of ideas, in spite of the recent progress. It
is not that we have no sense of what the machinery is; the problem is
much more a matter of lacking a computational model of what the
machinery does, and how. Here we are still at the metaphor and handwaving stage, but that is not a stage to shun; it is a stage to pass through

on our way to more explicit models.
4. THE POWERS OF THE JOYCEAN MACHINE

According to our sketch, there is competition among many concurrent contentful events in the brain, and a select subset of such events
"win." That is, they manage to spawn continuing effects of various
sorts. Some, uniting with language-demons, contribute to subsequent
sayings, both sayings-aloud to others and silent (and out-loud) sayings
to oneself. Some lend their content to other forms of subsequent selfstimulation, such as diagramming-to-oneself. The rest die out almost
immediately, leaving only faint traces — circumstantial evidence —
that they ever occurred at all. What good does it do, you might well
want to ask, for some contents to win entrance in this way to the
charmed circle — and what is so charmed about this circle? Consciousness is supposedly something mighty special. What is so special about
being advanced to the next round in such a cycle of self-stimulation?
How does this help? Do near-magical powers accrue to events that occur
in such mechanisms?
I have avoided claiming that any particular sort of victory in this
competitive whirl amounts to elevation to consciousness. Indeed, I have
insisted that there is no motivated way to draw a line dividing the
events that are definitely "in" consciousness from the events that stay
forever "outside" or "beneath" consciousness. (See Allport, 1988, for
further arguments in favor of this position.) Nevertheless, if my theory
of the Joycean machine is going to shed light on consciousness at all,
there had better be something remarkable about some if not all of the
activities of this machine, for there is no denying that consciousness
is, intuitively, something special.
It is hard to address these familiar questions without falling into
the trap of thinking that first we must figure out what consciousness is
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for, so we can then ask whether the proposed mechanisms would succeed in performing that function — whatever we determine it is.
In his influential book Vision (1982), the neuroscientist/Al researcher David Marr proposed three levels of analysis that should be
pursued in the attempt to explain any mental phenomenon. The "top"
or most abstract level, the computational, is an analysis of "the problem
[my italics] as an information-processing task," while the middle, algorithmic, level is an analysis of the actual processes by which this
information-processing task is performed. The lowest, physical level

provides an analysis of the neural machinery and shows how it executes
the algorithms described at the middle level, thereby performing its
task as abstractly described at the computational level.6
Marr's three levels can also be used to describe things that are
much simpler than minds, and we can get a feel for the differences
between the levels by seeing how they apply to something simple, such
as an abacus. Its computational task is to do arithmetic: to yield a correct
output for any arithmetic problem given to it as input. At this level,
then, an abacus and a hand calculator are alike; they are designed to
perform the same "information-processing task." The algorithmic description of the abacus is what you learn when you learn how to manipulate it — the recipe for moving the beads in the course of adding,
subtracting, multiplying, and dividing. Its physical description depends on what it is made of: it might be wooden beads strung on wires
in a frame, or it might be poker chips lined up along the cracks in the
floor, or something accomplished with a pencil and a good eraser on
a sheet of lined paper
Marr recommended modeling psychological phenomena at all
three levels of analysis, and he particularly stressed the importance of
getting clear about the top, computational level before rushing headlong
into lower-level modeling.' His own work on vision brilliantly exhibited the power of this strategy, and other researchers have since put it
to good use on other phenomena. It is tempting to apply the same three
6. Closely related distinctions are my trinity of the intentional stance, the design
stance, and the physical stance (Dennett. 1971), and Allen Newell's (1982) identification
of the knowledge level' above the "physical symbol system level.' See Dennett (19878.
1988e), and Newell (1988).
7. As Marr noted. "It becomes possible, by separating explanations into different
levels, to make explicit statements about what is being computed and why and to construct theories stating that what being computed is optimal
some sense or is guaranteed to function correctly" (p. 19). For more on the benefits and pitfalls of such reverse
engineering see Dennett (1971. 1983, 1987a. 1988d); Ramachandran (1985).
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levels of analysis to consciousness as a whole, and some have yielded
to the temptation. As we saw in chapter 7, however, this is a risky
oversimplification; by asking "What is the function of consciousness?"
we assume that there is a single "information-processing task" (however
complex) that the neural machinery of consciousness is well designed
to perform — by evolution, presumably. This can lead us to overlook
important possibilities: that some features of consciousness have mu!tiple functions; that some functions are only poorly served by the existing features, due to the historical limitations on their development;
that some features have no function at all — at least none that is for
our benefit. Being careful to avoid these oversights, then, let us review
the powers (not necessarily the functions) of the mechanisms described

in my thumbnail sketch.
First of all, as we saw in chapter 7, there are significant problems
of self-control created by the proliferation of simultaneously active
specialists, and one of the fundamental tasks performed by the activities
of the Joycean machine is to adjudicate disputes, smooth out transitions
between regimes, and prevent untimely coups d'etat by marshaling the
"right" forces. Simple or overlearned tasks without serious competition
can be routinely executed without the enlistment of extra forces, and hence
unconsciously, but when a task is difficult or unpleasant, it requires
"concentration," something "we" accomplish with the help of much
self-admonition and various other mnemonic tricks, rehearsals (Margolis, 1989), and other self-manipulations (Norman and Shallice, 1985).
Often we find it helps to talk out loud, a throwback to the crude but
effective strategies of which our private thoughts are sleek descendants.
Such strategies of self-control permit us to govern our own perceptual processes in ways that open up new opportunities. As the
psychologist Jeremy Wolfe (1990) points out, although our visual systems are natively designed to detect some sorts of things — the sorts
that "pop out" when we "just look" — there are other sorts that we can
identify only if we can look for them, deliberately, in a policy set up
by an act of self-representation. A red spot among a slew of green spots
will stick out like a sore thumb (actually, it will stick out like a ripe
berry midst the leaves), but if your projects call for you to find a red
spot in a crowd of spots of many different colors, you have to set yourself
a task of serial search. And if your project is to find the red square piece
of confetti amidst its multicolored and multishaped neighbors (or to
answer the question "Where's Waldo?" [Handford, 1987) in the popular
puzzle pictures), the task of serial search can become a particularly
engrossing, methodical project, calling on a high degree of self-control.
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These techniques of representing things to ourselves permit us to
be self-governors or executives in ways no other creature approaches.
We can work out policies well in advance, thanks to our capacity for
hypothetical thinking and scenario-spinning; we can stiffen our own
resolve to engage in unpleasant or long-term projects by habits of selfreminding, and by rehearsing the expected benefits and costs of the
policies we have adopted. And even more important, this practice of
rehearsal creates a memory of the route by which we have arrived at
where we are (what psychologists call episodic memory), so that we
can explain to ourselves, when we find ourselves painted into the corner, just what errors we made (Perlis, 1991). In chapter 7 we saw how
the development of these strategies permitted our ancestors to look
farther into the future, and part of what gave them this enhanced power
of anticipation was an enhanced power of recollection — being able to
look farther back at their own recent operations to see where they made
their mistakes. "Well, I mustn't do that again!" is the refrain of any
creature that learns from experience, but we can learn to cast our thats
back farther and more insightfully than any other creature, thanks to
our habit of record-keeping — or more accurately, thanks to our habits
of self-stimulation, which have, among their many effects, the enhancement of recollection.
But such memory-loading is only one of the valuable effects of
these habits. Just as important is the broadcasting effect (Baars, 1988),
which creates an open forum of sorts, permitting any of the things one
has learned to make a contribution to any current problem. Baars develops the claim that this mutual accessibility of contents provides the
context without which events occurring "in consciousness" would
not — could not — make sense to the subject. The contents that compose the surrounding context are not themselves always conscious —
in fact. in general they are not accessible at all, in spite of being activated — but the connections between them and the contents that can
show up in verbal reports are what secures what we might call their

"consciously apprehended" meaning.
Ray Jackendoff (1987) argues in the same spirit that the highest
levels of analysis performed by the brain, by which he means the most
abstract, are not accessible in experience, even though they make experience possible, by making it meaningful. His analysis thus provides
a useful antidote to yet another incarnation of the Cartesian Theater as
the "summit" or "the tip of the iceberg." (Here is a good example,
drawn from the neuropsychologist Roger Sperry: "In a position of top
command at the highest levels in the hierarchy of brain organization,
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properties. exert control over the biophysical and
chemical activities at subordinate levels" [1977, p.
Quite a few philosophers, particularly those influenced by the
Husserlian school of Phenomenology (Dreyfus, 1979; Searle, 1983),
have stressed the importance of this "background" of conscious experience, but they have typically described it as a mysterious or recalcitrant feature, defying mechanical explanation, rather than the key, as
Baars and Jackendoff suggest, to providing a computational theory of
what happens. These philosophers have supposed that consciousness
is the source of some special sort of "intrinstc intentionality," but as
the philosopher Robert van Gulick has noted, this gets matters just
backwards.
the subjective

.

.

not an ilThe personal-level experience of understanding is
understand.
I can
do
experience,
subject
of
lusion. I, the personal
calling
up
within
experience,
connections
make all the necessary
The
fact
with
another.
connect
one
immediately
to
representations
that my ability is the result of my being composed of an organized
system of subpersonal components which produce my orderly
flow of thoughts does not impugn my ability. What is illusory or
mistaken is only the view that I am some distinct substantial self
who produces these connections in virtue of a totally non-behavioral form of understanding. Ivan Gulick, 1988, p. 961
.

.

.

Any of the things you have learned can contribute to any of the
things you are currently confronting. That at least is the ideal. This
feature is called isotropy by Fodor (1983), the power, as Plato would
say, of getting the relevant birds to come, or at least to sing out, whenever they are needed. It looks magical, but as every stage magician
knows, the appearance of magic is heightened by the fact that an audience can generally be counted on to exaggerate the phenomenon in
need of explanation. We may seem at first to be ideally isotropic, but
we're not. Sober reflection reminds us of all the occasions when we're
slow to recognize the significance of new data. Think of the classic
comedic exaggeration of this: the "double take" (Neisser, 1988). Sometimes we even saw off the limb we are sitting on, or light a match to
peer into the gas tank.e
Stage magicians know that a collection of cheap tricks will often
8. In Minimal Rationality (1986). the philosopher Christopher Chemiak analyzes
the prospects and limits of deductive processes of the sort made possible by this provision
of an open forum. See also Stalnaker (1984).
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suffice to produce "magic," and so does Mother

the ultimate
gadgeteer. Artificial Intelligence research has been exploring the space
of possible tricks, looking for "a bundle of. heuristics properly coordinated and rapidly deployed" (Fodor, p. 116) that could provide the
degree of isotropy we human thinkers exhibit. Models such as ACT*
and Soar — and many other visions being explored in Al — are promising but inconclusive. Some philosophers, notably Dreyfus, Searle,
Fodor, and Putnam (1988), are sure that this idea of the Mind as Gadget
is wrong, and have tried to construct arguments proving the impossibility of the task (Dennett, 1988b, 1991c). Fodor, for instance, points
out that whereas special-purpose systems can be hard-wired, in a
general-purpose system that can respond with versatility to whatever
new item comes along, "it may be unstable, instantaneous connectivity
that counts" (p. 118). He despairs of anybody coming up with a theory
of such connectivity, but he is not just being pessimistic: he despairs
in principle (a neat trick). He is right that we should expect our approximation of isotropy to be due to our software, not our hard-wiring,
but his argument against the "bag of tricks" hypothesis supposes that
we are better at "considering all things" than we are. We're good, but
not fantastic. The habits of self-manipulation we develop turn us into
wily exploiters of our hard-won resources; we don't always get the right
bird to sing at the right time, but often enough to make us pretty good
company.
. .

5. BUT

IS THIS

A THEORY OF CONSCIOUSNESS?

I have been coy about consciousness up to now. I have carefully
avoided telling you what my theory says that consciousness is. I haven't
declared that anything instantiating a Joycean machine is conscious,
and I haven't declared that any particular state of such a virtual machine
is a conscious state. The reason for my reticence was tactical: I wanted
to avoid squabbling over what consciousness is until I had had a chance
to show that at least many of the presumed powers of consciousness
could be explained by the powers of the Joycean machine whether or
not a Joycean machine endows its host hardware with consciousness.
Couldn't there be an unconscious being with an internal global
workspace in which demons broadcast messages to demons, forming
coalitions and all the rest? If so, then the stunning human power of
swift, versatile adjustment of mental state in response to almost any
contingency, however novel, owes nothing to consciousness itself, but
just to the computational architecture that makes this interconimuni-
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cation possible. if consciousness is something over and above the Joycean machine, I have not yet provided a theory of consciousness at all,
even if other puzzling questions have been answered.
Until the whole theory-sketch was assembled, I had to deflect such
doubts, but at last it is time to grasp the nettle, and confront consciousness itself, the whole marvelous mystery. And so I hereby declare that
my theory is a theory of consciousness. Anyone or anything that
has such a virtual machine as its control system is conscious in the
fullest sense, and is conscious because it has such a virtual machine.9
Now I am ready to take on the objections. We can begin by addressing the unanswered question two paragraphs back. Couldn't something unconscious — a zombie, for instance — have a Joycean
machine? This question implies an objection that is so perennially
popular at moments like these that the philosopher Peter Bieri (1990)
has dubbed it The Tibetan Prayer Wheel. It just keeps recurring, over

and over, no matter what theory has been put forward:

That's all very well, all those functional details about how the
brain does this and that, but I can imagine all that happening in
an entity without the occurrence of any real consciousness!
A good answer to this, but one seldom heard, is: Oh, can you?
I-low do you know? How do you know you've imagined "all that" in

sufficient detail, and with sufficient attention to all the implications?
What makes you think your claim is a premise leading to any interesting
conclusion? Consider how unimpressed we would be if some presentday vitalist were to say:

That's all very well, all that stuff about DNA and proteins and
such, but I can imagine discovering an entity that looked and acted
just like a cat, right down to the blood in its veins and DNA in
its "cells," but was not alive. (Can I really? Sure: There it is,
meowing, and then God whispers In my ear, '1t's not alive! It's
just a mechanical DNA-thingamabob!" In my imagination, I believe Him.)
9. Jackendoff (1987) adopts a somewhat different tactic. He divides the mind-body
problem in two, and addresses his theory to the question of how the computational mind
— what the
fits in the body; this leaves him with an unsolved "mind-mind
relation is between the phenomenological mind and the computational mind. Rather
than conceding this as a residual mystery, I propose to show how the Multiple Drafts
model, in concert with the method of heterophenomenology, dissolves both problems at

once.
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I trust that no one thinks this is a good argument for vitalism. This
effort of imagination doesn't count. Why not? Because it is too puny
to weigh against the account of life presented by contemporary biology.
The only thing this "argument" shows is that you can ignore "all that"
and cling to a conviction if you're determined to do so. Is the Tibetan
Prayer Wheel any better as an argument against the theory I have
sketched?
We are now in a position, thanks to all the imagination-stretching
of the previous chapters, to shift the burden of proof. The Tibetan Prayer
Wheel (and there are several importantly different variations, as we
shall see) is a descendant of Descartes's famous argument (see chapter
2), in which he claims to be able to conceive clearly and distinctly that
his mind is distinct from his brain. The force of such an argument
depends critically on how high one's standards of conception are. Some
people may claim they can clearly and distinctly conceive of a greatest
prime number or a triangle that is not a rigid figure. They are wrong —
or at any rate, whatever they're doing when they say they're conceiving
these things should not be taken as a sign of what is possible. We are
now in a position to imagine "all that" in some detail. Can you really
imagine a zombie? The only sense in which it's "obvious" that you can
is not a sense that challenges my theory, and a stronger, unobvious
sense calls for a demonstration.
Philosophers have not, as a rule, demanded this. The most influential thought experiments in recent philosophy of mind have all involved inviting the audience to imagine some specially contrived or
stipulated state of affairs, and then — without properly checking to see
if this feat of imagination has actually been accomplished — inviting
the audience to "notice" various consequences in the fantasy. These
"intuition pumps," as I call them, are often fiendishly clever devices.
They deserve their fame if only for their seductiveness.
In Part III we will take them all on, developing our theory of
consciousness as we go. From our new perspective, we will be able to
see the sleight of hand that misdirects the audience — and the illusionists — and in the process we will sharpen our own powers of imagination. Among the famous arguments we will encounter are not only
the Presumed Possibility of Zombies, but the Inverted Spectrum, What
Mary the Color Scientist Doesn't Know about Color, the Chinese Room,
and What It Is Like to Be a Bat.

PART THREE

THE PHILOSOPHICAL
PROBLEMS OF

CONSCIOUSNESS

10
SHOW AND TELL

1. ROTATING

IMAGES IN THE MIND'S EYE

The first challenge, before we tackle the philosophical thought
experiments, comes from some real experiments that might seem to
rehabilitate the Cartesian Theater. Some of the most exciting and ingenious research in cognitive science in the last twenty years has been
on the human ability to manipulate mental images, initiated by the
psychologist Roger Shepard's (Shepard and Metzler, 1971) classic study
of the speed of mental rotation of figures such as these.

Figure 10.1

The subjects in the original experiment were shown such pairs of
line drawings and asked whether or not the pair are different views of
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the same shape. In this case, as you can quickly determine, the answer
is yes. How did you do it? A typical answer is "I rotated one of the

images in my mind's eye, and superimposed it on the other." Shepard
varied the angular rotation distances between pairs of figures — some
pairs were only a few degrees out of alignment, and others required
large rotations to put them into alignment — and measured the time it
took subjects to respond, on average, to the different displays. Supposing that something like a process of actual rotation of an image in
the brain takes place, it should take roughly twice as long to rotate a
mental image through 90 degrees as through 45 degrees (if we ignore
acceleration and deceleration, keeping rotation speed constant).' Shepard's data bore out this hypothesis remarkably well, over a wide variety
of conditions. Hundreds of subsequent experiments, by Shepard and
many others, have explored the behavior of the image-manipulation
machinery of the brain in great detail, and — to put the stillcontroversial consensus as gingerly as possible — there does seem to
be what the psychologist Stephen Kosslyn (1980) calls a "visual buffer"
in the brain, which performs transformations by processes which are
strongly "imagistic" — or, to use Kosslyn's term, quasi-pictorial.
What does this mean? Have cognitive psychologists discovered
that the Cartesian Theater exists after all? According to Kosslyn, these
experiments show that images are assembled for internal display in
much the way that images on a CRT (a cathode ray tube such as a
television screen or computer monitor) can be created from files in a
computer memory. Once they are on the internal screen, they can be
rotated, searched, and otherwise manipulated by subjects who are given
particular tasks to perform. Kosslyn stresses, however, that his CRT
model is a metaphor. This should remind us of Shakey's metaphorical
"image manipulation" talents. Certainly Shakey had no Cartesian Theater in its computer-brain. To get a somewhat clearer picture of what
must actually happen in a human brain, we can start with a nonmetaphorical model, much too strong to be true, and then "subtract" the
undesirable properties from the model one by one. In other words, we
will take Kosslyn's CRT metaphor, and gradually introduce the limitations on it.
First, consider a system that really does manipulate real images,
1. This useful oversimplification is one of the many wrinkles that have subsequently been explored by researchers, and there is now considerable evidence for "inertia' and
effects in image transformations. See Freyd (1989).
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such as the computer graphics systems that are now proliferating in
hundreds of settings: computer animation for television and films, systems that render three-dimensional objects in perspective views for
architects and interior decorators, video games, and many more. Engineers call their versions CAD systems, for computer-aided design.

CAD systems are revolutionizing engineering not only because they

make drafting vastly easier in the way word processors make writing
easier, but because engineers can readily solve problems and answer
questions with them that would otherwise be quite difficult. Faced with
the Shepard problem in Figure 10.1, an engineer could answer the
question with the aid of a CAD system by putting both images on the
CR1 screen and literally rotating one of the images and then trying to
superimpose it on the other. A few details of the process are important.
Each pictured object would be entered into the computer memory
as a virtual three-dimensional object, by breaking it down into a description of its planes and edges defined by their xyz coordinates, each
occupied point in virtual space being an "ordered triple" of numbers
stored in the computer's memory. The point of view of the implied
observer would also be entered as a point in the same virtual space,
defined by its own xyz coordinate triple. Here is a diagram of a cube
and a point of view, but it is important to remember that the only thing
the computer has to store is the triples for each crucial point, grouped
into larger groups (e.g., one for each face of the cube), together with
coded information for the various properties of each face (its color,

(0,0,0)

Figure 10.2
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whether or not it is opaque or transparent, its texture, and so forth).
Rotating one of the objects and then shifting it in the virtual space can
be readily computed, by simply adjusting all the x, y, and z coordinates
of that object by constant amounts — simple arithmetic. Then it is a
matter of straightforward geometry to calculate the sight lines that determine which planes of the object would then be visible from the
virtual point of view, and exactly how they would appear. The calculations are straightforward but laborious or "compute intensive,"
especially if smooth curves, shading, reflected light, and texture are to
be calculated as well.
On advanced systems, different frames can be calculated rapidly
enough to create apparent motion on the screen, but only if the representations are kept quite schematic. "Hidden line removal," the computational process that renders the final image opaque in the right
places and prevents a Shepard cube from looking like a transparent
Necker cube, is itself a relatively time-consuming process, which more
or less sets the limits on what can be produced "in real time." For the
gorgeously detailed image transformations by computer graphics that
we see on television every day, the image-generation process is much
slower, even on supercomputers, and the individual frames have to be
stored for later display at the higher speeds that satisfy the motiondetection requirements of the human visual system.2

I

H
Before and after hidden line removal.

Figure 10.3

These thTee-d imensional virtual-object manipulators are magnificent new tools or toys, and they really are something new under the
sun, not an electronic copy of something we already have in our heads.
It is quite certain that no process analogous to these trillions of geometrical and arithmetical calculations occurs in our brains when we
2. The impressive, but noticeably jerky, animation in the popular IBM.PC program,
"Flight Simulator. displays the limits of real-time animation of fairly complex threedimensional scenes by a small computer.
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mental imagery, and nothing else could yield the richly detailed animated sequences they produce — for the reasons we explored
in chapter 1.
We can satisfy ourselves that this limit on our brains is real by
considering a slightly different Shepard-style problem that would be
quite easy to solve with the aid of such a CAD system: Would the "red"
X on one face of this object be visible to someone looking through the
square hole in its front wall?
engage in

Our Shepard object with the X is a simple, schematic object, and
since the question we want to answer is independent of texture, illumination, and other such niceties, it would be quite easy for an engineer
to produce an animated rotation of this object on the CRT. He could
then rotate the image every which way, moving the point of view back
and forth — and just look for a glimpse of red through the hole. If he
sees red, the answer is yes, otherwise, no.
Now, can you perform the same experiment in your mind's eye?
Can you simply rotate the object shown and peer through the hole? If
you can, you can do something I can't do, and all the people I have
asked are also unable to do it with any confidence. Even those who
have an answer to the question are quite sure that they didn't just get
it by rotating and looking. (They often say they first tried rotating and
looking and found it doesn't work; they can "rotate it" but then it "falls
Then they talk of "drawapart" when they try to look through the
ing in" sightlines through the hole on the unrotated image, to see if
they could tell where the lines would hit the back plane.) Since our
Shepard object is no more complex than the objects apparently successfully rotated in many experiments, this poses a puzzle: What kind
of a process can so readily perform some transformations (and then
extract information from the result), and fall down so badly on other
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operations that are apparently no more demanding? (If these operations
us to be no more demanding, we must be looking at them
from the wrong vantage point, since our failures demonstrate that they
are more demanding.)
An experiment by the psychologists Daniel Reisberg and Deborah

appear to

Chambers (forthcoming) raises much the same question. Subjects who
claimed to be good imagers were shown "nonsense" shapes and asked
to rotate them mentally by 90 or 180 degrees in their mind's eyes and
then report what they "saw." They were surprised to discover that they
could not recognize, with their mind's eyes, what you can readily recognize when you turn the book clockwise 90 degrees to look at these
figures.

/
T

I

I

Figure 10.5

The sorts of questions engineers use CAD systems to answer are
typically not as simple as "Is the red X visible through the hole?"

Usually they concern more complicated spatial properties of objects
being designed, such as "Will this three-jointed robot arm be able to
reach around and adjust the knob on the robot's back without bumping
into the power supply pack?" or even aesthetic properties of such objects, such as "What will the stairway in this hotel lobby look like to
someone walking by on the street, looking through the plate-glass windows?" When we try to visualize such scenes unaided, we get only the
sketchiest and most unreliable results, so a CAD system can be seen as
a sort of
(Dennett, 1982d, 1990b). It vastly amplifies the imagining powers of a human being, but it does depend on
the user's having normal vision — for looking at the CRT.
Now let's try to imagine a more ambitious prosthetic device: a
CAD system for blind engineers! And, to keep it simple, let's suppose
that the sorts of questions these blind engineers want to answer are of
the relatively straightforward, geometric sort — not subtle questions
about the aesthetics of architecture. The output will have to be in some
nonvisual form, of course. The most user-friendly form would be ordinary language answers (in Braille or voice-synthesized) to ordinary
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a
language questions. So we will suppose that when confronted with
engineer
blind
question of the sort we have just been considering, the
would simply pass the sentence on to the CAD system (in terms it can
"understand," of course) and wait for the CAD system to provide the

answer.
Our Mark I CADBLIND system is inelegant, but straightforward.
of
It consists of an ordinary CAD system, complete with CRT, in front
with
complete
system,
vision
computer
which is perched a Vorsetzer, a
TV camera aimed at the CRT and robot fingers to twiddle the knobs of
the CAD system.3 Unlike Shakey, whose CRT was only for the benefit
image
of bystanders. this system really does "look at" an image, a real
different
of
light
real
radiates
which
dots,
made of glowing phosphor
frequencies onto the light-sensitive transducers at the back of the TV
camera. When posed our red X Shepard problem. the Mark I CADBLIND
produces an image with a real red X on it, visible to all, including the
TV camera of the Vorsetzer.
Let us suppose. without further ado, that the Vorsetzer has solved
within it enough of the problems of computer vision to be able to extract
the sought-for information from the representations glowing on the CRT
screen. (No, I am not going on to claim that the Vorsetzer is conscious —
what it does to
I )ust want to suppose that it is good enough at doing
for it.) The
poses
engineer
be able to answer the questions the blind
uses them
and
images,
real
Mark I CADBLJ.ND makes and manipulates
that
a sighted
questions
the
to answer, for the blind engineer, all
Mark!
sysIf
the
system.
CAD
engineer could answer using an ordinary
We
design:
play
to
child's
tem is that good, then the Mark II will be
replace
and
it,
at
looking
camera
just throw away the CRT and the TV
them with a simple cable! Through this cable the CAD system sends
the Vorsetzer the bit-map, the array of zeros and ones that defines the
pain.
image on the CRT. In the Mark I's Vorsetzer, this bit-map was
in
transducers
optical
the
outputs
of
the
stakingly reconstructed from
the camera.
There are scant savings in computation in the Mark II— just the
elimination of some unnecessary hardware. All the elaborate calculation of sight lines, hidden line removal, and the rendering of texture.
wonderful German
3. I call this device a Vorsetzer because it reminds me of the
player-piano by that name, which consisted of a separate unit with eighty-Bight
the outside.
that could "sit before" an ordinary piano, depressing the keys and pedals from
device is a Vorsetzer—
that
this
recognize
to
important
is
pianist.
(It
human
a
like
lust
a sitter-before — but not a Vorsitzer — a chairman or president!)
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shadows, and reflected light, which took so much computation in the
Mark I, is still a part of the process. Suppose the Vorsetzer in the Mark
if is called upon to make a depth judgment by comparing texture gradients, or interpreting a shadow. It will have to analyze the patterns
of bits in the relevant portions of the bit-map to arrive at discriminations
of the textures and shadows.

This means that the Mark II is still a ridiculously inefficient machine, for if the information that a particular portion of the bit-map
should represent a shadow is already "known" to the CAD system (if
this is part of the coded description of the object from which the CAD
system generates its images), and if that fact is part of what the Vorsetzer
must determine in order to make its depth judgment, why doesn't the
CAD system just tell the Vorsetzer? Why bother rendering the shadow
for the benefit of the pattern-analyzers in the Vorsetzer, when the task
of pattern-rendering and the task of pattern-analyzing cancel each other
out?
So our Mark Ill CADBLIND will exempt itself from huge computational tasks of image-rendering by taking much of what it "knows"
about the represented objects and passing it on to the Vorsetzer subsystem directly, using the format of simple codes for properties, and
attaching "labels" to various °places" on the bit-map array, which is
thereby turned from a pure image into something like a diagram. Some
spatial properties are represented directly — shown — in the (virtual)
space of the bit-map, but others are only told about by
This should remind us of my claim in chapter 5 that the brain
only has to make its discriminations once; a feature identified doesn't
have to be redisplayed for the benefit of a master appreciator in the
Cartesian Theater.
But now we can see a different aspect of the engineering: "canceling out" only works if the systems that need to communicate can
"speak the same language." What if the format in which the CAD system
already "knows" the relevant information — e.g., the information that
something is a shadow — is not a format in which the Vorsetzer can
"use" the
Then for communication to take place it might
4. Once we have labels, we can tell about any properties of
the object, not just
spatial properties or visible properties — as
the old coloring-book jokes: "Here

my
boss. Color him obnoxious."
5. See Kosslyn (1980) for a discussion of format. Jackendoff (1989)
has a related
analysis of what he calls the form of information structures.
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necessary to "step back in order to jump forward." It might be
necessary for the systems to engage in inforinationally profligate — you
might say longwinded — interactions in order to interact at all. Think
needs
of sketching a map to give directions to a foreigner, when all he
"Turn
—
is
tongue
his
to know — if only you knew how to say it in
left at the next traffic light." Going to all the trouble of making something
like an image is often practically necessary, even when it's not necessary
"in principle."
Since the systems in our brains are the products of several overlaid
histories of opportunistic tinkering, the long history of natural selection
and the short history of individual redesign-by-self-manipulations we
should expect to find such inefficiencies. Resides, there are other reathe
sons for rendering information in imagelike formats (in addition to
serendipitously,
them
over
stumble
we
if
sheer pleasure of it), which,
will soon impress us as making images worth the trouble in any case.
As we already noted, in the speculations in chapter 7 about "diagramming to yourself," such transformations of format are often highly
effective ways of extracting information that is otherwise all but inextricable from the data. Diagrams do indeed amount to re-presentations
patternof the information — not to an inner eye, but to an inner
regular
a
recognition mechanism that can also accept input from
are
graphics
("outer"?) eye. That is why the techniques of (computer)
data
to
of
so valuable in science, for instance. They permit huge arrays
capattern-recognition
be presented in a format that lets the superb
pabilities of human vision take charge. We make graphs and maps and
regularities
all manner of color-coded plottings so that the sought-for
systems.
visual
our
and saliencies will just "pop out" at us, thanks to
be imotherwise
might
Diagrams don't just help us see patterns that
remind
and
relevant,
is
what
perceptible; they can help us keep track of
reus to ask the right questions at the right times. The Swedish Al
generation
image
such
that
argued
has
searcher Lars-Erik Janlert (1985)
and perusal in a computer can also be used to help solve otherwise
intractable problems of what we might call Inference-management in
systems that are "in principle" purely deductive engines. (For a different slant on the same process, see Larkin and Simon, 1987.)
This tactic is certainly well known to many wily thinkers, and
physicist
has been wonderfully described by one of the wiliest ever, the
In
(1985).
Feynmann'
Richard Feynmann, in Surely Youre Joking, Mr.
he
how
tells
he
Tools,"
of
a chapter aptly entitled "A Different Box
amazed his fellow graduate students at Princeton by "intuiting" the
be
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truth and falsity of the arcane theorems of topology, theorems he was
utterly unable to derive formally or even fully comprehend:
I had a scheme, which I still use today when somebody is
explaining something that I'm trying to understand: I keep making
up examples. For instance, the mathematicians would come in
with a terrific theorem, and they're all excited. As they're telling
me the conditions of the theorem, I construct something which
fits all the conditions. You know, you have a set (one ball) —
disjoint (two balls). Then the balls turn colors, grow hairs, or
whatever, in my head as they put more conditions on. Finally
they state the theorem, which is some dumb thing about the ball
which isn't true for my hairy green ball thing, so I say, "False!"
If it's true, they get all excited, and I let them go on for a while.
Then I point out my counterexample.
"Oh. We forgot to tell you that it's Class 2 Hausdorff homomorphic."
"Well, then," I say, "It's trivial! it's trivial!" By that time I know
which way it goes, even though I don't know what Hausdorif
homomorphic means. [pp. 85—86]

Such tactics "come naturally" to some extent, but they have to be
learned or invented, and some people are much better at it than others.
Those in whom these skills are highly developed have different virtual
machines in their brains, with significantly different powers, compared
with those who are infrequent or inept "visualizers." And the differences readily emerge in their individual heterophenomenological
worlds.
So there is good reason to believe, as Kosslyn and others have
argued, that human beings put their vision systems to work not only
by presenting themselves with real, external images (as on the CAD
system's CRT) but also with idiosyncratically designed internal virtual
images or diagramlike data representations that are the suitable raw
material for some later stage or stages of the visual-processing machin-

ery.

Just which engineering solutions to which problems of internal
communication and information-manipulation has the human brain hit
upon, and what are their strengths and weaknesses?o These are the
6. Kosslvn (1980) not only provides a detailed defense of
his particular set of
answers to these questrnns (at that time), but also provides an excellent survey
of others
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empirical questions addressed by the research on imagery in cognitive
psychology, and we should be cautious about advancing a priori answers to them! We might, I suppose, have found Mark I imagemanipulation systems in our brains, complete with glowing phosphor
dots and an inner light-sensitive eye. (So far as I can see, it is not
impossible that the creatures on some planet might be endowed with
such contraptions.) And it takes experiments such as Reisberg and
Chambers' to show that the shortcuts hit upon by our brains pretty well
preclude discovering a Mark II system, with a bit-map format that never
takes advantage of shortcuts. (If we had such a system, solving the red
X puzzle in our heads would be easy, and so would rotating Texas.)
Phenomenology provides clues, pointing in both directions: The
"sketchiness" of mental images, which is "intuitively obvious" in most
subjects' phenomenology, points to the brain's use of shortcuts, occaThis is as true of visual
sions on which the brain
chapter 3 how hard
in
perception as oi visualizing. We already noted
or even to copy
eyes,
your
of
front
in
right
it is to draw a rose that is
that one
properties
spatial
purely
a drawing, and the reason is that the
been
normally
have
well
draw
to
order
must identify or discriminate in
in
resummarized
processing,
perceptual
of
left behind in the course
the
usefulhand,
other
On
the
perusal.
further
ports, not rendered for
ness of mental images in helping us "see the pattern" or in "reminding
us" of details we might otherwise forget, points to the exploitation of
visual pattern-recognition machinery that could only occur if one part
of the brain went to all the trouble of preparing special-format versions
of the information for the benefit of those visual systems. As we already
saw in chapter 1, the information-handling demands of such representation are formidable, and it should not surprise us that we are
so poor at keeping even highly schematic diagrams stable in our

heads.
Here is a simple test to remind you how limited our abilities
actually are: In your mind's eye, fill in the following three-by-three
crossword puzzle, writing the following three words down in the columns, starting with the left column: GAS OIL DRY
experimental and theoretical work on imagery. A good review of the work in the subsequent decade can be found in Farah (1988), and in Finke, Pinker, and Farah (1989).
idea of sensing
7. As Marvin Minsky puts It, "There is nothing peculiar about the
to be wired to
agent
an
for
it
as
easy
is
agents
—
and
Agents
are
brain.
the
events inside
detect a bruin-caused brain-event, as to detect a world-caused brain-event" (1985, p.
151).
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Figure 10.6

Can you readily read off the horizontal words? In an actual diagram on paper, these words would °pop out" at you — you would be
unable not to see them. That, after all, is the point of making diagrams:
to present the data in a format that makes a new breakdown or parsing
of the data easy or inevitable. A three-by-three array of alphabetic characters is not a very complicated data structure, but it is apparently not
something our brains can hold in place steadily enough for its visual
systems to do their "pop out" work. (If you want to try again, here are
two more groups of words for the columns: OPT NEW EGO, and FOE
INN TED.)
There is plenty of scope for individual variation in the tactics
employed by different visualizers, however, and some may be able to
find — or develop — imaging strategies that permit them to °read off"
these diagrams. Calculating prodigies can teach themselves how to multiply ten-digit numbers together in their heads, and so it would not be
surprising if some people can develop prodigious talents for "crossword
reading" in their mind's eyes. These informal demonstrations give us
hints, but experiments can define much more incisively the sorts of
mechanisms and processes that people must be using in these acts of
self-manipulation. The evidence to date supports the view that we use
a mixed strategy, getting some of the benefits of visual analysis of arrays,
but also incorporating shortcut labels, teLling without showing.
Notice, however, that even in the Mark II CADBLIND system,

which is ultrapictorial, incorporating a bit-map that renders color, shading, and texture pixel by pixel, there is still a sense — and a metaphysically important sense, as we shall see in the next two chapters —
in which it is all "tell" and no "show." Consider the red X on our
Shepard figure (figure 4). in the Mark I this is rendered in real red —
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the CRT emits light, which has to be transduced by something in the
TV camera analogous to the cones in your eyes that respond to fre-

quency differences. When the Vorsetzer rotates the image back and
forth, hunting for a glimpse of red through the hole, it is waiting
for its red-detector demons to shout. In the Mark H, that hardware is
thrown away, and the bit-map represents the color of each pixel by
a number. Perhaps the shade of red is color number 37. The Vorsetzer
in the Mark H, when it rotates the bit-map image back and forth, is
peering through the hole for a glimpse of 37. Or in other words, it
is asking whether any of the pixel-demons wants to tell it, "Color
number 37 here." All the red is gone there are only numbers in
there. In the end, all the work in a CADBLIND system must be done
by arithmetic operations on bit strings, just as we saw at the lowest
level of Shakey in chapter 4. And no matter how quasi-pictorial or
imagistic the processes are that eventuate in the Vorsetzer's verbal answers to questions, they will not be generated in an inner place where
the lost properties (the properties merely "talked about" in the bit-map)
are somehow restored in order to be appreciated by a judge that composes the answers.
People are not CADBLIND systems. The fact that a CADBLIND
system can manipulate and inspect its "mental images" without benefit
of a Cartesian Theater doesn't by itself prove that there is no Cartesian
Theater in the human brain, but it does prove that we don't have to
postulate a Cartesian Theater to explain the human talent for solving
problems "in the mind's eye." There are indeed mental processes that
are strongly analogous to observation, but, when we strip down Kosslyn's CRT metaphor to its essentials, we remove the very features that
would call for a Cartesian Theater. There need be no time and place
where "it all comes together" for the benefit of a single, unified discriminator; the discriminations can be accomplished in a distributed,
asynchronous, multilevel fashion.
2. WORDS, PICTURES, AND THOUGHTS
The truly "creative" aspect of language resides not in its

"infinite generative capacity" but in cycles of production and
comprehension mediated by a mind capable of reflecting upon
the multiple meanings attachable to an utterance, meanings
that need not have been present in the thought that gave
rise to the utterance but which become available through
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self-comprehension (Or deep interpretation of another's
utterance) and can 'ead to a new thought to be expressed and
re-interpreted, and so on indefinitely.
H. STEPHEN STRAIGHT

(1976), p. 540.

The British economist John Maynard Keynes was once asked

whether he thought in words or pictures. "I think in thoughts," was
his reply. He was right to resist the suggestion that the "things we think
in" are either words or pictures, for as we have seen, "mental images"
are not just like pictures in the head, and "verbal" thinking is not just
like talking to yourself. But saying one thinks in thoughts is really no
improvement. It just postpones the question, for a thought is just whatever happens when we think — a topic about which there is no settled
agreement.
Now that we have considered sketches of the sorts of background
machinery that is causally responsible for the details of our heterophenomenological worlds, we can begin to account for the phenomenology of thinking, explaining not only the limits and conditions on
"visual" and "verbal" phenomenology, but looking for yet other varieties that escape that dichotomy.
One of my favorite exercises in fictional heterophenomenology is
Vladimir Nabokov's novel The Defense (1930), about Grandmaster Luthin, a genius of the chessboard, who suffers a nervous breakdown in
the middle of his climactic match. We see three stages in the development of his consciousness: his boyish mind (before his discovery of
chess at about age ten), his chess-saturated mind (up until his nervous
breakdown), and the sorry remains of the first two stages after his breakdown, when, imprisoned by his wife in a world without chess — without chess talk, chess playing, chess books — his mind reverts to a sort
of spoiled infantile paranoia, brightened by stolen moments of chess —
lightning sneak attacks on the chess diagrams and puzzles in the newspapers — but ultimately curdling into chess obsessions that culminate
in his "sui-mate." Luzhjn, we learn, has so saturated his mind with
chess that he sees his whole life in its terms. Here is his awkward
courtship of the woman who will become his wife:
Luzhin began with a series of quiet moves, the meaning of which
he himself only vaguely sensed, his own peculiar declaration of
love. "GO on, tell me more," she repeated, despite having noticed
how morosely and dully he had fallen silent.
He sat leaning on his cane and thinking that with a Knight's
move of this lime tree standing on a sunlit slope one could take
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that telegraph pole over there, and simultaneously he tried to

remember what exactly he had just been talking about [p. 971.
With one shoulder pressed against his chest she tried with a cautious finger to raise his eyelids a little higher and the slight pressure on his eyeball caused a strange black light to leap there, to
leap like his black Knight which simply took the Pawn if Turati
moved it out on the seventh move, as he had done at their last
meeting. [p. 114]
Here is a glimpse of his state of mind after his breakdown:
He found himself in a smoky establishment where noisy phantoms
were sitting. An attack was developing in every corner — and
pushing aside tables, a bucket with a gold-necked glass Pawn
sticking out of it and a drum that was being beaten by an arched,
thick-maned chess Knight, he made his way to a gently revolving

door.. ..

[p. 139]

These themes are "images" in many regards, for chess is a spatial game,
and even the identity of the pieces is standardly fixed by their shapes,
but the power of chess over Luzhin's mind is not exhausted by the
visual or spatial properties of chess — everything that might be captured in photographs or films of a chessboard, its pieces in motion.
Indeed, these visual properties provide only the most superficial flavor
to his imagination. Much more powerful is the discipline provided by
the rules and tactics of the game; it is the abstract structure of chess
that he has become so obsessively familiar with, and it is his habits of
exploration of this structure that drive his mind from "thought" to

"thought."
presently would note with despair that he had been unwary
again and that a delicate move had just been made in his life,
mercilessly continuing the fatal combination. Then he would decide to redouble his watchfulness and keep track of every second
of his life, for traps could be everywhere. And he was oppressed
most of all by the impossibility of inventing a rational defense,
for his opponent's aim was still hidden [p. 227].
[He]

When you first learned to ride a bicycle or drive a car, you encountered a new structure of opportunities for action, with constraints,
signposts, ruts, vistas, a sort of abstract behavioral maze in which you
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quickly learned your way around. It soon became "second nature." You
quickly incorporated the structure of that external phenomenon into
your own control structure. In the process, you may have had periods
of obsessive exploration, when you couldn't get your mind off the new
moves. I remember a brief period of bridge mania during my adolescence during which I had obsessive and nonsensical bridge dreams. I
would take the same finesse a hundred times, or dream of "bidding"
during conversations with my teachers and classmates. My hypnogogic
reveries (those rather hallucinatory periods people occasionally have
as they are falling asleep or just beginning to wake up) were filled with
problems along the lines of "what is the correct response to a preemptive bid of three books — four knives or four forks?"
It is quite common when encountering a new abstract structure
in the world — musical notation, a computer programming language,
common law, major league baseball — to find yourself trudging back
and forth over its paths, making mind-ruts for yourself — really digging
in and making yourself at home. Luzhin is only the extreme case; he
has only one structure with which to play, and he uses it for everything.
And eventually its structure dominates all other habit structures in his
mind, channeling the sequence of his thoughts almost as rigidly as the
sequence of instructions in a von Neumann machine program.
Think of all the structures you have learned, in school and elsewhere: telling time, arithmetic, money, the bus routes, using the telephone. But of all the structures we become acquainted with in the
course of our lives, certainly the most pervasive and powerful source
of discipline of our minds is our native tongue. (One often sees best by
looking at contrasts; Oliver Sacks, in Seeing Voices, 1989, vividly draws
attention to the riches language brings to a mind by recounting the
terrible impoverishment of a deaf child's mind, if that child is denied
early access to a natural language — Sign, or sign language.) In chapter
8 we saw how the very vocabulary at our disposal influences not only
the way we talk to others, but the way we talk to ourselves. Over and
above that lexical contribution is the grammatical contribution. As
Levelt points out (1989, sec. 3.6), the obligatory structures of sentences
in our languages are like so many guides at our elbows, reminding
us to check on this, to attend to that, requiring us to organize facts
in certain ways. Some of this structure may indeed be innate, as
Chomsky and others have argued, but it really doesn't matter where
the dividing line is drawn between structures that are genetically deposited in the brain and those that enter as memes. These structures,
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down some of the tracks on which "thoughts" can

then travel.
Language infects and inflects our thought at every level. The words
in our vocabularies are catalysts that can precipitate fixations of content
as one part of the brain tries to communicate with another. The structures of grammar enforce a discipline on our habits of thought, shaping
the ways in which we probe our own "data bases," trying, like Plato's
bird-fancier, to get the right birds to come when we call. The structures
of the stories we learn provide guidance at a different level, prompting
us to ask ourselves the questions that are most likely to be relevant to
our current circumstances.
None of this makes any sense so long as we persist in thinking of
the mind as ideally rational, and perfectly self-transparent or unified.
What good could talking to yourself do, if you already know what you
intended to say? But once we see the possibility of partial understanding, imperfect rationality, problematic intercommunication of parts, we
can see how the powerful forces that a language unleashes in a brain
can be exploited in various forms of bootstrapping, some of them beneficial, and some of them malignant.
Here is an example.
You are magnificent!

Here is another:
You are pathetic!
You know what these sentences mean. You also know that I have just
introduced them out of the blue, as an aid to making a philosophical
point, and that they are not the intended speech acts of anyone. Certainly I am neither flattering you nor insulting you, and there is no one
else around. But could you flatter yourself, or insult yourself, by helping
yourself to one or the other of my sentences, and saying it to yourself,
over and over, "with emphasis"? Try it, if you dare. Something happens.
You don't believe yourself for one minute (you say to yourself), but
you find that saying the words to yourself does kindle reactions, maybe
even a little reddening of the ears, along with responses, retorts, disclaimers, images, recollections, projects. These reactions may go either
way, of course. Dale Carnegie was right about the power of positive
thinking, but like most technologies, thinking is easier to create than
to control. When you talk to yourself, you don't have to believe yourself
in order for reactions to set in. There are bound to be some reactions,
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and they are bound to be relevant one way or the other to the meaning
of the words with which you are stimulating yourself. Once the reac-

tions start happening, they may lead your mind to places where you
find yourself believing yourself after all — so be careful what you say
to yourself.
The philosopher Justin Leiber sums up the role of language in
shaping our mental lives:
Looking at ourselves from the computer viewpoint, we cannot
avoid seeing that natural language is our most important "programming language." This means that a vast portion of our knowledge and activity is, for us, best communicated and understood
in our natural language. . One could say that natural language
was our first great original artifact and, since, as we increasingly
realize, languages are machines, so natural language, with our
brains to run it, was our primal invention of the universal computer. One could say this except for the sneaking suspicion that
language isn't something we invented but something we became.
not something we constructed but something in which we created,
and recreated, ourselves. [Leiber, 1991, p. 8J
.

The hypothesis that language plays this all-important role in
thinking might seem at first glance to be a version of the much-discussed
hypothesis that there is a language of thought, a single medium in
which all cognition proceeds (Fodor, 1975). There is an important difference, however. Leiber aptly calls natural language a programming
language for the brain, but we may distinguish high-level programming
languages (such as Lisp and Prolog and Pascal) from the basic "machine
language" or slightly less basic "assembly language" out of which these
high-level languages are composed. High-level languages are virtual
machines, and they create (temporary) structures in a computer that
endow it with a particular pattern of strengths and weaknesses. The
price one pays for making certain things "easy to say" is making other
things "hard to say" or even impossible. Such a virtual machine may
structure only part of the computer's competence, leaving other parts
of the underlying machinery untouched. Bearing this distinction in
mind, it is plausible to maintain that the details of a natural language —
the vocabulary and grammar of English or Chinese or Spanish — constrain a brain in the manner of a high-level programming language. But
this is a far cry from asserting the dubious hypothesis that such a natural
language provides the structure all the way down. Indeed, Fodor and
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others who defend the idea of the language of thought typically insist

that they are not talking about the level at which human languages do
their constraining work. They are talking about a deeper, less-accessible
level of representation. Fodor once made the point with the aid of an
amusing confession: he acknowledged that when he was thinking his
hardest, the only sort of linguistic items he was conscious of were
snatches along the lines of "C'mon, Jerry, you can do it!" Those may
have been his "thoughts," and we have just seen how they may in fact
play an important role in helping him solve the problems that confronted him, but they are hardly the stuff out of which to fashion perceptual inferences, hypotheses to be tested, and the other postulated
transactions of the ground-level language of thought. Keynes was right
to resist the words-versus-pictures choice; the media used by the brain
are only weakly analogous to the representational media of public life.

3. REPORTING AND EXPRESSING

Slowly but surely we've been chipping away at the idea of the
Cartesian Theater. We sketched an alternative to the Central Meaner in
chapter 8, and we've just seen how to resist the appeal of an inner CRT.
Mere glancing blows, I fear; the Cartesian Theater is still standing, still
exerting a tenacious pull on our imaginations. It's time to shift tactics
and attack from within, exploding the Cartesian Theater by showing
its incoherence in its own terms. Let's see what happens when we go
along with tradition, accepting the terms of everyday "folk psychology"
at face value. We can begin by reconsidering some of the plausible
claims Otto made at the beginning of chapter 8:

When I speak, [Otto said] I mean what I say. My conscious
life is private, but I can choose to divulge certain aspects of it to
you. I can decide to tell you various things about my current or
past experience. When I do this, I formulate sentences that I carefully tailor to the material I wish to report on. I can go back and
forth between the experience and the candidate report, checking
the words against the experience to make sure I have found ies
mots justes. .. I attend to my particular conscious experience and
anive at a judgment about which words would do the most justice
to its character. When I am satisfied that I have framed an accurate
report, I express it. From my introspective report, you can come
to know about some feature of my conscious experience.
.
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Some of this message actually fits smoothly with our proposed
model of language-production in chapter 8. The process of back-andforth tailoring of the words to the content of the experience can be seen
in the pandemonium that mates up the word-demons to the contentdemons. What is missing, of course, is the Inner I whose judgments
direct the matchmaking. But although Otto does go on about what "I
choose" and what "I judges" introspection doesn't really support this.
We have scant access to the processes by which words "occur to
us" to say, even in the cases where we speak deliberately, rehearsing
our speech acts silently before uttering them. Candidates for something
to say just spring up from we know not where. Either we find ourselves
already saying them, or we find ourselves checking them out, sometimes
discarding them, other times editing them slightly and then saying
them, but even these occasional intermediate steps give us no further
hints about how we do them. We just find ourselves accepting or discarding this word and that. If we have reasons for our judgments, they
are seldom contemplated before the act, but only retrospectively obvious. ("I was going to use the word Jejune but stopped myself, since
it would have sounded so pretentious.") So we really have no privileged
insight into the processes that occur in us to get us from thought to
speech. They might be produced by a pandemonium, for all we know.

But still, [Otto goes on] the Pandemonium model leaves out a level
or a stage in the process. What your model lacks is not a projection
into the "phenomenal space" of a Cartesian Theater — what a
ridiculous idea! — but still an extra level of articulation in the
psychology of the speaker. It's not enough for words to get strung
together by some internal mating dance and then uttered. if they
are to be reports of someone's conscious mental states, they have
to be based somehow on an act of inner apprehension. What the
Pandemonium model leaves out is the speaker's state of awareness

that guides the speech.
Whether or not Otto is right, he is certainly expressing the common
wisdom: this is just how we ordinarily conceive of our ability to tell
people about our conscious states. In a series of recent papers, the
philosopher David Rosenthal (1986, 1989. 1990a, b) has analyzed this
everyday concept of consciousness and its relation to our concepts of
reporting and expressing. He uncovers some structural features we can
put to good use. First, we can use his analysis to see, from the inside,
what the standard picture is and why
so compelling. Second, we
can show how it discredits the idea of zombies — with no help from
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the outside. Third, we can turn the standard picture against itself, and
use the difficulties we encounter to motivate a better picture, one that
preserves what is right about the traditional view but discards the Cartesian framework.

Figure 10.7

What happens when we speak? At the heart of our everyday conception of this there is a truism: Provided we're not lying or insincere,
we say what we think. To put it more elaborately, we express one of
our beliefs or thoughts. Suppose, for instance, you see the cat anxiously
waiting by the refrigerator and you say, "The cat wants his supper."
This expresses your belief that the cat wants his supper. In expressing
your belief, you are reporting what you take to be a fact about the cat.
In this case you're reporting the cat's desire to be fed. It's important to
note that you're not reporting your belief, or expressing the cat's desire.
The cat is expressing his desire by standing anxiously by the refrigerator, and you, noticing this, use it as the basis — the evidence — for
your report. There are many ways of expressing a mental state (such
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desire), but only one way of reporting one, and that is by uttering

a speech act (oral or written or otherwise signaled).

One of the most interesting ways of expressing a mental state is
by reporting another mental state. In the example, you report the

desire, thereby expressing your own belief about the cat's desire. Your
behavior is evidence not only that the cat has the desire but also that
you believe the cat has the desire. You might, however, have given us
evidence of your belief in some other way — perhaps by silently getting
up from your chair and preparing supper for the cat. This would have
expressed the same belief without reporting anything. Or you might
have just sat in your chair and rolled your eyes, unintentionally expressing your exasperation with the
desire just when you had
gotten comfortable in your chair. Expressing a mental state, deliberately
or not, is just doing something that provides good evidence for, or makes
manifest, that state to another observer — a mind reader, if you like.
Reporting a mental state, in contrast, is a more sophisticated activity,
always intentional, and involving language.
Here, then, is an important clue about the source of the Cartesian
Theater model: Our everyday folk psychology treats reporting one's
own mental state on the model of reporting events in the external world.
Your report that the cat wants his supper is based on your observation
of the cat. Your report expresses your belief that the cat wants his
supper, a belief about the
desire. Let's call beliefs about beliefs,
desires about desires, beliefs about desires, hopes about fears, and so
forth second-order mental states. And if 1(1) believe that you (2) think
that I (3) want to have a cup of coffee, that belief of mine is a thirdorder belief. (For the importance of higher-order mental states in theories of mind, see my Intentional Stance, 1987a.) There can be no doubt
that there are salient, important differences marked by these everyday
distinctions when they are applied nonreflexively — when x believes
that y is in some mental state and x y. There is all the difference in
the world between the case where the cat wants to be fed and you know
it. and the case where the cat wants to be fed and you don't know it.
But what about the reflexive cases, where x = y? Folk psychology treats
these cases just the same.
Suppose I report that I want to be fed. On the standard model I
must be expressing a second-order belief about my desire. When I report
my desire. I express a second-order belief — my belief about my desire.
What if I report that second-order belief, by saying "I believe I want to
be fed"? That report must express a third-order belief — my belief that
I do in fact believe that I want to be fed. And so on. Our everyday
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concepts of what is involved in speaking sincerely generate in this way
a host of putatively distinct mental states: my desire is distinct from
my belief that I have the desire, which is distinct from my belief that

have the belief that I have the desire, and so on.
Folk psychology also goes into further distinctions. As Rosenthal
points out (along with many others), it distinguishes beliefs, which are
the underlying dispositional states, from thoughts, which are occurrent
or episodic states — transient events. Your belief that dogs are animals
has persisted continuously as a state of your mind for years, but my
drawing attention to it just now has spawned a thought in you — the
thought that dogs are animals, an episode that no doubt would not have
occurred in you just now without my provocation.
It follows, of course, that there can be first-order thoughts and
second- and higher-order thoughts — thoughts about thoughts (about
thoughts . .). Here, then, is the crucial step: When I express a belief —
such as my belief that I want to be fed — I do not express the higherorder belief directly; what happens is that my underlying belief yields
an episodic thought, the higher-order thought that I want to be fed, and
I express that thought (if I choose to do so). All this is involved, Rosenthal argues, in the common sense model of saying what you think.
Since a hallmark of states of human consciousness is that they
can be reported (barring aphasia, paralysis, or being bound and gagged,
for instance), it follows, on Rosenthal's analysis, that "conscious states
must be accompanied by suitable higher-order thoughts, and nonconscious mental states cannot be thus accompanied" (1990b, p. 16). The
higher-order thought in question must of course be about the state it
accompanies; it must be the thought that one is in the lower-order state
(or has just been in it — time marches on). This looks as if it is about
to generate an infinite regress of higher-order conscious states or
thoughts, but Rosenthal argues that folk psychology permits a striking
inversion: The second-order thought does not itself have to be conscious in order for its jIrst-order object to be conscious. You can express
a thought without being conscious of it, so you can express a secondorder thought without being conscious of it — all you need be conscious
of is its object, the first-order thought you report.
This may seem surprising at first, but on reflection we can recognize this as a familiar fact in a new perspective: You do not attend
to the thought you express, but to the object(s) that thought is about.
Rosenthal goes on to argue that although some second-order thoughts
are conscious — by virtue of third-order thoughts about them — these
are relatively rare. They are the explicitly introspective thoughts that
I

.
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we would report (even to ourselves) only when in a state of hyper-sellconsciousness. ff1 say to you, "I am in pain," I report a conscious state.
my pain, and express a second-order belief — my belief that I am in

pain. If, waxing philosophical, I say "I think [or I am sure, or I believe]
that I am in pain," I thereby report a second-order thought, expressing
a third-order thought. Ordinarily, though, I would not have such a thirdorder thought and hence would not be conscious of such a secondorder thought; I would express it, in saying "I am in pain," but would
not normally be conscious of it.
This idea of unconscious higher-order thoughts may seem outrageous or paradoxical at first, but the category of episodes in question
is not really controversial, even though the term "thought" is not ordinarily used to refer to them. Rosenthal uses "thought" as a technical
term — roughly following Descartes's practice, in fact — to cover all
episodic contentful states, not just the episodes that we would ordinarily call thoughts. Thus a twinge of pain or a glimpse of stocking
would count as thoughts for Descartes and Rosenthal. Unlike Descartes,
however, Rosenthal insists on the existence of unconscious thoughts.
Unconscious thoughts are, for instance, unconscious perceptual
events, or episodic activations of beliefs, that occur naturally — that
must occur — in the course of normal behavior control. Suppose you
tip over your coffee cup on your desk. In a flash, you jump up from
the chair, narrowly avoiding the coffee that drips over the edge. You
were not conscious of thinking that the desk top would not absorb the
coffee, or that coffee, a liquid obeying the law of gravity, would spill
over the edge, but such unconscious thoughts must have occurred —
for had the cup contained table salt, or the desk been covered with a
towel, you would not have leaped up. Of all your beliefs — about coffee,
about democracy, about baseball, about the price of tea in China —
these and a few others were immediately relevant to your circumstances, if we are to cite them in an explanation of why you leaped up,
they must have been momentarily accessed or activated or in some way
tapped for a contribution to your behavior, but of course this happened
unconsciously. These unconscious episodes would be examples of
what Rosenthal calls unconscious thoughts. (We have already encountered unconscious thoughts in some earlier examples: for instance, the
unconscious perceptions of vibration in the fingers that permit you to
identify, consciously, the textures of things touched with a wand, the
unconscious recollection of the woman with the eyeglasses, which led
to the mistaken experience of the woman rushing by.)
Rosenthal points out that by finding a way of defining conscious-
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in terms of unconscious mental states (the accompanying higherorder thoughts), he has uncovered a way of laying the foundations
within folk psychology for a noncircular, nonmysterious theory of consciousness (1990b). What distinguishes a conscious state from a nonconscious state, he argues, is not some inexplicable intrinsic property,
but the straightforward property of having a higher-order accompanying
thought that is about the state in question. (See Hamad, 1982, for a
similar strategy with some interesting variations.) This looks good for
folk psychology: it doesn't just wallow in mystery; it has the resources,
well mined by Rosenthal, to articulate an account of its prize category,
consciousness, in terms of its subsidiary and less-problematic categories. Part of the bargain, if we opt for his analysis, is that it can be
used to break down the putatively sharp distinction between conscious
beings and zombies.
ness

4. ZOMBIES, ZIMBOES, AND THE USER ILLUSION
Mind is a pattern perceived by a mind. This
but it is neither vicious nor paradoxical.

is

perhaps circular,

DOUGLAS HOFSTADTER (1981), p. 200

Philosophers' zombies, you will recall, seem to perform speech
acts, seem to report on their states of consciousness, seem to introspect.
But they are not really conscious at all, in spite of the fact that they
are, at their best, behaviorally indistinguishable from a conscious person. They may have internal states with functional content (the sort of
content that functionalists can assign to the inner machinery of robots),
but these are unconscious states. Shakey — as we imagined him — is
a paradigmatic zombie. When he "reports" an internal state, this is not
a conscious state that is being reported, since Shakey has no conscious
states, but an unconscious state that merely causes him to go into some

further unconscious state that directs the process of generating and
executing a so-called speech act composed of "canned' formulae.
(We've been letting Otto insist on this all along.)
Shakey didn't first decide what to report, after observing something going on inside, and then figure out how to express it; Shakey
just found himself with things to say. Shakey didn't have any access
into why he wanted to say he was forming line drawings around the
light-dark boundaries of his mental images — he was just built that
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way. The central claim of chapter 8, however, was that, contrary to first
appearances, the same is also true of you. You don't have any special
access into why you want to say what you find you want to say; you

are just built that way. But, unlike Shakey, you are constantly rebuilding
yourself, discovering new things you want to say as a result of reflecting
on what you have just found yourself wanting to say, and so forth.
But couldn't a fancier Shakey do that as well? Shakey was a particularly crude zombie, but we can now imagine a more realistic and
complex zombie, which monitors its own activities, including even its
own internal activities, in an indefinite upward spiral of reflexivity. I
will call such a reflective entity a zimbo. A zimbo is a zombie that, as
a result of self-monitoring, has internal (but unconscious) higher-order
informational states that are about its other, lower-order informational
states. (It makes no difference for this thought experiment whether a
zimbo is considered to be a robot or a human — or Martian — entity.)
Those who believe that the concept of a zombie is coherent must surely
accept the possibility of a zimbo. A zimbo is just a zombie that is
behaviorally complex, thanks to a control system that permits recursive
self-representation.
Consider how a zimbo might perform in the Turing test, Alan
Turing's famous proposal (1950) of an operational test for thinking in
a computer. A computer can think, Turing proclaimed, if it can regularly
heat a human opponent in the "imitation game": The two contestants
are hidden from a human judge but able to communicate with the judge
by typing messages back and forth via computer terminals. The human
contestant simply tries to convince the judge that he or she is human,
while the computer contestant does likewise — tries to convince the
judge that it is human. If the judge cannot regularly spot the computer,
the computer is deemed a thinker. Turing proposed his test as a
conversation-stopper; it was obvious to him that this test was so ridiculously difficult to pass that any computer that could win should be
seen by everyone to be an amazingly good thinker. He thought he had
set the bar high enough to satisfy any skeptic. He misestimated. Many
have argued that "passing the Turing test" would not be a sufficient
proof of intelligence, and certainly not of consciousness. (See Hofstadter, 1981b, Dennett, 1985a, and French, 1991, for analyses of the
strengths and weaknesses of the Turing test and its critics.)
Now, a zimbo's chances in the Turing test should be as good as
any conscious person's, since the contestants show the judge nothing
but their behavior, and only their verbal (typing) behavior at that. Suppose, then, that you are the judge in a Turing test, and a zimbo's (ap-
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parent) speech acts have convinced you that it is conscious. These
apparent speech acts shouldn't have convinced you — ex hypothesi,
for it is just a zimbo, and zimboes aren't conscious. Should it have
convinced itself, though? When a zimbo issues a report, expressing its
own second-order unconscious state, there is nothing to prevent it from
reflecting (unconsciously) on this very state of affairs. In fact, if it's
going to be convincing, it's going to have to be able to respond appropriately to (or take cognizance of) its own "assertions" to you.
Suppose, for instance, that the zimbo is a fancier Shakey, and you,
as judge, have just asked it to solve a problem in its mind's eye and
then explain how it did it. It reflects on its own assertion to you that
it has just solved the problem by forming a line drawing on a mental
image. It would "know" that that was what it had wanted to say, and
if it reflected further, it could come to "know" that it didn't know why
that was what it wanted to say. The more you asked it about what it
knew and didn't know about what it was doing, the more reflective it
would become. Now what we have just succeeded in imagining, it
seems, is an unconscious being that nevertheless has the capability for
higher-order thoughts. But according to Rosenthal, when a mental state
is accompanied by a conscious or unconscious higher-order thought to
the effect that one has it, this ipso facto guarantees that the mental state
is a conscious state! Does our thought experiment discredit Rosenthal's
analysis, or discredit the definition of a zimbo?
We can readily see that at the very least the zimbo would (unconsciously) believe that it was in various mental states — precisely
the mental states it is in position to report about should we ask it
questions. It would think it was conscious, even if it wasn't! Any entity
that could pass the Turing test would operate under the (mis?)apprehension that it was conscious. In other words, it would be a victim
of an illusion (cf. 1-larnad, 1982). What kind of an illusion? A User
illusion, of course. It would be the "victim" of the benign user illusion
of its own virtual machine!
Isn't this a trick with mirrors, some illegitimate sort of philosopher's sleight of hand? I-low could there be a User illusion without a
Cartesian Theater in which the illusion is perpetrated? I seem to be in
imminent danger of being done in by my own metaphors. The problem
is that a virtual machine's user illusion is accomplished by a presentation of material in a theater of sorts, and there is an independent,
external audience, the User, for whose benefit the show is put on. I am
using a computer at this very moment, typing these words into a "file"
with the unobtrusive assistance of a word-processing program. When
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I interact with the computer, I have limited access to the events occurring within it. Thanks to the schemes of presentation devised by

the progranuners, I am treated to an elaborate audiovisual metaphor,
an interactive drama acted out on the stage of keyboard, mouse, and
screen. I, the User, am subjected to a series of benign illusions: I seem
to be able to move the cursor (a powerful and visible servant) to the
very place in the computer where I keep my file, and once that I see
that the cursor has arrived "there," by pressing a key I get it to retrieve
the file, spreading it out on a long scroll that unrolls in front of a window
(the screen) at my command. I can make all sorts of things happen
inside the computer by typing in various commands, pressing various
buttons, and I don't have to know the details; I maintain control by
relying on my understanding of the detailed audiovisual metaphors
provided by the User illusion.
For most computer-users, it is only in terms of these metaphors
that they have any appreciation of what is happening inside. This is
one of the facts that makes a virtual machine such a tempting analogy
for consciousness, for it has always seemed that our access to what is
happening inside our own brains is limited; we don't have to know
how the backstage machinery of our brains does its magic; we are acquainted with its operations only as they come clothed for us in the
interactive metaphors of phenomenology. But if, when we avail ourselves of this tempting analogy, we maintain the "obvious" separation
between Presentation on the one hand and User Appreciation of the
show on the other, we seem to end up right back in the Cartesian
Theater. How could there be a User illusion without this separation?
There couldn't be; the user that provides the perspective from
which the virtual machine becomes "visible" has to be some sort of
external observer — a Vorsetzer. And one might at first think that the
concept of such an observer had to be the concept of a conscious observer, but we have already seen that this is not so. The Vorsetzer that
sat in front of the CAD system in the original Mark I CADBLIND system
was not conscious, but was nevertheless exactly as limited in its access
to the inner workings of the CAD system as any conscious user would
be. And once we discard the gratuitous screen-and-camera, the Presentation and User Appreciation evaporate, replaced, as so often before in
our account, by a host of more modest transactions. The "external
observer" can be gradually incorporated into the system, leaving behind
a few fossil traces: bits of "interface" whose various formats continue
to constrain the sorts of questions that can be answered, and thus con-
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strain the contents that can be expressed.8 There doesn't have to be a
single place where the Presentation happens.9 And as Rosenthal's analysis suggests to us, even our ordinary concept of consciousness, as anchored in the intuitions of common sense or folk psychology, can
tolerate the unconsciousness of the higher-order states whose presence
in the system accounts for the consciousness of some of its states.
Is the process of unconscious reflection, then, a path by which a

and thereby render itself conzombie could turn itself into a
scious? If it is, then zombies must be conscious after all. All zombies
axe capable of uttering convincing "speech acts" (remember, they're
indistinguishable from our best friends), and this capability would be
magical if the control structures or processes causally responsible for
it in the zombie's brain (or computer or whatever) were not reflective
about the acts and their (apparent, or functional) contents. A zombie
might begin its career in an uncommunicative and unreflective state,
and hence truly be a zombie, an unconscious being, but as soon as it
began to "communicate" with others and with itself, it would become
equipped with the very sorts of states, according to Rosenthal's analysis,
that suffice for consciousness.
if, on the other hand, Rosenthal's analysis of consciousness in
terms of higher-order thoughts is rejected, then zombies can live on for
another day's thought experiments. I offer this parable of the zimboes
tongue in cheek, since I don't think either the concept of a zombie or
the folk-psychological categories of higher-order thoughts can survive
8. In chapter 7 (p. 223). I asked, "teased to the surface of what?" and promised to
answer the question later. This is my answer. The (metaphorical) surface is determined
by the fonnat of Interactions between the parts.
9. It is interesting to compare different traces of this idea of the User-in-the-brain
in the work of widely disparate thinkers. Here is Minsky (1985): "To overstate the case
a bit, what we call 'consciousness' consists of little more than menu lists that flash, from
time to time, on mental screen displays that other systems use (p. 571... Divide the
brain into two parts. A and B. Connect the A-brain's inputs and outputs to the real
world — so it can sense what happens there. But don't connect the B-brain to the outer
.

Minsky
world at all; instead, connect it so that the A-brain is the B-brain's world" Ip.
wisely refrains from venturing any anatomical dividing lines, but others are prepared to
venture a few. When Kosslyn first speculated about consciousness as a virtual machine,
he was Inclined to locate the User In the frontal lobes (see also Kosslyn. 1980. p. 21),
and more recently Edelman has followed his own argument path to the same conclusion.
put in terms of the "value-dominated self/nonself memory" that he locates in the frontal
lobes and assigns the task of interpreting the productions of the rest of the brain (Edelman.
1989, p. 102ff).
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except as relics of a creed outworn. Rosenthal has done us an excellent
service in exposing the logic of these everyday concepts, however, and
thanks to the clear view we now have of them, we can see what a better
replacement would be.
5. PROBLEMS WITH FOLK PSYCHOLOGY

Rosenthal finds folk psychology positing an ever-expandable hierarchy of higher-order thoughts, conceived to be salient, independent,
contentful episodes occurring in real time in the mind. How does this
vision stand up, when we look for confirmation? Are there such distinct
states and events in the brain? if we're generous about what counts,
the answer must be yes. There certainly are familiar psychological differences that can be — and typically are — described in these terms.

suddenly occurred to Dorothy that she wanted to leave — and
had wanted to leave for quite some time.

It

Here it seems Dorothy acquired the second-order belief — by having a
second-order thought — about her desire some time after the desire had
gone into effect. There are many everyday cases of this sort: "And then
it occurred to him that he was looking right at the missing cuff link."
"He loves her — he just doesn't realize it yet." It can hardly be denied
that these ordinary sentences allude to genuine transitions from one
"state of mind" to another. And intuitively, as Rosenthal points out,
the transition is a matter of becoming conscious of the first-order state.
When Freud, building on such everyday cases, postulates a vast hidden
realm of unconscious mental states, they are precisely states that their
subjects do not believe they are in. These people are in states of mind
that it hasn't yet occurred to them — via higher-order thoughts — they
are in.
This way of describing these differences is familiar, but whether
it is entirely perspicuous is another matter. These are all transitions
into a better-informed state (to speak as neutrally as possible), and being
better informed in this way is indeed a necessary condition for reporting
(as opposed to merely expressing) the earlier "state of mind." Now the
incautious way of saying this would be: In order to report a mental
state or event, you have to have a higher-order thought which you
express. This gives us the picture of first observing (with some inner
sense organ) the mental state or event, thereby producing a state of
belief, whose onset is marked by a thought, which is then expressed.
This causal chain, as we saw, mimics the causal chain for reporting
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ordinary external events: You first observe the event with the help of
your sense organs, producing in you a belief, and then a thought, which
you express in your report.
This hypothesized higher-order thought is, I think, the "extra level
of articulation" Otto thought he could discern in his own psychology;
it is the thought Otto's words express when he reports his own conscious experience. But according to the model of speech-generation we
sketched in chapter 8, Otto's model has the causation just backwards.
It is not that first one goes into a higher-order state of self-observation,
creating a higher-order thought, so that one can then report the lowerorder thought by expressing the higher-order thought. It is rather that
the second-order state (the better-informed state) comes to be created
by the very process of framing the report. We don't first apprehend our
experience in the Cartesian Theater and then, on the basis of that acquired knowledge, have the ability to frame reports to express; our being
able to say what it is like is the basis for our "higher-order beliefs."ba
At first a Pandemonium process of speech act design looks wrong
because it seems to leave out the central observer/decider whose
thought is eventually going to be expressed. But this is a strength, not
a weakness, of this model. The emergence of the expression is precisely
what creates or fixes the content of the higher-order thought expressed.
There need be no additional episodic "thought." The higher-order state
literally depends on — causally depends on — the expression of the
speech act. But not necessarily on the public expression of an overt
speech act. In chapter 7, we saw how the organism's need for better
and better internal communication of information might have led to
the creation of habits of self-manipulation that could take the place of
the evolutionarily more-laborious process of creating an inner eye, an

10. This is at least close kin to a central theme in Wittgenstein's later work, but
Wittgenstein declined to develop any positive account or model of the relation between
what we say and what we are talking about when we (apparently) report our mental
states. The philosopher Elizabeth Anscombe, in her frustratingly obscure classic. Intention (1957). tried to fill this gap left by Wittgenstein. arguing that it was wrong to claim
that we know what our intentions are: rather we just can say what our intentions are.
She also attempted to characterize a category of things we can know without observation.
There is a flawed discussion of these claims In my Content and Consciousness (1969)
chapters 8 and 9. 1 have always thought there was something right, and important and
original, lurking in those passages. My second pass at them is to be found in 'Toward
a Cognitive Theory of Consciousness' (1978) reprinted In Brainstorms, especially sections IV and V (pp. 164—171 in Brainstorms). This section is my current attempt to bring
these ideas to light, and is a substantial departure from both earlier versions.
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actual internal organ that could monitor the brain. The only way for a
human brain to get itself into something like a higher-order belief state,
we surmised, is to engage in the process rather like reporting first-order
states to itself.
We must break the habit of positing ever-more-central observers.
As a transitional crutch, we can reconceive of the process as not
knowledge-by-observation but on the model of hearsay. I believe that
p because I have been told by a reliable source that p. By whom? By
myself — or at any rate, by one or more of my "agents." This is not an
entirely alien way of thinking; we do speak, after all, of the testimony
of our senses, a metaphor that suggests that our senses do not bring
exhibits into "court" to show us, but rather tell us of things. Leaning
on this metaphor (until we can get used to the complexities of a better
alternative), we might rely on a slogan:

couldn't talk to myself, I'd have no way of knowing what
was thinking.
If I

I

This is not yet quite the right way to think of it, in several regards. First, there is the difference — which I have been glossing over —
between one entity "talking to itself" and a variety of subsystems
"talking to each other." A proper transition between these two ideas
will be negotiated in chapter 13, on the self. Second, as we've seen,
the emphasis on linguistic expression is an overstatement; there are
other strategies of self-manipulation and self-expression that are not
verbal.
It may well appear that I am proposing a poor bargain; giving up
the relative crispness and clarity of the standard folk-psychological
model, with its hierarchy of inner observations, for a sketchy alternative
we can still scarcely conceive. But the clarity of the traditional model
is an illusion, for reasons hinted at in chapter 5, when we explored the
strange topic of real seeming. Now we can diagnose the problems more
precisely. Otto is a spokesperson for folk psychology, and if we let him
continue, he will soon tie himself in knots. Otto's view, which doggedly
extends the folk-psychological categories "all the way in," generates
an explosion of distinct "representational states," the relations between
which generate artifactual conundrums. Otto continues:
My public report of a conscious state, should I choose to make
one, might contain a mistake. I might make a slip of the tongue,
or be mistaken about what a word means and thus misinform you
inadvertently. Any such error of expression I didn't catch would
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liable to create a false belief in you about the facts — about the
way it really is with me. And the mere fact that I didn't happen
to catch an error wouldn't mean that there wasn't an error. On the
one hand, there is the truth about how it is with me, and then on
the other hand, there is what I eventually say about how it is with
me (if I choose to do so). Although I tend to be a highly reliable
reporter, there is always room for errors to creep in.
be

This is one of those situations where two hands aren't enough.
For, as Rosenthal has shown us, in addition to "how it is with me"
and "what I eventually say" it seems there must be an intervening third
fact: my belief about how it is with me." For when I sincerely say what
I say, meaning what I mean, I express one of my beliefs — my belief
about how it is with me. Indeed, there is an intervening fourth fact: my
episodic thought that this is how it is with me.
Might my belief about how it is with me be mistaken? Or might
I only think that this is how it is with me? Or in other words, might it
only seem to me that this was my current experience? Otto wanted one
separation, but now we are threatened with more: between the subjective experience and the belief about it, between that belief and the
episodic thought it spawns on the way to verbal expression, and between that thought and its ultimate expression. And, like the multiplying brooms of the sorcerer's apprentice, there are more separations
in the offing once we accept these. Suppose I have my subjective experience (that's one thing) and it provides the grounds in me for my
belief that I'm having it (that's a second thing) which in turn spawns
the associated thought (a third thing) which next incites in me a communicative intention to express it (a fourth thing), which yields, finally,
an actual expression (a fifth thing). Isn't there room for error to creep
into the transition between each thing? Might it not be the case that I
believe one proposition but, due to a faulty transition between states,
come to think a different proposition? (If you can "misspeak," can't
you also "misthink"?) Wouldn't it be possible to frame the intention
to express a rather different proposition from the one you are thinking?
And mightn't a defective memory in the communicative intention subsystem lead you to set out with one preverbal message to be expressed
and end up with a different preverbal message serving as the standard
against which errors were to be corrected? Between any two distinct

11. In

of

Brainstorms, I exploited this feature of folk psychology in my discussion
of phenomenological beliefs'S (l978a. p. 177ff).
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things there is logical room for error, and as we multiply individual
states with definite contents, we discover — or create — multiple
sources of error.
There is a strong temptation to cut through this tangle by declaring
that my thought (or belief) about how it seems to me is just the same
thing as what my experience actually is. There is a temptation to insist,
in other words, that there is logically no room for error to creep in

between them, since they are one and the same thing. Such a claim has
some nice properties. It stops the threatened explosion at step one —
usually the right place to stop an explosion or regress — and it has
some genuine intuitive appeal, brought out nicely in a rhetorical question: What possible sense could be attached to the claim that something
only seemed to me to seem to me (to seem to me. .) to be a horse?
But here we must tread carefully, tiptoeing around the bones of
defunct philosophical theories (including some of my own — cf. Dennett, 1969, 1978c, 1979a). It might seem that we can stick with the good
old-fashioned folk-psychological categories of beliefs, thoughts, beliefs
about beliefs, thoughts about experiences, and the like, and avoid the
perplexities of self-knowledge by just merging the higher- and lowerorder reflexive cases: by declaring that when I believe that I believe
that p. for instance, it follows logically that I believe that p, and in the
same spirit, when I think I'm in pain, it follows logically that I am in
pain, and so forth.
If this were so, when I expressed a second-order belief by reporting
a first-order belief, for instance, I would really just be dealing with one
state, one thing, and the fact that in reporting one thing I was expressing
"another" would be due to a mere verbal distinction, like the fact that
Jones set out to marry his fiancée and ended up marrying his wife.
But this merger will not quite do the work that needs to be done.
To see this, consider once again the role of memory, as conceived of
in folk psychology. Even if it is intuitively plausible that you cannot
be mistaken about how it is with you right now, it is not at all intuitively
plausible that you cannot be mistaken about how it was with you back
then. If the experience you are reporting is a past experience, your
memory — on which you rely in your report — might be contaminated
by error. Perhaps your experience was actually one way, but you now
misremember it as having been another way. It certainly could seem
to you now to have seemed to you then to have been a horse — even
if in fact it seemed to you then to have been a cow. The logical possibility of misremembering is opened up no matter how short the time
interval between actual experience and subsequent recall — this is
.
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what gave Orwellian theories their license. But as we saw in chapter
5, the error that creeps into subsequent belief thanks to Orwellian
memory-tampering is indistinguishable — both from the outside and
the inside — from the error that creeps into original experience thanks
to Stalinesque illusion-construction. So even if we could maintain that
you have "direct" and "immediate" access to your current judgment
(your second-order thought about how things seem to you now), you
will not thereby be able to rule out the possibility that it is a misjudgment about how it seemed to you a moment ago.
If we individuate states (beliefs, states of consciousness, states of
communicative intention, etc.) by their content — which is the standard means of individuation in folk psychology — we end up having
to postulate differences that are systematically undiscoverable by any
means, from the inside or the outside, and in the process, we lose the
subjective intimacy or incorrigibility that is supposedly the hallmark
of consciousness. We already saw instances of that in the discussion
in chapter 5 of Orwellian versus Stalinesque models of temporal phenomena. And the solution is not to cling to one or the other doctrine
made available by folk psychology, but to abandon this feature of folk
psychology.
We replace the division into discrete contentful states — beliefs,
meta-beliefs, and so forth — with a process that serves, over time, to
ensure a good fit between an entity's internal information-bearing
events and the entity's capacity to express (some of) the information
in those events in speech. That is what the higher-order states were
supposed (by Otto) to ensure, but they failed to carve nature at its joints.
Indeed, they posited joints that were systematically indiscernible in

nature.
These artifacts of folk psychology live on, however, as denizens
in the heterophenomenological worlds of the subjects whose world
views are indeed shaped by that conceptual scheme. To put the point
tautologically, since it really does seem to people that they have both
these beliefs about their experiences, and (in addition) the experiences
themselves, these experiences and beliefs-about-experiences are both
part of how it seems to them. And so we have to explain that fact —
not the fact that our minds are organized into hierarchies of higherordered representational "states" of belief, meta-belief, and so forth,
but that our minds tend to seem to us to be so ordered.
I have ventured two reasons why we tend to find this such an
attractive idea. First, we persist in the habit of positing a separate process of observation (now of inner observation) intervening between the
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circumstances about which we can report and the report we issue —
overlooking the fact that at some point this regress of interior observers
must be stopped by a process that unites contents with their verbal

expression without any intermediary content-appreciator. And second,
internal communications created in this way do in fact have the effect
of organizing our minds into indefinitely powerful reflective or selfmonitoring systems. Such powers of reflection have often been claimed
to be at the heart of consciousness, with good reason. We may use the
oversimplified model of folk psychology as a sort of crutch for the
imagination when we try to understand self-monitoring systems, but
when we use it, we risk lapsing into Cartesian materialism. We should
start learning how to get along without it, and in the next chapter, we
will take a few more cautious steps.

11
DISMANTLING THE
WITNESS PROTECTION
PROGRAM

1. REVIEW

In Part I, we surveyed the problems and laid down some methodological presuppositions and principles. In Part H, we sketched a
new model of consciousness, the Multiple Drafts model, and began the
task of showing why it should be preferred to the traditional model,
the Cartesian Theater. While the idea of the Cartesian Theater, once
made explicit, exhibits its flaws quite dramatically — there are no
avowed Cartesian materialists — the background assumptions and habits of thought it has fostered continue to motivate objections and distort
"intuition." Now in Part m, we are investigating the implications of
our alternative model, by answering a succession of compelling objections. Some of these objections betray a persisting — if disavowed —
allegiance to the dear old Cartesian Theater.
"But where does the understanding happen?" This question has
been hiding at the center of controversy since the seventeenth century.
Descartes confronted a wall of skepticism when he insisted (correctly)
that mechanisms in the brain could account for at least a great deal of
understanding. For instance, Antoine Arnauld, in his objections to the
Meditations, noted that "at first sight it seems incredible that it can
come about, without the assistance of any soul, that the light reflected
from the body of a wolf onto the eyes of a sheep should move the
minute fibers of the optic nerves, and that on reaching the brain this
motion should spread the animal spirits throughout the nerves in the
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manner necessary to precipitate the sheep's flight" (1641, p. 144). Descanes replied that this is no more incredible than the human capacity
to throw out one's arms protectively when falling, also a reaction ac-

complished mechanically, without benefit of "soul." This idea of "mechanical" interpretation in the brain is the central insight of any
materialistic theory of the mind, but it challenges a deeply held intuition: our sense that for real understanding to occur, there has to be
someone in there to validate the proceedings, to witness the events
whose happening constitutes the understanding. (The philosopher John
Searle exploits this intuition in his famous Chinese Room thought experiment, which will be considered in chapter 14.)
Descartes was a mechanist par excellence when it came to every
other phenomenon in nature, but when it came to the human mind, he
flinched. In addition to mechanical interpretation, he claimed, the brain
also provides material to a central arena — what I've been calling the
Cartesian Theater — where, in human beings, the soul can be a Witness
and arrive at its own judgments. Witnesses need raw materials on which
to base their judgments. These raw materials, whether they are called
"sense data" or "sensations" or "raw feels" or "phenomenal properties
of experience," are props without which a Witness makes no sense.
These props, held in place by various illusions, surround the idea of
a central Witness with a nearly impenetrable barrier of intuitions. The
task of this chapter is to break through that barrier.
2. BLINDSIGHT: PARTIAL ZOMBIEHOOD?

Of all the terrible accidents that befall people, a tiny fraction are
partly redeemed by the fact that they reveal something of nature's mysteries to inquiring scientists. This is particularly true of brain damage
brought on by trauma (gunshots, traffic accidents, and the like), tumor,
or
The resulting patterns of disability and spared ability sometimes provide substantial — even startling — evidence about how the
mind is accomplished by the brain. One of the most surprising, as its
paradoxical name suggests, is blindsight. It seems at first to have been
made to order for philosophers' thought experiments: an affliction that
1
Tim Shallice. in From Neuropsychology to Mental Structure (1988), provIdes
an up-to-date and closely argued discussion of the reasoning involved in analyzing these
experiments of nature.
recent books provide good popular accounts of some of
these fascinating cases: Howard Gardner, The Shattered Mind (1975), and Oliver Sacks.
The Man Who Mistook His Wife for His Hat
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turns a normal, conscious person into a partial zombie, an unconscious
automaton with regard to some stimuli, but a normally conscious person with regard to the rest. So it is not surprising that philosophers
have elevated blindsight to a sort of mythic status as an example around
which to build arguments. As we shall see, however, blindsight does
not support the concept of a zombie; it undermines it.
In normal human vision, the incoming signals from the eyes travel
via the optic nerves through various way stations to the occipital cortex
or visual cortex, the part of the brain at the very back of the skull above
the cerebellum. Information about the left visual field (the left halves

of the fields from each eye) is spread over the right visual cortex, and
the right visual field on the left cortex. Occasionally a vascular accident
(e.g., a burst blood vessel) will destroy a portion of the occipital cortex,
creating a blind spot or scotoma, a relatively large hole in the visually
experienced world, on the side opposite the damage.

Figure ILl
left and right visual cortices have been
both
where
In the extreme case
destroyed, the person is rendered completely blind. More often, the
whole visual cortex on one side of the brain is destroyed by vascular
accident, leading to the loss of the opposite half of the visual field; loss
of the left visual cortex would produce right hemianopia, complete
blindness in the right hemifield.
What is it like to have a scotoma? It might seem that this is already
familiar to all of us, for we all have blind spots in our visual fields
corresponding to the places on our retinas where there are no rods or
cones because the optic nerve exits the eyeball there. A normal blind
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spot, or optic disk, is not small: it blanks out a circle with a diameter
of about 6 degrees of visual angle. Close one eye and look at the cross,

holding the page about ten inches from your eyes. One of the "blind
spot" disks should disappear. Close the other eye, and the opposite
disk should disappear. (It may take some adjustment of the distance
from the page to make the effect happen. Keep looking straight at the
cross.) Why don't you normally notice this gap in your visual field? In
part because you have two eyes, and one eye covers for the other; their
blind spots do not overlap. But even with one eye closed, you won't
notice your blind spot under most conditions. Why not? Since your
brain has never had to deal with input from this area of your retina, it
has devoted no resources to dealing with it. There are no homunculi
responsible for receiving reports from this area, so when no reports
arrive, there is no one to complain. An absence of information is not
the same as information about an absence. In order for you to see a
hole, something in your brain would have to respond to a contrast:
either between the inside and outside edge — and your brain has no
machinery for doing that at this location — or between before and after:
now you see the disk, now you don't. (That's how the disappearing
black disk in Figure 11.2 alerts you to your blind spot.)

.

I

.

Figure 11.2

Like our normal blind spots, scotomata have definite locations
and some have sharp boundaries that can be readily plotted by an
experimenter, using a stimulus such as a point of light that can be
moved around in the subject's visual field. The subject is asked to report
when the spot of light is no longer experienced — a variation on the
experiment you just conducted on yourself to discover your blind spot.
Reports from the subject can then be correlated with maps of the damage
in the cortex, produced by CT (computer-aided tomography) and MRJ
(magnetic resonance imaging) scans of the brain. A scotoma is different
in one important regard from the normal blind
it is usually noticed
by the subject. This is not just because it is larger than the normal blind
spot. Since it is caused by the loss of cells in the visual cortex that
previously "reported to" other cells in the cortex that also "cared about"
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information from certain regions of the retinas, their absence is noticed.
The brain's expectations are disrupted; something that should be there
is missing, some epistemic hunger goes unsatisfied. So the subject is
normally aware of the scotoma, but as a lack, not as a positive area of
black, such as you might notice if someone pasted a circle of black
paper on your car windshield.
Since the normal visual pathways in the brain have been disrupted
or cut, one would expect that people with scotomata would be utterly
unable to glean any information from vision about things happening
in their blind fields. They're blind, after all. And that is just what they
say: They experience nothing visual whatever inside the boundaries of
their scotomata — no flashes, edges, colors, twinkles, or starbursts.
Nothing. That's what blindness is. But some people with scotomata
exhibit an astonishing talent: in spite of their utter lack of conscious
visual experience in the blind area, they can sometimes "guess" with
remarkable accuracy whether or not a light has just been flashed in the
field, and even whether a square or circle was shown. This is the phenomenon called blindsight (Weiskrantz, 1986, 1988, 1990). Just how
blindsight is to be explained is still controversial, but no researcher
thinks there is anything "paranormal" going on. There are at least ten
different pathways between the retina and the rest of the brain, so even
if the occipital cortex is destroyed, there are still plenty of communication channels over which the information from the perfectly normal
retinas could reach other brain areas. Many tests have now been performed on blindsight subjects, and there is no doubt that they can do
much better than chance (even as good as 100 percent correct under
some conditions) at guessing various simple shapes, the direction of
motion, the presence or absence of light. No blindsighted person has
yet exhibited a capacity to discriminate colors in the blind field,
recent research by Stoerig and Cowey (1990) provides evidence that
this may be possible.
What is going on in blindsight? Is it, as some philosophers and
psychologists have urged, visual perception without consciousness —
of the sort that a mere automaton might exhibit? Does it provide a
disproof (or at any rate a serious embarrassment) to functionalist theories of the mind by exhibiting a case where all the functions of vision
are still present, but all the good juice of consciousness has drained
out? It provides no such thing. In their rush to harness blindsight to
pull their ideological wagons, philosophers have sometimes overlooked
some rather elementary facts about the phenomena of blindsight and
the experimental setting in which they can be elicited.
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Like the "temporal anomalies" analyzed in chapters 5 and 6, the
phenomena of blindsight appear only when we treat subjects from the
standpoint of heterophenomenology. The experiments couldn't be conducted if the experimenters couldn't give verbal instructions to the
subjects (and be confident that they were understood), and the subjects'
responses provide evidence of a startling phenomenon only when they
are interpreted as speech acts. This is almost too obvious to notice, so
I must pause to rub it in.
The interpretation of blindsight is controversial in many ways,
but remarkably uncontroversial in one regard: Everyone agrees that the
blindsight subject somehow comes to be informed about some event in
the world via the eyes (that's the "sight" part), in spite of having no
conscious visual experience of the relevant event (that's the "blind"
part). More compactly, blindsight involves (1) receipt of visual information that is (2) nevertheless unconscious. The proof of (1) is straightforward: the subject does much better than chance on tests that probe
for that information. The proof of (2) is more circumstantial: the subjects
deny that they are conscious of any such events, and their verbal denials
are supported by neurological evidence of brain damage on the one
hand, and by the coherence of their denials on the other. So we believe
them!2

This is not a trivial point. Notice that what is striking about blindsight would evaporate immediately if we concluded that blindsight
subjects were malingering — just pretending not to be conscious. Or,
closer to home, compare our acceptance of the denials of blindsight
subjects to the skepticism with which we greet the same denials when
they issue from people diagnosed as suffering from "hysterical blindness." Sometimes people whose eyes and brains are apparently in working order, so far as physiologists can determine, have nevertheless
complained that they have been struck blind; they support this complaint by acting "just like a blind person." One can often find a fairly
plausible reason why such a person should be motivated to "become"
blind — either as a punishment to themselves or to someone who must
now care and feel sorry for them, or as a way of denying some terrible
visual memory, or as a sort of panic response to some other illness or
2. Note that the details of neurological damage by themselves (without the denials)
would prove nothing; it is only by matching up neurological damage with (credible)
reports and behavioral evidence that we get any hypotheses about which parts of the
brain are essential for which conscious phenomena.
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debility — so this is "psychosomatic" blindness if it is blindness at all.
Are they really blind? They might be. After all, one might argue, if
psychosomatic pain is real pain, and psychosomatic nausea is real
enough to make one vomit, why shouldn't psychosomatic blindness be
real blindness?
Hysterically blind people claim to be blind, but, like blindsight
subjects, they nevertheless give unmistakable evidence that they are
taking in visual information. For instance, hysterically blind people
typically do significantly worse than chance if asked to guess about the
visible features of things! This is a sure sign that they are somehow
using visual information to guide their behavior into a preponderance
of "errors." Hysterically blind people have an uncanny knack of finding
chairs to bump into. And yet, unlike outright malingerers, when hysterically blind people say they are having no visual experiences, they
are sincere — they really believe what they say. Shouldn't we? How
should we treat the texts of these two different groups of subjects when
we go to extrapolating their heterophenomenological worlds?
Here is a place where the ultracautious policies of heterophenomenology pays dividends. Both blindsight subjects and hysterically blind
people are apparently sincere in their avowals that they are unaware
of anything occurring in their blind field. So their heterophenomenological worlds are alike — at least in respect to the presumptive
blind field. And yet there is a difference. We have less knowledge of
the neuroanatomical underpinnings of hysterical blindness than we do
of blindsight, yet we feel, intuitively, much more skeptical of their
denials.3 What makes us suspect that the hysterically blind are not
really blind at all, that they are even in some way or to some degree
conscious of their visual worlds? The suspiciously auspicious circumstances of their blindness make us wonder, but beyond that circumstantial evidence there is a simpler reason: We doubt their blindness
claims because without prompting, hysterically blind people sometimes use the information their eyes provide for them in ways blind sight
subjects do not.
A factor is present in the blindsight experimental situation that
fits so perfectly with our standard assumptions that almost no one
bothers to discuss it (but see Marcel, 1988; van Gulick, 1989; Carruthers,
3. Without the confirmation of the brain scans showing the cortical damage, there
would surely also be widespread skepticism about the genuineness of the scotomata of
blindsight subjects. See, e.g., Campion Latto. and Smith (1983) and Weiskrantz (1988).
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1989): Blindsight subjects have to be prompted or cued to give their
better-than-chance "guesses." Thus the experimenter may have said,
in the initial instructions: "Whenever you hear a tone, make a guess"
or "Whenever you feel me tap your hand, make a response." Without
such cues, the subject simply fails to
We can test our diagnosis of the difference by imagining a variation. Suppose we encountered a purported blindsight subject who
didn't have to be cued: she "spontaneously" issues "guesses" (well
above chance, but not perfect) whenever something is presented in the
purported blind field. We sit her down in the laboratory and do the
usual testing to map the supposed scotoma; she tells us whenever the
moving light disappears into her blind field, just like any other blindsight subject. But at the same time she spontaneously volunteers remarks like "This is only a guess, but did you just shine a light in my
scotoma?" — but only just after we'd done just that. This would be
suspicious, to say the least, and we can say why.
In general, when subjects comply with their instructions in an
experiment, this is seen as unproblematic evidence that they have been
able to comply with the instructions because they have consciously
experienced the relevant stimulus events. That's why the following
preparatory instruction would be viewed as nonsensical:

Whenever you are conscious of the light going on, press the button
on the left; whenever the light goes on but you are not conscious
of it going on, press the button on the right.
How on earth could a subject comply with this? You would be
asking the subject to do the impossible: to condition his behavior on
occurrences that are inaccessible to him. It would be like saying "raise
your hand whenever someone winks at you without your knowing it."
4. The phflosopher Colin McGinn (1991) says of an imagined blindsight patient:
'Behaviorally, she can function much like a sighted person; phenomenologically, she
strikes herself as blind" (p. 111). ThIs is simply false; she cannot function behaviorally
much like a sighted person at all. McGinn goes on to underscore his striking claim:
"Besides, let's be naive for a minute, don't blindsight patients look very much as if they
are having visual experiences when they make their surprising discriminations?. . They
don't look the way people look when there is nothing experiential going on" (p. 112).
Again, this is false. They look In fact as if they were not having visual experiences.
becouse they hove to be cued, if they thdnt have to be cued, they would indeed look as
if they were having visual experiences — so much so that we wouldn't believe their
.

denials!
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An experimenter wouldn't feel the need to insert the adverb "consciously," as in

Whenever you consciously hear a tone, make a guess
since the standard assumption is that one can't condition one's policies
on unconscious experiences, even if such things occur. To adopt the
policy

Whenever x happens, do y
you have to be able to be conscious of x happening.
That's our standard assumption, but this edifice of obviousness
has a crack in it. Haven't we learned that many of our behaviors are
governed by conditions that we only unconsciously detect? Consider
the policies regulating our body temperature, adjusting our metabolism,
storing and retrieving energy, activating our immune systems; consider
such policies as blinking when things approach or enter the eye, and
even such large-scale public behaviors as walking (without falling over)
and ducking when things suddenly loom at us. All this "behavior" is
controlled without any help from consciousness — as Descartes had

observed.
It seems, then, that there are two kinds of behavioral policies:
those controlled by conscious thought and those controlled by "blind,
mechanical" processes — just like the processes that control an automated elevator, if an automated elevator is to adhere to the policy of
carrying no more than two thousand pounds, it must have some sort
of built-in scale to detect when this limit is surpassed. An automated
elevator is certainly not conscious, and detects nothing consciously,
and hence has no conscious policies. It can be said, however, to adhere
to policies that hinge on various states of the world that it detects, and
even to adjust the policies it adheres to on the basis of other states of
affairs it detects, and so forth. It can have policies, meta-policies. and
meta-meta-policies. all hinging on various complicated combinations
of detected states of affairs — and all without a hint of consciousness. Whatever an elevator can do in the way of detection and policyfollowing, a human brain and body can surely do as well. It can follow
elaborate unconscious elevator-type policies.
So what is the difference between unconscious policy-following
and conscious policy-following? When we consider the policies our
bodies follow unconsciously, thanks to "blind, mechanical" conditiondetectors, it is tempting to say that since these are unconscious policies,
they are not so much our policies as our bodies' policies. Our policies
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definition, one might say) our conscious policies; the ones we
formulate consciously and deliberately, with the opportunity to reflect
(consciously) on their pros and cons, and the opportunity to adjust or
amend them as the situation unfolds in our experience.
So it seems that when a policy is initially adopted as a result of
verbal discussion, or in response to verbal instructions, it is ipso facto
a conscious policy, which must hinge on consciously experienced
events (Marcel, 1988). What seems self-contradictory is the notion that
one could talk it over and thereupon decide to follow an unconscious
policy, hinging on unconsciously detected events. But there is, we can
see, a loophole: The status of such a policy might change. With enough
practice, and some strategically placed forgetfulness, we might start
from a consciously adopted and followed policy and gradually move
ourselves into the state of following an unconscious policy by detecting
the relevant hfnges without being conscious of them. This could happen, but only if the link to the verbal consideration of the policy were
somehow broken.
This possible transition can be better envisaged going in the other
direction. Couldn't a blindsight subject become conscious of visual
experiences in the scotoma, by a reversal of the process just imagined?
After all, in blindsight the subject's brain manifestly does receive and
analyze the visual information that is somehow utilized in the good
guesswork. Shortly after the stimulus occurs, something happens in
the subject's brain that marks the onset of the informed state. if an
external observer (such as the experimenter) can arrange to recognize
these onsets, this observer could in principle pass on the information
to the subject. Thus the subject could come to recognize these onsets
"at second hand'• in spite of not being conscious of them "directly."
And then, shouldn't the subject be able in principle to "eliminate the
middleman" and come to recognize, just as the experimenter does, the
changes in his own dispositions? At the outset, it might require using
some sort of self-monitoring equipment — the same equfpment the experimenter relies on — but with the subject now looking at or listening
to the output
In other words, shouldn't it be possible in principle to "close the
are (by

5. "If he could listen to his own galvanic skin response, he'd be in better shape." —
Larry Weiskrantz, commenting on one of his blindsight patients, ZIF. Bielefeld, May
1990.
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feedback loop" and thereby train the subject to follow a policy of con-

ditioning his behavior on changes which he did not ("directly") experience? I raise the prospect of such training in blindsight as if it were
just a thought experiment, but in fact it could readily be turned into a
real experiment. We could try to train a blindsight subject to recognize
when to "guess."
Subjects with blindsight are not unchanging in their talents and
dispositions; some days they are in better form than others; they do
improve with practice, in spite of the fact that they are usually not
provided with immediate feedback from the experimenter on how well
they are doing (for exceptions, see ZihI, 1980, 1981). There are several
reasons for this, chief of which is that any such experimental situation
is bedeviled with possibilities of unintended and unnoticed hints from
the experimenter, so interactions between experimenter and subject are
scrupulously minimized and controlled. Nevertheless, subjects feed on
the cuing or prompting they receive from the experimenter, and gradually accustom themselves to the otherwise weirdly unpromising practice of making hundreds or thousands of guesses on matters about which
they are convinced they have no experience whatever. (Imagine how
you would feel if you were asked to sit down with the telephone book
and guess what make of automobile each listed person owned, without
ever being told when you happened to guess correctly. It would not
seem a well-motivated activity for very long, unless you got some credible assurance about how well you were doing, and why this was a
stunt worth trying.)
What would happen, then, if we were to throw other scientific
goals to the winds and see how much we could achieve by training
someone with blindsight, using whatever feedback seemed to help?
Suppose we begin with a standard blindsight subject, who "guesses"
whenever we cue him (the so-called forced-choice response), and whose
guesses are better than chance (if they aren't, he isn't a blindsight subject). Feedback would soon tune this to a maximum, and if the guessing
leveled off at some agreeably high rate of accuracy, this should impress
on the subject that he had a useful and reliable talent that might be
worth exploiting. This is in fact the state that some blindsight subjects
are in today.
Now suppose we start asking the subject to do without cuing —
to "guess when to guess," to guess "whenever the spirit moves you" —
and again let's suppose that the experimenter provides instant feedback.
There are two possible outcomes:
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subject starts at chance and stays there. In spite of the
fact that the subject is measurably informed by the onset of
the stimulus events, there seems to be no way the subject can
discover when this informing has occurred, no matter what
"biofeedback" crutches we lend him.
(2) The subject eventually becomes able to work without a cue
from the experimenter (or from any temporary biofeedback
crutch), performing significantly above chance.
(1) The

Which outcome we would get in any particular case is of course
an empirical matter, and I won't elzen hazard a guess on how likely a
type-2 result might be. Perhaps in every single case, the subject would
be unable to learn to "guess" correctly when to guess. But notice that
if a type-2 result were to happen, the subject could then quite reasonably
be asked to adopt policies that required him to hinge his behavior on
stimuli whose occurrence he could only guess to occur. Whether or
not he was conscious of these stimuli, if his "guessing" reliability was
high, he could treat those stimuli on a par with any conscious experiences. He could think about, and decide upon, policies that hinged
on their occurrence as readily as on the occurrence of events consciously experienced.
But would this somehow make him conscious of the stimuli? What
are your intuitions? When I have asked people what they would be
inclined to say in such a case, I get mixed responses. Folk psychology
does not yield a clear verdict. But a blindsight subject has spoken for
himself about a similar circumstance. DB, one of the subjects studied
by Weiskrantz, has right hemianopia, and shows the classic blindsight
capacity to guess above chance when cued. For instance, if a light is
slowly moved across his scotoma horizontally or vertically and he is
prompted to guess "vertical or horizontal," he does extremely well,
while denying all consciousness of the motion. However, if the light
is moved more swiftly, it becomes sell-cuing: DB can volunteer without
prompting a highly accurate report of the motion, and even mimic the
motion with a hand gesture, as soon as it occurs (Weiskrantz, 1988,
1989). And when asked, DB insists that of course he consciously experiences the motion — how else would he be able to report it? (Other
blindsight subjects also report conscious experience of fast-moving
stimuli.) We may want to reserve judgment, but his response should
not surprise us, if Rosenthal's analysis of the ordinary concept of consciousness is on the right track. DB doesn't just come to be informed
about the motion of the light; he realizes he's come to be informed; in
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Rosenthal's terms, he has a second-order thought to the effect that he's
just had a first-order thought.
Otto, our critic, returns:

But this is just more sleight of hand! We've always known that
blindsight subjects were conscious of their guessing. All this
shows is that such a subject might develop a talent for guessing
he would be conscious of those
when to guess (and, of
guesses). Coming to recognize that one's guesses on these topics
were reliable would hardly in itself be sufficient for one to become
directly conscious of the event one is guessing about.

This suggests that something more is needed for visual consciousness. What might be added? For one thing, the connection between the
guess and the state it is about, while reliable, seems pretty thin and
ephemeral. Could it be thickened and strengthened? What would be
the result if the ties of aboutness between the guess and its object were
multiplied?
3. HIDE THE THIMBLE: AN EXERCISE IN
CONSCIOUSNESS-RAISING

The standard philosophical term for aboutness is intentionality,
and according to Elizabeth Anscombe (1965) it "comes by metaphor"
from the Latin, intendere arcum in, which means to aim a bow and
arrow at (something). This image of aiming or directedness is central
in most philosophical discussions of intentionality, but in general philosophers have traded in the complex process of aiming a real arrow
for a mere "logical" arrow, a foundational or primitive relation, made
all the more mysterious by its supposed simplicity. How could something in your head point this abstract arrow at a thing in the world?°
Thinking of the aboutness relation as an abstract, logical relation may
in the end be right, but at the outset it deflects attention from the
processes that are actually involved in keeping a mind in enough contact with the things in the world so that they can be effectively thought
about: the processes of attending to, keeping in touch with, tracking
unpublished). The actual business of aiming at
and trailing
involves making a series of
something, "keeping it in the
adjustments and compensations over time, under "feedback control."
6. My answer to this question is my book The Intentional Stonce (1987).
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That's why the presence of clouds of distractors (such as the chaff that
confounds antimissile systems) can make aiming impossible. Locking
on to a target long enough to identify it is an achievement that calls for
more than a single, momentary informational transaction. The best way
to keep in touch with something is, literally, to keep in touch with it —
to grab it and not let it get away, so that you can examine it to your
heart's content, in your own good time. The next best way is to keep
in touch with it figuratively, by tracking it with your eyes (and the rest
of your body), never letting it out of your sight. This is an achievement
that can be accomplished by perception, of course, but not just by

passive perception; it may take some effort, some planning, and, in any
event, continuing activity to keep in touch with something.
When I was a child I loved to play the children's party game Hide
the Thimble. An ordinary thimble is shown to all participants, and all
one leave the room, while the thimble is "hidden." The rules for
ae hider are clear: The thimble has to be hidden in plain sight. It may
not be placed behind or under anything, or too high up for any of the
children to see. In the average living room there are dozens of places
you can place a thimble where it will tend to melt into its surroundings
like a well-camouflaged animal. Once it is hidden, the rest of the children come back in the room and proceed to hunt for the thimble. As
soon as you see the thimble you quietly sit down, trying not to betray
its location. The last few children to find the thimble can usually be
counted on to look right at the thimble several times without actually
seeing it. In these delicious moments, everyone else can see that the
thimble is right in front of Betsy's nose, let's say, well lit and subtending
a healthy angle in her visual field. (At such moments my mother liked
to say, "If it were a bear, it would bite you!") From the giggles and
gasps of the other children, Betsy may herself realize that she must be
staring right at it — and still not see it.
We might put it this way: Even if some representational state in
Betsy's brain in some way "includes" the thimble, no perceptual state
of Betsy is about the thimble yet. We may grant that one of her conscious
states is about the thimble: her "search image." She may be fiercely
concentrating on finding the thimble, the very thimble she was allowed
to examine just a minute or two ago. But no strong relation of intentionality or aboutness yet holds between any of her perceptual states
and the thimble, even though there may well be information in some
state of her visual system that would make it possible for someone else
(an outside observer, for instance, studying the states of her visual
cortex) to locate or identify the thimble. What must happen is for Betsy
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to "zero in on" the thimble, to separate it as "figure" from "ground"
and identify it. After that has happened, Betsy really does see the thimble. The thimble will finally be "in her conscious experience" — and
now that she is conscious of it, she will be able at last to raise her hand
in triumph — or go quietly to sit with the other children who have

already spotted the
Such feedback-guided, error-corrected, gain-adjusted, purposeful
links are the prerequisite for the sort of acquaintance that deserves the
name — that can then serve as a hinge for policy, for instance. Once I
have seen something in this strong sense, I can "do something about
it" or do something because I saw it or as soon as I saw it. Individual
thimbles, once identified, are normally easy enough to keep track of
thereafter (unless of course you happen to be in a room full of thimbles
in an earthquake). Under normal circumstances, then, the elevated status the thimble achieves in Betsy's control system is not just for a
fleeting moment; the thimble will remain located by Betsy during reaching, or during time taken to reaffirm its identity, to check it again
(and again — if there are grounds for doubt). The things we are most
definitely conscious of are the items we frankly and unhurriedly observe, gathering in and integrating the fruits of many saccades, building up an acquaintance over time while keeping the object located in
personal space. if the object is darting around like a butterfly, we will
actually take action to immobilize it, "so we can look at it," and if
it is well camouflaged in its surroundings, we have to take steps —
literally, if we mustn't touch it — to get it in front of a contrasting
background.
Our failure to do this may prevent us from seeing the object, in
an important and familiar sense of the term.°
7. Is her identification of the thimble a subsequent effect of her becoming conscious
of it, or a prior cause of her becoming conscious of it? This is the question — Orwellian
or Stalinesque? — that the Multiple Drafts model teaches us not to ask.
8. Under normal conditions, location ('spotting itS') and identification go hand in
hand; spotting the thing-to-be-Identified is a precondition for identifying it. But this

normal coincidence masks a striking fact: The identification machinery and the location
machinery are to a large degree Independent in the brain, located in different regions of
the cortex (Mishkln Ungerleider, and Macko, 1983), and hence capable of being shut
down independently. There are rare pathologies in which the subject can readily identify
what he is seeing without being able to locate it in personal space at all, and counterpatt
pathologies in which subjects can locate a visual stimulus — point to it, for instance —
and yet be very poor at identifying the object, in spite of having otherwise quite normal
vision. The psychologist Anne Treisman (1988; Treisman and Gelade. 1980; Treisman
and Sato, 1990; Treisman and Souther, 1985) has conducted an important series of
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Birdwatchers often keep a life list of all the species they have seen.
Suppose you and I are birdwatchers, and we both hear a bird singing
in the trees above our heads; I look up and says "I see it—do you?"
You stare right where I am staring, and yet you say, truthfully, "No. I
don't see it." I get to write this bird on my list; you do not, in spite of
the fact that you may be morally certain that its image must have swum
repeatedly across your foveae.
What would you say? Was the thimble somehow "present" in
Betsy's consciousness before she spotted it? Was the bird present in
the "background" of your consciousness, or not present at all? Getting
something into the forefront of your consciousness is getting it into a
position where it can be reported on, but what is required to get something into the background of your conscious experience (and not merely
into the background of your visible environment)? The thimble and the
bird were undoubtedly present in the visible environment — that's not
the issue. Presumably it's not sufficient for reflected light from the object
merely to enter your eyes, but what further effect must the reflected
light have — what further notice must your brain take of it — for the
object to pass from the ranks of the merely unconsciously responded
to into the background of conscious experience?

The way to answer these "first-person point of view" stumpers is
to ignore the first-person point of view and examine what can be learned
from the third-person point of view. In chapters 8—10, we explored a
model of speech act production that depended on a Pandemonium
process in which the eventual mating of contents with expressions was
the culmination of competitions, the building, dismantling, and rebuilding of coalitions. Contents that entered that fray but did not manage to perpetuate themselves for long might send some sort of one-shot
"ballistic" effect rippling through the system, but would be close to
unreportabje. When an event doesn't linger, any attempt to report it.
experiments that support her claim that seeing should be distinguished from identifying. When something is seen, on her model, the brain sets up a "token" for the object.
Tokens are separate temporary episodic representations' — and their creation is the
preamble for their further identification, something that is accomplished by searching
one's semantic memory using a process of the sort that production systems model.
A token does not have to be defined by a definite location in personal space, however.
if I understand her model, and for these reasons it is not out of the question that subjects in Betsys State (before she found the thimble) could do better than chance if
prompted to make a forced-choice guess as to whether the thimble was currently in
their field of view or not. For experiments bearing on this, see Pollatsek, Rayner. and
Henderson (1990).
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if started, will either be aborted or will wander out of control, having
nothing against which to correct itself. For reportability, there must be
a capacity to identify and reidentify the effect. We can see the development of reportability in many varieties of training, reminiscent of
the training we imagine giving to our blindsight patient: the results of
palate-training in wine tasters, ear-training in musicians, and the like —
or the simple experiment with plucking the guitar string described in
chapter 3.
Consider, for instance, the instructions given to apprentice piano
tuners. They are told to listen to the "beats" as they strike the key they
are tuning together with a reference key. What beats? At first, most
novices are unable to discern in their auditory experience anything
answering to the description "beats" — what they hear is something
they would describe as some sort of unstructured bad-soundingness or
out-of-tuneness. Eventually, though, if training is successful, they come
to be able to isolate, in their auditory experience, the interference
"beats," and to notice how the patterns of beats shift in response to
their turning of the tuning "hammer" on the peg. They can then readily
tune the piano by tuning out the beats. What they typically say — and
we can all confirm this with similar episodes in our own experience —
is that as a result of their training their conscious experience has
changed. More specifically, it has been augmented: they are now conscious of things they were not previously conscious of.
Now in one sense, of course, they were hearing the beats all along.
It is the interference, after all, that composes the out-of-tuneness of
which they were certainly conscious. But they were previously unable
to detect these components in their experience, which is why one might
say that these factors contributed to but were not themselves present
in the experience. The functional status of such contributions prior to
training was the same as that of the events occurring in blindsight: the
subject is unable to report the particular contributions, or hinge policy
on their onset, but the results of these contributions can still be made
manifest in the subject's behavior, for instance in the subject's capacity
to answer artfully posed questions. What I am suggesting is that there
is nothing more to being in the background of experience than that.
Now it's not out of the question, as we have seen, that a strengthened
link of the sort we have just described for piano tuners and wine tasters
could be built up in a blindsight subject to the point where he would
declaTe, and we would readily accept, that he had become conscious
of the stimuli — even in the forefront of his consciousness — which
before he could only guess about.
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Not so fast. [says Otto.] Here's another objection: You imagine the
blindsight subject learning to use his blindsight capacities in these
new ways, and maybe that would give him a sort of consciousness
of the events occurring in his blind field, but this still leaves
something out. The consciousness wouldn't be visual consciousness; it wouldn't be like seeing. The "phenomenal qualities" or
qualia of conscious vision would be missing, even if the blindsight
subject could make all these functional moves.

Maybe so, and maybe not. Just what are "phenomenal qualities"
or qualia? (Qualia is just the Latin for qualities; the singular is quale,
usually pronounced kwah '-lay.) They seem terribly obvious at first —
they're the way things look, smell, feel, sound to us — but they have
a way of changing their status or vanishing under scrutiny. In the next

chapter we'll track these suspects down through philosophical thickets,
but first we should get a better look at some properties that aren't
phenomenal qualities, but might be mistaken for them.
4. PROSTHETIC VISION: WHAT, ASIDE FROM INFORMATION,

IS

STILL MISSING?

Does Weiskrantz's subject, DB, see the motion? Well, he surely
doesn't hear it, or feel it. But is it vision? Does it have the "phenomenal
qualities" of vision? Weiskrantz says:

As stimulus "salience" increases, the patient may say insistently
that he still does not "see," but he now has a kind of "feeling"
that something is there. In some cases, if the salience is increased
still further, a point may be reached where the subject says he
"sees" but the experience is not veridical. For example, DB "sees"
in response to a vigorously moving stimulus, but he does not see
it as a coherent moving object, but instead reports complex patterns of "waves." Other subjects report "dark shadows" emerging
as brightness and contrast are increased to high levels. 11988, p. 1891

The vigorously moving object is not perceived by DB as having color
or shape, but so what? As we proved to ourselves in chapter 2, in the
experiment with the playing card held in peripheral vision, we can
certainly see the card without being able to identify either its colors or
its shapes. That's normal sight, not blindsight, so we should be reluctant
on those grounds to deny visual experience to the subject.
The question of whether this abnormal way of obtaining infor-
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Figure 11.3
A blind subject with a 16-line portable electrical system. The TV camera is attached
to the lens housing, mounted on a pair of spectacle frames. A small bundle of
wires leads to an electrical stimulus drive circuitry (held in his right hand). The
matrix of 256 concentric silver electrodes is held in his left hand.

mation about visible things would be a variety of seeing can be more
vividly posed if we turn to an even more radical departure from normal
vision. Prosthetic devices have been designed to provide ''vision" to
the blind, and some of them raise just the right issues. Almost twenty
years ago, Paul Bach-y-Rita (1972) developed several devices that involved small, ultralow-resolution video cameras that could be mounted
on eyeglass frames. The low-resolution signal from these cameras, a
16-by-16 or 20-by-20 array of "black and white*' pixels, was spread over
the back or belly of the subject in a grid of either electrical or mechanically vibrating tinglers called tactors.
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Figure 11.4
Appearance of a 400-count representation of a woman's face as seen on the monitor
osciliscope. Subjects can correctly identify stimulus patterns of this level of complexity.

After only a few hours of training, blind subjects wearing this
device could learn to interpret the patterns of tingles on their skin,
much as you can interpret letters traced on your skin by someone's
finger. The resolution is low, but even so, subjects could learn to read
signs, and identify objects and even people's faces, as we can gather
from looking at this photograph taken of the signal as it appears on an
oscilloscope monitor.
The result was certainly prosthetically produced conscious perceptual experience, but since the input was spread over the subjects'
backs or bellies instead of their retinas, was it vision? Did it have the
"phenomenal qualities" of vision, or just of tactile sensation?
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Recall one of our experiments in chapter 3. It is quite easy for
your tactile point of view to extend out to the tip of a pencil, permitting
you to feel textures with the tip, while quite oblivious to the vibrations
of the pencil against your fingers. So it should not surprise us to learn
that a similar, if more extreme, effect was enjoyed by Bach-y-Rita's
subjects. After a brief training period, their awareness of the tingles on
their skin dropped out; the pad of pixels became transparent, one might
say, and the subjects' point of view shifted to the point of view of the
camera, mounted to the side of their heads. A striking demonstration
of the robustness of the shift in point of view was the behavior of an
experienced subject whose camera had a zoom-lens with a control button (pp. 98—99). The array of tinglers was on his back, and the camera
was mounted on the side of his head. When the experimenter without
warning touched the zoom button, causing the image on the subject's
back to expand or "loom" suddenly, the subject instinctively lurched
backward, raising his arms to protect his head. Another striking demonstration of the transparency of the tingles is the fact that subjects
who had been trained with the tingler-patch on their backs could adapt
almost immediately when the tingler-patch was shifted to their bellies
(p. 33). And yet, as Bach-y-Rita notes, they still responded to an itch
on the back as something to scratch — they didn't complain of "seeing"
it—and were perfectly able to attend to the tingles, as tingles, on
demand.
These observations are tantalizing but inconclusive. One might
argue that once the use of the device's inputs became second nature
the subjects were really seeing, or, contrarily, that only some of the
most central "functional" features of seeing had been reproduced
prosthetically. What of the other "phenomenal qualities" of vision?
Bach-y-Rita reports the result of showing two trained subjects, blind
male college students, for the first time in their lives, photographs of
nude women from Playboy magazine. They were disappointed — "although they both could describe much of the content of the photographs, the experience had no affectual component; no pleasant feelings
were aroused. This greatly disturbed the two young men, who were
aware that similar photographs contained an affectual component for
their normally sighted friends" (p. 145).
So Bach-y-Rita's prosthetic devices did not produce all the effects
of normal vision. Some of the shortfall must be due to the staggering
difference in the rate of information flow. Normat vision informs us
about the spatial properties of things in our environment at great speed
and with almost whatever level of detail we desire. It is not surprising
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that low-resolution spatial information sent brainward via an interface

on the skin failed to stir up all the reactions that are stirred up in
normally sighted people when their visual systems are flooded with
input.9 How much pleasure would we expect a normally sighted person
to derive from looking at similarly low-resolution translations — glance
at Figure 11.4— of pictures of beautiful people?
It is not clear how much would change if we somehow managed
to improve the
rate"'° of prosthetic vision to match normal vision. It might be that simply increasing the amount and rate of information, somehow providing higher-resolution bit-maps to the brain,
would suffice to produce the delight that is missing. Or rather some of
it. People born blind would be at a tremendous disadvantage to people
who have recently lost their sight, for they have built up none of the
specifically visual associations that no doubt play an important role in
the delight that sighted people take in their experiences, which remind
them of earlier visual experiences. It might also be that some of the
pleasure we take in visual experiences is the by-product of ancient
fossil traces of an earlier economy in our nervous systems, a topic raised
in chapter 7 that will be further explored in the next chapter.
The same considerations apply to blindsight and any imagined
improvements in blindsight subjects' abilities. Discussions of blindsight have tended to ignore just how paltry the information is that
blindsight subjects glean from their blind fields. It is one thing to be
able to guess, when prompted, whether a square or a circle was just presented in the blind field. It would be quite another to be able to guess
in detail, when prompted,what was just happening outside the window.
9. For instance, the latency of response for some of these perceptual tasks, even
in trained subjects. is quite long — eight to fifteen seconds for various simple identifications. for instance (Bach.y.Rita. p. 103). This in itheif demonstrates that the information
flow of prosthetic vision is extremely sluggish. compared to normal vision,
10. "Baud rate" is a standard term for rate of digital information flow (it means.
approximately: bits per second). For instance, if your computer communicates over telephone lines to other computers it may transmit its bit strings at 1200 baud or 2400 baud
or at a much higher rate. It takes a baud rate approximately four times as fast to transmit
high-resolution real-time animated pictures — a clear instance in which a picture is
indeed worth more than a thousand words. Regular television signals are analog, like a
phonograph record, rather than digital, like a compact disk, so its information-flow rate
is measured as bandwidth, rather than baud rate. The term antedates computers: Baudot
code, named after its inventor (as was Morse code), was the standard international telegraph code adopted in 1880, and the baud rate was the number of code elements per
second transmitted By using "baud rate" rather than "bandwidth," I don't mean to imply
that the brain's information-handling is best conceived in digital terms.
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We can use what we have learned about prosthetic vision to guide
our imagination about what it would be like for a blindsight subject to
regain more of the functions of vision. Let's try to imagine coming upon
a cortically blind person, who, after assiduous training. (1) has turned
his capacity to guess when to guess into second nature, (2) can play
Hide the Thimble with the best of them, and (3) has somehow managed
to increase the speed and detail of his guesswork by orders of magnitude. We encounter him reading the newspaper and chuckling at the
comics and ask him to explain himself. Here are three scenarios, in
ascending order of plausibility:

guessing, of course! Can't see a darn thing, you know,
but I've learned how to guess when to guess, and right now.
for instance. I guess you're making a rude gesture at me, and
screwing up your face into a look of utter disbelief."
(2) "Well, what started out as sheer guesses gradually lost their
status as guesses, as I came to trust them. They turned into
presentiments, shall we say? I would suddenly just know that
something was going on in my blind field. I could then express
my knowledge, and act on my knowledge. Moreover, I then
had meta-knowledge that I was in fact capable of such presentiments, and I could use this meta-knowledge in planning
my actions and setting policies for myself. What began as
conscious guesses turned into conscious presentiments, and
now they come so fast and furious I can't even separate them.
But I still can't see a darn thing! Not the way I used to! It isn't
like seeing at all."
(3) "Well, actually, it's very much like seeing. I now effortlessly
act in the world on the basis of information gleaned by my eyes
from my surroundings. Or I can be self-conscious about what
I'm getting from my eyes if I want to be. Without the slightest
hesitation I react to the colors of things, to their shapes, and
locations, and I've lost all sense of the effort I expended to
develop these talents and render them second nature."

(1) "Just

And yet we may still imagine our subject saying that something
is missing:

"Qualia. My perceptual states do have qualia, of course, because
they are conscious states, but back before I lost my sight, they
used to have visual qualia, and now they don't, in spite of all
my training."
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It may seem obvious to you that this makes sense, that it is just
what you would expect our subject to say. If so, the rest of the chapter
is for you, an exercise designed to shake that conviction, If you're
already beginning to doubt that this speech about qualia makes any
sense at all, you've probably anticipated some of the twists that our
story is about to take.

5. "FILUNG IN" VERSUS FINDING OUT
But the existence of this feeling of strangeness does not give us
a reason for saying that every object we know wefi and which
does not seem strange to us gives us a feeling of familiarity.

— We think that, as it were, the place once filled by the feeling
of strangeness must surely be occupied somehow.
LUDWG WITTGENSTEIN (1953), 596

In chapter 2, we saw that one of the reasons for believing in
dualism was that it promised to provide the "stuff dreams are made
of" — the purple cows and other figments of our imagination. And in
chapter 5 we saw the confusions that arose from the natural but misguided assumption that after the brain has arrived at a discrimination
or judgment, it re-presents the material on which its judgment is based,
for the enjoyment of the audience in the Cartesian Theater, filling in
the colors. This idea of
in
in the thinking of even
sophisticated theorists, and it is a dead giveaway of vestigial Cartesian
materialism. What is amusing is that those who use the term often
know better, but since they find the term irresistible, they cover themselves by putting it in scare-quotes.
For instance, just about everyone describes the brain as "filling
in" the blind spot (my italics in all the examples):

the neurologically well-known phenomenon of subjective
"filling in" of the missing portion of a blind area in the visual
field. [Libet, 1985b, p. 567]

you can locate your own blind spot, and also demonstrate how
in" or "completed" across the blind spot..
[Hundert, 1987, p. 427]
a pattern is "filled
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There is also auditory "filling in." When we listen to speech, gaps in
the acoustic signal can be "filled in" — for instance, in the "phoneme
restoration effect" (Warren, 1970). Ray Jackendoff puts it this way:

Consider, for example, speech perception with noisy or defective
input — say, in the presence of an operating jet airplane or over
is not
a bad telephone connection. .. What one constructs.
just an intended meaning but a phonological structure as well:
In other
one "hears" more than the signal actually conveys
words, phonetic information is "filled in" from higher-level structures as well as from the acoustic signal; and though there is a
difference in how it is derived, there is no qualitative difference
in the completed structure itself. [Jackendoff, 1987, p. 99]
.

.

.

And when we read text, something similar (but visual) occurs: As
Bernard Baars puts it:
We find similar phenomena in the well-known "proofreader effect," the general finding that spelling errors in page proofs are
difficult to detect because the mind "fills in" the correct information. (Baars, 1988, p. 173J
Howard Margolis adds an uncontroversial commentary on the whole
business of "filling in":

The "filled-in" details are ordinarily correct. [Margolis, 1987,
p. 41)

Tacit recognition that there is something fishy about the idea of
"filling in" is nicely manifested in this description of the blind spot
by the philosopher C. L. Hardin, in his book Color for Philosophers:
It covers an area with a 6 degree visual diameter, enough to hold
the images of ten full moons placed end to end, and yet there is
no hole in the corresponding region of the visual field. This is
because the eye-brain fills in with whatever is seen in the adjoining
regions. if that is blue, it fills in blue; if it is plaid, we are aware
of no discontinuity in the expanse of plaid. [1988, p. 221

Hardin just can't bring himself to say that the brain fills in the
plaid, for this suggests, surely, quite a sophisticated bit of "construction," like the fancy "invisible mending" you can pay good money for
to fill in the hole in your herringbone jacket: all the lines line up, and
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all the shades of color match across the boundary between old and new.
It seems that filling in blue is one thing — all it would take is a swipe
or two with a cerebral paintbrush loaded with the right color; but filling
in plaid is something
and it is more than he can bring himself to
assert.
But as Hardin's comment reminds us, we &e just as oblivious of
our blind spots when confronting a field of plaid as when confronting
a uniformly colored expanse, so whatever it takes to create that oblivion
can as readily be accomplished by the brain in either case. "We are aware
of no discontinuity," as he says. But if the brain doesn't have to fill in
the gap with plaid, why should it bother filling in the gap with blue?
In neither case, presumably, is "filling in" a matter of literally
filling in — of the sort that would require something like paintbrushes.
(This was the moral of the story of the CADBL!ND M&k II in chapter
8.) I take it that no one thinks that "filling in" is a matter of the brain's
actually going to the trouble of covering some spatial expanse with
pigment. We know that the real, upside-down image on the retina is
the last stage of vision at which there is anything colored in the unproblematic way that an image on a movie screen is colored. Since
there is no literal mind's eye, there is no use for pigment in the brain.
So much for pigment. But still, we may be inclined to think that
there is something that happens in the brain that is in some important
way analogous to covering an area with pigment — otherwise we
wouldn't want to talk of "filling in" at all. It is this special happening,
whatever it is, that occurs in the special "medium" of visual or auditory
experience, apparently. As Jackendoff says, speaking of the auditory
case, "one 'hears' more than the signal actually conveys" — but note
that still he puts
in scare-quotes. What could it be that is present
when one "hears" sounds filling silent times or "sees" colors spanning
empty spaces? It does seem that something is there in these cases.
something the brain has to provide (by "filling in"). What should we
call this unknown whatever-it-is? Let's call it figment. The temptation,
then, is to suppose that there is something, made out of figment, which
is there when the brain "fills in" and not there when it doesn't bother
"filling in." Put so baldly, the idea of figment will not appeal to many
people. (At least I hope it doesn't.) We know better: there is no such
stuff as figment. The brain doesn't make figment; the brain
use
figment to fill in the gaps; figment is just a figment of my imagination.
So much for figment! But
what does "filling in" mean, what could
it mean, if it doesn't mean filling in with figment? If there is no such
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medium as figment, how does "filling in" differ from not bothering to
fill in?
In chapter 10, we saw how a CAD system could represent colors
by associating a color number with each pixel, or with each delineated
region of the object depicted, and we saw how the CADBLIND Mark II
could search for, or detect, colors by reading such a code. This process
is reminiscent of the children's pastime, color-by-numbers, which provides a simple analogue of the representation processes that must occur,
or might occur, in the brain. Figure 11.5 is a representation that has
information about shapes, but no information about colors at all.

Figure 11,5

Compare it with Figure 11.6, which has information about colors
in the form of a numbered code. if you were to take some crayons and
follow the directions for filling in the colors, you could turn Figure
11.6 into yet another sort of "filled in" representation — one in which
the regions were filled in with real color, real pigment.
There is still another way the color could be "filled in" pixel by
pixel, by a coded bit-map, as in Figure 11.7.
Figures 11.6 and 11.7 are both sorts of filling in (compared to
Figure 11.5, for example),since any procedure that needs to be informed
about the color of a region can, by mechanical inspection of that region,
extract that information. This is purely informational filling-in. The
systems are entirely arbitrary, of course. We can readily construct in-
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definitely many functionally equivalent systems of representation —
involving different coding systems, or different media.
if you make a colored picture on your personal computer using
the PC-Paintbrush program, the screen you see is represented in the
machine as a bit-map in the "frame buffer," analogous to Figure 11.7,
but when you go to store the picture on a disk, a compression algorithm
translates it into something similar to Figure 11.6. It divides the area
into like-colored regions, and stores the region boundaries and their
color number in an "archive" file." An archive file is just as accurate
as a bit-map, but by generalizing over regions, and labeling each region
only once, it is a more efficient system of representation.
A bit-map, by explicitly labeling each pixel, is a form of what we
may call roughly continuous representation — the roughness is a function of the size of the pixels. A bit-map is not literally an image, but
just an array of values, a sort of recipe for forming an image. The array
can be stored in any system that preserves information about location.
Videotape is yet another medium of roughly continuous representation,
but what it stores on the tape is not literally images, but recipes (at a
different grain level) for forming images.
Another way of storing the image on your computer screen would
be to take a color photograph, and store the image on, say, a 35mm
slide, and this is importantly different from the other systems, in an
obvious way: there is actual dye, literally filling in a region of real
space. Like the bit-map, this is a roughly continuous representation of
the depicted spatial regions (continuous down to the grain of the film —
at a fine enough scale, it becomes pixel-like or granular). But unlike
the bit-map, color is used to represent color. A color negative also uses
color to represent color, but in an inverted mapping.
Here, then, are three ways of "filling in" color information: colorby-numbers, as in Figure 11.6 or an archive file, color-by-bit-map, as
in Figure 11.7 or frame buffers or videotape, and color-by-colors. Colorby-numbers is in one regard a way of "filling in" color information,
but it achieves its efficiency, compared to the others, precisely because
it does not bother filling in values explicitly for each pixel. Now in
which of these senses (if any) does the brain "fill in" the blind spot?
No one thinks that the brain uses numbers m registers to code for colors,
but that's a red herring. Numbers in registers can be understood just to

11. There are other sorts of compression algorithms that do not rely on breaking
the image into same-colored regions in just this way, but I will not discuss them.
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stand for any system of magnitudes, an:r system of "vectors," that a
brain might employ as a "code" for col'rs; it might be neural firing
frequencies, or some system of addresses or locations in neural net-

works, or any other system of physical variations in the brain you like.
Numbers in registers have the nice propeity of preserving relationships
between physical magnitudes while remaining neutral about any "intrinsic" properties of such magnitudes. sü they can stand for any physical magnitudes in the brain that "code for" colors. Although numbers
can be used in an entirely arbitrary way, they can also be used in
nonarbitrary ways, to reflect the structural relations between colors that
have been discovered. The familiar "cokir solid," in which hue, saturation, and lightness are the three dimen9ions along which our colors
vary,'2 is a logical space ideally suited to a numerical treatment — any
numerical treatment that reflects the betweenness relations, the oppositional and complementary relations, and so on, that human sight
actually exhibits. The more we learn about how the brain codes colors,
the more powerful and nonarbitrary a numerical model of human color
vision we will be able to devise.
The trouble with speaking of the brain "coding" for colors by
using intensities or magnitudes of one th ng or other is that it suggests
to the unwary that eventually these
have to be decoded, getting
us "back to color." That is one route -— perhaps the most popular
route — back to figment: one imagines that the brain might unconsciously store its encyclopedic information about color in a format
something like that of Figure 11.8 but then arrange to have the representation "decoded" into "real colors" on special occasions — like running a videocassette, to project real coloi on a screen. There certainly
is a difference in phenomenology between just recalling the proposition
that the flag is red, white, and blue, and actually imagining the flag "in
color" and "seeing" (with the mind's eve) that it is red, white, and
blue. If this contrast in phenomenology rnspires some people to posit

12. Other creatures have different color solid5 — or hypersolids! We are "trichro.
mats": we have three different types of photopigmented transducer cells in the cones in
our retinas. Other species, such as pigeons, are tetra hromats; their subjective color space
would have to be represented, numerically, as a our-dimensional hyperspace. Other
species are dichromats, all of whose color
could be mapped onto a single
two-dimensional plane. (Note that "black and white is just a one-dimensional representational scheme, with all the possible grays representable as different distances on a
line between 0 and 1.) For reflections on the nnplications of this incommensurability of
color systems, see Hardin (1988) and Thompson. Pilacios, and Varela (in press).
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Figure 11.8

figment, an even more compelling case is provided by the phenomenon
of neon color spreading (van Tuijl, 1975), an example of which can be
seen on the back dust jacket of this book.
The pink you see filling in the ring defined by the red lines is not
a result of pink smudging on the page, or light scattering. There is no
pink on your retinal image, in other words, in addition to the red lines.
Now how might this illusion be explained? One brain circuit, specializing in shape, is misled to distinguish a particular bounded region:
the ring with its "subjective contours." Subjective contours are produced by many similar figures, such as these.
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97

Figure 11.10

Another brain circuit, specializing in color but rather poor on shape
and location, comes up with a color discrimination (pink #97, let's
say) with which to "label" something in the vicinity, and the label gets
attached (or "bound") to the whole region.
Why these particular discriminations should occur under these
conditions is still controversial, but the controversy concerns the causal
mechanisms that lead to mislabeling the region, not the further "prod-
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ucts" (if any) of the visual system. But isn't something missing? I have
stopped short at an explanation that provides a labeled color-by-numbers region: Doesn't that recipe for a colored image have to be executed
somewhere? Doesn't pink #97 have to be "filled in"? After all, you may
be tempted to insist, you see the pink! You certainly don't see an
outlined region with a number written in it. The pink you see is not
in the outside world (it isn't pigment or dye or "colored light"), so it
must be "in here" — pink figment, in other words.
We must be careful to distinguish the "pink figment" hypothesis
from others that would be legitimate alternatives to an explanation that
stopped short with the color-by-numbers suggestion. For instance, it
might turn out that somewhere in the brain there is a roughly continuous representation of colored regions — a bit-map — such that "each
pixel" in the region has to be labeled "color #97," more or less in the
fashion of Figure 11.11.
This is an empirical possibility. We could devise experiments to
confirm or disconfirm it. The question would be: Is there a representational medium in the brain in which the value of some variable parameter (the intensity or whatever that codes for color) has to be
propagated across or replicated across the relevant pixels of an array,
or is there just a "single label" of the region, with no further "filling
in" or "spreading out" required? What sort of experiments could favor
such a model of the neon color spreading effect? Well, it would be
impressive, for instance, if the color could be shown under some conditions to spread slowly in time — bleeding out from the central red
lines and gradually reaching out to the subjective contour boundaries.'3
in raising
I don't want to prejudge the question, for my main purpose
it is to illustrate my claim that whereas there are plenty of unresolved
empirical questions about how the neon color spreading phenomenon
happens in the brain, none of them involve differences over whether
or not figment is generated in a "decoding" of the neural coding system.
The question of whether the brain "fills in" in one way or another
13. As if in response to this suggestion. V. S. Ramachandran and R. L. Gregory
(submitted) have just performed some experiments with what they call (misteadingly, I
think) artificially induced scotomas. in which there is good evidence of gradual filling
in of textures and details. There is one fundamental difference between their experimental
circumstances and the conditions I have been describthg: in their experiments there is
competition between two sources of information, and one gets overruled (gradually). The
phenomenon of gradual spatial tilling in of textures is an important discovery, but it
questions
does not take us beyond a model in the spirit of Figure 11.11. And further
about these experiments need to be resolved before their interpretation can be settled.
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not a question on which introspection by itself can bear, for as we
saw in chapter 4, introspection provides us — the subject as well as
is

the "outside" experimenter — only with the content of representation,
not with the features of the representational medium itself. For evidence
about the medium, we need to conduct further
But for
some phenomena, we can already be quite sure that the medium of
representation is a version of something efficient, like color-by-numbers, not roughly continuous, like bit-mapping.
Consider how the brain must deal with wallpaper, for instance.
Suppose you walk into a room and notice that the wallpaper is a regular
array of hundreds of identical sailboats, or — let's pay homage to Andy
Warhol — identical photographic portraits of Marilyn Monroe. In order
to identify a picture as a portrait of Marilyn Monroe, you have to foveate
the picture: the image has to fall on the high-resolution foveae of your
eyes. As we saw in the playing card experiment in chapter 2, your
parafoveal vision (served by the rest of the retina) does not have very
good resolution; you can't even identify a jack of diamonds held at
arm's length. Yet we know that if you were to enter a room whose walls
were papered with identical photos of Marilyn Monroe, you would
"instantly" see that this was the case. You would see in a fraction of
a second that there were "lots and lots of identical, detailed, focused
portraits of Marilyn Monroe." Since your eyes saccade four or five times
a second at most, you could foveate only one or two Marilyns in the
time it takes you to jump to the conclusion and thereupon to see
hundreds of identical Marilyns. We know that parafoveal vision could
not distinguish Marilyn from various Marilyn-shaped blobs, but nevertheless, what you see is not wallpaper of Marilyn-in-the-middle surrounded by various indistinct Marilyn-shaped blobs.
Now, is it possible that the brain takes one of its high-resolution
foveal views of Marilyn and reproduces it, as if by photocopying, across
an internal mapping of the expanse of wall? That is the only way the
high-resolution details you used to identify Marilyn could "get into the
background" at all, since parafoveal vision is not sharp enough to provide it by itself. I suppose i is possible in principle, but the brain
14. For instance, Roger Shepard's initial experiments with the mental rotation of
cube diagrams showed that it certainly seemed to subjects that they harbored roughly

continuously rotating representations ol the shapes they were imagining, but it took
further experiments, probing the actual temporal properties of the underlying representations. to provide (partial) confirmation of the hypothesis that they were actually doing
what II seemed to them they were doing. (See Shepard and Cooper. 1982.1
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almost certainly does not go to the trouble of doing that filling in!

Having identified a single Marilyn, and having received no information
to the effect that the other blobs are not Marilyns, it jumps to the
conclusion that the rest are Marilyns, and labels the whole region "more
Marilyns" without any further rendering of Marilyn at
Of course it does not seem that way to you. It seems to you as if
you are actually seeing hundreds of identical Marilyns. And in one
sense you are: there are, indeed, hundreds of identical Marilyns out
there on the wall, and you're seeing them. What is not the case, however,
is that there are hundreds of identical Marilyns represented in your
brain. Your brain just somehow represents that there are hundreds of
identical Marilyns, and no matter how vivid your impression is that
you see all that detail, the detail is in the world, not in your head. And
no figment gets used up in rendering the seeming, for the seeming isn't
rendered at all, not even as a bit-map.
So now we can answer our question about the blind spot. The
brain doesn't have to "fill in" for the blind spot, since the region in
which the blind spot falls is already labeled (e.g., "plaid" or "Marilyns"
or just "more of the same"). If the brain received contradictory evidence
from some region, it would abandon or adjust its generalization, but
not getting any evidence from the blind spot region is not the same as
getting contradictory evidence. The absence of confirming evidence
from the blind spot region is no problem for the brain; since the brain
has no precedent of getting information from that gap of the retina, it
has not developed any epistemically hungry agencies demanding to be
fed from that region. Among all the homunculi of vision, not a single
one has the role of coordinating information from that region of the
eye, so when no information arrives from those sources, no one complains. The area is simply neglected. In other words, all normally
sighted people "suffer" from a tiny bit of "anosognosia." We are unaware of our "deficit" — of the fact that we are receiving no visual information from our blind spots. (A good overview of anosognosia is
McGlynn and Schacter, 1989.)
The blind spot is a spatial hole, but there can be temporal holes
as well. The smallest are the gaps that occur while our eyes dart about
during saccades. We don't notice these gaps, but they don't have to be
filled in because we're designed not to notice them. The temporal analogues of scotomata might be the "absences" that occur during petit
15. In Appendix B, I will suggest some 'experiments with wallpaper" that would
put this empirical claim on the line.
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mal epileptic seizures. These are noticeable by the sufferer, but
only
by inference: they can't "see the edges" any more than you can
see the
edges of your blind spot, but they can be struck, retrospectively, by
discontinuities in the events they have experienced.
The fundamental flaw in the idea of "filling in" is that it suggests
that the brain is providing something when in fact the brain is ignoring

something. And this leads even very sophisticated thinkers to make
crashing mistakes, perfectly epitomized by Edelman: "One of the most
striking features of consciousness is its continuity" (1989, p. 119). This
is utterly wrong. One of the most striking features of consciousness
is
its discontinuity — as revealed in the blind spot, and saccadic gaps, to
take the simplest examples. The discontinuity of consciousness is striking because of the apparent continuity of consciousness. Neumann
(1990) points out that consciousness may in general be a gappy phenomenon, and as long as the temporal edges of the gaps are not positively perceived, there will be no sense of the gappiness of the "stream"
of consciousness. As Minsky puts it, "Nothing can seem jerky except
what is represented as jerky. Paradoxically, our sense of continuity
comes from our marvelous insensitivity to most kinds of changes rather
than from any genuine perceptiveness" (1985, p. 257).

6. NEGLECT AS A PATHOLOGICAL LOSS OF

APPETITE

The brain's motto for handling the blind spot could be: Ask me
no questions and I'll tell you no lies. As we saw in chapter 1, so long
as the brain assuages whatever epistemic hunger is around,
there is
nothing more it needs to do. But what about those occasions when there
is much less epistemic hunger than there ought to be? These are
the
pathologies of neglect.
One of the most familiar forms of neglect is hemi-neglect, in which
one side of the body, usually the left side, is entirely neglected, due to
brain damage on the opposite side. Not only the left side of the body,
but also the left side of the immediate vicinity is neglected. If a group
of people stand around the bed of the left-neglect patient, he will
look
only at the people standing to his right; if asked to count the people
in the room, he will tend to overlook the people on the left, and if
someone on the left tries to attract his attention, this will typically fail.
And yet it can be shown that the patient's sense organs are still taking
in, and analyzing, and responding in various ways to the stimuli occurring on the left. What can be going on in the patient's head? Is the
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"left side of phenomenal space a blank"? Or does the patient's "mind's
eye" fail to see the material that the brain provides for it on the left
side of. the stage in the Cartesian Theater?
There is a simpler explanation, not in terms of inner representations with curious properties, but in terms of—neglect—in the political sense! Daniel Patrick Moynihan notoriously recommended that
certain problems of race relations in America would resolve themselves
if we treated them with "benign neglect" — if Washington and the rest
of the nation would simply ignore them for a while. I don't think that
was good advice, but Moynihan was right about something: There certainly are circumstances where benign neglect is called for — such as
our treatment of the blind spot problem.
There are no homunculi, as I have put it, who are supposed to
"care about" information arising from the part of the visual field covered
by the blind spot, so when nothing arrives, there is no one to complain.
Perhaps the difference between us and sufferers of pathological neglect
or other forms of anosognosia is that some of their complainers have
been killed. This theory has been proposed, in less colorful terms, by
the neuropsychologist Marcel Kinsbourne (1980), who calls the inner
complainers "cortical analyzers." In terms of the model we have developed, neglect could be described as a loss of political clout by certain
parties of demons in the brain, due, in many but not all cases, to the
death or suppression of their Representative. These demons are still
active, trying to do their various things and even succeeding on occasion, but they no longer can win out in certain competitions against
better-organized coalitions.
On this model, the benign neglect of our blind spots shades almost
imperceptibly into the various mildly dysfunctional neglects we all
suffer from, and then into the most bizarre neglects studied by neurologists. For instance, I myself suffer from several rather common
forms of neglect. Least serious, but sometimes embarrassing, is my typo
neglect. I am pathologically unable to notice typographical errors in
my page proofs when 1 read them over, and only by the most laborious
exercises of concentration and focusing can I overcome this. It is not,
as Baars suggested, that my brain "fills in" the correct spelling; it doesn't
have to "fill in" since it does not normally pay enough attention to
these matters to notice the errors; its attention gets captured by other
features of the words on the page. Another of my mild disabilities is
student examination neglect. It is just amazing how attractive the prospect of washing the kitchen floor or changing my shelf paper or balancing my checkbook becomes when I have a pile of exams on my desk
.

.
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that need grading. This feature, the heightened interest in alternatives,
is particularly evident in hemi-neglect; to a first approximation, the
farther to the right something is, the more noteworthy it is to a left
hemi-neglect patient. Perhaps my most serious form of neglect, however, is my bad case of finances neglect. So little do I like balancing
my checkbook, in fact, that only some truly awful alternative, such as

grading student exams, can force my attention to the topic. This neglect
has serious consequences for my welfare, consequences that I can readily be brought to appreciate, but in spite of this alarmingly unsuccessful
appeal to my underlying rationality, I manage to persist in my neglect,
unless fairly drastic measures of self-manipulation are brought into play.
It is not that I can't see my checkbook but that I
look at it.
And although in cool, reflective moments such as these, I can report
all this (proving that I am not deeply anosognosic about my own disability), in the normal course of events part of what I don't notice is
my own neglect of my finances. Mild anosognosia, in short. From this
perspective, the only thing startling about the bizarre forms of neglect
studied by neuropsychologists is the topic boundaries. Imagine someone neglecting everything on the left (Bisiach and Luzzatti, 1978; Bisiach, 1988; Bisiach and Vallar, 1988; Calvanio, Petrone, and Levine,
1987). Or imagine someone who had lost color vision but had no complaint (Geschwind and Fusillo, 1966). Or even, imagine someone who
has gone blind, but hasn't yet noticed this profound loss — Anton's
syndrome or blindness denial (Anton, 1899; McGlynn and Schacter,
1989, pp. 154—158).
These conditions are readily explainable on the Multiple Drafts
theory of consciousness, for the central Witness has been replaced by
coalitions of specialists whose particular epistemic hungers cannot be
immediately adopted by other agents if they are expunged or on holiday.16 When these epistemic hungers vanish, they vanish without a
trace, leaving the field to other coalitions, other agents with other
agendas.
But the same principle that accounts for neglect provides an alternative scenario for the "missing visual qualia" of our imagined blindsight virtuoso. I suggested that it is possible that if he complains of the
absence of qualia, he might simply be noticing the relative paucity of
16. For a contrast, see Bislach et al. (1986) and McGlynn and Schacter (1989).
whose models of anosognosia are similar, but are committed to the 'boxology" of separate
systems, especially McGlynn and Schacter, who posit a conscious awareness system.
that takes inputs from modules.
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information he now gets from his vision and misdescribing it. I went
on to speculate that if somehow we could increase the "baud rate" of
his information-gathering, some if not all of the gap between his kind
of vision and normal vision could be closed. Now we can see that
another, cheaper way of closing the same gap would be simply to lower
his epistemic hunger, or obtund his visual curiosity in some way. After
all, if in Anton's syndrome a person can be utterly blind and not yet
realize it, a bit of strategically placed neglect could turn our blindsight
subject who complains of the loss of visual qualia into an uncomplaining subject who declares his vision to be flawlessly restored. It may
seem that we would know better, but would we? Would anything be
missing in such a person? There isn't any figment in normal vision, so
it can't be the figment that's missing. What else could it be?

7. VIRTUAL PRESENCE
We have the sense of actuality when every question asked of
our visual systems is answered so swiftly that it seems as though
those answers were already there.
MARVIN MINSKY (1985). p. 257

Once again, the absence of representation is not the same as the
representation of absence. And the representation of presence is not
the same as the presence of representation. But this is hard to believe.

Our conviction that we are somehow directly acquainted with special
properties or features in our experience is one of the most powerful
intuitions confronting anyone trying to develop a good theory of consciousness. I've been chipping away at it, trying to undermine its authority, but there's still more work to be done. Otto has yet another
tack to try:
Your point about the Marilyns in the wallpaper is actually a backhanded defense of dualism. You argue very persuasively that there
aren't hundreds of high-resolution Marilyns in the brain, and then
conclude that there aren't any anywhere! But I argue that since
what I see is hundreds of high-resolution Marilyns. then since, as
you argue, they aren't anywhere in my brain, they must be somewhere else — in my nonphysical mind!

The hundreds of Marilyns in the wallpaper seem to be present in
your experience, seem to be in your mind, not just on the wall. But
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since, as we know your gaze can shift in a fraction of a second to draw

information from any part of your visual environment, why should
your brain bother importing all those Marilyns in the first place? Why
not just let the world store them, at no cost, until theyre needed?
Compare the brain to a library. Some research libraries are gigantic
storehouses, containing within their walls millions of books, all quite
readily accessible in the stacks. Other libraries keep fewer books on
hand, but have a generous and efficient accessions system, buying whatever books the library users demand, or borrowing them from other
libraries, using a swift interlibrary loan system. If you don't keep the
books stored on the premises, the delays in access are greater, but not
much greater. We can imagine an electronic interlibrary loan system
(using fax or computer files) that could obtain a book from the outside
world faster than the swiftest runner could fetch the book from the
stacks. A computer scientist might say of the books in such a system
that they were "virtually present" in the library all along, or that the
library's "virtual collection" was hundreds or thousands of times
greater than its actual hard-copy collection.
Now how could we, as Users of our own brain-libraries, know
which of the items we retrieve were there all along, and which our
brains sent out for, in swift information-gathering forays into the external world? Careful experiments, conducted according to the heterophenomenological method, can answer this question, but
introspection by itself simply can't tell. That doesn't stop us from thinking we can tell, however. In the absence of any evidence one way or
the other, our natural tendency is to jump to the conclusion that more
is present. I have called this the Introspective Trap (Dennett, 1969,
pp.
139—140) and Minsky calls it the Immanence Illusion: "Whenever you
can answer a question without a noticeable delay, it seems as though
that answer were already active in your mind" (Minsky, 1985, p. 155).
The interlibrary loan system is a useful but incomplete analogy,
for your brain doesn't just have facilities for acquiring information about
whatever external topics happen to interest you; it also has literally
millions of sentries almost continuously gazing at a portion of the external world, ready to sound the alarm and draw your attention to
anything novel and relevant happening in the world. In vision, this is
accomplished by the parafoveal rods and cones of the retinas, and the
neural agents inboard of these sentries who specialize in detecting
change and motion. If one of these agents sounds the alarm — "Change
in my sector!' — this almost instantaneously triggers a saccade, bring-
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ing the fovea to bear on the region of interest, so the novelty can be
located, identified, dealt with. The sentry system is so reliable that it's
hard to sneak a change into the visible world without the whole visual
system being informed of it, but with the aid of high-tech trickery, the
sentries can sometimes be bypassed, with astonishing results.

When your eyes dart about in saccades, the muscular contractions
that cause the eyeballs to rotate are ballistic actions: your fixation points
are unguided missiles whose trajectories at lift-off determine where and
when they will hit ground zero at a new target. For instance, if you are
reading text on a computer screen, your eyes will leap along a few
words with each saccade, farther and faster the better a reader you are.
What would it be like if a magician, a sort of Cartesian evil demon on
a modest scale, could change the world during the few milliseconds
your eyes were darting to their next destination? Amazingly, a computer
equipped with an automatic eye-tracker can detect and analyze the liftoff in the first few milliseconds of a saccade, calculate where ground
zero will be, and, before the saccade is over, erase the word on the
screen at ground zero and replace it with a different word of the same
length. What do you see? Just the new word, and with no sense at all
of anything having been changed. As you peruse the text on the screen,
it seems to you for all the world as stable as if the words were carved
in marble, but to another person reading the same text over your shoulder (and saccading to a different drummer) the screen is aquiver with
changes.
The effect is overpowering. When I first encountered an eyetracker experiment, and saw how oblivious subjects were (apparently)
to the changes flickering on the screen, I asked if I could be a subject.
I wanted to see for myself. I was seated at the apparatus, and my head
was immobilized by having me bite on a "bite bar." This makes the
job easier for the eye-tracker, which bounces an unnoticeable beam of
light off the lens of the subject's eye, and analyzes the return to detect
any motion of the eye. While I waited for the experimenters to turn on
the apparatus, I read the text on the screen. I waited, and waited, eager
for the trials to begin. I got impatient. "Why don't you turn it on?" I
asked. "It is on," they replied.
Since all the changes on the screen happen during saccades, your
sentries don't get to issue any effective alarms. Until recently this phenomenon has been called "saccadic suppression." The idea was that
the brain must somehow shut down the input from the eyes during
saccades, since no one can notice changes that occur in the visual field
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during saccades, and, of course, no one complains of giddy and alarming changes. But a clever experiment with an eye-tracker (Brooks et al.,
1980) has shown that if a stimulus — such as a word or alphabet letter — is moved in synchrony with the saccade, keeping pace with the
"shadow" of the fovea as it races to its new landing spot, it is readily
seen and identified by the subject. Input from the eye is not blocked
on its way to the brain during saccades, but under normal conditions
it is unusable — everything is just rushing by too fast to make sense
of — so the brain treats it all with benign neglect. if all your sentries
send their alarms at once, the best thing to do is just ignore them all.
In the experimental situation I was in, words on the screen were
being erased and replaced during my saccades. if your parafoveal vision
can't discriminate the word at ground zero before you saccade to it,
once you get there and identify it, there can't be any prior record or
memory of it in your brain with which to compare it. The switch can't
be noticed because the information logically required for such a noticing is simply not there. Of course it seems to you as you read this page
that all the words on the line are in some sense present in your consciousness (in the background) even before you specifically attend to
them, but this is an illusion. They are only virtually present.
There is some information about the surrounding words in your
brain, of course — enough to have served as the guide and instigator
of the most recent saccade, for instance. Just what information is already
there? Experiments with eye-trackers and similar apparatus can determine the limits of what you can notice, and thereby determine the
limits of what is present in your mind. (See, e.g., Pollatsek, Rayner,
and Collins, 1984; Morris, Rayner, and Pollatsek, 1990.) To insist, as
Otto was tempted to do, that what is not there in the brain must nevertheless be there in the mind because it certainly seems to be there is
pointless. For as we have just seen, it wouldn't be "there" in any sense
that could make a difference to Otto's own experiences, let alone to his
capacity to pass tests, press buttons, and so forth.

8. SEEING

IS

BELIEVING: A DIALOGUE WITH OTTO

At this time our critic Otto insists on a review, for he's sure he's
been hoodwinked somewhere along the line. I'm going to engage him
in a dialogue, hoping that he does justice to many if not all of your
doubts as well. Otto begins:
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It seems to me that you've denied the existence of the most indubitably real phenomena there are: the real seemings that even

Descartes in his Meditations couldn't doubt.
In a sense, you're right; that's what Pm denying exist. LeVs return to
the neon color-spreading phenomenon. There seems to be a pinkish

glowing ring on the dust jacket.

There sure does.
But there isn't any pinkish glowing ring. Not really.

Right. But there sure seems to be!
Right.
So where is

then?

Where's what?
The pinkish glowing ring.
There

any;

I

thought you'd just acknowledged that.

any pinkish ring out there on the page, but
there sure seems to be.
Well, yes, there

Right. There seems to be a pinkish glowing ring.
So leVs talk about that ring.

Which one?

The one that seems to be.
There is no such thing as a pink ring that merely seems to be.
Look, I don't just say that there seems to be a pinkish glowing
ring; there really does seem to be a pinkish glowing ring!

hasten to agree. I never would accuse you of speaking disingenuously!
You really mean it when you say there seems to be a pinkish glowing
ring.
I

I don't just mean it. I don't just think there seems to be a
pinkish glowing ring; there really seems to be a pinkish glowing

Look.

ring!
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Now you've done it. You've fallen in a trap, along with a lot of others.
You seem to think there's a difference between thinking (judging, dcciding, being of the heartfelt opinion that) something seems pink to
you and something really seeming pink to you. But there is no difference. There is no such phenomenon as really seeming — over and above
the phenomenon of judging in one way or another that something is
the case.
Recall the Marilyn wallpaper. The wall is, in fact, covered in highresolution Marilyns. Moreover, that's just how it seems to you! It seems
to you that the wall is covered in high-resolution Marilyns. Lucky you,
your visual apparatus has led you to a true belief about a feature of
your environment. But there aren't lots of real seeming Marilyns represented in your brain — or your mind. There is no medium that reproduces the wallpaper detail, that renders it for your inner Witness.
All that is the case is that it seems to you that there are lots of highresolution Marilyns there (and this time you're right — there really axe).
Other times, you may be wrong; it may seem to you — in the color phi
phenomenon — that a single spot moved right, changing color as it

went, when in fact there were simply two differently colored spots
flashing. Its seeming to you this way does not require rendering in the
brain, any more than the brain's color judgments, once reached, need
to be subsequently decoded somewhere.
But then what is happening when it seems to me that there is a
pinkish glowing ring? What is the positive account that your theory provides? You seem to me to be terribly evasive on this score.

guess you're right. It's time to come clean and present the positive
account, but I confess I'll have to do it by starting with a caricature and
then revising it. I can't seem to discover a more direct way of expoundI

ing it.
So I've noticed. Carry on.

Suppose there were a Central Meaner. But suppose that instead of sitting
in a Cartesian Theater watching the Presentation, the Central Meaner
sits in the dark and has presentiments — it just suddenly occurs to him
that there is something pink out there, the way it might suddenly occur
to you that there's somebody standing behind you.
What are presentiments, exactly? What are they made of?
Good question, which

I must answer evasively at first, in caricature.
These presentiments are propositions the Central Meaner exclaims to
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himself in his own special language, Mentalese. So his life consists of
a sequence of judgments, which are sentences of Mentalese, expressing
one proposition after another, at tremendous speed. Some of these he

decides to publish, in English translation.
This theory has the virtue of getting rid of the figment, the projection into phenomenal space, the filling in of all the blanks on the
Theater Screen, but it still has a Central Meaner, and the Language of
Thought. So let's revise the theory. First, get rid of the Central Meaner
by distributing all his judgments around in time and space in the
brain — each act of discrimination or discernment or content-fixation
happens somewhere, but there is no one Discerner doing all the work.
And second, get rid of the Language of Thought; the content of the
judgments doesn't have to be expressible in "propositional" form —
that's a mistake, a case of misprojecting the categories of language back
onto the activities of the brain too enthusiastically.
So presentiments are like speech acts except that there's no Actor
and no Speech!

Well, yes. What there is, really, is just various events of content-fixation
occurring in various places at various times in the brain. These are
nobody's speech acts, and hence they don't have to be in a language,
but they are rather like speech acts; they have content, and they
do have the effect of informing various processes with this content.
We considered more detailed versions of this in chapters 5—10.
Some of these content-fixations have further effects, which eventually
lead to the utterance of sentences — in natural language — either
public or merely internal. And so a heterophenomenological text
gets created. When it's interpreted, the benign illusion is created of
there being an Author. This is sufficient to produce heterophenomenology.
But what about the actual phenomenology?

There is no such thing. Recall our discussion of the interpretation of
fiction. When we come across a novel that is loosely veiled autobiography, we find we can map the fictional events onto many of the real
events in the author's life, so in a strained sense the novel is about
those real events. The author may not realize this at all, but nevertheless, in this strained sense it is true; those events are what the text is
about, because those are the real events that explain why this text got
created.
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But what is the text about in the unstrained sense?

Nothing. It's fiction. It seems to be about various fictional characters,
places, and events, but these events never happened; it isn't really about
anything.
But when I read a novel, these fictional events come alive! Something happens in me; I visualize the events. The act of reading,
and interpreting, a text such as a novel creates some new things
in my imagination: images of the characters doing the deeds. After
all, when we go to see a film version of a novel we have read, we
often think — "That's not at all the way I imagined her!"

Granted. In "Fearing Fictions," the philosopher Kendall Walton (1978)
claims that these acts of imagination on the part of an interpreter supplement the text in much the same way the pictures found in illustrated
of novels do, "combining with the novel to form a 'larger'
tictional,
world" (p. 17). These additions are
perfectly real, but they are just more "text" — not made of figment, but
made of judgment. There is nothing more to phenomenology than that.
But there seems to be!

Exactly! There seems to be phenomenology. That's a fact that the heterophenomenologist enthusiastically concedes. But it does not follow
from this undeniable, universally attested fact that there really is phenomenology. This is the crux.
Are you denying then that consciousness is a plenum?
Yes indeed. That's part of what I'm denying. Consciousness is gappy
and sparse, and doesn't contain half of what people think is there!

But,

but...

But consciousness sure seems to be a plenum?
Yes!

agree; it seems to be a plenum; it even seems to be a "striking fact"
about consciousness that it is continuous, as Edelman says, but...
I

I

know, I know: it doesn't follow from the fact that it seems to be

a plenum that it is a plenum.

Now you've got it.
But there's another problem I have with this hall of mirrors you
call a theory. You say it is only as if there were a Central Meaner,
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if there were a single Author, as if there were a place where it
all comes together! I don't understand this as if business!
as

Perhaps another thought experiment will make this more palatable.
Imagine that we visited another planet and found that the scientists
there had a rather charming theory: Every physical thing has a soul
inside it, and every soul loves every other soul. This being so, things
tend to move toward each other, impelled by the love of their internal
souls for each other. We can suppose, moreover, that these scientists
had worked out quite accurate systems of soul-placement, so that, having determined the precise location in physical space of an item's soul,
they could answer questions about its stability ("It will fall over because
its soul is so high"), about vibration ("If you put a counterbalancing
object on the side of that drive wheel, with a rather large soul, it will
smooth out the wobble"), and about many much more technical topics.
What we could tell them, of course, is that they have hit upon the
concept of a center of gravity (or more accurately, a center of mass),
and are just treating it a bit too ceremoniously. We tell them that they
can go right on talking and thinking the way they were — all they have
to give up is a bit of unnecessary metaphysical baggage. There is a
simpler, more austere (and much more satisfying) interpretation of the
very facts they use their soul-physics to understand. They ask us: Are
there souls? Well, sure, we reply — only they're abstracta, mathematical abstractions rather than nuggets of mysterious stuff. They're exquisitely useful fictions. It is as if every object attracted every other
object by concentrating all its gravitational oomph in a single point —
and it's vastly easier to calculate the behavior of systems using this
principled fiction than it would be to descend to the grubby details —
every point attracting every other point.
I

feel as if my pocket were just picked.

Well don't say I didn't warn you. You can't expect consciousness to
turn out to be just the way you wanted it. Besides, what are you really
giving up?

Only my soul.
Not in any coherent, defensible sense. All you're giving up is a nugget
of specialness that couldn't really be special anyway. Why would you
think any more of yourself if you turned out to be a sort of mind-pearl
in the brain-oyster? What would be so special about being a mindpearl?
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A mind-pearl might be immortal, unlike a brain.

The idea that the Self — or the Soul — is really just an abstraction
strikes many people as simply a negative idea, a denial rather than
anything positive. But in fact it has a lot going for it, including — if it
matters to you — a somewhat more robustly conceived version of potential immortality than anything to be found in traditional ideas of a
soul, but that will have to wait until chapter 13. First we must deal
definitively with qualia, which still have a grip on our imaginations.

12
QUALIA
DISQUALIFIED

1.

A NEW KITE STRING

Thrown into

a

causal gap,

a

quale will simply fall through it.

IVAN FOX (1989), p. 82

When your kite string gets snarled up, in principle it can be unsnarled, especially if you're patient and analytic. But there's a point

beyond which principle lapses and practicality triumphs. Some snarls
should just be abandoned. Go get a new kite string. It's actually cheaper
in the end than the labor it would take to salvage the old one, and you
get your kite airborne again sooner. That's how it is, in my opinion,
with the philosophical topic of qualia, a tormented snarl of increasingly
convoluted and bizarre thought experiments, jargon, in-jokes, allusions
to putative refutations, "received" results that should be returned to
sender, and a bounty of other sidetrackers and time-wasters. Some
messes are best walked away from, so I am not going to conduct an
analytical tour of that literature, even though it contains moments of
insight and ingenuity from which I have benefited (Shoemaker, 1975,
1981, 1988; White, 1986; Kitcher, 1979; Harman, 1990; Fox, 1989). I've
tried in the past to unsnarl the issue (Dennett, 1988a), but now I think
it's better if we try to start over almost from scratch.
It's not hard to see how philosophers have tied themselves into
such knots over qualia. They started where anyone with any sense
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would start: with their strongest and clearest intuitions about their own
minds. Those intuitions, alas, form a mutually self-supporting closed
circle of doctrines, imprisoning their imaginations in the Cartesian
Theater. Even though philosophers have discovered the paradoxes inherent in this closed circle of ideas — that's why the literature on qualia
exists — they haven't had a whole alternative vision to leap to, and so,
trusting their still-strong intuitions, they get dragged back into the paradoxical prison. That's why the literature on qualia gets more and more
convoluted, instead of resolving itself in agreement. But now we've put
in place just such an alternative vision, the Multiple Drafts model. Using
it, we can offer a rather different positive account of the issues. Then
we can pause in sections 4 and 5 to compare it to the visions I hope it
will replace.
An excellent introductory book on the brain contains the following
passage:

"Color" as such does not exist in the world; it exists only in the
eye and brain of the beholder. Objects reflect many different wavelengths of light, but these light waves themselves have no color.
[Ornstein and Thompson, 1984, p. 55]
This is a good stab at expressing the common wisdom, but notice
that taken strictly and literally, it cannot be what the authors mean,
and it cannot be true. Color, they say, does not exist "in the world"
but only in the "eye and brain" of the beholder. But the eye and brain
of the beholder are in the world, just as much parts of the physical
world as the objects seen by the observer. And like those objects, the
eye and brain are colorful. Eyes can be blue or brown or green, and
even the brain is made not just of gray (and white) matter: in addition
to the substantia nigra (the black stuff) there is the locus ceruleus (the
blue place). But of course the colors that are "In the eye and brain of
the beholder" in this sense are not what the authors are talking about.
What makes anyone think there is color in any other sense?
Modern science — so goes the standard story — has removed the
color from the physical world, replacing it with colorless electromagnetic radiation of various wavelengths, bouncing off surfaces that variably reflect and absorb that radiation. It may look as if the color is out
there, but it isn't. It's in here — in the "eye and brain of the beholder."
(If the authors of the passage were not such good materialists, they
would probably have said that it was in the mind of the observer, saving
themselves from the silly reading we just dismissed, but creating even
worse problems for themselves.) But now, if there is no inner figment
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that could be colored in some special, subjective, in-the-mind, phenomenal sense, colors seem to disappear altogether! Something has to
be the colors we know and love, the colors we mix and match. Where
oh where can they be?
This is the ancient philosophical conundrum we must now face.
In the seventeenth century, the philosopher John Locke (and before
him, the scientist Robert Boyle) called such properties as colors, aromas,

tastes, and sounds secondary qualities. These were distinguished from
the primary qualities: size, shape, motion, number, and solidity. Secondary qualities were not themselves things-in-the-mind but rather the
powers of things in the world (thanks to their particular primary qualities) to produce or provoke certain things in the minds of normal
observers. (And what if there were no observers around? This is the
eternally popular puzzler about the tree in the forest that falls. Does it
make a sound? The answer is left as an exercise for the reader.) Locke's
way of defining secondary qualities has become part of the standard
layperson's interpretation of science, and it has its virtues, but it also
gives hostages: the things produced in the mind. The secondary quality
red, for instance, was for Locke the dispositional property or power of
certain surfaces of physical objects, thanks to their microscopic textural
features, to produce in us the idea of red whenever light was reflected
off those surfaces into our eyes. The power in the external object is
clear enough, it seems, but what kind of a thing is an idea of red? Is it,
like a beautiful gown of blue, colored — in some sense? Or is it, like a
beautiful discussion of purple, just about a color, without itself being
colored at all? This opens up possibilities, but how could an idea be
just about a color (e.g., the color red) if nothing anywhere is red?
What is red, anyway? What are colors? Color has always been the
philosophers' favorite example, and I will go along with tradition for
the time being. The main problem with the tradition nicely emerges in
the philosophical analysis of Wilfrid Sellars (1963, 1981b), who distinguished the dispositional properties of objects (Locke's secondary
qualities) from what he called occurrent properties. A pink ice cube in
the freezer with the light off has the secondary quality pink, but there
is no instance of the property occurrent pink until an observer opens
the door and looks. Is occurrent pink a property of something in the
brain or something "in the external world"? In either case, Sellars
insisted, occurrent pink is a "homogeneous" property of something
real. Part of what he meant to deny by this insistence on homogeneity
would be the hypothesis that occurrent pink is anything like neural
activity of intensity 97 in region 75 of the brain. He also meant to deny
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that the subjective world of color phenomenology is exhausted by anything as colorless as judgments that one thing or another is, or seems
to be, pink. For instance, the act of recalling in your mind's eye the
color of a ripe banana and judging that it is the color yellow would not
by itself bring into existence an instance of occurrent yellow (Sellars,
1981; Dennett, 1981b). That would merely be judging that something
was yellow, a phenomenon that by itself is as devoid of occurrent yellow
as a poem about bananas would be.
Sellars went so far as to claim that all of the physical sciences
would have to be revolutionized to make room for occurrent pink and
its kin. Few philosophers went along with him on this radical view,
but a version of it has recently been resurrected by the philosopher
Michael Lockwood (1989). Other philosophers, such as Thomas Nagel,
have supposed that even revolutionized science would be unable to

deal with such properties:
The subjective features of conscious mental processes — as opposed to their physical causes and effects — cannot be captured
by the purified form of thought suitable for dealing with the physical world that underlies the appearances. [1986, p. 15]

Philosophers have adopted various names for the things in the
beholder (or properties of the beholder) that have been supposed to
provide a safe home for the colors and the rest of the properties that
have been banished from the "external" world by the triumphs of physics: "raw feels," "sensa," "phenomenal qualities," "intrinsic properties
of conscious experiences," "the qualitative content of mental states,"
and, of course, "qualia," the terni I will use. There are subtle differences
in how these terms have been defined, but I'm going to ride roughshod
over them. In the previous chapter I seemed to be denying that there
are any such properties, and for once what seems so is so. I am denying
that there are any such properties. But (here comes that theme again)
I agree wholeheartedly that there seem to be qualia.
There seem to be qualia, because it really does seem as if science
has shown us that the colors can't be out there, and hence must be in
here. Moreover, it seems that what is in here can't just be the judgments
we make when things seem colored to us. This reasoning is confused,
however. What science has actually shown us is just that the lightreflecting properties of objects cause creatures to go into various discriminative states, scattered about in their brains, and underlying a host
of innate dispositions and learned habits of varying complexity. And
what are their properties? Here we can play Locke's card a second time:
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discriminative states of observers' brains have various "primary"
properties (their mechanistic properties due to their connections, the
excitation states of their elements, etc.), and in virtue of these primary
properties, they have various secondary, merely dispositional properties. In human creatures with language, for instance, these discriminative states often eventually dispose the creatures to express verbal
judgments alluding to the "color" of various things. When someone
says "I know the ring isn't really pink, but it sure seems pink," the first
clause expresses a judgment about something in the world, and the
second clause expresses a second-order judgment about a discriminative state about something in the world. The semantics of such statements makes it clear what colors supposedly are: reflective properties
of the surfaces of objects, or of transparent volumes (the pink ice cube,
the shaft of limelight). And that is just what they are in fact — though
saying just which reflective properties they are is tricky (for reasons we
will explore in the next section).
Don't our internal discriminative states also have some special
"intrinsic" properties, the subjective, private, ineffable, properties that
constitute the way things look to us (sound to us, smell to us, etc.)?
Those additional properties would be the qualia, and before looking at
the arguments philosophers have devised in an attempt to prove that
there are these additional properties, we will try to remove the motivation for believing in these properties in the first place, by finding
alternative explanations for the phenomena that seem to demand them.
Then the systematic flaws in the attempted proofs will be readily visThese

ible.

According to this alternative view, colors are properties "out
there" after all. In place of Locke's "ideas of red" we have (in normal
human beings) discriminative states that have the content: red. An
example will help make absolutely clear what these discriminative
states are — and more important, what they are not. We can compare
the colors of things in the world by putting them side by side and
Looking at them, to see what judgment we reach, but we can also compare the colors of things by just recalling or imagining them "in our
minds." Is the standard red of the stripes on the American flag the same
red as, or is it darker or lighter or brighter or more or less orange than,
the standard red of Santa Claus's suit (or a British pillar box or the
Soviet red star)? (If no two of these standards are available in your
memory, try a different pair, such as Visa-card blue and sky blue, or
billiard-table-felt green and Granny-Smith-apple green, or lemon yellow and butter yellow.) We are able to make such comparisons "in our
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mind's eyes," and when we do, we somehow make something happen
in us that retrieves information from memory and permits us to compare, in conscious experience, the colors of the standard objects as we
in any case).
remember them (as we take ourselves to remember
Some of us are better at this than others, no doubt, and many of us are
not very confident in the judgments we reach under such
stances. That is why we take home paint samples, or take fabric samples
to the paint store, so that we can put side by side in the external world
instances of the two colors we wish to compare.
what
When we do make these comparisons "in our mind's
happens, according to my view? Something strictly analogous to what
would happen in a machine — a robot — that could also make such
comparisons. Recall from chapter 10 the CADBLIND Mark I Vorsetzer
(the one with the camera that could be aimed at the CAD screen).
Suppose we put a color picture of Santa Claus in front of it and ask it
whether the red in the picture is deeper than the red of the American
flag (something it has already stored in its memory). This is what it
would do: retrieve its representation of Old Glory from memory, and
locate the "red" stripes (they are labeled "red #163" in its diagram).
It would then compare this red to the red of the Santa Claus suit in the
picture in front of its camera, which happens to be transduced by its
color graphics system as red #172. It would compare the two reds by
subtracting 163 from 172 and getting 9, which it would interpret, let's
say, as showing that Santa Claus red seems somewhat deeper and richer
(to it) than American flag red.
This story is deliberately oversimple, to dramatize the assertion I
wish to make: It is obvious that the CADBLIND Mark I doesn't use
figment to render its memory (Or its current perception), but neither do
we. The CADBLIND Mark I probably doesn't know how it compares
the colors of something seen with something remembered and neither
do we. The CADBLIND Mark I has — I will allow — a rather simple,
impoverished color space with few of the associations or built-in biases
of a human
personal color space, but aside from this vast difference in dispositional complexity, there is no important difference.
I could even put it this way: There is no qualitative difference between
the CADBLIND's performance of such a task and our own. The discriminative states of the CADBLIND Mark I have content in just the
same way, and for just the same
as the discriminative brain
states I have put in place of Locke's ideas. The CADBLIND Mark I
certainly doesn't have any qualia (at least, that is the way I expect
lovers of qualia to jump at this point), so it does indeed follow from
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my comparison that I am claiming that we don't have qualia either.
The sort of difference that people imagine there to be between any

machine and any human experiencer (recall the wine-tasting machine
we imagined in chapter 2) is one I am firmly denying: There is no such
sort of difference. There just seems to be.
2. WHY ARE THERE COLORS?

When Otto, in chapter 11, judged that there seemed to be a glowing
pinkish ring, what was the content of his judgment? if, as I have insisted,
his judgment wasn't about a quale, a property of a "phenomenal" seeming-ring (made out of figment), just what was it about? What property
did he find himself tempted to attribute (falsely) to something out in
the world?
Many have noticed that it is curiously difficult to say just what
properties of things in the world colors could be. The simple and appealing idea — still found in many elementary discussions — is that
each color can be associated with a unique wavelength of light, and
hence that the property of being red is simply the property of reflecting
all the red-wavelength light and absorbing all the other wavelengths.
But this has been known for quite some time to be false. Surfaces with
different fundamental reflective properties can be seen as the same
color, and the same surface under different conditions of lighting can
be seen as different colors. The wavelengths of the light entering the
eye are only indirectly related to the colors we see objects to be. (See
Gouras, 1984; Hilbert, 1987; and Hardin, 1988, for surveys of the details
with different emphases.) For those who had hoped there would be
some simple, elegant way to cash in Locke's promissory note about
dispositional powers of surfaces, the situation could hardly be more
bleak. Some (e.g., Hilbert, 1987) have decided to anchor color objectively by declaring it to be a relatively straightforward property of external objects, such as the property of "surface spectral reflectance";
having made that choice, they must then go on to conclude that normal
color vision often presents us with illusions, since the constancies we
perceive match up so poorly with the constancies of surface spectral
reflectance measured by scientific instruments. Others have concluded
that color properties are best considered subjectively, as properties to
be defined strictly in terms of systems of brain states in observers,
ignoring the confusing variation in the world that gives rise to these
states: "Colored objects are illusions, but not unfounded illusions. We
are normally in chromatic perceptual states, and these are neural states"
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(Hardin, 1988, p. 111; see Thompson, Palacios, and Varela, in press,
for a critical discussion of these options, and further arguments for the
better option to be adopted here).
What is beyond dispute is that there is no simple, nondisjunctive
property of surfaces such that all and only the surfaces with that property are red (in Locke's secondary quality sense). This is an initially
puzzling, even depressing fact, since it seems to suggest that our perceptual grip on the world is much worse than we had thought — that
we are living in something of a dream world, or are victims of mass
delusion. Our color vision does not give us access to simple properties
of objects, even though it seems to do so. Why should this be so?
Just bad luck? Second-rate design? Not at all. There is a different,
and much more illuminating, perspective we can take on color, first
shown to me by the philosopher of neuroscience, Kathleen Akins (1989,
1990).' Sometimes new properties come into existence for a reason. A
particularly useful example is provided by the famous case of Julius
and Ethel Rosenberg, who were convicted and executed in 1953 for
spying on the U.S. atomic bomb project for the Soviet Union. It came
out at their trial that at one point they improvised a clever password
system: a cardboard Jell-O box was torn in two, and the pieces were
taken to two individuals who had to be very careful about identifying
each other. Each ragged piece became a practically foolproof and unique
"detector" of its mate: at a later encounter each party could produce
his piece, and if the pieces lined up perfectly, all would be well. Why
does this system work? Because tearing the cardboard in two produces
an edge of such informational complexity that it would be virtually
impossible to reproduce by deliberate construction. (Note that cutting
the Jell-O box with straight-edge and razor would entirely defeat the
purpose.) The particular jagged edge of one piece becomes a practically
unique pattern-recognition device for its mate; it is an apparatus or
transducer for detecting the shape property M, where M is uniquely
instantiated by its mate.
In other words, the shape property M and the M-property-detector
that detects it were made for each other. There would be no reason for
either to exist, to have been created, in the absence of the other. And
the same thing is true of colors and color vision: they were made for
each other. Color-coding is a fairly recent idea in "human factors engineering," but its virtues are now widely recognized. Hospitals lay out
1. Variations on these themes can be found In Humphrey (1976, 1983a) and in
Thompson, Palacios. and Varela (in press).
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colored lines in the corridors, simplifying the directions that patients
must follow: "To get to physiotherapy, just follow the yellow line; to
get to the blood bank, follow the red line!" Manufacturers of televisions,
computers, and other electronic gear color-code the large bundles of
wires inside so that they can be easily traced from point to point. These
are recent applications, but of course the idea is much older; older than
the Scarlet Letter with which an adulterer might be marked, older than
the colored uniforms used to tell friend from foe in the heat of battle,
older than the human species, in fact.
We tend to think of color-coding as the clever introduction of
"conventional" color schemes designed to take advantage of "natural"
color vision, but this misses the fact that "natural" color vision co-

evolved from the outset with colors whose raison d'être was colorcoding (Humphrey, 1976). Some things in nature "needed to be seen"
and others needed to see them, so a system evolved that tended to
minimize the task for the latter by heightening the salience of the former.
Consider the insects. Their color vision coevolved with the colors of
the plants they pollinated, a good trick of design that benefited both.
Without the color-coding of the flowers, the color vision of the insects
would not have evolved, and vice versa. So the principle of color-coding
is the basis of color vision in insects, not just a recent invention of one
clever species of mammal. Similar stories can be told about the evolution of color vision in other species. While some sort of color vision
may have evolved initially for the task of discriminating inorganic phenomena visually, it is not yet clear that this has happened with any
species on this planet. (Evan Thompson has pointed out to me that
honeybees may use their special brand of color vision in navigation,
to discriminate polarized sunlight on cloudy days, but is this a secondary utilization of color vision that originally coevolved with flower
colors?)
Different systems of color vision have evolved independently,
sometimes with radically different color spaces. (For a brief survey,
and references, see Thompson, Palacios, and Varela, in press.) Not all
creatures with eyes have any sort of color vision. Birds and fish and
reptiles and insects clearly have color vision, rather like our "trichromatic" (red-green-blue) system; dogs and cats do not. Among mammals.
only primates have color vision, and there are striking differences
among them. Which species have color vision, and why? This turns
out to be a fascinating and complex story, still largely speculative.
Why do apples turn red when they ripen? It is natural to assume
that the entire answer can be given in terms of the chemical changes
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that happen when sugar and other substances reach various concentralions in the maturing fruit, causing various reactions, and so forth.
But this ignores the fact that there wouldn't be apples in the first place
if there weren't apple-eating seed-spreaders to see them, so the fact that
apples are readily visible to at least some varieties of apple-eaters is a
condition of their existence, not a mere "hazard" (from the apple's
point of view!). The fact that apples have the surface spectral reflectance
properties they do is as much a function of the photopigments that
were available to be harnessed in the cone cells in the eyes of fructivores
as it is of the effects of interactions between sugar and other compounds
in the chemistry of the fruit. Fruits that are not color-coded compete
poorly on the shelves of nature's supermarket, but false advertising will
be punished; the fruits that are ripe (full of nutrition) and that advertise

that fact will sell better, but the advertising has to be tailored to the
visual capabilities and proclivities of the target consumers.
In the beginning, colors were made to be seen by those who were
made to see them. But this evolved gradually, by happenstance, taking
serendipitous advantage of whatever materials lay at hand, occasionally
exploding in a profusion of elaborations of a new Trick, and always
tolerating a large measure of pointless variation and pointless (merely
coincidental) constancy. These coincidental constancies often concerned "more fundamental" features of the physical world. Once there
were creatures who could distinguish red from green berries, they could
also distinguish red rubies from green emeralds, but this was just a
coincidental bonus. The fact that there is a difference in color between
rubies and emeralds can thus be considered to be a derived color phenomenon. Why is the sky blue? Because apples are red and grapes are
purple, not the other way around.
It is a mistake to think that first there were colors — colored rocks,
colored water, colored sky, reddish-orange rust and bright blue cobalt —
and then Mother Nature came along and took advantage of those properties by using them to color-code things. It is rather that first there
were various reflective properties of surfaces, reactive properties of
photopigments, and so forth, and Mother Nature developed out of these
raw materials efficient, mutually adjusted "color"-coding/"color"vision systems, and among the properties that settled out of that design
process are the properties we normal human beings call colors. If the
blue of cobalt and the blue of a butterfly's wing happened to match (in
normal human beings' vision) this is just a coincidence, a negligible
side effect of the processes that brought color vision into existence and
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thereby (as Locke himself might have acknowledged) baptized a certain
curiously gerrymandered set of complexes of primary properties with
the shared secondary property of producing a common effect in a set
of normal observers.
"But still," you will want to object, "back before there were any

animals with color vision, there were glorious red sunsets, and bright
green emeralds!" Well, yes, you can say so, but then those very same
sunsets were also garish, multicolored, and disgusting, rendered in
colors we cannot see, and hence have no naxnes for. That is, you will
have to admit this, if there are or could be creatures on some planet
whose sensory apparatus would be so affected by them. And for all we
know, there are species somewhere who naturally see that there are
two (or seventeen) different colors among a batch of emeralds we found
to be indistinguishably green.
Many human beings are red-green colorblind. Suppose we all
were; it would then be common knowledge that both rubies and emeralds were "gred" — after all, they look to normal observers just like
other gred things: fire engines, well-watered lawns, apples ripe and
unripe (Dennett, 1969). Were folks like us to come along, insisting that
rubies and emeralds were in fact different colors, there would be no
way to declare one of these color-vision systems "truer" than the other.
The philosopher Jonathan Bennett (1965) draws our attention to
a case that makes the saxne point, more persuasively, in another sensory
modality. The substance phenol-thio-urea, he tells us, tastes bitter to
one-quarter of the human population and is utterly tasteless to the rest.
Which way it tastes to you is genetically determined. Is phenol-thiourea bitter or tasteless? By "eugenics" (controlled breeding) or genetic
engineering, we might succeed in eliminating the genotype for finding
phenol bitter. if we succeeded, phenol-thio-urea would then be paradigmotically tasteless, as tasteless as distilled water: tasteless to all
normal human beings. if we performed the opposite genetic experiment,
we could in time render phenol-thio-urea paradigmatically bitter. Now,
before there were any human beings, was phenol-thio-urea both bitter
and tasteless? It was chemically the saxne as it is now.
Facts about secondary qualities are inescapably linked to a reference class of observers, but there are weak and strong ways of treating
the link. We may say that secondary qualities are lovely rather than
suspect. Someone could be lovely who had never yet, as it happened,
been observed by any observer of the sort who would find her lovely,
but she could not — as a matter of logic — be a suspect until someone
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actually suspected her of something. Particular instances of lovely qualities (such as the quality of loveliness) can be said to exist as Lockean
dispositions prior to the moment (if any) where they exercise their
power over an observer, producing the defining effect therein. Thus
some unseen woman (self-raised on a desert island, I guess) could be
genuinely lovely, having the dispositional power to affect normal observers of a certain class in a certain way, in spite of never having the
opportunity to do so. But lovely qualities cannot be defined independently of the proclivities, susceptibilities, or dispositions of a class of
observers, so it really makes no sense to speak of the existence of lovely
properties in complete independence of the existence of the relevant
observers. Actually, that's a bit too strong. Lovely qualities would not
be defined — there would be no point in defining them, in contrast to
all the other logically possible gerrymandered properties — independently of such a class of observers. So while it might be logically possible ("in retrospect.' one might say) to gather color-property instances
together by something like brute force enumeration, the reasons for
singling out such properties (for instance, in order to explain certain
causal regularities in a set of curiously complicated objects) depend on
the existence of the class of observers.
Are sea elephants lovely? Not to us. It is hard to imagine an uglier
creature. What makes a sea elephant lovely to another sea elephant is
not what makes a woman lovely to a man, and to call some as-yet-

unobserved woman lovely who, as it happens, would mightily appeal
to sea elephants would be to abuse both her and the term. It is only by
reference to human tastes, which are contingent and indeed idiosyncratic features of the world, that the property of loveliness (to-a-humanbeing) can be identified.
On the other hand, suspect qualities (such as the property of being
a suspect) are understood in such a way as to presuppose that any
instance of the property has already had its defining effect on at least
one observer. You may be eminently worthy of suspicion — you may
even be obviously guilty — but you can't be a suspect until someone
actually suspects you. I am not claiming that colors are suspect qualities. Our intuition that the as-yet-unobserved emerald in the middle
of the clump of ore is already green does not have to be denied. But I
am claiming that colors are lovely qualities, whose existence, tied as
it is to a reference class of observers, makes no sense in a world in
which the observers have no place. This is easier to accept for some
secondary qualities than for others. That the sulphurous fumes spewed
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forth by primordial volcanos were yellow seems somehow more objective than that they stank, but so long as what we mean by "yellow" is
what we mean by "yellow," the claims are parallel. For suppose some
primordial earthquake cast up a cliff face exposing the stripes of
hundreds of chemically different layers to the atmosphere. Were those
stripes visible? We must ask to whom. Perhaps some of them would
be visible to us and others not. Perhaps some of the invisible stripes
would be visible to tetrachromat pigeons, or to creatures who saw in
the infrared or ultraviolet part of the electromagnetic spectrum. For the
same reason one cannot meaningfully ask whether the difference between emeralds and rubies is a visible difference without specifying

the vision system in question.
Evolution softens the blow of the "subjectivism" or "relativism"
implied by the fact that secondary qualities are lovely qualities. It shows
that the absence of "simple" or "fundamental" commonalities in things
that are all the same color is not an earmark of total illusion, but rather,
a sign of a widespread tolerance for "false positive" detections of the
ecological properties that really matter.2 The basic categories of our
color spaces (and of course our odor spaces and sound spaces, and all
the rest) are shaped by selection pressures, so that in general it makes
sense to ask what a particular discrimination or preference is for. There
are reasons why we shun the odors of certain things and seek out others,
why we prefer certain colors to others, why some sounds bother us
more, or soothe us more. They may not always be our reasons, but
rather the reasons of distant ancestors, leaving their fossil traces in the
built-in biases that innately shape our quality spaces. But as good Darwinians, we should also recognize the possibility — indeed, the necessity — of other, nonfunctional biases, distributed haphazardly
2. Philosophers are currently fond of the concept of natural kinds, reintroduced
to philosophy by Quine (1969), who may now regret the way it has become a stand-in
for the dubious but covertly popular concept of essences. "Green things, or at least green
emeralds, area kind," Quine observes (p. 116), manifesting his own appreciation of the
green things are probably not. The present
fact that while emeralds may be a natural
discussion is meant to forestall one of the tempting mistakes of armchair naturalism: the
assumption that whatever nature makes is a natural kind. Colors are not "natural kinds"
precisely because they are the product of biological evolution, which has a tolerance for
sloppy boundaries when making categories that would horrify any philosopher bent on
good clean definitions. If some creature's life depended on lumping together the moon.
blue cheese, and bicycles, you can be pretty suie that Mother Nature would find a way
for it to "see" these as "intuitively just the same kind of thing."
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through the population in genetic variation. In order for selection pressure to differentially favor those who exhibit a bias against F once F
becomes ecologically important, there has to have been pointless (notyet-functional) variation in "attitude toward F" on which selection can
act. For example, if eating tripe were to spell prereproductive doom in
the future, only those of us who were "naturally" (and heretofore pointlessly) disposed against eating tripe would have an advantage (perhaps
slight to begin with, but soon to be explosive, if conditions favored it).
So it doesn't follow that if you find something (e.g., broccoli) indescribably and ineffably awful, there is a reason for this. Nor does it follow
that you are defective if you disagree with your peers about this. It may
just be one of the innate bulges in your quality space that has, as of
yet, no functional significance at all. (And for your sake, you had better
hope that if it ever does have significance, it is because broccoli has
suddenly turned out to be bad for us.)
These evolutionary considerations go a long way to explaining
why secondary qualities turn out to be so "ineffable," so resistant to
definition. Like the shape property M of the Rosenbergs' piece of JellO box, secondary qualities are extremely resistant to straightforward
definition. It is of the essence of the Rosenbergs' trick that we cannot

replace our dummy predicate M with a longer, more complex, but
accurate and exhaustive description of the property, for if we could,
we (Or someone else) could use that description as a recipe for producing another instance of M or another M-detector. Our secondary
quality detectors were not specifically designed to detect only hard-todefine properties, but the result is much the same. As Akins (1989)
observes, it is not the point of our sensory systems that they should
detect "basic" or "natural" properties of the environment, but just that
they should serve our "narcissistic" purposes in staying alive; nature
doesn't build epistemic engines.
The only readily available way of saying just what shape property
M is is just to point to the M-detector and say that M is the shape
property detected by this thing here. The same predicament naturally
faces anyone trying to say what property someone detects (Or misdetects) when something "looks the way it looks to him." So now we can
answer the question with which this section began: What property does
Otto judge something to have when he judges it to be pink? The property
he calls pink. And what property is that? It's hard to say, but this should
not embarrass us, because we can say why it's hard to say. The best
we can do, practically, when asked what surface properties we detect
with color vision, is to say, uninformatively, that we detect the prop-
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erties we detect. If someone wants a more informative story about those
properties, there is a large and rather incompressible literature in biology, neuroscience, and psychophysics to consult. And Otto can't say
anything more about the property he calls pink by saying "It's this!"
(taking himself to be pointing "inside" at a private, phenomenal property of his experience). All that move accomplishes (at best) is to point
to his own idiosyncratic color-discrimination state, a move that is parallel to holding up a piece of Jell-O box and saying that it detects this

shape property. Otto points to his discrimination-device, perhaps, but
not to any quale that is exuded by it, or worn by it, or rendered by it,
when it does its work. There are no such things.
But still [Otto insistsl, you haven't yet said why pink should look
like this!
Like what?
Like this. Like the particularly ineffable, wonderful, intrinsic pinkness that I am right now enjoying. That is not some indescribably
convoluted surface reflectance property of external objects.

see, Otto, that you use the term enjoying. You are not alone. Often,
when an author wants to stress that the topic has turned from (mere)
neuroanatomy to experience, (mere) psychophysics to consciousness,
(mere) information to qualia, the word "enjoy" is ushered onto the
stage.
I

3. ENJOYING OUR EXPERIENCES
But Dan, qualia are what make life worth living!
WILFRID SELLARS (over a fine bottle of Chambertin, Cincinnati,

1971)
If what

I

want when

I

drink fine wine

is

information about its

chemical properties, why don't I just read the label?
SYDNEY SHOEMAKER, Tufts Colloquium, 1988

Some colors were made for liking, and so were some smells and

tastes. And other colors, smells, and tastes, were made for disliking.
To put the same point more carefully, it is no accident that we (and
other creatures who can detect them) like and dislike colors, smells,
tastes, and other secondary qualities. Just as we are the inheritors of
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evolved vertical symmetry detectors in our visual systems for alerting
us (like our ancestors) to the ecologically significant fact that another
creature is looking at us, so we are the inheritors of evolved quality-

detectors that are not disinterested reporters, but rather warners and
beckoners, sirens in both the fire-engine sense and the Homeric sense,
As we saw in chapter 7, on evolution, these native alarinists have
subsequently been coopted in a host of more complicated organizations,
built from millions of associations, and shaped, in the human case, by
thousands of memes. In this way the brute come-and-get-it appeal of
sex and food, and the brute run-for-your-life aversion of pain and fear
get stirred together in all sorts of piquant combinations. When an organism discovers that it pays to attend to some feature of the world in
spite of its built-in aversion to doing that, it must construct some countervailing coalition to keep aversion from winning. The resulting semistable tension can then itself become an acquired taste, to be sought
out under certain conditions. When an organism discovers that it must
smother the effects of certain insistent beckoners if it is to steer the
proper course, it may cultivate a taste for whatever sequences of activity
it can find that tend to produce the desired peace and quiet. In such a
way could we come to love spicy food that burns our mouths (Rozrn,
1982), deliciously "discordant" music, and both the calm, cool realism
of Andrew Wyeth and the unsettling, hot expressionism of Willem de
Kooning. Marshall McLuhan (1967) proclaimed that the medium is the
message, a half-truth that is truer perhaps in the nervous system than
in any other forum of communication. What we want when we sip a
great wine is not, indeed, the information about its chemical contents;
what we want is to be informed about its chemical contents in our
favorite way. And our preference is ultimately based on the biases that
are still wired into our nervous systems though their ecological significance may have lapsed eons ago.
This fact has been largely concealed from us by our own technology. As the psychologist Nicholas Humphrey notes,

As! look around the room I'm working in, man-made colour shouts
back at me from every surface: books, cushions, a rug on the floor,
a coffee-cup, a box of staples — bright blues, reds, yellows, greens.
There is as much colour here as in any tropical forest. Yet while
almost every colour in the forest would be meaningful, here in
my study almost nothing is. Colour anarchy has taken over. [1983,
p. 149J
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Consider, for instance, the curious fact that monkeys don't like
red light. Given a choice, rhesus monkeys show a strong preference for
the blue-green end of the spectrum, and get agitated when they have
to endure periods in red environments (Humphrey, 1972, 1973, 1983;
Humphrey and Keeble, 1978). Why should this be? Humphrey points
out that red is always used to alert, the ultimate color-coding color, but
for that very reason ambiguous: the red fruit may be good to eat, but
the red snake or insect is probably advertising that it is poisonous. So
"red" sends mixed messages. But why does it send an "alert" message
in the first place? Perhaps because it is the strongest available contrast
with the ambient background of vegetative green or sea blue, or — in
the case of monkeys — because red light (red to reddish-orange to orange light) is the light of dusk and dawn, the times of day when virtually
all the predators of monkeys do their hunting.
The affective or emotional properties of red are not restricted to
rhesus monkeys. All primates share these reactions, including human
beings. If your factory workers are lounging too long in the rest rooms,
painting the walls of the rest rooms red will solve that problem — but
create others (see Humphrey, forthcoming). Such "visceral" responses
are not restricted to colors, of course. Most primates raised in captivity who have never seen a snake will make it unmistakably clear that
they loathe snakes the moment they see one, and it is probable that
the traditional human dislike of snakes has a biological source that
explains the biblical source, rather than the other way around.3 That
is, our genetic heritage queers the pitch in favor of memes for snake-

hating.
Now here are two different explanations for the uneasiness most
of us feel (even if we "conquer" it) when we see a snake:

particular intrinsic snake-yuckiness
quale when we look at them, and our uneasiness is a reaction
to that quale.
(2) We find ourselves less than eager to see snakes because of
innate biases built into our nervous systems. These favor the
release of adrenaline, bring fight-or-flight routines on line, and,

(1) Snakes evoke in us a

3. The primatologist Sue Savage-Rumbaugh has informed me that laboratory-raised
bonobos. or pygmy chimps, show no signs of an innate dislike of snakes, unlike chim-

panzees.
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by activating various associative links, call a host of scenarios

into play involving danger, violence, damage. The original
primate aversion is, in us, transformed, revised, deflected in
a hundred ways by the memes that have exploited it, coopted
it, shaped it. (There are many different levels at which we
could couch an explanation of this "functionalist" type. For
instance, we could permit ourselves to speak more casually
about the power of snake-perceptions to produce anxieties,
fears, anticipations of pain, and the like, but that might be
seen as "cheating" so I am avoiding it.)
The trouble with the first sort of explanation is that it only seems
to be an explanation. The idea that an "intrinsic" property (of occurrent
pink, of snake-yuckiness, of pain, of the aroma of coffee) could explain
a subject's reactions to a circumstance is hopeless — a straightforward
case of a virtus dormitiva (see page 63). Convicting a theory of harboring
a vacuous virtus dormitiva is not that simple, however. Sometimes
it
makes perfectly good sense to posit a temporary virtus dormitiva, pending further investigation. Conception is, by definition we might say,
the cause of pregnancy. If we had no other way of identifying conceplion, telling someone she got pregnant because she conceived would
be an empty gesture, not an explanation. But once we've figured out
the requisite mechanical theory of conception, we can see how conception is the cause of pregnancy, and informativeness is restored. In
the same spirit, we might identify qualia, by definition, as the proximal
causes of otar enjoyment and suffering (roughly put), and then proceed
to discharge our obligations to inform by pursuing the second style of
explanation. But curiously enough, qualophiles (as I call those who
still believe in qualia) will have none of it; they insist, like Otto, that
qualia "reduced" to mere complexes of mechanically accomplished
dispositions to react are not the qualia they are talking about. Their
qualia are something different.

Consider [says Otto] the way the pink ring seems to me right now,
at this very moment, in isolation from all my dispositions, past
associations and future activities. That, the purified, isolated way
it is with me in regards to color at this moment — that is my pink
quale.
Otto has just made a mistake. In fact, this is the big mistake, the source
of all the paradoxes about quaha, as we shall see. But before exposing
the follies of taking this path, I want to demonstrate some of the positive
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benefits of the path that Otto shuns: the "reductionist" path of identifying "the way it is with me" with the sum total of all the idiosyncratic
reactive dispositions inherent in my nervous system as a result of my

being confronted by a certain pattern of stimulation.
Consider what it must have been like to be a Leipzig Lutheran
churchgoer in, say, 1725, hearing one of J. S. Bach's chorale cantatas
in its premier performance. (This exercise in imagining what it is like
is a warm-up for chapter 14, where we will be concerned with consciousness in other animals.) There are probably no significant biological differences between us today and German Lutherans of the
eighteenth century; we are the same species, and hardly any time has
passed. But, because of the tremendous influence of culture — the memosphere — our psychological world is quite different from theirs, in
ways that would have a noticeable impact on our respective experiences
Our musical imagination
when hearing a Bach cantata for the first
has been enriched and complicated in many ways (by Mozart, by Charlie Parker, by the Beatles), but also it has lost some powerful associations
that Bach could count on. His chorale cantatas were built around chorales, traditional hymn melodies that were deeply familiar to his
churchgoers and hence provoked waves of emotional and thematic
association as soon as their traces or echoes appeared in the music.
Most of us today know these chorales only from Bach's settings of them,
if we want
so when we hear them, we hear them with different
not enough
is
it
Bach-hearer,
Leipzig
a
to
be
like
to imagine what it was
same
order;
in
the
instruments
same
on
the
tones
for us to hear the same
tones
those
to
respond
to
somehow
ourselves
prepare
we must also
nostalgia.
of
waves
and
thrills,
heartaches,
with the same
It is not utterly impossible to prepare ourselves in these ways. A
music scholar who carefully avoided all contact with post-1725 music
and familiarized himself intensively with the traditional music of that
period would be a good first approximation. More important, as these
observations show, it is not impossible to know in just what ways we
would have to prepare ourselves whether or not we cared to go to all
the trouble. So we could know what it was like "in the abstract" so to
speak, and in fact I've just told you: the Leipzigers, hearing the chorale
cantatas, were reminded of all the associations that already flavored
It is easy enough to imagine
their recognition of the chorale
with variations drawn
—
though
them
for
like
been
have
what that must
it would be like to
what
imagine
can
We
experience.
own
our
from
hear Bach's setting of familiar Christmas carols, for instance, or "Home
on the Range.' We can't do the job precisely, but only because we can't
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forget or abandon all that we know that the Leipzigers didn't know.
To see how crucial this excess baggage of ours is, imagine that
musicologists unearthed a heretofore unknown Bach cantata, definitely
by the great man, but hidden in a desk and probably never yet heard

even by the composer himself. Everyone would be aching to hear it, to
experience for the first time the 'qualia" that the Leipzigers would have
known, had they only heard it, but this turns out to be impossible, for
the main theme of the cantata, by an ugly coincidence, is the first seven
notes of "Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer"! We who are burdened
with that tune would never be able to hear Bach's version as he intended
it or as the Leipzigers would have received it.
A clearer case of imagination-blockade would be hard to find, but
note that it has nothing to do with biological differences or even with
"intrinsic" or "ineffable" properties of Bach's music. The reason we
couldn't imaginatively relive in detail (and accurately) the musical
experience of the Leipzigers is simply that we would have to take
ourselves along for the imaginary trip, and we know too much. But if
we want, we can carefully list the differences between our dispositions
and knowledge and theirs, and by comparing the lists, come to appreciate, in whatever detail we want, the differences between what it was
like to be them listening to Bach, and what it is like to be us. While
we might lament that inaccessibility, at least we could understand it.
There would be no mystery left over; just an experience that could be
described quite accurately, but not directly enjoyed unless we went to
ridiculous lengths to rebuild our personal dispositional structures.
Qualophiles, however, have resisted this conclusion. It has
seemed to them that even though such an investigation as we have just
imagined might settle almost all the questions we had about what it
was like to be the Leipzigers, there would have to be an ineffable residue. something about what it was like for the Leipzigers that no further
advances in merely "dispositional" and
knowledge
could reduce to zero. That is why qualia have to be invoked by qualophiles as additional features, over and above and strictly independent
of the wiring that determines withdrawal, frowning, screaming, and
other "mere behaviors" of disgust, loathing, fear. We can see this clearly
if we revert to our example of colors.
Suppose we suggest to Otto that what made his "occurrent pink"
the particular tantalizing experience that he enjoyed was simply the
sum total of all the innate and learned associations and reactive dispositions triggered by the particular way he was (mis)informed by his
eyes:
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What qualia are, Otto, are just those complexes of dispositions.
what you are singling out, or referring
When you say "This is my
to, whether you realize it or not, is your idiosyncratic complex of dispositions. You seem to be referring to a private, ineffable somethinga private shade of homogeneous pink, but
or-other in your
this is just how it seems to you, not how it is. That "quale" of yours
is a character in good standing in the fictional world of your heterophenomenology, but what it turns out to be in the real world in your
brain is just a complex of dispositions.

taking the fatal step
That cannot be all there is to it [Otto
of mere discomplex
that
while
for
in the qualophile traditionb
particular
my
for
somehow,
or
positions might be the basis
my
changing
without
changed
all
be
could
quale of pink, they
changwithout
change,
quale
could
intrinsic
my
or
intrinsic quale.
ing that manifold of mere dispositions. For instance, my qualia
could be inverted without inverting all my dispositions. I could
have all the reactivities and associations that I now have for green
to the accompaniment of the quale I now have for red, and vice
versa.

4. A PHILOSOPHICAL FANTASY: INVERTED QUALIA

The idea of the possibility of such "inverted qualia" is one of
most virulent memes. Locke discussed it in his Essay
Concerning Human Understanding (1690), and many of my students
tell me that as young children they hit upon the same idea for themselves, and were fascinated by it. The idea seems to be transparently
clear and safe:
and smell
and sound to
There are the ways things look to
if
to me, and so forth. That much is obvious. I wonder,
things
ways
as
the
same
the ways things appear to me are the
appear to other people.

Philosophers have composed many different variations on this theme,
but the classic version is the interpersonal version: How do I know that
you and I see the same subjective color when we look at something?
Since we both learned our color words by being shown public colored
objects. our verbal behavior will match even if we experience entirely
different subjective colors — even if the way red things look to me is
for instance. We would call the same
the way green things look to
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public things "red" and 'green" even if our private experiences were
"the opposite" (or just different).
Is there any way to tell whether this is the case? Consider the
hypothesis that red things look the same to you and me. Is this hypothesis both irrefutable and unconfirmable? Many have thought so,
and some have concluded that for just that reason it is one sort of
nonsense or another, in spite of its initial appeal to common sense.
Others have wondered if technology might come to the rescue and
confirm (or disconfirm) the interpersonal inverted spectrum hypothesis.
The science-fiction movie Brainstorm (not, I hasten to say, a version of
my book Brainstorms) featured just the right imaginary device: Some
neuroscientific apparatus fits on your head and feeds your visual experience into my brain via a cable. With eyes closed I accurately report
everything you are looking at, except that I marvel at how the sky is
yellow, the grass red, and so forth. If we had such a machine, couldn't
such an experiment with it confirm, empirically, the hypothesis that
our qualia were different? But suppose the technician pulls the plug
on the connecting cable, inverts it 180 degrees, reinserts it in the socket,
and I now report the sky is blue, the grass green, and so forth. Which
would be the "right" orientation of the plug? Designing and building
such a device — supposing for the moment that it would be possible —
would require that its "fidelity" be tuned or calibrated by the normalization of the two subjects' reports, so we would be right back at our
evidential starting point. Now one might try to avert this conclusion
with further elaborations, but the consensus among the qualophiles is
that this is a lost cause; there seems to be general agreement that the
moral of this thought experiment is that no intersubjective comparison
of qualia would be possible, even with perfect technology. This does
provide support, however, for the shockingly 'verificationist" or "positivistic" view that the very idea of inverted qualia is nonsense — and
hence that the very idea of qualia is nonsense. As the philosopher
Ludwig Wittgenstem put
using his famous "beetle in the box" analogy,

The thing in the box has no place in the language-game at all; not
even as a something; for the box might even be empty. — No, one
can "divide through" by the thing in the box; it cancels out, whatever it is. [1953, p. 1001

But Just what does this mean? Does it mean that qualia are real
but ineffective? Or that there aren't any qualia after all? It still seemed
obvious to most philosophers who thought about it that qualia were
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couldn't

be detected in any way. That's how matters stood, uneasily, until someone dreamt up the presumably improved version of the thought experiment: the intrapersonal inverted spectrum. The idea seems to have
occurred to several people independently (Gert, 1965; Putnam, 1965;
Taylor, 1966; Shoemaker, 1969; Lycan, 1973). In this version, the experiences to be compared are all in one mind, so we don't need the

hopeless Brainstorm machine.
You wake up one morning to find that the grass has turned red,
the sky yellow, and so forth. No one else notices any color anomalies in the world, so the problem must be in you. You are
entitled, it seems, to conclude that you have undergone visual
color qualia inversion. How did it happen? It turns out that while
you slept, evil neurosurgeons switched all the wires — the neurons — leading from the color-sensitive cone cells in your retinas.
So far, so good. The effect on you would be startling, maybe even
terrifying. You would certainly be able to detect that the way things
looked to you now was very different, and we would even have a proper
scientific explanation of why this was: The neuron clusters in the visual
cortex that "care about" color, for instance, would be getting their
stimulation from a systematically shifted set of retinal receptors. So
half the battle is won, it seems: A difference in qualia would be detectable after all, if it were a difference that developed rather swiftly
in a single person.4 But this is only half the battle, for the imagined

neurosurgical prank has also switched all your reactive dispositions;
not only do you say your color experiences have all been discombobulated, but your nonverbal color-related behavior has been inverted as
well. The edginess you used to exhibit in red light you now exhibit in
green light, and you've lost the fluency with which you used to rely
on various color-coding schemes in your life. (If you play basketball
for the Boston Celtics, you keep passing the ball mistakenly to the guys
in the red uniforms.)
What the qualophile needs is a thought experiment that demon4. The suddenness would be important, since if it happened very gradually, you
might not be able to notice. As Hardin (1990) has pointed out, the gradual yellowing of
your lenses with age slowly shifts your sense of the primary colors; shown a color wheel
and asked to point at pure red (red with no orange or purple in it), where on the continuum
you point is partly a function of age.
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Figure 12.1

strates that the-way-things-look can be independent of all these reactive
dispositions. So we have to complicate the story with a further development; we must describe something happening that undoes the switch
in reactive dispositions while leaving the switched "qualia" intact. Here
is where the literature lurches into ever more convoluted fantasies, for
no one thinks for a moment that the-way-things-look is ever actually
divorced from the subject's reactive dispositions; it is just that this is
deemed an important possibility in principle by the qualophiles. To
show this, they need to describe a possible case, however outlandish,
in which it would be obvious that this detachment was actual. Consider
a story that won't work:
One night while you sleep, evil neurosurgeons switch all the wires
from the cone cells (just as before), and then, later the same busy
night, another team of neurosurgeons, the B team, comes along
and performs a complementary rewiring a little farther up on the
optic nerve.
This restores all the old reactive dispositions (we can presume), but,
alas, it also restores the old qualia. The cells in the cortex that "care
about" color, for instance, will now be getting their original signals
again, thanks to the speedy undoing of the damage by the B team. The
second switcheroo happened too early, it seems; it happened on the
way up to conscious experience. So we'll have to tell the story differently, with the second switcheroo happening later, after the inverted
qualia have taken their bow in consciousness, but before any of the
inverted reactions to them can set in. But is this possible? Not if the
arguments for the Multiple Drafts model are correct. There is no line
that can be drawn across the causal "chain" from eyeball through consciousness to subsequent behavior such that all reactions to x happen
after it and consciousness of x happens before it. This is because it
is not a simple causal chain, but a causal network, with multiple
paths on which Multiple Drafts are being edited simultaneously and
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semi-independently. The qualophile's story would make sense if there
were a Cartesian Theater, a special place in the brain where the conscious experience happened. If there were such a place, we could
bracket it with the two switcheroos, leaving inverted qualia in the
Theater, while keeping all the reactive dispositions normalized. Since
there is no such Cartesian Theater, however, the thought experiment
doesn't make sense. There is no coherent way to tell the necessary
story. There is no way to isolate the properties presented in consciousness from the brain's multiple reactions to its discriminations, because
there is no such additional presentation process.
In the literature on the inverted spectrum, the second switcheroo
is often supposed to be accomplished not by surgery but by gradual
adaptation by the subject to the new regime of experiences. This makes
superficial sense; people can adapt amazingly well to bizarre displacements of their senses. There have been many visual field inversion
experiments in which subjects wear goggles that turn everything upside
down — by turning the retinal image right side up! (E.g., Stratton, 1896;
Kohler, 1961; Welch, 1978, provides a good summary; see also Cole,
1990.) After several days of constantly wearing inverting goggles of one
sort or another (it makes a difference — some varieties had a wide field
of view, and others gave the viewers a sort of tunnel vision), subjects
often make an astonishingly successful adaptation. In Ivo Kohler's film
of his experiments in Innsbruck, we see two of his subjects, comically
helpless when they first put on the goggles, skiing downhill and riding
bicycles through city traffic, still wearing the inverting goggles and
apparently completely adapted to them.
So let's suppose that you gradually adapt to the surgical inversion
of your color vision. (Why you would want to adapt, or would have to
adapt, is another matter, but we may as well concede the point to the
qualophiles, to hasten their demise.) Now some adaptations would at
first be clearly post-experiential. We may suppose that the clear sky
would still look yellow to you, but you would start calling it blue to
get in step with your neighbors. Looking at a novel object might cause
momentary confusion: "It's gr— I mean red!' What about your edginess
in green light — would it still show up as an abnormality in your galvanic skin response? For the sake of the argument, the qualophile has
to imagine, however unlikely this might be, that all your reactive dispositions adapt, leaving behind only the residue of the still-inverted
qualia, so for the sake of argument, let's concede that the most fundamental and innate biases in your quality spaces also "adapt' — this
is preposterous, but there is worse to come.
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In order to tell the necessary story, the qualophile must suppose
that eventually all these adaptations become second nature — swift and
unstudied. (If they didn't become second nature, there would be leftover
reactive dispositions that would be still different, and the argument
requires that these all be ironed out.) So be it. Now, assuming that all
your reactive dispositions are restored, what is your intuition about
your qualia? Are they still inverted or not?
It is legitimate to pass at this point, on the grounds that after being
asked to tolerate so many dubious assumptions for the sake of argument,
you either come up empty — no intuition bubbles up at all — or you
find yourself mistrustful of whatever intuition does strike you. But
perhaps it does seem quite obvious to you that your qualia would still
be inverted. But why? What in the story has led you to see it this way?
Perhaps, even though you have been following directions, you have
innocently added some further assumptions not demanded by the story,
or failed to notice certain possibilities not ruled out by the story. I
suggest that the most likely explanation for your intuition that, in this
imagined instance, you would still have "inverted qualia" is that you
are making the additional, and unwarranted, assumption that all the
adaptation is happening on the "post-experiential side."
It could be, though, couldn't it, that the adaptation was accomplished on the upward path? When you first put on heavily tinted
goggles, you won't see any color at all — or at least the colors you see
are weird and hard-to-distinguish colors — but after wearing them for
a while, surprising normal color vision returns. (Cole, 1990, draws
philosophers' attention to these effects, which you can test for yourself
with army-surplus infrared sniper goggles.) Perhaps, not knowing this
surprising fact, it just never occurred to you that you might adapt to
the surgery in much the same way. We could have highlighted this
possibility in the thought experiment, by adding a few details:

And as the adaptation proceeded, you often found to your
surprise that the colors of things didn't seem so strange after all,
and sometimes you got confused and made double corrections.
When asked the color of a novel object you said "It's gr—, no
red—no, it is green!"

Told this way, the story might make it seem "obvious" that the color
qualia themselves had adapted, or been reinverted. But in any case,
you may now think, it has to be one way or the other. There couldn't
be a case where it wasn't perfectly obvious which sort of adjustment
you had made! The unexamined assumption that grounds this convic-
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tion is that all adaptations can be categorized as either pre-.experiential
or post-experiential (Stalinesque or Orwellian). At first this may seem
to be an innocent assumption, since extreme cases are easy to classify.
When the brain compensates for head and eye motions, producing a
stable visual world "in experience," this is surely a pre-experiential
cancellation of effects, an adaptation on the upward path to consciousness. And when you imagine making peripheral ("late") compensations
in color-word choosing ("It's gr— I mean red'") this is obviously a postexperiential, merely behavioral adjustment. It stands to reason then,
doesn't it, that when all the adaptations have been made, either they
leave the subjective color (the color "in consciousness") inverted or
they
Here's how we would tell: Add up the switcheroos on the
upward path; if there are an even number — as in the Team B handiwork — the qualia are normalized, and if odd, the qualia are still inverted. Nonsense. Recall the Neo-Laffer curve in chapter 5. It is not at
all a logical or geometric necessity that there be a single value of a
discriminated variable that can be singled out as the value of the variable "in consciousness."
We can demonstrate this with a little fantasy of our own, playing
by the qualophil&s rules. Suppose that presurgically a certain shade
of blue tended to remind you of a car in which you once crashed, and
hence was a color to be shunned. At first, postsurgically, you have no
negative reactions to things of that color, finding them an innocuous
and unmemorable yellow, let's suppose. After your complete adaptation, however, you again shun things of that shade of blues and it is
because they remind you of that crash. (If they didn't, this would be
an unadapted reactive dispositionj But if we ask you whether this is
because, as you remember the crash, the car was yellow — just like the
noxious object before you now — or because, as you remember the
crash, the car was blue — just like the noxious object before you now,
you really shouldn't be able to answer. Your verbal behavior will be
totally "adapted"; your immediate, second-nature answer to the question: "What color was the car you crashed?" is "blue" and you will
unhesitatingly call the noxious object before you blue as well. Does
that entail that you have forgotten the long training period?
No. We don't need anything so dramatic as amnesia to explain
your inability to answer, for we have plenty of everyday cases in which
the same phenomenon arises. Do you like beer? Many people who like
beer will acknowledge that beer is an acquired taste. One gradually
trains oneself — or just comes — to enjoy that flavor. What flavor? The
flavor of the first sip?
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No one could like that flavor [an experienced beer drinker might

retort]. Beer tastes different to the experienced beer drinker. If beer
went on tasting to me the way the first sip tasted, I would never
have gone on drinking beer! Or, to put the same point the other
way around, if my first sip of beer had tasted to me the way my
most recent sip just tasted, I would never have had to acquire the
taste in the first place! I would have loved the first sip as much
as the one I just enjoyed.

this beer drinker is right, then beer is not an acquired taste. No one
comes to enjoy the way the first sip tasted. Instead, the way beer tastes
to them gradually changes. Other beer drinkers might insist that, no,
beer did taste to them now the way it always did, only now they like
that vety taste. Is there a real difference? There is a difference in heterophenomenology, certainly, and the difference needs to be explained.
It could be that the different convictions spring from genuine differences in discriminative capacity of the following sort: in the first sort
of beer drinker the "training" has changed the "shape" of the quality
space for tasting, while in the second sort the quality space remains
roughly the same, but the "evaluation function" over that space has
been revised. Or it could be that some or even all of the beer drinkers
are kidding themselves (like those who insist that the high-resolution
Marilyns are all really there in the background of their visual field).
We have to look beyond the heterophenomenological worlds to the
actual happenings in the head to see whether there is a truth-preserving
(if "strained") interpretation of the beer drinkers' claims, and if there
is, it will only be because we decide to reduce "the way it tastes" to
one complex of reactive dispositions or another (Dennett, 1988a). We
would have to "destroy" qualia in order to "save" them.
So if a beer drinker furrows his brow and gets a deadly serious
expression on his face and says that what he is referring to is "the way
the beer tastes to me right now," he is definitely kidding himself if he
thinks he can thereby refer to a quale of his acquaintance, a subjective
state that is independent of his changing reactive attitudes. It may seem
to him that he can, but he can't.5
And by the same token, in the imagined case of being reminded
If

5. "The very fact that we should so much like to say: 'This is the important thing' —
while we point privately to the sensation — is enough to shew how much we are Inclined
to say something which gives no information.' Wittgenstein (1953). i298.
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of the car crash by the blue object, you would be kidding yourself if
you thought you could tell, from the way the object looks to you,
whether it was "intrinsically" the same as the way the car looked to
you when you crashed. This is enough to undercut the qualophile's
thought experiment, for the goal was to describe a case in which it was
obvious that the qualia would be inverted while the reactive dispositions would be normalized. The assumption that one could just tell is
question-begging, and without the assumption, there is no argument,
but just an intuition pump — a story that cajoles you into declaring
your gut intuition without giving you a good reason for it.

Question-begging or not, it may still seem just plain obvious that.
"the subjective colors you would be seeing things to be" would have
to be "one way or the other." This just shows the powerful gravitational
force that the Cartesian Theater exerts on our imaginations. It may help
to break down the residual attractiveness of this idea if we consider
further the invited parallel with image-inverting goggles. When the
adaptations of the subjects wearing these goggles have become so second nature that they can ride bicycles and ski, the natural (but misguided) question to ask is this: Have they adapted by turning their
experiential world back right side up, or by getting used to their experiential world being upside down? And what do they say? They say
different things, which correlate roughly with how complete their adaptation was. The more complete it was, the more the subjects dismiss
the question as improper or unanswerable. This is just what the Multiple Drafts theory demands: Since there are a host of discriminations
and reactions that need to be adjusted, scattered around in the brain,
some of them dealing with low-level "reflexes" (such as ducking the
right way when something looms at you) and others dealing with focally
attended deliberate actions, it is not suiprising that as the adaptations
in this patchwork accumulate, subjects should lose all conviction of
whether to say "things look the way they used to look" instead of
"things still look different, but I'm getting used to it." In some ways
things look the same to them (as judged by their reactions), in other
ways things look different (as judged by other reactions). If there were
a single representation of visuo-motor space through which all reactions
to visual stimuli had to be channeled, it would have to be "one way
or the other," perhaps, but there is no such single representation. The
way things look to them is composed of many partly independent habits
of reaction, not a single intrinsically right-side-up or upside-down pictuie in the head. All that matters is the fit between the input and the
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output, and since this is accomplished in many different places with
many different and largely independent means, there is just no saying
what "counts" as "my visual field is still upside down."
The same is true of "qualia" inversion. The idea that it is something in addition to the inversion of all one's reactive dispositions, so
that, if they were renormalized the inverted qualia would remain, is
simply part of the tenacious myth of the Cartesian Theater. This myth
is celebrated in the elaborate thought experiments about spectrum inversion, but to celebrate is not to support or prove. If there are no qualia
over and above the sum total of dispositions to react, the idea of holding
the qualia constant while adjusting the dispositions is self-contradictory.

5. "EPIPHENOMENAL" QUALIA?

There is another philosophical thought experiment about our experience of color that has proven irresistible: Frank Jackson's (1982)
much-discussed case of Mary, the color scientist who has never seen
colors. Like a good thought experiment, its point is immediately evident
to even the uninitiated. In fact it is a bad thought experiment, an intuition pump that actually encourages us to misunderstand its premises!

Mary is a brilliant scientist who is, for whatever reason, forced to
investigate the world from a black-and-white room via a blackand-white television monitor. She specializes in the neurophysiology of vision and acquires, let us suppose, all the physical
information there is to obtain about what goes on when we see
ripe tomatoes, or the sky, and use terms like red, blue, and so on.
She discovers, for example, just which wavelength combinations
from the sky stimulate the retina, and exactly how this produces
via the central nervous system the contraction of the vocal chords
and expulsion of air from the lungs that results in the uttering of
the sentence "The sky is blue.". . What will happen when Mary
is released from her black-and-white room or is given a color
television monitor? Will she learn anything or not? It seems just
obvious that she will learn something about the world and our
visual experience of it. But then it is inescapable that her previous
knowledge was incomplete. But she had all the physical information. Ergo there is more to have than that, and Physicalism is
false. . [p. 128)
.

.

.
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The point could hardly be clearer. Mary has had no experience
of color at all (there are no mirrors to look at her face in, she's obliged
to wear black gloves, etc., etc.), and so, at that special moment when

her captors finally let her come out into the colored world which she
knows only by description (and black-and-white diagrams). "it seems
just obvious," as Jackson says, that she will 'earn something. Indeed,
we can all vividly imagine her, seeing a red rose for the first time and
exclaiming, "So thats what red looks like!" And it may also occur to
us that if the first colored things she is shown are, say, unlabeled
wooden blocks, and she is told only that one of them is red and the
other blue, she won't have the faintest idea which is which until she
somehow learns which color words go with her newfound experiences.
That is how almost everyone imagines this thought experiment —
not Just the uninitiated, but the shrewdest, most battle-hardened philosophers (Tye, 1986; Lewis. 1988; Loar, 1990; Lycan, 1990; Nemirov,
1990; Harman, 1990; Block, 1990; van Gulick, 1990). Only Paul Churchland (1985, 1990) has offered any serious resistance to the image, so
vividly conjured up by the thought experiment, of Mary's dramatic
discovery. The image is wrong; if that is the way you imagine the case.
you are simply not following directions! The reason no one follows
directions is because what they ask you to imagine is so preposterously
immense, you can't even try. The crucial premise is that "She has all
the physical information." That is not readily imaginable, so no one
bothers. They just imagine that she knows lots and lots — perhaps they
imagine that she knows everything that anyone knows today about the
of color vision. But that's just a drop in the bucket,
and it's not surprising that Mary would learn something if that were
all she knew.
To bring out the illusion of imagination here, let me continue the
story in a surprising— but legitimate — way:
And so, one day, Mary's captors decided it was time for her to
see colors. As a trick, they prepared a bright blue banana to present
as her first color experience ever. Mary took one look at it and
said "Hey! You tried to trick me! Bananas are yellow, but this one
is blue!' Her captors were dumfounded. How did she do it? "Simple," she replied. "You have to remember that I know everything — absolutely everything — that coWd ever be known about
the physical causes and effects of color vision. So of course before
you brought the banana in, I had already written down, in exquisite detail, exactly what physical impression a yellow object
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or a blue object (or a green object, etc.) would make on my nervous
system. So I already knew exactly what thoughts I would have
(because, after all, the "mere disposition" to think about this or
that is not one of your famous qualia, is it?). I was not in the
slightest surprised by my experience of blue (what surprised me
was that you would try such a second-rate trick on me). I realize
it is hard for you to imagine that I could know so much about my
reactive dispositions that the way blue affected me came as no
surprise. Of course it's hard for you to imagine. It's hard for anyone
to imagine the consequences of someone knowing absolutely
everything physical about anything!"

Surely I've cheated, you think. I must be hiding some impossibility
behind the veil of Mary's remarks. Can you prove it? My point is not
that my way of telling the rest of the story proves that Mary doesn't
learn anything, but that the usual way of imagining the story doesn't
prove that she does. It doesn't prove anything; it simply pumps the
intuition that she does ("it seems just obvious") by lulling you into
imagining something other than what the premises require.
It is of course true that in any realistic, readily imaginable version
of the story, Mary would come to learn something, but in any realistic,
readily imaginable version she might know a lot, but she would not
know everything physical. Simply imagining that Mary knows a lot,
and leaving it at that, is not a good way to figure out the implications
of her having "all the physical information" — any more than imagining she is filthy rich would be a good way to figure out the implications of the hypothesis that she owned everything. It may help us
imagine the extent of the powers her knowledge gives her if we begin
by enumerating a few of the things she obviously knows in advance.
She knows black and white and shades of gray, and she knows the
difference between the color of any object and such surface properties
as glossiness versus matte, and she knows all about the difference between luminance boundaries and color boundaries (luminance boundaries are those that show up on black-and-white television, to put it
roughly). And she knows precisely which effects — described in neurophysiological terms — each particular color will have on her nervous
system. So the only task that remains is for her to figure out a way of
identifying those neurophysiological effects "from the inside." You
may find you can readily imagine her making a little progress on this —
for instance, figuring out tricky ways in which she would be able to
tell that some color, whatever it is, is not yellow, or not red. How? By
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noting some salient and specific reaction that her brain would have
only for yellow or only for red. But if you allow her even a little entry
into her color space in this way, you should conclude that she can
leverage her way to complete advance knowledge, because she doesn't
just know the salient reactions, she knows them all.
Recall Julius and Ethel Rosenberg's Jell-O box, which they turned
into an M-detector. Now imagine their surprise if an impostor were to
show up with a
piece that was not the original. "Impossible!" they cry. "Not impossible," says the impostor, "just difficult. I
had all the information required to reconstruct an M-detector, and to
make another thing with shape-property M." Mary had enough information (in the original case, if correctly imagined) to figure out just
what her red-detectors and blue-detectors were, and hence to identify
them in advance. Not the usual way of coming to learn about colors,
but Mary is not your usual person.
I know that this will not satisfy many of Mary's philosophical
fans, and that there is a lot more to be said, but — and this is my main
point — the actual proving must go on in an arena far removed from
Jackson's example, which is a classic provoker of Philosophers' Syndrome: mistaking a failure of imagination for an insight into necessity.
Some of the philosophers who have dealt with the case of Mary may
not care that they have imagined it wrong, since they have simply used
it as a springboard into discussions that shed light on various inde-

pendently interesting and important issues. I will not pursue those
issues here, since I am interested in directly considering the conclusion
that Jackson himself draws from his example: visual experiences have
qualia that are "epiphenomenal."
The term "epiphenomena" is in common use today by both philosophers and psychologists (and other cognitive scientists). It is used
with the presumption that its meaning is familiar and agreed upon,
when in fact, philosophers and cognitive scientists use the term with
entirely different meanings — a strange fact made even stranger to me
by the fact that although I have pointed this Out time and again, no one
seems to care. Since "epiphenomenalism" often seems to be the last
remaining safe haven for qualia, and since this appearance of safety is
due entirely to the confusion between these two meanings, ! must become a scold, and put those who use the term on the defensive.
According to the Shorter Oxford English Dictionary, the term "epiphenomenon" first appears in 1706 as a term in pathology, "a secondary
appearance or symptom." The evolutionary biologist Thomas Huxley
(1874) was probably the writer who extended the term to its current
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in psychology, where it means a nonfunctional property or byproduct. Huxley used the term in his discussion of the evolution of
consciousness and his claim that epiphenomenal properties (like the
"whistle of the steam engine") could not be explained by natural selection.
Here is a clear instance of this use of the word:
use

Why do people who are thinking hard bite their lips and tap their
feet? Are these actions just epiphenomena that accompany the
core processes of feeling and thinking or might they themselves
be integral parts of these processes? [Zajonc and Markus, 1984, p.
741

Notice that the authors mean to assert that these actions, while
perfectly detectable, play no enabling role, no designed role. in the
processes of feeling and thinking; they are nonfunctional. In the same
spirit, the hum of the computer is epiphenomenal, as is your shadow
when you make yourself a cup of tea. Epiphenomena are mere byproducts, but as such they are products with lots of effects in the world:
tapping your feet makes a recordable noise, and your shadow has its
effects on photographic film, not to mention the slight cooling of the
surfaces it spreads itself over.
The standard philosophical meaning is different: 'x is epiphenomenal" means "x is an effect but itself has no effects in the physical
world whatever." (See Broad. 1925, p. 118, for the definition that inaugurates, or at any rate establishes, the philosophical usage.) Are these
meanings really so different? Yes, as different as the meanings of murder
and death. The philosophical meaning is stronger: Anything that has
no effects whatever in the physical world surely has no effects on the
function of anything, but the converse doesn't follow, as the example
from Zajonc and Markus makes obvious.
In fact, the philosophical meaning is too strong; it yields a concept
of no utility whatsoever (Harman, 1990; Fox, 1989). Since x has no
physical effects (according to this definition), no instrument can detect
the presence of x directly or indirectly; the way the world goes is not
modulated in the slightest by the presence or absence of x. How then,
could there ever be any empirical reason to assert the presence of x?
Suppose, for instance, that Otto insists that he (for one) has epiphenomenal qualia. Why does he say this? Not because they have some
effect on him, somehow guiding him or alerting him as he makes his
avowals. By the very definition of epiphenomena (in the philosophical
sense), Otto's heartfelt avowals that he has epiphenomena could not
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evidence for himself or anyone else that he does have them, since
he would be saying exactly the same thing even if he didn't have them.
But perhaps Otto has some °internal" evidence?
Here there's a loophole, but not an attractive one. Epiphenomena,
remember, are defined as having no effect in the physical world. If Otto
wants to embrace out-and-out dualism, he can claim that his epiphenomenal qualia have no effects in the physical world, but do have effects
in his (nonphysical) mental world (Broad. 1925, closed this loophole
by definition, but it's free for the asking). For instance, they cause some
of his (nonphysical) beliefs, such as his belief that he has epiphenomenal qualia. But this is just a temporary escape from embarrassment.
For now on pain of contradiction, his beliefs, in turn, can have no effect
in the physical world. If he suddenly lost his epiphenomenal qualia,
he would no longer believe he had them, but he'd still go right on
saying he did. He just wouldn't believe what he was saying! (Nor could
he tell you that he didn't believe what he was saying, or do anything
at all that revealed that he no longer believed what he was saying.) So
the only way Otto could "justify" his belief in epiphenomena would
be by retreating into a solipsistic world where there is only himself,
his beliefs and his qualia, cut off from all effects in the world. Far from
being a "safe" way of being a materialist and having your qualia too,
this is at best a way of endorsing the most radical solipsism, by cutting
off your mind — your beliefs and your experiences — from any commerce with the material world.
If qualia are epiphenomenal in the standard philosophical sense,
their occurrence can't explain the way things happen (in the material
world) since, by definition, things would happen exactly the same without them. There could not be an empirical reason, then, for believing
in epiphenomena. Could there be another sort of reason for asserting
their existence? What sort of reason? An a priori reason, presumably.
But what7 No one has ever offered one — good, bad, or indifferent —
that I have seen. If someone wants to object that I am being a "verificationist" about these epiphenomena, I reply: Isn't everyone a verificationist about this sort of assertion? Consider, for instance, the
hypothesis that there are fourteen epiphenomenal gremlins in each
cylinder of an internal combustion engine. These gremlins have no
mass, no energy, no physical properties; they do not make the engine
run smoother or rougher, faster or slower. There is and could be no
empirical evidence of their presence, and no empirical way in principle
of distinguishing this hypothesis from its rivals: there are twelve or
thirteen or fifteen. . gremlins. By what principle does one defend one's
be

.
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wholesale dismissal of such nonsense? A verificationist principle, or

just plain common sense?
Ah, but there's a difference! [says Otto.) There is no independent
motivation for taking the hypothesis of these gremlins seriously.
You just made them up on the spur of the moment. Qualia, in
contrast, have been around for a long time, playing a major role
in our conceptual scheme!

And what if some benighted people have been thinking for generations that gremlins made their cars go, and by now have been pushed
back by the march of science into the forlorn claim that the gremlins
are there, all right, but are epiphenomenal? Is it a mistake for us to
dismiss their "hypothesis" out of hand? Whatever the principle is that
we rely on when we give the back of our hand to such nonsense, it
suffices to dismiss the doctrine that qualia are epiphenomenal in this
philosophical sense. These are not views that deserve to be discussed
with a straight face.
It's hard to believe that the philosophers who have recently described their views as epiphenomenalism can be making such a woebegone mistake. Are they, perhaps, just asserting that qualia are
epiphenomenal in Huxley's sense? Qualia, on this reading, are physical
effects and have physical effects; they just aren't functional. Any materialist should be happy to admit that this hypothesis is true — if we
identify qualia with reactive dispositions, for instance. As we noted in
the discussion of enjoyment, even though some bulges or biases in our
quality spaces are functional — or used to be functional — others are
just brute happenstance. Why don't I like broccoli? Probably for no
reason at all; my negative reactive disposition is purely epiphenomenal,
a by-product of my wiring with no significance. It has no function, but
has plenty of effects. In any designed system, some properties are crucial while others are more or less revisable ad lib. Everything has to
be some way or another, but often the ways don't matter. The gear shift
lever on a car may have to be a certain length and a certain strength,
but whether it is round or square or oval in cross section is an epiphenomenal property, in Huxley's sense. In the CADBLIND systems
we imagined in chapter 10, the particular color-by-number coding
scheme was epiphenomenal. We could "invert" it (by using negative
numbers, or multiplying all the values by some constant) without making any functional difference to its information-processing prowess.
Such an inversion might be undetectable to casual inspection, and
might be undetectable by the system, but it would not be epiphenom-
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enal in the philosophical sense. There would be lots of tiny voltage

differences in the memory registers that held the different numbers, for
instance.
if we think of all the properties of our nervous systems that enable
us to see, hear, smell, taste, and touch things, we can divide them,
roughly, into the properties that play truly crucial roles in mediating
the information processing, and the epiphenomal properties that are
more or less revisable ad lib, like the color-coding system in the CADBLIND system. When a philosopher surmises that qualia are epiphenomenal properties of brain states, this might mean that qualia could
turn out to be local variations in the heat generated by neuronal metabolism. That cannot be what epiphenomenalists have in mind, can
it? If it is, then qualia as epiphenomena are no challenge to materialism.
The time has come to put the burden of proof squarely on those
who persist in using the term. The philosophical sense of the term is
simply ridiculous; Huxley's sense is relatively clear and unproblematic — and irrelevant to the philosophical arguments. No other sense
of the term has any currency. So if anyone claims to uphold a variety
of epiphenomenalism, try to be polite, but ask: What are you talking
about?
Notice, by the way, that this equivocation between two senses of
"epiphenomenal" also infects the discussion of zombies. A philosopher's zombie, you will recall, is behaviorally indistinguishable from
a normal human being, but is not conscious. There is nothing it is like
to be a zombie; it just seems that way to observers (including itself, as
we saw in the previous chapter). Now this can be given a strong or
weak interpretation, depending on how we treat this indistinguishability to observers, if we were to declare that in principle, a zombie is
indistinguishable from a conscious person, then we would be saying
that genuine consciousness is epiphenomenal in the ridiculous sense.
That is just silly. So we could say instead that consciousness might be
epiphenomenal in the Huxley sense: although there was some way of
distinguishing zombies from real people (who knows, maybe zombies
have green brains), the difference doesn't show up as a functional difference to observers. Equivalently, human bodies with green brains
don't harbor observers, while other human bodies do. On this hypothesis, we would be able in principle to distinguish the inhabited bodies
from the uninhabited bodies by checking for brain color. This is also
silly, of course, and dangerously silly, for it echoes the sort of utterly
unmotivated prejudices that have denied full personhood to people on
the basis of the color of their skin. It is time to recognize the idea of
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the possibility of zombies for what it is: not a serious philosophical
idea but a preposterous and ignoble relic of ancient prejudices. Maybe
women aren't really conscious! Maybe Jews! What pernicious nonsense.
As Shylock says, drawing our attention, quite properly, to "merely
behavioral" criteria:

Hath not a Jew eyes? Hath not a Jew hands, organs, dimensions,
senses, affections, passions; fed with the same food, hurt with the
same weapons, subject to the same diseases, heal'd by the same
means, warm'd and cool'd by the same winter and summer, as a
Christian is? if you prick us, do we not bleed? if you tickle us, do
we not laugh? if you poison us, do we not die?

There is another way to address the possibility of zombies, and
in some regards I think it is more satisfying. Are zombies possible?
They're not just possible, they're actual. We're all zombies.° Nobody is
conscious — not in the systematically mysterious way that supports
such doctrines as epiphenomenalism! I can't prove that no such sort
of consciousness exists. I also cannot prove that gremlins don't exist.
The best I can do is show that there is no respectable motivation for
believing in it.
6. GE1TING BACK ON MY ROCKER

In chapter 2, section 2,! set up the task of explaining consciousness
by recollecting an episode from my own conscious experience as I sat,
rocking in my chair, looking out the window on a beautiful spring day.
Let's return to that passage and see how the theory I have developed
handles it. Here is the text:

Green-golden sunlight was streaming in the window that early
spring day, and the thousands of branches and twigs of the maple
tree in the yard were still clearly visible through a mist of green
buds, forming an elegant pattern of wonderful intricacy. The windowpane is made of old glass, and has a scarcely detectable wrinkle line in it, and as I rocked back and forth, this imperfection in
the glass caused a wave of synchronized wiggles to march back
and forth across the delta of branches, a regular motion superimposed with remarkable vividness on the more chaotic shimmer
of the twigs and branches in the breeze.
6. It would be an act of desperate intellectual dishonesty to quote this assertion
out of context!
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Then I noticed that this visual metronome in the tree
branches was locked in rhythm with the Vivaldi concerto grosso
My
I was listening to as "background music" for my reading
conscious thinking, and especially the enjoyment I felt in the
combination of sunny light, sunny Vivaldi violins, rippling
branches — plus the pleasure I took in just thinking about it all —
how could all that be just something physical happening in my
brain? How could any combination of electrochemical happenings
in my brain somehow add up to the delightful way those hundreds
of twigs genuflected in time with the music? How could some
information-processing event in my brain be the delicate warmth
It does seem impossible.
of the sunlight I felt falling on me?
.

.

.

Since I have encouraged us all to be heterophenomenologists, I
can hardly exempt myself, and I ought to be as content to be the subject
as the practitioner, so here goes: I apply my own theory to myself. As
heterophenomenologists, our task is to take this text, interpret it, and
then relate the objects of the resulting heterophenomenological world
of Dennett to the events going on in Dennett's brain at the time.
Since the text was produced some weeks or months after the events
about which it speaks occurred, we can be sure that it has been abridged,
not only by the author's deliberate editorial compressions. but also by
the inexorable abridgment processes of memory over time. Had we
probed earlier — had the author picked up a tape recorder while he sat
rocking, and produced the text there and then — it would surely have
been quite different. Not only richer in detail, and messier, but also, of
course, reshaped and redirected by the author's own reactions to the
very process of creating the text — listening to the actual sounds of his
own words instead of musing silently. Speaking aloud, as every lecturer
knows, often reveals implications (and particularly problems) in one's
own message that elude one when one engages in silent soliloquy.
As it is, the text portrays a mere portion (and no doubt an idealized
portion) of the contents of the author's consciousness. We must be
careful, however, not to suppose that the "parts left out" in the given
text were all "actually present" in something we might call the author's
stream of consciousness. We must not make the mistake of supposing
that there are facts — unrecoverable but actual facts — about just which
contents were conscious and which were not at the time. And in particular, we should not suppose that when he looked out the window,
he "took it all in" in one wonderful mental gulp — even though this
is what his text portrays. It seemed to him, according to the text, as if
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his mind — his visual field — were filled with intricate details of goldgreen buds and wiggling branches, but although this is how it seemed,

this was an illusion. No such "plenum" ever came into his mind; the
plenum remained out in the world where it didn't have to be represented, but could just be. When we marvel, in those moments of heightened self-consciousness, at the glorious richness of our conscious
experience, the richness we marvel at is actually the richness of the
world outside, in all its ravishing detail. It does not "enter" our conscious minds, but is simply available.
What about all the branches and twigs rippling in unison? The
branches outside on the tree didn't ripple, to be sure, since the rippling
was due to the wrinkle in the windowpane, but that doesn't mean that
all that rippling had to be happening in the author's mind or brain, just
that it happened inboard of the windowpane that caused it. If someone
had filmed the changing images on the author's retinas, they would
have found the rippling there, just as in a movie, but that was no doubt
where almost all the rippling stopped; what happened inboard of his
retinas was just his recognition that there was, as he says in the text,
a wonderful wave of synchronized ripples for him to experience. He
saw the ripples, and he saw the extent of them. in just the way you
would see all the Marilyns in the wallpaper. And since his retinas were
provided with a steady dose of rippling, had he felt like sampling it
further, there would have been more detail in the Multiple Drafts of
which our text is all that remains.
There were many other details that the author could have focused
on, but didn't. There are plenty of unrecoverable but genuine facts of
the matter about which of these details got discriminated where and
when by various systems in his brain, but the sum total of those facts
doesn't settle such questions as which of these was he definitely, actually conscious of (but had forgotten by the time he produced his text),
and which were definitely, actually in the "background" of his consciousness (though he didn't attend to them at the time). Our tendency
to suppose that there has to be a fact of the matter to settle such questions is like the naïve reader's supposition that there has to be an answer
to such questions as: Did Sherlock Holmes have eggs for breakfast on
the day that Dr. Watson met him? Conan Doyle might have put that
detail into the text, but he didn't, and since he didn't, there is simply
no fact of the matter about whether those eggs belong in the fictional
world of Sherlock Holmes. Even if Conan Doyle thought of Holmes
eating eggs that morning, even if in an early draft Holmes is represented
in handwritten words as eating eggs that morning, there is simply no
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whether in the fictional world of Sherlock
Holmes, the world constituted from the published text we actually have,
fact of the matter about

he had eggs for breakfast.
The text we have from Dennett was not "written in his brain"
between the time in the rocking chair and the time it was typed into a
file on a word processor. The attending he engaged in while rocking,
and the concomitant rehearsal of those particulars that drew his attention, had the effect of fixing the contents of those particulars relatively
securely "in memory" but this effect should not be viewed as storing
a picture (or a sentence) or any other such salient representation. Rather,
it should be thought of as just making a partially similar recurrence of
the activity more likely, and that likely event is what happened, we
may presume, on the occasion of the typing, driving the word-demons
in his brain into the coalitions that yielded, for the first time, a string
a sentences. Now some of what happened earlier, in the rocking chair,
no doubt enlisted actual English words and phrases, and this prior
collaboration between wordless contents and words no doubt facilitated
the recovery of some of the very same English expressions when typing
time came around.
Let's return to the heterophenomenological world of that text.
What about the joy of which it speaks?••.. the combination of sunny
light, sunny Vivaldi violins, rippling branches — plus the pleasure I
took in just thinking about it all...." This could not be explained by
the invocation of intrinsically pleasant qualia of sight, sound, and sheer
thought. The idea that there are such qualia just distracts us from all
possible paths of explanation, capturing our attention the way a wagging finger in front of a baby's eyes can capture its attention, getting us
to stare numbly at the "intrinsic object" instead of casting about for a
description of the underlying mechanisms and an explanation (ultimately an evolutionary explanation) of why the mechanisms do what
they do.
The author's enjoyment is readily explainable by the fact that all
visual experience is composed of the activities of neural circuits whose
very activity is innately pleasing to us, not only because we simply
like to become informed but because we like the particular ways we
come to be informed. The fact that the look of sunlight-dappled spring
buds should be something a human being likes is not surprising. The
fact that some human beings also like looking at microscopic slides of
bacteria and others like looking at photographs of airplane crashes is
stranger, but the sublimations and perversions of desire grow from the
same animal sources in the wiring of our nervous systems.
.
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The author goes on to wonder how on earth "All this could indeed
be just a combination of electrochemical happenings in my brain." As
his wondering makes plain, it doesn't seem to be. Or in any event there
was a moment when it occurred to him that it didn't seem to him to
be just a combination of electrochemical happenings in his brain. But
our subsequent chapters suggest a retort: Well, what do you think it
would seem like if it were just a combination of electrochemical happenings in your brain?' Haven't we given ourselves grounds for concluding that with a brain organized the way ours is, this is just the sort
of heterophenomenological world we would expect? Why shouldn't
such combinations of electrochemical happenings in the brain have
precisely the effects we set out to explain?
(The author speaks:) There is still one puzzle, however. How do
I get to know all about this? How come I can tell you all about what
was going on in my head? The answer to the puzzle is simple: Because
that is what I am. Because a knower and reporter of such things in
such terms is what is me. My existence is explained by the fact that
there are these capacities in this body.
This idea, the idea of the Self as the Center of Narrative Gravity,
is one we are finally ready to examine. It is certainly an idea whose

time has come. Imagine my mixed emotions when I discovered that
before I could get my version of it properly published in a book, it had
already been satirized in a novel, David Lodge's Nice Work (1988). It
is apparently a hot theme among the deconstructionists:
According to Robyn (or, more precisely, according to the writers
who have influenced her thinking on these matters), there is no
such thing as the "Self" on which capitalism and the classic novel
are founded — that is to say, a finite, unique soul or essence that
constitutes a person's identity; there is only a subject position in
an infinite web of discourses — the discourses of power, sex, fam7. Cf. Lockwood (1989): "What would consciousness have felt like if it had felt
like billions of tiny atoms wiggling in place?' (pp. 15—16)
8. presented the main ideas in my reflections on Borges. in The Mind's I (Hofstadter and Dennett, 1981, pp. 348—352), and drew them together in a talk "The Self as
the Center of Narrative Gravity.' presented at the Houston Symposium in 1983. While
waiting for that symposium volume to appear, I published a somewhat truncated version
of my talk in the Times Literaiy Supplement, Sept. 16—22. 1988, under the boring title —
not mine — "Why everyone is a novelist." The original version, under the title "The
Self as the Center of Narrative Gravity." is still forthcoming in F. Kessel, P. Cole, and D.
Johnson, eds., Self and Consciousness: Multiple Perspectives, Hilisdale, NJ: Erlbaum.
1
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ily, science, religion, poetry, etc. And by the same token, there is
no such thing as an author, that is to say, one who originates a
in the famous words of Jacques Derwork of fiction ab nihilo.
rida... "ii n'y a pas de hors-texte", there is nothing outside the
text. There are no origins, there is only production, and we produce our "selves" in language. Not "you are what you eat" but
"you are what you speak," or, rather "you are what speaks you,"
is the axiomatic basis of Robyn's philosophy, which she would
call, if required to give it a name, "semiotic materialism."
Semiotic materialism? Must I call it that? Aside from the allusions
to capitalism and the classic novel, about which I have kept my counsel,
this jocular passage is a fine parody of the view I'm about to present.
(Like all parody, it exaggerates; I wouldn't say there is nothing outside
the text. There are, for instance, all the bookcases, buildings, bodies,

bacteria...)
Robyn and I think alike — and of course we are both, by our own
accounts, fictional characters of a sort, though of a slightly different
sort.

13
THE REALITY
OF SELVES

Suppose that there be a machine, the structure of which
produces thinking, fee'ing, and perceiving; imagine this machine

enlarged but preserving the same proportions, so that you could
enter it as if it were a mill. This being supposed, you might visit
its inside; but what would you observe there? Nothing but parts
which push and move each other, and never anything that
could explain perception.
WILHELM LEIBNIZ (1646—1716), Monadology (first
pubhshed, 1840)

enter most intimately into what caD
always stumble on some particular perception or other,
of heat or cold, light or shade, love or hatred, pain or pleasure.
never can catch myself at any time without a perception, and
never can observe anything but the perception. . . If anyone,
upon serious and unprejudiced reflection, thinks he has a
different notion of himself, must confess can reason no
longer with him. All can allow him is, that he may be in the
right as well as I, and that we are essentially different in this
particular. He may, perhaps, perceive something simpie and
continued, which he calls himself; though am certain there is
no such principle in me.
For my part, when

myself,

I

I

I

I

.

I

I

I

I

DAVID HUME (1739)

Since the dawn of modern science in the seventeenth century,
there has been nearly unanimous agreement that the self, whatever it
is, would be invisible under a microscope, and invisible to introspection, too. For some, this has suggested that the self was a nonphysical
soul, a ghost in the machine. For others, it has suggested that the self
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nothing at all, a figment of metaphysically fevered imaginations.
And for still others, it has suggested only that a self was in one way or
another a sort of abstraction, something whose existence was not in the
slightest impugned by its invisibility. After all, one might say, a center
of gravity is just as invisible — and just as real. Is that real enough?
The question of whether there really are selves can be made to
look ridiculously easy to answer, in either direction: Do we exist? Of
course! The question presupposes its own answer. (After all, who is
this I that has looked in vain for a self, according to Hume?) Are there
entities, either in our brains, or over and above our brains, that control
our bodies, think our thoughts, make our decisions? Of course not!
Such an idea is either empirical idiocy Uames's "pontifical neuron")
or metaphysical claptrap (Ryle's "ghost in the machine"). When a simple question gets two answers, "Obviously yes!" and "Obviously no!",
a middle-ground position is worth considering (Dennett, 1991a), even
though it is bound to be initially counterintuitive to all parties — everyone agrees that it denies one obvious fact or another!
was

1. HOW HUMAN BEINGS SPIN

A

SELF

addition they seemed to spend a great deal of time eating
and drinking and going to parties, and Frensic, whose
appearance tended to limit his sensual pleasures to putting
things into himself rather than into other people, was
In

something of

a

gourmet.

TOM SHARPE (1977)

The novelist Tom Sharpe suggests, in this funny but unsettling
passage, that when you get right down to it, all sensual pleasure consists

in playing around with one's own boundary, or someone else's, and he
is on to something — if not the whole truth, then part of the truth.
People have selves. Do dogs? Do lobsters? If selves are anything
at all, then they exist. Now there are selves. There was a time, thousands
(or millions, or billions) of years ago, when there were none — at least
none on this planet. So there has to be — as a matter of logic — a true
story to be told about how there came to be creatures with selves. This
story will have to tell — as a matter of logic — about a process (or a
series of processes) involving the activities or behaviors of things that
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do not yet have selves — or are not yet selves — but which eventually
yield, as a new product, beings that are, or have, selves.
In chapter 7, we saw how the birth of reasons was also the birth
of boundaries, the boundary between "me" and "the rest of the world,"
a distinction that even the lowliest amoeba must make, in its blind,
unknowing way. This minimal proclivity to distinguish self from other
in order to protect oneself is the biological self, and even such a simple
self is not a concrete thing but Just an abstraction, a principle of orgarnzation. Moreover the boundaries of a biological self are porous and
indefinite — another instance of Mother Nature tolerating "error" if the
cost is right.
Within the walls of human bodies are many, many interlopers,
ranging from bacteria and viruses through microscopic mites that live
like cliff-dwellers in the ecological niche of our skin and scalp, to larger
parasites — horrible tapeworms, for instance. These interlopers are all
tiny self-protectors in their own rights, but some of them, such as the
bacteria that populate our digestive systems and without which we
would die, are just as essential team members in our quest for selfpreservation as the antibodies in our immune systems. (if the biologist
Lynn Margulis's theory (1970) is correct, the mitochondria that do the
work in almost all the cells in our body are the descendants of bacteria
with whom "we" joined forces about two billions years ago.) Other
mterlopers are tolerated parasites — not worth the effort to evict, apparently — and still others are indeed the enemy within, deadly if not

rooted out.
This fundamental biological principle of distinguishing self from
world, inside from outside, produces some remarkable echoes in the
highest vaults of our psychology. The psychologists Paul Rozin and
April Fallon (1987) have shown in a fascinating series of experiments
on the nature of disgust that there is a powerful and unacknowledged
undercurrent of blind resistance to certain acts that, rationally considered, should not trouble us. For example, would you please swallow
the saliva in your mouth right now? This act does not fill you with
revulsion. But suppose I had asked you to get a clean drinking glass
and spit into the glass and then swallow the saliva from the glass.
Disgusting! But why? It seems to have to do with our perception that
once something is outside of our bodies it is not longer quite part of
us anymore — it becomes alien and suspicious — it has renounced its
citizenship and becomes something to be rejected.
Border crossings are thus either moments of anxiety, or, as pointed
out by Sharpe. something to be especially enjoyed. Many species have
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developed remarkable constructions for extending their territorial
boundaries, either to make the bad kind of crossings more difficult or
the good kind easier. Beavers make dams, and spiders spin webs, for
instance. When the spider spins its web, it doesn't have to understand

what it is doing; Mother Nature has simply provided its tiny brain with
the necessary routines for carrying out this biologically essential task
of engineering. Experiments with beavers show that even theit magnificently efficient engineering practices are at least largely the product
of innate drives and proclivities they need not understand to benefit
from. Beavers do learn, and may even teach each other, but mainly,
they are driven by powerful innate mechanisms controlling what the
behaviorist B. F. Skinner called negative reinforcement. A beaver will
cast about quite frantically for something—anything—to stop the
sound of running water, and in one experiment a beaver found its relief
by plastering mud all over the loudspeaker from which the recorded
gurgling emerged! (Wilsson, 1974)
The beaver protects its outer boundary with twigs and mud and
one of its inner boundaries with fur. The snail gathers calcium in its
food and uses it to exude a hard shell; the hermit crab gets its calcium
shell ready-made, taking over the discarded shell of another creature,
daintily avoiding the ingestion and exudation process. The difference
is not fundamental, according to Richard Dawkins, who points out that
the result in either case, which he calls the extended phenotype (1982),
is a part of the fundamental biological equipment of the individuals
who are submitted to the selective forces that drive evolution.
The definition of an extended phenotype not only extends beyond
the "natural" boundary of individuals to include external equipment
such as shells (and internal equipment such as resident bacteria); it
often includes other individuals of the same species. Beavers cannot
do it alone, but require teamwork to build a single dam. Termites have
to band together by the millions to build their castles.
And consider the astonishing architectural constructions of the
Australian bowerbird (Borgia, 1986). The males build elaborate bowers,
courtship shrines with grand central naves, richly decorated with
brightly colored objects — predominantly deep blue, and including bottle caps, bits of colored glass, and other human artifacts — which are
gathered from far afield and carefully arranged in the bower the better
to impress the female he is courting. The bowerbird, like the spider,
does not really have to understand what he is doing; he simply finds
himself hard at work, he knows not why, creating an edifice that is
crucial to his success as a bowerbird.
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But the strangest and most wonderful constructions in the whole
animal world are the amazing, intricate constructions made by the
primate, Homo sapiens. Each normal individual of this species makes
a self. Out of its brain it spins a web of words and deeds, and, like the
other creatures, it doesn't have to know what it's doing; it just does it.
This web protects it, just like the snail's shell, and provides it a livelihood, just like the spider's web, and advances its prospects for sex,
just like the bowerbird's bower. Unlike a spider, an individual human
doesn't just exude its web; more like a beaver, it works hard to gather
the materials out of which it builds its protective fortress. Like a bowerbird, it appropriates many found objects which happen to delight
it — or its mate — including many that have been designed by others
for other purposes.
This "web of discourses" as Robyn called it at the close of the
previous chapter, is as much a biological product as any of the other
constructions to be found in the animal world. Stripped of it, an individual human being is as incomplete as a bird without its feathers,
a turtle without its shell. (Clothes, too, are part of the extended phenotype of Homo sapiens in almost every niche inhabited by that species.
An illustrated encyclopedia of zoology should no more picture Homo
sapiens naked than it should picture Ursus arctus — the black bear —
wearing a clown suit and riding a bicycle.)
So wonderful is the organization of a termite colony that it seemed
to some observers that each termite colony had to have a soul (Marais,
1937). We now understand that its organization is simply the result of
a million semi-independent little agents, each itself an automaton,
doing its thing. So wonderful is the organization of a human self that
to many observers it has seemed that each human being had a soul,
too: a benevolent Dictator ruling from Headquarters.
In every beehive or termite colony there is, to be sure, a queen
bee or queen termite, but these individuals are more patient than agent,
more like the crown jewels to be protected than the chief of the protective forces — in fact their royal name is more fitting today than in
earlier ages, for they are much more like Queen Elizabeth II than Queen
Elizabeth I. There is no Margaret Thatcher bee, no George Bush termite,
no Oval Office in the anthill.
Do our selves, our nonminimal selfy selves, exhibit the same
permeability and flexibility of boundaries as the simpler selves of other
creatures? Do we expand our personal boundaries — the boundaries of
our selves — to enclose any of our "stuff"? In general, perhaps, no, but
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there are certainly times when this seems true, psychologically. For

instance, while some people merely own cars and drive them, others
are motorists; the inveterate motorist prefers being a four-wheeled gasand his
consuming agent to being a two-legged food-consuming
identification:
use of the first-person pronoun betrays this
I'm not cornering well on rainy days because my tires are getting
bald.
So sometimes we enlarge our boundaries; at other times, in response
we let our boundaries shrink:
to perceived challenges real or

didn't do that! That wasn't the real me talking. Yes, the words
came out of my mouth, but I refuse to recognize them as my own.
I

the
I have reminded you of these familiar speeches to draw out
similarities between our selves and the selves of ants and hermit crabs,
but the speeches also draw attention to the most important difference:
Ants and hermit crabs don't talk. The hermit crab is designed in such
a way as to see to it that it acquires a shell. Its organization, we might
say, implies a shell, and hence, in a very weak sense, tacitly represents
the crab as having a shell, but the crab does not in any stronger sense
go in for self-representation
represent itself as having a shell. It
need
at all. To whom would it so represent itself and why? It
design
takes
its
innate
to remind itself of this aspect of its nature, since
care of that problem, and there are no other interested parties in the
offing. And the ants and termites, as we have noted, accomplish their
communal projects without relying on any explicitly communicated
blueprints or edicts.
in contrast, are almost constantly engaged in presenting ourselves to others, and to ourselves, and hence representing ourselves —
in language and gesture, external and internal. The most obvious difference in our environment that would explain this difference in our
behavior is the behavior itself. Our human environment contains not
just food and shelter, enemies to fight or flee, and conspecifics with
whom to mate, but words, words, words. These words are potent eleingesting and
ments of our environment that we readily
self-protective
extruding them, weaving them like spiderwebs into
strings of narrative. Indeed, as we saw in chapter 7, when we let in
creating us
they tend to take
these words, these
brains.
out of the raw materials they find in our
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Our fundamental tactic of self-protection, self-control, and selfdefinition is not spinning webs or building dams, but telling stories,
and more particularly concocting and controlling the story we tell others — and ourselves — about who we are. And just as spiders don't
have to think, consciously and deliberately, about how to spin their
webs, and just as beavers, unlike professional human engineers, do not
consciously and deliberately plan the structures they build, we (unlike
professional human storytellers) do not consciously and deliberately
figure out what narratives to tell and how to tell them. Our tales are
spun, but for the most part we don't spin them; they spin us. Our human
consciousness, and our narrative selfhood, is their product, not their
source.
These strings or streams of narrative issue forth as if from a single
source — not just in the obvious physical sense of flowing from just
one mouth, or one pencil or pen, but in a more subtle sense: their effect
on any audience is to encourage them to (try to) posit a unified agent
whose words they are, about whom they are: in short, to posit a center
of narrative gravity. Physicists appreciate the enormous simplification
you get when you posit a center of gravity for an object, a single point
relative to which all gravitational forces may be calculated. We heterophenomenologists appreciate the enormous simplification you get
when you posit a center of narrative gravity for a narrative-spinning
human body. Like the biological self, this psychological or narrative
self is yet another abstraction, not a thing in the brain, but still a remarkably robust and almost tangible attractor of properties, the "owner
of record" of whatever items and features are lying about unclaimed.
Who owns your car? You do. Who owns your clothes? You do. Then
who owns your body? You do! When you say

This is my body.
you certainly aren't taken as saying

This body owns itself.
But what can you be saying, then? If what you say is neither a bizarre
and pointless tautology (this body is its own owner, or something like
that) nor the claim that you are an immaterial soul or ghost puppeteer

who owns and operates this body the way you own and operate your

car, what else could you mean?
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2. HOW MANY SELVES TO A CUSTOMER?

I think we could see more clearly what

This is my body

meant, if we could answer the question: As opposed to what? How
about as opposed to this?
No it isn't; it's mine, and

I

don't like sharing it!

if we could see what it would be like for two (or more) selves to
vie for control of a single body, we could see better what a single self
really is. As scientists of the self, we would like to conduct controlled
experiments, in which, by varying the initial conditions, we could see
just what has to happen, in what order and requiring what resources,
for such a talking self to emerge. Are there conditions under which life
goes on but no self emerges? Are there conditions under which more
than one self emerges? We can't ethically conduct such experiments,
but, as so often before, we can avail ourselves of the data generated by
some of the terrible experiments nature conducts, cautiously drawing

conclusions.
Such an experiment is Multiple Personality Disorder (MPD), in
which a single human body seems to be shared by several selves, each,
typically, with a proper name and an autobiography. The idea of MPD
strikes many people as too outlandish and metaphysically bizarre to
believe — a "paranormal" phenomenon to discard along with ESP,
close encounters of the third kind, and witches on broomsticks. I suspect that some of these people have made a simple arithmetical mistake:
they have failed to notice that two or three or seventeen selves per body
is really no more metaphysically extravagant than one self per body.
One is bad enough!
saw a car drive by with five selves in it."
"What?? The mind reels! What kind of metaphysical nonsense is
this?"
"Well, there were also five bodies in the car."
"Oh, well, why didn't you say so? Then everything is okay."
"— Or maybe only four bodies, or three — but definitely five
selves."
"What??'!"
"1 Just
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The normal arrangement is one self per body, but if a body can have

one, why not more than one under abnormal conditions?
I don't mean to suggest that there is nothing shocking or deeply
puzzling about MPD. It is, in fact, a phenomenon of surpassing strangeness, not. I think, because it challenges our presuppositions about what
is metaphysically possible, but more because it challenges our presuppositions about what is humanly possible, about the limits of human
cruelty and depravity on the one hand, and the limits of human creativity on the other. For the evidence is now voluminous that there are
not a handful or a hundred but thousands of cases of MPD diagnosed
today, and it almost invariably owes its existence to prolonged early
childhood abuse, usually sexual, and of sickening severity. Nicholas
Humphrey and I investigated MPD several years ago (Humphrey and
Dennett, 1989), and found it to be a complex phenomenon that extends
far beyond the individual brains of the sufferers.
These children have often been kept in such extraordinarily terrifying and confusing circumstances that I am more amazed that they
survive psychologically at all than I am that they manage to preserve
themselves by a desperate redrawing of their boundaries. What they
do, when confronted with overwhelming conflict and pain, is this: They
"leave." They create a boundary so that the horror doesn't happen to
them; it either happens to no one, or to some other self, better able to
sustain its organization under such an onslaught — at least that's what
they say they did, as best they recall.
How can this be? What kind of account could we give, ultimately
at the biological level, of such a process of splitting? Does there have
to have been a single, whole self that somehow fissioned, amoebalike?
How could that be if a self is not a proper physical part of an organism
or a brain, but, as I have suggested, an abstraction? The response to the
trauma seems so creative, moreover, that one is inclined at first to
suppose that it must be the work of some kind of a supervisor in there:
a supervisory brain program, a central controller, or whatever. But we
should remind ourselves of the termite colony, which also seemed, at
first, to require a central chief executive to accomplish such clever
projects.
We have become accustomed to evolutionary narratives that start
from a state in which a certain phenomenon does not yet exist and end
with a state in which the phenomenon is definitely present. The innovation of agriculture, of clothing and dwellings and tools, the innovation of language, the innovation of consciousness itself, the earlier
innovation of life on earth. All these stories are there to be told. And
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them must traverse what we might call the chasm of absolutism.
This chasm is illustrated by the following curious argument (borrowed
from Sanford, 1975):
each of

Every mammal has a mammal for a

but there have been only a finite number of
there must have been a first
which contradicts our first premise, so, contrary to
appearances
there are no such things as mammals!

so

Something has to give. What should it be? The absolutist or essentialist
thresholds, "essences" and 'criphilosopher is attracted to sharp
have been a first mammal,
must
indeed
there
the
teria." For
a first moral agent;
of
moment
a
first
thing,
living
a first
new canradically
whichever
saltation,
of
product
whichever
it was
shows
analysis
—
whatever
conditions
essential
the
met
didate, first
be.
to
them
It was this taste for sharp species boundaries that was the greatest
intellectual obstacle Darwin faced when trying to develop the theory
1987). Opposed to this way of thinking is the
of evolution
sort of anti-essentialism that is comfortable with penumbral cases and
the lack of strict dividing lines. Since selves and minds and even consciousness itself are biological products (not elements to be found in
the periodic table of chemistry), we should expect that the transitions
between them and the phenomena that are not them should be gradual,
gerrymandered. This doesn't mean that everything is alalways gradual; transitions that look gradual from
ways in
close up usually look like abrupt punctuations between plateaus of
equilibrium from a more distant vantage point (Eldredge and Gould,
1972; but see also Dawkins, 1982, pp. 101—109).
The importance of this fact for philosophical theories (and philosophers' predilections) is not widely enough recognized. There have
always been — and always will be — a few transitional things, "missing
but the fact is
links," quasi-mammals and the like that defy
that almost all real (as opposed to merely possible) things in nature
tend to fall into similarity clusters separated in logical space by huge
oceans of emptiness. We don't need "essences" or "criteria" to keep
the meaning of our words from sliding all over the place; our words
will stay put, quite firmly attached as if by gravity to the nearest similarity cluster, even if there has been — must have been — a brief isth-
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that once attached it by a series of gradual steps to some
neighboring cluster. This idea is uncontroversially applied to many
topics. But many people who are quite comfortable taking this pragmatic approach to night and day, living and nonliving, mammal and
premammal, get anxious when invited to adopt the same attitude toward having a self and not having a self. They think that here, if nowhere
else in nature, it must be All or Nothing and One to a Customer.
The theory of consciousness we have been developing discredits
these presumptions, and Multiple Personality Disorder provides a good
illustration of the way the theory challenges them. The convictions that
there cannot be quasi-selves or sort-of selves, and that, moreover there
must be a whole number of selves associated with one body — and it
better be the number one! — are not self-evident. That is, they are no
longer self-evident, now that we have developed in some detail an
alternative to the Cartesian Theater with its Witness or Central Meaner.
MPD challenges these presumptions from one side, but we can also
imagine a challenge from the other side: two or more bodies sharing a
single self! There may actually be such a case, in York, England: the
Chaplin twins, Greta and Freda (Time, April 6, 1981). These identical
twins, now in their forties and living together in a hostel, seem to act
as one; they collaborate on the speaking of single speech acts, for instance, finishing each other's sentences with ease or speaking in unison,
with one just a split-second behind. For years they have been inseparable, as inseparable as two twins who are not Siamese twins could
arrange. Some who have dealt with them suggest that the natural and
effective tactic that suggested itself was to consider them more of
a her.
Our view countenances the theoretical possibility not only of MPD
but FPD (Fractional Personality Disorder). Could it be? Why not? I'm
not for a moment suggesting that these twins were linked by telepathy
or ESP or any other sort of occult bonds. I am suggesting that there are
plenty of subtle, everyday ways of communicating and coordinating
(techniques often highly developed by identical twins, in fact). Since
these twins have seen, heard, touched, smelled, and thought about very
much the same events throughout their lives, and started, no doubt,
with brains quite similarly disposed to react to these stimuli, it might
not take enormous channels of communication to keep them homing
in on some sort of loose harmony. (And besides, how unified is the
most self-possessed among us?) We should hesitate to prescribe the
limits of such practiced coordination.
But in any case, wouldn't there also be two clearly defined inmus
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dividual selves, one for each twin, and responsible for maintaining this
curious charade? Perhaps, but what if each of these women had become
so selfless (as we do say) in her devotion to the joint cause, that she
more or less lost herself (as we also say) in the project? As the poet
Paul Valery once said, in a delicious twist of his countryman's dictum:
"Sometimes I am, sometimes I think."
In chapter 11 we saw that while consciousness appears to be
continuous, in fact it is gappy. A self could be just as gappy, lapsing
into nothingness as easily as a candle flame is snuffed, only to be
rekindled at some later time, under more auspicious circumstances.
Are you the very person whose kindergarten adventures you sketchily
recall (sometimes vividly, sometimes dimly)? Are the adventures of
that child, whose trajectory through space and time has apparently been
continuous with the trajectory of your body, your very own adventures?
That child with your name, a child whose scrawled signature on a
crayon drawing reminds you of the way you used to sign your name —
is (was) that child you? The philosopher Derek Parfit (1984) has compared a person to a club, a rather different sort of human construction,
which might go out of existence one year, and come to be reconstituted
by some of its (former?) members some years later. Would it be the
same club? It might be, if, for instance, the club had had a written
constitution that provided explicitly for just such lapses of existence.
But there might be no telling. We might know all the facts that could
conceivably bear on the situation and be able to see that they were
inconclusive about the identity of the (new?) club. On the view of
selves — or persons — emerging here, this is the right analogy; selves
are not independently existing soul-pearls, but artifacts of the social
processes that create us, and, like other such artifacts, subject to sudden
shifts in status. The only "momentum" that accrues to the trajectory
of a self, or a club, is the stability imparted to it by the web of beliefs
that constitute it, and when those beliefs lapse, it lapses, either permanently or temporarily.
It is important to bear this in mind when considering another
favorite among philosophers, the much-discussed phenomenon of splitbrain patients. A so-called split brain is the result of commissurotomy,
an operation that severs the corpus callosum, the broad band of fibers
directly connecting the left and right hemispheres of the cortex. This
leaves the hemispheres still indirectly connected, through a variety of
midbrain structures, but it is obviously a drastic procedure, not to be
performed unless there are no alternatives. It provides relief in some
severe cases of epilepsy that are not otherwise treatable, by preventing
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the internally generated electrical storms that cause seizures from

sweeping across the cortex from an originating "focus" in one hemisphere to the opposite side. Standard philosophical legend has it that
split-brain patients may be "split into two selves" but otherwise suffer
no serious diminution in powers as a result of the surgery. The most
appealing version of this oversimplification is that the original person's
two "sides" — uptight, analytic left hemisphere, and laid-back, intuitive, holistic right hemisphere — are postoperatively freed to shine
forth with more individuality, now that the normal close teamwork must
be replaced by a less intimate détente. This is an appealing idea, but
it is a wild exaggeration of the empirical findings that inspire it. In fact,
in only a tiny fraction of cases are any of the theoretically striking symptoms of multiple selfhood to be observed. (See, e.g., Kinsbourne, 1974;
Kinsbourne and Smith, 1974; Levy and Trevarthen, 1976; Gazzaniga
and LeDoux, 1978; Gazzaniga, 1985; Oakley, 1985; Dennett, 1985b.)
It's not surprising that split-brains patients, like blindsight patients and people with Multiple Personality Disorder, don't live up to
their philosophical billing, and it's nobody's fault. It's not that philosophers (and many other interpreters, including the primary researchers)
deliberately exaggerate their descriptions of the phenomena. Rather, in
their effort to describe the phenomena concisely, they find that the
limited resources of everyday language pull them inexorably toward
the simplistic Boss of the Body, Ghost in the Machine, Audience in the
Cartesian Theater model. Nicholas Humphrey and I, comparing our
own careful notes of what happened at various meetings with MPD
sufferers, found that we often slipped, in spite of ourselves, into alltoo-natural but seriously misleading turns of phrase to describe what
we had actually seen. Thomas Nagel (1971), the first philosopher to
write about split-brain patients, presented a judicious and accurate
account of the phenomena as they were then understood, and. noting
the difficulty in providing a coherent account, surmised: "It may be
impossible for us to abandon certain ways of conceiving and representing ourselves, no matter how little support they get from scientific
research" (1971, p. 397).
It is indeed difficult but not impossible. Nagel's pessimism is itself
exaggerated. Haven't we just succeeded, in fact, in shaking ourselves
free of the traditional way of thinking? Now some people may not want
to abandon the traditional vision. There might even be good reasons —
moral reasons — for trying to preserve the myth of selves as brainpearls, particular concrete, countable things rather than abstractions,
and for refusing to countenance the possibility of quasi-selves. semi-
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transitional selves. But that is surely the correct way to understand the phenomena of split-brains. For brief periods during carefully
devised experimental procedures, a few of these patients bifurcate in
their response to a predicament, temporarily creating a second center
of narrative gravity. A few effects of the bifurcation may linger on
indefinitely in mutually inaccessible memory traces, but aside from
these actually quite primitive traces of the bifurcation, the life of a
second rudimentary self lasts a few minutes at most, not much time to
accrue the sort of autobiography of which fully fledged selves are made.
(This is just as obviously true of most of the dozens of fragmentary
selves developed by MPD patients; there simply aren't enough waking
hours in the day for most of them to salt away more than a few minutes
of exclusive biography per week.)
The djstincthess of different narratives is the life-blood of different
selves. As the philosopher Ronald de Sousa (1976) notes:
selves,

When Dr. Jekyll changes into Mr. Hyde, that is a strange and
mysterious thing. Are they two people taking turns in one body?
But here is something stranger: Dr. Juggle and Dr. Boggle too, take
turns in one body. But they are as like as identicai twins! You
balk: why then say that they have changed into one another? Well,
why not: if Dr. Jekyll can change into a man as different as Hyde,
surely it must be all the easier for Juggle to change into Boggle,
who is exactly like him.
We need conflict or strong difference to shake our natural
assumption that to one body there corresponds at most one agent.
(p. 219J
So what is it like to be the right hemisphere self in a split-brain
patient? (p.
This is the most natural question in the world,' and it conjures
up a mind-boggling — and chilling — image: there you are, trapped in
the right hemisphere of a body whose left side you know intimately
(and still control) and whose right side is now as remote as the body
of a passing stranger. You would like to tell the world what it is like
to be you, but you can't! You're cut off from all verbal communication
by the loss of your indirect phone lines to the radio station in the left
hemisphere. You do your best to signal your existence to the outside

1. It is interesting to note that Nagel. tn 1971 was already addressing this question
398), before he turned his attention to bats — a topic we will discuss in
explicitly
the next chapter.
•
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world, tugging your half of the face into lopsided frowns and smiles,
and occasionally (if you are a virtuoso right hemisphere self) scrawling
a word or two with your left hand.
This exercise of imagination could go on in the obvious ways, but
we know it is a fantasy — as much a fantasy as Beatrix Potter's charming
stories of Peter Rabbit and his anthropomorphic animal friends. Not
because "consciousness is only in the left hemisphere" and not because
it couldn't be the case that someone found himself or herself in such
a pickle, but simply because it isn't the case that commissurotomy
leaves in its wake organizations both distinct and robust enough to
support such a separate self.
It could hardly be a challenge to my theory of the self that it is
"logically possible" that there is such a right hemisphere self in a splitbrain patient, for my theory says that there isn't, and says why: the
conditions for accumulating the sort of narrative richness (and mdependence) that constitutes a "fully fledged" sell are not present. My
theory is similarly impervious to the claim — which I would not dream
of denying — that there could be talking bunny rabbits, spiders who
write English messages in their webs, and for that matter, melancholy
choo-choo trains. There could be, I suppose, but there aren't — so my
theory doesn't have to explain them.

3. THE UNBEARABLE LIGHTNESS OF BEING
Whatever happens, where or when, we're prone to wonder
who or what's responsible. This leads us to discover
explanations that we might not otherwise imagine, and that
helps us predict and control not only what happens in the
world, but also what happens in our minds. But what if those
same tendencies should lead us to imagine things and causes
that do not exist? Then we'll invent fa'se gods and superstitions
and see their hand in every chance coincidence. Indeed, perhaps
that strange word "I" — as used in "I just had a good idea" —
reflects the selfsame tendency. If you're compelled to find some
cause that causes everything you do — why, then, that
something needs a name. You call it "me." call it "you."
I

MARVIN MINSKY (1985), p. 232

A self, according to my theory, is not any old mathematical point,
but an abstraction defined by the myriads of attributions and interpre-
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tations (including self-attributions and self-interpretations) that have
composed the biography of the living body whose Center of Narrative
Gravity it is. As such, it plays a singularly important role in the ongoing
cognitive economy of that living body, because, of all the things in the
environment an active body must make mental models of, none is more
crucial than the model the agent has of itself. (See, e.g., Johnson-Laird,
1988; Perlis, 1991.)
To begin with, every agent has to know which thing in the world
it is! This may seem at first either trivial or impossible. "Fm me!" is
not really informative, and what else could one need to know — or
could one discover if one didn't already know it? For simpler organisms,
it is true, there is really nothing much to self-knowledge beyond the
rudimentary biological wisdom enshrined in such maxims as When
Hungry, Don't Eat Yourself! and When There's a Pain, It's Yours! In
every organism, including human beings, acknowledgment of these
basic biological design principles is simply "wired in" — part of the
underlying design of the nervous system, like blinking when something
approaches the eye or shivering when cold. A lobster might well eat
another lobster's claws, but the prospect of eating one of its own claws
is conveniently unthinkable to it. Its options are limited, and when it
"thinks of" moving a claw, its thinker" is directly and appropriately
wired to the very claw it thinks of moving. With human beings (and
chimpanzees and maybe a few other species), on the other hand, there
are more options, and hence more sources of confusion.
Some years ago the authorities in New York Harbor experimented
with a shared radar system for small boat owners. A single powerful
land-based radar antenna formed a radar image of the harbor, which
could then be transmitted as a television signal to boat owners who
could save the cost of radar by simply installing small television sets
in their boats. What good would this do? if you were lost in the fog,
and looked at the television screen, you would know that one of those
many moving blips on the screen was you — but which one? Here is
a case in which the question "Which thing in the world am I?" is neither
trivial nor impossible to answer. The mystery succumbs to a simple
trick: Turn your boat quickly in a tight circle; then your blip is the one

that traces the little "0" on the screen — unless several boats in the
fog try to perform the same test at the same time.
The method is not foolproof, but it works most of the time, and
it nicely illustrates a much more general point: In order to control the
sorts of sophisticated activities human bodies engage in, the body's
control system (housed in the brain) has to be able to recognize a wide
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variety of different sorts of inputs as informing it about itself, and when
quandaries arise or skepticism sets in, the only reliable (but not foolproof) way of sorting out and properly assigning this information is to
run little experiments: do something and look to see what moves.2 A
chimpanzee can readily learn to reach through a hole in the wall of its
cage for bananas, guiding its arm movements by watching its own arm
on a closed circuit television monitor mounted quite some distance
from his arm (Menzel et al., 1985). This is a decidedly nontrivial bit of
self-recognition, depending as it does on noticing the consonance of
the seen arm movements on the screen with the unseen but intended
arm movements. What would happen if the experimenters built in a
small delay in the videotape? How long do you think it would take you
to discover that you were looking at your own arm (without verbal
clues from the experimental setup) if a tape delay of, say, twenty sec-

onds were built into the closed circuit?
The need for self-knowledge extends beyond the problems of identifying the external signs of our own bodily movement. We need to
know about our own internal states, tendencies, decisions, strengths,
and weaknesses, and the basic method of obtaining this knowledge is
essentially the same: Do something and "look" to see what "moves."
An advanced agent must build up practices for keeping track of both
its bodily and "mental" circumstances. In human beings, as we have
seen, those practices mainly involve incessant bouts of storytelling and
story-checking, some of it factual and some of it fictional. Children
practice this aloud (think of Snoopy, saying to himself as he sits on his
doghouse roof: "Here's the World War I flying ace
). We adults do
it more elegantly: silently, tacitly, effortlessly keeping track of the
difference between our fantasies and our "serious" rehearsals and reflections. The philosopher Kendall Walton (1973, 1978) and the psychologist Nicholas Humphrey (1986) have shown from different
perspectives the importance of drama, storytelling, and the more fundamental phenomenon of make-believe in providing practice for human
beings who are novice self-spinners.
Thus do we build up a defining story about ourselves, organized
2. And how do we know that we are doing something? Where do we get the Initial
bit of self-knowledge we use for this leverage? This has seemed to be an utterly fundamental question to some philosophers (Castañeda, 1967,
Lewis,
Perry, 1979),
and has generated a literature of surpassing intricacy. if this isa substantial philosophical
problem, there must be something wrong with the
answer (but I can't see what):
We get our basic, original self-knowledge the same way the lobster does; we're just wired

that way.
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a sort of basic blip of self-representation (Dennett, 1981a). The
blip isn't a self, of course; it's a representation of a self (and the blip
on the radar screen for Ellis Island isn't an island — it's a representation
of an island). What makes one blip the me-blip and another blip just
a he- or she- or it-blip is not what it looks like, but what it is used for.
It gathers and organizes the information on the topic of me in the same
way other structures in my brain keep track of information on Boston,
or Reagan, or ice cream.
And where is the thing your self-representation is about? It
wherever you are (Dennett, 1978b). And what is this thing? It's nothing
more than, and nothing less than, your center of narrative gravity.
Otto returns:

around

The trouble with centers of gravity is that they aren't real; they're
theorists' fictions.
That's not the trouble with centers of gravity; it's their glory. They are
magnificent fictions, fictions anyone would be proud to have created.
And the fictional characters of literature are even more wonderful.
Think of Ishmael, in Moby-Dick. "Call me Ishmael" is the way the text
opens, and we oblige. We don't call the text Ishmael, and we don't call
Melville Ishmael. Who or what do we call Ishmael? We call Ishmael
Ishmael, the wonderful fictional character to be found in the pages of
Moby-Dick. "Call me Dan," you hear from my lips, and you oblige, not
by calling my lips Dan, or my body Dan, but by calling me Dan, the
theorists' fiction created by. well, not by me but by my brain, acting
in concert over the years with my parents and siblings and friends.
. .

That's all very well for you, but I am perfectly real. I may have
been created by the social process you just alluded to (I must have
been, if I didn't exist before my birth), but what the process created
is a real self, not a mere fictional character!
think I know what you're getting at. If a self isn't a real thing, what
happens to moral responsibility? One of the most important roles of a
self in our traditional conceptual scheme is as the place where the buck
stops, as Harry Truman's sign announced. if selves aren't real — aren't
really real — won't the buck just get passed on and on, round and
round, forever? If there is no Oval Office in the brain, housing a Highest
Authority to whom all decisions can be appealed, we seem to be threatened with a Kafkaesque bureaucracy of homunculi, who always reply,
when challenged: "Don't blame me, I just work here." The task of
constructing a self that can take responsibility is a major social and
I
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educational project, and you are right to be concerned about threats to
its integrity. But a brain-pearl, a real, "intrinsically responsible" whatever-it-is, is a pathetic bauble to brandish like a lucky charm in the
face of this threat. The only hope, and not at all a forlorn one, is to
come to understand, naturalistically, the ways in which brains grow

self-representations, thereby equipping the bodies they control with
responsible selves when all goes well. Free will and moral responsibility are well worth wanting, and as I try to show in Elbow Room: The
Varieties of Free Will Worth Wanting (1984), the best defense of them
abandons the hopelessly contradiction-riddled myth of the distinct,
separate soul.
But don't

I

exist7

Of course you do. There you are, sitting in the chair, reading my book

raising challenges. And curiously enough, your current embodi.ient, though a necessary precondition for your creation, is not necessarily a requirement for your existence to be prolonged indefinitely.
Now if you were a soul, a pearl of immaterial substance, we could
"explain" your potential immortality only by postulating it as an
inexplicable property, an ineliminable virtus dormitiva of soul-stuff.
And if you were a pearl of material substance, some spectacularly special group of atoms in your brain, your mortality would depend on the
physical forces holding them together (we might ask the physicists what
the "half-life" of a self is). If you think of yourself as a center of narrative
gravity, on the other hand, your existence depends on the persistence
of that narrative (rather like the Thousand and One Arabian Nights,
but all a single tale), which could theoretically survive indefinitely
many switches of medium, be teleported as readily (in principle) as
the evening news, and stored indefinitely as sheer information. If what
you are is that organization of information that has structured your
body's control system (or, to put it in its more usual provocative form,
if what you are is the program that runs on your brain's computer),
then you could in principle survive the death of your body as intact
as a program can survive the destruction of the computer on which it
was created and first run. Some thinkers (e.g., Penrose, 1989) find this
an appalling and deeply counterintuitive implication of the view I've
defended here. But if it is potential immortality you hanker for, the
alternatives are simply indefensible.

14
CONSCIOUSNESS

IMAGINED

1.

IMAGINING A CONSCIOUS ROBOT

The phenomena of human consciousness have been explained in
the preceding chapters in terms of the operations of a virtual machine,"
a sort of evolved (and evolving) computer program that shapes the
activities of the brain. There is no Cartesian Theater; there are just
Multiple Drafts composed by processes of content fixation playing various semi-independent roles in the brain's larger economy of controlling
a human body's Journey through life. The astonishingly persistent conviction that there is a Cartesian Theater is the result of a variety of
cognitive illusions that have now been exposed and explained.
"Qualia" have been replaced by complex dispositional states of the
brain, and the self (otherwise known as the Audience in the Cartesian
Theater, the Central Meaner, or the Witness) turns out to be a valuable
abstraction, a theorist's fiction rather than an internal observer or boss.
if the self is "just" the Center of Narrative Gravity, and if all the
phenomena of human consciousness are explicable as "just" the activities of a virtual machine realized in the astronomically adjustable connections of a human brain, then, in principle, a suitably "programmed"
robot, with a silicon-based computer brain, would be conscious, would
have a self. More aptly, there would be a conscious self whose body
was the robot and whose brain was the computer. This implication of
my theory strikes some people as obvious and unobjectionable. "Of
course we're machines! We're just very, very complicated, evolved machines made of organic molecules instead of metal and silicon, and we
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conscious, so there can be conscious machines — us." For these
readers, this implication was a foregone conclusion. What has proved
to be interesting to them, I hope, are the variety of unobvious implications encountered along the way, in particular those that show how
much of the commonsense Cartesian picture must be replaced as we
learn more about the actual machinery of the brain.
Other people, however, find the implication that there could be,
in principle, a conscious robot so incredible that it amounts in their
eyes to the reductio ad absurdum of my theory. A friend of mine once
responded to my theory with the following heartfelt admission: "But,
Dan, I just can't imagine a conscious robot!" Some readers may be
inclined to endorse his claim. They should resist the inclination, for
he misspoke. His error was simple, but it draws attention to a fundamental confusion blocking progress on understanding consciousness.
"You know that's false," I replied. "You've often imagined conscious
robots. It's not that you can't imagine a conscious robot; it's that you
can't imagine how a robot could be conscious."
Anyone who has seen R2D2 and C3PO in Star Wars, or listened
to Hal in 2001, has imagined a conscious robot (or a conscious computer — whether the system is up-and-about, like R2D2, or bedridden,
like Hal, is not really that crucial to the task of imagination). It is literally
child's play to imagine the stream of consciousness of an "inanimate"
thing. Children do it all the time. Not only do teddy bears have inner
lives, but so does the Little Engine That Could. Balsam trees stand
silently in the woods, fearing the woodsman's ax but at the same time
yearning to become a Christmas tree in some nice warm house, surrounded by happy children. Children's literature (to say nothing of
television) is chock full of opportunities to imagine the conscious lives
of such mere things. The artists who illustrate these fantasies usually
help the children's imagination by drawing expressive faces on these
phony agents, but it's not essential. Speaking—as Hal does—will
serve about as well, in the absence of an expressive face, to secure the
illusion that there is someone in there, that it is like something to be
Hal, or a teddy bear, or a choo-choo train.
That's the rub, of course; These are all illusions — or so it seems.
There are differences among them. It's obvious that no teddy bear is
conscious, but it's really not obvious that no robot could be. What is
obvious is just that it's hard to imagine how they could be. Since my
friend found it hard to imagine how a robot could be conscious, he was
reluctant to imagine a robot to be conscious — though he could easily
have done so. There is all the difference in the world between these
are
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two feats of imagination, but people tend to confuse them. It is indeed
mind-bogglingly difficult to imagine how the computer-brain of a robot
could support consciousness. How could a complicated slew of information-processing events in a bunch of silicon chips amount to conscious experiences? But it's just as difficult to imagine how an organic
human brain could support consciousness. How could a complicated
slew of electrochemical interactions between billions of neurons
amount to conscious experiences? And yet we readily imagine human
beings to be conscious, even if we still can't imagine how this could
be.

How could the brain be the seat of consciousness? This has usually
been treated as a rhetorical question by philosophers, suggesting that
an answer to it would be quite beyond human comprehension. A primary goal of this book has been to demolish that presumption. I have
argued that you can imagine how all that complicated slew of activity
in the brain amounts to conscious experience. My argument is straightforward: I have shown you how to do it. It turns out that the way to
imagine this is to think of the brain as a computer of sorts. The concepts
of computer science provide the crutches of imagination we need if we
are to stumble across the terra incognita between our phenomenology
as we know it by "introspection" and our brains as science reveals
them to us. By thinking of our brains as information-processing systems,
we can gradually dispel the fog and pick our way across the great divide,
discovering how it might be that our brains produce all the phenomena.
There are many treacherous pitfalls to avoid — such inviting dead ends
as the Central Meaner, "filling in," and "qualia," for instance — and
no doubt there are still some residual confusions and outright errors
in the sketch I have provided, but at least we can now see what a path
would be like.
Some philosophers have declared, however, that crossing this divide is strictly impossible. Thomas Nagel (1974, 1986) has claimed that
there is no getting to the subjective level of phenomenology from the
objective level of physiology. More recently Cohn McGinn has claimed
that consciousness has a "hidden structure" that lies beyond both phenomenology and physiology, and while this hidden structure could
bridge the gap, it is probably forever inaccessible to us.

The kind of hidden structure I envisage would lie at neither of
the levels suggested by Nagel: it would be situated somewhere
between them. Neither phenomenological nor physical, this mediating level would not (by definition) be fashioned on the model
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of either side of the divide, and hence would not find itself unable
to reach out to the other side. Its characterization would call for

radical conceptual innovation (which I have argued is probably
beyond us). [McGinn, 1991, pp. 102—103]
The "software' or "virtual machine" level of description I have
exploited in this book is exactly the sort of mediating level McGinn
describes: not explicitly physiological or mechanical and yet capable
of providing the necessary bridges to the brain machinery on the one
hand, while on the other hand not being explicitly phenomenological
and yet capable of providing the necessary bridges to the world of
content, the worlds of (hetero-)phenomenology. We've done it! We have
imagined how a brain could produce conscious experience. Why does
McGinn think it is beyond us to engage in this "radical conceptual
innovation"? Does he subject the various software approaches to the
mind to a rigorous and detailed analysis that demonstrates their futility?
No. He doesn't examine them at all. He doesn't even try to imagine the
intermediate level he posits; he just notes that it seems obvious to him
that there is nothing to hope for from this quarter.
This spurious "obviousness" is a great obstacle to progress in
understanding consciousness. It is the most natural thing in the world
to think of consciousness as occurring in some sort of Cartesian Theater,
and to suppose that there is nothing really wrong with thinking this
way. This seems obvious until you look quite hard at what we might
learn about the brain's activities, and begin trying to imagine, in detail,
an alternative model. Then what happens is rather like the effect of
learning how a stage magician performs a conjuring trick. Once we take
a serious look backstage, we discover that we didn't actually see what
we thought we saw onstage. The huge gap between phenomenology
and physiology shrinks a bit; we see that some of the "obvious" features
of phenomenology are not real at all: There is no filling in with figment;
there are no intrinsic qualia; there is no central fount of meaning and
action; there is no magic place where the understanding happens. In
fact, there is no Cartesian Theater; the very distinction between onstage
experiences and backstage processes loses its appeal. We still have
plenty of amazing phenomena to explain, but a few of the most mindboggling special effects just don't exist at all, and hence require no
explanation.
Once we make some progress on the difficult task, imagining how
a brain produces the phenomena of consciousness, we get to make some
slight adjustments in the easy task: imagining someone or something
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to be conscious. We may continue to think of this by positing a stream
of consciousness of sorts, but we no longer endow that stream with all
of its traditional properties. Now that the stream of consciousness has
been reconceived as the operations of a virtual machine realized in the
brain, it is no longer "obvious" that we are succumbing to an illusion
when we imagine such a stream occurring in the computer brain of a
robot, for instance.
McGinn invites his readers to join him in surrender: It's just impossible to imagine how software could make a robot conscious. Don't
even try, he says. Other philosophers have fostered this attitude by
devising thought experiments that "work" precisely because they dissuade the reader from trying to imagine, in detail, how software could

accomplish this. Curiously, the two best known both involve allusions
to China: Ned Block's (1978) Chinese Nation and John Searle's (1980,
1982, 1984, 1988) Chinese Room.1 Both thought experiments rely on
the same misdirection of imagination, and since Searle's has been the
more widely discussed, I will concentrate on it. Searle invites us to
imagine him locked in a room, hand-simulating a giant Al program,
which putatively understands Chinese. He stipulates that the program
passes the Turing test, foiling all attempts by human interlocutors to
distinguish it from a genuine understander of Chinese. It does not follow, he says, from this merely behavioral indistinguishability that there
is any genuine understanding of Chinese, or any Chinese consciousness,
in the Chinese Room. Searle, locked in the room and busily manipulating the symbol strings of the program according to the program,
doesn't thereby gain any understanding of Chinese, and there is nothing
else in the room that understands Chinese either (this is "just obvious,"
as Frank Jackson would say).
This thought experiment is supposed to prove the impossibility
of what Searle calls "strong Al," the thesis that "the appropriately
programmed digital computer with the right inputs and outputs would
thereby have a mind in exactly the sense that human beings have
minds" (Searle, 1966a). There has been a huge outpouring of reaction
to Searle's many versions of this thought experiment over the last dec1. Try to imagine the state of mind of Ji Mu-Mm, my graduate student from Beijing,
whose introduction to Anglo-American philosophy of mind (while his English was still
quite rudimentary) was sitting in a seminar where students and professors vigorously
debated what would be the case if the entire population of China were somehow forced
to participate in a massive realization of a putatively conscious Al program (Block's
example) and then went on to discuss, with equal obliviousness to the sensitivities of a
Chinese observer, Searle's Chinese Room.
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and while philosophers and others have always found flaws in his
thought experiment when it is considered as a logical argument,2 it is
undeniable that its "conclusion' continues to seem "obvious" to many
people. Why? Because people don't actually imagine the case in the
detail that it requires.
Here is an informal experiment that will help us see if my diagnosis is correct. First, let's imagine a brief excerpt from the Chinese
Room's winning dialogue with the judge in the Turing test. (For convenieiice, I've translated it from Chinese to English.)
ade,

Did you hear about the Irishman who found a magic lamp?
When he rubbed it a genie appeared and granted him three wishes.
"I'll have a pint of Guixmess!" the Irishman replied, and immediately it appeared. The Irishman eagerly set to sipping and then
gulping, but the level of Guinness in the glass was always magically restored. After a while the genie became impatient. "Well,
what about your second wish?" he asked. Replied the Irishman
between gulps, "Oh well, I guess I'll have another one of these!"
CHINESE ROOM: Very funny. No, I hadn't heard it — but you
know, I find ethnic jokes in bad taste. I laughed in spite of myself,
but really, I think you should find other topics for us to discuss.
J: Fair enough, but I told you the joke because I want you to
explain it to me.
CR: Boring! You should never explain jokes.
J: Nevertheless, this is my test question. Can you explain to
me how and why the joke "works"?
CR: If you insist. You see, it depends on the assumption that
the magically refilling glass will go on refilling forever, so the
Irishman has all the stout he can ever drink. So he hardly has a
reason for wanting a duplicate, but he is so stupid (that's the part
I object to) or so besotted by the alcohol, that he doesn't recognize
this, and so, unthinkingly endorsing his delight with his first wish
come true, he asks for seconds. These background assumptions
aren't true, of course, but just part of the ambient lore of jokeJUDGE:

2. The definitive refutation, still never adequately responded to by Searle, is Douglas Hofstadter's. in Hofstadter and Dennett (1981). pp. 373—382. There have been many
other incisive criticisms over the years. tn 'Fast Thinking (in Dennett, 1987a), I offered
a new diagnosis of the sources of confusion in his thought experiment. His response was
to declare, with no supporting argument, that all its points are irrelevant (Searle. 1988b).
No conjuror enjoys having his tricks exp'ained to the public,
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telling, in which we suspend our disbelief in magic, and so forth.
By the way, we could imagine a somewhat labored continuation
in which the Irishman turned out to be "right" in his second wish
after all — perhaps he's planning to throw a big party, and one
glass won't refill fast enough to satisfy all his thirsty guests (and
it's no use saving it up in advance — we all know how stale stout
loses its taste). We tend not to think of such complications, which
is part of the explanation of why jokes work. Is that enough?

This conversation is not dazzling, but let's suppose it was good
enough to fool the judge. Now we are invited to imagine all these
speeches by CR being composed by the giant program Searle is diligently hand-simulating. I-lard to imagine? Of course, but since Searle
stipulates that the program passes the Turing test, and since this level
of conversational sophistication would surely be within its powers,
unless we try to imagine the complexities of a program capable of
generating this sort of conversation, we are not following directions.
Of course we should also imagine that Searle hasn't any inkling of what
he is doing in the Chinese Room; he just sees zeros and ones that he
manipulates according to the progTam. It is important, by the way, that
Searle invites us to imagine that he manipulates inscrutable Chinese
characters instead of zeros and ones, for this may lull us into the (unwarranted) supposition that the giant program would work by somehow
simply "matching up" the input Chinese characters with some output
Chinese characters. No such program would work, of course — do CR's
speeches in English "match up" with the judge's questions?
A program that could actually generate CR's speeches in response
to J's questions might look something like this in action (viewed from
level). On
the virtual-machine level, not from Searle's
some of the program's
parsing the first words, "Did you hear about
joke-detecting demons were activated, which called up a host of strategies for dealing with fiction, "second intention" language, and the
like, so when the words "magic lamp" came to be parsed, the program
had already put a low priority on responses complaining that there
were no such things as magic lamps. A variety of standard genie-joke
narrative frames (Minsky, 1975) or scripts (Schank and Abelson, 1977)
were activated, creating various expectations for continuations, but
these were short-circuited, in effect, by the punch line, which invoked
a more mundane script (the script for "asking for seconds"), and the
unexpectedness of this was not lost on the program.. At the same
.
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time, demons sensitive to the negative connotations of ethnic-joketelling were also alerted, eventually leading to the second theme of CR's
first response. . And so forth, in vastly more detail than I have tried
to sketch here.
That fact is that any program that could actually hold up its end
in the conversation depicted would have to be an extraordinarily sup.

ple, sophisticated, and multilayered system, brimming with "world
knowledge" and meta-knowledge and meta-meta-knowledge about its
own responses, the likely responses of its interlocutor, its own "motivations" and the motivations of its interlocutor, and much, much
more. Searle does not deny that programs can have all this structure,
of course. He simply discourages us from attending to it. But if we are
to do a good job imagining the case, we are not only entitled but obliged
to imagine that the program Searle is hand-simulating has all this structure — and more, if only we can imagine it. But then it is no longer
obvious, I trust, that there is no genuine understanding of the joke going
on. Maybe the billions of actions of all those highly structured parts
produce genuine understanding in the system after all. if your response
to this hypothesis is that you haven't the faintest idea whether there
would be genuine understanding in such a complex system, that is
already enough to show that Searles thought experiment depends, illicitly, on your imagining too simple a case, an irrelevant case, and
drawing the "obvious" conclusion from it.
Here is how the misdirection occurs. We see clearly enough that
if there were understanding in such a giant system, it would not be
Searle's understanding (since he is just a cog in the machinery, oblivious to the context of what he is doing). We also see clearly that there
is nothing remotely like genuine understanding in any hunk of programming small enough to imagine readily — whatever it is, it's just a
mindless routine for transforming symbol strings into other symbol
strings according to some mechanical or syntactical recipe. Then comes
the suppressed premise: Surely more of the same, no matter how much
more, would never add up to genuine understanding. But why should
anyone think this was true? Cartesian dualists would think so, because
they think that even human brains are unable to accomplish understanding all by themselves; according to the Cartesian view, it takes an
immaterial soul to pull off the miracle of understanding. If, on the other
hand, we are materialists who are convinced that one way or another
our brains are responsible on their own, without miraculous assistance,
for our understanding, we must admit that genuine understanding is
somehow achieved by a process composed of interactions between a
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which understand a thing by themselves.
The argument that begins this little bit of brain activity doesn't understand Chinese, and neither does this bigger bit of which it is a
part
is headed for the unwanted conclusion that even the activity
of the whole brain is insufficient to account for understanding Chinese.
It is hard to imagine how "just more of the same" could add up to
understanding, but we have very good reason to believe that it does,
so in this case, we should try harder, not give up.
How might we try harder? With the help of some handy concepts:
the intermediate-level software concepts that were designed by computer scientists precisely to help us keep track of otherwise unimaginable complexities in large systems. At the intermediate levels we see
many entities that are quite invisible at more microscopic levels, such
as the "demons" alluded to above, to which a modicum of quasiunderstanding is attributed. Then it becomes not so difficult to imagine
how "more of the same" could amount to genuine understanding. All
these demons and other entities are organized into a huge system, the
activities of which organize themselves around its own Center of Narrative Gravity. Searle, laboring in the Chinese Room, does not understand Chinese, but he is not alone in the room. There is also the System,
CR, and it is to that self that we should attribute any understanding of
the joke.
This reply to Searle's example is what he calls the Systems Reply.
It has been the standard reply of people in Al from the earliest outings
of his thought experiment, more than a decade ago, but it is seldom
appreciated by people outside of Al. Why not? Probably because they
haven't learned how to imagine such a system. They just can't imagine
how understanding could be a property that emerges from lots of distributed quasi-understanding in a large system. They certainly can't if
they don't try, but how could they be helped along on this difficult
exercise? Is it "cheating" to think of the software as composed of homunculi who quasi-understand, or is that just the right crutch to help
the imagination make sense of astronomical complexity? Searle begs
the question. He invites us to imagine that the giant program consists
of some simple table-lookup architecture that directly matches Chinese
character strings to others, as if such a program could stand in, fairly,
for any program at all. We have no business imagining such a simple
program and assuming that it is the program Searle is simulating, since
no such program could produce the sorts of results that would pass the
Turing test, as advertised. (For a similar move and its rebuttal, see Block,
1982; and Dennett, 1985).
host of subsystems none of
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Complexity does matter. if it didn't, there would be a much shorter
argument against strong Al: "Hey, look at this hand calculator. It doesn't
understand Chinese, and any conceivable computer is just a giant hand
calculator, so no computer could understand Chinese. Q.E.D." When
we factor in the complexity, as we must, we really have to factor it
in — and not just pretend to factor it in. That is hard to do, but until
we do, any intuitions we have about what is "obviously" not present
are not to be trusted. Like Frank Jackson's case of Mary the color scientist, Searle's thought experiment yields a strong, clear conviction
only when we fail to follow instructions. These intuition pumps are
defective; they do not enhance but mislead our imaginations.
But what, then, of my own intuition pumps? What of Shakey the
robot, or the CADBLIND Mark II, or the biofeedback-trained blindsight
patient, for instance? Are they not equally suspect, equally guilty of
misleading the reader? I've certainly done my best in telling these tales
to lead your imagination down certain paths, and to keep you from
bogging down in complexities I deemed unnecessary to the point I was
attempting to make. There is some asymmetry, however: My intuition
pumps are, for the most part, intended to help you imagine new possibilities, not convince you that certain prospects are impossible. There
are exceptions. My variation on the brain in the vat that opened the
book was designed to impress on you the impossibility of certain sorts
of deception, and some of the thought experiments in chapter 5 were
intended to show that, unless there were a Cartesian Theater, there
could not be a fact of the matter distinguishing Orwellian from Stalinesque content revisions. These thought experiments proceeded, however, by heightening the vividness for the "opposition"; the examples
of the woman in the hat at the party and the long-haired woman with
glasses, for instance, were designed to sharpen the very intuition I then
sought to discredit by argument.
Still, let the reader beware: My intuition pumps, like anyone else's,
are not the straightforward demonstrations they may seem to be; they
are more art than science. (For further warnings about philosophers'
thought experiments, see Wilkes, 1988.) If they help us conceive of new
possibilities, which we can then confirm by more systematic methods,
that is an achievement; if they lure us down the primrose path, that is
a pity. Even good tools can be misused, and like any other workers, we
will do better if we understand how our tools work.
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TO BE A BAT

The most widely cited and influential thought experiment about
consciousness is Thomas Nagel's "What 15 It Like to Be a Bat?" (1974).
He answers his title question by claiming that this is impossible for us
to imagine. This claim is congenial to many, apparently; one sometimes
sees his paper cited by scientists as if it were that rarity of rarities, a
philosophical "result" — a received demonstration of a fact that any

theory must subsequently accommodate.
Nagel chose his target creatures well. Bats, as fellow mammals,
are enough like us to support the conviction that of course they are
conscious. (If he had written "What Is It Like to Be a Spider?" many
would be inclined to wonder what made him so sure it was like anything at all.) But thanks to their system of echolocation — bats can "see
with their ears" — they are also different enough from us so that
we can sense the vast gulf. Had he written a paper called "What Is It
Like to Be a Chimpanzee?" or, more to the point, "What Is It Like to
Be a Cat?" the opinion that his pessimistic conclusion was obvious
would not be so close to unanimity. There are many people who are
supremely confident that they know Just what it's like to be a cat. (They
are wrongs of course, unless they have supplemented all their loving
and empathetic observation with vast amounts of physiological research, but they would be erring on the wrong side, from Nagel's point
of view.)
For better or worse, most people seem quite cheerful about accepting Nagel's "result" regarding the inaccessibility to us of bat conand for
sciousness. Some philosophers have challenged it,
1990).
Akins,
1988;
Leiber,
Hardin,
1988;
1981;
reason
good
First we must be clear about Just which result it is. It is not just the
epistemological or evidential claim that even if someone succeeded
("by accidents') in imagining what it is like to be a bate we would never
be able to confirm that this successful feat of imagination had occurred.
It is rather that we human beings don't have and could never acquire
to represent to ourthe wherewithal, the representational
selves what it is like to be a bat.
The distinction is important. In chapter 12 we looked at the similar
feat of imagining what it must have been like to be a Leipziger hearing
one of Bach's cantatas for the first time. The epistemological problem
is difficult, but straightforwardly addressable by the usual sorts of research. Figuring out Just what sorts of experiences they would have
had, and how these would differ from our experiences of Bach, is a
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matter of historical, cultural, psychological, and, maybe, physiological
investigation. We can figure out some of this quite readily, including
some of the most striking differences from our own experience, but if
we were to try to put ourselves into the very sequence of experiential
states such a person would enjoy, we would face diminishing returns.
The task would require us to subject ourselves to vast transformations — forgetting much of what we know, losing associations and
habits, acquiring new habits and associations. We can use our "thirdperson" research to say what these transformations would be, but actually undergoing them would involve terrible costs of isolation from
our contemporary culture — no listening to the radio, no reading about
post-Bach political and social developments, and so forth. There is no
need to go to those lengths to learn about Leipziger consciousness.
The same is true about imagining what it is like to be a bat. We
should be interested in what we can know about the bat's consciousness
(if any), not whether we can turn our minds temporarily or permanently
into bat minds. In chapter 12, we undermined the presumption that
there were "intrinsic" properties — qualia — that constitute what it is
like to have one conscious experience or another, and as Akins (1990)

points out, even if there were residual nondispositional, nonrelatjonal
properties of bat experiences, becoming intimately acquainted with
them, while remaining ignorant of the researchable facts about the systematic structure of bat perception and behavior, would leave us ignorant of what it is like to be a bat. There is at least a lot that we can
know about what it is like to be a bat, and neither Nagel nor anyone
else has given us a good reason to believe there is anything interesting
or theoretically important that is inaccessible to us.
Nagel claims that no amount of third-person knowledge could tell
us what it is like to be a bat, and I flatly deny that claim. How might
we resolve this dispute? By engaging in something that starts out as
child's play — a game in which one person imagines what it is like to
be x, and the other then tries to demonstrate that there is something
wrong with that particular exercise of heterophenomenology.
Here are some simple warmup exercises:
A: Here's Pooh the teddy bear, thinking how nice it would be to

have some honey for breakfast!
B: Wrong. The teddy bear has no provision for distinguishing
honey from anything else. No operating sense organs, and not even
a stomach. The teddy bear is filled with inert stuffing. It is not
like anything to be a teddy bear.
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A. Here's Bambi the deer, admiring the beautiful sunset, until
the bright orange sky suddenly reminds him of the evil hunter's
jacket'
B. Wrong. Deer are colorblind (well, they may have some
sort of dichrornatic vision). Whatever deer are conscious of (if
anything), they don't distinguish colors such as orange.
A. Here's Billy the bat perceiving, in his special sonar sort
of way, that the flying thing swooping down toward him was not
his cousin Bob, but an eagle, with pinfeathers spread and talons
poised for the kill!
B. Hang on — how far away did you say the eagle was? A
bat's echolocation is only good for a few meters.
And the eagle was already only two meters
A. Urn, well.
.

.

away!
B. Ah, now this is harder to say. Just what are the resolution
limits of a bat's echolocation? Is it used to identify objects at all,
or just as an alerter and tracker for capture? Would a bat be able
to distinguish pinleathers spread horn pinleathers closed just
using echolocation? I doubt it, but we will have to design sorne
experiments to see, and also, of course, some experiments to discover whether bats are capable of keeping track of, and reidentifying, their kin. Some mammals can, and others, we have good
reason to believe, are utterly oblivious of such matters.

The sorts of investigation suggested by this exercise would take
us a long way into an account of the structure of the bat's perceptual
and behavioral world, so we could rank order heterophenomenological
narratives for realisrn, discarding those that asserted or presupposed
discrirninatory talents, or reactive dispositions, demonstrably not provided for in the ecology and neurophysiology of the bat. For example,
we would learn that bats would not be bothered by the loud squeaks
they ernit in order to produce their echoes, because they have a cleverly
designed muscle that shuts down their ears in perfect timing with their
squeaks, not unlike the timing devices that permit sensitive radar systems to avoid being blasted by their own outgoing signals. A lot of
research has already been done on these issues, so we can already say
much more, for instance about why bats use different frequency patterns
for their squeaks, depending on whether they are scanning for prey,
approaching a target, or horning in for the kill (Akins, 1989, 1990).
When we arrive at heterophenomenological narratives that no
critic can find any positive grounds for rejecting, we should accept
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them — tentatively, pending further discoveries — as accurate accounts of what it is like to be the creature in question. That, after all,
is how we treat each other. In recommending that we treat bats and
other candidates for interpretation the same way, I am not shifting the
burden of proof but extending the normal, human, burden of proof to

other entities.
We could use these investigations to dispel all sorts of overly
romantic illusions about bat consciousness. We know that Randall Jarrell's delightful children's book, The Bat-Poet (1963), is fantasy, because
we know that bats don't talk! Less obviously fantastical claims about
their phenomenology succumb to less obvious, but still public, facts
about their physiology and behavior. These investigations would show
us a great deal about what a bat could and could not be conscious of
under various conditions, by showing us what provisions there were
in their nervous systems for representing this and that, and by checking
experimentally to make sure the bat actually put the information to use
in the modulation of its behavior. It is hard to imagine how much can
be gleaned from this sort of research until you actually look into it.
(For a surprisingly detailed preliminary investigation of what it is like
to be a vervet monkey, for instance, see Cheney and Seyfarth, How
Monkeys See the World, 1990.)
This invites an obvious objection: These investigations would
show us a great deal about brain organization and informationprocessing in the bat, but they would show us only what bats are
not conscious of, leaving entirely open what, if anything, bats are conscious of. As we know, much of the information-processing in
nervous systems is entirely unconscious, so these methods of investigation will do nothing to rule out the hypothesis that bats are. flying
zombies, creatures it is not like anything to be! (Wilkes, 1988, p. 224,
wonders whether bat echolocation is a sort of blindsight, not like anything at all.)
Ah, the bat is out of the bag. This is indeed the ominous direction
in which this discussion seems to be sliding, and we must head it off.
Richard Dawkins (1986), in an illuminating discussion of the design of
echolocation in horseshoe bats, gives us a clear version of the image
that is lurking.
.

.

The Doppler Effect is used in police radar speed-traps for motorists. .. By comparing the outgoing frequency with the frequency
of the returning echo the police, or rather their automatic instrument [my emphasisi, can calculate the speed of each car. .. By
.

.
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comparing the pitch of its cry with the pitch of the returning echo,
therefore, the bat (or rather its on-board computer in the brain)
my emphasis] could, in theory, calculate how fast it was moving
towards the tree. [pp. 30—311

something in the bat that is situated relative
to its "onboard computer" (which operates without a smidgen of consciousness) as the police are situated relative to their "automatic device"? The police don't have to calculate the Doppler shift consciously,
but they do have to experience, consciously, the readout on their device
that says, in bright red LED symbols: "75MPH." That is their cue for
leaping on their motorcycles and starting up their sirens. We may plausibly suppose that the bat also does not consciously calculate the Doppler shift — its onboard computer takes care of that — but then isn't
there a role left over, in the bat, for something like the experiencing
cop, a witness to appreciate (consciously) the "output" of the bat's
Doppler-effect-analysis computer? Note that we could easily enough
replace the police officers with an automatic device that somehow recorded the registration number of the offending vehicle, looked up the
operator's name and address and sent him or her a ticket. There is
nothing special about the task the police are doing that shows it could
not be done without any experiencing of anything. The same holds, it
would seem, for the bat. A bat might be a zombie. It would be a zombie — so this line of reasoning suggests — unless there were an inner
observer in it that reacts to an inner presentation in much the way the
officers react to the flashing red lights on their instruments.
Don't fall in the trap. This is our old nemesis, the Audience in
the Cartesian Theater. Your consciousness does not consist in the fact
that your brain is inhabited by an inner agent to whom your brain
presents displays, so our inability to find such a central agent in the
bat's brain would not jeopardize its claim to consciousness, or our claim
to be able to say what its consciousness was like. In order to understand
a bat's consciousness, we must simply apply the same principles to the
bat that we apply to ourselves.
But what could a bat do, then, that would be special enough to
convince us that we were in the presence of genuine consciousness? It
may seem that no matter what fancy output-users we situate behind
the bat's Doppler-transducer, there could be no convincing, from-theoutside, "third-person" reason to grant the bat conscious experience.
Not so. If the bat could talk, for instance, it would generate a text from
which we could generate a heterophenomenological world, and that
It is tempting to ask: Is there
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would give us exactly the same grounds for granting it consciousness
that serve for any person. But, as we just noted, bats can't talk. They
can, however, behave in many nonverbal ways that can provide a clear
basis for describing their heterophenomenological world, or, as the
pioneer researcher von Uexküll (1909) called it, their Umwelt und Innenwelt, their Surroundworld and Innerworld.
Heterophenomenology without a text is not impossible, just difficult (Dennett, 1988a, 1988b, 1989a, 1989b). One branch of animal
heterophenomenology is known as cognitive ethology, the attempt to
model animals minds by studying — and experimenting on — their
behavior in the field. The possibilities and difficulties of this sort of
investigation are well represented in Cheney and Seyfarth (1990), Whiten and Byrne (1988), and in Ristau (1991), a festschrift dedicated to
Donald Griffin, the pioneer investigator of bat echolocation and the
creator of the field of cognitive ethology. One of the frustrating difficulties encountered by these investigators is that many of the experiments one dreams of running turn out to be utterly impractical in the
absence of language; one simply cannot set up subjects (and know that
one has set them up) in the ways these experiments would require
without conversing with the subjects (Dennett, 1988a).
This is not just an epistemological problem for the heterophenomenologist; the very difficulty of creating the requisite experimental

circumstances in the natural environment demonstrates something
more fundamental about the minds of languageless creatures. It shows
that the ecological situations of these animals have never provided them
with opportunities for the development (by evolution, by learning, or
by both) of many of the advanced mental activities that shape our minds,
and so we can be quite sure they have never developed them. For
instance, consider the concept of a secret. A secret is not just something
you know that others don't know. For you to have a secret you need
to know that the others
know it, and you have to be able to control
that fact. (If you are the first to see the approaching stampede, you may
know something the others don't know, but not for long; you can't keep
this bit of privileged information secret.) The behavioral ecology of a
species has to be rather specially structured for there to be any role for
secrets at all. Antelopes, in their herds, have no Secrets and no way of
getting any. So an antelope is probably no more capable of hatching a
secret plan than it is capable of counting to a hundred or enjoying the
colors of a sunset. Bats, who engage in relatively solitary forays during
which they might be able to recognize that very isolation from their
rivals, meet one of the necessary conditions for having secrets. Do they
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interests that might be noticeably well served by exploiting
secrets? (What could a clam do with a secret? Just sit there in the mud,
chuckling to itself?) Do bats also have habits of stealth or deception in
hunting that might be adapted for more elaborate secret-keeping activity? There are in fact many questions of this sort that, once raised,
suggest further investigations and experiments. The structure of a bat's
mind is just as accessible as the structure of a bat's digestive system;
the way to investigate either one is to go back and forth systematically
between an assay of its contents and an assay of the world from which
its contents were derived, paying attention to the methods and goals
of the derivation.
Wittgenstein once said, "If a lion could talk, we could not understand him" (1958, p. 223). I think, on the contrary, that if a lion
could talk, that lion would have a mind so different from the general
run of lion minds, that although we could understand him just fine,
we would learn little about ordinary lions from him. Language, as we
saw in earlier chapters, plays an enormous role in the structuring of a
human mind, and the mind of a creature lacking language — and having
really no need for language — should not be supposed to be structured
in these ways. Does this mean that languageless animals "are not conscious at all" (as Descartes insisted)? This question always arises at this
moment as a sort of incredulous challenge, but we shouldn't feel obliged
to answer it as it stands. Notice that it presupposes something we have
also have

worked hard to escape: the assumption that consciousness is a special
all-or-nothing property that sunders the universe into two vastly different categories: the things that have it (the things that it is like something to be, as Nagel would put it) and the things that lack it. Even in
our own case, we cannot draw the line separating our conscious mental
states from our unconscious mental states. The theory of consciousness
we have sketched allows for many variations of functional architecture,
and while the presence of language marks a particularly dramatic increase in imaginative range, versatility, and self-control (to mention a
few of the more obvious powers of the Joycean virtual machine), these
powers do not have the further power of turning on some special inner
light that would otherwise be off.
When we imagine what it is like to be a languageless creature, we
start, naturally, from our own experience, and most of what then springs
to mind has to be adjusted (mainly downward). The sort of consciousness such animals enjoy is dramatically truncated, compared to ours.
A bat, for instance, not only can't wonder whether it's Friday; it can't
even wonder whether it's a bat; there is no role for wondering to play
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in its cognitive structure. While a bat, like even the lowly lobster, has
a biological self, it has no selfy sell to speak of — no Center of Narrative
Gravity, or at most a negligible one. No words-on-the-tip-of-its-tongue,
but also no regrets, no complex yearnings, no nostalgic reminiscences,
no grand schemes, no reflections on what it is like to be a cat, or even
on what it is like to be a bat. This list of dismissals would be cheap
skepticism if we didn't have a positive empirical theory on which to
base it. Am I claiming to have proven that bats could not have these
mental states? Well, no, but I also can't prove that mushrooms could
not be intergalactic spaceships spying on us.
Isn't this an awfully anthropocentric prejudice? Besides, what
about deaf-mutes? Aren't they conscious? Of course they are — but let's
not jump to extravagant conclusions about their consciousness, out of
misguided sympathy. When a deaf-mute acquires language (in particSign language, the most natural language a deaf-mute can learn),
full-fledged human mind is born, clearly different in discoverable
ways from the mind of a hearing person, but capable of all the reflective
intricacy and generative power — perhaps more. But without a natural
language, a deaf-mute's mind is terribly stunted. (See Sacks, 1989, especially the annotated bibliography.) As the philosopher Ian Hacking
(1990) notes in a review of Sacks's book, "It takes a vivid imagination
even to have a sense of what a deaf child is missing." One does not do
deaf-mutes a favor by imagining that in the absence of language they
enjoy all the mental delights we hearing human beings enjoy, and one
does not do a favor to nonhuman animals by trying to obscure the
available facts about the limitations of their minds.
And this, as many of you are aching to point out, is a subtext that
has been struggling to get to the surface for quite a while: Many people
are afraid to see consciousness explained because they fear that if we
succeed in explaining it, we will lose our moral bearings. Maybe we
can imagine a conscious computer (or the consciousness of a bat) but
we shouldn't try, they think. If we get into that bad habit, we will start
treating animals as if they were wind-up toys, babies and deaf-mutes
as if they were teddy bears, and — just to add insult to injury — robots
as if they were real people.
3. MINDING AND MAUERING
I take the title of this section from an article by Marian Stamp
Dawkins (1987), who has done careful investigations of the moral implications of animal heterophenomenology. (Her early work is reported
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in her book Animal Suffering: The Science of Animal Welfare, 1980.)
As she notes, our moral attitudes towards other animals are full of
inconsistencies.
We have only to think of various different sorts of animals to show
up our inconsistencies. There are demonstrations against killing
baby harp seals, but there are no comparable campaigns to stop
the killing of rats. Many people are quite happy to eat pigs or
sheep but horrified by the idea of eating dogs or horses. Ip. 150]

Dawkins points out that there are two main strands to this tangle:
the ability to reason and the ability to suffer. Descartes made much of
the inability of nonhuman animals to reason (at least the way human
beings reason), which provoked a famous response from the British
utilitarian philosopher Jeremy Bentham: "a full-grown horse or dog is
beyond comparison a more rational, as well as a more conversible
animal than an infant of a day or a week, or even a month old. But
suppose they were otherwise, what would it avail? The question is not,
Can they reason? nor, Can they talk, but Can they suffer?" (Bentham,
1789) These usually appear to be opposing benchmarks of moral standing, but as Dawkins argues, "giving ethical value to the ability to suffer
will in the end lead us to value animals that are clever. Even if we start
out by rejecting Descartes' reasoning criterion, it is the reasoning animals that are the ones most likely to possess the capacity to suffer" (p.
153).

The reasons for this are implicit in the theory of consciousness
we have developed. Suffering is not a matter of being visited by some
ineffable but intrinsically awful state, but of having one's life hopes,
life plans, life projects blighted by circumstances imposed on one's
desires, thwarting one's intentions — whatever they are. The idea of
suffering being somehow explicable as the presence of some intrinsic
property — horribility, let's say — is as hopeless as the idea of amusement being somehow explicable as the presence of intrinsic hilarity.
So the presumed inaccessibility, the ultimate unknowability, of another's suffering is just as misleading as the other fantasies about intrinsic
qualia we have unmasked, though more obviously pernicious. It follows — and this does strike an intuitive chord — that the capacity to
suffer is a function of the capacity to have articulated, wide-ranging,
highly discriminative desires, expectations, and other sophisticated
mental states.
Human beings are not the only creatues smart enough to suffer:
Bentham's horse and dog show by their behavior that they have enough
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mental complexity to distinguish — and care about — a spectrum of
pains and other impositions that is far from negligible, even if it is a
narrow window compared to the scope of possibilities of human suf-

fering. Other mammals, notably apes, elephants, and dolphins, apparently have much greater ranges.
In compensation for having to endure all the suffering, the smart
creatures get to have all the fun. You have to have a cognitive economy
with a budget for exploration and self-stimulation to provide the space
for the recursive stacks of derived desires that make fun possible. You
have taken a first step when your architecture permits you to appreciate
the meaning of "Stop it, I love it!" Shallow versions of this building
power are manifest in some higher species, but it takes a luxuriant
imagination, and leisure time — something most species cannot afford — to grow a broad spectrum of pleasures. The greater the scope,
the richer the detail, the more finely discriminative the desires, the
worse it is when those desires are thwarted.
But why should it matter, you may want to ask, that a creature's
desires are thwarted if they aren't conscious desires? I reply: Why would
it matter more if they were conscious — especially if consciousness
were a property, as some think, that forever eludes investigation? Why
should a "zombie's" crushed hopes matter less than a conscious person's crushed hopes? There is a trick with mirrors here that should be
exposed and discarded. Consciousness, you say, is what matters, but
then you cling to doctrines about consciousness that systematically
prevent us from getting any purchase on why it matters. Postulating
special inner qualities that are not only private and intrinsically valuable, but also unconfirmable and uninvestigatable is just obscurantism.
Dawkins shows how the investigatable differences — the only differences that could possibly matter — can be experimentally explored,
and it is worth a few details to show how much insight can be gleaned
even from simple experiments with a rather unprepossessing species.
Hens kept outside or in large litter pens spend a lot of their time
scratching around and I therefore suspected that the lack of litter
in battery cages might cause hens to suffer. Sure enough, when I
gave them a choice between a cage with a wire floor and one with
litter in which they could scratch, they chose the litter-floored
cage. In fact they would enter a tiny cage (so small that they could
hardly turn round) if this was the only way they could gain access
to litter. Even birds which had been reared all their lives in cages
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and had never before had experience of litter chose the cage with

litter on the floor. Although this was suggestive, it was not enough.
I had to show that not only did the hens have a preference for
litter but also that they had a preference which was strong enough
to say that they might suffer if kept without it.
Hens were then offered a slightly different choice. This time
they had to choose between a wire-floored cage which had food
The
and water and a litter-floored cage without food and water.
result was that they spent a lot of time in the litter cage, with
much less time being spent in the wire cage, even though this was
the only place they could feed and drink. Then a complication
was introduced. The birds had to "work" to move between the
cages. They either had to jump from a corridor or push through
a curtain of black plastic. So changing from one cage to another
now had a cost.. The hens still spent the same amount of time
in the wire cage with food as previously when there was no difficulty in entering it. But they spent hardly any time in the litter
cage. They simply didn't seem prepared to work or pay any cost
to get into the litter cage. .. Quite contrary to what I had expected,
the birds seemed to be saying that litter did not really matter to
them. [pp. 157—1591
.

.

.

.

.

.

She concludes that "Suffering by the emotional mind is revealed
by animals that have enough of a rational mind to be able to do something about the conditions that make them suffer," and she goes on to
note that "it is also likely that organisms without the capacity to do

anything to remove themselves from a source of danger would not
evolve the capacity to suffer. There would be no evolutionary point in
a tree which was having its branches cut off having the capacity to
suffer in silence" (p. 159). As we saw in chapter 7 (see also chapter 3,
footnote 9), one must be careful in framing such evolutionary arguments
about function, for history plays a big role in evolution, and history
can play tricks. But in the absence of positive grounds for imputing
suffering, or positive grounds for suspecting that such positive grounds
are for one reason or another systematically concealed, we should conclude that there is no suffering. We need not fear that this austere rule
will lead us to slight our obligations to our fellow creatures. It still
provides ample grounds for positive conclusions: Many, but not all,
animals are capable of significant degrees of suffering. A more persuasive case in support of humane treatment can be mounted by acknowledging the vast differences in degrees, than by piously promulgating
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unsupportable dogma about the universality and equality of animal

pain.

This may settle the objective question about the presence or absence of suffering, but it does not settle the moral sentiments upset by
the prospect of explaining consciousness in such heartlessly mechanistic ways. There is more at stake.
I have a farm in Maine. and I love the fact that there are bears and
coyotes living in my woods. I very seldom see them, or even see signs
of their presence, but I just like knowing that they are there, and would
be very unhappy to learn that they had left. I would also not feel myself
entirely compensated for the loss if some of my Al friends stocked my
woods with lots of robot beasties (though the idea, if imagined in detail,
is enchanting). It matters to me that there are wild creatures, descendants of wild creatures, living so close to me. Similarly, it delights me
that there are concerts going on in the Boston area that I not only do
not hear, but never even hear about.
These are facts of a special sort. They are facts that are important
to us simply because one part of the environment that matters to us is
our belief environment. And since we are not easily gulled into continuing to believe propositions after the support for them has evaporated, it mailers to us that the beliefs be true, even when we won't
ourselves see any direct evidence for them. Like any other part of the
environment, a belief environment can be fragile, composed of parts
that are interconnected by both historical accidents and well-designed
links. Consider, for instance, that delicate part of our belief environment
concerned with the disposition of our bodies after death. Few people
believe that the soul resides in the body after death — even people who
believe in souls don't believe that. And yet few if any of us would
tolerate a "reform" that encouraged people to dispose of their dead kin
by putting them in plastic bags in the trash, or otherwise unceremoniously discarding them. Why not? Not because we believe that corpses
can actually suffer some indignity. A corpse can no more suffer an
indignity than a log can. And yet, the idea is shocking, repulsive. Why?
The reasons are complex, but we can distill a few simple points
for now. A person is not just a body; a person has a body. That corpse
is the body of dear old Jones, a Center of Narrative Gravity that owes
its reality as much to our collaborative efforts of mutual heterophenomenological interpretation as to the body that is now lifeless. The
boundaries of Jones are not identical to the boundaries of Jones's body,
and the interests of Jones, thanks to the curious human practice of selfspinning, can extend beyond the basic biological interests that spawned
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the practice. We treat his corpse with respect because it is important
for the preservation of the belief environment in which we all live, if

we start treating corpses as garbage, for instance, it might change the
way we treat near-corpses — those who are still alive but dying. If we
don't err on the side of prolonging the rituals and practices of respect
well beyond the threshold of death, the dying (and those who care
about them) will face an anxiety, an affront, a possibility, that risks
offending them. Treating a corpse "badly" may not directly harm any
dying person, and certainly doesn't harm the corpse, but, if it became
common practice and this became widely known (as it would), this
would significantly change the belief environment that surrounds
dying. People would imagine the events that were due to follow their
demise differently from the way they now imagine them, and in ways
that would be particularly depressing. Maybe not for any good reason,
but so what? if people are going to be depressed, that in itself is a good
reason for not adopting a policy.
So there are indirect, but still creditable, legitimate, weighty reasons for continuing to respect corpses. We don't need any mythology
about something special that actually resides in corpses that makes
them privileged. That might be a useful myth to spread among the
unsophisticated, but it would be patronizing in the extreme to think
that we among the better informed had to preserve such myths. Similarly, there are perfectly good reasons for treating all living animals
with care and solicitude. These reasons are somewhat independent of
the facts about just which animals feel which kinds of pain. They
depend more directly on the fact that various beliefs are ambient in
our culture, and matter to us, whether they ought to matter or not. Since
they now matter, they matter. But the rationality of the belief environment — the fact that silly or baseless beliefs do tend to be extinguished
in the long run, in spite of superstition — does imply that things that
matter now may not always matter.
But then, as we anticipated in chapter 2, a theory that radically
assaults the general belief environment has a genuine potential for
doing harm, for causing suffering (in people who particularly care about
animals, for instance, whether or not what happens to the animals
amounts to suffering). Does this mean that we should suppress the
investigation of these issues, for fear of opening Pandora's box? That
might be justified, if we could convince ourselves that our current belief
environment, myth-ridden or not, was clearly a morally acceptable,
benign environment, but I submit that it is clear that it is not. Those
who are worried about the costs threatened by this unasked-for enlight-
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enment should take a hard look at the costs of the current myths. Do
we really think what we are currently confronted with is worth protecting with some creative obscurantism? Do we think, for instance,

that vast resources should be set aside to preserve the imaginary prospects of a renewed mental life for deeply comatose people, while there
are no resources to spare to enhance the desperate, but far from imaginary, expectations of the poor? Myths about the sanctity of life, or of
consciousness, cut both ways. They may be useful in erecting bartiers
(against euthanasia, against capital punishment, against abortion,
against eating meat) to impress the unimaginative, but at the price of
offensive hypocrisy or ridiculous self-deception among the more enlightened.
Absolutist barriers, like the Maginot Line, seldom do the work
they were designed for. The campaign that used to be waged against
materialism has already succumbed to embartassment, and the campaign against "strong A!," while equally well intentioned, can offer
only the most threadbare alternative models of the mind. Surely it
would be better to try to foster an appreciation for the nonabsolutist,
nonintrinsic, nondichotomized grounds for moral concern that can coexist with our increasing knowledge of the inner workings of that most
amazing machine, the brain. The moral arguments on both sides of the
issues of capital punishment, abortion, eating meat, and experimenting
on nonhuman animals, for instance, are raised to a higher, more appropriate standard when we explicitly jettison the myths that are beyond protection in any case.
4. CONSCIOUSNESS EXPLAINED, OR EXPLAINED AWAY?
When we learn that the only difference between gold and silver
is the number of subatomic particles in their atoms, we may feel cheated
or angry — those physicists have explained something away: The goldness is gone from gold; they've left out the very silveriness of silver

that we appreciate. And when they explain the way reflection and
absorption of electromagnetic radiation accounts for colors and color
vision, they seem to neglect the very thing that matters most. But of
course there has to be some "leaving out" — otherwise we wouldn't
have begun to explain. Leaving something out is not a feature of failed
explanations, but of successful explanations.
Only a theory that explained conscious events in terms of unconscious events could explain consciousness at all. If your model of how
pain is a product of brain activity still has a box in it labeled "pain,"
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havent yet begun to explain what pain is, and if your model of
consciousness carries along nicely until the magic moment when you
have to say "then a miracle occurs" you haven't begun to explain what
consciousness is.
This leads some people to insist that consciousness can never be
explained. But why should consciousness be the only thing that cant
be explained? Solids and liquids and gases can be explained in terms
of things that aren't themselves solids or liquids or gases. Surely life
can be explained in terms of things that aren't themselves alive— and
the explanation doesn't leave living things lifeless. The illusion that
consciousness is the exception comes about, I suspect, because of a
failure to understand this general feature of successful explanation.
Thinking, mistakenly, that the explanation leaves something out, we
think to save what otherwise would be lost by putting it back into the
observer as a quale — or some other "intrinsically" wonderful property.
The psyche becomes the protective skirt under which all these beloved
kittens can hide. There may be motives for thinking that consciousness
cannot be explained, but, I hope I have shown, there are good reasons
for thinking that it can.
My explanation of consciousness is far from complete. One might
even say that it was just a beginning, but it is a beginning, because it
breaks the spell of the enchanted circle of ideas that made explaining
consciousness seem impossible. I haven't replaced a metaphorical theory, the Cartesian Theater, with a nonmetaphorical ("literal, scientific')
theory. All I have done, really, is to replace one family of metaphors
and images with another, trading in the Theater, the Witness, the Central Meaner, the Figment, for Software, Virtual Machines, Multiple
Drafts, a Pandemonium of Homunculi. It's just a war of metaphors, you
say — but metaphors are not "just" metaphors; metaphors are the tools
of thought. No one can think about consciousness without them, so it
is important to equip yourself with the best set of tools available. Look
what we have built with our tools. Could you have imagined it without
them?
you
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There are places in the book where I leap swiftly and without comment
over major philosophical battles, or in other ways egregiously fail to
fulfill the standard obligations of an academic philosopher. Philosophers who have read the manuscript of this book have raised questions

about these gaps. The questions address issues that may not interest
nonphilosophers, but they deserve answers.
You seem to pull a fast one at the end of chapter 11, in the dialogue
with Otto, when you briefly introduce "presentiments" as like speech
acts with no Actor and no Speech, and then revise your own selfcaricature, replacing the presentiments with "events of content-fixation" with no further explanation. Isn't this the crucial move in your
whole theory?
Yes indeed. That is the primary point of contact with the other
half of my theory of mind, the theory of content or intentionality most
recently presented in The Intentional Stance. There are many more
places in the book where I rely on that theory, but you have located
the point that bears the greatest weight, I think. Without that theory of
content, this would be a place where my own theory said, "And then
a miracle occurs." My fundamental strategy has always been the same:
first, to develop an account of content that is independent of and more
fundamental than consciousness — an account of content that treats
equally of all unconscious content-fixation (in brains, in computers, in
evolution's "recognition" of properties of selected designs) — and second, to build an account of consciousness on that foundation. First
content, then consciousness. The two halves of Brainstorms recapitu-
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lated the strategy, but as the theory-halves grew, they outgrew a single
volume. This book completes my third execution of the campaign. This
strategy is completely opposite, of course, to the vision of Nagel and
Searle, who in their different ways insist on treating consciousness as
foundational. The reason why I leapt so swiftly over this utterly central
topic in chapter 11 is simply that there was no useful way I could see
to telescope the hundreds of pages of analysis and argument I have
devoted to the theory of content into something both accurate and
accessible. So if you think I have pulled a fast one in these pages, I beg
you to consult the slow version in the other pages cited in the bibliography.
There seems, however, to be a tension — if not an outright contradiction — between the two halves of your theory. The intentional
stance presupposes (or fosters) the rationality, and hence the unity, of
the agent — the intentional system — while the Multiple Drafts model
opposes this central unity all the way. Which, according to your view,
is the right way to conceive of a mind?
It all depends on how far away you are. The closer you get, the
more the disunity, multiplicity, and competitiveness stand out as important. The chief source of the myth of the Cartesian Theater, after all,
is the lazy extrapolation of the intentional stance all the way in. Treating
a complex, moving entity as a single-minded agent is a magnificent
way of seeing pattern in all the activity; the tactic comes naturally to
us, and is probably even genetically favored as a way of perceiving and
thinking. But when we aspire to a science of the mind, we must learn
to restrain and redirect those habits of thought, breaking the singleminded agent down into miniagents and microagents (with no single
Boss). Then we can see that many of the apparent phenomena of conscious experience are misdescribed by the traditional, unitary tactic.
The shock-absorbers that deal with the tension are the strained identifications of heterophenomenological items (as conceived under the
traditional perspective) with events of content-fixation in the brain (as
conceived under the new perspective).
Philosophers have often pointed out the idealizations of the traditional tactic, but have less often come to terms with them. For instance, a large philosophical literature has been devoted to the
difficulties of the logic of reflexive states of belief and knowledge, beginning with Hintikka (1962). One of the essential idealizations of Hintikka's formalization, as he made explicit, was that the statements
governed by the logic he presented "must be made on one and the same
occasion... The notion of forgetting is not applicable within the limits
.
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of an occasion" (p. 7). The importance of this limitation, he noted, had
not always been appreciated — and it has typically been lost in the
clouds of subsequent controversy. Hintikka recognized that this quantizing of "occasions" is a necessary simplification required to formalize
the everyday concepts of belief and knowledge in the way he did; it
fixes the content at an instant, and thereby fixes the identity of the
proposition in question. I have claimed here that this artificial mdividuation into "states" and "times" is one of the features that turns
these folk-psychological concepts into fantasies when we try to map
them Onto the complexities of what happens in the brain.
What, in the end, do you say conscious experiences are? Are you
an identity theorist, an eliminative materialist, a functionalist, an in-

strumentalist?
I do resist the demand for a single, formal, properly quantified
proposition expressing the punch line of my theory. Filling in the formula (x) (x is a conscious experience if and only if. .) and defending
it against proposed counterexamples is not a good method for developing a theory of consciousness, and I think I have shown why. The
indirectness of the heterophenomenological method is precisely a way
of evading ill-motivated obligations to "identify" or "reduce" the (putative) entities that inhabit the ontology of subjects. Do the anthropologists identify Feenoman with the chap they discover who has been
doing all the good deeds in the jungle, or are they "eliminativists" with
regard to Feenoman? If they have done their job right, the only issue
left over is one that can be decided as a matter of diplomatic policy,
not scientific or philosophical doctrine. In some regards, you could say
that my theory identifies conscious experiences with information-bearing events in the brain — since that's all that's going on, and many of
the brain events bear a striking resemblance to denizens of the heterophenomenological worlds of the subjects. But other properties of the
heterophenomenological items might be deemed "essential" — such as
the position items take in the subjective temporal sequence, in which
case they couldn't be identified with the available brain-events, which
may be in a different sequence, on pain of violating Leibniz's Law.
The question of whether to treat part of the heterophenomenological world of a subject as a useful fiction rather than a somewhat
strained truth is not always a question that deserves much attention.
Are mental images real? There are real data structures in people's brains
that are rather like images — are they the mental images you're asking
about? If so, then yes; if not, then no. Are qualia functionally definable?
No, because there are no such properties as qualia. Or, no, because
.
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qualia are dispositional properties of brains that are not strictly definable in functional terms. Or, yes, because if you really understood
everything about the functioning of the nervous system, you'd understand everything about the properties people are actually talking about
when they claim to be talking about their qualia.
Am I, then, a functionalist? Yes and no. I am not a Turing machine

functionalist, but then I doubt that anyone ever was, which is a shame,
since so many refutations then have to go to waste. I am a sort of
"teleofunctionalist," of course, perhaps the original teleofunctionalist
(in Content and Consciousness), but as I have all along made clear, and
emphasize here in the discussion of evolution, and of qualia, I don't
make the mistake of trying to define all salient mental differences in
terms of biological functions. That would be to misread Darwin badly.
Am I an instrumentalist? I think I have shown why that is a poorly
conceived question in "Real Patterns" (1991a). Are pains real? They
are as real as haircuts and dollars and opportunities and persons, and
centers of gravity, but how real is that? These dichotomizing questions
all grow out of the demand to fill in the blank in the quantified formula
above, and some philosophers think that one develops a theory of mind
by concocting a bulletproof proposition of that sort and then defending
it. A single proposition isn't a theory, it's a slogan; and what some
philosophers do isn't theorizing, it's slogan-honing. What is this labor
for? What confusion would be dissipated, what advances in outlook
would be created, by success in this endeavor? Do you really need
something to print on your T-shirt? Some slogan-honers are very, very
good at it, but as the psychologist Donald Hebb once memorably said,
"If it isn't worth doing, it isn't worth doing well."
I don't mean to imply that careful definition, and the criticism of
definitions by means of counterexamples, is never a valuable exercise.
Consider, for example, the definition of color. The recent analyses and
attempts at definition by philosophers have been eye-opening. They
have actually illuminated the concepts and warded off genuine misapprehensions. Given the care that has recently been devoted by philosophers to the attempt to give a precise definition of color, then, my
swift assertion, in chapter 12, that colors are "reflective properties of
surfaces of objects, or of transparent volumes" is outrageously underdefended. Just which reflective properties? I think I have explained
why trying to answer that question precisely would be a waste of time;
the only precise answer could not be a concise answer, for reasons we
can well understand. That means a "noncircular" definition is hard to
come by. So what? Do I really think this simple move can stand up to
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the issues raised by the competition? (In addition to those cited earlier,

would mention Strawson, 1989, and Boghossian and Velleman, 1989,
1991.) Yes, but it's a long story, so I'll just put the ball in their court.
Isn't your position, in the end, just a brand of verificationism?
Philosophers have recently managed to convince themselves —
and many an innocent bystander — that verificationism is always a sin.
Under the influence of Searle and Putnam, for instance, the neuroscientist Gerald Edelman retreats hastily from an act of near-verificationism: "Absence of evidence of self-consciousness in animals other
than chimpanzees does not allow us to consider that they are not selfconscious" (1989, p. 280). Fie! Take courage! Surely we can not only
I

consider that they are not, but can investigate the consideration, and
if we find strong positive reasons for denying it, we should deny it. It
is time for the pendulum to swing back. In a commentary on my earlier
criticisms of Nagel (Demiett, 1982a), Richard Rorty once said:

Dennett thinks that one can be skeptical about Nagels insistence
on the phenomenologically rich inner lives of bats "without
thereby becoming the Village Verificationist." I do not. I think that
skepticism about Nagel- and Searle-like intuitions is plausible
only if it is based on general methodological considerations about
the status of intuitions. The verificationist's general complaint
about the realist is that he is insisting on differences (between,
e.g., bats with private lives and bats without, dogs with intrinsic
intentionality and dogs without) which make no difference: that
his intuitions cannot be integrated into an explanatory scheme
because they are "wheels which play no part in the mechanism"
1953, I, para. 271]. This seems to me a good complaint to make, and the only one we need make. IRorty, 1982a,
pp. 342—343; see also Rorty, 1982b]
I agreed, but proposed a slight (.742) modulation of the claim: 'with
ready to come out of the closet
Professor Rorty cheering me on... I
a Village Verificationist;
please,
but
not,
verificationist,
as some sort of
1982b,
(Dennett,
Verificationists"
be
Urbane
let's all
p. 355). This book
pursues the course further, arguing that if we are not urbane verificationists, we will end up tolerating all sorts of nonsense: epiphenomenalism, zombies, indistinguishable inverted spectra, conscious teddy
bears, self-conscious spiders.
The most salient pressure point for the brand of verificationism I
endorse comes in chapter 5, in the argument purporting to show that
since there is and could be no evidence in support of either Orwellian
,
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or Stalinesque models of consciousness, there is no fact of the matter.
The standard rebuttal to this verificationist assertion is that I am prejudging the course of science; how do I know that new discoveries in

neuroscience won't reveal new grounds for making the distinction?
The reply — not often heard these days — is straightforward: about
some concepts (not all, but some) we can be sure we know enough to
know that whatever came along in the way of new science, it wouldn't
open up this sort of possibility. Consider, for instance, the hypothesis
that the universe is right-side-up, and its denial, the hypothesis that
the universe is upside-down. Are these hypotheses in good standing?
Is there, or might there be, a fact of the matter here? Is it a verificationist
sin to opine that no matter what revolutions in cosmology are in the
offing, they won't turn that "dispute" into an empirical fact of the matter
that gets settled?
But you are, really, a sort of behaviorist, aren't you?
This question has been asked before, and I am happy to endorse
the answer that Wittgenstein (1953) gave to it.
307. "Are you not really a behaviourist in disguise? Aren't you at
bottom really saying that everything except human behaviour is
a fiction?" — If I do speak of a fiction, then it is of a grammatical

fiction.
308. How does the philosophical problem about mental processes and states and about behaviourism arise? — The first step
is the one that altogether escapes notice. We talk of processes and
states and leave their nature undecided. Sometime perhaps we
shall know more about them — we think. But that is just what
commits us to a particular way of looking at the matter. For we
have a definite concept of what it means to learn to know a process
better. (The decisive movement in the conjuring trick has been
made, and it was the very one that we thought quite innocent.) —
And now the analogy which was to make us understand our
thoughts falls to pieces. So we have to deny the yet uncomprehended process in the yet unexplored medium. And now it looks
as if we had denied mental processes. And naturally we don't
want to deny them.

Several philosophers have seen what I am doing as a kind of
redoing of Wittgenstein's attack on the "objects" of conscious experience. Indeed it is. As 308 makes clear, if we are to avoid the conjuring
trick, we have to figure out the "nature" of mental states and processes
first. That is why I took nine long chapters to get to the point where I
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could begin confronting the problems in their typical philosophical
dress — that is to say, in their misdress. My debt to Wittgenstein is
large and longstanding. When I was an undergraduate, he was my hero,
so I went to Oxford, where he seemed to be everybody's hero. When I
saw how most of my fellow graduate students were (by my lights)
missing the point, I gave up trying to "be" a Wittgensteinian, and just
took what I thought I had learned from the Investigations and tried to
put it to work.
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Philosophers are often correctly accused of indulging in armchair psychology (or neuroscience or physics or. . .), and there are plenty of

embarrassing tales about philosophers whose confident a priori declarations have been subsequently disproved in the lab. One reasonable
response to this established risk is for the philosopher to retreat cautiously into those conceptual arenas where there is little or no danger
of ever saying anything that might be disconfirmed (or confirmed) by
empirical discovery. Another reasonable response is to study, in one's
armchair, the best fruits of the laboratory, the best efforts of the empirically anchored theoreticians, and then to proceed with one's philosophy, trying to illuminate the conceptual obstacles and even going
out on a limb occasionally, in the interests of getting clear, one way or
the other, about the implications of some particular theoretical idea.
When it comes to conceptual issues scientists are no more immune to
confusion than lay people. After all, scientists spend quite a bit of time
in their armchairs, trying to figure out how to interpret the results of
everybody's experiments, and what they do in those moments blends
imperceptibly into what philosophers do. Risky business, but invigorating.
Here, then, are a few half-baked ideas for experiments designed
to test implications of the model of consciousness I have sketched,
selected from a much larger batch of quarter-baked ideas that have either
not made it through the gauntlet of my patient informants, or been
shown by them to have already been done. (My batting average on the
latter group is high enough to encourage me to persist.) Since as a
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philosopher I've tried to keep my model as general and noncomittal as
possible, if I've done my job right, these experiments should help settle
only how strong a version of my model is confirmed; if the model were
entirely disconfirmed, I would be well and truly refuted and embarrassed.
ON TIME AND TIMING

if subjective sequence is a product of interpretation, not directly
of actual sequence, it should be possible to create strong
function
a
interpretational effects of various sorts that are independent of actual
timing.
1. Spider walks: Light touches in sequence, mimicking the cutaneous rabbit, but intended to produce illusory direction judgments. A
simple background case would be two touches, separated in space and
time in the same approximate range as visual phi phenomena, with the
task being to judge direction of "walking" (which is logically equivalent
to sequence, but a more "immediate" judgment, phenomenologically).
Prediction: standard phi phenomenon effects depending on IS!, with
greater acuity on high-resolution surfaces such as a fingertip or the lips.
But now have the subject hold left and right index fingers sideby-side and have the first touch on one fingertip, the second on the
other. There should be much worse resolution of direction, due to the
requirement that comparisons have to be bilateral. Then add visual
"help"; let the subject watch the finger stimulation, but provide for
false visual input: rig the apparatus so that the visual direction implied
is the opposite of the direction implied by the actual sequence of
touches. Prediction: Subjects will make confident false judgments, overruling or discarding the actual sequence information made available
by the cutaneous receptors. If the effect is very strong, it may even
overrule unilateral or even same-finger judgments that were very accurate in the absence of visual input.
2. Film reversals: Subjects are asked to distinguish brief "takes"
of cinema or videotape, some of which have been reversed, or in which
there are sequencing disruptions or anomalies. Film editors have tricks
of the trade, and a wealth of lore, involving the effects of missequencing
frames of film. Sometimes they deliberately splice scenes together with
frames out of order to create special effects — to heighten anxiety or
shock in horror scenes, for instance. Some events are naturally very
strongly ordered; we have all been amused to see film of a diver emerging feet-first out of the splash in the pool and hopping, nimble and dry,
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onto the diving board. Other events are imperceptibly reversible — a
fluttering flag, for instance — while others are intermediate; it might
take careful attention to tell whether film of a bouncing ball was running
forward or backward. Prediction: People will be no good at all at distinguishing reversals in which there is no interpretational bias — in
which brute sequence has to be detected and remembered. For instance,
holding continuity of motion and size and shape disparities roughly
constant, subjects should be much worse at distinguishing (reidentifying) sequences that have no biased directional interpretation, and

telling them from their reversals or other transformations. (Melody discrimination experiments would be an auditory analogue.)
3. Writing on your foot: An experiment designed to disrupt judgments based on the interpretation of "arrival times" at "central availability." Suppose you were to take a pencil and print some letters on
the side of your bare foot, without being able to see what you were
doing. The signals from the cutaneous receptors in your foot would
"confirm" that your intentional writing actions were being properly
carried out by the pen in your hand. Now add indirect vision, a television monitor showing your hand writing on your own foot, but with
the camera placed so that the pencil point on the foot was obscured by
the hand holding the pencil. These visual signals would add further
confirmation of the execution of your intentional actions. But now
insert a short tape delay in the television (one or two frames of 33msecs
each) so that the visual confirmation is always retarded by a small but
constant amount. I predict that subjects would accommodate readily
to this. (I hope so, because the next step is the interesting one.) After
they had accommodated, if the delay were suddenly eliminated, they
would interpret the result as the pencil feeling bendy, because the
perception of the trajectory of its point would be delayed, relative to
their visual input, as if the point were trailing along in the wake of its
expected trajectory.
4. Adjusting the delay on Grey Walter's carousel: The follow-up
experiment that measures the amount of delay required to eliminate
the "precognitive carousel" effect. I predict the amount will be much
smaller than the 300—500msec that would be predicted by an extension
of Libet's Stalinesque model.
ON PANDEMONIUM MODELS OF WORD CHOICE

How could one show that "words want to get themselves said"?
Can serendipity be experimentally controlled? Levelt's experiments to
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yielded surprising negative results (see footnote 2, page 241).
of
The sort variation on them I would want to see would open up the
possibilities for "creative" word use on the part of subjects, while discreetly providing different raw materials in the environment for them
date have

to incorporate into their production. For instance, subjects could he
prepared for the experiment in two different preamble settings, in
which different striking, vivid, slightly novel or out-of-place words
were "casually" left about (on wall posters, in the instructions to subjects, etc.); subjects would then be given opportunities to express themselves on topics in which these target expressions would normally have
a low probability of use, so that priming by the preamble would show

that the target expressions had been "turned on" and were lurking
about, looking for opportunities to be used. Finding no effect would
support Levelt's model; finding a large effect (especially if "strained"
opportunities were seized upon) would support a Pandemonium
model.
EXPERIMENTS USING EYETRACKERS

"Blindsight' in normal subjects: Experiments using eyetrackers
with normal subjects have shown that when a parafoveal stimulus is
switched during the saccade, subjects do not notice this (they do not
report any sense of switching), but there are enhancement effects—
latencies for identification of the second stimulus are shortened or not
depending on information gleaned from the original parafoveal stimulus. If subjects under these conditions make a forced-choice guess as
to whether the stimulus was switched (or whether the initial stimulus
was, say, an upper case letter or a lower case letter), will they do better
than chance? I predict they will, for an interesting range of choices,
but no better than blindsight at its best.
2. "Wallpaper' experiments: Using an eyetracker, and varying the
gross and fine features of parafoveal regions of repetitive "wallpaper"
fields during saccades, plot the competition required to overrule the
"more Marilyns' conclusion. (Since Ramachandran and Gregory's new
results astonished me, I will stick my neck out and predict that there
are no detectable gradual effects, although at the levels at which sub1.

jects notice the changes, they may well report strange illusory motions.)
3. The colored checkerboard: An experiment designed to show
how little is in the "plenum of the visual field." Subjects are given a
task of visual identification or interpretation that requires multiple saccades of a moving scene: they watch animated black-and-white figures
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shown against the background of a randomly colored checkerboard.
The checks are relatively large — for example, the CRT is divided into
a 12x18 array of colored squares randomly filled in with different colors.
(The colors are randomly chosen so that the pattern has no significance
for the visual task superimposed on the background.) There should be

luminence differences between the squares, so there is no Liebmann
effect, and for each square there should be prepared an isoluminent
alternative color: a color which, if switched with the color currently
filling the square, would not create radically different luminence
boundaries at the edges (this is to keep the luminence-edge detectors
quiet). Now suppose that during saccades (as detected by eyetracker)
colors in the checkerboard are switched; onlookers would notice one
or more squares changing color several times a second. Prediction:
There will be conditions under which subjects will be completely oblivious to the fact that large portions of "the background" are being
abruptly changed in color. Why? Because the parafoveal visual system
is primarily an alarm system, composed of sentries designed to call for

saccades when change is noticed; such a system would not bother
keeping track of insignificant colors between fixations, and hence would
have nothing left over with which to compare the new color. (This
depends, of course, on how "fast the film is" in the regions responding
to parafoveal color; there may be a sluggish refractory period that will
undo the effect I predict.)
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